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Preface

Copyright iQ 1975, by John Wiley & Sons. Inc,

All rights reserved. Published simultaneously in Can.idu

Librai 'J' of Congress Cata/o/{ing in Publication Data:

Park. Robert. 19))-

Reinforced concrete structures.

Reproduction or translation of any pan of this work be vond that
permitted by Sections 107 or lOS '-,1' the 1976 United Sta;es Copy.

right Act without the permission of the copyright owner is unlaw

ful. Requests for permission or fun her information should be
addressed to the Permissions Department. John Wiley& Sons, Inc.

We hope that the content and the treatment of the subject of reinforced
concrete structures in this hook will appeal to students, teachers, and practi
cing members of the structural engineering profession.

The hook has grown from two editions of seminar notes entitled Ultimate
Strcnath Dcsiqn of Reinforced Concrete Structures (Vol. I), printed by the
University of Canterbury for extension study seminars conducted for practi
cing structural engineers in New Zealand. Those early editions of seminar
notes have been considerably extended and updated. Many years ofexperience
in teaching theory and. design, and in design and research, have helped to
form ideas and to provide background material for the book.

ThL' text emphasizes the basic behavior of reinforced concrete elements and
of structures---in particular. their strength and deformation characteristics
up to ultimate load. It endeavors to give the reader a thorough knowledge of
the fundamentals of reinforced concrete. Such a background is essential to a
complete and proper understu nding of huilding codes and design procedures.
The design engineer may be disappointed that the text docs not extend into a
range of design charts, tables, and examples. Such information is available
elsewhere. The main purpose of the text is to bring about a basic under
standing of the background 10 such applied material.

The current building code of the American Concrete Institute (ACI 318 71)
is one of the most widely accepted reinforced concrete codes. It has been
adopted by some countries and has strongly influenced the codes or many
others. For this reason extensive reference is made to the ACI provisions, but
comparison with other building codes appears where necessary. The book is
not heavily code oriented, however. The emphasis is on why certain engineer
ing decisions should be made, rather than how they should be executed. It is
our belief that engineers should be capable of rationally assessing design
proccd ures and should not be hiind followers of code provisions.

The strength and serviceability approach to design is emphasized through
out thc book because we believe that it is the most realistic method.

The book commences with a discussion of basic design criteria and the
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l'l' ..fan' Preface vii

properties of concrete and steel. The strength and deformation o!' reinforced
concrete structural members with flexure. flexure and axial load. shc.u, .uu]
torsion arc then presented in some depth. followed by a discussil)n l>J bond
and anchorage. The service load behavior of reinforced concrete I11CI111>('IS IS
then examined. with emphasis (In deflection and crack con t101. 'lhi« l11<1ll'ri;l!
is followed by a treatment of frames and shear walls. Because we believe that
correct proportioning of components is insufficient to ensure ;1 SUl'Cl'SSl'ul
design. the book ends with a discussion on the detailing of structural com
ponents and joints.

We have not attempted to treat the design of specific types of structures.
Thorough understanding of the behavior of reinforced concrete components
and of structural analysis should enable a designer to undertake the dc-iun of
the common range of structures and to find solutions to special prohlel11s.

An aspect of the book that distinguishes it from most other texts on rein
forced concrete is the treatment of the effects of earthquake loading: and
means of achieving design procedures for seismic-resistant struct urcs,
Seismic design is assuming more importance with the realization that seismic
zones may be more extensive than has heretofore been assumed. Seismic de
sign involves more than a consideration of additional static lateral loads on
the structure. Proper attention to details. and an understanding: of pussihle
failure mechanisms. are essential if structures capable of surviving major
earthquakes are to be designed. Considerations of behavior under intense
seismic loading involve an understanding of the deformation churactcristics
of members and structures in the inelastic range. as well as the development
of strength. and these areas are given due regard in the text.

A detailed discussion of slabs has been omitted because a hook-length
treatment is in preparation.

We hope that the book will serve as a useful text to teachers prep;lrin~ a
syllabus for undergraduate courses in reinforced concrete. Each major t()pic
has been treated in enough depth to permit the book to be used hv llrad uute
students in advanced courses in reinforced concrete. It is hoped '11;at In;IIlY

practicing engineers. particularly those facing the formidable task or having
to design earthquake-resistant structures. will also find this hook a uscfu!
reference,

We would be grateful for any constructive comments or criticisms that
readers may have and for notification of any errors that they will incvu ablv
detect. .

The authors have received a great deal of assistance. encouragement. and
inspiration from numerous sources. Thanks are due to our ruauv collcauucs
at the University of Canterbury, particularly to Prof. H. J. l-!l~pkins. :\1\0
initiated a strong interest in concrete at this University. to Dr. A. .I. Carr. who
read part of the manuscript. and to Mrs. Alice Watt. whose patience when

typing the manuscript is greatly appreciated. Also. the dedicated technicians
of the Dcpa rtrncnt or Ci vii Fngi nccring of the lJ niversity of Canterbury and
our uradu.uc students have carried the major burden of the testing reported.
as well as the photographic and drafting work, and their efforts must he
recorded With apprcciat ion. To many prol'cssional engineering colleagues in
New Zealand. including O. A. Glogau. G. F. Mckenzie, and I. C. Arm
strong of the New Zealand Ministry of Works. and consulting engineers
A. L. Andrews, J. F. Hollings. R. J. P. Garden. and K. Williamson, we owe a
area t deal for constructive comment and discussions. To our many colleagues
in North America, Europe. and Australia, including M. P. Collins, R. F.
Furlong. W. L. Gamble. P. Lampert. J. MacGregor, and G, Base, who read
part of the manuscript. and to Y. Y. Bertero, F. Leonhardt. and H, Rusch, we
are grateful. Also our thanks are due to our own University of Canterbury,
the Portland Cement Association. the American Iron and Steel Institute, the
American Society of Civil Engineers, the American Concrete Institute and
the Cement and Concrete Association.

Finally. this undertaking could never have been achieved without the
patience. encouragement. and understanding of our wives.

R. PARK

T PAULAY
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I

The Design Approach

1.1 DE\'EL()I)~IENT OF WORKINC STRESS AND l'LTIMATE

STRENGTH DESIGN PROCEDURES

Several of the early studies of reinforced concrete members were based on
ultimate strength theories, for example, Thullie's flexural theory of 1897
and the para belie st rcss dist ribut ion theory of Ritter in 1899. However at
about 1l)()O the straight-line (clastic) theory of Coignet and Tedesco became
generally accepted. mainlv because clastic theory was the conventional
method of design for other materials and also because it was thought that the
straight-line distribution of stress led to mathematical simplification. In
addition, tests had shown that the use of clastic theory with carefully chosen
values for the allowable working stresses led to a structure displaying satis
factory behavior at the service loads and having an adequate margin of
safety against collapse. Thus clastic theory has been the basis of reinforced
concrete design for many years.

Recently there has been renewed interest in ultimate strength theory as a
basis of design. After more than half a century of practical experience and
laboratory tests. the knowledge of the behavior of structural concrete has
vastly increased and the deficiencies of the clastic theory (working stress)
design method have become evident. This has resulted in periodic adjust
ment to the working stress design method. but it has become increasingly
apparent that a design method should be based on the actual inelastic
properties of the concrete and steel. Thus ultimate strength design became
accepted as an alternative to working stress design in the building codes for
reinforced concrete of the American Concrete Institute (ACI) in 1956 and
of the United Kingdom in IlJ57. These two design approaches may be sum
marized as follows.

Working S',,,e.H Design (Elastic Thl'()/'Y)

The sections of the members of the structure arc designed assuming straight
line stress-strain relationships ensuring that at service loads the stresses in
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the steel and the concrete do not exceed the allowable working stresses. The
allowable stresses are taken as fixed proportions of the ultimate or yield
strength of the materials: for example, for compression in bending 0.45 of the
cylinder strength of the concrete may be assumed. The bending moments and
forces that act on statically indeterminate structures arc calculated assuming
linear-clastic bcha vior,

Ultimate Strength DesiKII

The sections of the members of the structures are designed taking inelastic
strains into account to reach ultimate (maximum) strength (i.e.. the concrete
at maximum strength and usually the steel yielding) when an ultimate load,
equal to the sum of each service load multiplied by its respective load factor,
is applied to the structure. Typical load factors used in practice are 1.4 for
dead load and 1.7 for live load. The bending moments and forces that act on
statically indeterminate structures at the ultimate load are calculated
assuming linear-elastic behavior of the structure up to the ultimate load.
Alternatively, the bending moments and forces are calculated taking some
account of the redistribution of actions that may occur because of the non
linear relationships that exist between the actions and dctorm.u ions in the
members at high loads.

Some of the reasons for the trend towards ultimate strength design are

as follows:

I. Reinforced concrete sections behave inelastically at high loads: hence
elastic theorv cannot give a reliable prediction of the ultimate strength of
the members because inelastic strains are not taken into account. For
structures designed by the working stress method. therefore, the exact load
factor (ultimate load/service load) is unknown and varies from structure to
structure. I

2. Ultimate strength design allows a more rational selection of the load
factors. For example, a low load factor may be used for loading known more
exactly, such as dead load, and a higher load factor for less certain loads. such

as live load.
3. The stress-strain curve for concrete is nonlinear and is time dependent.

For example. the creep strains for concrete under constant sustained stress
may be several times the initial elastic strain. Therefore. the value of the
modular ratio (ratio of the clastic modulus of steel to that of concrete) used
in working stress design is a crude approximation. Creep strains C~\11 cause a
substantial redistribution of stress in reinforced concrete sections, and this
means that the stresses that actually exist at the service loads often hear little
relation to the design stresses. For example, the compression ste,'1 in columns
may reach the yield strength during the sustained appiicat ion of service

loads, although this occurrence is not evident from working stress analysis
using a norma Ill' recommended value for the modular ratio. Ultimate strength
design does not require a knowledge of the modular ratio.

4. Ultimate strength design utilizes reserves of strength resulting from a
more efficient distribution of stresses allowed by inelastic strains, and at
times it indicates the working stress method to be very conservative. For
example, the compression steel in doubly reinforced beams usually reaches
the yield strength at the ultimate load, but elastic theory may indicate a low
stress in this steel.

5. Ultimate strength design makes more efficient use of high strength
reinforcement. and smaller beam depths can be used without compression
steel.

6. Ultimate strength design allows the designer to assess the ductility of
the structure in the postelastic range. This is an important aspect when he
considers the possible redistribution of bending moments in the design for
gravity loads and in the design for earthquake or blast loading.

1.2 DESIG;\I FOR STRENGTH AND SERVICEABILITY

More recently it has been recognized that the design approach for reinforced
concrete ideally should combine the best features of ultimate strength and
working stress design. This is desirable because if sections are proportioned
by ultimate strength requirements alone, there is a danger that although the
load factor is adequate. the cracking and the deflections at the service loads
may be excessive. Cracking may be excessive if the steel stresses are high or if
the bars are badly distributed. Deflections may be critical if the shallow
sections, which are possible in ultimate strength design, are used and the
stresses are high. Thus to ensure a satisfactory design, the crack widths and
deflections at service loads must be checked to make certain that they lie
within reasonable limiting values, dictated by functional requirements of the
structure. This check requires the use of elastic theory.

In 1964 the European Concrete Committee produced its recommenda
tions for an international code of practice for reinforced concrete. i.: This
document introduced the concept of limit state design, proposing that the
structure be designed with referenceto several limit states. The most impor
tant limit states were: strength at ultimate load, deflections at service load,
and crack widths at service load. The approach is gaining acceptance in
many countries. Thus ultimate strength theory is becoming the predominant
approach for proportion in!:, sections, with elastic theory used only for en
suring serviceability. It is also worth noting that ultimate strength theory has
been used for proportioning sections in the USSR and in some other Euro
pean countries for many years. It is likely that the trend toward the use of
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(P = 0.90

qJ = 0.75
((! = 0.70

A('I Slrrnglh and Senil'l'ahilit\ Ill-sign Ml'Ihod

flexure. with or without axial tension, or axial tension
flexure with axial compression, or axial compression:
if spirally reinforced
otherwise

((p may be increased linearly to 0.9 for sections
with small axial compression tending to zero)
shear and torsion

Other values arc given in the code.

U == 0.75( 1.4D + 1.7L + 1.7W) (1.2)

where the case of L having its full value or zero should be checked, and

U = 0.9D + I.3W (1.3)

when actions resulting from J) and Ware of opposite sign. If earthquake load
E is to be included, Eqs, 1.2and I.J should also comply, with 1.1 E substituted
for W Strength requirements for other types of loading are given in the code.

The load factors as prescribed do not vary with the seriousness of the
consequence of failure. For example, one might expect the load factor used
for a hospital building to be higher than that for an industrial building.
However. it is assumed that the prescribed service loads include the effect of
the seriousness of the failure. Nevertheless, the load factors prescribed should
be regarded as minimum values. Some increases may be appropriate if the
consequences of failure arc especially serious or if a reasonable estimate of
the service load cannot he made.

dead load D and live load L be at least equal to

U = lAD + 1.71. (1.1)

When wind load W is t() he considered in the design the required strength U
provided slilluld ;i1so he al kast equal to

Capacity Reduction Factors

Capacity reduction factors (pare provided to allow for approximations in the
calcula~ions and variations in the material strengths, workmanship, and
dimensions. Each one of these may be within tolerable limits, but in combina
tion they may result in undercapacity. The basic strength equation for a
section may be said to give the ideal strength, assuming that the equation is
s~ientifically correct, that the materials are as strong as specified, and that
sizes are as shown on the drawings. The dependable or reliable strength of the
sectl?n .to he used in the design calculations is taken as the ideal strength
multlph.ed by tp where the value for the capacity reduction factor qJ depends
on the Importance of the variable quantities. Values recommended by the
1971 ACI code are:

The Drsign Approach4

1.3.1 Strength Provisions

The 1971 ACI code1.2 separates the strength provtsions for structural
safety into two parts, load factors and capacity reduction factors.

Load Factors

Load factors are intended to ensure adequate safety against an increase in
service loads beyond loads specified in design so that failure is extremely
unlikely. Load factors also help to ensure that the deformations at the service
load are not excessive. The load factors used for dead load, live load, lateral
earth and fluid pressure, and wind and earthquake loading diller in mugni
tude. The load factors are different for various types of loading because, for
instance. the dead load of a structure is less likely to be exceeded than the
prescribed live load. The ultimate load of the structure should at least equal
the sum of each service load multiplied by its respective load factor. The
1971 ACI code recommends that the required strength 1.J provided to resist

ultimate strength design will continue, and it is apparent that it may not be
many years before the example of the European Concrete Committee is
followed and the working stress method disappears from building codes for
reinforced concrete.

The 1956 and 1963 building codes of the American Concrete Institute
allowed the use of either working stress or ultimate strength design. The
1971 ACI code ':? emphasizes design based on strength with serviceability
checks. However, the 1971 code also allows an alternative design method
in which the working stress method is used to design beams for flexure and
factored-down ultimate strength equations are used to design members for
all other actions. It is evident that this alternative method has been retained
only in an attempt to keep what has been the conventional design approach.
Future ACI codes may omit this alternative procedure completely. It is also
of interest to note a change in the terminology in the 1971 ACI code. The
world .. ultimate" rarely appears. For example, .. strength" is written for
.. ultimate strength."

In this book the strength and serviceability approach of the 1971 ACI
code is adopted because it is considered to emphasize the real behavior of
reinforced concrete and to be the more logical approach to design. Whenever
possible, the background to the ACI code provisions are outlined. Where
necessary. the code provisions are supplemented in the light of new research
evidence that has become available, and some comparison with other codes
is given.
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( 1.4)

Additional variables that have been considered in prescribing capacity
reduction factors include the seriousness of the consequence of failure of
the members with respect to the whole structure. and the degree of warning
involved in the mode of failure. Beams have the highest tp value because they
are designed to fail in a ductile manner with yielding of the tension steel.
Warning of such a failure would normally be given by considerable cracking
and large deflections, and since the variability of steel strength is lcsx than that
for concrete, the flexural strength can be accurately predicted. Columns have
the lowest qJ values because they can fail in a brittle way when the concrete
strength is the critical factor. Also, failure of a column can mean collapse of
the whole structure. and repair of columns is difficult to carry out. Spirally
reinforced columns are more ductile than tied columns, hence they have been
allocated a higher qJ value. The if> value for shear and torsion is intermediate
because the concrete contribution to strength is less critical than in the case
of compression members. and the theory predicting the strength is less
accurate than that for flexure.

In design the ultimate load is calculated on the basis of the dependable
strength. On the basis of the ideal strength, the overall safety factor for a
structure loaded by dead and live load is

lAD + I.7L I
..._-------- -
D + L ip

On this basis. the overall safety factor against the ideal strength of the section
being reached (in the case of flexure, with or without axial tension) varies
from 1.56 for LID = 0 to 1.82 for LID = 4, the higher value properly applying
to the higher live load conditions. For members with flexure and axial
compression, the overall safety factor varies between 2.00 and 2.34 for LI [)
between 0 and 4, thus giving greater overall safety to a more critical building
element. I

The ideal strength is calculated using the specified strengths of the con
crete and the steel. Because these strength values are normally exceeded in a
real structure, an additional reserve of strength is available.

1.3.2 Serviceability Provisions

The assessment of the performance of the structure at the service load is an
extremely important consideration when members are proportioned on the
basis of the required strength. This is because members with small sections.
and sections with little compression steel. can satisfy the strength rcq uire
ments but lead to high stresses and deformations at the service load. There
fore. it must be verified that deflections at service load are within acceptable
limits. The control of cracking is also very important for the sake of appear
ance and durability. Therefore. the crack widths at the service load should

not exceed specified limits. The acceptable limits for deflections and crack
widths are difficult to specify. but recommendations for these are given in
the 1971 ACI code.' 2

1.3.3 Ductility Provisions

A significant consideration that may have to be added to strength and service
ability is ductility. It is important to ensure that in the extreme event of a
structure being loaded to failure. it will behave in a ductile manner. This
means ensuring that the structure will not fail in a brittle fashion without
warning but will be capable of large deformations at near-maximum load
carrying capacity. The large deflections at near-maximum load give ample
warning or failure, and hy maintaining load carrying capacity, total collapse
may beprevented and lives saved. Also, ductile behavior of members enables
the use in design of distributions of bending moments that take into account
the redistribution possible from the elastic bending moment pattern.

In areas requiring design for seismic loading, ductility be60mes an
extremely important consideration. This is because the present philosophy
of codes for seismic loading (c.g .. the Uniform Building code v ') is to design
structure, to resist only relatively moderate earthquakes elastically; in the
case of a severe earthquake. reliance is placed on the availability of sufficient

~~ . ductility after yielding to enable a structure to survive without collapse.
Hence the recommendations for seismic loading can be justified egnly if the
structure has sufficient ductility to absorb and dissipate energy by post
elastic deformations when subjected to several cycles of loading well into
the yield range.

To ensure ductile behavior designers should give special attention to
details such as longitudinal reinforcement contents, anchorage of reinforce
ment and confinement of compressed concrete. ensuring that all brittle types
of failure (c.g .. failure due to shear) are avoided. The 1971 ACI code 1.2

makes recommendations for longitudinal steel contents that result in
ductile sections. and it allows some redistribution of bending moments from
the clastic moment diagram. Also. for the first time, the code includes an
appendix giving special provisions for seismic design.

1.4 CONSIDERATIONS OF MEMBER STRENGTH

104.1 Development of Member Strength

In design it is often necessary to evaluate the possible upper and lower bounds
of the likely strength of structural components. This is the case when a
desired sequence of strength attainment in the members ofa structure loaded
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(1.7)

(1.8c)

(1.8'1)

(1.8b)

~~.-! >- 'f.l'.!L({J()B

Spli "'" (P pH <p A

~l'A >- <PpA_<PoB

S "'"• plJ <P pH

Considerations of :\h'mh~r Stn'nglh

where <P" is the overstrcngth factor allowing for all sources of strength in
crease and is greater than I.

1.4.5 Overstrength S'"

The overstrength S" takes into account all the possible factors that may
cause a strength increase. These include a steel strength higher than the
specified yield strength plus additional steel strength due to strain hardening
at large deformations, a concrete strength higher than specified, section sizes
larger than assumed, axial compression in flexural members due to lateral
restraint, and additional reinforcement placed for construction purposes or
unaccounted for in calculations. The overstrength can be related to the ideal
strength by

be related to the ideal strength by

Sp = (PI'S; (1.6)

where <Pp is the probable strength factor allowing for materials being stronger
than specified and is greater than J.

1.4.6 Relationships Between Different Strengths

The highest level of protection to ensure that component A which receives
loud from component U does nOI fflit bef(lte Ihe fltrctlsth pr cornponent B ht
developed is found when the dependable strength ofcomponent A exceeds the
overstrength of component B, SdA ~ SoB' A lower level of protection is given
by SIA ~ Soli' and an even lower level of protection is given by SpA ~ SoB'
The degree of protection afforded by these cases may best be expressed by
the ratio of probable strengths, SpA/SpB' of the two components. For the
foregoing levels of protection, high to low, it will be found from Eqs. 1.5 to
1.7 that

For example, if «(>.1 = 0.9, ((>p,1 = (Ppll = 1.1, and <PoB = 1.3, the ratios
of the probable strength of component A to the probable strength of

(1.5)

The Dl'sign Approach

1.4,3 Dependable Stt'i.m~th Sd

In the strength provisions described in Section 1.3.1 the purpose oft he capacity
reduction factor <P was outlined. The capacity reduction factor allows the
dependable or reliable strength Sd to be related to the ideal strength by

Sd = »s,
where <p, the capacity reduction factor, is less than I.

1.4.4 Probable Strength Sp

The probable strength Sp takes into account the fact that the materials
strengths are generally greater than the specified strengths. For example, the
yield strength of the steel may be as much as 20 %higher than the specified
strength and the concrete strength may be as much as 30 '>;, higher than the
specified concrete strength, or even higher at a greater age or if the material is
triaxially compressed. The probable strengths of the materials can be
obtained from routine testing, normally conducted during construction of
the structure. If the information is required at the design stage. it must be
based on previous experience with the materials. The probable strength can

1.4.2 Ideal Strength S,

The ideal or nominal strength of a section of a member S, is obtained from
theory predicting the failure behavior of the section and on assumed section
geometry and specified material strengths. The major part of this book deals
with the derivation of the ideal strength, to which other st rength levels can be
conveniently related.

to failure is to be ensured. For example, at a beam-column joint in a continu
ous frame, if a column failure with its possible catastrophic consequences
is to be avoided, it is always desirable to develop the strength of the beam
before the strength of the column. The avoidance of all types of nonductile
failure mode is a particular feature of seismic design. Thus it is important to
know the possible variation of the likely strengths of structural members.

Real structures contain variations in the strengths of the concrete and steel
from the specified values, and there are unavoidable deviations from the
specified dimensions because of constructional tolerances. Also, assump
tions have been made in the derivation of the strength equations. Hence it is
difficult-to calculate exactly the real strength of a structure; but it is possible
to define levels of possible strength of members, which can be used in various
types of design calculations. The levels of ideal strength, dependa blc strength,
probable strength and overstrength will be defined in the following sections.

8
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component B necessary to ensure that component B does not fail are
(1.1 x 1.3)/(1.1 x 0.9) = 1.44, 1.1 x 1.3/1.1 = 1.30, and 1.3 1.1 = 1.18,
according to Eqs. 1.8a, 1.8b, and 1.8c, respectively, indicating the different

levels of protection for component B.

1.5 REFERENCES

1.1 CEB." Recommendations for an International Code ofPractice fur Rcinr. 'rll'd ('<lIKITt,."
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Stress-Strain Relationships

for Concrete and Steel

2.1 CO~CRETE

2.1.1 Uniaxial Stress Behavior

Under practical conditions concrete is seldom stressed in one direction only
(uniaxial stress). since in most structural situations the concrete is stressed
simultaneously in a number of directions. Nevertheless. an assumed uniaxial,
stress condition can be justified in many cases.

CompreS,\'il'e ,",'(ress Behavior

The compressive strcngt h of concrete is usually obtained from cylinders with
a height to diameter ratio of 2. The cylinders are loaded longitudinally at a
slow strain rate to reach maximum stress in 2 or 3 minutes. The normal
standard cylinder is 12 in 1.105 rnm) high by 6 in (152 mm) diameter and the
compressive strength attained at 21i days usually ranges between 2000 and
lioon psi (I :1.8 to 55.2 N rnm "]. Smaller size cylinders, or cubes, are also used,
particularly for production control, and the compressive strength of these
units is higher. With appropriate conversion factors obtained from tests,
the results from such specimens can be converted into equivalent standard
cylinder strength values.

Figure 2.1 presents typical stress-strain curves obtained from concrete
cylinders loaded in uniaxial compression in a test conducted over several
minutes. The curves arc almost linearup to about one-half the compressive
strength. The peak of the curve for high-strength concrete is relatively sharp,
but for low-strength concrete the curve has a flat top. The strain at the
maximum stress is approximately 0.002. At higher strains, after the maximum
stress is reached. stress can still be carried even though cracks parallel to the
direction of the loading become visible in the concrete. Concrete tested in
flexible testing machines sometimes fails explosively because the concrete

II
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cannot absorb the release in strain energy from the testing machine when the
load decreases after maximum stress. A stiff testing machine is necessary to
trace the full extent of the descending branch of the stress-strain curve.

The mod uJus of elasticity for concrete E~ may be takcn as 2 I

12
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(2.1 )

(I psi = 0.0061)9 Nzrnm'), where w is the density of concrete in pounds per
cubic foot (I lb/ft:' = 16.02 kg/m') and f:. is the compressive cylinder
strength in psi. Equation 2.1, which applies.fer-values of II' bet ween 90 and
155 lb/lt ', was determined by Pauw2 .2 from short-term loading tests: it gives
the secant I modulus at a stress of approximately,0.51: . For normal weight

concrete, E, may be considered to be 57,OOOJj;psi or 4730", l, Nrrnm '.
Tests by Ri.isch2 .

3 have indicated that the shape of the stress-strain curve
before maximum stress depends on the strength of the concrete (see Fig. 2.2).
However. a widely used approximation for the shape of the stress-strain
curve before maximum stress is a second-degree parabola. For example, the
often quoted stress-strain curve due to Hognestttd 2 .4 is shown in Fig. 2.3,
wherer" is the maximum stress reached in the concrete. The extent of falling
branch behavior adopted depends on the limit of useful concrete strain
assumed. This aspect is further discussed in Chapters 3 and 6 with regard to
calculations for the flexural strength and ultimate deformations of members.
The maximum compressive stress reached in the concrete of a flexural mern
berj",' may differ from the cylinder strengthj, because of the difference in size
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value of maximum stress reached gradually decreases but the descending
branch of the curve falls less quickly. the strain at which the maximum stress
is reached is increased.

Tensile Stress Behavior

Concrete strain. in/in Imm/mm)

Fig. 2.5. Stress-strain curves lor concrete with various rates of axial compressive loading.j:"
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Fig. 2.4. Stress-strain curves for concrete cylinder with-high-intensity repeated axial compres
sive cyclic loading.":"
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and shape of the compressed concrete. The strength of concrete in members
with flexure is treated at greater length in Chapter 3.

When the load is applied at a fast strain rate, both the modulus of elasticity
and the strength of the concrete increase. For example, it has been reported U

that for a strain rate of O.Ol/sec the concrete strength may be increased as
much as 17 ~)~)'

Repeated high-intensity compressive loading produces a pronounced
hysteresis effect in the stress-strain curve. Figure 2.4 gives test data obtained

by Sinha, Gerstle, and Tulirr':" for slow strain rates. Their tests. and those of
Karsan and Jirsa,":" indicated that the envelope curve was almost Identical
to the curve.obtained from a single continuous load application.

Ri.isch,J·A I who has conducted long-term-Ieading tests on unconfined
concrete, has found that the sustained load compressive strength is approx
imately 80 '~o of the short-term strength, where the short-term st rcngth is the
strength of an identically old and identically cast specimen that is loaded to
failure over a IO-minute period when the specimen under sustained load has
collapsed. In practice, concrete strengths considered in the design of structures
are usually based on the anticipated short-term strength at 2~ days. The
strength reduction due to long-term loading will be at least partly offset by the
property of concrete to reach a higher strength at ~reater ages. .Also. the
capacity reduction factor ifI is low when the compressive strength 01 concrete
is critical. Creep strains due to long-term loading cause modification in the
shape of the stress-strain curve. Some curves obtained by Rlisch 2

.
K for v~rious

rates of loading (Fig. 2.5) indicate thai with a decreasing rate of strain, the

The tensi le strength of concrete. generally less than 20 o~ of the compressive
strength, can be obtained directly from tension specimens. However, because
of the difficulties of holding the specimens to achieve axial tension and the
uncertainties of secondary stresses induced by the holding devices. the
direct tension tcst is infrequently used, even for research purposes,

The tensi Ie st rcngt h of concrete may be measured indirectly in terms of the
computed tensile stress at which a cylinder placed horizontally in a testing
machine and loaded along a diameter will split. The method of test and the
stresses ind uccd along the loaded diameter, as found from the theory of
elasticity. arc represented 111 Fig. 2.6. The tensile stress across the diameter
at splitting is found from the relationship 2P/(rrhd), where P is the applied
load at splitting. h is the length of the cylinder, and d is the diameter of the
cylinder.

The tensile strength of concrete can also be evaluated by means of bending
tests conducted on plain concrete beams. The beams normally have a 6 in
(150 mm) square cross section. The tensile strength in flexure. known
as the modulus of rupture fro is computed from the flexural formula MIL,
where M is the bending moment at the failure of the specimen and Z is the



section modulus of the cross section. The split-cylinder tensile strength
usually ranges from 50 to 75°Ir, of the modulus of rupture, The difference
is mainly due to the stress distribution in the concrete of the t1ex ural member
being nonlinear when failure is imminent. An approximate relationship
for the modulus of rupture is
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2.1.2 Combined Stress Behavior

1.0 r--r--r--=~==r--.,--r--.,--.,---,

The ratio between the transverse strain and the strain in the direction of
applied uniaxial loading. referred to as Poisson's ratio, is usually found to be
in the range 0.15 to 0.20 for concrete. However, values between 0.10 and 0.30
have been determined. No reliable information appears to exist regarding the
variation of Poisson's ratio with the concrete properties, but it is generally
considered that Poisson's ratio is lower for high-strength concrete.

At high compressive stresses the transverse strains increase rapidly, owing
to internal cracking parallel to the direction of loading within the specimen.
Strains measured in a specimen tested to failure are plotted in Fig. 2.7. During
most of the loading range the volume of the specimen decreases; but at high
stresses near the compressive strength of the specimen, the transverse strains
become so high that the volume of the specimen will actually commence to
increase. indicating the breakdown of strength. The failure of a specimen
loaded uniaxially in compression is generally accompanied by splitting in the
direction parallel to the load and volume increase.

Fig. 2.7.

In many structu rul situat ions concrete is su bjcctcd to direct and shear stresses
acting in a number of directions, Considering the equilibrium of the forces

be idealized as a straight line up to the tensile strength. Within this range the
modulus of elasticity in tension may be assumed to be the same as in compres;
~.

(2.2)
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Fig. 2.6. Split-cylinder test for tensile strength,

where .r: is the cylinder strength in psi (1 psi = 0.00689 NzmrnC ). For sand
and gravel concrete K can range between 7 and 13; a lower bound of K = 7.5
is often assumed. It is evident that an increase in compressive strength is not
accompanied by a proportionate increase in the modulus of rupt lire.

Because of the low tensile strength of concrete, concrete in tension is
usually ignored in strength calculations of reinforced concrete members.
When it is taken into account, however, the stress-strain curve in tension may

16
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On planes ot her than the principal planes, the direct stresses are accom
panied by shear stresses. Mohr's theory of failure 2.11 has been used to obtain
a prediction of strength for this combined stress case. Figure 2.9 indicates how
a family of Mohr's circles representing failure conditions in simple tension,
simple compression, and other combinations, are enclosed by an envelope
curve. Any combination of stresses having a Mohr's circle that is tangent
to this envelope or intersects it can be regarded as a failure condition.

A failure curve for clements with direct stress in one direction combined
with shear stress, as found by Bresler and Pister,2.12 appears in Fig. 2.10.
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Biaxial Stress Behavior

A biaxial stress condition occurs if the principal stresses act only ill two
directions: that is, the stresses act in one plane and the third principal stress
is zero. Figure 2.8 presents the combinations of direct stress in two directions
which caused failure, as found by Kupfer, Hilsdorf, and Rlisch. 2 l O These
investigators concluded that the strength of concrete subjected to biaxial
compression may be as much as 27~~ higher than the uniaxial strength. For
equal biaxial compressive stresses, the strength increase is approximately
16%. The strength under biaxial tension is approximately equal to the
uniaxial tensile strength. Note, however, that combined tension and compres
sion loadings reduce both the tensile and the compressive stresses at failure.

acting on an element of the concrete, it can be shown (e.g.. see Popov 2 .'I ) that
any combined stress situation can be reduced to three normal stresses acting
on three mutually perpendicular planes. These three normal stresses arc the
principal stresses, and the shear stresses acting on these planes Me zero.

In spite of extensive research, 110 reliable theory has yet been developed for
the failure strength of concrete for the general case of complex three
dimensional states of stress. Modifications of the conventional theories of
strength of materials have been attempted, but no single theory is accurately
applicable to all cases. In many applications, however, one of the simpler
theories of failure gives sufficient accuracy.

Fig. 2.8. Biaxial strength of concrete. I" = uniaxial strength.": 0 Fig. 2.10. Combinations or direct stress and shear causing failure of concrete.•. 12



Triaxial Compressive Stress Behavior
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Fig. 2.1 t. Axial stress-strain curves from triaxial compression tests on concrete cylinders. 2,1.'
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2. t.3 Concrete Confinement by Reinforcement

In practice. concrete may be confined by transverse reinforcement, commonly
in the form 01' closely spaced steel spirals or hoops. In this case, at low levels
ofstress ill the concrete, the transverse reinforcement is hardly stressed; hence
the concrete is unconfined. The concrete becomes confined when at stresses
approaching the uniaxial strength, the transverse strains become very high
because of prugrcsxi vc intcrnul crack ing and the concrete bears out against
the transverse reinforcement, which then applies a confining reaction to the
concrete. Thus the transverse reinforcement provides passive confinement.
Tests by many investigators have shown that confinement by transverse
rcinforccmen t can considerably improve the stress-strain characteristics
of concrete at high strains. Richart et a1 2

.
1 5 found, for example. that Eq. 2.3,

for the st rength of concrete confined by fluid pressure. applies approximately
to concrete confined by circular spirals. Figure 2.12 shows stress-strain
curves obtained from three sets of concrete cylinders confined by circular
spirals tested by Iycngarct a1. 2

.
16 Each set was for a different unconfined

strength of concrete. The increase in strength and ductility with content of
confining steel is very significant. Tests have demonstrated that circular
spirals confine concrete much more effectively than rectangular or square
hoops. In Fig. 2. U we have load-strain curves from concrete prisms tested
by Bertcro and l-clippa 2 17 which contained various amounts of square tics.
The effect of the different transverse steel contents on the ductility is quite
appreciable. but the effect on strength is much smaller.

The reason for the considerable difference between the confinement by
circular steel spirals and confinement by rectangular or square steel hoops is
illustrated in Fig. 2.14. Circular spirals, because of their shape, are in axial
hoop tension and provide a continuous confining pressure around the
circumference. which at large transverse strains approximates fluid confine
ment. As a rule, however. square hoops can apply only confining reactions
ncar the corners of the hoops because the pressure of the concrete against
the sides of the hoops tends to bend the sides outwards, as in Fig. 2.14.
Therefore a considerable portion of the concrete cross section may be
unconfined. Because of internal arching between the corners, the concrete is
confined effect ively only in the corners and the central region of the section.

Concrete

was held constant while the axial compressive stress was increased to failure
and the axial strains measured. The tests were carried out over short-term
periods. It is evident that an increase in lateral pressure brings very significant
increases in ductility. as well as strength. This effect is due to the lateral,.
pressure that confines the~oIH;ret~,a.l.!Q,n:Ju~estj1~ t~n<Jency for internal
cra~~},~lg and I ulumei~lCJ:<,:.\!g;jWiLpJ.:iQLtO fail un:.
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where .1';, = axial compressive strength of confined specimen
f:. = uniaxial compressive strength of unconfined specimen
I, = lateral confining pressure

Other tests by Balmer2
.

14 have given values for the lateral stress coefficient
which range between 4.5 and 7.0 with an average value of 5.6, rather than the
4.1 found by Richart et al. The high values for the coefficient occurred at low
lateral pressures.

Figure 2.11 gives the axial stress-strain curves obtained by Richart et a 12
.
13

for triaxial compression tests conducted on concrete cylinders. The cylinders
were confined laterally by fluid pressure, For each curve the Iluid pressure

The curve indicates that the compressive strength of concrete is reduced in
the presence of shear stress, This action may, for example, influence the
strength of concrete in the compression zone of beams and columns when
shear is present.

The strength and ductility of concrete are greatly increased under conditions
of triaxial compression. Richart, Brandtzaeg, and Brown 21.1 found the
following relationship for the strength of concrete cylinders loaded axially
to failure while subjected to confining f1uid pressure
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o Unconfined
/// concrete

Nevertheless, sq uarc confining steel does produce a significant increase in
ductility, and some enhancement of strength has been observed by many
in vestigators.

It is evident from Figs. 2.12 and 2.13 that confinement by transverse
reinforcement has little effect on the stress-strain curve until the uniaxial
strength of the concrete is approached. The shape of the stress-strain curve
at high strains is a function or many variables, the major ones being the

, I·' ,
following: ,I 'I - . / ' " /.;

1. The ratio of the volume oftransverse steel to the volume otthe concrete
core, because a high transverse steel content will mean a high transverse
confining pressure.

2. The yield strength of the transverse steel, because this gives an upper
limit to the confining pressure.

3. The ratio of the spacing of the transverse steel to the dimensions of the
concrete core, because a smaller spacing leads to more effective confinement,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.15. The concrete is confined by arching of the concrete
bet ween the transverse bars and if the spacing is large it is evident that a large
volume of the concrete cannot be confined and may spall away.

4. The ratio of the diameter of the transverse bar to the unsupported
length of transverse bars in the case of rectangular stirrups or hoops, because
a larger bar diameter leads to more effective confinement. This effect is
illustrated in Fig. 2.14. Transverse bars of small diameter will act merely as
ties between the corners because the tlexural stiffness of the hoop bar is
small ami the hoops bow outward rather than effectively confining the
concrete in the regions between the corners. With a larger transverse bar
diameter to unsupported length ratio, the area of concrete effectively confined
will be larger because of the greater flexural stiffness of the hoop side. In the
case of a circular spiral this variable has no significance: given its shape, the

Fig. 2.14. Coruiucmem bv squurc hllnps and circular spirals. (a) Square hoop. (h) Circular

spiral.

Concrete
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Fig. 2.12. Stress-strain curves for concrete cylinders 150 mm (5.9 in) diameter oy .100 111m

(11.8 in) high. confined by circular spl"lis from 6.5 trim (0.26 in) diameter mild 'teel bar' 1<,

Fig. 2.13. Axial loud-strain curves for ,,: In (11)8 nun) square concrete prism. lIith various
contents of square tics.' I'
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from that of the concrete within the transverse steel. The cover concrete
generally commences to spall when the unconfined strength is reached,
particularly if the content of transverse steel is high, because the presence of a
large Dumber of transverse bars creates a plane or surface of weakness
between the core and the cover concrete and precipitates spalling. Thus for
high transverse steel contents the contribution of the cover concrete at high
strains should he ignored. The cover concrete could be assumed to have the
characteristics of unconfined concrete up to an assumed spalling strain and
to make no contribution at higher strains. If the transverse steel content is low,
the cover concrete will tend to spall less readily and will tend to act more
with the confined core. Some account could be taken of the cover concrete
at high strums In that case.

t Some proposals for the strength and duetility of concrete confined by \
.reli1forccment .Ire discussed below. Jt

..
COIICI'ete Confined by Circular Spirals

Assuming that the spirals are sufficiently close to apply a ncar-uniform
pressure. the confining pressure may be calculated from the hoop tension
developed by the spiral steel. Figure 2.16 shows a free body of half a spiral
turn. The lateral pressure on the concrete .I; reaches a maximum when the
spiral reinforcement reaches the yield strength .I;,. If d, is the diameter of the
spiral, A,I' is the area of the spiral bar, and s is the pitch of the spiral, equilib
rium of the forces acting on the half turn of spiral shown in Fig. 2.16 requires
that

I

t~ Unconfined
'/'/ concrete

Stress-Strain Relationships for Concrete and Steel

t
Effect of spacing of transverse steel on efficiency of confinement,Fig. 2.15.

,
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(2.4)

(2.5)

~ t.» Fil:.2.16. Confinement or concrete by spiral reinforcement.

--:t--------

I
,I,

I
I
t

r= 3!~__~..:~1'
,_-' I ,_ tl So-.c-'"
(~,~.~ttP£ :0;

Substituting ELI. 2.4 into Eq. 2.3, we see tllat the axial compressive strength
of concrete confined by a spiral is

t. A
(

" - (" Q 2 . \' sr- + o. ---.---. ,', . (' ds
"

spiral will be in axial tension and will apply a uniform radial pressure to the
concrete.

5. The content and size of longitudinal reinforcement, because this steel
will also confine the concrete. Longitudinal bars are usually of large diameter,
and the ratio of bar diameter to unsupported length is generally such that
the bars can effectively confine the concrete. However, the longitudinal bars
must be placed tightly against the transverse steel because the transverse steel
provides the confining reactions to the longitudinal bars, and if movement
of the longitudinal bars is necessary to bring them into effective contact
with the transverse steel, the efficiency of the confinement will he reduced.

6. The strength of the concrete, because low-strength concrete is rather
more ductile than high-strength concrete (see Fig. 2.1).

7. The rate of loading, because the stress-strain characteristics of concrete
are time dependent.

Outside the transverse steel the concrete is not confined, and this cover or
shell concrete can be expected to have stress-strain characteristics different
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Fig. 2.17. Some rrnrnsed sl rcss-strain curves for concrete confined by rectangular hoops.
(iI) Chan? IH and Blume ct aI.' 1<1 (f,) Baker,2,2o (c) Roy and Sozen 2.21 (eI) Soliman and Yu2,22

(c) Sargin et aI2 . , -,

(2.6)

The increase in ductility of concrete confined by a spiral is also substantial.
Iyengar ct a12.1

h and others, ha vc proposed stress-strain rela tionships for
concrete confined by circular spirals based on empirical data obtained from
tests.

region AB: I:, ~ 0.002

This ascending part of the curve is represented by a second-degree parabola
and assumes that the confining steel has no effect on the shape of this part
of the curve or the strain at maximum stress. It is also assumed that the
maximum stress reached by the confined concrete is the cylinder strength I:.
There is evidence that rectangular hoops will cause an increase in strength;
see for example, Refs. 2.16, 2.[7. 2.18, 2.22, and 2.23. However, this increase

Concrete Confined hy Rectangular Hoops

Various investigators have proposed stress-strain relationships for concrete
confined by rectangular hoops. Some of the proposed curves appear in
Fig. 2.17. In Chan's2.1H trilinear curve OAB approximated the curve for
unconfined concrete and the shape of BC depended on the' transverse
reinforcement. Blume et al 2 14 also adopted a trilinear curve in which 0,4

'approximated the curve for unconfined concrete up to O.R:'!: and /HJC
(sometimes replaced by a single straight line) depended on the content and
yield stress of the transverse confinement. Baker 2. 20 recommended a para bola
up to a maximum stress dependent on the strain gradient across the section.
then a horizontal branch to a strain dependent on the strain gradient and the
transverse steel content. Roy and Sozen c.21 suggested replacing the falling
branch with a straight line having a strain at 0.5f;' which was linearly related
to the transverse steel content. The curve of Soliman and Yu2

22 consisted
of a parabola and two straight lines with stresses and strains at the critical
points related to transverse steel content and spacing and the confined area.
Sargin ct a1 2

, 2 3 have proposed a general equation that gives a continuous
stress-strain curve related to the content. spacing, and yield strength of the
transverse steel. the strain gradient across the section, and concrete strength.

On the basis of the existing experimental evidence, Kent and Park 2.2-1
have proposed the stress-strain curve in Fig. 2.18 for concrete confined by
rectangular hoops. This suggested relationship combines many of the features
of the 'previ(~usly proposed curves. The characteristics of the suggested curve
are as follows:

27
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may be small, and in Roy and Sozen's tests 2 .
2 1 no increase in strength was

found. The assumed maximum stress of f; will he conservative in most cases.

region Be: 0.002;;;; 1;< ;;;; 1;20<

(2.11)
region CD: I:r ~ 1:2 0 c

1.

I, = 0.2t;

This equation accounts for the ability of concrete to sustain some stresses at
very large strains.

Figure 2.IY shows the influence of rectangular steel hoops on the stress
strain curve given by l.qs. 2.6 to 2.11 when the concrete cylinder strength is

investigutions.? 21 222 217 One stud y2 2 2 gave results including the effect
of strain gradient across the section (eccentrically loaded specimens), but
since the effect W,IS nul marked it does not appear in the equations. When
analyzing the results of the three investigations it was assumed that the cover
concrete hadspullcci away hy the time the stress had fallen to 0.5 of the maxi
mum stress. The confined core was assumed to be inside the center of the hoop
sides, hut it is evident that little error will occur if the confined core is taken
as that volume of concrete within the outside of the hoops. This will make a
small allowance for the presence of some cover concrete at high strains.

Z
tan ()

1;:

Confined
OS f;: concrete

02f~
C

/J

t,·
.. \ 0002 t 50« e 50c.~· e2Oc.

f,

Stress-strain curve tor concrete confined by rectangular hoops, KC'1I1 alld l'"rk 2 .' "
'\rrll)f~'-\{~C' \.!t,

Fig.2.t!!.

where f:' = concrete cylinder strength in psi (l psi = O.006X9 N/mm 2
),

Ps = ratio of volume of transverse reinforcement to volume of concrete
core measured to outside of hoops, b" = width of confined core measured to
outside of hoops, and Sh = spacing of hoops. The parameter Z defines the
slope of the assumed linear falling branch. The slope of the falling branch is
specified by the strain when the stress has fallen to 0.5f:', as obtained 2.24 from
existing experimental evidence. Equation 2.9 for I;~oll takes into account the
effect of concrete strength on the slope of the falling branch of unconfined
concrete. high-strength concrete being more brittle than low-strength
concrete. Equation 2.10 for 1;~Oh gives the additional ductility due to rect
angular hoops and was derived from the experimental results of three

001200080.004

L- J..- ...L -l. .....J ...... <

o

4000 psi (27.6 N/mrn 2
) and shh" = 0.5. Clearly there is a great improvement

in the falling branch behavior for small contents of rectangular hoops. but
the improvement becomes progressively less significant as more hoops are
added.

Equations 2.7 to 2.1 () were derived from results from specimens with the
variables in the following ranges: s,,/b = (US to 2.0,1\ = 0,35 to 2.4"", and /;

4000 pSi

12113 NII"".'i -

Fig. 2.19. Influence "I' qUdnlJly of hoops on stress-strain curve for concrete when .I'J,h" = 0.5
;lndl'; = ~IIIJ() 1"01 1~7.1J :\ 111111')' '"

2000 psi
113.8 N "',,/)

(2.9)

(2.8)

(2.7)

(2.10)

0.5z=------
[;50. + 3 5 0 h - 0.002

.1; = I;'[! - Z(Dc - 0.002)J

where
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Time

fig. 2.20. Typical creep curve lor concrete with constant axial compressive stress.

~---Specimen loaded constantlv---"",;,.ii>-i!-E--LOiid removed-""

decreasing rate with time. If the load is removed, the elastic strain is im
mediately recovered. However, this recovered elastic strain is less than the
initial- elastic strain because the elastic modulus increases with age. The
clastic recovery is followed by a creep recovery, which is a small proportion
of the total creep str.un.

Experimental evidence indicates that the creep strain occurring over a
given period is proportional to the applied stress, provided the stress level
is not high. Research evidence is conflicting with respect to the stress level
at which the linearity between creep and applied stress ceases. Some research
indicates loss of linearity at compressive stresses as low as O.~r;.; other data
suggest a value as high as O.5t:. However, the assumption ofa linear relation
ship between creep strain and applied stress for the usual range of service
load stresses used in structural design results in acceptable accuracy.

The magnitude of creep strain depends on the composition of the concrete,
the environment. and the stress-time history.

The composit ion of concrete may be described in terms of aggregate type
and proportions. cement type and content. water/cement ratio, and additives.
Aggregate type can have a marked effect on creep because of different
absorption and clastic properties of the aggregates. For example, usc of
sandstone aggregates may result in twice the creep strain than for a limestone
aggregate.' 25 Aggregates are volumetrically more stable than the cement
paste; therefore an increase in aggregate content leads to a decrease in creep
strains. An increase in the water/cement ratio and an increase in the cement
content, increases creep. as does high air entrainment.

The environment may be described in terms of humidity and member
shape and size. The ambient relative humidity has a significant influence on
creep. Creep strains are low when the relative humidity is high. Creep is
reduced if water loss from the member is restricted, hence the size and shape
of a member affect the amount of creep that occurs. In addition, since the
outside regions of a large member restricts the water loss from the internal
regions of the member. creep is reduced in large members. The influence
of size and shape of concrete may be represented by the ratio of volume to
surface area, or by an effective thickness.

The stress-time history may be described in terms of age at the stage of
first loading and the time under loading. Loading at an early age causes high
creep strains. With increase in age at first loading, there is a marked decrease
in creep strain. The creep strains increase with duration of loading.

Several empirical methods exist for the calculation of creep strains. The
most widely used methods arc those of ACI Committee 2092. 26 and of the
CEB-FIP.2.2 7 The methods give the creep coefficient of the concrete C, as a
function of the dependent variables, where C, is the ratio of creep strain to
initial elastic strain. No allowance is made for the type of aggregate in either

,.

Permanent
deformation

1
Elastic

deformation

~* ---L-_--;;"

2.1.4 Creep of Concrete

Figure 2.5 indicates that the stress-strain relationship of concrete is a function
of time. Concrete under stress undergoes a gradual increase of strain with
time because of creep deformations of the concrete. The final creep strain may
be several times as large as the initial elastic strain. Generally creep has little
effect on the strength of a structure, but it will cause a redistribution of stress
in reinforced concrete members at the service loads, and lead to an increase
in the service load deflections. Creep deformations arc beneficial in some
cases. For example, concrete stresses due to differential settlement of
structures are reduced by creep. Creep in tension also delays shrinkage
cracking in concrete. The method of calculation of stresses and deformations
due to creep is examined in Chapter 10.

The creep deformation of concrete under constant axial compressive
stress is illustrated in Fig. 2.20. As the figure reveals, the creep proceeds at a

mainly in the range 3000 to 4000 psi (20.7 to 27.6 Nyrnm"), although some f:
values were in the range 7800 to 8600 psi (53.8 to 59.3 Nzmm 2).

It is evident that more experimental work is required on confined concrete
specimens to provide more data for statistical analysis and to enable the
inclusion of more variables. In particular, tests on various arrangements of
transverse steel including overlapping hoops, and hoops with supplementary
cross ties, are badly needed. In the meantime the proposed equations for
concrete confined by rectangular hoops can be regarded only as approxima
tions, but it is believed that they will give reasonable results.

rl



where H = relative humidity in percent
tK; = 1.00,0.87,0.73, and 0.60, for ~ 40,60,80, and JOO "II relative
humidity)

method. The approach of ACI Committee 209 is described below. It must
be borne in mind that although the approach is based on a comprehensive
review of the literature, the problem is essentially a statistical one, since the
scatter of test data and actual values may show significant variations from
the mean values proposed.

According to ACI Committee 209,2·2(' for normal weight, sand lightweight,
and all lightweight concrete (using both moist and steam curing and types I
and III cement), the creep coefficient C, (defined as the ratio of creep strain to
initial elastic strain) at any time may be written as

33

Minimum thickl1ess of memher coefficient, K th

K t h = 1.00 for 6 in or less, and 0.82 for 12 in (1 in = 25.4 mm)

Concrete

Slump of ("Ollcrele ("oellidelll, ~,

Hence the probable creep strain is 1.56 times the initial elastic strain.

(, = 2J'i x Cit), 0.95 x 0.87 x 0.91 x 1.02 x 0.96 x 1.00
= 1."6

From l-q 2.12 lIt: have

2.1.5 Shrink<lg{' ofConcrete

Example 2,1

Estimate the creep strain that can be expected to occur in a 12 in
\.:104 mm) thick concrete wall loaded at age 10 days for as-year
period dt a rclutivc humidity of 60"". The concrete has a slump of
3 in (7h 111m). d f ncs content of34 "" by weight, an air content of 5"",
and is moist cured. The applied stress is constant and is due to
service load.

SO/III ion

1\., = ll.l)5 for 2 in. 1.00for 2.7 in, 1.02 for 3 in, 1.09 for 4 in, and 1.16
for 5 in slump (1 in = 25.4 mm)

Fines coefficient, I\.r

~f = O()5 for .:10"",1.00 for 50"", and 1.05 for 70/;, fines by weight

Air content {"(Jet/icielli. ~,.

~,. = I.()() up to 6"". UN for 7"", and 1.17 for 8"" air

The cement content need not he taken into account for concrete with cement
contents between 470 and 750 Ih yd' (J lb/yd' = 0.593 kg/m ').

When concrete loses moisture by evaporation. it shrinks. Shrinkage strains
arc independent of the stress conditions in the concrete. If restrained,
shrinkage strain, can cause crack ing of concrete and will generally cause the
deflection or structurul members to increase with time. The calculation of
stress and deformation, due to shrinkage is deferred until Chapter 10.

A curve sho« ing the Increase in shrinkage strain with time appears in
Fig. 2.21. The -hrinkugc occurs at a decreasing rate with time. The final
shrinkage strain, lary greatly. heing generally in the range 0.0002 to 0.0006
bu t sornet i Illes a, IllUI..' h as o.()() IO.

(2.15)

(2.12)

(2.14a)
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for l/ > 40%

Ape when loaded coefficient, K"

K a = 1.251
j
- 0.118 for moist-cured concrete

or '

K = 1.13t,.- 0.095 for steam-cured concrete (2.14b)
u

where Ii = age of concrete in days when load is first applied
(K = 1.00, 0.95, 0.83, and 0.74 for moist-cured concrete loaded at
7, io, 30, and 90 days, respectively; K

il
= 1.00,0.90, O.K2, and 0.74

for steam-cured concrete loaded at 1 to 3, 10, 30, and 90 days,
respectively)

Relatice humidity coefficient, Kit

K
"

= 1.27 - 0.0067H

32

U II imate creep coefficient, C"

The value of C
u

can vary widely. In the ACI Committee 209 review,
Cu was found to be in the range 1.30 to 4.15, with an average value of
2.35. This average value should be assumed only in the absence of
more exact data for the concrete to be used.

Time under load coefficient, K,

1°·6
K =~---_._- (2.1.:1)

r 10 + to.t>

where I = time in days after application of load
(K, = 0.44, 0.60, 0.69, 0.78, and 0.90 for I = I month. 3 months,
6 months, 1 year, and 5 years, respectively)

C, = C"K,KaKhK'hKsKfKe

The coefficients for Eq. 2.12 are defined below.
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T:me

Shrinkaqe
strain

I

to ::= time at which u)!)crl~I,'

is subjected to d, yinq
environment

Time of shrinkaa» coefficient, S,

At any time after age 7 days, for moist-cured concrete,
,

S = (2.17a)
, 35 + I

where r '-"= time in days from age 7 days
(.\', = (Uh, 0.72. O.X4. O()\, and O.9X for t = I month, 3 months,
6 months. I year. and 5 years, respectively)
or, at any time after age I to 3 days for steam-cured concrete,

where I .~ time in days from age I to 3 days
(S, = 0.,5, 0.62, 0.77, OJ;7, and 0.97 for t =,1 month, 3 months,
6 months, I year, and 5 years, respectively)
For shrinkage considered from greater ages than given above, the
difference may be determined using Eq. 2.17a or 2.17b for any period
after tll,t t time. That is, shrinkage for moist-cured concrete between,
say, I month and I year would be equal to the 7-day to I-year
shrink auc minus the 7-day to I-month shrinkage. The foregoing
procedure assumes that the moist-cured concrete has been cured
for 3 to 7 days. For the shrinkage of moist-cured concrete from I day,
the shrinkage needs \0 be multiplied by 1.2; a linear interpolation
between 1.2 at I day and 1.0 at 7 days may be used.

Relative humidit v coefficient, 51,

Fig.2.21. Typical shrinkage curve for concrete.

Shrinkage is to a large extent a reversible phenomenon. !I' the concrete is
saturated with water after it has shrunk, it will expand to almost its original
volume. Thus alternating dry and wet conditions will cause alicrnnting
volume changes of concrete."! !lIS phenomenon is partly responsible lor
the fluctuating deflections of structures (e.g., concrete brIdgcsl exposcd to
seasonal changes each year.

As a rule, concrete that exhibits a high creep also displays hi)!h shrinkage.
Thus the magnitude of the shrinkage strain depends on the composition of the
concrete and on the environment in much the same way as discussed
previously for creep. _

Both the ACI Committee 20l)2.26 and the CEB-·Flp22 have proposed
empirical methods for the estimation of shrinkage strains. The former
approach is described below.

Accordinz to ACI Committee 209,2.21> for norma! weight. sand lightweight.
and alllil!ht~veil!ht concrete (using both moist and steam curing and types I
and III c~ment): the unrestrained shrinkage strain at any time t is given by

I

S'=55'+-t

S" = 1A - 0.0 I II

or

S" = 3.0 - O.O.HI

for 40 < II < 80 0;;

for 80 < H < 100(~~

(2.17b)

(2.18a)

(2.18b)

(2.16)
where 11 = relative humidity in percent
(Sh = 100, O.KO. 0.60, 0, for ~ 40,60,80, and 100 ~/~ relative humidity)

where the coefficients are given below.

The value of I; can vary widclv. In the ACI Committee 20l) review,
shu - -

I<hu was found to be in the range 0.000415 to O.()()!O7. with mean
values of 0.00080 for moist-cured concrete or o.ooon for steam
cured concrete. These average values should be assumed only in the
absence of more exact data for the concrete to be used.

Minimum rhickll1'Ss oj' member cocfficient, 5'h

S'h = !OO for 6 in or less and 0.84 for 9 in (l in = 25.4 mm)

SIll/lip of concrete coejjicient, S,

S, = 0.97 for 2 in, 1.00 for 2.7 in, 1.01 for 3 in, 1.05 for 4 in, and 1.09
for 5 in (I in = 25.4 mm)

Fines coejjicient, _\

Sf = 0.K6 for 40" 11' 1.00 for 50 ~()' and 1.04 for 70 /~ fines by weight
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Air COII/('1I1 coefficient, S"

S" = 0.98 for 4 ~;" 1.00 for 6 '\, and 1.03 for 10:'" air

Cement content [actor. Sc

S, = (l.X7 for 376 lbyd:', 0.95 for 564 lb/yd ', 1.()() for 7()S lb yd',
and 1.09 for 940 Ib.yd J (i Ib/yd 3 = 0.59J kg/m J)

Example 2.2

Estimate the free shrinkage strain that can be expected to occur in
a 9 in (230 mm) thick concrete wall from the age of 7 days during
a 5-year period at a relative humidity of 60'~:'. The concrete has a
slump of Jin (76 mm). a fines content of 34~;; by weight. a cement
content of 600 Ih.yd·' (:\56 kg.m'), an air content or S"", and is
moist cured for 5 days after being placed.

SIIIIII ion

From Eq. 2.16 we have

i:'h = 0.0008 x 0.98 x 0.80 x 0.84 x 1.01 x o.n x 0.99 x 0.96

= 0.000394

2.2 STEEL REINFORCEMENT

2.2.1 Bar Shape and Sizes

Steel reinforcing bars arc generally round in cross section. To restrict
longitudinal movement of the bars relative to the surrounding concrete,
lugs or protrusions called deformations are rolled on to the bar surface.
Minimum requirements for the deformations (spacing, height. and circum
ferential coverage) have been established by experimental research and arc
indicated by steel specifications. ASTM spccifications i':" require the
deformations to have an average spacing not exceeding 0.7 or till' nominal
bar diameter and a height at least C},(J4 to 0.05 of the nominal (",,\1' diameter:
also, they must be present around at least 75 ('f) of the nominal b.t I' perimeter.
The deformations arc placed S() that the angle to the ax is of the bur is not
less than 45 . Generally longitudinal ribs arc present on the surface of the
bar-as well.

Deformed steel bars arc produced in sizes ranging from Nos. 3 to 18
where the bar number is based on the number of eighths-of an inch (~in = 3.1 X
rnrn) included in the nominal diameter of the bar. The nominal dimensions

of a deformed bur arc CLJ uivalcnt to those of a plain bar having the same weight
per unit length as the deformed bar. Table 2.1 gives the range of deformed
bar sizes produced to ASTM spccifications.i:"

Welded wire fabric made from steel wires running in two directions at
right angles and welded at their intersections, and other forms of wire
reinforcement. are in common usc for reinforcing slabs, shells, and pavements.

2.2.2 Monotonic Stress Behavior

Typical stress-strain curves for steel hal'S used in reinforced concrete con
struction (Fig..~,22) were obtained from steel bars loaded monotonically in
tension. The curves exhibit an initial linear elastic portion, a yield plateau
(i.c., a yield point beyond which the strain increases with little or no increase
in stress), a strain-hardening runge in which stress again increases with strain,
and finally a range in which the stress drops ofrun til fracture occurs.

The modulus of elasticity of the steel is given by the slope of the linear
elastic portion or the curve. The modulus of elasticity of steel reinforcement
E, is generally taken as '::9 x 1()6 psi (0.2 x IO° N/mm 2).2.!

The stress at the yield point. referred to as the yield strength, is a very
important property' ofsteel reinforcement. Sometimes yielding is accompan
ied by an abrupt decrease in stress, and the stress-strain diagram has the
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Fig. 2.22. Typical stress-strain curves for steel reinforcement.

shape appearing in Fig. 2.23. In such a case the stresses at A and B arc referred
to as the upper and lower yield strengths, respectively. The position of the
upper yield point depends on the speed of testing, the shape of the section,
and the form of the specimen. The lower yield strength is usually considered
to be the true characteristic of the material and is referred (0 simply as the
yield strength. For steels lacking a well-defined yield plateau, the yield
strength is generally taken as the stress corresponding to a particular strain,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.24.

The length of the yield plateau is generally a function of the strengt h of the
steel. High-strength high-carbon steels generally have a much shorter yield
plateau than lower strength low-carbon steels. Similarly, the cold working of
steel can ca~se the shortening of the yield plateau to the extent that strain

hardening commences immediately after the onset of yielding. High-strength
steels also have a smaller elongation before fracture than low-strength

steels.
Deformed steel bars produced to ASTM spccificationsv'" have a specified

(minimum) yield strength of either 40, 50, 60, or 75 ksi (276, 345,41.4, or
517 N/mm 2 ) : they arc referred to as Grades 40, 50, 60, and 75, r~spectlvely.

For steels lackina Cl well-defined yield point. the yield strength IS taken as
the stress corresponding to a strain of 0.005 for Grades 40, 50, and 60,2·28
and 0.00.15 for Grade 75.2 . 1 The ultimate strengths (tensile strengths) cor
responding to (irades40. 50, 60.lll,ld75 steel are at least 70, 80, 9~, and 100 k~i
(4~3, 552. 62 Land ()I)O N 111I11,\2,.H Steel wires 110rmall~ have YIeld a.n~i ulu
mute strcnzths in the upper part of the ranges Just given. The minrmum
struin in th~ steel at fracture is also defined in steel specifications, since it is
essential for the safety or the structure that the steel be ductil~ enough to
undergo large deformations before fracture, ASTM specificauonsii" for
deformed bars require an elongation, defined by the permanent extension of
an S in (203 mm) gauge length at the fracture of the specimen, expressed as a
percentage of the gauge length, which varies with the source, grade, and b~lr

diameter of the steel and ranges from at least 4.5 to 12 ~)<)'

The specified yield strength normally refers to a guaranteed minimum.
The actual yield strength of the bars is usually somewhat hlghcl: than this I

specified value. In some cases tc.g., in the assessment of the_s~lsmJc strength
of members) it is undesirable to have a yield strength much higher than that
considered in the design. This is because the increased flexural strength of a
member. for example. will produce increased shear forces acting on the
member at ultimate load. which could result in a brittle shear failure of the
member rather than a ductile flexural failure. Therefore, specifications forFig. 2.23. Stress-strain curve illustrat,,.,:c upper and

lower yield points.Strain

11it
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steel used in structures in seismic zones should also require that a certain
yield strength for a given grade of steel not be exceeded.

Generally the stress-strain curves for steel in tension and compression are
assumed to he identical. Tests have shown that this is a reasonable assumption.

The effect of a fast rate of loading is to increase the yield strength of steel.
l-or example, it has been reported 2. 5 that for a strain rate 01'0.0 IIsec the lower
yield strength may be increased by up to 14%.

In design it is necessary to idealize the shape of the stress-strain curve.
Generally the curve is simplified by idealizing it as two straight lines, as in
Fig. 2.25(/, ignoring the upper yield strength and the increase in stress due to
strain hardening. This is the stress-strain curve for steel assumed by the ACI
code.' 1 If the plastic strain, which occurs at near-constant stress after
yielding. is much greater than the elastic extension at yield, this assumed curve
gives a very good accuracy. This simplification is particularly accurate for
steel having a low yield strength. If the steel strain hardens soon after the
onset of yielding, this assumed curve will underestimate the steel stress at
high strains. In some cases it may be necessary to evaluate the steel stress at
strains higher than yield, to more accurately assess the strength of members
at large deformations. This is particularly true in seismic design, where duct
ility requirements may mean considering the posslbliITyofreaching strains
many times the yield strain. More accurate idealizations usable for the stress
strain curve are given in Figs. 2.25b and 2.25c. Values for the stresses and
strains at the onset of yield, strain hardening, and tensile strength are neces
sary for use of such idealizations. These points can be located from stress
strai n curves obtained from tests. u...--J.__--J. -;~E.
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2.2.4 Rc\ ersed Stress Behavior

2.2.3 Repeated Stress Behavior

Figure 2.22 is the stress-strain curve for a steel specimen loaded either in
axial tension or in compression to failure in a single loading run. If the load is
released before failure, the specimen will recover along a stress-strain path
that is parallel to the original elastic portion of the curve. If loaded again, the
specimen will follow the same path up to the original curve, as in Fig. 2.26,
with perhaps a small hysteresis and/or strain-hardening effect. The virgin
curve is then closely followed, as if unloading had not occurred. Hence the
monotonic stress-strain curve gives a good idealization for the envelope
curve for repeated loading of the same sign.

If reversed (tension-compression) axial loading is applied to a steel specimen
in the yield range, a stress-strain curve of the type presented in Fig. 2.270 is
obtained. The figure shows the Bauschinger effect, in which under reversed

le)

Fi~. 2.25. Idealizations for the stress-strain curve for steel in tension or compression. (a)

Elastic perfectly plastic approximation (Ii) Trilinear approximate (c) Complete curve.

41
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Fig. 2.26. Sircss-st rain curv.e for steel under
repeated loading.
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loading the stress-strain curve becomes nonlinear at a stress much lower
than the initial yield strength. This steel behavior is strongly influenced by
previous strain history; time and temperature also have an effect. The un
loading path follows the initial elastic slope. The often-used elastic-perfectly
plastic idealization for reversed loading (Fig. 2.270) is only an approximation.
Reversed loading curves are important when considering the effects of high
intensity seismic loading on members.

An idealization by Kato et '11.,2.2'1 based on observation of experimental
stress-strain data, obtains the stress-strain curve for reversed loading from
the monotonic curves for tension and compression in the manner illustrated
in Fig. 2.28. The reversed load diagram (Fig. 2.28(1) is divided in curves

_. _. _ Monotonic branch

I
0.05

(e)

Fig.2.2l!. Stress-strain curves for steel with reversed louding.? .29 (a) Reversed loading curve.
(h) Expanded curves (e) Skeleton curves.

Stress
{teusion)

Strain
---t-f---I---::;;" (ex tension I

Stress
(tension)

Strain
----hr+--++--......:;.. (ex tension l

II/I I/»

Fig. 2.27. (II) Bauschingc« effect I'or steel under reversed loading. (h) Elastic perfectly plastic
idcali/arion for Slecl under reversed loading.
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HJ.:.2.2'). Stre"·,,,·,,ill curves I'or sleel with reversed Illading.'·11

corresponding to loadings attained for the first time, unloading branches
(straight lines), and loadings attained in previous cycles (softened curves due
to the Bauschinger effect). The parts of the diagram of the same sign can be
plotted in sequence, as in Fig. 2.281>. Connecting the .segments ~f the first
loading branches end for end (Fig. 2.28c) leads to a diagram similar to the
monotonic curves. A difference exists at the initial part of the curve in com
pression, which is considerably curved, compared with the monotonic
curve. Kato et a1 2 . 2 4 represented the softened curves, due to the Bauschingcr
ctlcct, by hyperbolas commencing at zero stress. Using this idealization, the
reversed load stress-strain curves can be obtained approximately from the

monotonic curves.
Aktan et '11 2 . 30 and Kent and Park 2

.
3 1 have used Ramberg-Osgood

relationships" ..12 to idealiz.e the shape of the softened branches of the str.ess
strain curve. In the method of Kent and Park, the unloading branches 01 the
curve for stresses of both signs are assumed to follow the initial elastic slope;
after the first yield excursion, the loading parts of the stress-strain curve are
represented by the following form of the Ramberg-Osgood relationship:
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run, I, = steel stress, Es = modulus of elasticity of steel, fch = stress depen
dent on the yield strength and the plastic strain in the steel produced in the
previous loading run, and r =. parameter dependent on the loading run
number. Figure 2.29 compares experimental stress-strain data with the
curve given by Eq, 2.19, using empirical values for fch and r.2.

31 Aktan
et a1 2

.
3 0 used the Ramberg-Osgood equation to define both the loading

and unloading branches of the curves and obtained good agreement with
test results. They also devised an alternative idealization consisting of sets
of straight lines parallel to the elastic slope and inclined to it.

It is evident that the degree of complexity of the idealization used depends
on the needs of the particular application.
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1 in = 25.4 mm
1 psi = 0.00689 N/mm 2

1 kip = 4.45 kN

Column 8-17a
e = 3.0 in
r; = 3620 psi
P rna> = 253 kips
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Column 8·2a
e = 2.5 in
f; = 4250 psi
Pmax = 213 kips

pmax = maximum load applied

e = eccentricity of load

t;~ = concrete cylinder strength

• Strain measured on
concrete surface

o Strain measured on
steel surface

75 kips

Column 8-3a
e = 5.0 in
f; = 4630 psi
pmo' = 125.9 kips
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Fig. 3.1 Strain distribution across sections of reinforced concrete columns at various loading
increments ..I·1
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J.I BASIC BEHAVIOR ASSUMPTIONS

3

Four basic assumptions are made when deriving a general theory for the
flexural strength of reinforced concrete sections:

I. Plane sections before bending remain plane after bending.
2. The stress-strain curve for the steel is known.
3. The tensile strength of the concrete may be neglected.
4. The stress-strain curve for concrete, defining the magnitude and distri

bution of compressive stress, is known.

The first assumption, Bernoulli's principle, implies that the longitudinal
strain in tile concrete and the steel at the various points across a section is
proportional to the distance from the neutral axis. A large number of tests
on reinforced concrete members have indicated that this assumption is very
nearly correct at all stages of loading up to flexural failure, provided good
bond ex ists between the concrete and steel. Certainly it is accurate in the
compression zone of the concrete. A crack in the tension zone of the concrete
implies that some slip has occurred between the steel reinforcement and the
surrounding concrete, and this means that the assumption is not completely
applicable to the concrete in the neighborhood of a crack. However, if the
concrete st rain is measured over a gauge length that includes several cracks,
it is found that Bernoulli's principle applies to this average tensile strain.
Figure 3.1 shows the strain distributions measured across sections of rein
forced concrete columns ncar the failure regions at various loading incre
ments. The column sections were either 10 in (254 mm) square or 12 in
(.lOS mm) diameter round. The stains on the steel were measured over a I in
(25 rum) gauge length and the strains on the concrete over a 6 in (J 50 mrn)
gauge length. Some deviation from linearity must be expected because of
small inaccuracies in individual strain measurements ancl small errors in the

4l!
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concrete becomes /(tk,.I))(' and the internal level arm is d - /(2C; where c
is the neutral axis depth. A great deal of research has been conducted to
determine the magnitude of these parameters for unconfined concrete. The
most notable work has consisted of the short-term tests conducted by
Hognestud et al at the Portland Cement Association (PCAjJ·2 and by
Rlisch.·u The specimens used in the PCA tests were like those appearing in
Fig. 3.4.The test region of the specimen was loaded eccentrically by increasing
the two thrusts PI and P2' The thrusts PI and P2 were varied independently
such that the neutral axis (i.e., fiber of zero strain) was maintained at the
bottom face of the specimen throughout the test; therefore, the stress distri
bution in the compression zone of a member with flexure was simulated. By
equating the internal and external forces and moments, it was possible to
calculate the values of k l , k 2 , and kJ directly, obtaining as well the stress
strain curve for the concrete in the specimen. Stress-strain curves for the

Fig. 3.3. Compressive str~" distribution in the compression zone or a rectangular concrete
section. (,Il Actual distribution. (hi Equivulcnt rectangular distribution.
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location of gauge lines. It is evident from Fig, 3.1 that the measured strain
profiles are reasonably linear. Certainly the assumption of plane sections
remaining plane is sufficiently accurate for design purposes. The assumption
docs not hold for deep beams or in regions of high shear.

The second assumptions means that the stress-strain properties of the
steel are well defined. Normally a bilinear stress-strain curve is assumed
(see Fig. 2.250); hence strain hardening is neglected. The point at which strain
hardening begins is not stipulated in specifications for steel, and therefore it is
difficult to include it. Normally it would be unwise to rely on any increase in
strength due to strain hardening because this could be associated with very
large ultimate deformations of the members. When an increase in strength
could cause an unfavorable condition (e.g., resulting in a brittle shear failure
rather than a ductile flexural failure in seismic design), the designer may take
the additional strength due to strain hardening into account by referring to
the actual stress-strain curve for the steel.

The third assumption is very nearly exact. Any tensile stress that exists in
the concrete just below the neutral axis is small and has a small lever arm.

The fourth assumption is necessary to assess the true behavior of the
section. Since the strains in the compressed concrete are proportional to the. ~.

distance from the neutral axis, the shape of the stress-strain curves of Fig. 2.I
indicate the shape of the compressive stress block at various stages of loading.
Figure 3.2 presents the changing shape of the stress block as the bending
moment at a beam section is increased. The section reaches its flexural
strength (maximum moment of resistance) when the total compressive force
in the concrete multiplied by the internal lever arm jd is a maximum. The
properties of the compressive stress block at the section of maximum moment
may be defined by parameters k l' k2' and kJ' as in Fig. 3.3£1. For a rectangular
section of width hand effective depth d. the total compressive force in the

1 in" 25.4 rnrn

'f
c ~~ Bin ~

~ Ne=;u-rf-acL·e-'------'

" " 5 in
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Fig. 3.2. Slr:lin and slr~ss distribution in the compressed concrete or a section as t he b~nding

Il\OII1,'nl is incrcuscd up 10 the flexural st rcnuth. (iI) ll~all1 clement. (h) COf1lI'I'~ssion slr~ss

dtsll'ihllttllnS in concrete corresponding to strain I'I'0tiks ii, h. c. and d. Fig. 3.4.
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Table3.1 Stress Block Parameters at theFlexural Strength
of Rectangular Sections as Found by the PCA Tests Oil Un-
confined Specimenx'? .

concrete were also determined from axially loaded cylinders and were found
to be similar to the stress-strain curves for the concrete in the specimens..
For higher strength concrete, however, the maximum stress reached in the
specimens at the flexural strength k, f:. was slightly less than the cylinder
strength. The tests also determined the concrete strain I: at the extreme
compression tiber at the flexural strength. The values [ound for the stress
block parameters of concrete with sand-gravel aggregates varied with the
cylinder strength f: and are given in Table 3.1. These quantities correspond
to the maximum values of kJ', found in each test.

The finding of the PCA tcsts-v-namely, that the stress-strain curve for
concrete ill axial compression has a striking similarity to that found from
eccentrically loaded specimens-shas been questioned from time to time. For
example, Sturman, Shah, and Winter:':" conducted tests on eccentricallv and
concentrically loaded specimens and concluded that the peak of the curve
for the eccentric specimens occurred at a 20~;' higher stress and a 50~'o

higher strain than for the concentric specimens. The presence of a strain
gradient may not have a significant effect, but if anything it will result in an
improvement in the properties of the compressive stress block. It is also worth
noting that the presence of a strain gradient delays the appearance of longi
tudinal cracking in the compression zone.

J.2 EQUIVALENT '~ECTANGlJLAR STRESS BLOCK

A number of investigators (e.g., Whitney ':") have suggested the replacement
of the actual shape or the concrete compressive stress block by an equivalent

Cylinder strength, psi (Nfmm 2 )

Fig. 3.5. Properties or concrete compressive stress distribution at the flexural strength of a
rectangular section: comparison of ACI parameters with test results. J. 7

rectangle as a means of simplification. For deriving the flexural strength,
only the magnitude (k 1k3) and the position (k2 ) of the concrete compression
force need be known. The equivalent rectangular stress block achieves this
and greatly facilitates computations. American practice, as represented by
the ACI code.I:" has been to replace the actual stress block by the equivalent
rectangle (Fig. 3.3h). The rectangle has a mean stress of 0.85/: and a depth
a, where ulc = III = O.X5 for I;. ~ 4000 psi (27.6 Nzrnrrr']; PI is reduced
continuously by 0.05 for each 1000 psi (6.89 N/mm 2

) of strength in excess of
4000 psi (27.6 N/mm 2

) . The reduction in PI for high-strength concrete is
mainly due to the less favourable shape of the stress-strain curve of that
concrete (sec Figs. 2.1 and 2.2).

For the resultant compressive forces of the actual and equivalent stress
blocks of Fig. 3.3 to have the same magnitude and line of action, the values for
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a
1\2 (' == O.5a 1\ 2 ,cc O.S =, U.5{> I (:1.2)

('

The values of" I k.1 and k 2 from Eqs. :U and 3.2, with the recommended ACI
values for {>I substituted, are compared with the actual values round in the
tests on unconfined specimens by the PCA·1.2 and Rusch:":' in Fig. :1.5. This
comparison is from a paper by Mattock, Kriz, and Hognestad ..l· 7 It is seen
that the recommended values 1'01' the properties or the rectangular stress
block agree fairly closely with the experimental values. The scatter or experi
mental results indicates clearly that the use of more complicated values for
the parameters of the rectangular stress block is unwarranted. In addition,
there are very few experimental results in Fig. 3.5 for cylinder strengths
greater than KOOO psi (55.2 N/m( 2

). However it does appear Irorn the trend
or results in the figure that the ACl stress block parameters are conservative
Ior cylinder strengths greater than ~\ll()O psi. Indeed, it could be considered
that the ACI parameters are unduly conservative at high concrete strengths.

•.f",",'··
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the section is a maximum has been measured by many investigators. The
values obtained by the PCA'1.2 and by Rusch 3

. 3 on unconfined specimens are
uivcn in Fi~. 3.6, which was taken from Reference 3.7. The figure indicates
~hat 0.003 i~ a reasonably conservative value. At this strain, the compressed"
concrete in a flexural member will not normally show any visible cracking or
spalling, even lllllUgh the strain is greater than that corresponding to ,-.
maximum stress. An axially loaded cylinder will usually crack considerably
if strained beyond the maximum stress, but in flexural tests cracks are not
visible until a greater strain is reached, probably because of the presence of
the less strained material closer to the neutral axis. ,

The computed flexural strength of a reinforced concrete beam is usually
relaiivclv insensitive to the value of the assumed maximum concrete strain.
Figure 3.7, taken from Blume, Newmark, and Corning.I:" makes this point
very clearly: for a singly reinforced concrete beam cross section and for two
different tension ,cc'c'! contents, the ratio of resisting moment computed
from a stress-strain curve for the concrete to the resisting moment computed
according to the ACI code has been plotted against strain in the extreme
compression fiber, The stress-strain curve used in the first computation was
from cylinders having a strength of approximately 3600 psi (24.8 Nzmm").

Concrete Strain at the Flexural Strenuth

(3. I)
a

!, 1!'.1 = 0.K5 = O.K5{> I
c

c = "1".\I:hc = 0.851:./)(/
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American practice (ACI 318-71 J.(,) is to recommend a maximum usable
strain 01'0.003at the extreme compression fiber of the concrete at the flexural
strength of the section. The strain when k 1/(.l or the moment of' resistance of

Concrete prism strength;;: , psi (N/tllfll/) Concrete strain at top edge Er

Fi~. 3.6. Concrete strain .u the extreme compression iihcr ~iI the Ik.\lIrill str,'nglh "I' iI rcc
tangular section: comparison 01' Al'l value with lest rcsuhs.:' )

Fig. 3.7, Moment-strain curves for a singly reinforced concrete beam based on compression
tests un ,ylil1lkrs. I H
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Fig. 3.H. Effect or sccuon shape on the concrete strain at the extreme compression fiber at
maximum rnomcnt.:':" I
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~.4 NONRECTANGUl.AR COMPRESSED AREAS

The area under the stress-strain curve and its centroid were determined for
various strains, thus establishing the" II\., and 1<2 values for a range of
extreme tiber strains, I:c ' Then the moment capacities of the section for the two
steel contents were computed for various strains at the extreme fiber and
compared with the flexural strength calculated according to the ACI code.
At a compressive strain in the extreme fiber of O.lJ07, the decrease in the
moment of resistance was less than I ':;, for f! = 0.005 and less than 6~>" for
I' = 0.025. Thus the chosen value for the extreme tiber concrete strain has
little influence on the flexural strength of beams within wide limits. However,
for eccentrically loaded columns that fail in compression, the changes in the
stress block parameters, which occur as the extreme fiber strain increases,
will cause the change in flexural strength with strain to be larger.

In contrast, it is evident that the curvature at a section depends very much
on the value taken for the extreme fiber strain. For the calculation of ultimate
curvature, it would appear to be reasonable to take it value higher than
O.OO.\. Blume, Newmark, and Corning:':" recommend a value of 0.004 for
ultimate curvature calculations involving unconfined concrete.

For members in which the compressed area or the concrete section is not
rcctungulnr, such as T and L beams with the neutral axis in the web, or beams
and columns with biaxial bending moments, the parameters recommended
for the equivalent rectangular stress block of rectangular compressed areas
an: not strictly applicable. This is because the mean stress and the depth of the
equivalent rectangular stress block for various shapes of compressed area
will be diflerent : also the extreme fiber concrete strain at the maximum
moment will be different. Figure :l.X gives the extreme fiber compressive
strain in the concrete at the maximum moment for several typical cross
sections as computed by Rusch ..I·'! The curve represents the stress-strain
curve for the concrete and the shape of the compressive stress block in the
section. Two mathematically extreme cases of position of the neutral axis
were considered. The solid circles represent the case of neutral axis at the
centroid of the tension steel; the open circles denote the case of the neutral
;IX is lying: at the extreme compression fiber. The actual case of most mern hers
will lie bet ween these two ex t rcrnes. Figure .'\.X clcurlv reveals the cllcct or the
sha pc ofcompressed area on the extreme fiber strain at the flexural strength or
the member. For example, for a triangular compression zone, as occurs in bi
axial flexure of columns, the strain at maximum moment mav be twice that
of a T section. This difference occurs because for the triangular zone the

major part of the compressed area is close to the neutral axis, hence the
maximum moment occurs at a relatively large extreme fiber strain, whereas
for the T section the reverse is thecase."

Furt~er work by Rusch and Stockl-'·IU has produced stress block para
meters lor nonrectangular compressed areas. However, it is evident from this
work an~ from that of Mattock and Kriz 3

.
1 1 that, unless the section is heavily

overreinforced, the flexural strength of beams with nonrectangular com
pressed areas can be estimated quite accurately using the stress block para
meters and extreme fiber strain derived for rectangular compressed areas,
because the lever arm and the internal forces are not affected significantly,
For columns with nonrectangular compressed areas, the use of parameters
based on rectangular compressed areas may not result in acceptable accuracy
because the compressive forces are larger and the distribution of the concrete
compressive stress has a more significant influence on the flexural strength of
the section. For column sections subjected to biaxial bending, for example,
It may be necessary to use more exact parameters derived from first principles
from the concrete stress-strain curve. Hence the parameters derived for
rectangular compressed areas will yield sufficient accuracy in the design of
beams but should be used with caution for columns having nonrectangular
compressed areas,



(27.6 N/mm 2) and is reduced continuously at a rate of 0.05 for each 1000 psi
(6.89 N/mm 2) of strength in excess of 4000 psi (27.6 Nzrnrn''),

3. Tensile strength of concrete may be neglected.
4. The concrete strain at the extreme compression fiber at the flexural

strength of the member may be taken as 0.003.
5. The stress in the steel at less than the yield strength may be taken as the

steel strain multiplied by the modulus of elasticity of29 x 10° psi (0.20 x 106

Nzmm'). For strains higher than that at the yield strength, the steel stress may
be considered to remain at the yield strength.

6. The above concrete compressive strain and stress distribution may be
used for beams with nonrectangular compressed areas; for columns with
nonrectangular compressed areas, however, the use of more accurate
parameters based on the concrete stress-strain curve may be necessary.

7. The effect of sustained loading may be neglected.

The distribution of compressive stress in the concrete may also be taken as
any shape '~lat results in a reliable prediction of the flexural strength of the
member. Some alternative relationships previously employed between con
crete compressive stress and strain are bilinear, parabolic, and combined
parabolic-linear curves. A curve consisting of a second-degree parabola up
to a strain of 0.002 followed by a straight horizontal branch to a strain of
0.0035 is recommended by the CEB-flpJ·12 and is common in Europe.
However the rectangular compressive stress distribution recommended by
the ACI code"" (see assumption 2 above) makes allowance for the effect of
concrete strength on the shape of stress block and leads to a simple derivation
of the flexural strength equations.

Another difference between ACI and common European practice is in the
maximum usable steel strain recommended. For example, the CEB-FIP
recommcndations-''? limit the maximum tensile strain in the steel at the
flexural strength of the member to 0.01, whereas the ACI code'':" does not
place any limitation on the magnitude of the tensile steel strain at the flexural
strength (see assumption 5). This restriction of steel strain makes little differ
ence to the magnitude of the calculated flexural strength but does limit the
calculated available ultimate deformation of a member. Since the ultimate
strain of steel reinforcement is much higher than 0.01, it is difficult to see the
need for such a restriction.

Basic A~~llmptionsof Theory for Flexural Strenuth

3.5 EFFECTS OF SLOW RATES OF LOADING AND OF
SUSTAINED LOAD

The st ress block parameters reported by the peA·1.2 and RLisch'u were found
from short-term loading tests. The effects of slow rate of loading and of
sustained loading are of interest. An indication of the shape of the stress
strain curves due to slow rates of loading is given in Fig. 2.5. However, these
curves cannot be taken to represent thc shape of the compressive stress
blocks of flexural members, since each is for a constant strain rate, whereas in
a member with slowly applied external load, the strain rate varies across the
compression zone, being a maximum at the extreme compression fiber and
zero at the neutral axis. However, compressive stress block parameters for
slow rates of loading can be calculated from stress-strain curves for various
strain rates. The biggest difference from the short-term load parameters will
arise in the case or sustained loading. RLisclr1

. <} has reported the results of
tests on concrete prisms indicating the influence of sustained load on the
compressive stress block parameters. Sustained load causes a reduction in the
strength of the concrete and a higher compressive strain at the development
of the flexural strength of the member. In the discussion to Rusch's paper;':"
Hognestad used Rusch's sustained load stress block parameters 10 demon
st rate that the strength of columns could be up to 1a~';, less than that given
using the short-term loading rectangular stress block parameters, although
the influence of sustained loading on the strength of beams was not signifi
cant. Since it is not unreasonable to have a slightly smaller load factor for
the case of a sustained overload, and because the capacity reduction factor (p
used for column design is low, it is apparent that the stress block parameters
found from short-term loading tests are satisfactory for design under all
loading conditions.

3.6 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE

DETERMINATION OF THE STRENGTH OF SECTIONS WITH
FLEXURE AND AXIAL LOAD

References 59

The assumptions made for the determination of the strength of sections
with flexure and axial load may be summarized as follows:

I. Plane sections before bending remain plane after bending.
2. The distribution of concrete stress may be taken to be a rectangle

with a mean stress of a.fiSI': and a depth from the compressed edge of
/1 I c, where (' is the neutral axis depth. The value of /J I is 0.85 fori:. ~ 4000 psi
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4.1 RECTANGULAR SECTIONS

Strength of Members with Flexure

(4.1)T = A,J.~

where A, = area of steel and j, = steel stress.

Since the thickness of the steel is small compared with the depth of the section,
the stress over the entire steel area is assumed to be uniform and to equal the
stress at the centroid of the steel area.

The resultant internal compressive force is

Beams arc structural elements carrying transverse external loads that cause
bending moments and shear forces along their length, The flexural (bending)
strength of sections of beams is considered in this chapter.

4.1.1 Analysis of Singly Reinforced Sections

A singly reinforced concrete section when the flexural strength is reached at
the section appears in Fig, 4.1. The resultant internal tensile force is

Basic Assumptions of Theory for Flexural Strength60

(4.2)

where a = depth of the equivalent rectangular stress block
b = width of section

f:' = compressive cylinder strength of the concrete.

The distance between the resultant internal forces, known as the internal
lever arm, is given by

jd = d - 0.5a (4.3)

where d, the distance from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid of
the steel area, is known as the effective depth.

61
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Fig.4.1. Singly reinforced concrete section whcn the flexural strength is reached,

Tension Failure

The types of flexural failure possible (tension, compression, and balanced)
and the ideal flexural strength of the section arc discussed next.

(4.5)
AsI;.(/ = ---------

0.85I:-h
0.X51: ab = It, I;.

lever arm, hence in the moment of resistance. The flexural strength of the
section (maximum moment of resistance) is reached when the strain in the
extreme compression fiber of the concrete is approximately 0.003, as discussed
in Section 3.3. With further increase in strain, the moment of resistanceeventu
ally reduces, and crushing commences in the compressed region of the
concrete. Figure 3.2 showed the changes in shape of the concrete stress block
during the loading up to the flexural strength; Figure 4.2 shows a beam at a
beam-column joint after testing to failure. A flexural failure due to positive
bending moment has occurred in the beam. (The studs on the sides of the
beam enabled strain measurements to be made.) This type of failure could
be referred to more properly as a "primary tension failure," since the failure
is initiated by yielding of the tension steel. For the sake of brevity, however,
the term" tension failure" is used. Note that the steel does not fracture at
the flexural strength of the section unless the steel content is extremely small.
The very high steel strains required to cause fracture are associated with
extremely small neutral axis depths.

For a tension failure, f, = [, where .I;. is the yield strength of the steel; for
equilibrium, C = 'J: Therefore from Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 we have

(4.4)Mil = Tjd = Cjd

The moment of resistance is therefore

If the steel content of the section is small. the steel will reach the vicki strenuth
.I.;. before the concrete reaches its maximum capacity. The steel i'OIT'~ remains
constant at A, .I;. with further load ing. A sligLt additional load cu uscs larue
..' " ---C' ""'........~~_,~---"~""""=""'.,;;.;'""',,'i<:i""'""-"'i\lO.

plastic elongation ofth.est~e~I.<lcross tht:,.5l::2:;J"IJ.:.iJJ cr';lck.~., rcsultini!. in wide
'Cr'fiCKii1gancfaTargeIncre'ase'lnthe'~tr~'i~ at~the ext;~~~~~~ n1;;1:'c~~ s;~~~m:;~;';;'f
~;c~e.-W·i~1~'thr;;'i;~;~~;,~vT~,o'st';~i;:~th~"'di~trib~~tT~;';1'~;T'~'Z;~~p';:~:~T~~
stress in the concrete becomes distinctly nonlinear, resulting in an increase
in the mean stress in the compressive stress block and, because equilibrium
of the internal forces must be maintained, a reduction in the neutral axis
depth, The reduction in the neutral axis depth causes a slight increase ill the
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(4.12)

(4.10)

(4.11)

Mu = 0.85I~ab(d - 0.5a)

for a balanced failure

Equation 4.9 may be solved to find a, and from Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 we put

O.OOJE, ) d
ub = 0.003E

s
+ II' 1)1

where U b = depth of equivalent rectangular stress block for a balanced
failure

fiEs _ d - cb

0.003 - -c-
b

-

where Cb = neutral axis depth for a balanced failure

c
b

= 0.003E, d
0.003E, + II'

For equilibrium, C = T; hence we have

where

Balanced Failure

At a particular steel content, the steel reaches the yield strength .1;, and the
concrete reaches the extreme fiber compression strain of 0.003, simul
taneously.

Then f., = IjE,. and from the similar triangles of the strain diagram of
Fig. 4.1 we can write

or

(4.7)

(4.8a)

(4.6c)

(4.6b)

c

d - c
I, = I:,E, = O.003--~-· e,

c

0.003

Compression Failure

Hence from Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 the following equations can be written

M" = A,I/d - O.5a)

= At(d - () S9 A,/~.),)' ... I;h

,.( 0 P0')= phd"]y 1 - .59.;-
Ie

= bd2I~w(1 - 0.59w)

A, d pj~
P = hd an w = 7~

If the steel content of the section is large, the concrete may reach its maximum
capacity before the steel yields. In such a case the neutral axis depth increases
considerably. causing an increase in the compressive force. This is slightly
offset by a reduction in the lever arm. Again the flexural strength of t he sect ion
is reached when the strain in the extreme compression fiber ofthc concrete is
approximately 0.003. The section then fails suddenly in a brittle fashion
if the concrete is not confined. There may be little visible warning of failure
because the widths of the flexural cracks in the tension zone of the concrete
at the failure section are small, owing to the low steel stress.

For a compression failure. /; < [; as the steel remains in the clastic range.
The steel stress may be determined in terms of the neutral axis depth consider
ing the similar triangles of the strain diagram of Fig. 4.1.

d-c d-c
I;, = 0.003 _._.

c

where

. fJ1d-a
f, = 0.003 ----.~-- E,

. a
(4.8b)

O.85I~ab

Pb = Iyd

Substituting Eq. 4.12 into Eq. 4.13 gives

(4.13)

For equilibrium. C = T, hence from Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2, we have

(4.9)

0.85I~fJ 1 0.003£,
Pb = (4.14)I y 0.003E s + f y

In the general case when P for the section is different from Pb' the type of
failure that occurs will depend on whether p is less than or greater than fib'

Figure 4.3 shows the strain profiles at a section at the flexural strength for
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4
10 x IX = 0.0222 < /'h

it,

hd/'

= oO.m

From Eq. 4.14 we can put

OXS x 3000 x O.XS 0.00.\ x 29 x 106

fll> =
40.()OO 0.003 x 21.) x 106 + 40,000

Therefore, a tension failure occurs.
From l.q. 4.6a we have

Rectungular Sl'clions

Solution',. " 0,003

Tens.on jJilurl~

I, = I, p > I'b

'- '--- Balanced faitur c

~ Cornprussior. Lritur c

L'<]. ""0

Extreme

compression1
fiber

d

::~",:~~' o1~ -'-_-+_---'
steel I : I c, < }~~

1< >1
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Fig. 4.3. Strain profiles at the flexural strength of a section.
, _' " (, _ (4 x 40,0()0)

;\1II - 4 x 40.00\ I X 0.5) 3000 x 10

= 2.37 x 10" lb· in (268 kN· m)

three different steel contents. The neutral axis depth depends on the steel
content, as indicated by Eqs, 4.5 and 4.9. Inspection of Fig. 4.3 reveals that if
P for the section is less than Pb' then C < cb and f:, > j)E,; hence a tension
failure occurs. Similarly, if P > Pb then C > Cb and f:s < /'./E" and a compres-
sion failure occurs. .

when P < Ph' a tension failure occurs

2.

/i = lOx IX= 0.0444 > Ph

Therefore. a compression failure occurs.
lrom l.q. 4.1.) we have

and
when P > p", a compression failure occurs

Note that these strength equations may be said to give the ideal flexural
strength of the section, assuming that the equations are scientifically correct,
that the materials are as strong as specified, and that the sizes are ~IS assumed.

Example 4.1

A singly reinforced rectangular section has a width of 10 in (254 mrn)
and an effective depth of 18 in (457 mm). The concrete has a com
pressive cylinder strength of 3000 psi (20.7 Nymrn"). The steel has a
modulus of elasticity of 29 x 106 psi (0.20 x 106 Nrrnm") and a
yield strength of 40,000 psi (275.8 Nrmrrr'). Calculate the ideal
flexural strength for the following areas of the steel: (I) 4 in?
(2581 rnrn'), (2) 8 in 2 (5161 mm "), and (3) the value at balanced
failure.

O.XS x 3000
(/2 + IXa - 0.8S x 182 = °

000.\ x 21.) x 10" x 0.0444

(/2 + 27.27(/ - 417.3 = 0

Solution of the quadratic equation gives a = 10.93 In (278 mm)
(the other root of the equation is negative).
From Eq. 4.10 we have

.\1" = O.X5 x 3U()0 x 10.93 x 10(11< - 0.5 x 10.93)

= 141.) x !O"lb·in(394kN·m)

3. f! = tr« = 0.0371

From Eq. 4.6b we write

At" = (l.0371 x 10 x IX 2 x 40'000(1 _ 0.59 0.0371 x 40,000)
3000

= 3.41 x 10"lb·in(385kN·mj
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or

It is of interest to note that in 1937 Whit ney4 . 1 proposed the following
strength eq uations: if

The curve in Fig. 4.4 illustrates the variation in the flexural strcngth with
the steel area for the section of the example. The curve was determined using
the equations as in Example 4.1 for a range of steel areas well into the com
pression failure region. It is evident that in the tension failure region the mo
ment of resistance docs not increase linearly with steel area. This is because
although the steel force is increasing linearly, there is a reduction in the lever

(4.15)

(4.16)

where

Fig. 4.4. Hcxurul strength of a singly reinforced concrete section with various steel contents.

(4.17)

4.1.2 Design of Singly Reinforced Sections

The use of strength equations in design with load factors and capacity reduc
tion factors to ensure structural safety was discussed in Section 1.3.

Compression failures arc dangerous in practice because they occur
suddenly. giving little visible warning, and are brittle. Tension failures,
however, arc preceded by wide cracking of the concrete and have a ductile
character. To ensure that all beams have the desirable characteristics of
visible warning if failure is imminent, as well as reasonable ductility at
failure, it is recornmendedt! that the area of tension steel in singly reinforced
beams not exceed 0.75 of the area for a balanced failure. It is necessary to
limit the steel area to a proportion of the balanced area because, as Eq. 4.14
indicates. if the yield strength of the steel is higher or the concrete strength is
lower, a compression failure may occur in a beam that is loaded to the
flexural strength.

I'PI> = 0.456 '-:~'
.I,

Whitney based these equations on a rectangular concrete stress block,
derived hy him. identical to that used today. Whitney's tension failure
equation (Eq, 4.15) is the same as Eq. 4.6 used today. Whitney found his value
for the balanced steel ratio by determining from tests on beams the steel ratio
beyond which a further increase in steel resulted in no apparent increase in
flexural strength. Equation 4.\7 IS this steel ratio, and Whitney's compression
failure formula (Eq, 4.16) is this limiting moment of resistance. Although
found empirically, Whitney's values for Pb and AI" when p > {Jb are reason
ably accurate. Using Eqs, 4.9, 4.\ O. and 4.14, it can be shown that for fy in the
range 40.(}OO to 60.0Un psi (276 to 414 Nzrnm") and I~ in the range 3000 to
6000 psi (20.7 to 41.4 N/mm 2). the exact value for the coefficient in Whitney's
expression for Ph (Eq. 4.\7) varies between 0.377 and 0.495, and the co
efficient in Eq. 4.16 for the moment of resistance for a compression failure
varies between 0.294 and 0.35 I at balanced failure.

3000l'Si
(20.1 f'~.'r1Hn/)

r

f, - 40.000 PSI
\275.8 N:mrn2 )

RegIon He'
Compression f,lllure

o > Ph

b = 10 in
1254 mml

~
rl.·i·:J'I"" .' :4,

.1 .' .: ,"

d = 18 in ~: .
1457 mml .•: :,j.

_L~,~·;

Reqion 1\ U:
tension failure

fJ <. Ph

----------=~ 0.7

0

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 lin' )
A,

I I I \ /

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07

p

II> ·in IkN·m)

4

, 106

(400)

13001

(200)

(100)

~_--=:_-=-----------_._--

arm with increasing steel content. In the example, the lever arm coefficient j,
see Eq. 4.3. reduces from 1.00 when the steel area is zero to n.71 at balanced
failure. In the compression failure region the increase in moment of resistance
with steel area is extremely small because both the steel stress and the lever
arm decrease with increase in steel area in this region. Hence there is little
additional flexural strength to be gained by an increase in the steel area
above that for a balanced failure.



Hence singly reinforced beams are designed so that p ~ O.75Ph where
Ph is given by Eq. 4.14. Therefore the maximum allowable steel ratio fill"" IS
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(4.23)

Tahll- 4.t Coctlicicnt« for Singly Reinforced Concrete
Sections

/ : ./,
!",si pxi

(N mm ') (N,lllIll' ) Pm a ... (!)II11"I. (/m;lx/d
_.--,-"_._--_._._.

~OOO 40.000 0.027S 0.371 0.437
(20.7) (27h)

.'OUO 60,000 0.0160 0.322 0.377
(20.7) (414)

4000 40.()OO 0.0371 0.371 0.437
(27.6) (27())

4000 60.(J()O 00214 0.321 0.377
(27.6) (414)
5000 40,000 0.0437 0.350 0.411
(45) (276)
5000 60,000 0.0252 0.302 0.355
~.\4.5) (4 14)

The first column in Table 4.2 gives the value of (I) to two decimal places, and
the first row gives the third decimal place of (I). The remainder of the table
gives the corresponding values for Mlbd2r;.. Using Table 4.2, the design of a
rectangular section for a given flexural strength may be accomplished by
assuming a value for /) or I!) and solving for hand d; alternatively, hand d
may be assumed and /' and (!) found. Table 4.2 is the solution for ideal strength,
hence the M" value must be modified by cp = O.Y.

content is satisfactory. In Figs, 4.50 and 4.5h. curves from Everard and
Tanner'":' for jlmax and (!)max arc plotted against the steel yield strength for
various concrete strengths.

Table 4.2. also from Everard and Tanner.t":' gives a solution of the follow
ing form of Eq. 4.6e:

Rectangular Seetiolls

A number of design aids in the form of tables and charts may be devised,
or found published. Table. 4.1 gives values for Pmax' W m ax ' and uma)d from
Eqs. 4.18. 4.20. and 4.21 for a range of commonly used steel yield and concrete
strengths. Ifthe value of I). (I), or aid used in design is less than the maximum
value liskd in Table 4.1 for the given xtcc] ;IIH! concrete strength. the steel

(4.21)

(4.22c)

(4.20)

(4.18)

(4.22a)

(4.22b)

(4.IYb)

14.19a)

Strength 01':\ lcmbc , with Fll'xure

where

0.003£, R I
umax = 0.750" ~-= O.75'O-0-03JT ~ f, j

J
l (

• s y

In design, a dependable strength of (p x ideal strength is used. where (p is
the capacity reduction factor. Therefore, from Eqs. 4.5 and 4.6. the ultimate
design resisting moment is

(
A, f;.)

M = cpA ( d - 0.59 -.--
us. .t' .f~ b /

,.( pf,. )=(pphd- I 1 - 0 59-~
J)' • .1':.

= cpwl){f2.l~(l - 0.59w)

As d pfy
P = bd an W = Fe

O,(J:'8I;/J t 600
Pmax = .1;,- 600+-:7.

with stresses in newtons per square millimeter.
Also, the maximum allowable value for OJ is

Pmax.l~
(J)mllx = --f-:;

. e

In' design, the variables in Eqs. 4.22 can be b, d, and A,. It is evident that
I here is a range of satisfactory sect ions having the same strengt h. and before a
solution can be obtained the designer must assume the value for one or more
of these variables.

with stresses in psi, or

The requirement that P ~ 0.75Ph can be equally well specified as a ~

O.75u
h

, where the depth of the rectangular stress block for balanced failure
(/b is given by Eel- 4.12. This means that the maximum allowable depth of the
rectangular compressive stress block is

(U,5f~fJl 0.003E,
P "= 0.75----------- -----:-----;-

max I, 0.003E, + .Iv

which on substituting f, = 29 X lO6 psi (lUO x 106
N/I1lI1l-') [!.IVCS

0.6:'8/:/J 1 87,000
IJlllax. = ()()(") f'.I, '67, + . y

70



Fig. 4.5. Design curves for a singly reinforced rectangular section.r:' (a) /'",,,.' (hl ,,,",.".

(bJ

Table 4.2 Flexural Strength of a Singly Reinforced Rectangular Section":"

co .000 .001 .()O2 .003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009
-------_.-.

M,H:hd2

.0 0 0010 .0020 .0030 .0040 .0050 .0060 .0070 .0080 .0090

.01 .0099 .0109 .0119 .0129 .0139 .0149 .0159 .0168 .0178 .0188

.02 .0197 .0207 .0217 .0226 .0236 .0246 .0256 .0266 .0275 .0285

.03 .0295 .0304 .0314 .0324 .0333 .0343 .0352 .0362 .0372 .0381

.04 .0.\91 .0400 .0410 .0420 .0429 .0438 .0448 .0457 .0467 .0476

.05 .0485 .0495 0504 .0513 .0523 .0532 .0541 .0551 .0560 .0569

.06 .0579 .0588 0597 .0607 .0616 .0625 .0634 .0643 .0653 .0662

.07 .0671 .0680 .0689 .0699 .0708 .0717 .0726 .0735 .0744 .0753

.08 JJ762 .0771 .orso .0789 .0798 .0807 .0816 .0825 .0834 .0843

.09 J1852 .0861 .0870 ,()879 .0888 .0897 0906 .0915 .0923 .0932

.10 J)t)41 .0950 J)959 .0967 .0976 .0985 .0994 .1002 .1011 .1020

.11 .1029 .1037 .1046 .1055 .1063 .1072 .1081 .1089 .1098 .1106

.12 .1115 .1124 .1133 .1141 .1149 .1158 .1166 .1175 .1183 .1192

.13 .1200 .1209 .12 J 7 .1226 .1234 .1243 .1251 .1259 .1268 .1276

.14 .1284 .1293 .1301 .1309 .1318 .1326 .1334 .1342 .1351 .1359

.15 .1367 .1375 .1384 .1392 .1400 .1408 .1416 .1425 .1433 .1441

.16 .1449 .1457 .1465 .1473 .1481 .1489 .1497 .1506 .1514 .1522

.17 .1529 .1537 .1545 .1553 .1561 .1569 .1577 .1585 .1593 .1601

.18 .1609 .1617 .1624 .1632 .1640 .1648 .1656 .1664 .1671 .1679

.19 .11187 .1695 .1703 .1710 .1718 .1726 .1733 .1741 .1749 .1756

.20 .1764 .1772 .1779 .1787 .1794 .1802 .1810 .1817 .1825 .11)32

.21 .1840 .1847 .1855 .1862 .1870 .1877 .1885 .1892 .1900 .1907

.22 .1914 .1922 .1929 .1937 .1944 .1951 .1959 .1966 .1973 .1981

.23 .198S .1995 .2002 .2010 .2017 .2024 .2031 .2039 .2046 .2053

.24 .2060 .2067 .2075 .2082 .2089 .2096 .2103 .2110 .21\7 .2124

.25 .2131 .21.18 .2145 2152 .2159 .2166 .2173 .2180 .2187 .2194

.26 .2201 .2208 .2215 .2222 .2229 .2236 .2243 .2249 .2256 .2263

.27 .2270 .2277 2284 .2290 .2297 .2304 .2311 .2317 .2324 .2331

.28 .23.17 2344 .2351 .2357 .2364 .2371 .2377 .2384 .239\ .2397

.29 .2404 .2410 .2417 2423 .2430 .2437 .2443 .2450 .2456 .2463

.30 .2469 2475 .2482 .2488 .2495 .2501 2508 .2514 .2520 .2527

.31 .2533 .2539 .2546 .2552 .2551) .2565 .2571 .2577 .2583 .2590

.32 .2596 .2602 .2608 .2614 .2621 .2627 .2633 .2639 .2645 .2651

.33 .2(,57 .2664 .2670 .2676 .2682 .2688 .2694 .2700 .2706 .2712

.34 .271 R .2724 .27.\0 .27.\6 .2742 .2741\ .2754 .2760 .2766 .2771

..\5 .2777 .27iU .27W) .271.)5 .21)01 .21)07 .2812 .2818 .2824 .2830

.36 .2835 .21\41 .2847 .2853 .2858 .2864 .2870 .2875 .2881 .2887

.37 .2892 .2898 .2904 .2909 .2915 .2920 .2926 .2931 .2937 .2943
,38 .2948 .2954 .2959 .2965 .2970 .2975 .298\ .2986 .2992 .2997
.39 .3003 3008 .3013 .3019 .3024 .3029 .3035 .3040 .3045 .3051
.40 .3056

" From Reference 4.3.

n The At" value docs not include the effect of (p.
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Fig. 4.6. Flexural strength or a singly reinforced rectangular section" "

75Rectangular Sections

the resulting depth of the rectangular stress block a for the steel area, and
verifying that (I is less than (1m", and that the initially assumed value iorjd
is correct or is .u least conservative.

In general, if a section is to he designed to have minimum depth, the steel
content required will he the maximum allowable, Pm",' It is evident from Fig.
4.5 that such a design requires a very high steel content. Unless a very shallow
depth is essential. lise of I'm;" is not economical and it is better to use a deeper
section with less steel. Also, the deflections of a beam with the minimum
possible depth may be excessive and may need to be checked. A good guide
to reasonably proportioned members are the span/depth ratios listed in the
ACI code":", which if exceeded require the deflection of the member to be
checked.

It is possible to design much shallower singly reinforced beams when using
the strength design method than when using the alternate design method
involving clastic theory and allowable stresses. (The alternate design method
is described in Section 10.2.:'.) Suppose for instance, that .1'; = :1000 psi
(20.7 Nymm") and [, = 40,000 psi (276 Nymrn2). A beam designed by the
alternative design method of ACI 311-1-71... 2 with allowable stresses of
0.45r~ in the concrete and 0.5/;. in the steel reached simultaneously at the
service load bending moment, requires a steel ratio p = 0.0128. However
strength design results in Pm;" = 0.0271\ and therefore a much shallower
section can he used. Thus a good deal of freedom exists when choosing the
size of singly reinforced sections in strength design.

Note that although 1'm " , has been taken as O.75Ph' to avoid the possibility of
compression failures. there is a danger in using "overstrong " steel. For ex
ample, a singly reinforced beam containing the maximum allowable content
Pm"x of steel with a design yield strength of 40,000 psi (276 Njrnrrr') will fail
in compression if the actual yield strength is greater than 49,600 psi (342
N/mm

2
). Thus a yield strength higher than specified could lead to a brittle

failure, although at a higher bending moment. Similarly, a concrete of
lower strength than specified may lead to a compression failure at a lower
bending moment.

It is also reasonable to stipulate a minimum reinforcement ratio that
should always be exceeded. This is necessary because if the reinforcement
ratio is very small, the computed flexural strength as a reinforced concrete
section becomes less than tile bending moment required to craek the section,
and on cracking. failure is sudden and brittle. To prevent this, it is recorn
mendedt? that f' in beams he not less than 200/.1;., where .I;. is in psi. or 1.38/ f,.,
where [, is in Nrrnrrr'. This quantity was found by equating the cracking
moment of the section, using the modulus of rupture of the plain concrete
section, to the strength computed as a reinforced concrete section, and solving
for the steel ratio.":"

.004

.003

~
'Il

Q::
.01 _
.009 <IJ

.008 ~

.007 V)

.006 a.
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==~~.04
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~-+-..l-----J---I-----J--I--;I-I-;-:---7I.05

Figure 4.6, a chart originally published by Whitney and Cohen,":" also
gives a solution for Eq. 4.23. The chart may be entered with the required
value of Mu/hd", traversed horizontally to the I~ value, then vertically to the
r value, and finally horizontally to the value of p to be used. If P is assumed,
'M /bd 2 may be found by reversing the procedure. Again, since Fig. 4.6 is the
solution for the ideal strength, M; must be modified by the capacity reduction
factor.

A most comprehensive set of design aids has been published by the ACI.4.5
The publication contains a wide range of tables and charts for specified f~

and f, values, enabling one to obtain extremely quick solutions for sections.
It i; also possible to use a trial-and-error method for the design of sections

in which the internal lever arm, jd = d - 0.5a, is estimated. This method
can be convenient because the internal lever arm is not very sensitive to
variation of the steel content within practical limits, as Fig. 4.4 illustrates.
Moreover, this procedure helps one to visualize the location of the resultant
of the internal compressive force. Design by this trial-and-error method
involves estimating jd, determining the resulting steel content, determining
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Solution
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2.22 x 60,000- --------------------- = 0.158
0.1\5 x 3000 x 12 x 27.5

a

d

2.87 X 106
. 2

A - = --------------- = 2.22 111
, 0.9 x 60,000 x 0.87 x 27.5

This is easily accommodated in one layer of bars. The aid resulting
from this steel area may be calculated using Eq. 4.5:

Solution of the quadratic equation gives p = 0.00638 as the required
root.

The steel area will be determined by trial and error. Assume 2 in of
concrete cover over the bars and one row of No.8 (25.4 mm dia
meter) bars, giving preliminary d = 30 - 2 - 0.5 = 27.5 in. Assume
j = 0.87 (i.e.. aid = 0.26). From Table 4.1, we find that 0.26 < 0.377
= amll,/d; hence the section is not ovcrreinforced.
From M" = I.(!A,j~.jd with the assumed lever arm substituted, the
approximate steel area is

11, = phd = 0.00638 x 12 x 27.4 = 2.10 in 2 (J353 mrrr')

It is evident that P < Pmax and P > 200/fy; hence the reinforcement
area is satisfactory. An arrangement of bars making up this area
would be used.

Since this aid value is less than the assumed value of 0.26, the
assumed lever arm is smaller than the actual value, and the deter
mined steel content will be less than O. 75Pb' The selection of bars
may now be made. The use of three No.8 bars giving 2.35 in 2 will
obviously be more than adequate.
Try two No.7 (22.2 mm diameter) and two No.6 (19.1 mm dia
meter) bars, giving A, = 2.08 in 2 (1342 rnm i]. Then aid = 2.08
x 0.158/2.22 = 0.148, j = 1 - 0.5 x 0.148 = 0.926, and the flexural
strength of the section would be

M u = (pA,.i;.jd = 0.9 x 2.08 x 60,000 x 0.926 x 27.6

= 2.87 x 106 lb· in

which equals the required flexural strength. It may be demonstrated
that for the strength properties used in the example, the limitations
for steel content will always be satisfied when 0.1 < aid < 0.35.
Such rounded off values are easily remembered by designers.

Rectangular Sections

3. Overall dep!h of 30 in (762 mm)

i .!~

. ,.

Strength 01" Members with Flexure

87,000 __ = 0.0160
87,000 + 60,000

From Eq. 4.22b we have

2.87 x 106 = 0.9 x 0.0160 x 12

(
0.0160 x 60,00?)d2

x 60,000' 1 - 0.59 3000

d = 18.5 in (470 mm)

As = pbd = 0.160 x 12 x 18.5 = 3.55 in? (2290 rnrrr')

Since 2001fy = 200/60,000 = 0.0033 < p, it is evident that ~he

reinforcement area is satisfactory. An arrangement of bars making
up this area would be used.

2. Effective depth of27.4 in (696 mm)

From Eq, 4.22b we write

(
60,000 )

2.87 X 106 = 0.9 x 12 x 27042 x 60,OOOp 1 - 0.59-XOOO P

11.8p 2 - P + 0.0059 = 0

The reg uired strength U as given by Eq. 1.1 is U = lAD + 1.7L,
where D and L are the dead and live service load moments, respect
ively. Therefore the flexural strength is to be

M = 104 x 0.75 x 106 + 1.7 x 1.07 X 106
II

= 2.87 x 106lb . in (324 kN -rn)

Example 4.2

A J2 in (305 mm) wide, singly reinforced rectangular section is to
carry service load bending moments of 0.75 x 106 lb· in (84.7
kN· m) from dead load and 1.07 x 106 lb- in (120.8 kN· m) from
live load. Using .r;. = 3000 psi (20.7 N/mm 2

) and '/';. = 60,000 psi
(414 N/mm 2

) , design the section for (1) minimum depth, (2) ~n

effective depth of 27.4 in (696 mm), and (3) an overall depth of 30 In

(762 mm) using a trial-and-error method.

I. Minimum depth

The depth will be a minimum if p is the maximum allowed. From
Eq. 4.19 we have

0.638 x 3000 x 0.85
p = Pmax = 60,000
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(4.25)

(4.24)C, = 0.85f~ah

compression in the steel

C, = A;J~.

where A~ = area of compression steel

tension in the steel

Rectangular Sections

4.1.3 Analysis of Doubly Reinforced Sections

Figure 4.8 shows a doubly reinforced section when the flexural strength is
reached. Depending on the steel areas and positions, the tension and com
pression steel mayor may not be at the yield strength when the maximum
moment is reached. However, the analysis of such a section is best carried out
by assuming first that all the steel is yielding, modifying the calculations
later if it is found that some or all of the steel is not at the yield strength.

If all the steel is yielding, j~ = f: = j~" where [, is the stress in the tension
steel, f: is the stress in the compression steel, and fy is the yield strength of
the steel. Then the resultant internal forces are

compression in the concrete

A, = 3.11 in 2 (2006 mrrr'). This may be compared with the 2.10 irr' (1353
mm ") required for this effective depth by the strength design method in the
example. The marked difference in steel content required by the two ap
proaches in this example is due to the low allowable stress for the steel.
For a smaller effective depth than 27.4 in (696 mm), a design by the alternative
design method based on working stresses would require a doubly reinforced
section and a great deal more steel than for the singly reinforced section
possible by the strength design method.

0.080.06
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P
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Fig. 4.7. Calculation of correct steel ratio for a given section and flexural strength.

In item 2 of the foregoing example a quadratic equation had to be solved
to determine the steel ratio (or area) for a section of given dimensions.
The quadratic has two real roots, and the value to be taken in design is always
the smaller root. The reason for this is illustrated in Fig. 4.7, a plot of M u
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Fig. 4.8. Douhly reinforced concrete section when the flexural strength is reached.

T = A.,j;. (4.26)

~T

Resultant
internal
forces

Equivalent
stresses

Actual
stresses

StrainSection

where A., = area of tension steel.
versus P for asingle reinforced section. The curve is only valid when 0 < P <
Pm••• but the solution of the quadratic gives as an alternative root the value of
p for the point at which the falling branch of the curve reduces to the design
moment.

The solution of the example is simplified by referring to Table 4.2 or Fig. 4.6.
For example, in item 2 if M Jbd 2f ;' is calculated, the table will give the cor
responding value of w from which As can be determined.

It is of interest to compare the results of this design example with results
obtained using the alternative design method of ACI 318-71 4

.
2 described in

Section 10.2.5. For the above-specified strengths of steel and concrete, the
modular ratio would be 9 and the allowable stresses would be 24,000 psi
(165 Nzmm") for the steel and 1350 psi (9.31 N/mm1) for the concrete. A
design in which the allowable stresses in the steel and concrete are developed
simultaneously at the service load requires d = 27.4 in (696 mm) and
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For equilibrium, we write and then

The strain diagram may now be used to check whether the steel is yielding.
The steel is at yield stress if its strain exceeds fy/Es ' From the similar triangles
of the strain diagram, we have

(4.36)

Solution

Example4.3

A doubly reinforced rectangular section has the following properties:
b = 11 in(279mm),d = 20in(508mm),d' = 2in(51 mm),A~ = 1 in 2

(645 mrrr'), A, = 4 irr' (2581 mm"), E., = 29 X 106 psi (0.2 x 106

Nrmrn '). and [; = 40,000 psi (276 Nrrnrn '), Calculate the ideal
flexural strength if (I) f", = 3000 psi (20.7 Nrmrrr'], and (2) f: =
5000 psi (34.5 Nyrnrrr'].

Tension and compression failures can occur in doubly reinforced beams
as well as in singly reinforced beams. In tension failures the tension steel yields,
but in compression failures the tension steel remains in the elastic range; in
both types of failure the compression steel mayor may not be yielding. In
practical beams the tension steel will always be yielding, and very often the
strain at the level of the compression steel is great enough for that steel to be
at yield strength as well. The greater the value of a,and the lower the values of
d' and f.;., the more probable it is that the compression steel is yielding.
Rather than develop general equations for all cases, it is better to work each
case numerically from first principles. The general equations, if required, are
given in a paper by Mattock, Kriz, and Hognestad.":? The following example
illustrates the numerical approach.

(4.32)

(4.31)

(4.28)

(4.30)

(4.29)

(4.27)

if 0.003 a - P1d' ~ j~
a E,

0.85f~ab + A~fy = AJy

_ (As - A~)fy

a - 0.85f~b

r. = J;.

d - c P1d - a
es = 0.003 --- = 0.003~--

c a

!. = I,

[',' = 0.003 c - d' = 0.003 a - P1d
'

.s c a

c = C, + C, = T

If these conditions hold, the assumption of all steel yielding is correct and, by
taking moments about the tension steel, the flexural strength is given by

Mu = 0.85f~ah(d - ~) + AJy(d - d')

and

1. If f", = 3000 psi (20.7 Nzmrrr')

Assume that all steel is yielding.

C, = (}P,5f~l/h = 0.85 x 3000 x a x II = 28,050a lb

C, = A:f~ = 1 x 40,000 = 40,000 Ib

T = A,f~. = 4 x 40,000 = 160,0001b

But C, + C, = T

160,000 - 40,000
a = -.--.------- = 4.28 in

28,050

And since fl, = 0.85, (' = a/fJ I = 4.28/0.85 = 5.03 in.
Now the yield strain is '/jEs = 40,000/(29 x 106

) = 0.00138. Check
the steel stresses by referring to the strain diagram (see Fig. 4.S)

(4.33)

J

(4.34)

1

(4.35)

r
I

or j~,

fJtd - a
I, = e.E, = 0.003 E,, a

I" -- .'E - 0 ()(n a - fi I d' E
. s - t s ..is - . ~ a S

where from the strain diagram

where a is given by Eq. 4.27.
When checks by Eqs. 4.30 and 4.31 reveal that the steel is not yielding, the

value of a calculated from Eq. 4.27 is incorrect, and the actual steel stress and
a have to be calculated from the equilibrium equation and the strain diagram:
thus, in general, from the equilibrium equation

As!. - A~f~
a=-----

0.85f~b



Therefore the compression steel is not yielding (although the tension
steel is), and the foregoing values for C. and a are incorrect. The
actual value for e: in terms of a may be determined from the strain
diagram, and since the compression steel remains elastic, we have

t; = <E, = 0.003 <: E, = 0.003 a - : 1d' E.

c, = AJ~ = 1 x 0.003 x a - 0~8 x 2 x 29 X 106

a - 1.6= 87,000------- Ib
a

e~ = 0.003 c - d' = 0.003 5.03O~ 2 = 0.00181 > Ely
c 5. s

t; = .I;,
d - c 20 - 5.03 f y

c. = 0.003 -~:---- = 0.003 Sm- = 0.00892 > E
s

.I~ = .I;,
Hence all the steel is yielding as assumed.

Mil = Ce(d - 0.5a) + C.(d - d')

= 28,050 x 4.28(20 - 2.14) + 40,000(20 - 2)

= 2.86 x 1061b· in (323 kN· m)

2. lj]", = 5000 psi (34.5 Nzrnm")

Assume that all steel is yielding.

C, = 0.85 x 5000 x a x II = 46,750a Ib

C s = I x 40,000 = 40,000 Ib

T = 4 x 40,000 = 160,000 Ib

= 160,000 - 40,000 = 2 57 i
a 46,750 .' n

and since PI = 0.8, c = 2.57/0.8 = 3.21 in.
The yield strain of the steel is 0.00138, and the steel stresses may be
checked by referring to the strain diagram.
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therefore, equilibrium

2.68 - 1.6
C, = 87,000 ----u;g-- = 34,9601b

, C, 34,960 .)f . = =----.. = 34 960 pSI.\ A: I '

C, = 46,750 x 2.68 = 125,0601b

(Note that C, + C, = 160,020 Ib = T;
checks.)

a 2 _ I.S() III - 2.978 = 0

Solution of the quadratic equation gives a = 2.68 in .

But C, + C, = T

a - 1.6
46.750a + 87,000-- = 160,000

a

Rectangular Sections

4.1.4 Design of Doubly Reinforced Sections

/\1" = C,(c! - 0.5a) + C.(d - d')

= 125.060(20 - 1.34) + 34,960(20 - 2)

= 2.96 X 106 lb· in (334 kN· m)

It is of interest to note that the increase of concrete strength from 3000 psi
(20.7 Njrnm") to 5000 psi (34.5 Nymm") in Example 4.3 has made little differ
ence to the flexural strength, a characteristic of reinforced concrete beams
which fail in tension. Moreover, if the compression steel had not been present
in the section. both beams still would have failed in tension and the flexural
strength would have been 2.74 x 106 lb· in (309 kN . m) for I;. = 3000 psi
(20.7 Nymrn '), and 2.93 x 106 lb· in (331 kN· m) for I~ = 5000 psi (34.5
Nzrnrn"). Therefore, the presence of compression steel has not enhanced the
ultimate strength of the sections as much as one perhaps expected--another
characteristic of beams failing in tension, particularly when the steel ratio p
is a good deal less than fin'

Compression steel may be required in design for the following reasons:

I. When a beam of shallow depth is used. the flexural strength obtained
using Pmax may be insufficient. The moment capacity may be increased by
placing compression steel and additional tension steel. Such an occurrence
is rare in design because the P max values allowed by the strength design method
are much higher than the balanced P of beams designed by the alternative
design method (working stress method). For instance, for beams with

.I: < .I,

f. = .I;.

Strength of Members with Flexure

, 3.21 - 2 .I~
I' = 0003 ---- = 000113 < --
-s " 3.21 . E

j s

20 - 3.21 I,
e = 0003 --------- = 0.0157 > -
.' 3.21 E.
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(4.37)

85

(4.42)

(4.4I)

(4.38)

(4.43)

(4.40)

p _ p' ~ ~~85f~fJld' 0.003£s
fyd 0.003£s - I,

0.003£,
a ~ ----'- fJld'

0.003£, - I,

Equating Eqs. 4,~8 and 4.40 shows that for the compression steel to be yield
ing, we must 11<1 ve

or

Reetangular Sections

c '- Ii' = 0.003 '!,.~ fJ 1d' ::::; ./'yc: = 0.003 ---- ~
car..,

The design equations become

Mil = <P[0.85f~ab(d -~) + AJ~(d - d')]

If the compression steel is not yielding, the stress in it may be found in terms of
a, using the strain diagram. This actual stressj', should then be used instead
of ~, for the compression steel in the equation for the flexural strength. The
stress to be substituted is

where a is as given by Eq. 4.3H.
Equations 4,~7 to 4.~9 assume that the compression steel is yielding,

and this may he checked by considering the strain diagram of Fig. 4.8.
From similar triangles of the strain diagram, for the compression steel to
be yielding, we need

This requires

where

a = (As - AJf;,
0.85f~b

Since for equilibrium O.85f;.ah = (As - A.~).f;" Eq. 4.37 may be written

Mil = ({(A, - A;l,f;'(d -~) + AJy(d - d')] (4.39)

Strength of Members with Flexure

f; = 3000 psi (20.7 Njmrn ') and .I;, = 40,000 psi (276 Nrmm '), the strength
design Pmax is 0.0278 and the working stress design balanced P is 0.012H.
Thus although compression steel is frequently necessary in the working stress
design method, it is seldom required in the strength design method to
enhance the flexural strength.

2. Compression steel may be used in design to increase the ductility of the
section at the flexural strength. It is evident that if compression steel is in a
section, the neutral axis depth will be smaller because the internal compres
sive force is shared by the concrete and the compression steel. Hence the
ultimate curvature (given by Dje) of the section with compression steel will be
greater (see Section 6.3.1).

3. Compression steel may be used to reduce deflection of beams at the
service load. Singly reinforced beams containing Pmax have high stresses in
the concrete at the service load, For instance, the singly reinforced beam
designed for minimum depth in Example 4.2 with f; = 300n psi (20.7 Nzrnrrr')
has a maximum stress in the concrete of 2490 psi (17.2 Nrtnrrr'I, at service
load, according to clastic theory ignoring creep, even though the stress in the
steel is approximately one-half (54 %) the yield strength. The actual stress in
the concrete will be less due to the curved shape of the actual stress block, but
clearly the concrete strain will be high and the deflections may be large. The
deflections can be made smaller by reducing the stress carried by the con
crete. This is achieved by placing compression steel in the section.

Compression steel also reduces the long-term deflections of beams at
service loads because when the concrete commences to creep, the compressive
force in the beam tends to be transferred from the concrete to the steel. Thus
the concrete stress is lowered and the deflection due to creep is much reduced.
Curvatures due to shrinkage of concrete are also reduced by compression
steel.

4. Frequently considerations of possible combinations of external
loading reveal that the bending moment can change sign. This is a common
case for the beams of continuous frames under gravity and lateral loading.
Such members require reinforcement near both faces to carry the possible
tensile forces and therefore act as doubly reinforced members. In the evalua
tion of the flexural strength of sections, it is always conservative to ignore the
presence of compression steel. In certain cases, however, an accurate assess
ment of the flexural strength of the section, including the effect of compression
steel, may be required.

The design resisting moment of a doubly reinforced beam, assuming all the
steel, is yielding as given by Eq. 4.32, is

Mil = ({0.85f~ab(d - ~) + AJy(d - d'l]



with .r.; as given by Eq. 4.42.
The design equations 4.37 to 4.44 also assume that the tension steel is

yielding. Yield of the tension steel is essential to avoid brittle failures. For a
balanced failure (tension steel reaching yield and concrete reaching an
extreme fiber compression strain of 0.003 simultaneously), the similar
triangles of the strain diagram of Fig. 4.8 show that

d - c, /31d - ab j"
D, = 0.003 -------- = 0.003 = -.L

c, ab E,

where f: is either as given by Eq. 4047 or [,.. whichever is least. Stated another
way, the requirement is that the force in-the tension steel be limited to 0.75
of the total compressive force (concrete plus steel) at balanced failure.
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(4.49)

Rectangular Sections

the right-hand side of Eq. 4.4X is due to the compression steel. Thus for a
doubly reinforced beam. to ensure that the tension steel yields, P must be
less than lib given by Eq. 4.48.

For design, to ensure that the tension steel is yielding and that the failure
is not brittle, it is rccommendedt! that the reinforcement ratio p of the
tension steel of a doubly reinforced beam not exceed 0.75Pb' This requires

fI ~ 0.75(~·S5f';j~1 ~:~_~~,,- + P'I.;)
<c I, 0.003£" + I, j~

(4.44)

Strength of Members with Flexure

A,I, - AJ.;
a=··-·-----

0.85I~b

where
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or /;., whichever is least.

Equating Eqs. 4.45 and 4.46 gives

_ 0.85.f~/J 1 0.003£" p'f",
Pb - -- + - (4.48)

.fv 0.003£, + j~ f y

where f: is given by Eq. 4.47 or .1;" whichever is least. The first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. 4.48 is identical to P» for a balanced failure of a single
reinforced beam, Eq. 4.14. This is to be expected because the neutral axis
depth, hence the concrete force, is the same in both cases. The second term on

I~The flexural strength is required to be U = lAD + 1.7L

Mit = 1.4 x 1.25 + 1.7 x 158.8 = 445 k ip-ft
= 5.34 x 106 lb -in (603 kNv m)

1. p - p' = 0.5Pb for sinqly reinforced section

From Eq. 4.14 we have

, 0 5 0.85 x 3000 x 0.85 0.003 x 29 x 106

P - P = . 40,000 0.003 x 29 x 106 + 40,000

= 0.0186

A, - A: = (p - p')bd = 0.0186 x 11 x 20 = 4.09 in2

From Eq. 4.38, assuming that all steel is yielding, we have

4.09 x 40,000 .(/ = .-... ------------. = 5.83m
0.85 x 3000 x II

Solution

Example 4.4

A rectangular section with b = II in (279 mm), d = 20 in (SOX rnrn),
tl' = 2.5 in (64 mm), I: = 3000psi (20.7 N/mm 2

), E, = 29 X 106 psi
(0.2 x IOn N/mm 1

), .I;. = 40,000 psi (276 Njrnrrr') is to carry service
load bending moments of 125 kip- ft (169 kN . m) due to dead load
and 15X.8 kip· ft (215 kN . m) due to live load. Calculate the steel
areas required for the following two cases: (1) P - p' is limited to 0.5
of Pb for a singly reinforced beam in order to reduce deflection and
increase ductility. and (2) the area of compression steel is a minimum.

(4.45)

(4.47)

0.003E,
ai, = 0.003£, + f y /3l d

0.85j';ab b = AJy - A:I:
= (Pb Iv - p'f:)bd

where Pb = Afbd for a balanced failure and P' = A'fbd.

(PbI,. - p'f:)d (4.46)
(/b = O.85f~

Therefore, for a balanced failure, f: is given by Eq. 4042 with a = ai' from
Eq. 4.45 substituted, or is equal to j~, whichever is least.

I; = 0.003E,(1 _ (J~~')

= 0003£ [1 -~ (0.003E" + fy)J
. -" d 0.003£"

and for equilibrium
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From Eq. 4.39, assuming that all steel is yielding

5.34 x 106 = 0.9[4.09 x 40,000(20 - 2.92) + A:40,OOO(20 - 2.5)J

A: = 4.48 in 2 (2890 mrrr')

and

A, = 4.09 + 4.48 = ~t57 in 2 (5529 mrrr')

Check stress in the compression steel:

a 5.83 .
(' = ~ = - = 6.86 In

fJ I 0.85

By similar triangles of strain diagram, we find

, c - d' 6.86 - 2.5
E, = 0.003---C- = 0.003 6.86 = 0.00191

But fjE, = 40,000/(29 x 106
) = 0.00138; therefore. compression __

steel is yielding, l, = j~,. as assumed. (This could have been checked
using Eg. 4.41.)
Also

8.57
p = --2-0 = 0.0390

II x

p' =-~~--- = 0.0204
II x 20

Substituting into the right-hand side of Eq. 4.49 to check total
tension steel content, we have

0.75<0.~~4~~t--~·-~5O.0030~:9Xx 2~0: ~~O,()(j()
+ 0.0204 x ~~,OO~)

40,000

= 0.0431 > 0.0390 as required

2. Minimum compression steel

This design has the maximum possible contribution from the
compressed concrete. Thus the first term within the bracket on the
right-hand side of Eq. 4.49 is the maximum possible. and the limiting
condition of Eq. 4.49 applies.
Substituting into the limiting condition of Eq. 4.49, and assuming
that the compression steel is yielding, we write

(
0.85 x 3000 x 0.85 0.()03 X 29 x 106

,)

fI = 0.75 40:000 ------ o.OOi~-29~66·+-40,OOO + p

P = 0.0278 + 0.75p'

or

A, = '(0.0278 x II x 20) + 0.75A.;

= 6.12+ 0.75A;

Substituting for As into Eq. 4.38 gives

(6.12 + 0.75A.; - A:)40,000
(f=

0.85 x 3000 x 11

= 1.426(6.12 - 0.25A:)

Substituting for As and a into Eq. 4.39 gives

5.34 x 106 = 0.9{(6.12 + 0.75A: - A:)

x 40,000[20 - 0.713(6.12 - 0.25A:)J

+ A:40,000(20 - 2.5)}

(A:)2 - 329.9A: + 1184 = 0

Solution of the quadratic equation gives A: = 3.63 in 2 (2342 mm ').
Substituting A: back into the equation for As, we have

A, = 6.12 + 0.75 x 3.63 = 8.84 in 2 (5703 mm/)

To check that the compression steel is yielding, substitute A,; back
into the equation for (f:

a = 1.426(6.12 - 0.25 x 3.63) = 7.43 in

a 7.43 .
(' = ~ = -- = 8.74m

fjI 0.85

By similar triangles of the strain diagram, we have

8.74 - 2.5
/" = 0 003------ = 0 00214
's . 8.74 .

But [, E, = 40.000/(29 X 106
) = 0.00 138; therefore, compression

steel is yielding, f: = ./;., as assumed.

(This could also have been checked using Eq. 4.41.)
Note that in this example the second design with minimum compres
sion steel can rains a little less steel (5 ~~) than the first design, but the



Solution

Example 4.5

The section of Fig. 4.9 is reinforced by steel wirhj, = 40,000 psi
(276 N/mm 2

) and E, = 29 X 106 psi (0.2 x 106 N/mm 2
). For the

concrete, f~ = 3000 psi (20.7 Nzrnrrr'). Estimate the dependable
flexural strength of the section for (1) positive bending moment,
and (2) negative bending moment.

Hg. 4.9. Doubly reinforced concrete sec
tion for Example 4.5.
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A~ = 8.57 in 2andAs = 4.48 in 2

Because the area of the compression steel is greater than the area of
the tension steel, it is obvious that the compression steel cannot be
yielding. Comparison of the two steel areas indicates that f' is..,

Hence the lever arm of the resultant compressive force is 17.08 <
jd < 17.50 in, and a conservative approximation is jd = 17.08 in,
which gives

M u = (fiA,j;.jd

= 0.9(8.57 x 40,000 x 17.08)

= 5.27 x IOh lb· in (595 kN· m)

Exact analysis reveals that the design flexural strength is 1.0%
greater than the approximate value calculated (see Example 4.4,
part I.)

Rectangular Sections

The yield strain of the steel is 40,000/(29 x 106 ) = 0.00138, and
inspection of the strain diagram indicates that both the tension and
compression steel are yielding, as assumed. Equation 4.49 can be
used to check that the section is not overreinforced. The lever arm
for the concrete compressive force is

d - O.Sa = 20 - 0.5 x 5.83 = 17.08 in

The lever arm for the steel compressive force is

d - d' = 20 - 2.5 = 17.50 in

~ 11 in 1279mm)""

T
.. 4 -4:':- ·~.5in(64mm). ..~-~

~ ... : .. 4.48;n 1 .·12890 mm1 1

4 .

22.5 in . .: .~.::' .: ': .' ::'. ..
1572 mm) :...: . : .... ' .... '.:~-.:::

:.' "

.:.<::./::>.4: ··:i::.·:
.• '.. ' .' .::',:' :'.4..

:.\..4: .: .
.':'" :':'.857 in2 15529 mm21

>':~:':'.• :.:....~:j 2.5 in (64 mml

2. For neqatiue bendinq moment

Strength of Members with Flexure

An approximate solution will be used.

I. For positive bending moment

As = 8.57 in' and A~ = 4.48 in 2

The depth of the compressive stress block may be found from
Eq.4.38.

I = (8.57 - 4.48)40,000 = 5 83 .
c 0.85 x 3000 x 11 . In

90

first design is preferable from the point Ofview of deflection control
and ductility.

The design equations for compression reinforcement do not take into
account the small area of compressed concrete displaced by the compression
steel. This means a loss of concrete force of O.85f~A~, and if this amount is
significant, the area of compression steel should be increased by 0.85!, A' / j,c s y

in compensation. For example, to be more exact, the area of compression
steel in the second part of Example 4.4 should be increased from 3.63 in?
(2342 mm") to

0.85 x 3000 x 3.63 . 2 2
3.63 + 40,000. = 3.86m(2490mm )

Sometimes in design it is necessary to check the flexural strength of doubly
reinforced sections. This can be performed accurately using the derived
equations. Also available is an approximate method, which results in
reasonable accuracy. The approximation is in the assumption made regarding
the lever arm. In Fig. 4.8, the two internal compressive forces C, and C, are
located close to each other. The total compressive force C will be located
between these two forces. If the line of action of C were known, the flexural
strength of the section could be derived in a single step; that is, M u = cpA s j~jd,

wherejd is the distance between C and T. For a conservative approximation,
the lever armjd may be taken as the lesser of the two distances locating C, and
C, from the centroid of the tension steel.

-''Yo!
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4.2 T AND I SECTIONS

4.2.1 Analysis of T and I Sections

Figure 4.10 shows aT-beam section when the flexural strength is reached.
The depth to the neutral axis is generally small because of the large flange
area. Therefore a tension failure generally occurs, and it is usually safe to
assume in analysis that Is = J;,; the validity of this assumption can be checked
later when the neutral axis depth is found. The neutral axis may lie in either
the flange or the web.

considerably less than J~.. Therefore, from an examination of the
strain diagram, the depth of the rectangular stress block will not
be large. and the lever arm of the concrete compressive force will
be greater than the lever arm of the steel compressive force. Hence a
conservative approximation is jd = d - d' = 17.50 in, which gives

M" = 0.9(4.48 x 40,000 x 17.5)
= 2.82 x 106Ib·in(318kN·m)

From exact analysis we learn that f~ = 12,770 psi (88.1 N/mm 2
)

and the design flexural strength is 2.9%greater than the approximate
value calculated.

(4.53)

(4.52)

(4.51)
a wd

c = PI = 1.18p;

M" = AJ/d - 0.5a)

0.8~t';.[abw + hJ(b - bw)J = AJy

. _ A,.f~, - 0.85f~hJ(b - bw)

.. a - - 0.85f~bw

If c < hJ' the neutral axis lies in the flange as assumed, and

where p = A.lbd and t» = p}/f;.

M" == 0.85l;.ah".(d - ~) + 0.85I~(h - bw)hf(d - ~{-) (4.54)

where a is given by Eq. 4.53.
The strain diagram can be checked to ensure that the tension steel is yielding.
The tension steel is yielding if

When the neutral axis lies in the flange, the section may be analyzed as for a
rectangular section of width b. The balanced steel ratio Pb is given by Eq. 4.14,
and if P < Pb' or a < at,. the tension steel is yielding. In the large majority of
practical situations, the neutral axis will lie in the flange and the tension steel
will be yielding.

Ifc = 1.18wdili 1 > hf , the neutral axis lies in the web. Then the calculated
values for a and c from Eqs. 4.50 and 4.51 are incorrect. Rewriting the
equilibrium equation C = T for neutral axis in the web, we have

where b; is the width of the web. The resultant compressive force acts at the
centroid of the T-shaped compressed area, which can be divided into the
rectangle over the web and two side rectangles in the overhang of the flange.
Taking moments of these rectangles about the tension steel gives

Forces

Neutral axis in web

Strain Stresses

Ec = 0.003 0.85{;

1f
ForcesStresses

Neutral axis in flange

StrainSection

.-+~"-:zf t ,°85
1~cit -;r- ---1jI

Ii bw

I ',A,!----I... ~T
E, t,

The analysis may be commenced by assuming that c < h , (i.e., that the
neutral axis is in flange) where hJ = flange thickness. For equilibrium,
C = T,

and the calculations reworked.

If the tension steel is not yielding, f y in Eqs. 4.50 to 4.54 should be replaced
by the following steel stress, found from the strain diagram:

Pld - ais = D, e, = 0.003 E. (4.56). a

Fig. 4.10. Reinforced concrete T beam when the flexural strength is reached.

0.85f~ab = AJy

AJy pfyd rod
a=----=--=--

0.85f;b 0,85f; 0.85
(4.50)

D, = 0.003 d - c = 0.003 PId - a ~ f y
. c a Es

(4.55)



Solution

Example 4.6

Calculate the ideal flexural strength of a T-beam section with
b = 32 in (813 mm), b; = 8 in (203 mm), d = 12 in (305 mm),
A, = 3.00 in 2 (1935 mm"), Es = 29 X 106 psi (0.20 x 106 N/mm 2

),

.I;. = 60,000 psi (414 Nzrnm"), and f; = 3000 psi (20.7 N/mm 2
) if

(I) hi = 4 in (102 rnm), and (2) hi = 2 in (50.8 mm).

95

()().OOO· .
.......... = 0.00207 < 0.00784

29 x 10°

Now T = A,j~. = 3 x 60,000 = 180,000 lb, and

0.8~Oh - b",)h I = 0.85 x 3000 (32 - 8)2 = 122,400 Ib
0.85f,:ah", = 0.85 x 3000 x 8a = 20,400a Ib

From l.q. 4.53 we write

180,000 - 122,400 _ 2 .
20,400 - .82 111

and

£I 2.82
c = = --- = 3.32 in

/> I 0.85

From Eq. 4.54 we find

M" = 20,400 x 2.82(12 - 0.5 x 2.82) + 122,400(12 - 0.5 x 2)
= 1.95 X 10° lb in (220 kN . m)

Check I hat the tension steel is yielding:
From Eq. 4.55

12 - 3.32
c, = 0,003 ---""'- = 0.00784
. 3.32

0=

-D
Es

T and I Sections

(Alternatively, ald = 2.82/12 = 0.235, which is less than Ilmax/d
= 0.377 from Table 4.1.) Therefore, tension steel yields as assumed.

Any compression steel that a section may contain in the flange can be
taken into account by including A.J: terms in the equations. The stress in
this steel can be found using the strain diagram.

4.2.2 Design of T and I Sections

When the neut ral axis depth is less than the flange thickness, according to
Eq. 4.51 we have

Strength of Members with Flexure

c < hi and neutral axis lies in the flange as assumed

From Eq. 4.52 we have

M" = 3 x 60,000 (12 - 0.5 x 2.21)
= 1.96 x 106 lb- in (221 kN . m)

Check that tension steel is yielding:
From Eq. 4.55 we have

12 - 2.60
I:s ~ 0.003 --2.60-- = 0.0108

/2 = ~~OO<!~ = 0.00207 < 00108
E

s
29 x 106 •

(Alternatively, aid = 2.21/12 = 0.18, which is less than omax/d
= 0.377 from Table 4.1). Therefore, tension steel yields as assumed.

1. Flange thickness of 4 in (102 mm)

Assume that the tension steel yields Is = Iy and that the neutral
axis lies in the flange.
From Eq. 4.50 we have

a = ]~O,~~_ = 2.21 in
0.85 x 3000 x 32

c = .~. = ~3]_ = 2.60 in
/J I 0.85

94

2. Flange thickness of 2 in (51.8 mm)

Assume that the tension steel yields and that the neutral axis lies
in the flange.
From Eq. 4.50, as before, a = 2.21 in and c = 2.60 in.

and the neutral axis lies in the web

wd A I.
1.18 a. ::;; hi where w =-~

!' 1 bd.f~

and the section may be designed as a rectangular section of width /) using
Eqs. 4.18 to 4.2:1.

When the neutral axis depth is greater than the flange thickness,
I. I8wd/{J I > hI' For this case the section may be designed using the equations



The design flexural strength may be written with reference to Eq. 4.54 as

for a doubly reinforced beam, as follows. The tension steel may be considered
to be divided into an area A,j' which resists the compression in the concrete
in the overhang of the flange, and.an area As - AsI' which resists the compres
sion in the concrete over the web. Then, assuming that the tension steel is
yielding, the equilibrium equations are

Strength of Members with Flexure
97

(4.60)

T and I Sections

total compressive force at balanced failure. Equation 4.49 shows that this
requires

o; ~ (),75(?·g5:);~1 6-.-o~~1~-_~ + Pj)
where o; = Ajh",d and fir = A,j/b",d.

The imaginary area of compression steel is always yielding, hence its
stress need not he checked. The foregoing approach to limiting brittle failure
does not result in a section with the same ductility as a real doubly reinforced
section, however, because the compression flange is inevitably more brittle
than compression steel.

I t is also necessary to check that the steel area in the section is sufficient
to ensure that the flexural strength of the cracked section exceeds the moment
required to crack the section; otherwise the failure is sudden and brittle.
To prevent such a failure, it is recommended'v? that Pw should be not less
than 2oolf;. where .~. is in psi, or 1.38/ I y where I y is in Nrmm" units.

(4.57)

(4.58)

A,j I, = 0.85(~ hI(b - bw)

_ 0.85I~hl(b - bw)
A,j - /y

(A, - A,f)fy = O.85f~abw

a = (As - As/)/Y
O.85f~bw

and
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pj; 6. 17 x 60,000
w = ---. = ---.------------- = 0 179

I:' 30 x 23 x 3000 .

From Eq. 4.51 we have

cod 0.179 x 23 .
c= llX--"-= 118-----=572m>h. 13 t . 0.85 . I

Therefore. the neutral axis lies in the web.

Example 4.7

A T-beam section with b = 30 in (762 mm), bw = 12 in (305 mm),
d = 23 in (584 mm), and hj =4 in (102 mm) is to have a design
flexural strength of 7 x 106 lb- in (790 kN . m). Using I~ = 3000 psi
(20.7 Nzmm') and ~. = 60,000 psi (414 Nzmm '), calculate the
required steel area.

As an approximation, to determine whether the neutral axis lies in
the flange or the web, assume jd = d - O.5hI = 23 - 2 = 21 in.
Then we have approximately

Mil 7 x 106
. 2

A. =~- = ---.------ = 6.17 In
s <pjlil, 0.9 x 21 x 60,000

giving

Solution

(4.59)

• • •• ••

>1

~;% Compressed
/: / concrete

Neutral axis

b----?';

• • •
• • <II

1<

Fig.4.11. Tscction and equivalent doubly reinforced rectangular section.

where A,j and a are given by Eqs. 4.57 and 4.58.
Comparison of Eqs. 4.59 and 4.39 shows that the compressive force in the

overhang of the concrete flange is equivalent to an area of compression steel
A,j at the yield strength at the middepth of the flange. This equivalence is
illustrated in Fig. 4.11.

To ensure a ductile failure with the tension steel yielding, the same limiting
steel ratio as for a doubly reinforced beam must be satisfied in design.t'
The requirement is that the force in the tension ~teel be limited to 0.75 of the



When reinforced concrete slab and beam floors are built monolithically,
the beam and the slab will act integrally.

When the beam is subjected to positive bending moment, part of the slab
will act as the flange of the beam resisting the longitudinal compression
balancing the tensile force in the reinforcement in the web. When the spacing
between the beams is large, it is evident that simple bending theory does not
strictly apply because the longitudinal compressive stress, in the flange will
vary with distance from the beam web, the flange being more highly stressed
over the web than in the extremities. This variation in flange compressive
stress, illustrated in Fig. 4.12, occurs because of shear deformations in the

98 Strength of Members with Flexure

Now from Eq. 4.57 we write

Asffy = 0.85f~hib - bJ
= 0.85 x 3000 x 4(30 - 12) = 183,600 lb

And from Eq. 4.58 we put

(As - Asf)fy = 0.85f;ob w

= 0.85 x 3000 x 12a = 30,600a lb

From Eq. 4.59 we have

7 x 106 = 0.9[30,6000(23 - 0.5a) + 183,600(23 - 2)]

0
2

- 46.000 + 256.34 = °
Solution of the quadratic equation gives a = 6.49 in.

(As - Asf)fy = 30,600 x 6.49 = 198,600 lb

Substituting ASfj~ from Eq. 4.57 gives

198,600 + 183,600
As = 60,000 --

= 6.37 in? (4110 mm")

Check whether steel area is satisfactory:

T and I Sections

4.2.3 Effective Width of T Beams

Distribution of
longitudinal
compressive
stress in top fiber

LJ
lal

LJ

99

P
w

= 6.37 = 0.0231
12 x 23

Check maximum allowable steel content, using Eq. 4.60:

. (0.85 x 3000 x 0.85 0.003 x 29 x 10
6

0.75 60,000 0.003 x 29 x 106 + 60,000

183,600 )
+ 60,000 x 12 x 23

= 0.0244 > 0.0231

Therefore steel area does not exceed maximum allowable.
Check minimum allowable steel, using

200 200
'h- = 60,000

= 0.0033 < 0.0231

Therefore, steel area is not less than minimum allowable.

1< b >[

U
(b)

Fig. 4.12. Elfccti vc width of T beam for positive bending moment. (a) Section of slab and
beam floor. (h) Effective width fur positive bending moment.

flange (shear lag), which reduce the longitudinal compressive strain with
distance from the web.

The actual distribution of compressive stress for the beam in the elastic
range may be calculated using the theory of elasticity, and it depends on the
relative dimensions of the cross section and the span, and on the type of
loading. At the flexural strength of the member, the distribution of longi
tudinal compressive stress across the flange will be more uniform than
indicated by the theory of elasticity because at near-maximum stress the
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Sections Having Bars at Various Levels

4.3 SECTIONS HAVING BARS AT VARIOUS LEVELS OR STEEL
LACKING A WELL-DEFINED YIELD STRENGTH

When reinforcement bars are placed in the tension and/or compression
regions in a beam, it is usual to consider only the stress at the centroids of the
tension and the compression steel, even though the bars may be in several
layers. However. it may be desired to perform more exact analysis when large
differences may exist between the levels of stress in the various layers. Also,
when the reinforcement does not have a well-defined yield strength, it may be
desired to make an accurate assessment of the flexural strength of the section,
including the effect of strain hardening of the steel.

For the general analysis of such sections, an iterative procedure involving
the satisfaction of the requirements of equilibrium and compatibility of
strains may be used. Consider the section shown in Fig. 4.14 when the
flexural strength is reached. Let the stress-strain curve for the steel have a

Strength of Members with Flexure100

concrete stress-strain curve shows a smaller variation of stress with strain.
In addition, however, the slab will usually be bending transversely because
of the load supported between the beams, and this can cause cracking in the
top of the flange parallel to the beam over the web-flange junction. Transverse
reinforcement in the slab and shear-friction along the crack will allow
longitudinal compression to be transferred out into the flange, but neverthe
less there are grounds for using a conservatively low effective width.

In design, to take the variation of compressive stress across the flange into
account, it is convenient to use an effective width of flange that may be smaller
than the actual width but is considered to be uniformly stressed. The present
code-specified effective widths are conservative estimates based on approx
imations to elastic theory. For symmetrical T beams, ACI 318-71 4

.2 recom
mends that the effective width used should not exceed one-quarter of the
span length of the beam, and its overhanging width on each side of the web
should not exceed 8 times the slab thickness, or one-half of the clear distance
to the next beam. For beams having a flange on one side only. the effective
overhanging flange width should not exceed /2 of the span length of the beam.
or 6 times the slab thickness, or half the clear distance to the next beam.

When the beam is subjected to negative bending moment, some of the
longitudinal reinforcement in the flange clearly acts as tension steel with
the main steel over the web (see Fig. 4.13). The tensile force is transferred

across the flange into the web by shear in flange, much as the compressive
force in the case of positive bending is transferred. Codes do not specify
effective widths over which slab steel may be considered to be acting as
tension reinforcement, but it is evident that a realistic appraisal of the beam
strength for negative bending moment would include the effect of the slab
steel, As an approximation, the slab steel within a width of four times the
slab thickness each side of the web could be included with the tension steel
of the beam.

Fig. 4.14. Reinforced concrete section when the flexural strength is reached and general stress
strain curve for steel.

Resultant
internal
forces

Stresses

Strain

Strain

Steel stress-strain curve

Stress

Section

Fig. 4.13. Effective width "I' T bc.un for negative
bending moment.

• • • • i I JI • • • •
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Note: 1000 psi = 6.89 N/mm 2

f, = 67.620 - 38~~PSi

for 0.00138 < E. < 0.005

tan 0 = 29 X 106 psi
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Fig. 4.15. Example- ,tX.ltI) Section. (h) Stress-strain curve for the steel. (c) Variation of internal
forces With neutral :I\IS depth,

(4.63)

(4,62)

(4.6Ia)

(4,61b)

Strength of Members with Flexure

= 0.003 d1 - C[;, I
C

d2 - C
[;,2 = 0.003 --, c

For equilibrium, we have

A rectangular section of width 8 in (203 mm) is reinforced by two
No.6 (19 mm diameter) bars at an effective depth of 8 in (203 mm)
and three No.6 bars at an effective depth of 10 in (254 mm) (see
Fig, 4.15a). The bars are of cold-worked steel, and the stress-strain
curve appears in Fig. 4.15b. For the concrete l. = 4000 psi (27.6
Nymrn']. Calculate the ideal flexural strength of the section.

Example 4.8

The section may be analyzed by a trial and adjustment procedure as follows:

1. Choose a value for c.
2. Calculate [;,1 and D,2 from Eqs. 4,6la and 4.61b and determine I, land

'/;2 from the stress-strain curve for the steel.
3. Check whether Eq. 4.62 is satisfied.
4. Repeat steps 1,2, and 3 until a value for c is found that satisfies Eq. 4,62.

Then by taking moments about the centroid of compression. the flexural
strength is given by

and

general shape. For the purpose of illustration, the tension steel in the section
is considered to be in two layers. For strain compatibility, the strain diagram

gives

102

Solution

A'I = 2 x 0.44 = 0.88 in2 and As2 = 3 x 0.44 = 1.32 in'

103
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and

Reference to the stress-strain curve shows that

C - T1 - Tz = 2,200lb

a = 4.20 in

f.sz = 0.00307

.I.;z = 55,200 psi

T, = 72,900 lb

and

33,900 .
c = 4 +.-----. = 4.94 III

33.900 + 2.200

Then using the equations as before, write

1:'1 = (1.00186

1;1 = 47.130 psi

T1 = 41,500lb

C = 114.220 lb

C - 1'1 - Tz = -200 lb

The equilibrium balance is satisfactory.
From Eq. 4.63 we have

!VI u = 41,500(8 - 0.5 x 4.20) + 72,900( 10 - 0.5 x 4.20)

= };20,800 lb in (92.7 kN· m)

A graphical construction can also be used for the determination of the
neutral axis depth that gives equilibrium balance (see Fig. 4.l5c for the section
of Example 4.8). In a rectangular section the compression force increases
linearly with the increase of the neutral axis depth. Hence the position of the
straight line giving the value for the compressive force can be calculated
readily. The tension force line is not linear over its whole length. A straight
line applies when the tension steel is in the elastic range, and a constant force
is obtained when both layers of steel reach the yield stress. The tension force
line can be established by c-rlculating the force corresponding to a number of
neutral axis depths. The point of intersection of the two force lines gives the
neutral axis depth for equilibrium balance. In fact, only the parts of the lines
near the likely points of intersection need be plotted.

The foregoing trial and adjustment procedure, either analytical or
graphical, can be used to analyze any section. Equations 4.61 and 4.62
can be generalized easily to include more groups of steel: A,t, A,z, As3 '

A'4' .... Because of the number of possible cases of steel stress, it would not

The first and second estimates show that 4 in < c < 5 in. Linearly
interpolate, using the previous residual forces from the equilibrium
equations

Therefore, the neutral axis depth is slightly too large.
Therefore reduce c slightly.

Third estimate

I:,z = 0.003

hz = 54,910 psi

T. = 72,500 lb

and

f-r = 0.0018

J~ 1 = 46.440 psi

T1 = 40,900 lb

C = 115.600 lb

Let c = 5 in a = 4.25 in
Then using the equations as before, write

38.12 .
I;! = 67,620 - 0"'- = 54,910 pSI

.003

. 38.12 .
f . = 67620 - --- = 59150 pSI
. ,2 , 0.0045 '

Check equilibrium using Eq. 4.62:

T1 = 54.910 x 0.88 = 48,300 !b

T2 = 59,150 x 1.32 = 78,100 Ib

C = 0.85 x 4000 x 3.40 x 8 = 92,500 lb

Let c = 4 in a = fi!C = 0.85 x 4 = 3.40 in
From Eqs. 4.6la and 4.61b we have

8-4
":'1 = 0.003:-"4- = 0.003

10 - 4
1:,., = 0.003 --.. = 0.0045.• 4

C - T1 - T2 = -33,900 lb

Therefore, equilibrium is not satisfied because the compressive
force is too small and the steel forces are too large.
Therefore, shift the neutral axis down to increase the compressive
force and reduce the steel forces.

Second estimate

First est iniate
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Fig. 4.16. Reinforced concrete beam section with biaxial
bending moments.

4.4 BIAXIAL BENDING OF SECTIONS

The section when the flexural strength is reached appears in Fig. 4.17.
The section .will be assumed to be reinforced by the four bars numbered
I, 2, 3, and 4, as in Fig. 4.17. Sections having more bars could be analyzed
using the equations to follow, by dividing the bars into four groups, of which
points 1,2,3, and 4 are the centroids. Computer programs are available, or
can be developed, using an extension to the equations of the following
sections, to analyze sections with distributed steel along the four faces or to
consider individual bars in any position.

In a section with biaxial bending, the neutral axis is inclined to the horizon
tal, the amount of inclination depending on the ratio of the bending moments
in the two directions and the section properties. The equivalent stress block
is assumed to have a depth of fi1 times the neutral axis depth, and a mean
stress of 0.85/;.. This equivalent stress block is not quite equivalent to the
actual stress block (see Section 3.4), but it is sufficiently accurate for design
purposes.

Reinforced concrete beams are sometimes subjected to loading that causes
biaxial (unsymmetrical) bending. For example, an isolated beam carrying
a wall exposed to wind pressure may receive both horizontal and vertical
loading. A section with biaxial bending is shown in Fig. 4.16.

be practical in problems of this type to write equations that would enable the
neutral axis depth to be found directly by solving the equilibrium equation
with c as an unknown.

If the neutral axis depth at the flexural strength is very small, the steel
strains may be extremely large, and the designer should verify that these
do not exceed the strain at which the steel is likely to fracture.
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(4.74)

(4.75)

(4.73)

(4.77)

(4.7R)

Case 4Case 3Case 2

- [I •
~ Area of equivalent compressive stress block

x = 0.333[31 kx b

y = O.333[31 kyh

0.85f' [3 k h[3 k b
C = ely 1 x = 0 425f' [3 2 k k bh

c 2 . C 1 xy

M"x = Cc(h - y) + (SI + S2)(h - ty ) + (S3 + S4)ty

M,,}' = Cib - .x) + (S, + S3)(b - tx ) + (S2 + S4)tx

Case 1

For case! we have

Fig. 4.18. Possible shapes or the area of the equivalent compressive stress block.

C, + 51 + 52 + S3 + S4 = 0 (4.76)

5. The moments acting about the axes at the flexural strength may be
found by taking the moments of the internal forces about an x-direction
axis (say the bottom edge of the section) and a y-direction axis (say the left
hand edge of the section). Then we have

Biaxial Bending of Sections

Similarly, expressions may be found for Ce , x and y for cases 2, 3, and 4,
and are given by Mattock, Kriz, and Hognestad.":?

4. For equilibrium, the position of the neutral axis must be such that the
sum of the longitudinal forces is zero.

The appropriate signs (positive for compression, negative for tension)
should be substituted into Eqs. 4.76 to 4.78 when these expressions are used.

Both the analysis and the design of sections with biaxial bending moments
are difficult because trial and adjustment procedures are necessary to find
the inclination and depth of the neutral axis.

l'

, ,
: ).

.~~

I.

'·:.··.·······

:i
e ,..

~

(4.67)

(4.66)

(4.65)

(4.64)

Strength of Members with Flexure

CSl >-lL 1.1 = hz-: E
s
'

Iv > j~
1.1 = es1E, (4.68)...~. > I:s I -T'Es s

1:'1 ~ - t,
hi = r I,

E~'

000 (
b-tx t y )

C'2 = . 3 1 - -- - -
. ~xb kyh

_ 0003( r, h - t y )
Ed - . . 1 - kxb - ky 11

(
b-t l1-t)

1:.4 = 0.003 1 - k~T - kyh.l.

where positive strain indicates compression.
2. The steel stresses and forces then follow from the stress-strain curve for

the steel. For the usual case of a well-defined yield point, for bar I if

or if

The stresses in bars 2, 3. and 4 are found similarly.
Then thc steel forces are given by

5 I = A'l.fsl (4.69)

52 = A'2fs2 (4.70)

5.1 = Adh3 (4.71)

54 = A'4fs4 (4.72)

3. The resultant compressive force in the concrete and its position will
depend on the shape and area of the equivalent compressive stress block.
The four possible shapes are presented in Fig. 4.18.

or if

Similarly, we have

For a given section the t1exuralstrength may be found as follows:

I. The strains in the steel may be found by considering the similar triangles
of the strain diagram of Fig. 4.17:

1:.'1 0.003
k},h - I)' =c:< cote = kyh

.:

Ds l = 0.003(1 - ~ -.. 2)
kxb, kyh.
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Biaxial Bending of SectionsStrength of Members with Flexure

Since the section is square and the biaxial bending moments are
equal, the compressed area of concrete has the shape of an isosceles
triangle (k, = k; = k); hence the inclination of the neutral axis is
known. Figure 4.19 shows the section. A trial and adjustment
procedure will be used to find the neutral axis depth.

A,>1 = Ad = Ad = A'4 = 1.00 in 2

Example 4.9

A concrete beam has a lOin (254 mm) square sect ion and is rein
forced by four No.9 (28.7 mm diameter) steel bars, one bar being
placed in each corner of the section. The distance from the centroid
of each bar to the adjacent sides of the section is 2 in (50.8 mm).
The steel has a well-defined yield strength of 40,000 psi (276 Nzrnm 2)
and a modulus of elasticity of 29 x 106 psi (0.2 x 106 N/mm 2

). The
concrete has a cylinder strength of 4000 psi (27.6 Nymm").Calculate
the flexural strength of the section if it is subjected to biaxial bending
moments of equal magnitude about axes parallel to the edges.

110

First estimate
Fig. 4.19. Sccti on ,,,,d intcrnu! and external acrions Ior Example 4,'>,

For the neutral axis position in Fig. 4.19, let k = 0.70. From Eqs.
4.64 to 4.67, write

D>1 = 0.003(1 - o.7--t-io - 0.7 ~ 10) = 0.00128()

; (10 - 2 2)
<',2 = 1>'3 = 0.003 J - o~-Y"~-10 - 0.7 x 10 = - 0.00 12~6

1;,4- = 0.003( I- O:7-~--T6 - of~ 10) = - 0.003S6

Also I~/E, = 40,000/(29 x 106
) = 0.00138. Therefore, Eq. 4.68 gives

/;t = 0.001286 x 29 x 106 = 37,290 psi

'/,2 = I3 = -0.001286 x 29 x 106 = -37,290 psi

I .. = - 40.000 psi

From Eqs. 4.69 to 4.72 we find

Let k = OX Then using the equations as before, write

1:'4 = - 0.0031:'2 = I:" = - 0.00075

l., = 40.{)OO psi .1.:2 = .{,3 = - 21,750 psi

f,j = - 40.000 psi

.'" = 40,000 Ih S2 = S, = -21.7501b S4 = -40,OOOlb

C = 7X,610Ib

C, + ,)1 + ,)2 + 5;3 + S4- ='~B5.l10 lb

Therefore, too much compresfi~n. Hence reduce k./

And Eq. 4.73 gives

C, = 0.425 x 4000 x 0.85 2
X 0,71 x 102 = 60, J80 Ib

C, +.')t + 5'2 + S3 + S4 ={-A7,110Ib.. " \,- ..

Therefore, too much tension:'Hence increase k.

Second eslimu{l'

S4 c= -40,OOOlbS2 = S3 = -37,290IbSt = :17,2901b



Fig. 4.20. Form of the interaction curves
for a reinforced concrete section with hi-

,\IllY axial bending moments at the flexural
f~,,2h strength.
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Fig.4.21. Beam with lateral instability failure.

4.5 LATERAL INSTABILITY OF BEAMS

When slender beams are used, instability before the development of flexural
strength may he the cause of failure. The instability failure takes the form of
lateral buckling accompanied by twist, as illustrated in Fig. 4.21. Such in
stability can he important in the case of beams lacking lateral support if the

of M"xfU;.bh 2
) and M"rU~ 17 211). The change of shape of the curves in Fig.

4.20 with increasing ptl,l;. is of interest, where Pr is the total steel area divided
by the concrete area. As an approximate guide. if M"" and M"y for a given
section are known. a straight line interaction curve will always be conserva
tive; but a circular curve (elliptical if the uniaxial flexural strengths in the two
directions are different) may be unsafe, particularly at high p,lI;. values.

Lateral Instabilitv or Beams

,\JIll

r;I>'"

r,,~ c= -O.(X)3575

Strength of \h'mht'rs with Flexure

o.n

J~2 = .l~3 = -32,190 psi

1:,2 = I:s 3 = - 0.001110

J~1 = 39,320 psi

I~ = --40,000 psi

51 = 39,3201b ,)2 = S.I =: -32,1901b S~ = -4().OOOlb

Cc = 65,4501b

C, + 51 + 52 + S3 + S~ = 390lb

/:'1 = 0.001356

/,.0 0.7+~ >< 0.1
52,220

Using the equilibrium equations as before, put

Therefore, the equilibrium balance is satisfactory.
From Eqs. 4.74 and 4.75, we have

'( = .v = 0.333 x 0.85 x 0.73 x 10 = 2.07 in

From Eqs. 4.77 and 4.n we have

M", = M", = 65,450( to - 2.07) + (39,320 - 32,lt)O)( 10 .- 2)

+ (- 32,190 - 40,000)2

= 431.700!b· in (48.7 kN . m)

Linearly interpolate, usmg the previous residual forces from the
equlibriurn equation

or, the resultant bending moment acting about the diagonal is

".\1"/ + Af,}'"= ,/2 x 431,700 = 610,5001b·in ihX.9 kN'I11)

It is of interest to note that the flexural strength of the section for
bending about only the ,\'- or y-direction axis may he calculated
to be 547.600 lb· in (61.X kN· m).

112

Third est imate

It is evident that the manual solution of the general biaxial bending moment
equations requires laborious calculations because of the trial and adjust
ment procedure necessary to find the depth and inclination of the neutral axis
for given values of .iI"x and fVl",,, However, the equations can he programmed
for a digital computer. A set of interaction curves, showing combinations of
moments ;\1".\ and l\;l"v that would cause the flexural strength to he reached
for various steel contents of sections having equal steel in each corner of the
section. would have the form diplayed in Fig. 4.20. Design charts plotted in
this form would enable the steel area to be found for particular combinations
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(4.82)

(4.83)

(4.81)

or

M
0.05 < hd2.f~ < 0.29

0.29hci 2f :· > k } h\lf:.

where k I = ki. 0.29.
By making limiting assumptions'i" for the variables of Eq. 4.80, the value

of k 1 is within the wide limits of 100and 580 for beams having a uniformly
distributed load. Given these limits, further refinement of the analysis,
taking into account the contribution of the flexural steel," .. 10 is not warranted.

Lateral Instability of Beams

M c r = k~' h\11':.

where k is a numerical constant, h is the width of the section, and d is the
effective depth Ill' the tension steel.

For an instability failure to occur, the flexural capacity of the beam Mu

will be larger than the critical moment. The flexural capacity, however,
depends on the steel content. and for a singly reinforced section this value
lies within the approximate limits of

wh"'l1 Pili'" -< ,. < fl""" "'" O. 7~(11t. 40,000 PM! .;< .t;, < 60,000 fllli. IlI'ld .r:. ~
4000 psi (I psi == O,006X9 N/m( 2

).

An underrcinforced beam is not likely to be critical with respect to buck
ling. Therefore. considering beams with maximum usable steel content, the
critical condition is approximately

In the evaluation of the critical moment, the designer must bear in mind
that concrete is nonlinear in compression; hence at high stresses a reduced
mod ulus of clast icily needs to be considered. In the assessment of the moment
of inertia, the effect of flexural cracking has to be accounted for. This cracking
will vary along the beam in accordance with the moment pattern. The calcu
lation for I v could be based on the part of the concrete cross section in the
compression zone only. The value of the modulus of rigidity, G, is related to
Ec ' but the rclat ive contributions of the concrete and the web reinforcement
to the torsional stillness are uncertain. Other uncertainties are: the amount
of concrete cross section that should be included in the estimation of the
equivalent 1'01,11' moment of inertia J, and the extent to which biaxial flexure
affects twisting. It is evident that there are difficulties in accurately calculating
the stiffness terms.

By substituting 0.511 for .l'~.. expressing the modulus of elasticity in the
nonlinear lange as a fraction of the compressive cylinder strength I:., and
expressing l; 1\ and J in terms of the section dimensions, the equation for
the critical moment for a prismatic rectangular beam reduces approximately
to

(4.XO)

(4.79)

Strength of \1cmbt'rs with Hexurc

_ ;.jtcj~E,T\'Gj ( Yw JI~-/r\
A1 er - T Ec-C'=l{~~ \ 1 - 1.74T'G) )

where z = a coefficient depending on the load pattern and having the
following values:
(0) IT for uniform moment along the beam
(h) 3.53 for uniformly distributed load
(e) 4.24 for a central point load

E,. = modulus of elasticity of concrete
G = modulus of rigidity of concrete

1x' I)' = moments of inertia of the concrete cross section about the major
and minor axes, respectively ,

J = equivalent polar moment of inertia of the concrete cross section
I = unsupported length of the beam

Yw = distance of the point of application of the load above the cent roid
or' the section

Mur~I'1l11I"'" lUIS investigated the applicability of each 01' these purumcters
with respect to reinforced concrete and has attempted to establish limits
within which the true critical moment is likely to occur. The variations for
individual quantities are very large, and in the light of this property some
simplifications of Eq. 4.79 should not be objectionable. Cross sections that
are sensitive to lateral buckling have a depth to width ratio of at least 2.
Hence if the effect of cracking is also taken into account. the ratio I,(l,
becomes small and may be taken to be zero. W'ith this simplification. Eq. 4.79
becomes

flexural stiffness in the plane of bending is verylarge compared with its lateral
stiffness. The problem is rather rare because most designers intuitively choose
compact sections. Critical situations may arise during erection of precast
concrete structures before adequate lateral restraint to components is
provided.

The analytical treatment of the problem becomes complex if an attempt
is made to assess all features of reinforced concrete behavior realistically.
Because there is insufficient experimental evidence against which a theoret
ically derived critical load could be tested convincingly, no attempt is made
here to quantify the relevant parameters. This could only be done with the
use of contestable assumptions.

Michell's classical solution":" for the critical moment Mer producing
instability in a linearly elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic prismatic beam is

114
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By examining available data, MarshaIl4
. 'J found that the larger value for

Id/b2 was more nearly correct. It should be noted that the traditionally used
span/width ratio alone, lll», does not adequately describe instability criteria
in beams.

When the effects of creep and possible initial out-of-straightness are
considered, and noting that failures by instability show limited ductility,
we realize that the capacity reduction factor qJ used in design with Aler
must be small. This is borne out by the large scatter in the available experi
mental results.":" Alternatively, the limiting geometric parameters specified
should be deliberately conservative. To prevent lateral instability, the British
code CP 1104

.
1 1 has adopted the following limits:

1. For simply supported or continuous beams, the clear distance between
lateral restraints I should be such that

116 Strength of Members with Flexure
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I
. < 60 and
b

Id
/)2 < 250 (4.84a)

2. For cantilevers having lateral restraints only at the supports, the
values should be

I
< 25

b
and

ld
};2- < 100 (4.84b)

(4.85)

If these Iirnits are exceeded, the critical moment Mer will govern the strength
of the beam. Using Marshall's estimation,":" the approximate value of this is

160(pI~b3d
Mcr = -'.._-,--

I

It is suggested that qJ = 0.5 be taken as the capacity reduction factor.
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where Ag is the gross area of the cross section. A Sl is the total area of longitudi
nal steel in the section. and [; is the yield strength of the steel.

Up to the load P". tied and spiral columns behave almost identically, and
the transverse sicc] adds very little to the strength of the column. Once the
load Po is reached, a tied column with ties not closely spaced immediately
fails. accompanied by breakdown of the concrete and buckling of the

(5.1)

Spiral column

O
Shell

O
concrete

Spiral

Sections

Tied column

strength. Figure 5.2 illustrates this behavior. Alternatively, if the concrete
approaches its strength before the steel yields, as it would when very high
yield steel is used, the increased deformation of the concrete when near its
full strength allows the steel to reach the yield strength. Therefore, the ulti
mate load of all axially loaded. reinforced concrete column (perhaps better
referred to as tlie yield load) is the sum of the yield strength of the steel plus
the strength of the concrete, It has been found (e.g.. by Richart and Brown"'
and Hognestad'") that the strength of the concrete in an axially loaded
column is approximately O.85l;.. where f~ is the compressive strength of a
cylinder. The strcngth is rather lower than that of a cylinder because of the
difference in specimen shape and size. and because the vertical casting of a
column leads ttl sedimentation and water gain in the top region of the
column. Thus the ultimate load of an axially loaded column may be written
as

Fig.5.1. Tied and -pir.ri columns.

In-l'"
ldse<:t«)"

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5.2 AXIALLY LOADED SHORT COLUMNS

Creep and shrinkage of concrete have a strong influence on the stresses in
the steel and the concrete of an axially loaded reinforced concrete column
at the service load, tending to increase the longitudinal steel stress and to
reduce the concrete stress. For a column having a large percentage of steel
and a heavy initial load, which is later largely removed, it is even possible to
have tension in the concrete and compression in the steel. Therefore it is
extremely difficult to assess the safety of reinforced concrete columns using
elastic theory and allowable stresses.

On the other hand, the ultimate load of a column does not vary appreci
ably with the history of loading. When the load is increased. the steel will
normally reach the yield strength before the concrete reaches its full strength.
However, at this stage the column has not reached its ultimate load. The
column can carry further load because the steel sustains the yield stress
while the deformations and load increase until the concrete reaches its full

lIS

Columns are structural elements used primarily to support compressive
loads. A short column is one in which the ultimate load at a given eccentricity
is governed only by the strength of the materials and the dimensions of the
cross section. A slender column is one in which the ultimate load is also
influenced by slenderness. which produces additional bending because of
transverse deformations.

Concrete columns are reinforced by longitudinal and transverse steel.
The transverse steel is generally in the form of ties or closely spaced spirals.
(sec Fig. 5.1).
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(SA)

(5.3)

(5.5)

= 2 OS!, V - 8 ., I~A,p~~. )'., .~ d,»

I' = n.R"!' 1 -+- 205/' V + /' ,1. (l _ 8.2As
)' )

/I .~. l'1 cc '. Y,li . v' '\(
d,s

P., = ~: > OA15 f~ (Ao _ I) + 4AspA si

, fy Ac d.s A,

where A c = A", -+- A", the gross area of the column core.

0.851:..1(( + 2.05f',Y + r..A.(1 - 8.2A sp
) > 0.851"(A - A ) + I. A

'." .} S d"s 'J c 9 st )' sl

hence we must also have

where V; = A'I' nil,;.' zz: volume of spiral steel per unit length of column core
AS! == total area of longitudinal steel in the section

If the spiral steel is replaced by an equivalent volume of longitudinal steel,
will equal the area of that longitudinal steel. Therefore Eq. SA indicates that

the steel in the spiral is approximately twice as effective as the same volume
of longitudinal steel in contributing to the strength of the column. However,
the high load-carrying capacity of columns having heavy spirals is available
only at very large deformations and after the shell concrete has spalled. If
the ultimate load carried after the spalling of the shell concrete when the
spiral reaches yield is to exceed the yield load of the column before spalJing,
P" from Eq. 5.4must be greater than Po from Eq. 5.J.This requires satisfaction
of the following condition

which may be written as

whcre j, ,= yield strcnuth of thc stccl.n, = diameter of the spiral A = area
'-.Ii ' sp

of the spiral bur. s = pitch of the spiral, and Ace = area of concrete in the
column core.

Now

Axially Loaded Short Columns

Therefore. Fq. ~.2 may be written as

(5.2)

Colun III
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rig. ~.2. /\\1<11 load-srrain curve- tor the steel .md concrete of an .\.\i;d\~ lo.i.icd rcinl'nrcL'd
concrete (.'()!UJl111

longitudinal steel hal's between the ties, because the spacing between the tics
is generally too large to prevent general concrete failure and huck linu or bars.

In a spiral column, after load 1'" has been reached, the shell PI'~oncrete
outside the spiral is cracked or destroyed. The load capacity is reduced
because or loss of concrete area, but the spacing of the spiral steel is usually.. ,_~~, \:_.._ _~,,.. -·· .w. ,.- .. . •.•

"~rnaIL~.nough to prevent buckJin;L5.?f the longitudinal bars between the
.?piraL~: Hence the io"fjgitudinal bars cont;;-iuet"ocar";'y'"j()'Hl; large incrC":lse'X
deformation, follows, and the core concrete (which is tending to increase in
volume because of internal disruption) bears against the spiral, causing the
spiral to exert confining reaction on the core. The resulting radial compressive
stress increases the load-carrying capacity of the core concrete, and in spite
of the loss of the concrete shell. the ultimate load of a column with a heavy
spiral can increase to greater than Po. The enhancement in strength of con
crete due to the confinement of a steel spiral was discussed in Section 2.1.3.
Equation 2.5 gives the strength of confined concrete cvlindcrs when the
spiral reaches the yield strength. If the unconfined cylinder strength I: in
Eq. 2.5 is replaced by the unconfined strength of concrete in a column, O.'<',Sr;.,
the ultimate load of a spiral column may be written as
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Fig. 5.4. Equivalent column loading.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 arc back and front views of tied and spirally reinforced
columns that were eccentrically loaded to failure. These columns are from a
series tested by Hogncstad.v? The greater ductility of a spiral column is
again evident from the figures. The greater ductility of spiral columns com
pared with columns with nominal ties has been observed in buildings dam
aged by earthquakes. As an example, some lower story columns of Olive
View Hospital after the San Fernando earthquake of 1971 are shown in
Fig. 5.7. The concrete in the tied column has been reduced to rubble, whereas

Axially loaded columns occur rarely in practice because some bending is
almost always present, as evidenced by the slight initial crookedness of
columns, the manner in which loading is applied by beams and slabs, and the
moments introduced by continuous construction.

The cornbinution of an axial load Pu and bending moment M" is equivalent
to a load P" applied at eccentricity e = M"fP", as in Fig. 5.4.

(5.6)fJ = 045 Ld~. - 1)
S • j' \A

,v c

Axial strain e

/

Longi tud inal
steel yields _--------~Shell concrete sp~_---Spiral column

\ ------ (spiralaccorcllllytoEq.5.61
\
\
\
\
\ Tied column
\ (ties not closely spaced)

Tied or spiral column

i

For spiral columns, the ACI codeD requires Ps to be not less than the value
given by

where Ac = core area measured to the outside diameter of the spiral. Com
parison of Eqs. 5.5 and 5.6 indicates that the ACI requirement will ensure
that the ultimate load of the column after sparling exceeds the load before
spalling. The large ductility of spiral columns (Fig. 5.3) is of considerable

Fig. 5.3. Comparison of total axial load-strain curves of tied and spiral columns.

interest. Whereas the axially loaded tied column with ties not closely spaced
shows a brittle failure, a spiral column has a large capacity for plastic de
formation.

Tests have shown (see Section 2.1.3) that closely spaced rectangular ties
also enhance the strength and ductility of the confined concrete, although
not as effectively as circular spirals. This is because rectangular ties will
apply only a confining pressure near the corners of the tics. since lateral
pressure from the concrete will ca use lateral bowing of the tie sides, whereas

. circular spirals, because of their shape, are capable of applying a uniform
confining pressure around the circumference. Tests by Chan 04 suggested
that when considering strength enhancement, the efficiency of square ties
may be 50 ~ 0 of that of the same volume of circular spirals. Tests by many
others have also indicated an enhancement of strength due to closely spaced
rectangular tics, but the results reported by Roy and Sozen'" indicated
no gain in strength. It is likely that the concrete strength gain from rectangu
lar ties will he small in most cases. However, test results have always shown
that a significant improvement in the ductility of the concrete resulted
from the use of closely spaced rectangular ties.
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Fig. 5.7. Tied and spiral columns of Olive View Hospital after the 1971 San Fernando earth
quake,
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the spiral column is still intact and able to carry load, even though the shell
concrete has been shed,

In practice. from the point of view of strength. both tied and spiral columns
are designed as if the concrete is unconfined, but because of the greater tough
ness of a spiral column, the ACI code5.3 assigns a slightly less stringent
capacity reduction factor to a spiral column (ep = 0.75) than to a tied column
(ep = 0.70).

Strength equations for eccentrically loaded columns are derived in the
following sections, assuming that the concrete is unconfined, At the ultimate
load the concrete reaches its maximum capacity, but the longitudinal steel
mayor may not be at the yield strength. The assumptions of Section 3.1 are
used in the derivation of the strength equations. Bending about one major
axis of the section only (i.e, uniaxial bending) is considered in this section.

5.3.2 Analysis of Rectangular Sections with Bars at One or Two
Faces

A rectangular section with bars at two faces, loaded eccentrically at the
ultimate load. appears in Fig. 5.8. The neutral axis depth is considered to be
less than the overall depth. As with beams, a tension failure or a compression

IN
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(5.9)

(5.8)

(5.7)

P,.e' = 0.85f:.ab(d - 0.5a) + AJid - d')

0.85.r~bh(d - n.5h) + A;fv(d - d') = Pod" = [0.85.r;bh + (A, + A:)f;,Jd"

d" = O.8~t::~~I(d - ?:?h)_+_A~.f~(d - ~)

0.8~f~bh + (A, + A:)fy

E('('entrieall~ LfHll"'d Short Columns with Uniaxial Bending

P; e = (n\V~l/IJ(I/ - d" - O.5a) + A:/v(d - d' - d") + Asfsd" (5.10)

where d'' is the distance from the plastic centroid to the centroid of the tension
steel of the column when eccentrically loaded. For symmetrically reinforced
members, the plastic centroid corresponds to the centre of the cross section.

For the eccentrically loaded column of Fig. 5,8, taking moments about the
plastic centroid gives

A .. balanced failure" occurs when the tension steel just reaches the yield
strength and the extreme fiber concrete compressive strain reaches 0.003
at the same time. For a balanced failure, from similar triangles of the strain

compression steel is yielding, and then to check later that the yield strain has
been reached. Referringto Fig. 5.8, and assuming the stress in the compression
steel.r~ = [,.. the equilibrium equation obtained from the sum of the internal
forces is .

and the expression obtained from taking moments about the tension steel is

where e' is the eccentricity of ultimate load P; from the centroid of the tension
steel, f~ is the concrete compressive cylinder strength, fy is the steel yield
strength, I~ is the stress in the tension steel, A, is the area of tension steel,
A: is the area or compression steel, a is the depth of the equivalent rectangular
concrete stress block, h .s the column width, d is the distance from the
extreme compression fiber to the centroid of the tension steel, and d' is the
distance from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid of the compres
sion steel.

Sometimes it is more convenient to use the eccentricity of P
II

from the
plastic centroid e. The plastic centroid is the centroid of resistance of the
section if all the concrete is compressed to the maximum stress (O.85f~) and
all the steel is compressed to the yield stress U;.l, with uniform strain over
the section. In other words, the plastic centroid is the point of application
of the external load 1\ that produces an axially loaded condition at failure.
This condition is represented in Fig. 5.9. Taking moments of the internal
forces about the centroid of the left-hand steel and equating this to the
moment of the resultant force gives

Section

Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

f-oE----d---:....:,;;:.;o.r- d'

Strain
I

t. I
I
I €c =0.003
I

~c--;..I
,;

Stresses

Is f;

a ={3 c
1< 1 >1

Equivalent
stresses

0.85f~

I f;

t tt t Resultant
forces

T c, C, r.

failure can occur, depending on whether the tension steel reaches the yield
strength. However, unlike beams, a compression failure cannot be avoided
by limiting the steel area, since the type of failure is dependent on the axial
load' level. The compression steel in eccentrically loaded columns at the
ultimate load generally reaches the yield strength except when the load level
is low, when high strength steel is used, or when the column is small so that
the dimension d' (See Fig. 5.8) is relatively large. It is usual to assume that the

fig. 5.8. Eccentrically loaded column section at the ultimate load.
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. !. ~ I.

'c ~ 0.003

~I

Typical tension failures. c<cb :.J; ~ r,.

¥ Compression steel does not yield f; < !v IE.•

Typical compression
failures. c> cb -T, <I,

-E-------d------~

t
"

Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns with Uniaxial Bending

Fig. 5.10. Strain diagrams for eccentrically loaded column failures.Fig. 5.9. Stresses in column section when
load is applied at the plastic centroid.
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~--~-----f-J 0.85 f;

1<

O,---+----IJ 0002

(5.16)
(' - d' a - {31 d'f: = <E, = 0.003-- E. = 0.003 -----. E,
ca'

If it is found that this steel is not yielding, the value of I: found from the
strain diagram is

A compression failure occurs if P" > Ph' since the larger column load
means that C > c.: referring to the strain diagram of Fig. 5.10. it becomes clear
that therefore 1:, < I/E,. In this case the tension steel does not reach the
yield strain. The actual value of I, may be determined from the strain dia
gram to be

" d - C {3ld - aI, = I:., L, = 0.003--- E, = 0.003 E, (5.14)
ca'

For a compression failure, Eqs. 5.7 to 5.10 apply with [, from Eq. 5.14
substituted.

It has been assumed in Eqs. 5.7 to 5.14 that the compression steel is
yielding U: = fJ This must be checked by examining the strain diagram.
For the compression steel to yield, it is required that

<= 0.003 c - d' ~ .~. (5.I5)
c E,

(5.13)

(5.11)

(5.12)

0.003 f~/Es

Ch d - Cb

C
h

= _-.?g03~d
h + 0.003E.

and

diagram of Fig. 5.1i. we have

0.003£.
Ub = fitCh = j~. + O.003E/1d

It should be noted that a balanced failure is associated with a uniquely
defined strain profile, Eq. 5.11; it is a property of the section. The load and
moment at balanced failure, Ph and Pbeh, may be calculated by substituting
./; = fy and (/b from Eq. 5.13 into Eqs. 5.7 and 5.10.

A tension failure occurs if Pu < Pb' since the smaller column load means
that c < ('b and reference to the strain diagram of Fig. 5.10 shows that there
fore £, > ./jE,. In this case the tension steel yields and Eqs, 5.7 to 5.10 apply
with is = .l;..
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Section

Strain profiles

c <; h :. Equations
5.7 to 5.10 apply

>1~---,,---~

T • •
----t---.-b -~p"

1 I

• • e~

0001 T
0.003

'"Strain profile for Po i
Strain profiles for eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete column at ultimate load.
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Fig. 5.12.

•.. I
1

,,---1-
1.. :

A-B Compression failure
B-C Tension failure

Equations 5.7 to 5.10 do
not apply

Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

Axial load only

Pure bending

A......
........... , ...........

c

Fig. 5.11. Interaction diagram for an eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete column section.
indicating the combinations of load and eccentricity that cause failure.

L- ::I...c:::..- ......l..__~ ,\1" = Put'

and this value, rather than i; should be substituted into all the foregoing
equations for the stress in the compression steel.

The combinations of Pu and Pue that cause failure of a given column
section are best illustrated by an interaction diagram. Figure 5.11 is such a
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diagram for a typical eccentrically loaded column. Any combination of load
and eccentricity giving a point on AB will cause a compression failure: any
combination on Be causes a tension failure, in that yielding of the tension
steel precedes crushing of the compressed concrete. At B. a balanced failure
occurs. Any combination of load and eccentricity that can be plotted within
the area of the interaction diagram can be supported without failure; combin
ations plotted outside the area cannot be supported. Note that the presence
of a moderate compressive load increases the ultimate moment of resistance
of the section. When c > 11. the equations derived, Eq. 5.7-5.10, do not strictly
apply because the neutral axis lies outside the section and the shape of the
stress block becomes modified. This point is illustrated in Fig. 5.12. which
gives a range of strain profiles for a section at the ultimate load corresponding
to different neutral axis depths. For c < h the extreme fiber strain is 0.003.
For-r c- 11, the limiting case is when c -> CfJ, which occurs when the eccen
tricity is zero and the axial load is Po' Note that the strain profile correspond
ing to Po has a uniform strain of 0.002 over the section because at this strain
an axially loaded concrete specimen reaches maximum strcss (see Fig. 2.J ).

The portion of the interaction curve in Fig. 5.11 to which Eqs. 5.7 to 5.10 do
not apply (dashed line) can be completed because the calculated value for Po
from Eq. 5.1 fixes the terminating point of the curve.

Also, the area of concrete displaced by the compression steel has not been
allowed for in the equations. The small error thus made can be overcome by
reducing the actual stress in the compression steel by 0.8~r;. to allow for the
fact that the concrete there has been considered to be carrying this stress, i.e.,
the stress in the compression steel is taken to be .1'.; - 0.85r;. or .I;, - 0.851";
when yielding. .

Example 5.1

A 20 in (508 rnm) square concrete column section is reinforced
symmetrically by 4 in' (2581 mrrr') of steel at each of the two critical
faces. The centroid of each group of bars is 2.5 in (63.5 mrn) from
the ncar edge. The concrete has a cylinder strength of 3000 psi
(20.7 N mm']. The steel has a modulus of elasticity of 2lJ x 106 psi
(0.20 x J()C' N/mm 2

) and a yield strength of 40,000 psi (276 N/mm 2).

The hid acts eccentrically with respect to one major axis of the



P" ,= O.X5 x 3000 x 10.19 x 20 = 519,700 lb (2310 kN)

/;, 40,000 f

_... = ---6 = 0.00138
E, 29 x 10

" 11.99 - 2.5 ~
G =,0003 ------.-- = 0002.:>7 > 000138
s' 11.99 . '.

From Eq. 5.10, and noting that since the reinforcement IS sym
metrical, the plastic centroid is at the center of the section (therefore
d" = 7.5 in), we write

Pbeb = 519,700(17.5 -7.5 - 0.5 x 10.19)

+ 4 x 40,000(17.5 - 2.5 - 7.5) + (4 x 40,000 x 7.5)

= 4.95 x 106 lb . in (559 kN . m)

Also Cb = ablfJ! = 10.19/0.85 = 11.99 in.
From Eq, 5.15, checking the compression steel stress, we find
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Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns with Uniaxial Bending
Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

column section (see Fig. 5.13). Calculate the range of possible failure
loads and eccentricities for the ideal section.

Solution

Balancedfat lure

The tension steel is yielding, j, = fy- Assume that the compression
steel is also yielding. From Eq. 5.13 we have

0.003 x 29 x 106

a = -··.·-·-----·-------085 x 17.5 = 10.19 in
b 40,000 + 0.003 x 29 x 106 •

From Eq. 5.7, and noting that because of equal steel area at each
face the steel forces cancel out, we put
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Therefore compression steel is yielding as assumed.
The calculated values of 1\ and PfJeh give point J3 in Fig. 5.13.

Tension failure

Fig. 5.13. lntcrucuon diagram for the eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete column of
Example 5.1

If r, < Ph' t, = t;
For example, let P; = 300,000 Ib (1330 kN) < Ph'
Assume that the compression steel is also yielding.
Then from Eq. 5.7 write

300,000 = 0.85 x 3000 x 20a

a = 5,88 in and c = .!!..- = 5.88 = 6.92 in
fJ 1 0.85

Therefore, Eg. 5.15 gives

6.92 - 2.5<= 0.003 ·----6~9-2- = 0.00192 > 0.00138

Therefore, compression steel is yielding as assumed.
Hence from Eq. 5.10 we have

Puc = 300,000(10 - 0.5 x 5.88) + 2 x 4 x 40,000 x 7.5

= 4.52 x 106 lb, in (510 kN, m)



0= a2
- 5.725a - 101.5

And from Eq. 5.7 we find

800,000 = 0.85 x 3000 x 20a + 4 x 40,000

14.88 - a
- 4 x 87,000····----

a

This gives point C in Fig. 5.13.

Compressionjailure

If r, > E\, I, < I...
For example, let r, = 800,000 Ib (3560 kN) > Ph'
The compression steel was yielding when P; = Ph; hence it will be
yielding for any load larger than this (see Fig. 5.10). However, the
tension steel will not yield. Hence Eq. 5.14 gives

~ 0.85 x 17.5 - a 6 14.88 - a .Is = 0.00.)------29 x 10 = 87,000-_... pSI
a a
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!. == 87,000 I~:~8_~ I ~J4 10040 .
., 13.34 ' pSI

The calculated results are plotted in Fig. 5.13. If sufficient points
had been calculated, the curve ABCD could be obtained. The
interaction curve ABCD shows the possible combinations of load
and eccentricity that would cause the section to reach its strength.

P" = 1'" = (U5 x 3000 x 20 x 20 + 8 x 40,000
= U40,ono Ib (5960 kN)

Solution of this quadratic equation, or a trial-and-error procedure,
gives a = 13.34 in

This gives point F in Fig. 5.13.
In the limit, /'" becomes a maximum when e is zero.
Then Irorn Eq. 5.1, ignoring the area of concrete displaced by the
steel, we have

From Eq. 5.10 we have

P,,(' = (l.X5 x 3000 x 13.34 x 20(10 - 0.5 x 13.34)

+ 4 x 40,000 x 7.5 + 4 x 10,040 x 7.5

= 1,,77 x !Of> lb· in (426 kN . m)

This gives point J) in Fig. 5.13.
This result ignores the tensile strength of the concrete.
The flexural strengths corresponding to other values of P" between
zero and - 320,000 Ib can be found from the tension failure equa
tions.

5.3.3 Design of Rectangular Sections with Bars at One or Two
Faces

In practice all columns are subjected to some bending moment due to initial
crookedness and to unsymmetrical loading. Hence an axially loaded column

Interaction diaqram

This gives point A in Fig. 5.13.

Tensile loadinq

If the external load is tensile rather than compressive, the tensile
strength of the column when e = °is given by

P" = - A SI .I;. == - 8 x 40,000
= -320,000 Ib (-1420 kN)

Eccentrically l.oadcd Short Columns with Uniaxial BendingStrength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

Solution of this quadratic equation gives a = 2.39 in.

From Eq. 5.10, substituting the above mentioned value for f~

instead of the yield strength, we have

Mil = Pile = 0.85 x 3000 x 2.39 x 20(10 - 0.5 x 2.39)

+ 4 x 9,650 x 7.5 + 4 x 40,000 x 7.5

= 2.56 x 106 lb- in (289 kN . m)

. 2.39 - 2.125 .
['. = 87000·.---·--.-· = 9650 pSI
. s , 2.39

o = a2 + 3.69(/ - 14.51

From Eq. 5.7, substituting the above mentioned value for r instead
of the yield strength, we have

a - 2.125
o = 0.85 x 3000 x 20a + 4 x 87,000· _. 4 x 40,000

a

This gives point E in Fig. 5.13.
In the limit when 1\ -> 0 and e -> co, the case of pure flexure arises.
In this case, because A~ = A, and the concrete must carry some
compression, I; < .l~. from Eq. 5.16 we can write

., . ~ a - 0.85 x 2.5 "l 6 a .. 2.125 ..fs = O.O(L, ---..._-.-.- ",,9 x 10 = 87,000 .-....." pSI
a a
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(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)'I"~ = 'E = 0003 a - (3,d'E
. s Es s .. s

a

Pue = q>[0.85f'~(/h(d - d" - 0.5a) + A~fy(d - d' - d") + Asf;d"] (5.19)

At a balanced failure, r; = f" and from Eq. 5.13 we have

O.003Es

(/b = Z. + 0.003E
s

Pld

Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns with Uniaxial Bending

or

Substituting (/ = (/b from Eq. 5.20 and Is = /y into Eqs. 5.17 and 5.19 gives
P; and Pheb • The type of failure then can be determined. Note that the
equations assume that the compression steel is yielding (f~ = f~), and this
should be checked. From Eq. 5.15, the compression steel is yielding if

, = 0 003 a - P, d' :>-: /y
E~. s-:
, a E

s

If it is found that the compression steel is not yielding, the expression
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is not a practical case, and it is recommended that the eccentricity with which
a compressive load is applied should not be considered to be less than some
minimum value (e.g., O.lh for a tied column or 0.05h for a spiral column'::'),
Indeed, one could justify adding to all columns an additional eccentricity to
allow for unforseen effects that may increase the eccentricity of the loading,

Frequently in the design of columns compression failures cann?t be elim!na
ted by limiting the proportions of the section. Therefore, design eq,uatJons
for both tension and compression failures are necessary. The equations for
analysis may be used for design after modification to include the capacity
reduction factor ([1. The capacity reduction factors for columns according to
ACI 31g-715

, 3 are listed in Section 1.3.1 It is to be noted that for small axial
loads, reducing to zero in the tension failure range, the capacity reduction
factor may be increased linearly from 0.75 for spiral columns. or ~.70 for
tied columns. to 0.9 as the ultimate load decreases from approximately
O.I.r~Aq to zero, where Aq is the gros~ area, of. the column sectio~.

The design equations for the secuon 01 Fig. 5.14 can be wntten using
Eqs, 5.7,5.8, and 5.10 as follows:

Pu = q>(0.85f~ab + A:fy - AJs)

and

(5.18)

should be substituted for/~ in all the terms involving A; in Eqs. 5.17 to 5.19.
If it is desired to take into account the area of concrete displaced by the

compression steel, the stress in the compression steel should be reduced by
0.851';.

TENSION FAILURE

If Pu < 1\, tension governs U; = f) and the depth of the compression
block a may be round from Eq. 5.I7 and substituted into Eq. 5.18 to give

r, = ([10.85/;hd(r/III' - pili + I - ~

Fig. 5. J4. Rectangular concrete section with bars in
one or two faces,

where

{( 1")2 [I" ( d')J}1!2)+ I -;, + 2 -;r ipm - p'm') + p'm' 1 - d

III=~
0.85/;

/11' = m - 1

As
{J =--

hd
A~

// = bd'

(5.23)
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(5.28)

(5.27)

1.18
J

0.85
6dh - 3h2

--2d2-- -

P_ [A;/r bhf'~]
1/ - <fJ + 3he e

d -a~ + 0.5 dF + 1.18

Pu(e. + d- ~) = AJy(d - d') + 0.333f~bd2

A~ f~ f~bh

P" = e + 3he 6dh - 3h 2

. d - d' + 0.5 d2 + 2d2

Hence the design equation becomes

Although this equation has no real meaning for small eccentricities, it can be
used under these conditions if Pu is adjusted to approach the proper value
for an axially loaded column when e -+ O. When e = 0, the first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. 5.27 gives 2A~fy for the steel force as required, since
A~ = As. If the second term is to give 0.85f;bh for the concrete force when
e = 0 the following condition must be satisfied:

The strain diagram should be checked to ensure that the compression steel is
yielding. A plot of Whitney's design equation appears in Fig. 5.16: It is
obviously inapplicable below the tension failure curve. When compared.
with the curve gi vcn by the more exact Eqs. 5.17. 5.18, 5.19, and 5.24, Whitney's
expression does not coincide exactly. However, Eq. 5.28 is a good design
approximation and is convenient to use because the steel area is given by the
solution of a linear equation.

and Pband eb may be found by substituting Eq, 5.20 into Eqs. 5.17 and 5.19.
Thus P; corresponding to a given e, or vice versa, may be found from Eq. 5.25.
It is evident that the form of Eq. 5.25 makes the expression more useful
for analysis than for design.

2. For symmetrical reinforcement (p = p'), a strength equation developed
empirically by Whitney':" can be used. The maximum moment carrying
capacity of the concrete is taken to be that found for beams failing in com
pression, given by Eq. 4.16. This means that at the flexural strength, the mo
ment of the concrete force about the tension steel is given by 0.333f~bd2.

On this basis, for large eccentricities, equilibrium of the moments of the
forces taken about the tension steel requires

Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns with Uniaxial Bending

~r

I
i
i

l
(5.26)

(5.25)

Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

P = P,,-o _
" 1 + (Po/Ph - l)e/eb

where from Eg. 5.1

If r, > Ph' compression governs (fs < fy). Thel,1 from Eq. 5.14

!" = 0.003 P1d - a (5.24)
. a

For a point on the assumed failure line AB of Fig. 5.15,from similar triangles,

we find

\
I Fig. 5.15. Straight line compression failure
:t_~ .L- +-~""pue approximation for an eccentrically loaded rein-

!--E-------I'/, /" b forced concrete column.

Substituting this value of f: into Eqs. 5.17 and 5.18 or 5.19 enables a to be
found and the section solved. This is not an easy solution. however, because
of the lengthy calculation necessary to determine a. Two approximate
methods are available when compression governs:

1. A linear relationship between Pu and Pue may be assumed. This
amounts to assuming (conservatively as far as strength is concerned) that the
line AB in Fig. 5.11 is straight. This approximation is illustrated in Fig. 5.15.

For the case of symmetrical reinforcement (p = pi), or no compression re
inforcement (p' = 0), Eq. 5.23 becomes more simplified. This equation takes
into account the area of concrete displaced by the compression steel.

COMPRESSION FAILURE
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compression steel is yielding as assumed.
From Eq. 5.19 we find

Therefore, compression steel is yielding, f~ = fy, at balanced
failure.
Substituting ah into Eq. 5.17, and noting that Is = f y and A~= As,
we have

2. Pu = 400,000Ib > 358,600 Ib; therefore, P; > Pb (i.e., compression governs,

Is < !J
Also O.lf~A(} = 129,600 lb < 400,000 Ib; therefore, <p = 0.7.
Using the "exact theory":
From Eqs. 5.17 and 5.24 we have

400,000 = 0.7[0.85 x 4000 x 18a + 0.5A
S
! x 50,000

_ 0 SA 0003(°·85 x 15.5 - a) 6J
.- st X . 29 x 10

a

571.40 - 61.2a2

A. = ------------------ (i)
" 68.5(/ - 573.11

250,000 x 15 = 0.7[0.85 x 4000 x 5.84 x 18(9 - 2.92)

+ A~ 50,000(9 - 2.5) + A., 50,000(9 - 2.5)]

A; = A, = 4.90 irr' ASI = 9.80 in 2 (6323 mm')

Pb = 0.7(0.85 x 4000 x 8.37 x 18) = 358,600 Ib (1594 kN)

1. Pu = 250,000 Ib < 358,600 lb: therefore, P; < Pb (i.e., tension governs,

.r. = f)·

Also O-lf~A!I = 0.1 x 4000 x 182 = 129,600 Ib < 250,000 lb,

<p = 0.7

Assume that ['; = k From Eq. 5.17 we have

250,000 = 0.7(0.85 x 4000 x 18a)

a = 5.84 in

From Eq. 5.21 we write

r 5.84 - 0.85 x 2.5
e, = 0.003 --.- = 0.00 191 > 0.00172

5.84

-?1 I~d'
d4 A;=A,

r--h~1

f· i •

.rr:

Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

/. __.-- Tension failure
equation

P"

Example 5.2

An 18 in (457 mm) square tied column section is to be reinforced
symmetrically by bars placed in two opposite faces of the section:
The bars have their centroids at 2i in (64 mm) from the near edges
of the section. The concrete has a cylinder strength f~ of 4000 psi
(20.7 N/mm2

). The steel has a modulus of elasticity of 29 x 106 psi
(0.20 x 106 N/mm 2

) and a yield strengthof 50,000 psi (345 N/mm2
):

The capacity reduction factor <p may be assumed to be 0.7, but it
may be increased linearly to 0.9 as the ultimate load Pu decreases
from O.lf~A(} to zero, where Ag is the gross area of the column
section. Determine the steel areas required for the column to
support the following ultimate loads: (1) 250,000 lb (1110 kN) at
e '= 15 in (381 mm), and (2) 400,000 lb (1780 kN) at e = 12 in
(305 mm).

8.37 - 0.85 x 2.5<= 0.003 - - = 0.00224 > 0.00 172
8.37

Solution

Now d = 18 - 2.5 = 15.5 in, and Eq. 5.20 gives

0.003 x 29 x 106

ab = 50~OOO +0.003 x 29 x 1060.85 x 15.5 = 8.37 in

Now fy/E, = 50.000/(29 x 106
) = 0.00172, and from Eq. 5.21 we

have

Pue

Fig. 5.16. Whitney's compression failure approximation for an eccentrically loaded rein
forced concrete column with symmetrical reinforcement.
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(5.29)

(5.30)

(' - d.
D,j = 0.003 ----~

c

Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns with Uniaxial Bending

or if

where compressive strains are positive, and tensile strains are negative. Then
the stressj., in bar i is given by the following relationships. If

. >-l~ f' rt,j ?" F ' . si = .I y
-.J ~li

5.3.4 Rectangular Sections with Bars at Four Faces

When a section has bars cistributed at all faces, the derivation of equations
for design and analysis becomes difficult because the bars may he at various
stress levels throughout the section. The analysis of such a section can be
carried out using the requirements of strain compatibility and equilibrium.

Consider the symmetrically reinforced column section shown in Fig. 5.17
at the ultimate load. For a general bar i in the section, the strain diagram
indicates that

may not reach yield for a large range of axial load levels if the yield strain is
high. It must be remembered that a rather conservative value of Be = 0.003
for the extreme fiber compressive concrete strain has been assumed (see
Section 3.3). If the column is loaded to failure, however, this strain will
actually he exceeded, allowing the development of higher steel stresses. Thus
the actual strength of column sections with high strength steel is frequently
greater than that calculated using Be = 0.003. 5

.
7 There is a good case for

increasing D,. to a more realistic value, for example 0.0035, if high-strength
steel is to be used effectively,

Columns carrying a small compressive load at large eccentricity may be
designed with a small area ofcompression steel (A~ < As) because the internal
compressive force is not required to be large. However, to ensure that such a
member is reasonably ductile, it is recommended'r' that when the axial load
level is less than the halanced failure load Ph or O.1f;Ag , whichever is the
smaller, the reinforcement ratio p of the tension steel (As/bd) should not
exceed 0.75 of the ratio that would produce a balanced failure for the section
under flexure without axial load. Hence Eq. 4.48 should be satisfied.

It is also recommended 5.3 that the longitudinal steel area be not less than
0.01 nor more than 0.08 times the gross area of the section.

or if

the following cubic

Strength ofMembe~withFlexure and Axial Load

From Eqs. 5.19 and 5.24 we havej;

400,000 x 12 = o.{0.85 x 4000 x 18 x jt9 - 0.5a)

+ O.5A s! x 50,000(9 - 2.5)+ O.5A s '

x 0.003(°·85 x ~5.5 - a)i9 x 106(9 - 2.5)J

4.708a3 - 84.74a2 + 1054.9aA (ti)
st = 573.11 - I8.5a

Equating Eqs. i and ii to eliminate As!
equation:

0= a 3
- 29.876a 2 + 516.19a - 2890.1 = 0

from which a = 8.71 in.
Substituting this value for a into Eq. i gives

AS! = 14.20 in' (9161 mrrr']

Note that C > Ch , and the strain diagram shows that the compression
steel is yielding in this case.
Using Whitney's equation 5.28:

[
A~ 50'000 18 x 18 x 4000 ]

400,000 = 0.7 12 + 3 x 18 x 12

13 + 0.5 15.52 + 1.18

A~ = 6.75 in 2 As = 6.75 in 2 and ASI = 13.50
in ' (8710 mtrr')

Part 2 of'Example 5.2 indicates the difficulty of determining the steel
areas for a compression failure directly from Eqs. 5.17, 5.19, and 5.24,
because of the lengthy expressions and the solution of a cubic equation for a.
Hence the much more simple Whitney equation 5.28 is valuable for hand
calculations, although the solution is not exact.

The example also illustrates that the calculation of steel areas may be
further complicated by the compression steel not yielding. For instance, if
steel with a yield strength of 60,000 psi (414 Nrrnm") had been used in part I
of Example 5.2, the compression steel would not have reached the yield
strength at the ultimate load. The substitution of f~ from Eq. 5.22 rather than
[, means that Eqs, 5.17 and 5.19 would have to be solved simultaneously,
leading to a much more complicated calculation. Thus the yield strength of
high-strength bars in compression may not be reached in some columns,
particularly when column cross section is small. Similarly, the tension steel
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2. Calculate the stress in the steel in all bars using Eqs. 5.29 and 5.30.
3. Calculate P" from Eqs. 5.31 and 5.32.
4. Repeat steps I, 2, and 3 until the values for P; obtained from Eqs. 5.31

and 5.32 arc the same.

Note that the level of stress in the compressed reinforcement bars should
be reduced by 0.851': if the area of compressed concrete displaced by the
steel is to [)e accounted for.

Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load
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Fig. 5.18. Eccentrically loaded column section of Example 5.3.

lies at the positron shown. Each of the 16 bars has a steel area
of I irr' (645 mrrr'), The steel has a yield strength of 60,000 psi
(414 Nymrn") and a modulus of elasticity of 29 x 106 psi (0.2 x
10& Nzmrn '). The concrete has a cylinder strength of 3000 psi
(20.7 N/mm 2J.

Example 5.3

Use the general method of strain compatibility and equilibrium to
determine the ultimate load and eccentricity for the symmetrically
reinforced column section presented in Fig. 5.18 if the neutral axis

Forces Fig. 5.17. Eccentrically loaded column sec
tion with bars at four faces at the ultimate
load.

Actual
stresses

Equivalent
stresses

-if
0.85 t:

'+--t----' _X

" = ~"1<: >1

t:t--- d , ----"1
("I~I Strain
f I ',- = 0.003

.U )

I
~c~

The force in the bar i is then given by f,jA si where Asi is the area of bar i.
The equilibrium equations for a section with n bars may be written as

n

PII = O.8~r~ ab + L isi As! (5.31)
i= I

P"e = o.ssr:ahG - ~) +JI isiAs{~ - £I;) (5.32)

In Eqs. 5.31 and 5.32 due regard must be given to the sign of the stress when
summing the steel forces over the section.

In the general case a trial and adjustment solution is best used for analysis.
For example, to calculate the ultimate load of a given section with given
eccentricity, the procedure isas follows:

1. Choose a value for the neutral axis depth, c.
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Fig. 5.19. Shear \\;t11 section with eccentrically applied ultimate load.

Tensile
stralns-++t+I
in steel

Strain diagram

And from Eq, 5.32 we find

M u = PIle = 667,590(11 - 5.95) + (287,250 x 8) + (81,900 x 4)

+ (32,200 x 0) + (12,420 x 4) + (155,300 x 8)

= 7.2X9 x 10° lb· in (823.0 kN . m)

and e = MuIP" = 7.289 x to6 /90 1,200 = 8.09 in (205 mm). These
values represent one combination of P" and e at failure. The
design values of P" and M u would be the same values multiplied by
the capacity reduction factor tp.

Note that by assuming various locations of the neutral axis and by calcu
lating the combinations of P; and Mu that cause failure for each neutral axis
position, an interaction diagram of the type represented by Fig. 5.11 can be
traced out 1'01' the column section. Since there are several layers of steel
however, there will not be a single sharp discontinuity in the interaction
diagram at the balanced failure point; rather, a more curved diagram will
result because not all the tension steel reaches the yield strength at the same
time (see Fig. 5.22).

The foregoing approach for calculating interaction diagrams by determin
ing the combinations or 1'"and M u at failure for various neutral axis locations
can also be used for columns or shapes other than rectangular and for walls.
However, when the neutral axis depth is small, such as in flanged walls, and
the dimensions of the cross section are large, very large tensile strains can'
occur in the far layers of the tension steel, as indicated in Fig. 5.19. If the
maximum strength of the section is to be calculated, it is important to
determine whether the tensile strains in these bars is such that the bars have
entered the strain-hardening range. If the full stress-strain curve for the steel is
known, the actual stresses corresponding to the strain levels can be used in
the strength calculations. The additional flexural strength due to strain

Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns with Uniaxial Bending

(tension)

1:5 = -0.00]071 x 29 x 106 = -31,060 psi

. 0.003(14 - 19)
e = --------------- = - 0.00 I071
',,5 14

f~3 = 0.000643 x 29 x 106 = 18,650 psi

0.003(14 - 15)
es4 = ---14----- = -0.000214

.f'4 = -0.000214 x 29 x 106 = -6210 psi

f:2 = 0.0015 x 29 x 106 = 43,500 psi

0.003(14 - 11)
/' = .--------- = 0.000643
'.d 14

P
u

= (0.85 x 3000 x 11.9 x 22) + (57,450 x 5) + (40,950 x 2)

+ (16,100 x 2) - (6210 x 2) - (31,060 x 5)

= 667,590 + 287,250 + 81,900 + 32,200 - 12,420 - 155,300

= 9Ot,200 Ib (4008 kN)

The compressive steel stresses given should be reduced by 0.851': =
0.85 x 3000 = 2550 psi to allow for the displaced concrete.
Nowa = PIC = 0.85 x 14 = 11.90 in.
Therefore, from Eq, 5.31, and using the reduced compression steel
stresses, we have

Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

L, = 60,000 psi

0.003(14 - 7)
e = ----.-------- = 0.0015
'.,2 14

Refer to the bar levels as 1 to 5 from the compressed face as in Fig.
5.18. Now

0.003(14 - 3)
e'l = ..--.------- = 0.002357

14

L: =_0~,~~9__ =0.00207
E, 29 x lOb

For c = 13 in, Eqs. 5.29 and 5.30 give

Solution

146
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Square Section, Steel Arrayed in a Circle

Figure 5.20 illustrates a square section with steel arrayed in a circle. Whitney
suggested that the equations for this case be obtained from the equations
for bars at two faces by substituting as below.

hardening should be taken into account when the resulting overstrength
could lead to an alternative brittle failure (e.g., a shear failure rather than a
flexural failure). For nonsymmctrical sections or steel arrangements. two
interaction curves will result, one for each sense of the eccentricity. Such
curves for a shear wall section appear in Fig. 12.12.

(5.34)

or1\ = O.85f;A

(
2Pu ),x = 0.211h + 0.293 0.78511 - 0.85hf~

Then

TENSION FAILURE

The equivalent compressive stress block has a uniform stress ofO.85f~ and an
area A. Whitney assumed that the distance from the center of the section to
the centroid of A is given by

s = 0.211h + 0.293(0.78511 _ 2:)
Assuming that the total steel tension equals the total steel compression,
we have

Circular Section, Steel Arrayed in a Circle (Fig. 5.21)

Whitney suggested that the equation for a circular section, with steelarrayed
in a circle, be obtained as follows.

where A g is the gross area of the column.

The equation for compression failure was obtained by substituting 0.5As,
for A~, 0.67d, for d - d', and 0.5(h + 0.67d,,) for d, into Eq. 5.28. The design
equation becomes

p = <p[.,!lSlj~. + Agf; ]
u 3e 12he

--- + I 2 + 1.18
d, (h + 0.67d,)

COMPRESSION l'AILURE

TENSION FAILURE

The equation for tension failure was obtained by substituting 0.5A" for
A, and A;, [; for f~ andj"; and 0.67d., for d - d', into Eqs. 5.17 and 5.19,
ignoring the area of concrete displaced by the compression steel. Then
solving Eqs, 5.17 and 5.19 simultaneously, by eliminating a, the design
equation becomes

r, = (PO.85h2f~{[U - 0.5Y + 0.67tP,mJ/2 - (~- 0.5)} (5.33)

where d. = diameter of circle through centre of reinforcement, p, = Aslfh
2 ,

As! = total steel area, h = width and depth of section, and m = j~/0.85f~.

Fig. 5.20. Square section with steel arrayed in circle.

5.3.5 Sections with Bars in Circular Array

The ultimate load of sections with bars in a circular array can be determined
using the general strain compatibility-equilibrium method of Section 5.3.4.
Alternatively, the following approximate equations proposed by
Whi tney5.o . 5 .8 can be used. The Whitney equations should be used with
care, since they do not give accurate results when steel yield strength or steel
content is high. In particular, the equations apply strictly only if the com
pression steel is yielding.
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(5.36)
L18]

Therefore, compression governs. Require ASl = 17.03 in2 (10,987
mm").

If tension controls, Eq. 5.33 gives

380,0()() = 0.75 x 0.85 x 202 x 3000

x {[(I I-:?? _0.5)2 + (0.67 x ~ x ~~~_ P )J1
/2

20 20 0.85 x 3000 I

-C-~.~? -0.5)}

p, = 0.0385

A" = 0.0385 x 400 = 15.40 in2 (9935 mm')

If compression controls, Eq. 5.34 gives

3'11,0,000 = O.75[ A'140,000 + 20
2

x 3000 ]
3 x 11.55 12 x 20 x 11.55 .-,----- + I ----- + I 18

16 (20 + 0.67 x 16)2 .

A" = 17.03 in2 (10,987 mmi)

Example 5.4

A 20 in (508 mm) square spiral column is to be reinforced by bars
arrayed symmetrically in a circle of 16 in (406 mm) diameter between
centers. For the concrete, .r; = 3000 psi (20.7 Nzrnm') and for the
steel [, = 40,000 psi (276 Njrnrrr'). Calculate the steel area required
if the section is to carry an ultimate load 0[380,000 Ib (1690 kN) at an
eccentricity of 11.55 in (293 mm) with respect to one major axis of the
section. Assume a capacity reduction factor qJ of 0.75.

Solution

The design equation is then

Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns with Uniaxial Bending
•.j.'
,-':.
!)

(5.35)

Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

Fig.S.21. Circular section with steel arrayed in a circle.

PII(e + 0.375d.,) = PII(.': + 0.375ds) + (O.4A st x O.75d,fJ

Substituting' x into this equation and solving for P
II

, the design equation
becomes

where d; = diameter of circle through the center of the reinforcement.
p, = A'I! A q , A" = total steel area, A q = gross area of column, h = diameter
of column and til = fjO.'II,5f~. '

Then assuming that O.4A,t is the effective steel area in tension and compres
sion and that the effective distance between the resultant tensile and com
pressive forces in the steel is 0.75ds , taking moments about the effective
centroid of the tension steel gives

ISO

COMPRESSION FAILURE

Whitney adapted Eq. 5.34 for the compression failure case by the approxi
mation of replacing h for the square section by 0.8 of h for the circular section.

A more exact solution of Example 5.4, involving the use of design charts":"
(sec Section 5.3.6), results in a steel area 7 ~\, greater than the area just calcu
lated from the Whitney equations. The discrepancy indicates the degree of
approximation of the Whitney equations for this particular case. If steel
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Fig. 5.22. Design chart":' for an eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete column section
with <p = 0.7,0.25.1., in each face. .'I = 0.7,,(; .,; 4000 psi (27.6 Nzmm"), and j', = 60,000 psi
(414 Nzmm"),

P"
r: bit

therefore, they take into account the possibility of steel not yielding at ulti
mate load. Also, the effect of the area of concrete displaced by the compression
steel has been included. For all patterns of steel placement, except when it
appears on two faces only in the charts for rectangular sections, the steel has
been assumed to be uniformly distributed as a thin tubular shape. In square
and rectangular columns with steel in four faces, one-quarter of the total steel
area is assumed to be placed in each face of the column. It is claimed that the
error in assuming that the steel is in the form of a thin tube rather than
individual bars is 1 ~.;; or less when the number of bars exceeds eight.

Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

with a yield strength of 60,000 psi (414 N/mm2
) had been used in the

example, the Whitney solution would require ASI = 11.35 in 2 (7323 mm '),
whereas the more exact solution involving the use of design charts would
require 21/;' more steel, indicating that the Whitney solution may err
seriously on the unsafe side when high strength steel is used.

152

In practice the design and analysis of column sections can be carried out
quickly using design charts and tables. A comprehensive series of charts
and tables has been published by the ACI. 5.9,5.10

The design charts"? are sets of interaction diagrams that plot the ultimate
load and moment in dimensionless form. Figure 5.22 is achart for rectangular
sections with bars at four faces. Known column size, material strengths. and
ultimate load and moment, fix on the chart a coordinate point that defines
P,m, from which the required area of steel can be calculated. Alternatively,
for known column size, material strengths, and area of steel, the possible
combinations of ultimate load and moment can be determined. The charts
cover the design of rectangular tied columns with bars at two or four faces,
and square and circular spiral columns with the bars arranged in a circle.
The range of variables covered are j~ = 40 to 60 ksi (276 to 414 Nzmrn"),
f~ ~ 4 to 5 ksi (~ 27.6 to 34.5 Nzmrrr'), and g = 0.6 to 0.9, where fI indicates
the distance between the groups of bars as a proportion of the section
dimension. The charts include the capacity reduction factor, which is taken as
0.7 for rectangular sections. or 0.75 for circular or square sections with steel in
a circle. The capacity reduction factor is held constant at the quoted values
for al1load levels (as was the practice in the 1963 ACI code); thus the charts
do not include the increase in the capacity reduction factor (permitted by
ACI 318-715 . 3 ) to values up to 0.9 at low axial load. When using the charts,
however, an adjustment can be made to account for this difference.

The design tables of the design handbook published in 1973 by the ACI 5
.
l o

are for rectangular tied columns with bars on four faces and for square and
circular spiral columns with the bars arranged in a circle. The range of vari
ables covered in the tables are f y = 40 to 80 ksi (276 to 552 Nymrrr'), f~ = 3
to 8 ksi (20.7 to 55.2 Nzrnrrr'), and g = 0.45 to 0.9 (g is given the symbol }' in
the handbook). The tables list the capacity reduction factor, including the
increase to values near 0.9 at low axial loads. Each table is for a given type
of column with fixed fy, f;., and y values. The table gives the longitudinal
steel req uired for various P"lAg and eccentricity ratios.

The ACI design charts and tables 5 .9 , 5 . 10 were determined from first
principles, using the conditions of equilibrium and compatibility of strains;
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Fig. 5.23. Symmetrically reinforced concrete column section with biaxial bending.

Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns with Biaxial Bending

4.4. For a given neutral axis position, the strains, stresses, and forces in the
steel can be found from Eqs. 4.64 to 4.72. The resultant force in the concrete
depends on the shape of the stress block (see Fig. 4.18). Equations for C,,
X, and ji are given by Eqs. 4.73 to 4.75 and other similarly found equations.
Then for symmetrical reinforcement the equilibrium equations can be
written with the notation given in Fig. 5.24 as

r; = Ce + s, + S2 + S3 + S4 (5.37)

u., = r;», = c{~ - y) + (51 + 52)G- ty ) - (53 + 54)G.. ty ) (5.38)

u; = r;«, = c{~ - .x) +(SI + S3)G - t x ) - (S2 + S4>(~ - tx ) (5.39)

The appropriate signs (positive for compression, negative for tension) should
be substituted into these equations when they are used. If the column has
more than four bars, the extra steel forces can be included.

Analysis and design of column sections with biaxial bending are difficult
because a trial and adjustment procedure is necessary to find the inclination
and depth of the neutral axis satisfying the equilibrium equations. The
neutral axis is not usually perpendicular to the resultant eccentricity. In
design, a section and reinforcement pattern could be assumed and the rein
forcement area successively corrected until the section capacity approached
the required value. Therefore, the direct use of the equations in design is
impracticable without the aid of an electronic computer.

The strength of columns with biaxial bending can be illustrated by inter
action surfaces. The failure line or interaction line of a column with uniaxial

Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

Now 9 = (20 - 6)/20 = 0.7. Hence Fig. 5.22 may be used.

r; 536,000
7-;;';"[; = 3000 x 20 x 20 = 0.447

r;, 4 5.75
--;--2 = O. 47 x -- = 0.1284
I bh 20

Referring to the point in Fig. 5.22 displaying these coordinates, and
interpolating between the curves, we find p,m = 0.61. (Note that
the chart includes the required value for cp.)

AS! I,
bh 0.85f~ = 0.61

0.85 x 3000
ASI = 0.61 x -60,000 - x 20 x 20 = 10.4 in? (6710 mm")

5.4 I ECCENTRICALLY LOADED SHORT COLUMNS WITH
BIAXIAL BENDING

5.4. t General Theory

The theory for columns treated thus far has been for loading that causes
bending about one major axis of the column only, that is, uniaxial bending.
In practice many columns are subjected to bending about both major axes
simultaneously. especially the corner columns of buildings.

A symmetrically reinforced concrete column section with biaxial bending,
and the strains, stresses, and forces on the section at the ultimate load, are
illustrated in Figs. 5.23 and 5.24, respectively. The equations given by strain
compatibility and equilibrium may be used to analyze the section. The
approach is similar to that used for the biaxial bending of beams in Section

Example 5.5

A 20 in (508 mm) square tied column with the longitudinal steel
evenly distributed at all four faces carries an ultimate load of
536,000 Ib (2380 k N) at an eccentricity of 5.75 in (146 mm) with
respect to one major axis of the section. The centroid of each bar is
3 in (76 mm) from the near face of the column. Calculate the steel area
required if q> = 0.7, I;. = 3000 psi (20.7 Nzrnrrr'), and .t;, = 60,000 psi
(414 Nzmm").
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Fig. 5.25. Interaction (failure) surface for a reinforced concrete column with biaxial
bending." I I

If a horizontal section is taken through the interaction surface of Fig. 5.25,
the interaction line obtained gives the possible combinations of M ux and
Muy that would cause failure at a given axial load Pu. This line is a constant
load contour of the interaction surface. Such a line is drawn in Fig, 5.26, and
analysis shows its shape to be different from that of an ellipse (or different
from a circle in the special case of M ux = M uy )' For the case of M ux = M uy ,

the deviation of the interaction line from a circular line is greatest for bending
at 45° to the major axes. An expression for the shape of the interaction line
in the general case is difficult to derive because the shape varies with the
section geometry, the strength of the materials, the arrangement and content
of steel, and the level of axial load.

It is evident that the preparation of design charts based on the actual
interaction surfaces for columns with biaxial bending requires consideration
ofa large number of variables. Interaction surfaces to cover all possible design
cases could not be provided without a large number of charts.

bending is displayed in Fig. 5.11. By varying the inclination of the neutral
axis, it is possible to obtain a series of interaction diagrams at various angles
to the major axes of the section. A typical set of interaction diagrams for a
given section appears in Fig. 5.25, and a complete set of diagrams for all
angles will describe the interaction surface (or the failure surface). Each
point on this surface represents one particular set of axial load Pu' and
moments about the major axes M ux and M UY' which will together produce
failure of the section.

e.g
o

JS

0.:
~-t-
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Fig. 5.26. Interaction line for a rectangular column section with biaxial bending under
constant p".

Fig. 5.27. Approximate design methods for biaxial bending.

The complications of the theory has meant that biaxial bending has been
treated inadequately or ignored by many designers in practice. However,
there are available design approaches for biaxial bending in which the design
effort is reduced by the use of simplifying approximations. Some of these
approximate methods and their accuracy are discussed in the next section.

5.4.2 Approximate Methods of Analysis and Design for Biaxial
Bending

The approximate methods of analysis and design for biaxial bending fall
generally under three headings. We begin by discussing methods of super
position.

loading cases P" at point I and Pilat point 2 is determined separately and the
resulting reinforcement is added together. This method has been used in
the code of Venezuela. According to Moran the results will always lie on
the safe side and may be excessively conservative in some cases.

In another method, we replace P; by two statically equivalent forces
P

II X
and r; located at points I and 2 (see Fig. 5.27b) of the. axes. The rein

forcement required for each of the loading cases P.xat 1, taking the concrete
strength as I:.PlljPu ' and Puy at 2 taking the concrete strength as f:'PIIY/P.,
are determined separately and added together. Although this method has no
theoretical support, Moran comments that the solutions obtained in the
considered cases seem to be satisfactory.

Methods ofSuperposition

Some simplified methods of superposition have been suggested that reduce
the inclined bending to bending about the major axes of the section, thus
allowing the use of procedures for uniaxial bending. These methods have
been discussed by Moran 5.12 for the case of symmetrical reinforcement.

One such method is to determine the reinforcement required for each of the
loading cases (PII' M ll r ) and (P II , MI/x) separately, adding the resulting rein
forcement together. This is equivalent to applying the load first at point I
and then at point 2 in Fig. 5.27a. This method has no theoretical basis and
should not be used, since it may lead to large errors on the unsafe side because
the full strength of the concrete is taken into account twice in the design.

Alternativ;Jy, we can take any straight line 1-2 passing through the point
where P; is acting (see Fig. 5.27b). The reinforcement required for each of the

Method of Equivalent Uniaxial Eccentricity

Figure 5.28 shows an interaction line for a given rectangular column section
with biaxial bending under constant ultimate load. Possible combinations of
eccentricitv for constant ultimate load P II are given by the line. Therefore,
the ultimate load for any point of application (e,., e.) on the line is the same as
the ultimate load for a point of application with uniaxial eccentricity eo.This
illustrates a possible design approach. If the shape of the interaction line were
known, it would be possible to design for the load P

II
acting at equivalent

uniaxial eccentricity eo, thus allowing consideration of bending in one
direction onlv.

A number'of approximate analytical expressions have been proposed to
enable the determination of the equivalent uniaxial eccentricity eo. For
example, Moran 5

.
1 2 quotes the following equation adopted by the 1968

Spanish code.
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(5,43)
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Interaction lines for column with biaxial bending under constant p,.5.14

0.5

Fig. 5.29.
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given in charts for a range of bar arrangements, steel yield strength, rein
forcement index pt.lJf;, and PulP" values. These f3 values, together with the
uniaxial values of moment capacity and a diagram such as Fig. 5.29 can be
used to determine the biaxial bending capacity of a given column section.

Other suggestions for the shape of the interaction surface have been made

Bresler' 1.\ has also suggested that the family of interaction lines corre
sponding to the various levels of constant load P; can be approximated by
the equation

(
M.... )1"~ O.5/l"~ II (M )IOg O.S/log p

.---:- .. uo\ + ~ =
M ll x " Muyo.

where f3 is the parameter dictating the shape of the interaction line. The effect
of different values of Ii on the shape of the interaction line is represented in
Fig. 5.29. Values of Ii were calculated analytically by Parme et al and are

where M ll x = Pue", Mil\' = Puc" ex and ev are the eccentricities of pu• and
M uxo and Mil,'" are the uniaxial t1exural strengths about the x and y axes for
the constant load under consideration. The constants m and n depend on the
column properties and were determined experimentally.

Parme et al ' 14 restated Eq. 5,42 as

(5,41)

(5,40)

Fig. 5.28. Interaction line for column with
biaxial bending under constant P".
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where ex ~ el' and Ii is a factor depending on the level of axial load and the
steel content: tabulated in the code.

Methods Based on Approximations/or the Shape of the Interaction
Surface

Various suggestions have been made for the shape of the interaction surface
from which, knowing the uniaxial strengths, the biaxial bending strengths
may be calculated.

An expression from the Russian code and derived by Bresler 5
.
1 3 for the

strength of a hiaxially loaded column is

I I I 1.---. = -..- + - - -
r. Pux Puy r,

where Pu = ultimate load under biaxial bending, PUJC = ultimate load when
only eccentricity C, is present (i.e., load applied at point I of Fig. 5.27a),
PUI' = ultimate load when only eccentricity ey is present (i.e., load applied
at point 2 of Fig. 5.27a),and P; = ultimate load when there is no eccentricity.
This expression has the disadvantage of being more suitable for analysis than
for design. Bresler found that the ultimate load predicted by Eq. 5.41 was in
reasonable agreement with the ultimate loads given by theory and by test
results, the maximum deviation from "exact" theoretical results found being
9% and from test results being 16%.
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Solution

Example 5.6

A 20 in (508 mm) square tied column with a total of 16 bars evenly
distributed at all faces is to carry P; = 700,000 lb (3113 k N) at
e, = 2.25 in (57.2 mm) and ey = 4.33 in (I IO mm). Find the required
steel area if cp = 0.7, f; = 4000 psi (27.6 Njmm '), and .f;, = 60,000
psi (414 N/mm 2 ). .

Eccentricity of the resultant bending moment

e = Jij-ST+"-:f.33 1 = 4.88 in

Angle between the y-direction axis and the direction of e

1 2.25 1o= tan - ----- =lan - 0.520 = 27.46°
4.33

.!:.."._- =.~l?O_:~~__ = 0438.r;.!J2 4000 x 400 .

characteristics of the triangular or near-triangular compressed concrete
area. TI!e charts are for f; ~ 4000 psi (27.6 Nzmrn"), fy = 60,000 psi (414
Nzmm"), 9 = 0.6 to 0.9, and for 4,8, 12, and 16 bar columns (the bars are
considered individually rather than as an equivalent thin tube). The charts
include a capacity reduction factor q> = 0.7. One example of these charts,
which have also been published by the ACI,5.9 appears in Fig. 5.3 I.

To use the charts for design given p., ex, and ey (see Fig. 5.32a) the steps
are as follows:

I. Calculate the eccentricity of the resultant bending moment, e =
Je/ + e, 2

, and the angle 0 between the y-direction axis and the direction of
eccentricity e, 0 = tan-I (ex/ey), where e, ~ ex.

2. From the charts, determine steel requirements for P./f;h1 with
P.e/.f;h 3 acting uniaxially and for P./ f;h 2 with P.el f;h 3 acting diagonally.

3. Calculate the steel requirement for P./I;h 1 with Pu e/f;h3 acting at
angle () by interpolating linearly between steel contents for () = 0" and 45°.

Similarly, when the charts are to analyze sections, the moment capacity at
any angle () can be calculated by linearly interpolating between the uniaxial
and the diagonal bending moment capacities.

Good accuracy was indicated by four check calculations made by
Weber,5.1 M who obtained a maximum error of 5.3%for steel area or moment
capacity compared with the full theoretical solution using the equivalent
rectangular stress distribution.

Fig. 5.30. Interaction line for column with
constant p u '

Strength ofMem~with Flexure and Axial Load

c
L- ..1-_~M.,

A

Design Charts of Weber

Weberv!" used the conditions of equilibrium and compatibility of strains to
derive from first principles interaction curves of p. versus P;« for square
columns with the load applied at various eccentricities along the line of a
diagonal of the section. The equivalent rectangular stress block derived for
rectangular compressed areas was used to approximate the stress block

Weber'v'" has produced a series of design charts for square columns
bending about a diagonal which allows the design or analysis of a section by
linear interpolation between bending about a major axis and bending about
a diagonal. This approach is similar to Meek's suggestion and appears to be
the most practical design method available. Rowand Paulay":!? have
improved the accuracy of this process by using a more accurate concr~te

compressive' stress distribution and producing design charts for bending
about axes inclined at various angles to the major axes, thus allowing linear
interpolation between a number of points on the interaction lines. These
design charts are described in the next section.

(

by Pannell s . l s and Furlong. S. 1 1 Meek s
.
16 has suggested that the curved

interaction line at constant ultimate load be replaced by two straight lines.
For example, if points A, B, and C of Fig. 5.30 are known, the actual curve can
be safely replaced by a straight line AB and a straight line BC

The British code CPIlO: 19725
.
1 7 recommends the use of the interaction

Eq. 5.42 with III = 11 equal to 1.0 at low axial load levels, increasing linearly
to 2.0 at high axial load levels. This gives a simple conservative approach.
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0_00

(b)

/
/

/
/

/

(a)

y

27.46
p r l1l = 0.414 + (0.520 - 0.414) X 45 = 0.479

20 - 6
fJ = -2()~ = 0.7

But

For the column section, assume that the centroid of each bar is 3 in
from the near edge.

Therefore. Fig 5.31 and 5.22 may be used.
From Fig. 5.31 (0 = 45°), p,m = 0.520, and from Fig. 5.22 (fJ = 0°)
p,m = 0.414. (Note that both charts include the required value for
<p.) Interpolating for () = 27.46°. we have

P"e 700,000 X 4.88
---- =---------- = 0 1068
f;h 3 4000 X 8000 .

k'---h---->4

Fig. 5.32. Colurnn section, with biaxial bending. (a) Square section. (b) Rectangular section.
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Fig.5.31. Design chart for an eccentrically loaded square reinforced concrete column section
with the load applied along a diagonal.' ".5.Q
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{ 60,000
m = .:1'- = = 1765

O.8~r; 0.85 x 4000 .

1
2 400 x 0.479

A -1(J------
'I - t - 17.65

= 10.9 in 2 (7032 mrrr')
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Fig. 5.33. Column section with biaxial
bending of Examples 5,7 and 5,8.

e, = 10 in
(254 rnm)

p" = 400,000 Ib
(1780 kN)

I
16 in (406 mm)

For the section and loading shown we have

• . ~ . I
I I

• 'I / •

i/
---;/!,\'-ir+--~-~x

• II IPlastic.
I icentroid

~. t • •

Solution

e; = 5 in (127 mm)

y

Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns with Biaxial Bending

E
E
o
~_.
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'<7

ll-----+------!
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replace

Similarly, the dimensionless load and moment terms used to find the steel
content required for the rectangular section with, the load applied on the
major axis from uniaxial charts can be taken to ber,

replace
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Although Weber's charts were derived for square sections, check calcula
tions have indicated that they may be used for rectangular sections with
loading on a diagonal. The ACI publicationv? comments that the charts
are equally applicable to rectangular sections with a depth to width ratio
(or vice versa) as large as 2, but no guidance is given.for the application of the
charts to such sections. Fig. 5.32b presents a rectangular section with
biaxial bending and indicates the directions of the axes. Note that M"x = Pue"
and M"y = P"ex' To use Weber's charts to determine the steel content
required for the rectangular section with the loading applied on the diagonal,
the following modifications to Weber's parameters could be made:

and

The interpolation method used by Weber must also be modified. Instead
of interpolating with respect to the true direction of the eccentricity of
the loading; interpolation should be carried out with respect to the angle
of the direction of eccentricity of the equivalent square section, given by
()' = tan-I (exh/e},b).

Similarly, when the charts are used to analyze sections, the moment
capacity at any equivalent angle 0' can be calculated by linearly interpolating
between the uniaxial and diagonal values found using the dimensionless
load and moment terms just given.

Example 5.7

A rectangular column section (Fig. 5.33) is to carry the loading at
the position shown. The section is to be reinforced by 16 bars
evenly distributed on all faces. Find the required steel area if IfJ = 0.7,
f; = 4000 psi (27.6 Nrmrrr'), and /y = 60,000 psi (414 N/mm 2

).

~"- = 400.000 . = 0.260
f;bh 4000 x 16 x 24

P"ev I 2 400,000 x 10 J[ (5 X 24)2JY;'bXf y'[1 + (e)l/eyb) ] = 4000 x 16 x 242 1 + 10 x "16

= 0.IOR5 x 1.25

= 0.1356

e h 5 x 25
0' = tan-I ...:."..- = tan- 1 ---6 = tan-I 0.750 = 36.87"

e.b 10 x 1

Assume g = 0.7 Therefore, Figs. 5.31 and 5.22 may be used.
From Fig. 5.31 (Ii' = 45''), p.m = 0.72, and from Fig. 5.22 (0' = 0)
P,m = 0.49. (Note that both charts include the required value for
1fJ.) Interpolating for (}' = 36.87" gives

36.87
p,m = 0.49 + (0.72 - 0.49) x -45- = 0.678



but

111 = .__ L,__ = __~~,ooo = 17 65
0.85.1:. 0.85 X 4000 .

0.678
A" = bhp, = 16 X 24 X 17.65

= 14.8 in' (9,548 mm')

It should be noted, however, that interpolation between charts for loading
on a diagonal and loading on a major axis for sections with large hjb may
introduce significant errors. These errors have been estimated to be as large
as 10% on the unsafe side in some cases. 5 •

19

Design Charts of Row and Paulay

The accuracy of the linear interpolation method of Weber may be improved
if design charts are available in which the direction of the eccentricity is
inclined at various angles to the major axes, allowing interpolation between
a number of points on the constant load interaction line. Also, some doubt
may be felt about the accuracy of the equivalent rectangular stress block
derived for rectangular compressed areas when used for column sections
with nonrectangular compressed areas, as has been discussed in Section 3.4.

The direction of the eccentricity e of the load (see Fig. 5.34) may be ex
pressed in terms of a dimensionless parameter K = exhje"b, where K = 0
implies loads on the y-direction axis, K = 1 implies loads 'on the diagonal,
and K =x, implies load on the x-direction axis. Charts plotted by Rowand
PaulayS,I'l for a number of values for K enable the shape of the interaction
surface to be obtained accurately. The charts plot the dimensionless quanti
ties Pu!f;'bh and Muxlf;'bh

2 J[1 + (exh/eyW), where Mux = Puey , for
/:. ~ 4000 psi (27,6 Nzrnm'], .I;. = 60,000 psi (414 Nzrnm"), and g and /
are in the range 0.7 to 0.9, The reinforcement is assumed to be uniformly
distributed as a thin tube with 0.25As l in each face of the section. The charts
were calculated from first principles, using the conditions of equilibrium and
compatibility of strains and assuming a stress-strain curve for the compressed
concrete which is parabolic up to a stress of0.85/:' at a strain of 0.002, and then
has a constant stress ofO.8~f:' up to a maximum strain of 0.003 at the extreme
compression fiber. The charts do not include the capacity reduction factor
qJ, An example chart is presented in Fig. 5.35. Interaction curves for four
values of K are given in the chart, one in each quadrant of the axes.

To use the charts in design the steps are as follows:

1. Calculate the values of p,,!r;'hh and M uxlf:' bh2 J[1 + (exh!eyW).
2. Calculate K = exh/eyb and determine the angle between the direction

169

y K=O

r, K= 1

--",1/
/ e y

I' K=

x

Fig. 5.34. Column section with biaxial bending,

Example 5.8

The rectangular column section in Fig. 5.33 is to carry the loading
at the position shown. The section is to be reinforced by bars
uniformly distributed, with ASI/4 in each face. Find the required
steel area if qJ = 0.7, /:. = 4000 psi (27.6 Nzmrrr'), and f y = 60,000
psi (414 N/mm 1 ).

of eccentricity for the equivalent square section and the y-direction axis from
Ii' = tan - 1 K.

3, Determine the steel requirements for the K values lying each side of the
calculated K value from the chart. Calculate the 8' value corresponding to
each of those K values.

4, Calculate the steel requirement for the calculated K value by inter
polating linearly between the steel contents for the 8' values.

Similarly, when the charts are used to analyze sections, the moment
capacity at any angle 0' can be calculated by linearly interpolating between
the moment capacities of the adjacent K values. It is claimedt!? that the
method of interpolation is accurate to within 2.5%.

Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns with Biaxial Bending

l

I
I
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Solution

171

0' = tan- 1 0.75 = 36.87"
e II 5 x 24

K =.: = -._-- = 0.750
('"h 10 X 16

Assume {} = .r = 0.7. Therefore, Fig. 5.35 may be used. The steel
content for K = 0.75 may be obtained by interpolating between the
curves for K = 0.577 and K = 1.0.
For K = 0.577 (0' = tan- 1 0.577 = 30°), from Fig. 5.35 P,m =

0.79; for K = 1.0 ((}' = tan- 1 1.0 = 45°), from Fig. 5.35 p.m =
0.83,
Interpolating for 0' = 36.87° gives

Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns with Biaxial Bending

36.87 - 30
PIm = D.79 + (0.83 - 0.79) 45 --':---:f6-- = 0.808

But

.I; 60,000 17 65
m = 6~~'5f;' = 0.85 x 4000 = .

0.808
A" = blip, = 16 x 24 x 17.65

= 17.6 in l (11,350 mrrr')

The steel content found in Example 5.8 using Rowand Paulay's chart
is greater than the steel content determined for the same section and loading
in Example 5.7 using Weber's method. This difference is mainly due to the
concrete compressive stress distribution assumed and the method of inter
polation. Weber found the resultant concrete force and its position for non
rectangular compressed areas using the equivalent rectangular stress
block derived for rectangular compressed areas, a procedure which may
lead to some error as discussed in Section 3.4. Rowand Paulay used an
assumed stress-strain curve for the concrete to derive the resultant concrete
force and its position. which is a more accurate approach. Note however
that the stress-strain curve adopted by Rowand Paulay is conservative in
that the concrete compressive force given by it for uniaxial bending is 81 ~);;

less than that for the equivalent rectangular stress block for f; :s:;; 4000 psi
(27.6 N/mm 2

). Also, Rowand Paulay assumed a maximum concrete strain
01'0.003, as did Weber, as this will lead to a conservative result because at the
maximum load the strain at the extreme fiber of a triangular compressed
area will be larger (see Section 3.4). The combined effect of error from the
linear interpolation between diagonal and uniaxial loading and differences
in the assumed concrete stress distribution are responsible for the 19 ~/;;

difference in the steel areas calculated in Examples 5.7 and 5.8. Similarly,
reworking Example 5.6 using Rowand Paulay's charts indicates that 20 I;,

t

0.320.240.160.08o

Plm = 1.0

PI m = 1.0

0.080.160.32 0.24
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0.8 :.:::.:::.:::.::

Design values of P; = 400,OOO/q> = 400,000/0.7 = 571,400 Ib

P u 571,400 = 0.372
.r;'bh 4000 x 16 x 24

M ux / 2 _ 571,400 x 10 )[1 (.5_~~_)2Jl:bh 2 v [I + (exh/eyb) ] - 4000 x 16 X 24 2 . + 10 x 16

= 0.155 x 1.25

= 0.194
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rrbh 2

Fig. 5.35. Design chart for a reinforced concrete column section with load applied at various
angles of eccentricity. 5 .'9
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Fig. 5.37. Interaction diagram for a
reinforced concrete column section illus
trating short and long column P·-M

M behavior up to failure.

/ Slender column,
/ • material failure

Slender column,
instability failure

Short column, material failure

Slender Columns

secondary moment, but that term tends to imply that the moment is of
secondary importance. whereas in some cases it may be of considerable
significance.

A short column is defined as one in which the ultimate load is not reduced
by the bending deformations because the additional eccentricities A are
either negligible or occur away from the critical section. A slender column is
defined as one in which the ultimate load is reduced by the amplified bending
moment caused by additional eccentricity.

The behavior of the column shown in Fig. 5.36 under increasing load is
illustrated on the interaction diagram for the critical section of the column
given in Fig. 5.37. If the additional eccentricity L\ is negligible, the maximum

I'

moment M will equal Pe at all stages and a linear P-M path will be followed
with increasing load. This is short column behavior, and a material failure
of the section eventually occurs when the interaction line is reached. If the
column is slender, the maximum moment M will equal Pie + .1), and
because .1 increases more rapidly at high load levels, the P-M path will be
curved. Two types of slender column behavior may occur. First, a column
may be stable at lateral deflection .11 but having reached the interaction line
a material failure of the section occurs. This type offailure generally occurs in
practical columns of buildings that are braced against sway. Second, if the
column is very slender it may become unstable before reaching the inter
action line. This instability failure may occur in unbraced columns.

Fig. 5.36. Eccentrically loaded slender column.I'
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5.5 SLENDER COLUMNS

p

end. The bending deformation of the column causes the eccentricity of the
load. at the critical section to become e + A, where t1 is the additional
eccentricitv due to lateral deflection at that section. Hence the maximum
bending moment increases to Pie + A). This is commonly referred to as the
PL\effect, The importance of lateral deflections due to bending depends on the
type of loading on the column and the end conditions. The PL\ moment,
referred to here as the additional moment, has sometimes been called the

5.5.1 Behavior of Slender Columns

The slenderness of a column may result in the ultimate load being reduced by
lateral deflections of the column caused by bending. This effect is illustrated
in Fig. 5.36 for the particular case of an initially straight column with bending
in single curvature caused by load P applied with equal eccentricity e at each

172 Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

more steel is required than by Weber's method. It is evident that Rowand
Paulay's method will give a conservative result whereas Weber's method may
lead to errors on the unsafe side.
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column. This is illustrated in the slender column interaction diagrams by
MacGregor et a1 5 . 20 (Fig. 5.40); we can see that the greatest reduction in
ultimate load occurs when the end eccentricities are equal and of the same
sign, and the smallest reduction in ultimate load occurs when the end
eccentricities are equal but of opposite sign.

If columns are not braced against sidesway, the maximum additional
moments will he induced at the ends of the columns, and the increase in

(1))

Fig. 5.39. Amplified moments in columns braced against sidesway. (a) Single curvature.

(h) Double curvature.

Slender Columns

p

Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

M

p
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Hinged end columns braced against sidesway with loading causing single
and double curvature are illustrated in Fig. 5.39. For both cases of loading,
the bending deformations cause additional moments, but the additional
moments do not amplify the maximum primary moments that occur at the
ends of the columns. However, if the additional moments are large, the maxi
mum moments may move from the ends to within the height of the columns.
It is evident that there is more likelihood of the maximum bending moment
being increased by additional moment in the single curvature case than in the
double curvature case, because in the former the lateral deflections will be
greater and the primary moments are near maximum over a larger part of the

~I ~I

Fig. 5.38. Construction of slender column interaction diagrams.t?" (0) Slender column
behavior. (h) Slender column interaction diagrams.

Slender column behavior for particular loading aiid end conditions can be
illustrated further by the use of slender column inte#action diagrams. Figure
5.38 reveals the construction of such a diagram as iJ,J.1.1strated by MacGregor
et al. 5.20 Figure 5.38a is the interaction diagram fdt:the critical section of a
column of the type shown in Fig. 5.36. Short and slender column behaviors
are illustrated. The slender column has arlf'unsupported length to section
thickness ratio of Ijh = 30. Failure of the slender column occurs at the point
B under the load and amplified moment. The load and primary moment Pe
at failure are given by the point A. The point A can be determined for a range
of e/h and Ijh values, and the family of curves in Fig. 5.38h may be traced,
giving the load P and primary moment Pe which cause failure of the column.
Such diagrams are useful in indicating the reduction in strength due to
slenderness for various loading cases.
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Bending momentLoading

Point of
inflection

Fig.5.41. Amplified moment in column with sidesway.

Deflected shape

The end moments in columns of frames depend on the relative stiffnesses
of the columns and the beams. During loading the stiffness of beams and
columns is reduced by cracking of concrete and later by inelastic deforma
tions. The stillness of columns is also reduced by the additional moments
caused by lateral deflection of the columns. Thus changes in column moments
will occur during loading due to the additional moments caused by deflection
and due to the changes, in relative stiffness. The column moments may
increase or decrease. For example, for a short column in a braced frame the
reduction in column end moments due to the reduction in stiffness may be
greater than the increase in moment due to deflections, and the maximum
moment will decrease, resulting in an increase in the load capacity. For a
slender column in a braced frame, however, the moments due to deflection
tend to increase more rapidly than the restraint moments, and the maximum
moment will increase resulting in a decrease in the load capacity. Figure
5.42ashows a braced frame tested by Furlong and Ferguson. 5.21 The columns
had an lull! ratio of 20 and were loaded in single curvature with ell! = 0.106.
Failure occurred at section A at the midheight of a column. Figure 5.42b
is the interaction diagram for the column section with the P-M paths

the maximum bending moment may be very significant. The increase in
moment for a fixed end column with sidesway is illustrated in Fig. 5.41.
It is evident that if the ends of the column are not fully restrained against
rotation, but are elastically restrained at the ends, some end rotation will
occur; then because of the increased flexibility, the sidesway displacement-
hence the additional moments-will be increased.

1
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Note" .\1 ,J ::;: maximum end moment at failure

];:' = compressive strength of concrete in columns

0..' I~
....;- 0.8

Fig, 5.40. l.Ilcct \,1 IYr~ of curv.uure on slender column interaction diagr,"llS.""
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measured during the loading at sections A and B. Although the loads P
and «P were proportionally applied, the variation of moment at B with
increasing load is nonlinear, the moment eventually decreasing with in
creasing load because the column stiffness decreased more quickly than
the beam stiffness. The moment at A included the additional moment due
to column deflection, and as was expected for this section, there was an
increase of moment at all stages with loading. It is evident that increasing
the degree of rotational restraint at the ends of columns in braced frames by
increasing the beam stiffness increases the strength of the columns.

In a frame in which sidesway can occur, if the beams are quite flexible
the column tends to act as a rigid body, and the frame deflects laterally due
primarily to bending in the beams. If the beams are stiff the amount of sway
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5,5.2 " Exact" Design Approach for Slender Columns

Slender Columns

The design of compression members can be based on the moments and
forces found from a second-order analysis of the structure, taking into account
the actual stitlnesses of members, the effects of deflections on moments and
forces, and the effects of duration of loading. The sections may be propor
tioned to resist these actions without modification because the effect of
column slenderness has been taken into account in the determination of the
actions.

The main factor to be included in this second-order analysis is the PI1
moment due to lateral deflections of the columns of the structure. Methods
for carrying out such analyses have been summarized by MacGregor. 5 . 2 2

The structure may be idealized as a plane frame with linear elements. Real
istic moment-curvature relationships must be used to provide accurate
values for deflections and additional moments, and the effect of axial load
on the rotational stiffness of compression members should be considered.
The maximum moments determined will include the effect of frame de
flections and rotations.

Use of such an analysis to determine column actions for section design is
the most rat ional approach. but because of its complexity the analysis
depends on the availability of suitably written computer programs.

will depend more on the bending of the columns. In frames free to sway,
increasing the degree of rotational restraint at the ends of columns by in
creasing the beam stiffness will increase the strength of the columns. However,
if the beams yield. hence cannot restrain the columns against sway, an
unstable mechanism results.

The foregoing brief review of column behavior indicates that the major
variables affecting the strength of slender columns are as follows:

1. The ratio of unsupported height to section depth lufh, the end eccentric
ity ratio elh, and the ratio and signs of the end eccentricities. The effect of
these variables on columns with pinned ends is illustrated in Fig. 5.40.

2. The degree of rotational end restraint. The stiffer the connecting beam
system, the greater the column strength.

3. The degree oflateral restraint. Acolumn unbraeed against end displace
ment is significantly weaker than a braced column.

4. The con lent of steel reinforcement and the strength of the materials.
These affect the strength and flexural rigidity of the column section.

5. The duration of loading. Creep of concrete during sustained loading
increases the column deflections, hence will normally decrease the strength
of slender columns.

Fig. 5.42. Behavior ora column in a frame
tested by Furlong and Ferguson,S,21 (01 Test
specimen, (b) Measured load-moment re
sponse.
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The Method
: 'i·e

The moment magnifier method is illustrated on th~ interaction diagram of
Fig. 5.43. Let the ultimate column load and moment to be resisted, found
using a first-order clastic frame analysis, be Pyand My = Put', Then the load
and moment used in the design of the section are Pyand 15M u' where 15 is the
moment magnification factor.

The moment magnification factor () is given by the following relation
ship'·3

5.5.3 Approximate Design Approach for Slender Columns: The
Moment Magnifier Method

If conventional first-order structural analysis, based on approximate
relative stiffnesses and on ignoring the effect of lateral deflections of members,
is used to determine the moments and forces in a frame, the actions so found
must be modified to allow for second-order effects. The sections are then
proportioned to resist the modified actions. The design procedure given in
ACI 318-71,·3 for this purpose is the moment magnifier method, which is
similar to that used in the American Institute of Steel Construction specifica
tion,'·23
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(5.46)

or

where Cm = end effect factor to be taken as 0.6 + 0,4(M t/M2) ~ 0.4 for
columns braced against sidesway and without transverse loads
between supports, or Cm = 1.0 for other cases

M 1 = smaller of the ultimate moments at the ends of the column,
found in the first-order analysis, positive if member is bent in
single curvature, negative if bent in double curvature

M 2 = larger of the ultimate moments at the ends of the column, found
in the first-order analysis, always positive

P; = ultimate load on column
<p = capacity reduction factor

7[
2 EI

r, = (kiji (5.45)

= theoretical Euler elastic critical buckling load
k = effective length factor for columns, varying between 0,5 and

l.O for frames braced against sidesway and being greater than
1.0 for unbraced frames

I" = unsupported length of column

t; t, 1EI = ---- ------
2.5 I + [3d

Slender Columns
Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load180

(5,47)(
Eel ll ) I

E1 = -5-- + E,/s 1 + lId

= flexural rigidity of column section
E, = modulus of elasticity of concrete, given by Eq. 2.1
1II = moment of inertia of gross concrete section ofthe column about

centroidal axis, ignoring the reinforcement
E, = modulus of elasticity of steel
1, = moment of inertia of reinforcement about centroidal axis of the

column cross section
{3d = concrete creep factor equal to ratio of maximum design dead

load moment to maximum design total load moment, always
positive, and in the range 0 ~ lId ~ 1. There are a number of
cases where this definition of {3d breaks down (for example,
minimum eccentricity, moments of different sign, etc) and it
would appear that a more satisfactory definition would be to
take [3 d as the ratio of maximum design dead load to maximum
design total load,

The equations for the moment magnifier factor c5 and the flexural rigidity
EI, and methods for calculating the effective length factor k, are briefly
discussed in the following sections.

(5.44)

Failure load and moment assumed
in design

,.-.

Failure load and moment determined
from conventional structural analysis

Moment

Moment magnifier design method.Fig. 5.43.

'0
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IS2 Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load Slender Columns IS3

The Moment Magnification and End EffectFactors, () ami Cm

In the elastic range, an approximation for the maximum bending moment in
columns with equal end moments bent in single curvature is given by

(5.48)

The equation for Cm adopted.r ' 0.6 + Oo4(M tiM2) ~ 004, is from the Ameri
can Institute of Steel Construction speciflcation.sP and its accuracy may
be seen compared with other relevant equations in the Column Research
Council Guidc. 5

.
25 Equation 5.44 for (j is the design form of Mma~jMo

from Eq. 5.50.

Equations 5.48 and 5.49 are compared for variousPjPe ratios in Table 5.1.
The approximate Eq. 5.48 gives maximum moments that arc somewhat on

Table 5.1 Comparison of Mma)M" Values

PIP, 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.0

From approximate equation 5.48 1.11 1.25 1.43 1.67 2.00 2.50 5.00 'f-

From secant equation 5.49 1.14 1.31 1.53 1.83 2.25 2.88 6.05 'f.

The Flexural Rigidity EI

In the calculation of the critical buckling load of the column P; for Eq. 5.44,
the flexural rigidity El of the section is required. The value of Ji.I used should
allow for the effects of cracking, creep, and nonlinearity of the concrete
stress-strain curve. The values of EI given by Eqs. 5.46 and 5.47 may be used
when more accurate values are not available. These equations were obtained
from theoretical considerations and test results by MacGregor et al;5.20
they represent lower limits to E/ for practical cross sections. Hence these EI
values are conservative for calculation of additional moments. In Fig. 5.44
Eqs. 5.46 and 5.47 are compared with EI values derived theoretically from
moment-curvature diagrams for the case of short-term loading. The simpler
Eq. 5.46 is reasonable for lightly reinforced columns, but it greatly under
estimates the effect of the reinforcement in heavily reinforced columns.
Equation 5.47 is more accurate but requires prior knowledge of the steel
content. Creep due to sustained load reduces the EI value and is accounted
for approximately by the term (I + f3d) in Eqs. 5.46 and 5.47.

The Effective Length ofCompression Members kIll

The effective length factor k used in design must take into account the degree
of lateral and rotational restraint at the ends of columns. Figures 5.45 and
5.46 display effective lengths for end conditions without and with sidesway.

Figure 5.47 illustrates buckling modes for frames braced and unbraced
against sidesway, Columns in frames braced against sidesway have values for
k ranging between 0.5 and 1.0. The value of k always exceeds unity in frames
that can sway. Because the behaviors of braced and un braced frames are so'
different, values of k are normally given for frames in these two categories,
and the designer must decide whether his frame is braced or unbraced. Fully
braced or unbruccd frames seldom occur in practice. The Commenrary'v'"
on ACI 31g-71 recommends that columns be regarded as being braced against
sidesway if that story contains shear walls or other types of lateral bracing
having a total stiffness resisting lateral movement in the story of at least six
times the sum of the stiffness of all the columns resisting lateral movements
in the story. Thus the designer must exercise his judgment.

(5.50)

(5.49)

CmM"
1 - (PiP,,)

tv! max =

the low side, but the agreement is bette~.in the usual range of low PiP"
values, being within 11 i;, for PiPe ~ 0.$. Thus the simple approximate
Eq. 5.48 has been recommended for columns bent in single curvature by
equal end moments.

If the end moments are unequal, Eq. 5.48 becomes overconservative,
especially when the end moments are not of the same sign. For the case of
unequal end moments, the maximum column moment can be estimated
by replacing M" by an "equivalent uniform moment" C")\1,,, which leads
to the same slender column strength as that obtained from the actual moment
pattern. Thus Eq. 5.48 becomes

where M" is the maximum moment from first-order analysis (M" = PI.' in
Fig. 5.36), P, is the clastic critical load for buckling in the plane of the applied
moment, and P is the applied load. In this case the maximum moment and the
maximum column deflection occur at midheight. The exact value for Mma,

for this case is given by the secant formula, which according to texts on the
strength of materials 5.24 is
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00 0 0 0 0 ~ q, .., Soo lri -i M N
N-

~I I I I I I I :::
(a) (b)

where £1<01 = flexural rigidity of column section, £I b = flexural rigidity
of beam section, '. = clear span of beam, '" = unsupported length of column,
and L indicates the summation for all the members rigidly connected at the
joint and lying in the plane in which buckling of the column is being con
sidered. Values for k can be computed if the values for t/J are known at each
joint 5 . 2 5 and can be obtained by use of the Jacksonand Moreland alignment
charts (Fig. 5,48). These charts allow the graphical-determination of k for a
column of constant cross section in a braced or un braced multibay frame.
The subscripts A and B refer to the joints at the two ends of the column. In
determining III A and t/J B' the £'1 values used should take concrete cracking
and steel content into account. The effect of the method of calculating the U
value on the accuracy of the computed slender column strength has been
discussed by Breen et aI.5.27 It was concluded that to obtain an accuracy
compatible with the overall accuracy of the moment magnifier method,
calculations for t/J should be based on a column EI computed from
0.2£ 1 + £.1. and a beam £1 computed for the cracked transformedc q s s
section. For preliminary design, Ecl q for the columns and O.5Ecl q for the
beams may be used, where (/ is the moment of inertia of the gross concrete
section about the centroidal axis, ignoring the reinforcement. Calculation
of the moment of inertia of concrete sections is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 10.

The value of k for braced and un braced frames depends on the rotational
restraint at the joints as expressed by the parameter t/J, where

Fig. 5.47. Buckling modes for braced and un braced frames. (a) Braced against sidcsway,
(b) Unbraccd against sidcsway.
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Furlong v?" has proposed that the effective length of un braced columns
be taken as

As an alternative to the Jackson and Moreland charts, Cranstonv "
has proposed that the effective length of braced columns be taken as the
smaller of the following two expressions:
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(5.55)

(5.52)

(5.53)

(5.54)
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k = 0.9)1 + l/Jav

k = 20 -l/Jav i1 ,I,
20 + 'l'av

k = 0.7 + O.05(IPA + l/JB) ~ 1.0

k = 0.85 + 0.05t/Jmin ~ 1.0

for t/J.v ~ 2

for t/J.v < 2
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where t/J"v is the average of the t/J values at the two ends of the column.
Columns in braced frames can be designed safely for values of k taken as

unity. In unbraced frames, the value of k should always be calculated and
should exceed 1.2.

measured .
computed ultimate loads

Fig. 5.49. Comparison or ultimate column load computed by the ACI 318-71 moment magni
fier method with test results.t?"

Use of the Moment Magnifier Equations

MacGregor et a1 5
.
2 0 have checked the ultimate loads computed using the

moment magnifier method equations of ACI 318_71,5.3 Eqs. 5.44 to 5.47,
against the measured ultimate loads from 101 columns reported in recent
years. The test columns had a range of end eccentricity and restraint con
ditions. Figure 5.49 is a histogram comparing the measured and computed
loads for the columns. It is evident that the design method is conservative in
most cases.

ACI 318-71 5
.
3 requires columns to be treated as slender in braced frames

when kljr ~ 34 - 12M 11M2' or in un braced frames when kljr ~ 22, where
r is the radius of gyration of the section. For columns with kljr > 100. an
analysis of the type described in Section 5.5.2 should be made. For rec
tangular sections. r may be taken as 0.3 of the section dimension in the direc
tion of possible buckling.

In frames not braced against sidesway, the value of (j from Eq. 5.44 should
be computed for the entire story, assuming all columns to be loaded, by
taking P; and P, as the summation, I.Pu and I.p., for all columns in the
story. In designing each individual column in the story, !J should be taken
as the larger of the above-mentioned value computed for the whole story

~ the value computed for the individual column, assuming its ends to be

braced against sidesway. In structures not braced against sidesway, the
beams should he designed for the magnified end moments of the columns
at the joints. When columns are subjected to biaxial bending, the moment
about each axis should be amplified, using the (j value computed for each
axis,

Design aids for the moment magnifier method are available in the ACI
handbooks. 5.'1.5.10 Although the column design handbook'':? is based on
the 1963ACI code. which used a reduction factor approach for slender column
design, the handbook also includes design aids for the moment magnifier
method. The more recent design handbook t"? contains some examples of
applications of the moment magnifier method. Some useful design aids are
also given by Furlong.v'?

Example 5.9

One hay of a multistory reinforced concrete frame, which is not
braced against sidesway, appears in Fig. 5.50. The columns above
and below the story are of similar dimensions. The actions on the
column AB, at the ends of the unsupported length, at the ultimate
load calculated by first-order structural analysis are M; = 289
kip. ft (392 k N . m) and Pu = 200 kips (890 kN). The concrete
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The design actions for the column are Pu = 200 kips, and M u =

289 x 1.07 = 309 kip- ft

. 1.0
() = - -...--------.,---- = 1.07

I - 200/(0.7 x 4333)

EI =-~:-~---
2.5(1 + (3 d)

= ~_:~~'_~,330 = 1.60 x 1010 lb. in 2

2.5 x 1.2

where em = 1.0 in frames not braced against sidesway. We assume
that 'LP,j'LPr for the story is approximately equal to P,,/P, for this
particular column,

From Eq. 5.44

n;2 EI
from Eq. 5.45 r, = (kl

u
)2

n;2 x 1.60 X 1O
I o

lb _ 4333 k' ,
(15,9 X 12)2 - . IpS

kill = ~?~~ = 31.8 > 22
r 0.5

From Eg. 5.46,

Therefore, the column is slender.

20,. = 0 1 x -- = 0 5 ft" 12 .

Longitudinal column steel

Moment magnification factor

Slender column check

Critical load ofcolumn

Slender Columns

J

F'lI20 in.
@ (508mm)

~
20 in.

(508 mm)

Beam section

Column section

IK = 24.610 in 4

(1.02 X 10. 0 rnrn")

Strength of Members with Flexure and Axial Load

k = 0.9Jl + v; = o.9JT+--2~17 = 1.59

.,
"

f.oE----20 It. 0 in. (6.10 m) ---3>-1

from Eq. 5.55

kt; = 1.59 x 10 = 15.9 ft.

'L(Elco,/lu)
III A = t/J II =r.(EI~;itl)

2 x 13,330 20 x 12
= ----------- x = 2 I7

10 x 12 2 x 0.5 x 24,610 .

has f; = 4000 psi (27.6 Nymm") and E; = 3.6 x 106 (24.800
N/mm 2

). The steel has .f~ = 60,000 psi (414 N/mm 2
) and E, =

29 X 106 psi (200,000 N/mm 2
) . The ratio of maximum design

dead load moment to maximum design total load moment rid may
be taken to be 0.2. Determine the area of longitudinal steel required
for the column, using a capacity reduction factor qJ of 0.7.

10 ft. 0 in.
(3.05 m)

Solution

Effective length ofcolumn

For column Iq = lJ2 bh3 = fz x 20 X 20 3 = 13,330 in"
Calculate 1/1 using 0.5EJ" for the beams and EJ" for the columns.
From Eq. 5.51 we have

Fig. 5.50. Frame of Example 5.9.
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For the column, let g = 0.7 and design steel using Fig. 5.22, which
incorporates sp = 0.7.

200,000
-----........ = 0.125
4000 x 20 x 20

PuC' 309,Om x 12
- = ..........- . =°116
J:.hh 2 4000 x 20 X 20 2 .

From Fig. 5.22, we have Prm = 0.42, where m = .1/0.85[;'.

AS! = 0.42 x ~:~_~_x,~OOO x 20 2

60,000

The steel is uniformly distributed around the column perimeter.
Note: The design could now be reworked more accurately using
more exact EI values, including the estimated steel areas, to calcu''
late l/J, }'c, "i.PJ,£pc and (5, hence to obtain a more accurate vaJu-6'for
A". However, the procedure would not be warranted iq""rhis case
because the moment magnification was only 7 %, aIllI.floY change in
this value would result in negligible change in >~l((required steel
area, It should also be checked that a largervalue of 8 is not ob
tained for the individual column with its e,llds braced against side-

/'sway. ,/
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

6

195

Ultimate Deformation

and Ductility of Members

with Flexure

Types of load-deflection behavior of reinforced concrete members up to and
beyond ultimate load arc illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Brittle and ductile behavior
are contrasted. Consideration of the load-deformation characteristics of
members is necessary for the following reasons:

I. Brittle failure of members should not occur. In the extreme even I of a
structure being loaded to failure, iUbotD(LQe.cap~QleoLundergoing large
deflections at ncar-maximum load carrying capacity. This may save lives by
giving~arning ~)ffailureand preventi~¥t()t<lIcoI1~pse,

2. ·th·CI~~~sii'le distributions o(bendingm(;~~nt,shear force, and axial
load that could be used in design of statically indeterminaLe~~

de~c~l~JiJi!.,)'o[the met!l£ers.11t.t~ecritical sections. A distribution
of bending 1110l11Cnts differing from that obtained from a linear elastic structur
al analysis can he achieved if moment redistribution can take place. That is,
as ultimate load is approached, some sections may reach their ultimate
resisting moments before others; but if plastic rotation can occur there,
while the ultimate moment is maintained, additional load can be carried as
the moments elsewhere increase to their ultimate value. The ultimate load
of the structure is reached when, after the formation of sufficient plastic
hinges, a collapse mechanism is developed. Most codes allow some redistri-

/ but ion of moments in design. depending on the ductility of the sections,?,!""
I ~ Use of moment redistribution can conveY,;l,Q.YflDl1!g,es because it may reducJ0~;.;;i
r the congestion of reinforcement at the supports of continuous members,
@;1dit enables reduction in the peak bending moments in bending moment

envelopes.
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lis of the member. and using the notation of Fig. 6.2, the rotation between
the ends of the clement is given by

Ductile behavior

Brittle behavior

Load

Deflection

~
Deflection

Fig. 6.1. Loud-deflection behavior of a flexural member.

.3. In areas subjected to earthquakes. a very important design considera
tion is the ductility of the structure when subjected to seismic-type loading.
This is because the present seismic design philosophy relies on energy
absorption and dissipation by postelastie deformation for survival in major
earthquakes. Thus structures incapable of behaving in a ductile fashion
must be designed for much higher seismic forces if collapse is to be avoided.

In this chapter we consider the load-deformation characteristics of flexural
members at yield and at ultimate moment. Such characteristics are mainly
dependent on the moment-curvature characteristics of sections, since most
of the deformations of members of normal proportions arise from strains
associated with flexuIe. Additional deformations due tQ""shear or tersion.
when important. arc discussed in Chapters 7 and 8.

Element of member Strain distribution

6.2 IVIOMENT-CL:RVATURE RELATIONSHIPS Fig. 6.2. Dcfornuuion of a flexural member.

It is evident that the curvature ifJ is the gradient of the strain profile at the
clement, as in Fig. 6.2.

Now llR is the curvature at the element (the rotation per unit length of
member) and is given the symbol ifJ. Thus we have

6.2.1 Curvature of a Member

Figure 6.2 shows an initially straight element of a reinforced concrete member
with equal end moments and axial forces. The radius of curvature I< is
measured to the neutral axis. The radius of curvature R, neutral axis depth
kil, concrete strain in the extreme compression fiber 1;<- and tension steel
strain I:.,. \~\~"ry along the rnembcrbecause~etween thecr~lcksth9~gIl(,;Lct9

will be carrtinssome tension. Considering only a small clement of length

F:< I:s F:c + I:s
If! = -- = .---- = ---

kd d(l - k) d
(6.1)
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6.2.2 Theoretical Moment-Curvature Determination

Theoretical morncnt-curvat ure curves for reinforced concrete sections with
flexure and axial load can be derived on the basis of assumptions similar to
those used for the determination of the flexural strength. It is assumed that
plane sections before bending remain plane after bending and that the stress
strain curves for concrete and steel are known. The curvatures associated
with a range of bending moments and axial loads may be determined using

Jhe$:£,_l.lS;~.UD}l?Jjl?11S an~Arom the requirements of i!!~LI}".£QE~J~'<I!i_~ilin:and
J:qljL!IQr}YIJ:l~.2[19Jf~(~j (J)

Figures 6.50 and 6.517 show typical stress-strain curves for steel and con
crete, where j; == yield strength of steel and j'~ = strength of concrete in a
member. The st rcss I;' may be less than the cylinder strength f:' u;~/I, = k:l
in Fig. 3.30 and Table 3.1). Figure 6.5c displays a reinforced concrete section
with axial load and flexure. For a given concrete strain in the extreme com
pression fiber 1:'1/1 and neutral axis depth kd, the steel strains f..,I' 1:.,2' I:,,J"'"

reduction in rigidity beiru(ii~r for the lightly reinforced se~ti()l1u~h<ID_LQr
the,more heavil yreinforced section. The behavior of the section after crack ing
is depend~'t mainly on the steel content. Lightly reinforced sections (Fig.
6.30) result in a practically linear M-cp curve up to the point of steel yielding.
When the steel yields, a large increase in curvature occurs at nearly constant
bending moment, the moment rising slowly to a maximum due to an in
crease in the internal lever arm, then decreasing. In heavily reinforced sections
(Fig. 6.3b), on the other hand, the M --q> curve becomes nonlinear when the
concrete enters the inelastic part of the stress-strain relationship (sec Fig.
2.1), and failure can be quite brittle unless the concrete is confined by closed
stirrups at close centres. If the c~n'crete L" not c()nfined, the 'c-oncrete crushes
at a relatively small curvature before the steel yields, causing an immediate
decrease in the moment-carrying capacity. To ensure ductile behavior
in practice, steel contents less than the balanced design value (Eq. 4.14) are
always used for beams.

The moment-curvature relationship for a practical beam, in which the
tension steel yields, can be idealized to the trilinear relationship presented
in Fig. 6.40. The first stage is to cracking. the second to yield of the tension
steel, and the third to the limit of useful strain in the concrete. In many
cases it is sufficiently accurate to idealize the curve even further to either of the
two bilinear relationships shown in Fig. 6.4b and 6.4c, which give successive
degrees of approximation. Figure 6.4a is an idealized virgin curve represent
ing behavior at first loading. Once cracksh.ave developed,as would be the
case in most beams under ser~;i~Tr;g, the M-q> relationship is nearly
linear from zero load t()tht~;seiQlyield.Therefore the bilinear curves of
Figs~6~4b:I~d(J.'+~· are accurate approximations for initially cracked beams.

)
(6.2)

Cr ushint: of concrete
con-rneuces l)fdore
steel Vields

/

Curva rure {:

(Uncon fil1t:d concrete l

Moment

M

Curvature -..;.~

Unit lenqth

First yield of steel

M
MR =;-

q>

where EI is the flexural rigidity of the section. With iI2£~<:~!~<:jl1)!1()111t::nl,

cracking of the concrete reduces the flexural rigidity of the sections, the

Moment
M

I 'ltlmatc Deformation lind Ductility of Members with Flexure

1,,1 if,)

Fig. 6.3. Moment-curvature relationships for singly reinforced beam sections. (0) Section

failing in tension. I' < I'". (h) Section failing in compression. p > fib'

stages, and the relationship between moment M and curvature cp is given
by the classical clastic equation

The curvatu[~_wilJJ1<;nmIJXY?IyaIQDgJh~len~ of the member because of
th91luctuation of the neutral axis denth and th~strains betwe"~"n the crgsks.
If the element length is small and over a crack, the curvature is given by
Eq. 6.1. with Dc and I:., as the strains at the cracked section.

If the strains at the critical section of a reinforced concrete beam are
measured over a short gauge length as the bending moment is increased to
failure, the curvature may be calculated from Eq. 6.1, permitting the moment
curvature relationship for the section to be obtained. Two such curves
obtained from measurements on singl~iDf()JI~gJ2ell[l1S failing in tension
and compression appear in Fig. 6.3, Both curves are linear in the initial

.'/. 1,.:£:.,
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Fig. 6.5. Theoretical moment-curvature determination. (a) Steel in tension and compression.
(h) Concrete in compressio». (c) Section with strain. stress. and force distribution.1<1
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Fig. 6.4. ldc.rlizcd momcnt-curv.uurc curves J"or a singly reinforced sccuon r;lilin~ in tension.

can be determined from similar triangles of the strain diagram. For example,
for bar i at depth d,

The d istribut ion of concrete stress over the compressed pan of the section
of Fig. 6.)c may be found from the strain diagram and the stress-strain curve

The strcsscsjj: I~2' f~3"'" corresponding to strains t:.,j_ i:., z, I: s .' , .• ·, may
then be found from the stress-strain curve for the steel. Then the steel forces
St. 52' S'j, .... may be found from the steel stresses and the areas of steel.
For example. for bar i, the force equation is

(6.6)

for the concrete. For any given concrete strain Cem in the extreme compression
fiber, the concrete compressive force C, and its position may be defined in
terms of parameters 'Yo and {', where

C, = af~bkd (6.5)

acting at distance I'kd from the extreme compression fiber. The mean stress
factor a and the centroid fuctor y for any strain I:emat the extreme compression
fiber can be determined for rectangular sections from the stress-strain rela-

\ tionships as follows:
i , j ('em

1<2. y K,c,t, (,r'l/c/~ area under stress-strain curve (see Fig. 6.5h) = J
o

[.de, = a/:"I:Cl II

K. \ ~ f: c m

fc de,
a. = -~'n--

j ,,1:(.'1"

(6.4) -

(6.3)
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6.3.1 Yield and Ultimate Moment and Curvature

In limit ~nd ~eisl1lie .design, the ductility of a member is usually expressed
~~s the ratio of the ultimate deformation to the deformation at first yield. The
relative values 01 moment and curvature when the tension steel first yields
and the concrete reaches ultimate strain are considered below. The com
pressed concrete of the members will be considered to be unconfined.

~

(6.7)

(6.9)

(6.8)

(6.10)

)' = 1

Ultimate Deformation and Ductility of Members with Fk-xure

P= exI::hkd + I ;;jAsi
;""1
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first moment of area about origin of area under st tess-strain curve

I
f ... " roc,"
o /.t:,dt, = (l - Y)cem J

o
./:.d",

rcm
J0 G, ./:, dec

"em f~C>".r. dec

Hence if the stress in the concrete J: can be written in terms of the strain
I;, (i.e., if the stress-strain curve is known, see Section 2.1), the concrete force
and its line of action may be determined from Eqs. 6.5 to 6.7.

The force equilibrium equations can be written as

/ (h ) n (h )111 = exr bkd .. - vkd + If.· A . _. - d
c - 2 . i:= 1 51 sr 2 I

The curvature is given by similarity to Eq. 6.1 as

~.
···-;:em·....

(P =.-
f.:.d

The theoretical moment-curvature relationship for a given axial load level
may be determined by incrementing the concrete strain at the extreme
compression fiber, Gem' For each value of Gem the neutral axis depth kd that
satisfies forc~gllilibrium is found by" [ng kd until the internal forces
calculated usi~\fi1"~-6.:rto6:6silt;sfyEg. 6.8.. ote that in the case of flexure
only, P = O. The internal forces and al axis depth so found are then At
used to determine the moment /1,1 and curvature cp from§l2:I6.2 and 6.lQ) U

corresponding to that value of Dcm ' By carrying out the calculation for a
range of D,m values, the moment-curvature curve can be plotted. The calcula
tion is lengthy and if required is best carried out using a digital computer.

Figure 6.6 gives some theoretical moment-curvature relationships that
were obtained for rectangular concrete beam sections using the method
just described. The assumed stress-strain curves for the steel and the con
crete and the section properties appear in the figure. Most of the moment
curvature curves have been computed only for the region commencing just
prior to yield of the tension steel. The moment-curvature curves exhibit
a discontinuity at first yield of the tension steel and have bccn.jcrminatcd
~~lreme fiber compressive concrete strain e,m re~J1e~..().()i)4 .. The
curves show that for a given maximum 'concretestrarn:"tl;~juctilityof single
reinforced sections decreases as the tension steel content is increased, and the
presence of compression steel increases the ductility significantly.
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Although unconfined concrete seldom exists under practical conditions.
concrete is generally regarded as unconfined unless positive measures are
taken to confine it by suitable closely spaced transverse steel.

Figure 6.7 represents the general case of a doubly reinforced rectangular
section at first yield of the tension steel and at ultimate concrete strain. The
curvature at first yield of the tension steel <{Jy may be found from Eq. 6.1 in
terms of the strain in the steel at yield. For the steel contents considered.
when the tension steel first reaches the yield strength, the stress in the extreme
fiber of the concrete may he appreciably less than the cylinder strength .r;..

, of concrete, E, = modulus of elasticity of steel. J~ = yield strength of steel,
, jd = distance from centroid.-Q[sQmpressive forces in the steel and concrete

+t -!, .... 9-. r to the centroid of tel1sion~p = A,,/hd, and p' = A~/hd.
o. . c: /t.<;f &(;; If the stress in the extreme compression fiber of the concrete is greater

(~ _ ~ than approximately O#7f,:, the neutral axis depth at first yield of the tension.p{:;Y steel should he calculated using the actual curved stress-strain curve for the
( concrete (a parabola is a good approximation). However, an estimate may
~ be .obtained fro.m the straight line formula even if the computed stress is as
Ii high as 1:,. Figure 6.X indicates that the value for k calculated from the
r straight line formula will be ~1!l(lIl~Lthellth~..actuaLvallJeJQrki(Jhe concrete

Section Strain Stress Strain

Ibl

Stress

Triangular
concrete
stress
distribution

Shaded areas
are equal Fig. 6.8. Stress and strain distributions for same corn

pressive force in concrete when steel reaches yield stress.

(6.16)

(6.15)

{() 17\

(6.14)a = AJy - A;fy
0.85f;'h

/11" = 0.85J;ah(d - ~) + AJid - d
/)

The strain in the compression steel, indicated by the strain diagram of Fig. 6.7,
is given by

.... f
stress distribution ~§~urved, which will lead to an underestimate o[~and
an overestimate offtl/f,,:),~

The ultimate cur~'<r(\.lre and moment of the doubly reinforced section (see
Fig. 6.7) for the case where the compression steel is yielding may be found
using Eqs. 4.27,4.32, and 6.1. These equations give

where A, = area of tension steel, A~ = area of compression steel, b = width
of section. d = effective depth of tension steel, d' = distance from extreme
compression fiber to centroid of compression steel, E, = modulus of elasticity

Fig. 6.7. Doubly reinforced beam section with flexure. (a) At first yield, (1)) At ultimate,

I \ ()' \.

The stress-strain curve for concrete is approximately linear up to 0.7f;':
hence if the concrete stress does not exceed this value when the steel reaches
yield strength. the depth to the neutral axis may be calculated using the elastic
(straight line) theory formula, derived in Chapter 10. Once the neutral axis
depth factor k has been determined, the magnitude of the forces and the
centroid of the compressive forces in the steel and the concrete can be found.
Hence from Section 10.2.3 and Eq. 6.1, the equations defining the moment
and curvature 1,1t, \lrst yieldare"".. 1'1;;;;; -!:;,~

'~j;;;-I; ~ [II' + I'I'n' + 'C + p~~}r-II' + I")/' 161 ~I"
My = A,kid d't::. r (6.12) . r

• I {} ()l._J--'>J=-g 1d",ri- - d-"j- ifu - y
(6.13)
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<P
ll

{i1E,I:, + (p_+ IOn _[(p+p')2n2_~_2(P+~)nr2

.f;, (t(/~'I;'{~~7f~(j~Y + P;:~J~~dJ/2 - P'L:c~';f~j~

J
Equations 6.22 and 6.23 are plotted in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 for a range of

practical combinations of .I;. and f; fO~.. n... r.wa.I ..w.....e.I.·.g.h...t.. c.... o.. n... cr..e.te...a.n....d..... f.o.....r
, Ec = 0.003 and 0.004. For small values 0le..:..ilt.~!>P9ss.ib1.eJorthe. neutral

axis at ultimate moment to be abovethefop("compJesslon")~teel, hence
for both "t()pa~l(l~otttJll1ste,e,1 ~()be intel1sion.Equ~tioI16.23c~11h~D~J~(51s
Jtu~lilon whiTe the t~pstceJreimimsetastic:~phee~p~ess.i()I1 is ~~plicable
when the top steel yields in tensi~n. Also, for lar~e values ~",t;,;~hecon
crete compressive stress at first YIeld of the tension steel becomes high, and
the assumed elastic behavior at this stage may result in a max..i!Pum concrete
S!.t:.~ssth,ttexcceds the cylinder strength. Strictly a~~tress~strain
curvefor theconerete should be used when.J2..';;;",i.i~.The curves in
Figs. 6.9 and (l,IO have heen plotted only in the regions where the assump
tions made in Fq>,-,6.22 or 6.23 are accurate. Thus thecurveshave not been
plotted whertn;~c~aximumcpncretecompres;i~estressat first yield of the
tensionsteel exceeds.!:: orc.W'l\~e the top steeLyields in te,nsLQD_atth~J1J~ill1ate
moment. In thciii:st 'case the curve is terminated at its low right-hand end,
~the second the curve is terminated at its high left-hand end.

The effects of the section properties on the lfJuNy' ratio appear clearly in
Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. Reference to those figures and to Eq. 6.21 shows that with
the other variables held constant:

If Eq. 6.18 is not satisfied, the compression steel is not yielding, and on
substituting Eq. 6.11 and a from Eq. 6.19 into Eq. 6.21, the curvature ductility
factor is given as I ~ iZ.

P I. An increase in the tension steel content decreases the ductility, because
both k and (/ arc increased, therefore IfJI' is increased and lfJu is decreased.

jJ~'2. An increase in the compression steel content increases the ductility,

because both /; and u are decreased, therefore ~iLd_e_<:.~.e_'!~.e..9 and 211"is
increased.

-fy 3. An increase in the steel yield strength decreases the ductility because
path .rjE, and u are increased, therefore 1fJ.I' is increased and IfJII is decreased.

.; c. 4. An increase in the concrete strength increases the ductility because
both k and u are decreased, therefore IfJI' is decreased and IfJ ll is increased.

c..c 5. An increase in the extreme fiber concrete strain at ultimate increases the
ductility because (P" is increased.

• <$'<"

~d<J.)~1r(<j
'.

(6.21 )

Ultimate Deformation and Ductility of Members with Flexure

+ (p + p'lll - [(P + p')21l2 + 2(fI + 1';;'}J!2}
(6.22)

(P ll = O.S~l!I!~,I:,E {I
f
' , .

If), . r-(P - p)
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(f::quation 6.11 may be used to determine the curvature ductility factor in the
\ ccncral case~b:E-:tnJ:~~rs:.~~i')..G,\:ti()D' IfEq. 6.18 is satisfied, the com pres

sion steel is yielding, and on substituting Eqs. 6.11 and 6.14 into Eq. 6.21,
the curvature ductility factor is given as

Substituting Eq. 6.14 into Eq. 6.17 demonstrates that the compression steel
is yielding when

c)' • .- IC [ (0 85f' b )J 1,
tJIU)lJ/~i,J/1 ~ 1:" 1 - (lid' Asj~ _ "AJy ~ 1. (6.18)

Equation 6.18 must be shown to be satisfied for Eqs. 6.14 to 6.16 to be
applicable.

If a check shows that Eq. 6.18 is not satisfied, the compression steel is not
yielding and the actual value for compressive steel stress given by Eq. 4.34
should be substituted (instead of the yield strength). Solving Eqs. 4.33 and
4.34 simultaneously gives C.11eJrA:~

~ 2 . r: ~ . r.. 1 -. \~_l

~ ~ GJ) + 2(e_I:'1~;~ 8L\) - f Ir~ff;~ = 0

from which a is obtained. Also, from Eqs. 4.36 and 4.34 we have

., ( a) , a- /31 d' (d l'
Mu=0.8~fcah d-"i +A,Escc' a -()

and lfJu is given by Eq. 6.16.
The value of I:c used in flexural strength calculations is discussed in Section

3.3. It is evident that a value of I;" = 0.004 could be used in ultimate curvature
calculations because a value of I:c = 0.003 is conservative.

A measure of the increase in bending moment after yielding is given by
the ratio Mj;\1v' This ratio may be obtained from Eqs. (J.!4 and 6.15, or
~.19 an~ 6.:.0, and 6.1~. ForQ1'i1g1yrernforce~sectionswith, p ~ 0.02, I: ~.
JOOO PSI (34.5 Nrmm "], and .Iv = 60,m~\~414 N/mnr) or 40,000 pSI

(276 Njmm "), these equations indicate that M uIM). :::;; 1.06. Hencethe increase
in moment after first yield is small. The increase may be more significant for

<:QEibry'r§111fo;:~ecl)sect ion s.
The'r<.ltT~;-~;;:;;': gives a measure of the curvature ductility of the section.

From Eqs. 6.16 and 6. I3 the ratio may be written as

lfJu L:c dO - k)
'l- ,..__ = .''__ .....,...__

IfJI' .f;,iE, a//31
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A, = 3.16 in" (2039 mrn")

Steel proportions:

b .A. rei,~1forced .. concrete beam hask~.e~ta',n~ularcross section of width
~3~~T'I'1,rr1)and overall depl~J)J5mrn), 1 he tension steel IS

",...' lour~y:~l(25.4 mrn diameter) bars and the comprc~:s10(2{'steel is

, ~~~~~~'~~i$:~~e~1:~~i:~~~~TI~eb~~~:rl~t~I~~~da:i~~ft~~:c~~~~ ~~ ,. i
?,.n9.()..~_PiD(20.7 N/mm-),amoQulusoLwp1ul:~_<:l 410pSI 2.83 N/mm 2

) , I\"

- and a modulus of elasticity of[t2xI06p~(22.070Nymm"). The
steel has a yield strength of 40,000psi'\2i6'N/mm 2

) and a modulus of
elasticity of 29 x 106 psi (200,000 Nrrnrrr'). Calculate the moment
and curvat ure (I) at just prior to cracking of the concrete. (2) at
first yield of the tension steel, and (3) when the concrete reaches an
extreme fiber compression strain of 0.004. Construct the approxi
mate trilinear moment-curvature curve for the section.

~I>·-~._i
-:;r--,{'~." • .?\ d'

: I .\, I '
,~ I

! : I I
i . ! I II

: i I ii,

.L ....'L I• • 5 &!

A: = 1.58 irr' (10!9mn/)

I. Before crack illy (see Fig. 6.! Jh,l

The section may be analyzed using elastic theory and the transformed
section (see Section J0.2.4).

Example 6.1

Solution

212

(b) Curvature, rad/in X 10- 5 (rad/rn X 10-3 )

Fig.6.11. Example 6.1. (0) Section. (/>J Before cracking: clastic behavior (c') Arter crucking :
a\ tirs: yield. lei) After cr.uk ing : ~It ulum.ue. ki 'vloment-curvature curve.

Ie)

213
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1:. >< 23 :; 2.o·t3
'8

Therefore, total compressive force is 126,350 Ib acting at ji from

0'. "t,he,' toPJ,Sdgc,.,.\,Vhere Cc. K £d._j))(j/ U>!.J/(f.;;G'f'- .. , ,,'-, ~

ji = Q x_.~~,~~~L+ (99,920 x 8.19/3) = 2.58 in

126E~Ocs ..c.
.'. jd = d - ji = 23 - 2.58 = 20.42 in

From Eq. 6.12 . ,I
/1;;, )( Y Ja

My = 3.16 x 40,000 x 20.42

= 2.58 x 106 lb· in (291 kN . m)

u- (I' .-.... ! . 9' /

~ »1o:/{::I(ifJV'd)/ 0.0001.0/_ {y'

Ductility of Unconfined Beam Sections "".,

From the strain diagram we find, /'

8.19 .( ~,"C'X)/ ,
s, = 0.00138----- = 0.000763 763 Wli(VO

23 - 8.19 ;KS

.. .I;, = 0,()00763 x 3.2 x 106 = 2440 psi = 0.81f: ! 0· tf~
£'-' x E G, '7'f

Therefore, the triangular stress block is an approximation. '\
From the strain diagram we find - -s, t,/ !"

led. d / O. r tc />,r"
0'. t!;J - / rs 819 2 ifl; c c_ ,

//v/ t 'J)'I J 'f ;)/ r,'/"" , 1'1 = 0 000761·' "-~.- = 0.000577 u/,':'j(j)J.;!(f!"'UYv ... V"/ ~ /// "'-J/..- -s . • X.19, '-' . .
. I'd. ,I Kd .' ~ ~.
, o jl,,"!(;.r'"

6 :r "" .Ss :.:.... r: = 0.000577 x 29 x 106 = 16,730 psi
t-O ..~

C, =!/;.hkd = ~ x 2440 x 10 x 8.19 = 99,920 Ib

C" = AJ; = 1.58 x 16,730 = 26,4301b

d-S -(toV-,t'

10.(3 2 )

Ultimate Deformation and Ductility of Members with Flexure

The modular ratio n = Es/Ec = 29/3.2 = 9.06.

A = bh + (n - I)(A s + A~)

= (lOx 25) + (8.06 x 3.16) + (8.06 x 1.58)

= 250 + 25.5 + 12.7 = 288.2 in2

and

f,./Ec 410/(3.2 x 106
)

<P,,"ek = ,-----. = ---;.,------
.!'bot tom 1~.03

= 585,200 lb· in (66.1 kN . m)

.), Centroid of the transformed section is given by taking moments of
)"' the areas about the t,op edge of the section. /
~~ bh \yz.. (no/)AS d (".l)P.', .J

'\ '\ ') ji = ~~5~.x 12~~L~J_~~:5_><:~3)+ (l2.~_~,]2 = 12.97 in
A /288.2

Hence the moment of inertia is gi¥.en bv A'
b h II -g- i' . \!'I.I) ;.

I = (h x 10 x 25 3
) + (250 X 0.47 2

) + (25.5 x

+ (12.7 X 10.97 2
) = 17,170 in"

(h-I)A( 3-d'"
Cracking will occur when the modulus of rupture f. = 410 psi is
reached in the bottom fiber.

214

and from Eg. 6.13

;~- 0.00138 fiE 5
ifJ -., ,,' rr oob,J·.! .y-'23-8.19 d(l-/<.) ./ "Jf"v../~, "",.#..~

". \ Ji g ,4 -"?
= 9.32 x 10- rad/in (3.67 x 10'" rad/m) r" ~ -:" . ",:>

6.1l> .I C! ~ t.\,\-d.\s
3. Arter crackinq. at ultimate load (see Fig. 6.11d)..----.-.//"

Assume that the compression steel is also yielding; from Eq. 6.14

we ha veiw (As - A',)

d l~;J)~'I (/ = 40.0(X)(3.1,~.•:_2.:~.~ = 2.48 in
(U~5 x 3000 x 10

(f~'ir" x f'c. '( J;J
.. c = 2.48/0.85 = 2.92 in

0. I ~I
From the strain diagram, we find

c - d/
, 9' - 'I!';l"'~

, = ')O()4~= 0.00126 rI.... O.C{~I ..b
f., \., 2.92

k = [(0.01374 + O'()0687)2 9.06 2

+ 2(0.01374 + ~??6~L~_.~\)9.06T 2
_3 . J

- (0.01374 + 0.00687)9.06

= 0.356

kd = 0.356 x 23 = 8.19 in

Now I:, = 40,000/(29 x JOO
) = 'I.v'.n.'".

l:j

= 1.07 X 10- 5 rad/in (0.419 x 10- 3 rad/rn)

Assuming the concrete is behaving elastically, from Eq. 6.11 we write

2. After cracking, at first yield (see Fig. 6.11c)
I



6.4 DUCTILITY OF UNCONFINED COLUMN SECTIONS

The axial load influences the curvature: hence there is no unique moment
curvature curve for a given column section, unlike the case of a given beam
section. However, it is possible to plot the combinations of axial load P
and moment tv! which cause the section to reach the ultimate capacity and

Reference to Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 indicates the values of (Pulpy that will be
ensured by Eqs. 6.24 to 6.26 for the steel and concrete strengths given in
Table 6.1. For sectionsw,it~out compressi<?~I}.._~L~Yl,_E~s. 6.2~ and 6.26 will
ensure<t';(p->-:rf~r 1:c ;'6JIQ.:i: and rp:7p),> 4for_r,_~._=Q&iliU For sections
with com\)ii's~';i()i1~-srclT':~-greater p,,/q;-:~ratio'is"ensured by~ For

example, if P'/tl .. ==0.5. r:q .. 6.26':Yl!L~l1sur.~_(e"llRy?4 f()L§c. =:.0.OQ3 ,anci
p"l(ey.:~]~J9r.I;;,_~:9:(~Q~.:~I~I~~:iD.l;r,~~.s..~in p,,!py values with compression
steel will not occur when Eq. 6.25 is used.

Thus some ductility will always be available from code-designed sections.
The significance of the requirements of Eq. 6.25 and 6.26 are further discussed
in other chapters.

Table 6.1 Maximum Steel Contents for Ductility"

I" psi (Nymm "): 40,000 (276) 60,000 (414)

1;:, psi (N!mrn~): 3000 4000 5000 3000 4000 5000
(20.7) (27.6) (34.5) (20.7) (27.6) (34.5)

Max (I' - 0.75//) 0.0278 0.0371 0.0437 0.0160 0.0214 0.0252
from Eq. 6.24

Max (/' - //) 0.0186 0.02"47 0.0291 0.0107 0.0143 0.0168
from Eq. 6.25

Max !II - 0,5,,') 0.0186 0.0247 0.0291 0.0107 0.0143 0.0168
from Eq. 6.26

tt From Reference 6.1.

Ductility of C ncontincd Column Sections 217

3. In flexural members of ductile frames inc§rt"hquake ar~ if the com-
pression s~,::el is yielding Q ''5''

),b:vff<.JJ;;cJ:" ?'~'--. 0.85f~/fl 0.003£,
., ~,. p - 0.5p' ,,;;; 0.5 -_.- -' - ...--- ...-.-;- (6.26)

.0::::: fy 0.003£s + /v
Table 6.1 shows the maximum steel contents allowed by Eqs. 6.24 to 6.26

for various steel and concrete strengths.

Lltimate Deformation and Ductility of ,\clt'mhers with Flexure

- i ,--..... -~-\
c =c 2.5)/0.85 ~i.;.OO m,

I "-.,,,_.__.•_,~~,, ___

'\ - .,
1:: = 0.004 x ~ ..~ = 0.00133, 3

r: = (l.OO 133 x 29 x 106 = 38,600 psi

But )j£, = O.OOlJ::I; therefore, compression steel is not yielding.
Actua'l stress in compression steel can be found from ~-......

Alternurivcly, use a trial-and-error approach. Try .1': = 3::1,::100 psi, ,
then J

Jt..(40.000 x 3.16) - (3::1,800 x 1.58) .
a = ().85 x :iooo'~-io'-'--- = 2.55 ll1 V

which checks satisfactorily with the trial value.

o.S5F;.ah(d -. i) + AJ~(d - d')

( . '(( ) i; 2.55)= ).S5 x J) X x 2.55 x 10, 2.) - ?-_.
\ -

+ 1.58 x 38,600(23 - 2)

= 2.69 X 10° lb· in (304 kN . m)

And from Eq. 6.16 we write

216

133.3 x lO--;; rad/in (52.5 X 10- J rad/rn)

The moment-curvature diagram appears in Fig. 6.11 e.

6.3.; «:~~speci!iedDuctility Requirements for Beams
.--...."

ACI 318-7y',l has the following requirements affecting curvature ductilities:

1. In flexural members at all times, ~L~1L~rrl.R.rJ;.;t~i9n"S1gsJ.~\~.yi\;lgX!lg
(sec Eg. 4.49), o '77 fr

-- 0.85t:l! 1 0.003£,
Ji - 0 7..,p' < 0 7"-~'-- '''''--..- ,~- (6.24)

.. ~. -- j;, O.003E, + [,

2. In flexural members of slatically(r0etermin310structurcs where the
bcnding~!llQLpentsgiven by elastic theory are adjusted to allow for@ori2'§
e Istributiorl' OS~

'''''. 0.85f;./fJ 0.003£sp - p '.., O.5·--·--·~--- -_...._-- (6.25)
J;. 0.003£, + I,
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Assumed stress strain curve
for unconfined concrete
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l'lrimatc Deformation and Ductility of \h·",h",s with Fk-xurc2lS

the curvature (p corresponding to those combinations. Figure 6.12a, taken
from Blume, Newmark, and Corning.v:' plots P against M (the interaction
diagram) and P against <ph for a column section having bars on two opposite
faces. The details of the section and the assumed stress-strain curve for the
concrete appear in the figure. Curve I of the F'-M diagram indicates the
combinations of P and M that cause the column to reach the useful limit
of strain (0.004 for the concrete) without confinement. Curve 1 in the P~(ph

diagram shows the curvature of the section corresponding to the combina
tions of P and M when this ultimate condition is reached/Curves 2 give the
combinations of P, M, and (ph corresponding to the points at which.ihe
tensi0tL~.L~e.LfiISLr~g~h~sJb_~J'-iclc.Lstr.ellgtb.Curves 2 do not appear above the
balance point because the tension steel does not reach the vicki strength
above that point. Below the balance point in the. -M diagram curves I

a.. l.1, d.. 2,' lie close together, jl1~i~<lti~1g litt)~ .~~.an.;rein.tB,S..l..s<l .' capacityafteL
yielding. Below the balance point in thec~ diagrany curves 1 and 2
':separ~, and indicate the amount of inelasti'C"l5'Crid'iIi'[deformation that-,
occurs once yielding has started. The ratio <Pu/(Py obtained from these two
curves for the unconfined section is plotted against the column load ratio
PIPo in Fig. 6.l2h, where Po is the axial load strength of the column when
no bending is present. At the balanced point, FIPo = 0.31 for this section.
It is evident that the ductility of the section is significantly reduced by the
presence of axial load. For example, if the column load is 15 "~;, of the axial
load capacity, the <PuN,. value is reduced to about 4, and is smaller at higher
load levels. .

Pfrang, Siess, and Sozen 6
.
3 have als~rep()rt~clJI1eresultsof an investiga

.tion intotheinelastic deformations ofreinforced concrete column sections.
Of particular interest are the moment-curvature curves obtained for column
sections with various levels of constant axial load (i.e., the column load was
held constant at a particular level while the column was bent to failure).

. . Curves for column sections with two different steel contents are presented in
O~J_:j}'ig. 6.13:The tensile strength of the concrete was ignored in the calculations,
~ --"..---"",~-~~,

and the~ curvature was assumed to be reached when the maximum
concrete strain was 0.0038. The curves illustrate again that at axial load------------ "-levels greater than the balanced failure load, the ductility is negligible,
being due only to the inelastic deformation of the concrete. At levels of
load less than the balanced load, the ductility increases as the load level is
reduced.

Because of the(6rittl~ehaYIsJof unconfined columns 111()c1.eE,lte
levels of axial compressive load, ACI recommendsthat theends of
columns in ductile frames in earthquake areas be <::?!1fiJ1~ci2.)~.yl()~paced
transverse reinforcement when the axial load is greater than~f the
balanced load Pb' .
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Fil:. 6.13. Momcm-curv.uurc curves for column sections at various levels of axial load.""
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6.5 !\IEVIBERS WITH CONFINED CONCRETE ./ ..»: <./6; j

'. 6.5.1 Effect of Confining the Concrete ///,////~-r;;:::~
If the compression zone of a member is confined.by closely spaced transverse
reinforcement in the form of closed stirrups, ties-;'hoo.ps: or 'spirals, the
ductility ofthe concrete may be greatly improved and a more ductile perform-
ance of the member at the ultimate load will result. ,.... 'P. ~I

The strcss-st rain characteristics of concrete. confined by transverse
reinforcement were discussed in Section 2.1:3: At low levels of compressive
2tress, th~._U2~::-.~~r.~Q.JsjJlf9J:c,;(:tD-~-IlUSJ-Et rdJx .stn.;ssest'!.ndthe\)~hc~yiol· .()f
the concrete is unaffected by the rt:inforceme:QJ.t\:t stresses approaching
ihcuniaxiai strength, the transverse strains ~I1 tbs ~<:>rg;r~t~jncrease rapidly,
because of progressive internal cracki,!1"8,, .'lns.ijhc.<;Qns;;(cte expandsagai I1st.
tbe. transverse reinforc~nle.nt. The restraining pressure applied by the
~einforcement (0 ihe concrete considerably improves the stress-strain
characteristics of' the concrete at higher strains. Circular spirals confine the
concrete more effectively tnan rectangular stirrups, ties, or hoops, because

Members with Confined Concrete
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0.15

lei

0.10

Beam 9 ?ii in helices with 2 in pitch

Beam 10 ·1 in stirrups at 8 in centers

Beam 11 1· in stirrups at 2 in centers

Beam 16 f6 in helices with 2 in pitch

Beam 17 t in stirrups at 2 in centers

------....----~-------_i

0.05

10

Total rotation between support points, rad

o

0.2

OG--

0.4

1.0 - ..

1.2 -

1.4 r--------,..-----------,r--------,

08

I
Fig. 6.14. Experimental moment-rotation curves for reinforced concrete beams.":" (a) Beams
failing in tension (h) Balanced beams, (e) Beams failing in compression.

Members with Conlined Con crete

without significant decrease in ultimate moment. Figure 6.14b shows
moment-rotation curves obtained for beams designed for a balanced
failure. The helices and/or the closely spaced stirrups are shown to give a
substantial increase in ductility. With curves obtained for beams that had a
tension steel content greater than the balanced value (Fig. 6.14c),!l9t o~
is an increase in duetilit),' oQtained from the transverse reinforcement
appa ren t~ho;~~;~~~~'~i;~-i!le-ngth O~~_!;!I~~J"~Jh~t'!J:gsj.!lfi,ll_~Jl£~"\~.r
the enhanced compressive strength O1'1"I1eConcrete on this type of failure.

These tests and othe-rs have indicated qualitatively the beneficial effect of.
confinement by transverse reinforcement on the ductility of reinforced
concrete flexural members. Ihe effect on lightly reinforcedwb~,i. les.
marked becausc such mcmbers already have adequate ductilit . The ductility
of heavily reinforce beams, and of columns, can be substantially increased
by confinement.

Concrete in the comuression zoIJe of members oft~n~recei.ves some con
finement from the l,0adil:)R.or support conditions. ~_:~~_~an be found

Beam 4 ~ in stirrups at 8 in centers plus

1~· in helices with 2 In pitch

1&1

0.10

t'!Iimall' Deformalfu~'~ndDuctility of \1L'mhers with Flexure

Total rotation between support points, rad

0.05o

06
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1.4 I I 1 Iii ~ i i rr! 1+
12--1~1'I I I ,1

1

bWll t j II t-if-z 0.5"'/1> , t i
10 f'~ i .;~--;- -~C:;;I :1_2

1 ! ! -r-
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.\1 I 1 I I ' I ,IT: [

.\1, 'I I I' 1
06 --r---l-- ---1-- -~--·-r---t-Beam 1 4- In stirrups at 8 In centers plus-

I I I I l: i I I I I ,'"; in helices With 2 Ifl pitch
o4' I' --+---+- U

L
II I : Beam 2 ~ In stirrups at 8 1f1 centers plus

Q 02!---- -H-tll i : In helices with 1 In pitch111 c»- _J"I'~ I I II I : Beam 3 ~ In stirrups at 8 III centers
r' ~ - u Y~I- t I

o 004 0,08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28

confining steel in the shape of a circle applies a uniform radial pressure to the
concrete, whereas a rectangle tenus ((1 confine the concrete mainly at the
corners.

;\ number of tests that have been reported illustrate the- effect of confine
ment of the concrete on the moment-rotation characteris: ics of beams. For
example, Fig. 6.14 shows experimental moment-rotation curves from a series
of beams tested by Base and Read.":" The beams had a rectangular section
6 in (152 mm) wide by 11 in (279 mm) deep and were loaded by a single point
load at midspan over a simply supported span of 120 in (3.05 m), Figure
6.14(/ gives the morncnt-rotat ion curves obtained for beams ha ving a tension
steel content of approximately one-halfthc:lJ<ll,:mced failure. value. The
initial drop in.rnOlneDt.gs<;:mISist.\;YE~=~~tl}1.:2teGlcb~lDg£9Ir()!nJI)c:.,lIPDerlnJhe
lower yield·)·(;i~1t.·1\11 beams can be seen to have a large rotation capacity
_':""..,"--,..,."•."-~":>:.-",..:,,.....,.:.;...,.~.-.~j.,..,,,''''''-:''''

Total rotation between support points, rad
(,,)

04 -------~---r------;----·---Beam 6
i .

0.2 --~----_·_-+----_·t-----_·-Beam 7

I i Beam B
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400200140

z

10070

Valucs of « '" KI

50:w10

-r-~._--

+
Stress Block Parameters .(l( and )' as a Function of ro cm and Z"

O.G02 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667
0.003 0.77(, 0.773 0.769 0.766 0.761 0.754 0.744 @]) 0.711
0.004 O.S::'S 0.81S (UW8 0.798 0.783 0.763 0.733 0.683 0.633
0.005 0.X5S (uqO 0.S22 0.804 0.777 0.741 0.687 0.600 0.547
0.006 O.X7I, 0.84') O.S22 0.796 0.756 0.702 0.622 0.533 0.489
0.007 0.887 O.R51 ORI5 0.780 0.726 0.655 0.562 0.486 0.448
0.008 O.R94 (UW) 0.804 0.759 0.692 0.602 0.517 0.450 0.417
0.009 O.R99 0.844 0.790 0.735 0.654 0.558 0.481 0.422 0.393
O.OIO 0.901 0.837 0.773 0.709 0.613 0.522 0.453 0.400 0.373
0.011 0.903 0.R29 0.755 0.682 0.576 0.493 0.430 0.382 0.358
0.012 0.903 0.S19 0.736 0.653 0.544 0.468 0.411 0.367 0.344
0.013 0.90::' 0.809 0.716 0.623 0.518 0.448 0.395 0.354 0.333
0.014 0.901 O.79R 0.695 0.593 0.495 0.430 0.381 0.343 0.324
0.015 0.899 0.7'd7 0.674 0.567 0.476 0.415 0.369 0.333 0.316

"

i!

Tabl~ 6.2
----_.

Values of"'t : }<.2
._.._---~--

0.002 0.375 (U75 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375
0.003 0..10) OA07 OAOS 0.409 0..111 0.414 0.418~ 0.432
0.004 0.4::'7 0,430 0.433 0.436 0.441 0.449 0.460 0.482 0.507
0.005 OA41 0..146 0.452 0.457 OA66 0.479 0.501 0.543 0.568
0006 OA51 OA5') 0..166 0..174 OARS 0.508 0.545 0.586 0.602
0.007 OAY) 0..169 0,479 0,490 0.508 0.538 0.582 0.611 0.622
0.008 0.466 0,477 0,490 0.504 0.529 0.570 0.607 0.627 0.633
0.009 0471 OAX4 0.500 0.518 0.550 0.595 0.623 0.636 0.638
0.010 0,475 0.491 0.509 0.531 0.573 0.613 0.634 0.641 0.641
0.011 0,479 0..197 0.519 0.546 0.594 0.626 0.641 0.644 0.642
0.012 OAX::' 0.503 0.)28 0.560 0.610 0.635 0.645 0.645 0.641
0.013 O,4S) O.50K 0.538 0.576 0.622 0.642 0.648 0.645 0.640
t),014 OASS 0.514 0.547 0.592 0.631 0.646 0.649 0.644 0.638
0.015 OA90 O.SI9 O.S57 0.606 0.638 0.650 0.649 0.642 0.635

------_._-_._,- ._----_.
" From reference 6.5.

\:/111111 2),
Iiflf/~7..

\~1!/~

(6.27)

(l psi = (),()06S9

= 0, DC'b')
I kSI == 6 g~9'

xircngth
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under the bearing plates of beams tested by point loads and in beams of
Irumcs at the column lace~. The confinement afforded by hearil11:'- plates or

1iii!ii§-·ai:llll::£Zto ••

adjacell t members may Gi lise the crit ieal section to show I1HHe d uct ility
than expected. Ilowever._()Jl~_Y'()ll:clt)eull\y-;Se to depend o n :,."L:hll~H:tility

unless positive steps an: taken \() ensure its availability.
The confinement of concrete 111 the critical sections of a member is also

helped by the presence of a suain gradient across or along the member.
If 111<': str.un chang<.:s rapidly with distance, because of r"pid change of /
bending moment along the member or a small neutral axis depth. the -R
highly stressed C(~ncrete \V.ill. receive so.~ne. confinement fl..om the;' adjacent 1-~~
regions of less highly stressed concrete. i

,
I

6.5.2 Compressive Stress Block Parameters for Concrete I _I' - - - --- --i-
Confined by Rectangular Hoops o.~.fc. I ---ii----.- 4- __~-~---~

TI' develop theory for the moment-curvature characteristics of members ~ Ji.

with confined concrete. the stress-strain relationship for the concrete is k01112"
required. Stress-strain relationships for confined concrete (discussed in '
Section 2.1.3) may be assumed to indicate the distribution of compressive
stress in the compression zone or a member with confined concrete. For a
uivcn strain in the extreme comriressio n fiber, and a given concrete stress-
~trcljn curve, the compressive st'ress ::,:uck parameters can be determined
by the method presented in Section (\2.2. For a rectangular section. the
concrete compressive force may be written as Cc = (J,I:~;'/\d acung at ";'I,d
1'1"(1!l1 the extreme compression fiber, where b =:: section width. k,f = neutral
a\l:-' depth. 1:1":: === mean stress in the S':f\..\SS block, and ykd ,:== distance frorn
the centroid of the stress ~"):\)('k to the extreme compression tiber. For any
gi\ en strain i:

O tl
in the cxtrcm-..: compression fiber, 'Y. and i' rnny be determined

for rcctanuular sccuons from the stress-strain relationship of the concrete
using Eqs.-6.6 and 6.7. p.!L'6

As an cxamp!e. for the stress-strain curve for concrete confined by rcc
tunuular hoops proposed bv Kent and Park 6

' " (Fig. ~.d»), lllere arctJl[CJ,~

pos~jble shapes for' the compressive stress block, fig. 6.15 indicates. The
regions of the curve arc dcfinec: by Eqs. 2.6 to 2. j 1. Table 6.2 sho ...vs values of
:t. and )' computed using Eqs, (,(\ and 6./ for stress blocks :2 and 3 (i.e.. when
;:,m ~~ O.OD::') and indicates the variation of these parameters with strain
Lon and the parameter Z. 'rhL~ par.unctcr Z is by Eqs. ~~.:~ to 2.10 as
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f:., psi (Nrrnrrr')

3000 4000 5000
IJs (20.7) (27.6) (34.5)

0 200 300 400
0.005 50 55 57
0.01 29 30 31
0.02 15 16 16
0.03 11 II II
0 200 300 400
0.005 64 72 76
0.01 38 41 42
0.02 21 22 22
0.03 15 15 15
0 200 300 400
0.005 73 83 90
001 45 48 51
0.02 25 26 27
0.03 18 18 18
0 200 300 400
0.005 80 92 100
0.01 50 55 57
O.D2 29 3D 31
0.03 20 21 21

1.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

Q- /

;J~~ci';J. Z
vlembcrs with Confined Concrete -~ - -

/
Table 6.3 Parameter Z as a Function of s,,/h", {i"

andl;. from Eq. 6.27

lateral support to the intermediate longitudinal bars. These additional
transverse bars across the section help confine the concrete, and they must
be taken into account. To include the effect of such additional transverse
bars, the parameter Z in the stress-strain relationship for single hoops may
be calculated for the Qartitjoned concrete sectiolJ As an example, consider 5Sir
the column section with overlapping hoops shown in Fig. 6.16('. To deter- :::;AJ;
mine Z from Eq. 6.27 for the compressi~~~_stre~sl:>lockof this sect~O~,}LA~L:dj
would be reasonable to assume that p;fs the ratio of volurneof],venoOo tQ)~~):,

volume of concrete core within that h.Q~QJ2, b" is the width of the side of one '.I, '"

I;oop, ~~ind'.)::;s;J'iespac~overjapping hoops. This definition of
fI, is more conservatIve .0..'ll~_~ht:~alt~p1atiY~QLtakingPs as the ratio of total
VOIUme 0 oops to total volume of concrete core, but given the lack oftest
data on the efficiency of overlapping hoops, it is probably wis;'ic) use the.-.

Stress,
block 3

Stress,
block 2

Stress
block 1

Strain

Ultimate Deformation and Ductility of Members with Flexure , i
',I(;> I

f em Fibwf{ 2d;J..-----..--r--i-~! n p.'L.q

I

I I Ii
I

I
I
!
I

kd

Fig, 6.15. Possible concrete compressive stress blocks.":
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Ps = ratio of volume of hoops to volume of concrete core measured to
outside of hoops, b" = width of confined core measured to outside of hoops,
and Sh = hoop spacing. Values of Z from Eq. 6.27 are listed in Table 6.3.
Note that the values of IX = 0.72i1 and }' = 0.425 given by Tables 6.2 and 6.3
when j;' = 4000 psi (27.6 Njmm 2

), p; = O~Z = 300) and I:cm = 0.003,
compare well with the values of C( = 0.85 x O.SS = 0.723 and )' = 0.5 x
0.85 = 0,425 given by the rectangular stress block of the ACI code. 6

.
1 The

improved characteristics of flexural members with confined concrete is
evident from the tables. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 may be used to determine the

q. flexural capacity and curvature of confined members at far advanced
U)",( -f. compressive strains.

,.~ 'k> . The foregoing stress-strain relationship for ~onfined concrete was obtained
IS· from test results from concrete specimens with hoops enclosing only com-

j ~/A/) pressed concrete (see Fig. 6.160). Use of a relati,onship ba~cd on such .te.st

J..qOP (i ~e~~:i~~ ~~~:r~:~~ ~~~6~)~:~<~~s~~e~~~~~~~ob~~~2b~~:~s~:;:1~)tj~~\~;t~:~);~\~
in. the tension reg;ion.I-Io§,ver. Tn tbiSCqs~Jbe ~w-wcssed concrete ncar

d;. th~~eutrala~is\viIJhelRt()confluetJ1sW~Ql~'1'~tre,§sedconcre~.;; hence it is
nelt ()fgreat signif-icance that the hoop terminates.in the~tsnsion zOI1,.~. It i~
sUl'gestcJconserv<jtivelythat p for this case stilI~edefinedas ., ratio ofthe
vo\~~e~()(hoop steel to the~oltlrri~oLGQDc;ret~~n~lQSQg.l2.Jl.J,be ho()ps,
rather tharib)'..a nyn~~v~~C~niti()J2(;()1}5idering.an cfl'cc;tiYehOOPXQ,Lum~Jl nd

fTbs.:coIl1pgsscd CQI)c;Iele~y<)lumc. ...
":-'=-:rlc In practice. varIOUS arrangements of transverse steel involving overlapping

1»).O"r L..'. hoops, or hoops with supplementary cross ties. may be required to provide
,Q
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(6.29)

(6.28)

(6.30)

is = I,

region- CD:

region BC:

Members with Confined Concrete

region AS:

6.5.3 Theoretical Moment-Curvature Curves for Sections with
Confined Concrete

more conscrvative definition. It is evident that more experimental work is
~""~ML_ AtX:;;;Z .

required to test the efficiency of various arrangements of transverse steel
involving hoops with supplementary cross ties and overlapping hoops.

Theoretical moment-curvature curves for confined reinforced concrete
sections can be derived using the procedure outlined in Section 6.2.2 and
the stress-strain curves for confined concrete and steel.

We shall usc the stress-strain curve for confined concrete shown in Fig.
2.18, which gave the stress block parameters derived in Section 6.5.2. At
large st:a insit. is Iikcl Y~Lh~!Lth~.g!l~QItfjI)~~:LfQDS;I~te..QJJJsideJhe.. hoops..(the
cover' cO;lg!ii£i.WJJi~;pall away. This is particularly true for sections con
-taining-h~avy transverse hooping, since the transverse steel creates a plane
of\Veakn:;slhatt:~gstopr.~dpitatespalling of the cover concrete. For
small quantities of rransve'rse'steeLlh~9()Ver concr~vuend.s to act I11()re with
th:,~,£r~~"~.9.!1ye,!.sQtis ditnclllt.to determine the strain at which spalling of
the cover concrete C~I1!I'l1Cn~es&2~cauTsethe s~Cl:!1.i1}.~J2.E0c£~sgfwS!!l~.~!~EI~~!b)
However, _lL<;<ln.Q~,assumedthat the cover concrete follows the same stress
strain curve as the confined core up to a strain of 0.004, but carries no stress
at higher strains. This assumption of the ineffectiveness of the cover concrete
has also been made by Baker and Amarakone'r" at strains greater than
0.0035, and by Blume et a1 6 . 2 at strains greater than 0.004. Yet others (e.g.,
Corleyv") have ignored spalling of cover concrete at higher strains. .J:h!;,
actll<!L1;>t:havior wjIIJje~Qme\\ihere bt:t\\ieeI1JDese t\\io.I:>Qunds.

At large strains it is also likely that the steel will have entered the strain
hardening range. Hence to obtain an accurate estimate of moment and
curvature, the actual shape of the steel stress-strain curve must be considered.
Figure 2.25c shows the general shape of the steel stress-strain curve. There
are three regions, which may be represented by the following equations:

External actions

External actions

/-:><1 Compressed
//,/ concrete

I
I

I
i
V

Ll

or

,...-__~f:cm

Strain orof ile

Strain profile

(Ci

(<1)

Ib)

Strain profiles and extern.it actions

!
i

\
II -oE('--+-
I

i i

LJ

Section

Section

Fi:!. 0.16. Trans\"~rs(' confining q\,.'c! in members. (a) Type of test specimen used to determine
t hc .... t rcss-st rai n curvl.,.h "(h) Member with single hoops. (c} Member with o vcrLlrring hOl)PS.

22X



i' = 0.432

o

rJ. = 0.X12

From Table 6.2 with Bern = 0.008 and Z = 41, we find

a = lUQ4 'r' = 0.484

l~lL"-"

To
20"

1~n n c

C
,{!/

GO
/

'I . ~ .\.,0h fi d '0'0'1Therefore, t l~j compres~Ye rorce m t e con ne concrete
o-, +c \~_l)'·"J ~, e-?J \ \f) /

= 0.824 x 4()()O x 9 x 6"", 178,000 lb 0;;
\ 4-~/ 'V

acting at distance from the tension steel o 'i'
/._--.~"-7

= ~7.5CV- ~~,\ 0.484 x 6 = 13.16 in
<.:» &1;-,-\1,

For the C(!!!Sf!'~ ()UL~iII (:JJ!!..;'!.!1!:.!~!12:~

= 0.812 x 4000 x 3 x = 29,200 Ib

original section. Then because the strain at the top of the confined
concrete is to be 0.008, the strain diagram may be drawn as in
Fig. 6.17h. If unconfined concrete having a compressive strain
greater than 0.004 is considered to be ineffective, the remaining
compressed area resembles Fig. 6.17b. The remaining uncQ!lfilled
cOI~E~ts_\\'ilI~~_ <Is~lJ.l11edJ() hl!Yt:: thesal~tr:a:,)i1~curveas the
confined concrete.

Therefore, the compressive force in this concrete

From 'Table 6.2 with Bern = 0.004 and Z = 41, we find

For the concrete withill Ihe21krJ.!J2§

Fig. 6.17. Example 6.2. (II) Section. (b) Compressed area of concrete and strain diagram for
estimated neutral axis depth.

(.1

(6.31)

(6.32)

.~. })J~tJlt) .'
Ultimate Deformation and Ductility of Members with Flexure' >!;:'

?'e '/ ",.
u-!~~,..,)t(J/lP" Cli}'!

Dimension of confined core to outside of the stirrups is 9 in by ~\
17 in. Dimensionst~J~~:1ter li~S~:~L~:~~~:ps is by 16.63 i~~-'/

p, = }._~j8~~~~__ r6~~ = 0.0091 \,,11/,'1-.;""'> v !i,.Q
. x 17 x ~;;---,> '}.~ r-

-4:,,'" IJ\S)~

Therefore. From Eq. 6.27 (or from Table 6.3)

Z = __.. ~_____ O,_?____ = 4'
- (3 + 8)/3000 + i x O.009!J9j4 - 0.002 -

A trial and error solution is required to determine the neutral axis
depth. Estimate the neutral axis to be 7.5 in below the top of the

~

A singly reinforced concrete beam section (Fig. 6.17(1) contains
~9.5mm diameter) closed stirrups at<41i1>(102 mm) centers and
'i'our"~Q~.7mm diameter) longitudin'arbars. The C(~~£J2,_the
hoops Is~)(38mm). The steel has a yield...§.t!:.~:.,s~.ll~~\"?~
(359 N/mm ), a modulus of elasticity of<~~,~~10~~(?O~~q.20
N/mm 2).and strain hardening commences at a strain ofq6'ti.rneSJ. ",,-,,.;,-~

the yield strain. The concrete has a cylinder strength ofi,,1000 psi;
(27.6 N/mm 2

). Calculate the moment and the curvature ~'Fien"-~
concrete strain at the top of the confined concrete is~1t)usingthe
st ress block parameters of Table 6.2. b"? \kh J'

, \i /.~' lr. -ff-'

¥ ');;; v /)(, ....
~ .... 4 -r \

"r• ....,/ •__",.,c,~·

Solution
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where

Example 6.2

The notation used in Eqs. 6.28 to 6.32 is illustrated in Fig, 2.25c. Equation
6.30 is similar to that obtained by Burns and Siess 6

.
8 except that it follows a

generalized form for steel with different fsu/J;, and Bsu values. The possibility
ofbucklil1gof the c()n1pression.steelisgen$fJ:~UY igl1()l"~d .~ec'luse itis.~ssurne.d

thai~tbe .. t ran§ yerse. ste~l is)lt. SJlffl9i~l1t!Y91Qs~,9.~ni~ri.12IJr~v~Dt!?Y9~Iil1g:
The buckling load of steel reinforcement in beams is difficult to estimate
accurately (see Section 13.5). Some lateral restr~il1t fr0rrttD~sl\UQJ.!DQjl1:g

£.QJlg:~~..m?y~](jsL~::'£n<lf!~rJl1e(;9Yt::r.b?ssJ2g11~g.~~'rY.i'lY: AIso, th~ cu rva ture
of the bar must change sign to buckle because it will have followe,Ilhe \
c!lr:Y~I!,I.r.~\Qf!h~:·metpb.er.
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actinJ~t distance from the tension steel

='-Ci56 - 4.5 - 0.432 x 3 = 11.76 in

C = 178,000 + 29,200 = 207,2001b

For the steel.from the strain diagram

I:" = 0.008~7.56 -:-~~-=-~ = 0.0134
. 6

Now

= -~-,gg~- = 000179 < E, and
I:}' 29 x 106 ' s

hoops at 2 in (51 mm) centers. The arrangement of transverse steel
appears in Fig. 6.18.

Solution

In this example. the Z values for the transverse steel contents may
be calculated using Eq. 6.27 and the assumptions suggested at the
end of Section 6.5.2. For the transverse steel arrangement in Fig.
6.18, with i in diameter overlapping hoops at 6 in centers, we have

O5 .' ~ Lf, . :::: ·11 ((),fJ7..
,. ,.,-~~--., t lJ ? -(j

Fig. 6.18. Transverse steel arrangement, Example 6.3.

0)1
l:/

f*---19" (483 mrn] --.,..

~---30"(762 mm) ------:~

1~" (38 mrn)

~rl-----t------t-----h 11,,, (38 rnrn)

1
2

30"
(762 mm)

e~

l
4(J

Example 6.3

Determine the post yield moment-curvature curves for square
reinforced concrete col umn sections with the following fixed
properties: h = h = 30 in (762 mm), f; = 4000 psi (27.6 Nzmm "),
E, = 29 X 106 psi (200.000 N/mm2

), fy = 40,000 psi (276 Nrrnrrr'),
iu = 66,WO psi (461 N/mm 2

). 8sh = 16By , Bsu = I:s h + 0.14, cover
to hoops = 1.5 in (38 mm), P/I,:bh = 0.3.

The variable properties are as follows: longitudinal steel: ASl/bh =
0.031 and 0.055, distributed uniformly around the perimeter of the
section: transverse steel: a range of transverse steel contents from
i in (12.7 mm) diameter overlapping rectangular hoops at 6 in
(152 mm) centers to 1in (19.1 mm) diameter overlapping rectangular

161:}' = 16 x 0.00179 = 0.0287 > B.

Therefore the steel is at the yield strength, J. = 52.000 psi.

T = 52.000 x 4 = 208,000 lb

Now T::::: C Therefore, the correct neutral axis depth has been
chosen.

= 0.00133 rad/in (0.0523 rad/m)

(Note: It can be shown that the above moment is 0.X6 of the moment
at I:"," = 0.003, indicating the loss of moment due to concrete
spalling but the curvature is 2.66 times that at I:,,,, = 0.0(3)

(.p

. 2.
i /1\ moment M = (178,000 x 13.16) + (29,200 x 11.76)

= 2.69 x 106 lb· in (304 kN ' m)
0.008

curvature cp = --6-

1
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(6.34)

.52.7

Z = 5.6

----'I----C

/

P, = 0.031

where .t~i' I~i = stresses in the concrete and steel in the ith lamina,
Ad, A,; = areas of concrete and steel in the ith lamina, and 11 =
number or laminae. Then the moment M corresponding to that
value of I:,,,, and load P is determined by tak ing the moments of the
internal forces about a suitable axis

and the curvature is given by <p = ccmlkd, where d, = distance of the
centroid or ith lamina from extreme compression fiber and h =
section depth.

Figure 6.20 plots the moment-curvature relationships for the

0.3,---;--+--;-----r-----.-----...-.....-----.·~··

.1/

j' " hi?
c

1\1"mberswith Confined Concreto\
I

I
\
f
I

i

(6.33)

Extent of
confined
concrete

Idealized sectionSection

~ b"~1
~/'> \

l;?~ ,~~J

P = I .t;·i Aci + I I; A,j
i'~ 1 j ~ 1

Ultimate Deformation and Ductility of Members with Flexure

the section into a number of discrete laminae, each having the orient
ation of the neutral axis, and to replace the steel reinforcement by an
equivalent thin tube with the apcroprlate .wall thicknesses as
in Fig. 6.19. Each lamina then contains a quantity of cover concrete,
core concrete, and steel. The stresses in the concrete and steel III

each lamina are found from the average strain in the lamina and
the stress-strain relations. The stress-strain relations for the concrete
are given by Eqs. 2.6, 2.7 with the appropriate Z value. substituted,
and 2.11. The stress-strain relations for the steel are given by Eqs.

6.28 to 6.32.
The theoretical moment-curvature relationship for a given load

level may be determined by incrementing the concrete strain in th.e
extreme compression fiber, f;"". For each value of 1:,,10 the neutral axis
depth kd is found which satisfies the force equilibrium equation

234

Section with strain and stress distribution, Example 6.3.

A Maximum concrete strain 0.003
B Onset of crushing
C Lower tension steel strain hardens
D Upper compression steel strain hardens

for ~ column section with P = O.3(;.hh.

J~~u~ ,
- 'C;o.e+,ob :::::1Q.2_0.'2.3)~chh

Fig. 6.20. Moment-curvature ductility curves
Ex.uuplc 6.3.

External
actions

_---.t-

~5
Steel stressConcrete

stress
Strain

Fig.6.t9.
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(6.36)

~-'-----~Jl

Flexural Deformations of Members

deflection of point A from the tangent to the axis of the member at point B
due to curvature along the whole length of member between those points is
given by

t S , ~ h

-i> J d!1. '" \"l\0I~ '"
. A J

Fig.6.21. Deflection due to flexural deformation of an element.

AJ1£:; I; ....pd,""

Figure 6.21 shows a cantilever with deformation due to rotation dO
over the element of length dx only. The rotation de is equal to <p dx, where <p
is the curvature at the element. The transverse deflection dD. at point A
from the tangent to the axis of the member at the fixed end B, due to rotation
dO between the ends of the element, is x dO or XqJ dx. Hence the transverse

D. A B = f: xtp dx

where x is the distance of element dx from A.
.!guations 6.35 and 6.36 are generalizations of the mo_ment-area theorems,
a~ th~ <P.R!1 w~ether elasTIC"-<frpra~~re~!,e inv_~lve'd. T~o
equations may be used to calculate the rotations and deflection of members
when one knows the moment-curvature relationships, as calculated in pre
vious sections, and the distribution of bending moment. Such an approach

r --;'1 using Eqs. 6.35 and 6.36 ignores the eff~~of the increase in stiffness .01
.1..... ,'J"". mem~ers due to tension carried by the concrete etween the cracks, as well

,:'l "~ls' i"he~a~ci'dTtTZ;i~:J(lc~{~rmatlOnscause by diagonal tension crack~s-d'7J"7;'t;
!.,r.:.".)c) shear and bLbond slip of the reinforcement. These additional effects al:e

. ~ ~_., .. --~"'~~-"~"~"~----~~~",""""~...~~-...~,p,~;~.~"._~"",~,..,..,,.,,_~~,>~~~_.~""",",_"==_.,.~__",--""",=",,,,,,,,,,===-"""''''''~.~~·'''''.''F-,,>,"-

l' discussed IJ1 the next sectrou. "r/, "

J,' "---:~~~~~;::~~~:i2n6:~~;m:~;n~:/Xmbe~ r~$~a~d /~
.~ Calculated from Curvatures

. 9 "
Effects ofConcrete Tension Between Flexural Cracks ~ ~dVI

, k~?
'f d~;;~

~
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6.6.1 Calculation of Deformations from Curvatures

The rotation and deflection of a member may be calculated by integrating
the curvatures along the member. Since the curvature is defined as the rota
tion per unit length of member. the rotation between any two points A and B
of the member is given by

6.6 FLEXURAL DEFORMATIONS OF MEMBERS

section in dimensionless form for the given level of load, the two
longitudinal steel contents, and a range of Z values corresponding to
various transverse steel contents. The curves display a sudden
reducti~"in theJIlomcnUill2acity~.~~sL9.Q§etof c"';4§hing
ofth~concr~!e" cover (It<l11 extrerne)iber strain of 0.004. With

""furtYler -cu"rviiture""the' conir;b~ti~"~Tth~-;o~~~~t~-~th"~omen t

carrying capacity comes from such Cover concrete, which is at a
strain of less than 0.004, and the confined core..AL£':!!"2~!.!Jres ~
enough to cause strain hardening of the tension steel, a significant

~m"gl,~~~~1"""i§"~PPa.~~~t";It has been assumed that the
coml?re~jo~_~~~t;:.Ldoes not buckle.

The curves of Fig. 6.20 illustrate that good confinement (low Z values) is
essential for the column of Example 6.3 if a reasonable moment capacity is to
be maintained after crushing of the cover concrete has commenced. If load
levels higher than 0.3f;bh had been considered, the amount of confining steel
would have been even more important. In general, the higher the load level,
the greater the amount of confining steel required to maintain a reasonable
moment-carrying capacity at high curvatures after crushing commences.

--,r;-'ACI 318-71 6 1 requires special transverse steel if the design load of the
At.:..l-::", column exceeds O.4Pb , where Ph is the balanced failure load. A load ofOAPh
~..~"- corresponds to a PIf~bh value for the section studied ill.~xample 6.3 of

approximately 0.20 to 0.23, thus special transverse steel would be required
in the column of the example. The amount of special transverse steel recom
mended by theffide for the arrangement of hoopa.used in the example can
be obtained1funi"~" in (15.9 mm) diameter hoops a'l"2.8 in (71 mm) centers,
which is equivalent to Z = 13. It is evident from Fig. 6.20 that for this particu
lar column the quantity of transverse steel specified by the code will ensure
that the moment capacity after crushing of concrete has commenced is fairly
well maint~'ined at higher curvatures. The amount of transverse steel required
in more general cases is examined in Chapter 11.

:_-

{fA B = LB

cp dx

where dx is an clement of length of the member.

(6.35) Figure 6.22(/ represents part of a reinforced concrete flexural member. The
member has cracked at discrete intervals because the tensile strength
of the concrete has been exceeded. At the cracked section all the tension
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(6.37)(Mcr)3 [ (Mcr)3]I1= -- I+ 1- ---
e M

a
9. M

a
cr
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where M", is the moment at first cracking, Ma is the maximum moment
in the member at the stage for which deflection is being calculated, Iu is
the moment of inertia of the gross concrete section about the centroidal axis
ignoring the reinforcement, and I cr is the moment of inertia of the cracked

, transformed (all concrete) section. The flexural rigidity obtained, using the
j effective moment of inertia of Eq, 6.37 and the modulus of elasticity of the
i concrete, lies betwceen the values for uncracked and fully cracked conditions,
1 the~fii}~i2~Eli~g~£Q~!!Qi!lgQt1.1h~€tent of c'rackTn~The background of

Ey. 6.37, which is an empirical equation,-1ScoverecfTnSection 10.3.3.
M -pMcV' When the maximum moment considerably exceeds the cracking moment,

, ~"~9uation 6,37 indicatcs that the stiffening~tT~ct of tension carried. by corycrete

I~1i., b":'e:~cr~eb has much l'~'L~~~1~.a~<lth'_f!Jl'!£!!~~liQJ1X!!!!!!!.l"

is carried by the steel reinforcement. Some tensile stress will be present in the
concrete between the cracks, however, because between the cracks some
tension is transferred from the steel to the concrete by bond stresses. The.
magnitude and distribution of the bond stress between the cracks determines
the distribution of the tensile stresses in the concrete and the steel between
thc cracks. Additional cracks can form between the initial cracks at higher
moments if the tensile strength of the concrete is exceeded. The final crack
spacing is reached when a tensile force of sufficient magnitude to form an
additional crack between two existing cracks can no longer be transferred by
bond from the steel to the concrete.

Figures 6.22(', 6.22d, and 6.22e give idealized distributions of bond stress
and concrete and steel tensile stresses between cracks. Because the member is
carrying some tension between cracks, the flexural rigidity clearly will be
greater between the cracks than at the cracks, as indicated in Fig. 6.22f
This variation in flexural rigidity between cracks makes the accurate deter
mination of deformations from moment-curvature relationships in the elastic
range difficult because the M-cp relationships derived in Sections 6.2 to 6.5
do not apply strictly to sections between the cracks.

Deformations in the elastic range may be estimated by substituting the
relationship cp = MIEI into Eqs. 6.35 and 6.36, where M is the moment at
the element and EI is the elastic flexural rigidity at the element. The use of an
EI value that lies between the uncracked and fully cracked values will lead
to reasonable accuracy. As discussed in Section 10.3.3, ACI 318-71 6

.
1

suggests usc or the following effective moment of inertia to determine the
flexural rigidity for deflection calculations of cracked members in the
elastic range:

M,

!c)

b Crack 11
I
I (a)

I
I

I
I (b)

I
I I

I
I
I '

: !
i 1

I

I
I
I
I
I
I I

~
I I
lid) I

cIr!JI. I

~
c='" .1=(fl

M,

23l!

Fig. 6.22. Effect or cracking or a reinforced concrete flexural element. Iii) Element or bc.uu.
(h) Bending moment distribution. (c) Bond stress distribution. (d) Concrete tensile stress
distribution Ie) Steel tensile stress distrihution. (f) Flexural rigidity drstribution in clastic
rdng~. '
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Fig. 6.24. Diap<ll1;l! tension cracks in a reinforced concrete beam near ultimate moment with
significant shear l'on:c,h,q .k
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connection with the effect of shear force on flexural steel requirements. It is
shown that when diagonal tension cracks are present in a member, the
tension in the flexural reinforcement at sections away from the section of
maximum moment may be larger than that computed from the bending
moment diagram. This effect of diagonal tension cracking is illustrated in
Fig. 7.19. It is evident that the internal tension remains nearly constant at
the maximum value over a distance ev from the critical section. The distance
e; will depend on the depth of the member and the content of web reinforce
ment, as shown in Fig. 7.20. Thus when diagonal tension cracks are present,
the region in which the reinforcement is yielding (the plastic hinge zone)
will be more extensive than the bending moment diagram implies. Use of a
horizontally displaced bending moment diagram in the plastic zones, as in
Figs. 7.10 and 7.20. to compute curvatures has been suggested by some
investigators (c.g., Rosenblueth and Diaz de Cossi0 6

.
10 and Sawyer 6

.
1 1

) .

Bond slip of reinforcement in anchorage zones will also increase the
dcformation~. The effect of bond slip can be included if the amount of
slip is known. For example, if the slip of the beam tension steel through
the core of the beam-column joint (Fig. 6.25) is D, the additional rotation
of the beam at the column face will be D/(d - c), where d - c is the distance
from the tension steel to the neutral axis.

Notwithstanding obvious difficulties in accurately accounting for the
additional deformations due to shear and bond slip, it is often possible to
obtain reasonable agreement between computed and experimental rotations
and displacements directly from the bending moment distribution and the

Flexural Deformations of MembersUltimate Deformation and Ductility of Members with Flexure
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can be used \\lith lilll:erroL In plastic regions of members, the effectoftcnsion
stifl'eniIHl: i~-r~lrtlclIl~irry-sm'all. . ---

An(fftC;-nat1Yc-~-;:;nl0cr)fordealing with the stiffening effect of concrete
tension"'5cTwee'n-ci~;ICkS':"using an assumed distribution of bond stress to
compute effective momcnt-rotatigl:Lrelationships for beam clements between
cracks, is discussed in Secti()n(~:6.5.1",~

t'>....,.'c."~,_'''~,/· e-

Effect of Diagonal Tension Cracks and Bond Slip

Fi\:. 6.23. Flexural craeks in a reinforced concrete beam near ultimate moment without
-ignificant shear torcc.' .. It.' / ~

'"/r;' tf./lr·?d(~
~ ''''1'

The determination of rotations and deflections by integrating the curvatures
along members using Eqs, 6,35 and 6.36 ignores the effects on the deforrna

,j tions of diagonal tension cracks due to shear force and of bond slip in
anchorage zones.

Diagonal tension cracks form in members because of the presence of rcl
atively large shear forces acting with flexure. The principal tensile stress
developed as a result of combined shear and flexural stresses is inclined at an
angle to the axis of the member and results in the diagonal tension (in
clined) cracks. Figures 6.23 and 6.24 show cracks developed in reinforced
concrete flex ural members ncar ultimate moment in the absence of shear force
and in the presence of shear force. respectively. The inclination of the cracks
due to the presence of shear force is evident. As Fig. 6.23 indicates, when only
flexural cracks occur the yielding of the tension steel concent rates across one
or two critical cracks, When diagonal tension cracks are present, however,
the yielding of the steel occurs over a much wider zone, as the more extensive
cracking of Fig. 6.24 reveals. This effect is discussed in Section 7.5.1 in

~'.
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where the flexural rigidit E/ is given by an appropriate (idealization. If a
fully cracked section IS assumed along the whole len! ' of the member,
E/ is given by E" / or ~ Al)(jiy, or approximately ~y. Mu!<P)'. ~s discussed
previously, these values would overestimate the elastic rotauon (s.ee also
Fig. 6.27 for a comparison), and a more accurate result would be given by

using E),. with / eo from Eq. 6.37.
The shaded area of Fig. 6.26c is the inelastic rotation that can occur at the

.. plastic hinge" in the vicinity of the critical section. That is, the shaded area

~""",,,\ Plasti.chinge
____ Idealized ~'\.""''' rotation

Fig. 6.26. Curvature disuibution along beam at ultimate moment. (0) Beam. (h) Bending
moment diagr.n». It") Curvature diagram. r'

,-J'., .....,. ,,,",-Y
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(6.38)

Fig. 6.25. Effect of bond slip of reinforcement on
deformation.
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Column

~ . /
#i ~

moment-curvature relatiOn~hips, since the of and bond slip
is not always important. In general, plastic rotations calculated ignoring the
effect of shear and bond slip will underestimate the actual plastic rotations,
giving a conservative indication of the available ductility.

?I~;
6.6.3 Idealized Ultimate Deformations Calculated from
Curvatures

Figure 6.26 shows part of a reinforced concrete flexural member that has
reached the ultimate curvature and bending moment at the critical section.
End A of the member, for example. is the free end of a cantilever or a point
of contraflexure and end B is a column face. The distribution of curvature
along the member is apparent/The ~ion of inelastic curvature is spread
over a lenuth of beam, as discussed previously, this region being at least that <";;-
;lt~:l!i£!:uk~~JlQDlI::J1Jsxceeds the y~tE.2~ntof the section. In the l
regions of the beam, the curvature fluctuates because of the increased rigidityj
of'the member between the cracks, as previously described. Each of the
peaksof_curvature corresponds loa crack position.

- In ductility predictions it is necessary to determine the deformation that
has occurred when the ultimate moment is reached. The rotation and deflec
tion of the member in the ultimate condition can be obtained from the actual
~ure distribution using ,Eqs:6)~)and:~.J§)Theactual curvature distri
bution at ultimate can be ideaTizcdinto elastIc and inelastic regions (see Fig.
6.26c). The clastic contribution to rotation and deflection may be calculated
from Eqs. 6.35 and 6.36 using ~.~ M/E/. The elastic contribution to the
r,.otati0tl over the full length of the member (the unshaded area of the curva
ture diagram of Fig. 6.26c) is given by

1 c..... fBMeif..t;---e = -dx
A EI
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Fig. 6.28. Example 6.4. (Ii) Cantilever. (1))

Bending moment distribution. (c) Curvature
distribution.Ie)

The vertical deflection at A is given by Eq, 6.36 as the moment of
the curvature diagram about A.

(
IP"! 2/) I(I I,,)6 11 1i = T'3 + (<Pu - <p) p -:2(6.39)

Idl.~alilatlons

I
I

'fly

Example 6.4

hi.:. 0.27. Actual ,,,1(J idealized moment-curvature curves at cracked sections.

represents the plastic rotation that occurs In addition to the elastic rotation
at the ultimate stage of the member. The ine astic area at the ultimate stage
can be' replaced by an equivalcn t rectangle of height ({>u - 1,0, and width Ip'

~;l:·ingthe same area as the actual inelastic ~cu.r\l?J\.lI:~_(IistLiQy.tiQD" as in
Fig. 6.26('. The width I" is the equivalent length of the plastic hinge over which
the plastic curvature is considered to be s:g~!)t~nt. Hence the plastic hinge
rotation to one side of the critical sectionITIay~be-writtenas

1n

For the cantilever AB of Fig. 6.28a with the point load, determine
the rotation between the ends and the vertical end deflection when
the ultimate moment is reached at the critical section. An idealized
inelastic curvature distribution and a fully cracked section in the
clastic region may be assumed. The effect~~91!!hl;';arJtlt~LbQILcj~hp
n~;IX12Ycignql:ccd. ~,--,."-,._-, .

6.6.4 Empirical Expressions for Ultimate Plastic Rotation
Calculated from Curvatures

The Significant Variables

Equation (l.':W givcs the plastic rotation in terms of the curvatures at ultimate
and yield and the equivalent plastic hinge length. The strain diagrams when
there is tension over part of the section at these stages appear in Fig. 6.29.
From l":q, 6.1 dnd 012 the plastic hinge rotation to OQX$de of the critical

sccuon IS . ~?C')r:jI

~ 8" = (~- ~(;;) I" (6.40)

where (' is the neutral axis depth at the ultimate moment, \. is the concrete
strain in the extreme compression fiber at the ultimate curvature, kd is the
neutral axis depth \\ hen the yield curvature is reached. and f:,." is the
concrete strain in the extreme compression fiber when the yield curvature

,'qTs reached. Usually i:" is the concrete. strain when the tension steel yields. but
. ?'e-, c.f,?/!:~ , in heavily loaded columns or 0\ crrcm forced beams. the concrete may reach
. J

~j uef?! ) ;-, <""'ce;

Note that 0UI is the area (If the curvature diagram.

Figures 6.28h and 6.28c represent the bending moment diagram and
the distribution of curvature assumed at the ultimate moment.
respectively.
The rotation between A and B is given by Eq. 6.35 or Eqs. 6.38 and
6..19.

0'18 = 0,> + o,
I

= 1f!~2 + (P u - Ip)lp

Solution
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Fig. 6.29. Strain diagrams ~Il yield and ultimate
curvatures.
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) jthe inelastic range before the tension steel yields. The strain at the end of the

"I'. elastic range ofthe concrete may be taken as 0.001,or higher. depending on the
Y strength of the concrete (sec Fig. 2.1 or 2.2). Hence f."e is either the concrete

strain at the end of the elastic range or the concrete strain when t he tension
steel commences to yield. which ever is smaller)

To estimate H
f
} from Eq. 6.40. the equivalent length of the plastic hinge Ip

must be known. Figure 6.30a is the moment-curvature diagram for the
sections of a mern ber. Figure 6.30h gives the distribution of bending moment
and internal moment Tjd along the member when the ultimate moment is
reached at the critical section for two cases of cracking. The left hand diagram
of Fig. 6.30h is for the case when only flexural cracks are present; the right
hand diagram is for when diagonal tension cracks are present. As indicated
in Section 6.6.2. diagonal tension cracks lead to higher tensi.on forces. T in
the flexu~~~~rcem~~han~El1pl~~~£!11~}$lgcfu!gr~m at
sectlons away from the section of maximum bending moment. For both cases
of cracking. in all regions of the~ where theTrltert;;~1 ~10ment exceeds

;Vi '; My the yield moment M)'. the ~is yielding. The distribution of curvature int I the theoretical region of yielding (M.I , ,,;;; M ,,;;; M u) in the member without
~ ~~(, j diagonal tension cracks can be calculated from the bending moment ordin-
o: // ~ atcs and the moment-curvature diagram, as shown in Fig. 6.30('. The value

oJ';/IJC of 'f' can be estimated from the determined distribution of' inelastic curva ture
v-by determining the wj.9lh2JJJ1S~J:I.:J;JS!ngl(::_hl:!yillgthesame area as ..tJ!<:?.!neJ'_ls.tif

CC,yl::Jv?/) curvatu.r~cjj~tIiQ~!~L()D.:For the member with diagonal tension cracks. the
(!,)]1jj n1()rne;1t-Cllrvatllrecur~e applies .only very approximately to the internal

rri()ment .(Tid) d iagra~ hence t~ ad (ti.1i2n~!Jnel~ljf..!::tILY~!J,qLc.dllelQ

d-ragon~~=~~~{:£~l!!~~!...!?E_~~~ini~~~9 ..':.\:j!.-h_!l~.~~E';l£Y. Neve rtheless, Fig. 6.30
IndicaTes the variables likely lo"influence the equivalent length of the plastic
hinge If" Steel type and concrete strength affect the shape of the moment
curvature curve, hence will influence the length of yielding and distribution of
curvature in the yielding zone for a given bending moment pattern. Also,
the distance z from the critical section to the point of contratlexure will have



(6.43)

(6.46)I:, = 0.003 + 0.02 ~ + (t>;//) 2

where z = distance from the critical section to the point of contraflexure,
h = width of beam, d = effective depth of beam in inches (1 in = 25.4 mrn),
p, = ratio of volume of confining steel (including the compression steel) to
volume of concrete core. and [, = yield strength of the confining steel in kips
per square inch (l kip/in? = 6~89 Njrnm), The plastic rotation may be calcu
lated by substituting these values for Ip and f;c into Eq. 6.40.

In discussing Corley's paper. Mattockv'" suggested that simpler forms of
Eqs. 6.45 and 6.46 that fitted the trend of the data reasonably well were

'I' = 0.5d + 0.05z (6.47)

b
I:c = 0.003 + 0.02 -~ + O.2P., (6.48)

From the results of tests on simply supported beams, Corley has proposed
the following expression for the equivalent length of the plastic hinge: .

'I' = 0.5d + 0.2Jd(n (6.45)

He also suggested the following as a lower bound for the maximum concrete
strain:

This modification to the equation for Cc makes it more conservative for high
values of fl.,.

/.., - (0 8 0 1 '!) t" :0:: I; (6.44)c- ·+·c.c"", c

Baker recommends that unconfined concrete at strains greater than 0.Om5
be considered 10 have spallcd and to be ineffective.

Test results Ior ()" show considerable scatter, due mainly to the variation
of the concrete strain at the ultimate curvature. The value for 0" given by the
foregoing equations is claimed by Baker to furnish a reasonable safe pre
diction of the available plastic rotation because safe limiting values have
been used.

CORLEY'" )
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\fStwhere p, is the ratio of the volume of the transverse confining reinforcement
to the volume of the concrete core.

When these values arc employed in strength calculations, Baker recom
mends the usc of a concrete compressive stress block given by the stress-strain
curve of Fig. 2.17h, where L 2 is the limiting value of strain given by 0.0035
for unconfined concrete or Eq. 6.43 for confined concrete. The maximum
concrete stress r;' is given by

(6.42)

where c is the neutral axis depth at the ultimate moment and the other sym
bols have the previous meaning.

When Eq. 6.41 is used in conjunction with Eq. 6.40, I:, = 0.0035. When
Eq. 6.42 is used in conjunction with Eq. 6.40,3" has the following value:

I:.. = 0.001 s[ 1 + lSOfJ.- + (0.7 - lOps) ~J :( O.Ol

-r./lt/{

1. For members vcitl: unconfined concrete

____ .. (Z)I/4
'" - '\J'2'\J\d d (6.41)

where" 1 = 0.7 for mild steel or 0.9 for cold-worked steel.
"2 = I + 0.5P,'/Po. where Pu = axial compressive force in member

and Po = axial compressive strength of member without
bending moment

,,) = 0.6 when I; = SI()O psi (35.2 N/mm 2
) or 0.9 when I:. = 1700

psi (11.7 Nymrrr'), assuming f; = 0.85 x cube strength of
. concrete

(/#~ -:. = distance of critical section to the point of contraf1exure
- . d = effective depth of member

Baker has indicated that for the range of span/d and :/d ratios normally
found in pract icc.Y, lies in the rar!gg/betjveen~~

t~.~? } ..~ ; _::..-; IF(';{ ! 1:# <&'. r .»

2. For m';~~;~~'~Il~;~'''"by ll'(~;~:~/~~·'.:/(i~r ~'Id ,'< Lf j <:;y
More recent work reported by Bakero. 6 proposes an ex pression for ()I'
implying that for members with tension over part of the section

Iltimato Deformation and Ductility of \kmhers with Flexure

BAKFRO.12. 6.IJ. h.h

Empirical Expressions

Various empirical expressions have been proposed by investigators for the
equivalent length of the plastic hinge II' and the maximum concrete strain E: c

at ultimate curvature. These arc reviewed below.

a significant effect 011 II' because. ,IS Fig. 6.30 indicates, the greater the value
of z, the greater the length of yielding. To these variables needs to be added
the effect of shear, probably best expressed by the nominal shear stress

Ylntcnsity Vbd.



Sawyer has proposed the following expression for the equivalent length of
t he plastic hinge:

Baker's equation (6.41) Ip = 0.7 x 1 x 0.79(5)1/4£1 = 0.83d

Mattock's Equation (6.47) II' = (0.5 + 0.05 x 5)£1 = O.75d

Sawyer's equation (6.49) Ip == (0.25 + 0.075 x 5)d = O.63d
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Fig.6.31. 1....[ember II ith tlcxurul crack elements.

account the effect of the inclination of cracks and the stiffening effects of
concrete tension bet ween cracks. In the analysis, the member is divided
into" flexural crack clements" (e.g., as in the beam of Fig. 6.23,where bending
moment is predominant and therefore only vertical flexural cracks can
occur) and "shear crack elements" (e.g., as in the beam of Fig. 6.24, where
relatively large shear forces are present with bending moment, and diagonal
tension cracking occurs),

Deformations in Regions of Flexural Crack: Elements

A length of member with flexural crack elements appears in Fig. 6.31. The
cracks are assumed to be spaced at distance (/ apart. Bachmann prefers to
calculate the rotation in terms of crack widths, but it is more direct to calcu
late the rotation in terms of the steel elongation between cracks. The total

(6.49)I,. =., 0.25d + 0.075z

I 'ltimurc Deformation and Ductility of :\lembcr« with FI"XlIfl'2~O

When using these values in strength calculations, the spalling of the
cover concrete at high strains was ignored and the ACI concrete compressive
stress block parameters were employed. It was also emphasized that at large
ultimate curvatures the steel strains arc high, and the steel may be in the strain
hardening range. The increased tensile force due to strain hardening will
increase the neutral axis depth and should be taken into account in calculating
c, otherwise the ultimate curvat ure may be overestimated.

SAWYER6. 1 1

This equation is based on the assumptions that the maximum moment in
the member is the ultimate moment, that My/M. = 0.85, and that the zone
of yielding is spread d/4 past the section in which the bending moment is

reduced to lvI,.. l(
(1.~~.~, If;

'rJr,,~i l \. ?,vt, )~,)rJ

. Example 6.5 o::.

Calcu late the equivalent plastic hinge length of a reinforced concrete
beam reinforced by milo steel, j'l)ere .r; = 3000 psi (20.7 N/mm 2

)

F
ry!l,o (iostllf and ztd = 5. . 1~' OJ',})

OJ'-) oJ 0'2' 6.,6 I'
!c·;::o.CJ'bz:.-r p ."

-~ .n' "'2' f'f/Solution o. eD.I- +- e-z db!i J '.

(6.50)

,
It is to be noted that Ip is the equivalent plastic hinge length on one side of

the critical section. Thus a plastic hinge ~thin the span of a symmetrically
loaded beam will have a total equivalent length of 21 . "2. P

The differences between the various empirical expressions emphasizes
that the rotation capacity of plastic hinges in reinforced concrete members
can only be approximated at present. More research is needed to clear the
differences between the various empirical expressions.

6.6.5 Alternative Approach to the Calculation of Deformations
r Based on the Summation of Discrete Rotations at Cracks

In 1970 Bachmann":" proposed a method for calculating the deformations of'
reinforced concrete flexurul mern bers from the rotations of elements between
cracks rather than from the curvatures at sections. The method takes into

rotation II between the ends of a length of member consisting of /1 elements
may be written as

" Sj
() = L: -----.-.---

i=ld-kjd

where d is the effective depth to the tension steel, Sj is the elongation of the
steel between the enos of element i, and kid is the neutral axis depth at the
crack in element i. An approximation made in Eq. 6.50 is that the neutral
axis depth along the length of the element is constant at the cracked section
value.

Considering a typical flexural crack element (Fig. 6.32), it is evident that
to calculate the steel elongation. the bond characteristics for the steel rein
forcement must be known. Now the change in steel force in a reinforcement
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(6.54)

(6.53)f
o
.' " 41/

(.m,,), - .l~.lllil1 = '--,_.' dx
o ( b

The change in steel stress at the crack and midway between the cracks
is given from Eq. 6.51 as

Also the elongation of the steel between two cracks is given from Eqs. 6.51
and 6.52 as

In Section 6.6.2 the increase in steel forces due to inclined diagonal tension
cracks was discussed. Diagonal tension cracks in plastic hinge zones increase
the available plastic rotation by spreading the zone of yielding along the
member. For a given diagonal tension crack pattern, with known crack
inclinations and positions. the steel stresses at the cracks may be estimated by
statics using the equilibrium equations that take into account the effect of the
shear carried bv the shear reinforcement as given by Eq. 7.32. This calcula
tion of longitudinal steel stresses is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
Once these steel stresses have been established, the steel elongation can be
calculated from the crack spacing, the bond stress distribution, and the
steel stress-strain curve, using Eqs. 6.53 and 6.54; the rotation is computed
from Eq. 6.50. Perhaps the greatest difficulty in the calculation is postulating
the inclination and position of the diagonal tension cracks.

The foregoing considerations indicate the dependence of the ultimate
rotation on the shear force present in the plastic hinge region. At a pure
flexural hinge thc plastic rotations are concentrated in a relatively small

f
o
.
S

" . db If sm.", £.,
.\ = :2 D, dx = -:.;- --dfs

a ~ r.,»; 1/

The steel st ress a t the crack!:.,""x may be calculated from the section properties
using conventional cracked section theory. Then for given crack spacing a.
bond stress distribution. and steel stress-strain curve, the steel stress midway
between cracks (mill may be calculated from Eq. 6.53 and the steel elongation
between two cracks s may be calculated from Eq. 6.54. These calculations
may be carried out for all the flexural crack clements. Then the steel elonga
tions between cracks so found and the neutral axis depths at the cracks may be
su bstituted into Eq. 6.50 to give the rotation () along the length of the member.

To find the total ultimate rotation of a plastic hinge region, all flexural
crack elements at which plastic steel deformations occur must be taken into
account. Bachmann has shown 6

- 'i that the method gives a good indication
of the available plastic rotation provided the crack spacing, the bond stress
distribution. and the stee) stress-strain curve, are "known. . .
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where 1/. the bond stress, is a function of the distance x from the midpcnt
between cracks. The elongation cis of the steel over length dx is givcn by

bar of diameter d; over a length dx due to change in steel stress iI( is given by

Fig. /).32. Flexural crack clcrncn I ,</) with bond stress (b). steel strain (c). and steel stress (<ll
disurbutions.J
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(6.5X)

(6.57 )

Fig.6.:n. Stress-strain curve for steel with
cyclic loading illustrating the Bauschiugcr
effect.

Deformations of Members ~ ith Cyclic Loading

4.49 6.03
r = ..._--_._- - ._.. + 0.297

In (l + Il) en - I

For even-numbered loading runs (n = 2,4,6, ...)

2.20 0.469
r =..-- _._.... + 3.04

In (I + n) en - 1

with the following empirical values determined by Kent and Park/dO for
intermediate grade steel

i; = .f{ln (I ~:~~OO~;;p) - 1--=o.'~ni)O~ + 0.241] (6.56)

~ , /-" 0- ./
For odd-numbered loading runs (n = 1,3,5, ...) /lJh}~-: if./

..

where 1::., is the steel strain, f;,j is the steel strain at beginning of loading run,
t; is the steel stress. L. is the modulus of elasticity of steel/;. is the plastic. , ., . , Ip

strain in steel produced in previous loading run, and n is the loading run
number (first yield occurs at /l = 0, /l = I is the first post yield stress reversal,
11 = 2 is the second postyield stress reversal, etc.). It is assumed that bucklinu
of the compression steel is prevented by the presence of closely spaced trans
verse steel around the longitudinal steel.

The stress-strain curve for concrete under cyclic loading appears in
Fig. 6.34. The envelope curve ABCD for compressive stress may be repre
sented by the relationships determined by Kent and Park'"! for caner'>'
confined by rectangular hoops under monotonic loading giv-::
2.6 to 2.1 I. Test data have shown (see Section 2.1.1) that tl--

for unconfined concrete experiencing repeated inc':

,,~ ,...) £~~:~~~~nic..~lJ.D'e. TJ-.-
,j-'C

\~,,'\ \ "'1-1Q
'yct ewb
I \.

(6.55)
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6.7 DEFORMATIONS OF MEMBERS WIlli CYCLIC LOADING

zone and the resulting plastic rotation may not be large. If the shear stress
is high enough to cause diagonal tension cracks, a shear crack hinge forms
and the plastic rotation capacity increases, since the plastic deformations
occur over a wider zone. It is evident, however, that the detailed behavior
of plastic hinge zones with shear cannot yet be determined analytically and
that more research is needed in this area.

The stress-strain curve for steel under cyclic loading has been discussed in
Section 2.2.4. The general shape of the curve is given in Figure 6.33. The
unloading path for stresses of both signs follows the initial clastic slope. After
the first yield excursion the loading parts of the stress-str.un curve may be
represented by the Ramberg-Osgood relationship

Assunted Stress-Strain Curves

6.7 .1 Moment-Curvature Relationships
~~_..-_.

Most of the existing evidence concerning the postelastic behavior of rein
forced concrete members has been obtained from theoretical work or tests
in which the loads have been applied monotonically until the maximum
load is reached. Few investigators have attempted to determine the behavior
of reinforced concrete beams and column sections under high-intensity
loading typical of seismic motions. Examples of theoretical investigations
into the behavior of members under cyclic loading are those of Aoyarna.v!"
Agrawal. Tulin. and Gerstle.' 16 Bertero and Bresler," 17 Brown and
Jirsa. 6 . 1 8 and Park, Kent, and Sampson.vl" Most of these theories are based
on an assumed linear strain profile down the depth of the section and
idealized stress-strain curves for concrete and steel. The moment-curvature
loop is usually obtained by calculating the moment and curvature cor
responding to a range of strains in the extreme fiber of the mernber. For a
given strain in the extreme fiber, the neutral axis depth is adjusted until the
stresses in the concrete and steel. determined from the strain profile and the
stress-strain curves for the materials and taking the previous strain history
into account, result in internal forces that balance the external forces acting
on the section. Then the moment and curvaturecorresponding to that strain
profile arc calculated. The method used by Park, Kent, and Sampson" 19

is presented below.
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Strains

Element i

r--- --

~Element"

--_.::--

Section

Fig, 6.35. Discrete clements for a T section,

.!!.tImJ)~I~dJr()fl1the top. each will have depth hili, \Vhere, h is th~ overall depth
ofthe .sect io l1:Ih~ to-iiin~~r:bQ([QnDI~eI:resiaejD-:-eTemenis:Q47/J:al1([-iuqTl,
r~~pii~fiY~IV Ie' the strain in the top fiber IS e~~ and the neutral axis depth' is
kd, the average strain in element i is

lI(kd/h) - i + 0.5
I:" = Gem lI(kdlh)

Deformations of Members with Cyclic Loading

The stress in the concrete and the steel in each element is found from the
assumed stress-strain curves and is taken as the stress corresponding to the
average strain in the element. From the stresses and the areas of the concrete
and steel in each element, the forces on the section may be determined,

An iterative technique may be used to calculate points on the moment
curvature curves, The strain f:cm in the top concrete fiber is adjusted by a fixed
amount.(£or each value ofl:cm.' thelleutraLaxis depthkd is~\timated,and
stresses in theercme6tsares;om-puted f()~ this,si:;:~In~p;:ofilc.Thef()rc:esa~til1g

Method of Analysis

The determination of theoretical moment-curvature curves for cyclically
loaded reinforced concrete sections between stipulated curvature limits is
best carried out using a digital computer. Complicated distributions of
concrete compressive stress occur during the loading cycles, and the most
convenient method of determining the magnitude and position of the internal
forces acting on the section is to sum the stresses acting on discrete elements

'of the section. In this approach the section is divided into a number of
horizontal elements, each having the width of the section at that level.
Figure 6.35 presents the arrangement for a T section/jf there are II elements

---~__o, •• ,, .~~D

Actual
response

/
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Icon fined concrete. A linear stress-strain curve for concrete in tension may be
\assumed, having the same slope as the curve for compression at zero stress)

The modulus of rupture can be taken as the value given by Eq. 2.2.
The behavior of concrete under repeated loadin is indicated in Fig. 2,4,

The idealized behavior of Fig, 6.34 may be assumed, On unloading from point
E it is assumed that 0.75 of the previous stress is lost without decrease in
strain, whereupon a linear path of slope 025£c is followed to point G. If the
concrete has not cracked, it is capable of carrying tensile stress to point K;
but if the concrete has previously cracked, or if cracks form during this
loading stage, the tensile strains increase but no tensile stre~develops) On
reloading, the strain must regain the value at G before compressive stress
can be sustained again. If reloading commences before unloading produces
zero compressive stress, reloading follows one of the paths lJ./Note thatJl!~

average slope of the assumed loop between E and G is paralJe~initial /
tangent modulus of the stress-strai.u~) It is considered that a more (
sophisticated idealization of the loop would be unwarranted.

(The stress-strain curve for the cover concrete (outside the hoops) in corn-:
pression may be assumed to follow the curve for the confined core at strains'
less than 0.004, The cover concrete at strains greater than 0,004 may be,
considered to have spa lied and to have zero strength, This follows because!
the transverse steel will lead to a plane of weakness between the core and the/
cover concrete, and the cover concrete may become ineffective after several \
reversals of high-intensity loading. ) .

j'

Fig, 6.34, St re-s-strain behavior of concrete with cyclic loading." 19



in which C and T are the compressive and tensile forces acting on the
clements. respectively, and ~jsJhe compressive load acting on the section
(zero in the case of a beam). If the equilibrium Eq. 6.60 is not satisfied, the
estimated neutral axis position is incorrect and must be adjusted until
equilibrium of forces is achieved. Having obtained equilibrium, the bending
moment M and curvature <p are calculated for the particular value of Dcm

and p)
The discrete element technique has the advantage of coping with the

complex stress distributions due to cyclic loading, and it is a simple matter to
alter the element force for area reductions attributable to spalling and to
record the elements that have cracked. The technique has the disadvantage
of being relatively slow in that to calculate the stress corresponding to a
given strain, it is necessary to store for each element the parameters that
record the progress along the stress-strain path.

259Deformations of Mcmber« with Cyclic Loading

Fig. 6.36. Hearn (,~ with I' = 1.77..... I"~ = 1.12..·... and /,, = 0.77';1., after loading well into the

inelastic range in e~l direclj6~,"'" I /,/. fl·
• ~{(JJ' j. /,6"o) 0"'/ A jcr> 'l (J/ ./ ./...,/~

t
1
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I
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Comparison ofMoment-Curvature Responses

The theoretical approach just discussed has been checked against experi
mental results'" J '.I obtained from cyclically loaded, doubly reinforced concrete
beams having a rectangular cross section 4.94 in (125 mm) wide by 8 in
(203 mm) deep. The beams were pinned at each end to give a 6 ft (1.83 m)
simply supported span and were loaded statically at midspan through a
column stub. The load was cycled by reversing the direction of load applica
tion. Several load cycles into the inelastic range were applied. Figure 6.36
shows a beam after testing. Strains were measured on the top and bottom
reinforcement over a 2 in (51 mm) gauge length in the critical region of the
beam adjacent to the column stub. The experimental curvature was calculated
from these strains using (I:., - D~)/(d - d'), where I:~ and B, arc the strains in the
top and bottom steel, respectively (tensile strains taken as positive, compres
sive strains as negative), and d - d' is the distance between the top and
bottom steel. Figures 6.37 and 6.38 compare experimental and theoretical
moment-curvature curves for two of the beams. Beam 24 contained equal
top and bottom steel (p = p' = 1.11 %), and beam 27 contained unequal
top and bottom steel (p = 3.540"" p' = 1.14 ~{»), where p is the area of bottom
steel/bd, p' is the area of top steel/hd, b is the width of beam, and d is the depth
of bottom. steel. Both beams contained t in (6.35 mm) diameter closed
stirrups at~ in 150.X mm) centers (Ps = 2.3 %). The longitudinal reinforce
ment consisted of deformed steel bars with a yield strength of approximately

48 ksi (330 N/mm 21. Vertical lines rather than points indicate experimental
curvature in Figs. 6.37 and 6.38, reflecting the effect of creep at each incre
ment. The theoretical curves were calculated between the experimental
curvature points at which load reversal took place. The parts of the theoretical
curves where moment is carried by a steel couple alone are indicated on the
curves.

To assess the accuracy of the theoretical approach for column sections.
the experimental results obtained by Aoyama": t 5 for a member subjected
to axial load and cyclically varying bending moment has also been checked
against the theory. h.1 'I Aoyarna's specimen A-2 was used, and the comparison
appears in Fig. 6.39. The experimental curvatures were obtained from strain
readings measured over a 6 in (152 mm) gauge length in the constant moment
zone in the region of maximum bending moment. In Aoyarna's paper the
experimental moment-curvature points for increments 20 to 32 (the second
load reversal) were drawn transferred to the symmetric position with respect
to the origin. thus enabling a direct comparison with the points from the
first load reversal. In Fig. 6.39 those experimental points (20 to 32) have been
plotted transferred back to their actual positions.

The agreement found between the experimental and theoretical results
for the beam and column sections is good.GOver a large.JJ"!£pol:~L?~.-.0:.~be

\

theoretical curves for beams, the moment is carried by a steel couple alone.

.

This behavior is due to yielding of the steel in tension, causing cn.lck.s in the
tension zone that do not close when the direction of moment i~~
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have not been indicated: but it is evident that after the first yield excursion,
in the early part of the moment-curvature curves, the moment is carried only
by the steel.(For column sectLQns the presence of axial compression as well
as bending will mean that even for sections with equal steel in each face, the
steel ill compression will yield al a low moment a!li!J..j~)sc!b.~_crack.)

It is evident that the flexural rigidity of the section is reduced when the
moment is being carried hy a steel couple aJone hut increases when the con
crete commences to carrv compression. fThe increase in stiffness due 10, . '....-------~'-_.~.,._,-,~

\ closing of the cracks in the compression zone is more sudden in the'tne'o're-iicaJ
[curves than in the tests, as Fig. 6.38 indicates. This is probably because in
'reality some compression can be carried across cracks before they close.
;Particles of concrete that flake off during cracking and small relative shear
lpisplacements along t he cracks cause compression to be I ransferrcd across
Ithe cracks gradually, as high spots come into contact, rather than suddenly
\as the theory implies. Nevertheless it is evident that the presence in the
compression zone of open cracks that eventually close, causes a marked
pinching of the moment-curvature responss)

The Bauschinger effect of the steel causes the moment-curvature relation
ships to be curved after the first yield excursion. iThc::b~<lmQffiK,§'}7has
equal top and bottom steel, and after the first yield excursion the load is
carried very largely by the steel couple. Therefore, the shape of the moment
curvature loop is very much governed by the shape of the stress-strain loop
for the steel.)
'-Tt'ls~T~i'e;t that both the theoretical and experimental moment-curvature

loops are far removed from the normally assumed parallelogram of classical
\elastoplastic behavioqJJ2C:: rO!!!lQ.!D.£l!Dsj_l?inching in of the loops means that
[the area within the loop is smaller than theelastoplastic assumption and thus.
Ithat there will be less energy dissipation per cycle than n_2rmi!J1X~!!1_:5~i)
This must be of significance in the dynamic analysis of reinforced concrete
frames responding to severe earthquake motions and may lead to a greater
response of the structure than expected. For beams, a better idealization for
the actual shape of the loops would be the Ramberg-Osgood type of response
oLtb~(Iegradingstiffness response suggested by Clough'v"! (see Fig. 6.40).
For heams'Wifhsigriificallt1y different top and bottom steel areas, and for
columns, the pinching in effect shown by the experimental and theoretical
curves is more marked, and a loop with ~maller area than the preceding'
idealizations would appear to?e necess~~.YJ

To summarize, it may be coriChjaed that theoretical moment-curvature
curves for reinforced concrete members subject to repeated and reversed
loading can be derived assuming a linear strain profile and idealized stress
strain curves for the steel and concrete. Such theory demonstrates good
agreement with test results and predicts the reduction in stiffness due to the

IItimatc Deformation and Ductility of \lrmhl'r, with Hexure

MOI1ll'nl'L'lIr:'~ure
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rhecause of plastic elongation of the steel. Open cracks will exist in the com
Ipression zone until the compression steel yields and enables the cracks to
iclose. Only then will the concrete carry some of the compressive force. In
I particular for beams with different reinforcement top and bottom (Fig.

4- ~():~X). once thl.:.' '.arge area of steel has Yi.elded in tension ~he concrete on th~t.
SIde of the member may not carry compression again because there IS

insufficient tensile force in the small area of steel to cause the large area of
steel in compression to yield. When the direction of moment is reversed,
however. the small area of steel in compression will yield at a low mom~nt.

hhe beam of Fig. 6.37 has equal top and bottom steel, and after the first
I vicld excursion the load is carried very largely by the steel couple. For
column sections the effect of cracking may also be quite marked. In Fig.
6.~l) the regions of the theoretical curve where a steel couple alone is operating
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and I:cm was adjusted until the computed and the required bending moments
coincided. In this way the curvature corresponding to the bending moments
for all sections were calculated. The deflection profile was computed from the
curvatures. The theoretical load-deflection responses of the beams between
the deflections at which load reversal took place could then be calculated.

The theoretical load-central deflection curves so calculated for beam 24 arc
shown in Fig, 6.41. In the theoretical analysis, each half span of the beam (each
side of the column stub) was divided into 9 longitudinal clements of equal
length and the section of each clement into 10 discrete horizontal elements.
Th~eJQ'!.9;:g~~s.tj9~n response is greatly influenced by the curvature distribu
tio nat the max imUin~lno'llent~;'eglOn-:-Ul~§JJi~~~I!9Tc~:9-(ihe~jerlgrh"onne~

longitudinal clement mav lHlve a~cd effect on the co~-p~tea'(rerOrma-
",~~"-",_~__n~,~,<_~._~,~_==."=",~,"_~"."~".,,"o,_"~,_·,,,,,,-:.~" ~,.""" " , ,,, ,,, ,-,~_,_~ ,~, , ,,,,,,_~ ~ __,,.,._,,_,;.4>'-'-"~=- __';''-"'-'~~-"'<---'-"""~-~""''"'~-''_'''S'''''_<''~~'''''''''~_''''_<,,"' ~__~~~ _,',, , _'__ '.-,'__'.,~"_",,. """'~""'''=

.liQ.r:.~. Ideally, many more clements should have been taken;' bui because so"
many iteration processes are involved, considerable computer time would
have been necessary. Figure 6.41 also shows the experimental points for the
beam. Generally the shapes of the theoretical and experimental loops are
similar.

In view of the considerable computer time required to produce the
theoretical load-deflection plots, some simplification is desirable. Figure 6.42
presents the theoretical load-deflection curves calculated using Clough's
degrading stiffness moment-curvature assurnptionsv " of Fig. 6.40b. The
analysis was performed with both 10 and 100 longitudinal elements in each
half-span. The agreement between theory and experiment given bY.Jl1is
idealization in Fig. 6.42 is good, Note, however, that Clough's(;ilssumed.
M '.:..rL!!1~iQ!l~hip-..9ges not simulate the pinching effect that occurs inbdlms
when p and p'aresi-;,(n!flc~Dltly different, an-ci in COTUmns;tl1us'if'snoura-Se
y~~il:\YIills~ytJQiliD:JilQiC=~'!§_ir~~-~- -.. ., ....-- -

The preceding theoretical deflections have been calculated igD..Q,ljng the
~iffness c;':lIects of c@.rretG.....t~J]ljiQ[tj~~weel1_ cr'!..c'ks. Thls~ntly has-;;-;t
led to as much error as would be expected. In members under cyclic loading,
the stiffness effect of the concrete between cracks may not be very important.
It is certain that a gwl1uJlL.J.cJ..eoom.t.iillLQLhQnd pctween concEete and~teel

",.OC~!LD1~IIl,Q_C:I~<!J,~~e!~~~~~!2?l!L£~~li~~~~-~Ti~g'(se-e'"Fig: 9.r2):~hi~h<
i!l<!..::::<~!:.~9~.ces~~!:!!JE_ftuellse of the ~oncr~~. AlsOfor tflese simply s"up;;c;rted
beams, slip of the bars in the anchorage zones at the ends of the member
would have been negligible and was not taken into account.

The theoretical calculat ions also ignored the effect of shear'. and the
curva{~~te;~;;inc;rfrom-theaetuarmomeilCGia-gram"'rti~;
from the horizontally displaced diagram.

Figure 6.36 indicates that very little diagonal tension cracking occurred
in the test beams analyzed, and the usc of the actual moment diagram
apparently was satisfactory. It should be noted, however, that other tests 6 . 2 2
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The load-deformation behavior for cyclically loaded members can be
determined from the moment-curvature relationships using Eqs. 6.35 and
6.36. As an example of this procedure, theoretical moment-curvature curves
were used to determine the theoretical central deflection (If the simply
supported' beams with the centrally applied cyclic load referred to in the
previous section." I 'I u.\~,asfollnd convenient to divi9GtI1~f1.1SJ:lll)SLsjntg~l_

numbel'l">h,'rtlongit.lldinaLclements and to assume the Illoillent at the
c~ntcI:()f each clemen t to he constant over the lCilBth of-th,\I clelllcnt. Changes
of detlccuon were obtained by adjusting the concrete strain I:,,,, at the ex
treme fiber of the centermost element of the beam and by using the iterative
technique described previously to find neutral axis depth. bending moment,
and curvature 1"'1' that value or l:c", for the clement. The load producing this
bendinz moment could then be established and the bending moments in the
remaining clements determined. For each of the remaining clements, the
procedure was as follows: adjust the Ec," value obtained for the clement in the
previous increment, locate the neutral axis position for strain compatibility
and equilibrium. and compute the bending moment for the trial value of
",,,,.The computed bending moment was then compared with that required,

Bauschingcr effect of the steel and due to the open cracks in the compression
zone that may eventually close. Generally the flexural strcngt h is unaffected
bv the reduced st iffne~s~ h.L!tsubse9uentlYj,Li~~r£~f,~~r~all:r dellect.ioI1s.
·{j;-;;ln<lx'ir11L;ill~.nl()~lc ntc<ip,\c';r~'~d~e~n9LI~9gc:.e~:vjJJ.1'~·yclicl ();;-(rfr;g'~lDle,ss
crushi~l!.! (;{tl1e cOI1crcteC:llisesll'reductJon in the concrete cross section.

_'. " _,,'_ ,'" '_"''''''__'~'''''__'' __''''_' •. __•••....•.. , _.... ", H.···· , ..,.... _', ",-,.," ",'_,.',""'_'_'._'. "",'_,', .__._.~ ..__,. __'''''''_''''''"~'.,_'__ '"'' >" ',C", "", C,O',,_,~ _,', ".-' '<

FiJ.:.6.40. I,!c;di;,'d moment-curvature responses. (a) Ramberg-Osgood rcSrOlhC. 11» Clough's

lk~radin!:! .... \ iflnc ...... rl· -,pons('.
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6.1'\ AI'I'UCATI()~ OF THEORY
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.;ls'71)."'I11,·r"·,11I Concrete ln-tit utc. Detroit. 1971. 7fi. pp.
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The determination of flexural deformations at the ultimate load has been
dealt wit hat !cngth in this chapter because of its relevance to considerations
of d ucti lit v in limit design and seismic design. The theory outlined enables the
ductility of members (0 he assessed and indicates hem ductility may be
improved. 'The theory has no application to design cases when the ductility
of members is of no importance. The application of the theory to limit
design and to seismic design is discussed in Chapter 11.

have shown th.u for beams in which flexure occurs with high shear [e.g., a

nominal shear stress V/hcl> 3ffc psi (O.2SJ!; N/mm 2 )J, an additional
reduction in stiffness may occur in each cycle of loading because of shear.
and the Iailurc may be initiated by shear. High shear causes a pinching of the
load-member displacement curves, due mainly to sliding ,!long and closing
llf cracks in plastic hinge zones, Thus although shear that causes diagonal
tension cracks may be beneficial in spreading the yielding 01' flexural stccl~df
therefore in increasing the ductility, it may produce loss 01' stillness because
of shear dcform.u ions in the plastic hinge zone and an eventual shear failure
with cyclic loading. It must also be borne in mind that during cyclic loading
open flexural cracks may exist down the full depth of the member, This
condition implies that the ability of the concrete to carry shear force could be
severely uupa ired, and spill tmg along the longitudinal bars may be caused by
the dowel foree0.Thus shear reinforcement should be provi,~cd to carry the
greater part 01 the shear force, When flexure occurs With 111gh shear and
high ax ial compressive force. the reduction in the strength and stiffness
with each cycle of loading may be substantial unless the column contains
adequate transverse steel Ior shear reinforcement and concrete confinement.
The behavior of members with shear force is discussed in Chapter 7.
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(7,1 )

(7.21

VAvv = ~.-.!..-::..-

hI

The Concept of Shear Stressc-,

predictions with respect to crack formation and strength. However, with the
development of cracks an extremely complex pattern of stresses ensues, and
many equations currently in use have little relevance to the actual be
havior of the member at this stage. Extensive experimental work, partic
ularly in recent years. has greatly extended the it!orifification of various shear
resisting mechanisms, however, and these \:yj.llbe discussed in some detail.

Bresler and Mct ircgor prepared a ve~Y'l'fSefu Ireview oft he shear problem, 7. I

The background of the currenti).efcode provisions.I':' widely used since
1963, was reported by ACI-;.A'SCE Committee 3267

, 3 in 1962. A similar
report on the state of tJ,}~rt by ACI-ASCE Joint Committee 426 was
published in 1973. 7 ,4,.::rllc evolution of the approach to the design for shear
in reinforced cgl1frete may be found in an interesting historical study by
Hognestad.j.>

7,2 THE CONCEPT OF SHEAR STRESSES

where I is the second moment of area of the section.
It can be shown from first principles that with respect to the centroidal axis

- - AJ
and that there the shear flow q = l'h is always a maximum; that is,

From consideration of equilibrium, the transverse or shear force across any
,..~ross section of a structural member can be derived. The intensity of this

Ioreeis conveniently shown by a "shear force diagram." The sum of the shear'
stressesacross such a cross section must naturally balance the external
shear force ~tt'~h~t section, Byestablishing the equilibrium of an infinitesimal
element within a rnemrer. it becomes evident that the vertical and horizontal
shear stress intensities aieach element must be the same.

The horizontal shear st resses-along any fiber of a homogeneous, isotropic,
uncracked beam can be easily derived from considerations of internal
equilibrium of flexural stresses. Using the notation of Fig. 7.1, the equilibrium
of the cross-hatched part of the beam clement- will be satisfied when the
horizontal shear stress is

i

f
~

7

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The extensive study of the behavior of reinforced concrete flexuruI members
has clarified the flexural failure mechanism to the extent that well-understood
conclusions arc now incorporated in the design codes of many countries.
Progress in the understanding and quantitative assessment of the behavior
of members subjected to flexure and shear has been somewhat lessspectacular.
Hundreds of publications. the majority having appeared in the last 15 years1
speak for the complexity of the problem.

The vast majority of structural members in reinforced concrete cannot
escape having to resist shearing forces. These forces seldom act on their
own but rather in combination with flexure, axial load, and pel'!j;tps torsion,
In addition to identifying the effect of shear forces acting-alone. therefore,
it is necessary to examine the possible interaction with-the other structural
actions. In n~xural members in particular, the shear resisring mechanisms
interact intimatclv with the bond between concrete and the embedded
reinforcement and' the anchoraue of the !attC1'~/- /

Shear transfer in reinforced concrete !)eams relies heavily on the tensile
and compression strength of the concrete. Thus it is not surprising that a
shear failure in general is nonducrile.Consequently an attempt must he made
to suppress such a failure. In earthquake-resistant structures in particular,
heavy emphasis IS placed on ductility, as outlined in other chapters. and for
this reason the designer must ensure that a shear failure can never occur, This
implies that when ductility is essential, the shear strength ofthe member must
he somewhat in excess of the maximum flexural strength it could possibly
develop.

It is still expedient to usc the classical concepts of shear stress,:s in homo
gcncous, rsouopic. elastic bodies when dealing with reinforced concrete
members. Suitabl , modified. this clastic theory approach can gin: acceptable

-.
Strength and Deformation

of Members with Shear'
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Fig. 7.2. Trajectories of principal stresses in a homogeneous isotropic beam.
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Fig.7.1. Shc.rr 1orcc ,hear 11"",. "nei shear stresses in a homogeneous i,"\rnr" ,:L'Sli,' beam.

whcrc r is the internal lever arm. and this is normally the location of the
maximum shear strcxs if the width h at that fiber is small enough (sec Fig. 7.1).

The shear strc~'Sl'S so gcucratcd can then be combined with the flexural
stresses at any fiber: Again by considering the equilibrium of an infinitesimal
clement. t hcjnaunit ude II and I2 and the inclination ((! of the principal
stresses. resulting from the simultaneous application of a tensile stress I and
a shear stress r illustrated in Fig. 7.2, can be obtained as follows:

trajectories intersect the neutral axis at 45. When the principal tensile
stresses become excessive, cracks develop approximately at right angles to
these principal tensile sl ress trajectories.

These traditional concepts were extended by pioneers7.5 of reinforced
concrete theory to the idealized section of a cracked reinforced concrete
beam. As Fig. 7.3 shows. the horizontal force to be transferred across the
cracked zone of the section remains constant; hence the shear flow in the
tension zone is constant. Using the concepts of Fig. 7.1, the incremental
tension force is d'T = rh",tlx, and hence we have

Section Beam
element

Flexural
stresses

Shear
flow

Sh.iar
s trc'>~;(:s

1 dT tiM 1 V
I' = -- = -_._- =--

b; dx dx bwjd bwjd
(7.4)

jd

~(7.3c)

(7.3b)

(7.3a)

v
tan (P = -I'

• J

or

principal tension

pr incipal cornprcssion

inclinution of the principal tensile stress with respect tt) the beam's
axis is Iound from

The inclina tio» or the pr incipa l stresses is illustrated !'"r the G1Se of a
uniformly loaded <imply supported rectangular beam in Fi~. 7.2. The stress

Beam section Flexural stresses Shear flow Shear stresses

Fig. 7.3. Shear stresses across an idealized cracked reinforced concrete section.
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or
v

q =]d

It is evident that shear stress depends on the width of the web. illustrated
for a particular example in Fig. 7.3. Since the concrete below the neutral
axis (N A) is assumed to he in a state of pure shear, this equation has been
used as the measure of diagonal tension in the cracked tension zone of a
reinforced concrete beam. This also implies that vertical shear stresses are
transmitted in this fashion across sections, irrespective of the presence of
flexural cracks.

In many countries this traditional shear stress equation is still used. It is a
convenient "index" to measure shear intensity, but as the subsequent
paragraphs reveal. it cannot be considered as giving a shear stress at any
particular locality in a cracked reinforced concrete beam. For convenience
the ACI adopted as an index of shear intensity the simple eq ua I ion

M
v~rr = V - C sin (I' = V - C' tan e' = V - jd' tan II' (7.6)

The external shear is reduced only if the depth of the member increases in the
same direction in which the bending moments increase. When the opposite
is the case, the value of ()' in Eq. 7.6 must be taken as negative. Three typical
cases of the distribution of external and effective shear for haunchcd beams,
carrying uniformly distributed loads, are qualitatively depicted in Fig. 7.5.

ttttttttttttttttt
r

Fig. 7.5. The effective shear in haunched beams.

(7.5)

(7,6a)M s = M - Nes

where

v
v = _.._--

bwd

In certain cases the maximum shear stress could occur at a fiber other than
at the web of the section. When the flange of a T section carries a large
compression force. as over the shaded area to the right of section I (Fig. 7.3),
the shear at the flange-web junction may become critical. and horizontal
reinforcement in the flange may be needed. In beams supporting floors of
buildings, the flexural reinforcement in the slab is usually adequate for this
purpose.

When the depth of the member varies along its length, the magnitude of
the force causing shear stresses will be affected by the internal forces induced
by flexure. Frorn Fig. 7.4 it is evident that the sloping internal compression
force, C = C cos (I', has a vertical component that resists some or the external
shear V applied to the section. Using the notation of Fig. 7.4, the effective
shear force can be expressed as
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It may be seen that the total external transverse force V, is resisted by the
combination of

I. A shear force across the compression zone ~.

2. A dowel force transmitted across the crack by the flexural reinforce
ment '-':[.

l The vertical components of inclined shearing stresses v" transmitted
across the inclined crack by means of interlocking of the aggregate particles.

To simplify the equilibrium statement, we assume that shear stresses
transmitted by aggregate interlock can be lumped into a single force G,
whose line of action passes through two distinct points of the section (see
Fig. 7.6h). With this simplification the force polygon in Fig. 7.6c represents
the equilibrium of the free body. This condition can also be stated in the form

(7.7)

Va

c

/

lei

III
~

(I»
-~

~ jd
~ I__t1...,.::::"'- ____ 12)---

T I

2 --~
\~

jd cot Q

T I'
--- Id

Fi~. 7.6. Equilibrium requirements in the shear span or a beam.

7.3 THE \lECHA:,\'SVI OF SHEAR RESISTANCE 1:s.I
REINFORCED COs..;CRETE BEAMS WITHOUT WEB

REINFOR('EMENT

7..1.1 The Formation of Diagonal Cracks

7.3.2 Equilibrium in the Shear Span of a Beam

Figure 7.60 shows part of a simply supported beam over which the shear
force is constant. The internal and external forces that maintain equilibrium
for this free body. bounded on one side by a diagonal crack. em he identified.

In a reinforced concrete member, flexure and shear combine to create a
biaxial state of stress. The principal stresses so generated are illustrated in
Fiu. 7.2. Cracks form when the principal tensile stresses exceed the tensile
st rcugth of the concrete. In a region of large bending moments, these st resses
arc urcatcst at the extreme tensile fiber of the member and arc responsible
for ;11e initiation llf flexural cracks perpendicular to the axrs of the member.
In the reuion of hich shear force, significant principal tensile stresses, also
referred ~o as diaional tension. m;;~y be generated at approximately 45"
to the axis of the member. These may result in inclined (diagon:11 tension)
cracks. With few exceptions these inclined cracks are extensions of flexural
cracks. Only in rather special cases. as in webs of flanged beams. are diagonal
tension cracks initiated in the vicinity of the neutral axis. The principal
stress concept is of little value in the assessment of subsequent behavior unless
the complex distribution of stresses in the concrete after cracking is consid
ered. Either a reinforced concrete flexural member collapses immediately
after the formation of diagonal cracks, or an entirely new shear carrying
mechanism develops which is capable of sustaining further load in a cracked
beam.

The diagonal cracking load originating from flexure and shear is usually
much smaller than would be expected from principal stress analysis and the
tensile strength of concrete. This condition is largely due to the presence of
shrinkage stresses. the redistribution of shear stresses between flexural
cracks, and the local weaken] 11);of a cross section by transverse reinforcement,
which causes a rcgular pattern of discontinuities along a beam.

In the early stages of reinforced concrete design, diagonal cracking was
considered to be undesira ole. However. it is now recognized that. diagonal
cracking under service load conditions is acceptable, provided crack widths
remain within the same limits accepted for flexure.



If the contribution of the dowel force toward flexural resistance is ignored
(a justifiable step for design purposes, particularly in the absence of stirrups),
the moment of resistance simplifies to

representing the contribution of the compression zone, aggregate interlock,
and dowel action to shear resistance in a beam without web reinforcement.

The moment of resistance of the beam is expressed by

7.3.3 The Principal Mechanisms of Shear Resistance

When the relationship between the external moment and the internal moment
of resistance given by Eq. 7.') are combined with the well-known relationship
between shear and the rate of change of bending moment along <I beam, the
following modes of internal shear resistance result:
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(7.12)

Shear Resistance in Reinforced Concrete Beams Without W(·h Reinforcement

length of the member at and immediately above the level of the flexural
reinforcement, was termed the shear flow. It is evident that such simplification
of behavior is possible only if the shear flow or bond force can be efficiently
transferred between the flexural reinforcement and the concrete surrounding
it. It gives rise to the phenomenon of bond, examined in the next chapin..
For more than half a century it has been commonly believed that in the
absence of web reinforcement, shear was resisted by "beam action" in this
manner.

When for any reason the bond between steel and concrete is destroyed
over the entire length of the shear span, the tensile force T cannot change.
hence d'T'[dx = O. Under such circumstances the external shear can be
resisted only by inclined internal compression. This extreme case may he
termed "arch action" Its shear resistance is expressed by the second term
on the right-hand side of Eq. 7.10, namely,

dUI) dUI)v= T··..·····.. = c--·
dx dx

Here the internal tension T is replaced by the internal compression force C.
to signify that it is the vertical component of a compression force, with
constant slope, which balances the external shear force.

In a normal reinforced concrete beam in which (owing to slip, cracking,
and other causes) the full bond force q required for beam action' cannot be
developed, the two mechanisms, as expressed by Eq. 7.10, will offer a com
bined resistance against shear forces. The extent to which each mechanism
contributes to shear resistance at various levels of external load intensity will
depend on the compatibility of deformations associated with these actions.

(7.9)

(7.8)
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M = Tjd

M = x V = jd(T + Vd cot ex)

27H

It is important to note that the moment and the tension force. related to
each other in Fig. 7.6b and Eq. 7.9, do not occur at the same cr,'ss section
of the beam. It is seen that the tension in the flexural reinforcement ill distance
(x _. jd cot 'X) from the support is governed by the moment at a distance x
from the support of the beam. The increase in the steel stresses clearly
depends on the slope of the idealized diagonal crack. When o: is a little less
than 4S",jd cot 'J. ~ d. This must be taken into account when the curtailment
of the flexural reinforcement is determined. This shift in the tension force
distribution is examined more closely in Section 7.5.1, when the contribution
of the web reinforcement is also considered.

The same result \\as obtained in Eq. 7.4a, where q, the blliid force per unit

The term jelldT dx) expresses the behavior of a true prismatic flexural
member in which the internal tensile force T acting on a constant lever arm
jelchanges Irorn point to point along the beam, to balance exuctlv the external
moment intensity. The term dTldx, the rate of change of the internal tension
force, is termed the bond force, 1/. applied to the flexural reinforcement per
unit length of beam. (See also Fig. 7.3.) Should the internal lever arm remain
constant (a normally accepted assumption of the elastic theory analysis of
prismatic flexural members) so that ilUdl/dx = 0, the equation or perfect
"beam action" is obtained thus

. dA1 eI.... . dT d(jd)v = = ( Tjd) = jd -- + T ----
dx dx dx dx

dTv' = jil·_-· = qjd
lix

(7.10)

(7.1 n

Beam Action in the Shear Span

Cracks induced by load 011 a simply supported beam divide the tension zone
into a number of blocks (sec Fig. 7.6(/). Each of these blocks may be considered
to act as a cantilever with its base at the compression zone of the concrete
and its free end just beyond the flexural tension reinforcement. Because of the
analogy, the blocks will be referred to as "concrete cantilevers."

It was shown in Eq. 7.11 that for perfect beam action to take place, the
full bond force (j must be effectively resisted. It remains to be seen how the
concrete cantilevers can fulfill such a requirement. The resistance may be
examined in more detail if we first identify all the actions to which a typical
cantilever is subjected. The components of the cantilever action (see Fig. 7.7).
are as follows:

I. The increase of the tensile force in the flexural reinforcement between
adjacent cracks produces a bond force. t1T = T, - 7~.
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resistance of the concrete depends largely on the tensile strength of the
concrete, the stress pattern resulting from the actions of P, v", and Me (see
Fig. 7.7), and the depth -\ of the Critical cantilever section. The depth s, is often
quite small, particularly at advanced stages of cracking. Beam 5 in Fig. 7.'11,
which shows a series of beams tested by Leonhardt and Walther, 7.7 is a good
example of this phenomenon. Experiments 7. h have indicated that in beams
of normal dimensions at the most 20 ~)/;) of the bond force could be resisted
by flexure at the "built-in end" of the concrete cantilevers.

When shear displacement along an inclined crack occurs, a certain amount
of shear will be transferred by means of the dowel action of the tlexural
reinforcement. Where the bars bear against the cover concrete, the dowel
capacity will be limited by the tensile strength of the concrete. Once a
splitting crack occurs, the stiffness, hence the effectiveness, of the dowel
action is greatly reduced. This splitting also adversely affects the bond
performance of the bars. The splitting strength of the concrete in turn will
depend on the effective concrete area between bars of a layer across-which the
tension is to be resisted. Of particular importance is the relative position
of a bar at the time the concrete is cast. Because of increased sedimentation
and water gain under top-cast bars, they require considerably larger shear
displacements than bottom-cast bars of a beam to offer the same dowel
resistance.

Tests indicated":": 7.K that in beams without web reinforcement the contri
bu tion of dowel action docs not exceed 25 ~;) of the total cantilever resistance.
However, dowel action is more significant when stirrup reinforcement is used
because a tlexural bar can more effectively bear against a stirrup that is
tightly bent around it. Nevertheless, cracks will develop approximately
parallel to the tlexural bars before the stirrups contribute to carrying dowel
forces. The stiffness of the dowel mechanism depends greatly on the position
of a crack relative to the adjacent stirrups which would be capable of sustain
ing a dowel force. Taylor,~·8 Baumann and Rusch,":" and others have studied
the characteristics of dowel action in beams with preformed smooth diagonal
cracks. Qualitative load-displacement relationships for dowel action are
presented in Fig. 7.9. When the shear displacement is large enough, and the
flexural bars are firmly supported on stirrups, dowel forces can be transferred
by kinking of the bars." 10 This is particularly relevant within plastic hinges
where the flexural reinforcement has yielded or along joints where sliding
shear can occur. (See Fig. 7.29.)

When the two faces or a tlexural crack of moderate width are given a shear
displacement to each ot her, a number of coarse aggregate particles projecting
across such a crack will enable small shear forces to be transmitted. Clearly
among many variables, the width and coarseness of the crack, the shear
displacement, and the strength of embedment (i.e., concrete strength), are

T, .

II»

(al

F,

It will be noticed that the cantilever moment exerted 0.\ the bond force,
67', is resisted b: dowel and aggregate interlock forces in addition to the
flexural resistance .\1, of the concrete. Tests 7.6 have enabled a quantitative
comparison between these three modes of cantilever resistance. The flexural

~. Provided shear displacements occur at the two faces of a crack. shear
stresses l'a1 and l'<le may he generated by means of aggregate interlocking.

.I. The same shear displacements may also induce dowel forces ~;ll and
i~2 across the flexural reinforcement.

..J.. At the "built-in" end of the cantilever, an axial force P, ~l transverse
shearing force!;,. and a moment Me are induced to equilibriate the above
mentioned forces on the cantilever.

Fi~. 7.7. ;\,ti<lll> ,"\" concrete c.uuilcvcr in the shear span ofa beam.
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1011 185.2 4.70 8.0
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(l90mm)
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Fig. 7.8. Crack pattern in beams tested by Leonhardt and Walther.
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Fig. 7.10. Slip associated with arch action in an idealized heam.

Arch Action in the Shear Span

The second term of Eq, 7.10 signifies that shear can be sustained by inclined
compression in a beam. as illustrated in Fig. 7.10. Arch action requires :1

corresponding tension can he developed at the springing of the cantilever
Such tensile forces normally-lead to further crack propagation, which in
slender beams cannot be arrested. This is referred to as diagonal tension
failure. It is particularly undesirable for it usually occurs very suddenly.

Beams 711 and XI I (Fig. 7.X) are good examples of the failure of the beam
action in the shear span.

We customarily refer to the shear strength of the compression zone of a
beam. on the assumption that aggregate interlock and dowel actions arc nol
viable means of shear resistance. However, recent experiments have shown
again that this is not the case. Taylorl'? examined the compression zones
of the concrete above diagonal cracks and found that the shear carried in this
area Cv.. in Fig. 7.6) increased slowly to a maximum of 25 to 40% of the total
shear force across the section as the beams approached failure. The remainder
of the shear must therefore be carried below the neutral axis in the tension
zone of the beam. After the breakdown of the aggregate interlock and the
dowel mechanisms, the compression zone is generally unable to carry the
increased shear, in addition to the compression force resulting from flexure.
and the beam fails.

Dowel displacement D.

(2) After dowel cracking, without stirrup

General dowel shear-dowel displacement relationship.Fig. 7.9.

likely to be the most important. Surprisingly, a very considerable force can be
transmitted this way. In fact. aggregate interlock failure could not be obtained
in one series of laboratory specimens7.6 because other causes. such as
diagonal tension away from the observed crack, terminated the load carrying
capacity. When such failures were suppressed and the crack width was
maintained constant, it has been possible to obtain aggregate interlock shear
stresses in excess of 1000 psi (69 N/mm 2)7. 1 1 (see Fig. 7.28). Measurements on
test beams 7 h. 0, I J without web reinforcement indicated that 50 to 70"" of the
bond force, acting on the concrete cantilever shown in Fig. 7.7,was resisted by
the aggregate interlock mechanism. Fenwick?" demonstrated this convinc
ingly by comparison with a beam in which the aggregate interlock mechanism
across smooth preformed cracks was eliminated.

The maximum capacities of the three mechanisms of beam action (dowel
action, aggregate interlock, and the flexural strength of the fixed end of the
cantilever) arc not necessarily additive when failure is imminent. The
advance of inclined cracks toward the compression zone reduces the "fixed
cnd " of the cant ilever considerably. This results in large rotations. particularly
at the "free end " of the cantilevers, which means that the dowel capacity
can be exhausted. The formation of dowel cracks and secondary diagonal
cracks ncar the reinforcement, visible particularly in beam g/I of Fig. 7.8,
affects the aggregate interlock action, which at this stage carries the bulk
of the load. A sudden reduction of the aggregate interlock force. such as
L['''2 in Fig. 7.7. on one side of the cantilever causes imbalance unless a
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I. Arch action can only occur at the expense of slip (i.e., of complete loss
of bond transfer).

2. The translational displacements required for complete arch action
increase toward the load point and attain a value approximately equal to
the total extension of the steel in the shear span.

3. In the vicinity of the load point the line of thrust, hence the neutral
axis. rises well above the position predicted by standard flexural theory.

In real beams. particularly when deformed bars are used. no appreciable
slip can takeplace bet ween steel and concrete. The translat ional displacement
occurs mainly as u result of the flexural deformation or the failure of the
concrete cantilevers formed between diagonal cracks and the bending of the
compression lone above the top of these cracks. Also in a real beam, the
transition from beam action to arch action is gradual, and this can be deter
mined if the development of the tension force along the reinforcement, hence
the variation of the internal lever arm in test beams, is observed. The full
strength of arch and beam actions cannot be combined because of the gross
incompatibility of the deformations associated with the two mechanisms.

The available strength from arch action is largely dependent on whether
the resulting diagonal compression stresses can be accommodated. For a
given steel force and beam width, the intensity of the diagonal compression
stresses depends on the inclination of the line of thrust. The shear span to
depth ratio (ad in Fig. 7.10) is a measure of this inclination. It can also be

2t!7

(7.13)

For obvious reasons most shear tests have been carried out on relatively
small beams. Recently it has been found that the results of such laboratory
tests cannot be directly applied to full size beams. The shear strength of
beams without web reinforcement appears to decrease as the effective depth
increases. Kani, in his experiments, has demonstrated this very effectively. 7.1 ~

If proper scaling of all properties is taken into account, the effect of the
absolute size of a beam on its shear strength is not so large.": 15 Dowel and
aggregate interlock actions in particular can be considerably reduced in

7,3.4 Size Effects

Shear Resistance in Reinforced Concrete Beams Without Weh Reinforcement

Excluding loss of anchorage, arch failures may he placed in three groups.

1. After the failure of the beam action, the propagation of an inclined
crack reduces the compression zone excessively. A slope is reached when
the available area of concrete in the vicinity of the load point becomes too
small to resist the compression force and it crushes. This is known as a
"shear compression" failure. Beams 4,5, and 6 of Fig. 7.8 are good examples
of such a failure.

2. The line of thrust may be so eccentric that a flexural tension failure
occurs in the "compression zone." An example of such behavior is beam 7/ I
in Fig. 7.8. The failure is very sudden.

1 When the line of thrust is steeper (i.e., when aid is less than 2), consider
able reserve strength may be available owing to more efficient arch action.
Failure may eventually be due to diagonal compression crushing or splitting,
which can be likened to ,; transverse splitting test performed on a standard
concrete cylinder (see beam I in Fig. 7.8). Frequently the flexural capacity of a
beam is attained because the arch mechanism is sufficient to sustain the
required shear force (see beam 2 in Fig. 7.8).

It is important to note that arch action in beams without web reinforce
ment can occur only if loads are applied to the compression zone of the beam.
This was the case for all the test beams in Fig. 7.8. The load situation may be
more serious when a girder supports secondary beams near its bottom edge.
It is evident that effective arch action cannot develop in a beam when the
external shear force is transmitted to the tension zone. Precautionary
measures for such situations are discussed in Chapter 13. The foregoing
material has clearly indicated that arch action must be the dominant mode
of shear resistance in deep beams loaded in the compression zone.

expressed in terms of the moment and the shear as follows

a Va M
-=--=-~

Ii Vd Vd

1

I
~

I
·1
!

'j
J
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substantial horizontal reaction at the support, which in simply supported
beams is provided by the flexural reinforcement. This imposes hea vy demands
on the anchorages, and indeed it accounts for the most common type of
arch failure. In the idealized beam of Fig. 7.10, full anchorage is assumed,
thus a constant tensile force can develop in the bottom reinforcement over
the full length as required. The shaded area indicates the extent of the
compressed concrete outside which cracks can form. By considering the
requirements of strain compatibility, and by assuming linear strain distribu
tion across the full concrete section, a unique position of the line of thrust
may be determined. The total extension of the reinforcement between
anchorages must equal the total elongation of the concrete fiber situated
at the same level. Where the concrete is cracked, the elongation can be derived
from linear extrapolation of the strains in the compression zone. Having
satisfied these criteria, the translation displacement of the steel relative to its
surrounding concrete (i.e., the slip), can be determined. A typical slip distribu
tion along the shear span is shown in Fig. 7.10.

Three points worth noting emerged from the study of such an idealized
beam:":"
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x

Mrnax = jd7'",,, = jd I qrnax llx = qmaJdx
o

2!1!1

7.3.5 Shear Failure Mechanisms

large beams if aggregate and reinforcing bar sizes are not correctly scaled.
Experiments at the University of Stuttgart indicated, however, that the
relative loss of shear strength of large beams was not significant when beams
with web reinforcement were compared. 7.1 6

where £/ nm is the maximum bond force per unit length of beam. l.ix is the
distance between cracks and x is the distance of the maximum moment
section from tile support. When this moment is less than the flexural strength
of the section\!U" shear strength, associated with beam action. governs the
capacity of the beam. From Eq, 7.14 it is evident that the moment sustained
by the concrete cantilevers of the beam action in the shear span increases
with the distance .I: from the support. Beam action also implies constant

Shear failure mcchunisrns of simply supported beams. loaded with point
loads of the types previously described, fall into three approximate bands
of uld ratios. These can be observed on the beams tested by Leonhardt and
Walther 7 7 IFig. 7.8). The failure moments and the ultimate shear forces
for the 10 beams of Fig. 7.8 are plotted against the shear span to depth ratio
(Eq. 7.13) in /'ig. 7.11. The beams contained no stirrups and the material
proper! ics 01 ;tll specimens were nearly identical.

Type r. I·ailure of the beam mechanism at orshortly after the application
of the diagonal cracking load, when 3 < aid < 7. The subsequent arch
mechanism is not capable of sustaining the cracking load.

Type II. Shear compression or flexural tension failure of the compression
zone above diagonal cracking load. This is usually a failure of arch action
when 2 < a d < 3.

Tvpe III. Failure by crushing or splitting of the concrete (i.e.. a failure
of arch act ion), when aid is smaller than 2.5.

Figure 7.11 reveals that when 1.5 < aid < 7, the flexural capacity of the
beams is not attained. Hence shear governs the design.

By considering the beam action of shear resistance, as outlined previously.
it becomes clear that the magnitude of the bond force I.'. T, transmitted
bet ween two adjacent cracks, is limited by the strength of the cantilever
block (Fig. 7.7) formed between the cracks. By assuming that the strength
of each cantilever in the shear span of a prismatic beam is the same. I.'. 7~lax =

ifrn",I.'.X. the maximum moment that can be developed by beam action
becomes

fJ
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(7.1 SI

Shear Resistance in Reinforced Concrete Beams Without Web Reinforcement

where all quantities are in pound and inch units and {V"dIMJ ~ 1.0 at al1\
section.

Often the use of the second term of Eq. 7.15 is not warranted (see the shaded
area of Fig. 7.12), and equally satisfactory design may be achieved by using
the simpler and slightly more conservative expression

vc=2.0",'.r;(psi) or l'c = 0.1(6):r:.(N/mm 2 ) (7.1(11

Figure 7.13 compares Eqs, 7.15 and 7.16 with experimental results.
However small the nominal shear stress may be, it is good practice to

provide a minimum amount of web reinforcement in all beams, as suggested
in Section 7.4.3, to ensure that a possible diagonal crack is not followed h\
an immediate collapse. This is important because in addition to Kanis

smaller steel percentage it will be shallower. Kani has demonstrated this
change with flexural steel content in tests on a large number of beams. 7 ,1"

A high steel content in the shear span, however, will mean narrower
flexural cracks at a given load, and this will enable aggregate interlock and
dowel actions to carry larger load. The increased strength of the beam action.
resulting from larger flexural steel content, has been demonstrated also by
tests 7

, 1 7 (see Fig. 7.12).

7.3.6 The Design for Shear of Beams Without Web Reinforcement

The previous pages have discussed the nature of shear resistance in simply
supported beams without web reinforcement subject to concentrated
loadings. It was seen that the shear failure mechanism, particularly of beams
with 2.5 < aid < 7, depends greatly on the tensile strength of the concrete.
Thus it is not surprising that there is a great scatter of test data from appar
ently similar members. For beams subjected to uniformly distributed load
along the compression edges, slightly more favorable results are obtained.
In continuous beams, 011 the other hand, the aid ratio does not represent
the same situation encountered in simply supported beams because the
sections do not coincide with the supports at which reactions are applied,
For this reason a relatively simple semiempirical design equation has been
adopted by the ACI, based on the results of numerous tests. This conserv
atively predicts the shear strength of beams in most situations.J''' It also
takes into account the major factors influencing shear resistance, such as the

tensile strength of the concrete, as measured by the parameter ffc, crack
control as expressed by Pw = A,/bwd, and the shear span to depth ratio
M/Vd, in this form

v,. I 9 'i: ?500 v;« 3 5 (j~;t' = ---- = I " + p -- -. ,:::, v
'c h",d . 'v . c - '" M" "". c

As
p ;-

W h,•. d

65

rd = 3800 psi (262 N/mm')
bw =6.0 in (154 rnm]

d = 10.7 in (272 rnrn)

C = 36.0 in (915 rnrn)

0.80%

1.88%

2.80%

Pw = 0.50%

4

Ultimate shear stress:
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V =0 85 (1 9 f7i + 2500 P, !-~) psiu • • V l c £I' ,H
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shear strength, limited by (Jmax' which is independent of the shear span to
depth ratio aid.

The flexural and shear capacities of "beam action" are designated by
dashed lines in Fig. 7.11. When compared with observed ultimate values,
they demonstrate that beam action governs the behavior when aid is larger
than 3. When aid is larger than 7, the shear strength exceeded the f1exural
strength of these beams; hence f1exure governed their strength. The discrep
ancy bet ween the theoretical flexural capacity and the observed shear strength
of these beams is indicated by the shaded area in Fig. 7.11.

The f1exural steel content for the beams represented in Fig. 7.11 was 2 ~'~.

For higher steel content the "valley" at ald s» 2.5 will be deeper and for a
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7.4.1 The Role of Web Reinforcement

(2.5d)Dc = Eq. 7.17 ~-

7.4 THE MECHANISM OF SHEAR RESISTANCE IN
REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS WITH· WEB
REINFORCEMENT
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Fig. 7.14. Concrete cantilevers acting as struts.

to account for arch action. 7
.
22

following equation

Shear Resistance in Reinforced Concrete Beams With Web Reinforcement

The inclusion of web reinforcement such as stirrups does not change
fundamentally the previously described mechanism of shear resistance. The
concrete cantilevers, which are the principal elements of the beam mechanism.
will act as tied cantilevers. In addition to the bond force ~T, resisted by the
combination of aggregate interlock, dowel, and flexural action of the canti
levers, another bond force ~T' can be sustained by what is traditionally
termed "truss action." In this truss the cantilevers act as diagonal compres
sion members (see Fig. 7.14).

The presence of stirrups is beneficial to beam action in a number of other
aspects, as well. Stirrups contribute to the strength of the shear mechanisms
by the following means:

I. Improving the contribution of the dowel action. A stirrup can effectively
support a longitudinal bar that is being crossed by a flexural shear crack
close to a stirrup.

2. Suppressing flexural tensile stresses in the cantilever blocks by means
of the diagonal compression force Cd' resulting from truss action.

\
I
I

(7.17)
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was derived by Zsutty ' 1 Y using dimensional and statistical regression
analyses. A semicrnpirical approach yielded very similar results for Regan 7,20

and Plucas ' 21 in their extensive work at Imperial College. In beams with aid
ratios less than 2.5, loaded at the top and bottom edge, Zsutty proposed the
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tests (Fig. 7.12). there is orher evidence7.18 that Eq. 7.15 might not be conserv
ative when the flexural steel content is small. Also, unforeseen axial tension in
a member could reduce 1',.

Inevitably. a general expression such as Eq. 7.15, which attempts to
predict the strength of two mechanisms so different as beam action and
arch act ion, will have shortcomings. Thus far, however. it has not been
possible to rationally allow for all factors affecting each of the components
of the shear resisting mechanisms and their interaction. One of the best
corrclat ions h<:t ween the shear strength of different experimental slender
beams (u d > .::'.:'l and the three most important parameters gO\erning shear
(diagonal cracking) strength



3. Limiting the opening of diagonal cracks within the elastic range, thus
enhancing and preserving shear transfer by aggregate interlock.

4. Providing confinement, when the stirrups are sulliciently closely
spaced, thus increasing the compression strength of localities particularly
affected by arch action.

5. Preventing the breakdown of bond when splitting (racks develop in
anchorage zones because of dowel and anchorage forces.

It may be said that suitably detailed web reinforcement will preserve the
integrity, therefore the strength, of the previously defined beam mechanism
1-';., allowing additional shear forces ~ to be resisted by the truss mechanism.

2')S

Equilibrium at [oint .\

2 k- jd cot (\

oE-----x----~

Fig. 7.15. Internal forces in an analogous truss.
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where

(7.221

(7.21 )

(7.24)

(7.2~ 1

(7.20)____.__~ . = ~.0-
iii sin /3 (cot ex + cot (3) s

Ts

t. Cd. V, VS
d = -- = ---.-...-------- = ----------

• C b",S' h",jd sin? 'Y. (cot ex + cot f3) sin? t:J. (cot ex + cot fJ)

v. Vv = ._-,".~,." :::::: ,_..-:'i_

s bwjd b",d

By combining Eqs. 7.20 and 7.22, the required area of web reinforcement at
ideal strength, when ./.; = .l~., becomes

From Eqs. 7.18 and 7.19. the stirrup force per unit length is

where AI' is the area of the web reinforcement spaced at a distance s along
the beam and j, is the stirrup stress.

1· or design purposes it is convenient to express shear in terms of nomina I
stresses, as in Eq, 7.15. The total shear v,: is assumed to be resisted partly
by the truss mechanism (V,) and partly by the previously described beam or
arch mechanisms (1';.). In terms of stresses, this is expressed as

A =--_._~------ ~~
, sin /3 (cot IX + cot jf) j~

The diagonal compression force Cd is assumed to generate uniform stresses
in the struts of the truss. The struts have an effective depth of s' = s sin IX =

jd sin IX (cot ex + cot /1). Thus the diagonal compression stresses due to the
truss mechanism can be approximated by

7.4.2 The Truss Mechanism

The analogy between the shear resistance of a parallel chord truss and a
web-reinforced concrete beam is an old concept of concrete structures. The
analogy, postulated by Morsch at the beginning of the century.72.1 implies
that the web of the equivalent truss consists of stirrups acting as tension
members and concrete struts running parallel to diagonal (racks. generally at
45 to the beam's axis. The flexural concrete compression zone and the
flexural reinforcement form the top and bottom chords of this analogous
pin-jointed truss. The forces in the truss can be determined from considera
tions of equilibrium only. The behavior of the truss is similar to the previously
defined "perfect beam action" to the extent that it can sustain discrete
bond forces L1 T' at the hypothetical pin joints along the flexural reinforce
ment, thus resisting variable external moments on a constant internal lever
arm.

The deformations associated with beam or arch action and the truss
mechanism within the beam are not compatible. This strain incompatibility,
traditionally ignored, becomes progressively less significant as ultimate
(i.e.. plastic) conditions arc approached.

The analogous truss appearing in Fig. 7.15 depicts the general case of web
reinforcement inclined at an angle /1 to the horizontal. It will serve to illustrate
the relation between the external shear force ~, to be resisted by the truss,
and the various internal forces. The diagonalcompression struts. resisting
a force Cd' are inclined at an angle IX to the horizontal. From the equilibrium
force polygon drawn for joint X in Fig. 7.15 it is evident that

V, = Cd sin IX = T" sin f3 (7.18)

where T" is the resultant of all stirrup forces across the diagonal crack.
The web steel force per unit length of beam is T,,/s, where from the geometry
of the analogous truss, the spacing between stirrups is

s = jd(cot IX + cot f3) (7.19)
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For the common cases of web steel arrangements, Eqs. 7.23 and 7.24
simplify as follows:

l. VERTICAL STIRRUPS, {I = 90'

The slope of the compression diagonals has been traditionally assumed to
be 45' to the beam axis. It has been observed, however, that the slope of the
diagonal cracks at the boundaries of the struts vary along the beam.
Studies 72-1 based on strain energy considerations show that the optimum
angle of the struts is about 3g . From Eq. 7.23 it is evident that the web steel
demand is reduced as the angle of the compression diagonals becomes less
than 45 , because more stirrups are encountered across a llat crack. This is
often the case, and design equations based on compression struts at 45' are
conservative. On the other hand, the struts are steeper in the vicinity of point
loads. However, in these areas local arch action boosts the capacity of the
other shear carrying mechanisms. Generally in a beam having high concrete
st rcngth and low web steel content, representing a less rigid tension system.
the compression struts arc at an angle less than 45°, hence the stirrups arc
more effective than in a 45 truss. Conversely with large web steel content

These observations point to the need to limit diagonal concrete stresses to a
value well below the crushing strength of the concrete. For this reason the
ACI limits the contribution of the truss mechanism to shear strength to

a very conservative value of L's = 8jJ~ (psi). Thus from Eqs. 7.15 and 7.2\
the absolute maximum nominal shear stress in a beam (in psi units) is

IO/.i~ < Vu . max < 11.5v/i~, depending on the value of Vr • However.
Kupfer and Baumann 7.24 and others have shown that with closely spaced
stirrups, as used in the double-flanged precast concrete beam in Fig. 7.16,

~ominal shear stresses of the order of 20ffc (psi) could be reached even
after 50 applications of load to one-half that intensity. As a rule, shear stresses
of this magnitude could not be attained in beams of rectangular cross
section.

Stirrups can develop their assigned strength only if they are adequately
anchored. A stirrup may be crossed by a diagonal crack at any point along
its length. Since the crack may be very close to the tension or compression
edge of the member. a stirrup must be capable of developing its yield strength

and lower concrete strength, the load on the concrete will be relieved at the
expense of larger stirrup participation. 7 .24 The slopes of the diagonal cracks
in the vicinity of point loads and a point of contraflexure are displayed
in Fig. 7.16.

Flat diagonal compression struts and steep stirrups imply larger concrete
compression stresses (cf Eqs. 7.24d and 7.24b). This indicates that the web
steel content cannot be increased indefinitely. Figure 7.16 shows a continuous,
thin-webbed flanged beam with heavy web reinforcement. In such beams,
shear failure may be brought about by web crushing caused by diagonal
compression (Eq. 7.24). When assessing the compression strength of the
web of beams, it is necessary to consider the following additional factors:

1. The diagonal struts are also subjected to bending moments if they are to
participate in beam action (see Fig. 7.7). Secondary moments are introduced
because of the absence of true" pin joints" in the truss.

2. Stirrups passing through transmit tension to these struts by means of
bond, so that generally a biaxial state of strains prevails. The compression
capacity of concrete is known to be drastically reduced when simultaneous
transverse tensile strains are imposed (see Fig. 2.8).

3. The compression forces are introduced at the "joints" of the analogous
truss, and these forces are far from being evenly distributed across the web .
Eccentricities and transverse tensile stresses may be present.

4. Some diagonals may be inclined at an angle considerably smaller than --
45' to the horizontal, and this will result in significant increase in diagonal
compression stresses (see Eq. 7.24 and Fig. 7.16).

,

I
I,

I

(7.23c)

(7.24c)

(7.24d)

(7.23d)

(7.24a)

(7.23a)

(7.23b)

(7.24b)

v. sb;
(sin fJ + cos fJ) fy

2vs

.~d = 1 + cot fJ

A"

A = 071 sbw

.' • Vs fy

Wen reiniorccmcnt and struts at 45°

Compression duutonal» at « = 45"

sb;
A" = v., J;,

fed = 2v.

sbw
Av = 0.58v. 7;
j~d = 2.31vs

2. SLOPING WEB REINFORCEMENT, fJ < 90°

Compression diaqonals at 'l. = 45"

Compression diaqonals at « = 30"
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7.4.3 The Design for Shear of Beams with Web Reinforcement

It has been shown that the shear resisting mechanism of a beam without web
reinforcement, particularly aggregate interlock action, will function as long
as the width of cracks does not become excessive. Hence in the presence of
web reinforcement. beam action resists shearing forces, provided the strains
in the web reinforcement do not become large (i.c., the stirrups do not yield).
Before or at the onset of yielding of the stirrups, therefore, it is possible to

over the full extent of its length. Therefore it is important that stirrups be
bent around larger longitudinal bars and be extended beyond them by an
adequate development length. Codes stipulate various forms of satisfactory
anchorage. For effective truss action the stirrup has to dispose of its load at
or ncar the "pin joint." Careful detailing, as outlined in Chapter 13, must
ensure this load transfer. The concentration of load transfer at the corners of
stirrups may lead to local crushing of the concrete if a good fit to a longi
tudinal flexural bar is not assured. Stirrup slips as large as 0.02 in (0.5 mm)
have been observed in some members. In shallow beams these slips can
increase considerably the width of diagonal cracks.

Sometimes a set of stirrups, crossed by a continuous diagonal crack,
yields; unrestricted widening of that crack then commences, and one of the
important components of shear resistance, aggregate interlock action,
becomes ineffective. The shear resistance so lost cannot be transferred to the
dowel and the truss mechanisms, because they arc already exhausted, hence
failure follows, with little further deformation. To prevent such nonductile
failure it is good practice --indeed, in seismic design it is mandatory-to
ensure that stirrups will not yield before the flexural capacity of the member
is fully exhausted.

A truss mechanism in beams can function only after the formation of
diagonal cracks (i.e., after the disappearance of diagonal tension in the
concrete). The prime role of stirrups is to transfer the transverse (vertical)
shear across a potential diagonal failure ·crack. The use of a mesh reinforce
ment in the web is advocated from time to time and this is capable of resisting
both horizontal and vertical forces, but it is no more effective in resisting
shear. This is because horizontal reinforcement in the web of normal beams
cannot contribute to the resistance of transverse (vertical) forces 7.20 apart
from aiding crack control and increasing dowel action. Horizontal web
reinforcement will strengthen the "contribution of the concrete" I'e but will
not affect the shear strength of the truss mechanism Us (see Eq. 7.21). In deep
beams, however (examined in Chapter 13), the arch mechanism can be
substantially boosted by the addition of horizontal bars well anchored in the
support zone.
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7.5 THE INTERACTION OF FLEXURE AND SHEAR

Experiments with normal reinforced concrete beams with adequate web
reinforcement indicate that the shear force has no recognizable influence on
the development of flexural capacity. This enables the designer to ignore
interaction and to deal with flexure and shear' separately. The previous
discussion shows, however, that an intimate relation does exist between
flexure, shear, bond, and anchorage in the shear span of a beam. This is
evident from an examination of the behavior of the flexural reinforcement
along the beam. When large shear forces are to be transmitted across a

j, = (v. - ve}/p,.. where I'.. = Ajsh"" is shown by dashed lines. Figure 7.1XII
compares the ACI approach with test results from four beams with identical
web reinforcement Only the web width varied in these beams; the flange
width to web width ratio varied between I and 6. Accordingly, the contribu
bution of the concrete. Pc, may be expected to increase proportionally
as the web thickness increases (sec E4. 7.15). This supposition is borne (lilt
by the tests. Moreover. it will be seen that the shear prior to the significant
rise of stirrup stresses, previously referred to as shear causing diagonal
cracking, is maintained while the stirrup stresses rise to yield level (i.e.. 1',

remains almost constant). The same behavior is illustrated hy four identical
T beams7.7 in Fig. 7.1Sh. in which the theoretical share of the stirrups in tile

total shear strength. 'I = 1'.,/1'.". varied between n and9J"C;r-

Irrespective of the shear intensity, a minimum web reinforcement, \.'<'1

responding with at least ['s = 50 psi (0.35 Nzmrrr'), should be provided 111

every beam7.2 (Eq. 7.23a). Also, to ensure that every potential crack IS

effectively crossed by stirrups, the spacing, x, should not exceed d12. Where
• plastic hinges may form. the stirrup spacing should not be more than d 4.

When the flexural steel yields, it is inevitable that diagonal cracks, being a
continuation of flexural cracks, will also increase. hi these areas the contribu
tion of the concrete toward shear resistance Vc should be ignored and web
reinforcement provided for the whole of the shear (i.e., v, = v,,).

When moment reversals are to be expected. as under seismic loading, the
close spacing of closed stirrups (ties) is particularly important. Such stirrups
will provide confinement to the compressed concrete and lateral support
to the compression bars in regions where the flexural strength is developed.
Diagonal web reinforcement is effective only in one direction; therefore,
it should not be used when the loading may be reversed unless it is provided
in both directions.

An example, given at the end of this chapter. illustrates the application of
these principles. Further aspects of shear, as they affect the detailing of
structural members, are discussed in Chapter 13.

(7.21 )

/
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_L lL- ~

Contribution of stirrups p,.f,

superimpose the strength of the two actions thus

Fi~. 7.17. The contribution of stirrups to shear strenuih

A conservative value for Ve • specified by the ACI, was given by Eq. 7.15
or Eq. 7.16, this quantity being essentially a function of the tensile strength
of the concrete. l lcncc the remaining shear v$ = Vu - ve' i.., lo be allocated to
web reinforcement in accordance with Eq. 7.23 using vertical stirrups.
bent-up bars. or the combination of both. The simple relationship between
the total required shear strength v. and the required strength of vertical
stirrups v, is represented in Fig. 7.17. It must be remembered that in the ACI
specification compression struts are assumed to be inclined at Yo = 45".
An alternative view is7.24 that the contribution of the concrete P, is negligible
and the inclination of the diagonal concrete struts is less than 45 . therefore,
more stirrups cross the potentia! crack. (See e.g., Fig. 7.16.) The broken lines
in Fig. 7.17 indicate the corresponding relationships for various values of a.
For most beams the shear strength predicted by the two approaches is very
similar.

The ACI design approach is compared in Fig. 7.18 with the behavior of
beams tested by Leonhardt and Walther."? It is seen that the contribution
of the concrete at ultimate load, Ve ' is underestimated by the ACI. The
theoretical relationship (Eq. 7.23a) rewritten to express the stirrup stress as
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Then the total tension force in the flexural reinforcement at section 2 is
obtained thus

J05

(7.29)

(7.30)

(7.30a)
c. IJj = cot rx - :2 (cot rx + cot {J) ~ 0

It is convenient to introduce the factor

where

It is evident from Eq. 7.30 that after the formation of diagonal cracks, the
tension force T" in the flexural steel becomes greater than that required (0

resist the exjernal moment at that section. The increase is largely dependent
on the inclination of the cracks(i.e., the angle, tx, of the diagonal struts).

This finding is particularly relevant to the curtailment of the flexural
reinforcement. Figure 7.19 illustrates a simple beam and the bending moment
diagram M associated with the given loading. We assume that it is practical
to curtail at a suitable position one-third of the flexural reinforcement (say,
two bars), which is required under the midspan load PI (six bars). At first
it seems that only two-thirds of the positive flexural reinforcement is required
at its full capacity at section 2. However, because of diagonal cracking, the
required moment of resistance has increased bye" Vu there and over the whole
of the left-hand shear span, This is shown by the dashed line envelope, There
fore, two-thirds of the flexural reinforcement will be required at full strength
capacity (f) at section 3, which is located at distance e" away from section 2,
in the direction of decreasing moments. If a further two bars of the positive
f1exural bars are to be terminated, these must extend by the full development
length ld beyond section 3. (Anchorage anddevelopment lengths are examined
in Chapter 9.) The same (two) bars must also extend at least to section 4
because the remaining one-third of the positive moment steel is insufficient
to supply the moment of resistance required at section 4 (i.e., over the length
of the small shaded triangle). The latter requirement does not apply at the
other end of the bars in question, since their end is well past section 5. By
similar considerations the curtailed ends of the shortest bars in the span,
shown in Fig. 7.19 in elevation only, were also determined. The curtailment
of the negative reinforcement, over the right-hand support, was determined
on the assumption that eight smaller size bars can be cut off in pairs.

The curtailment of the flexural reinforcement may be conveniently
determined from the envelope of the moment of resistance Tid, shown by

which expresses the share of the web reinforcement in resisting the total shear
force. Using this factor, the tension force becomes

The Interaction of Flexure and Shear

I

r
(7.28)

(7.26)

(7.27)

(7.27a)

T;,=T'+T"and

Strength and Deformation of Vlcrnbcrs with Shear

st, = M~ + M~

." M'; M~T = ----- = - + V. cot ex
jd jd C

, /Vf'2 V.
T = :-- + -(cot 0: - cot f3)

III 2

M'{ = T"]« = M~ + Ve,id cot ex

A'/" V. ( f:T = --- + V;. cot 0: + - cot rx - cot 3)
" ld 2

Vu=l:+l'~

which shows that the tension force at section 2, T", is governed by the bending
moment at section 1.

Let us combine the two mechanisms in accordance with Eq. 7.21, whereby

Note that in this case the shear ~ is resisted by mechanisms other than the
web reinforcement (i.e., T, = 0 in Fig, 7.15). It is important to note that from
Eq.7.27

](\4

M', = V,x = r...1'2 + Y,,jd cot 0: = T'jd + ~ r. sin II (7.25)

Similarly, by considering beam action of a beam without web reinforce
ment in which diagonal cracks develop at an angle, IX, to the axis of the beam,
the moment equilibrium at sections 1 and 2 (Fig. 7.6) requires that

where M', and f\!'2 are the bending moments generated by the external forces
at sections I and 2, respectively. By substituting for r. and .\ from Eqs. 7.18
and 7.19. we obtain

section at ultimate moment, the distribution of the flexural strains in the
concrete and the steel can .hc affected. Shear forces in deep beams can be so
dominant that they govern the strength of the member by inhibiting the
development of the full flexural capacity as derived from the principles
presented in earlier chapters.

7.5.1 The Effect of Shear on Flexural Steel Requirements

The tension induced in the flexural reinforcement by the forces associated
with the truss mechanism only can be established with reference to Fig. 7.15.
Taking moment about the compression resultant C' at section I-I, gives the
following relationship:
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0.90
0.90
1.15
1.56

0.000.50

0.45
0.68
0.86
1.17

1.00

0.00
0.45
0.58
0.78

Web Reinforcement Factor /,

45
90
90
90

Web Steel, {I

Inclination

45
45
38
30

Cracks, ~

Table 7.1 The value of l',d

7.5.2 Shear at Plastic Hinges

Figure 7.16 illustrates that at the interior support of a beam the diagonal
cracks, instead of being parallel. tend to radiate from the compression zone
at the load point. When the flexural reinforcement has yielded, these cracks
increase in width, and it is prudent to assume that very little shear can be
transferred by either aggregate interlock or dowel action. Consequently,
nearly the whole shear force will have to be transferred across the compression
zone of the vertical section adjacent to the support. An idealized situation
at the junction of a beam and the face of a column appears in Fig. 7.200.

and a crack inclination a little less than 40", the value of e" is approximately
equal to the effective depth d.

To simplify the design procedure, the ACI code 7
.
2 requires that flexural

bars be extended beyond the point at which they no longer need to resist
flex ure for a distance equal to the effectivedepth of the member. This implies
that e", as shown in Fig. 7.19, is d. The development length Id has to be
provided beyond this point.

Figure 7.19 demonstrates another phenomenon, often overlooked. After
the development of diagonal cracks, both the top and bottom reinforcement
will be in tension at the point of contraflexure, (i.c., at the point of theoretical
zero moment). To equilibrate these tension forces, an equal and opposite
compression force will develop ncar the middepth of the section. These
phenomena have been verified in experiments.

The Interaction of Flexure and Shear

the dashed line in Fig, 7.19. This is simply the bending moment diagram
displaced horizontally by a distance e,., whose magnitude depends on the
web reinforcement factor '7 and the inclination of the cracks IX.

The value of e,.it! from Eq. 7.30a is given for different values of IX, p, and 11
in Table 7.1. It may be noted that for moderate web steel contents, '7 < 0.\
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(7.3.1)

(7.31 )

M x I
T, = jd = Jd (M 1 - x Vu)

as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 7.20c. It is thus evident that diagonal
cracking, caused by shear. can have a marked effect on the distribution of
steel stresses in 'the vicinity of a potential plastic hinge, particularly when
only a small fraction of the shear is resisted by stirrups. This means that yield
ing of flexural reinforcement will spread over a considerable length of the
beam, thus increasing significantly the plastic hinge length. This increase of
plastic rotational ability enables the occurrence of larger redistribution of
moments (see Chapter 61 in continuous reinforced concrete srructures.I"

In T beams large shear forces cause the diagonal cracks to penetrate up
to the underside of the compression flanges. This implies that in such cases a
portion of the web that may be required to carry compression cannot be
utilized for this purpose." 24

x
Ml=~jd+2V:

where x < 1.5d for the example in Fig. 7.20(/. Hence Eq. 7.31 gives

t; = .~l (M 1 - x;(~ V,,) (7.32)

The corresponding vanauon of the tension force in the vicinity of the
column face, in terms of the maximum value, is displayed for various relative
web steel capacities /] in Fig. 7.20c. In this example it was arbitrarily assumed
that M!Vd = 2.

If only vertical flexural cracks had formed, the tension force at any section
would have been

beam is reduced when the shear force across the plastic hinge is large,
However, the confinement provided by stirrup ties and the adjacent tied
column strengthens the concrete and enables the compression in the beam.
generated by flexure M 1 and shear Vu ' to be transmitted. Also in common
situations, under monotonic loading, the transfer of flexural compression is
assisted by the presence of compression reinforcement in the beam, and
this adverse effect of shear is 110t observed.

A free body bounded by one of the diagonal cracks is shown in Fig. 7.20h,
The stirrups crossing this particular crack are assumed to resist a force
V: = V,x!d, where V, is the total force resisted by the stirrups crossing a 45
diagonal, section D- D, in accordance with the previously discussed truss
analogy. This mayor may not be the total shear force, depending on the
value of 11 (i.e., 0 < n < 1). From the equilibrium requirement for the free
body shown, we have
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Fig. 7.20. The dixt ribut ion of stccl forces at a plastic hinge as affected by <hear

Each of the radiating cracks. to a minimum slope of 1: 1.5. may be assumed
to form the boundary of an inclined strut. Nearly all the diagonal compression
forces in these struts pass through the compression zone of the beam at
sect ion 1; th us it is justifiable to assume that the total shear force is transferred
across the compression zone between the last stirrup and the face of the
column. It is evident that the capacity of the flexural compression zone of a
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Fig.7.21. Shear failure in lar)!l' column during the IY6 7 Venezuela earthquake. Courtesy
American Iron and Steel Institute.

stress concepts. which conservatively predicts the diagonal cracking load
and incorporates the major parameters of shear strength, can be suitably
modified?" to take into account the effect of axial forces. The axial force Nil'
acting with the appropriate eccentricity. is considered when deriving the
tensile stresses causing diagonal cracking in the section. The moment Mil in
Eq. 7.15 can be replaced by an equivalent moment M",. which produces
the same effect on diagonal cracking as the moment M u acting with the axial
force N u ' 7..1 This is approximately

(4h - ill
.\1", = Mil _.- s I\'II (7.34a)

The Interaction of Shear. Flexure, and Axial ForcesStrength and Deformation of Members with Shear310

7.6.1 Shear and Axial Compression

It was shown previously that in web reinforced members a shear force V,
approximately equal to the diagonal cracking load, can he carried together
with the shear resisted by the truss mechanism with 45° diagonal struts. This is
also the basis for the current ACI approach to the design or Ilexural members
subjected to axial forces. The serniempirical Eq. 7.15, based on principal

7.6 THE INTERACTION OF SHEAR, FLEXURE. AND AXIAL

FORCES

The combination of shear. flexure, and axial force is seldom critical when the
loading on the structure originates from gravity. Under seismic load condi
tions. however, the columns of a multistory structure are subjected to large
shear forces and flexure in addition to axial compression. In certain columns,
particularly, at the corners of buildings, seismic.disturbances may even
generate net tension. Figure 7.21 presents a typical example or a shear
compression failure. which occurred in the 43 in (1092 mm) diameter columns
~)f the Macuto-Sheraton Hotel during the 1967 Caracas earthquake. 7.27

Since shear is associated with the phenomenon of diagonal tension, it is
to be expected that axial compression will increase-or conversely, axial
tension will decrease-s-the shear capacity of reinforced concrete members.

7.5.3 Interaction Effects in Deep Beams

In simply supported or continuous deep beams, where the external loads and
reactions are applied to the top and bottom compression face of the beam, the
mode of shear transfer after the formation of diagonal cracks is mainly by
arch action. The behavior and design of such beams are discussed in Chapter
D.

The redistribution of the forces along the flexural reinforcement. examined
in the previous section. can dominate the behavior of short and relatively
deep spandrel beams. Such beams commonly occur in coupled shear walls.
Because approximately equal but opposite bending moments arc introd uced
at both ends. the point of zero moment occurs at the midspan or such beams.
The distribution of the internal tension forces will therefore be similar to that
indicated by the Tjd envelope at and in the immediate vicinity of the point
or contraflex ure of the beam shown in Fig. 7.19. When the distance (', is equal
to or greater than the half-span. tension will occur in the top and bottom
reinforcement over the entire clear span of such a spandrel beam. Experimen
tal evidence to this effect.7 .

2 6 and its consequences with respect to behavior,
are more fully examined in Section 12.5.3,

I



(7.35b)
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where h is the overall depth of the member. Thus the nominal shear stress
at diagonal cracking becomes from Eq. 7.15

Ve = 1.9Jt~ + 2500~w Vud (psi) (7.34b)
m

Because Eq, 7.34b is frequently difficult to apply n{design. the ACI code 7.2

allows the use of the following simplified equations to compute the shear
carried by the concrete in beams subjected to axial forces

Ve= 2( I + 0.0005 : u)ff (psi) (7.35a)
g

However. l', shall not exceed

"\ - 'i: J1 0002 n,v, = ..)y c +. A' (psi)
II

where Aq is the gross concrete area of the section and the quantities NjA
and .r~ arc expressed in psi. (I psi = 0.00689 N/mm2

.) 9

One might expect the foregoing equations to be suitable predictions also
for prestressed concrete beams. However, this is not the case. Mattock
studied this question 7.28 and found from a comparison of numerous test
results that the product of the modular ratio and steel content, IIp, was a
more suitable parameter to predict shear strength because it is a good measure
of the position of the neutral axis, hence the depth to which flexural cracks
penetrate. The greater the penetration of the flexural cracks into the web, the
greater the principal stress at the root of the cracks responsible for diagonal
cracking at a given applied shear. Hence with small flexural steel content
(i.e.. small lip value), a much smaller shear force increment is required to
initiate diagonal cracking. This is often the casein prestressed concrete beams.
The adverse effect of low flexural steel content and the unconservative nature
of Eqs. 7.15 or 7.34b for such a situation has also been pointed out by
Rajagopalan and Ferguson."!" It was also found 7

•
2 8 that axial load affects

the magnitude of shear at the onset of flexural cracking, but apparently it
does not affect the increment of shear between flexural cracking and the
onset of diagonal tension cracking.

In the presence of axial compression, the diagonal cracks tend to be flatter
than 45 . therefore, the current design approach for web reinforcement,
based on the truss analogy with 45° struts, is conservative.

7,6.2 Shear and Axial Tension

II' the previous assumptions with respect to diagonal crack ing are correct,
Eqs. 7.34b and 7.35 should also predict the shear cracking capacity of

The Interaction of Shear, Flexure, and Axial Forces

~embers in the presence of axial tension, taking the value of N u as negati vc
111 this case. In tests at the University of Washington,":"? beams with web
reinforcement. subjected to shear and axial tension, covering the wide range
of shear stresses permitted by the ACI Code,7.2 and designed in accordance
with Eqs. 7.23a and 7.34b. carried loads that were at least 30(~/,; in excess "I'
the theoretical failure load. It appears that axial tension does not affect the
performance of truss action but only reduces the shear resistance of the
other mechanisms (i.e., 1". is reduced).

From considerations of principal stresses, one could expect diagonal
cracks to form at an angle greater than 45" to the axis of the member. In
this case the number of stirrups encountered by a diagonal crack would he
smaller than is assumed in the truss analogy. However, tests 7.2') ha \c
consistently demonstrated that the angle of inclination of the diagonal
cracks is not noticeably affected by axial tension and that the shear resistinu
mechanism of truss action remains operative. Figure 7.22 shows a beam
from a test series7.10 in which the axial tension force to shear force rat in
was varied between 1 and 3. The stirrups were deliberately spaced far apart
(s = 0.8d) to determine whether a potential diagonal failure crack would
form between two adjacent stirrups. It can be seen that the crack pattern is
essentially the same as that encountered in beams without axial load, except
that inclined cracks crossed flexural cracks that developed at lower loads.

The axial load and the bending moment may not be applied simultaneously
in real structures. It is possible that a large axial tension (e.g., shrinkage
strains) may cause cracks to form over the full depth of a member, at right
angles to its axis, before any shear force is applied. An example of such a
region is a point of inflection at which moments will not close tension cracks
or. worse, the flexural steel may be in tension near both faces of the beams.
as in Fig. 7.19. It is sometimes thought that such a fully cracked beam will
not be effective in resisting shear forces applied subsequently. In this situation
aggregate interlock action has proved to be effective in transferring shea r.
In a series of tests, Sayani 7

,3 0 found that after the application of moment and
shear new diagonal cracks formed and the previously developed tension
cracks had no effect on th- strength of test beams.

A simi~ar ~ituation can arise in the columns of multistory buildings during
severe seismic disturbances. At the point of contraflexure, large concurrent
axial tension and shear forces may be generated. Since the column bars are
not normally curtailed, however, the axial stresses at these localities will be
~ow; thus a widening of a tension crack is not possible. Hence aggregate
interlock shear transfer, which is examined in greater detail in Section 7.8, will
remain operative, and the shear capacity should not be less than that in the
high momen.t regions of the same column, where the cracking will always be
more extensive.



(7JX)

(7.37)

(7.361

The factor I allows for the nonuniform distribution of the shear stresses.
For rectangular sections I = 1.2 and for T and f sections it may be taken as
unity.

7.7 SHEAR DEFORMATIONS

7.7.1 Uncracked Members

Shear Deformations

of 500 psi. Thus we have

where N u is negative for tension.

EG = c_

2(1 + Il)

where E, = 57,OOOy'r:. psi is Young's modulus for normal weight connell:
and J.1 is Poisson's ratio. which is approximately 0.16 to 0.30 for normal
weight concrete.

The shear stiffness K,'. is the magnitude of the shear force that when applied
to a beam of unit length, will cause unit shear displacement of one' end of the
beam relative to the other. The cross-sectional area of the beam normally
to be considered when determining the shear stiffness is the area of the web
only, hwd.

With G = O.4Er • the shear stiffness of an uncrucked beam of unit length
will be

For short, deep rectangular beams and for continuous T beams, the deforma
tions caused by shear may become significant. Hence when service conditions
are examined, the designer also needs to be able to assess the order of expected
shear deflections. For most relatively slender members, subject to low shear.
the effect of shear on deflection is negligible.

Before the formation of flexural or diagonal cracks, the behavior of a beam
can be satisfactorily predicted by using the principles of elasticity. Thc
modulus of rigidity (modulus of elasticity in shear) for concrete can be
approximated from the well-known relationship

Strength and Deformation of Members with Shear

Fig. 7.22. Crack pattern in a beam with widely spaced stirrups when the axial tension to
shear force nuio Was 3. 7 10

There is some evidence that after reversed cyclic loading the potential
diagonal crack. induced by shear and axial tension, may form at an angle
larger than 45 to the axis of the member. This is because diagonal cracks
propagating from one face of a member may link up with flexural cracks
that formed during a previous cycle of reversed load al the opposite face
of that member.

In some beams subjected to tension the diagonal crack ing load fell below
that predicted by the appropriate application of Eq. 7.34. Hence ACI
Committee 426 suggested a simple and conservative linear interpolation 7.31

between 1', = 2, r:. with no tension and Vc = 0 for an axial tensile stress

3t4
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(7.4h)

(7.44)

(7.42)

(7.43hl

'-2'-?~.lfd - {'" - - I) I
wi

.I, = ;;:~(cc;t iX ;''''c-;;( m~sil~2fj (7.45)

where the stirrup length is d/sin Il,
The compression stresses for the d/sin iX long struts arc given by Eq, 7,:>1.
By combining the foregoing relationships, the shear stiffnesscan be defined

by the following expression:

t', sin" iX sin" f3 (cot a + cot (3)2
K = --- ..--..------------- E b d

I' sin" iX + np" sin" Ii s w

Hence the shortening of the diagonal strut is

i. F 2j'i II,
!.I = v 2d =.
'Ec E,b",

0,. ='E:t:;, C~ + 41)
The shear stiffness of beam with 45" diagonal cracks, in accordance with

truss action, is the value of ~ when 0" = 1, and is thus given by

where P
II

= A,./(sbw sin ff) for the general case.
Dilger has further refined these expressions by computing the inclination

of the compression struts from strain energy considerations of the analogous
truss. 7

,3 2 His experiments show that this approach underestimates somewhat

» fI"
K",45 =--- Esb",d

1+ 4np,

The similarity between Eqs. 7.38 and 7.44 is apparent.
Similar expressions can be derived for other inclinations of compression

struts IX and stirrups If. Using the notation of Fig, 7.15 it may be easily shown
for the general case that the stirrup stress will be

Therefore the shear distortion per unit length of beam becomes

o =1.1" = J (_I;S + /2~-~~) = II~ (~/J", + ~_~!)
I' d d E,A,. v Efb w E,bwd A, E,

By making the appropriate substitution for web steel content fill = A..Ish".
and modular ratio 11 = L/E,. it is found that

Similarly from Eq. 7.24a the diagonal concrete compression stress is
obtained

(7,39)

t;~i
(7.40)

~

(7.41 )

(c)

t::.v

I
-t

(a)

r-- d ---~

7.7.2 Shear Deformations in Cracked Members

Hence the elongation of the stirrups becomes

chord members are assumed to be infinitely rigid; that is, the area of chord a is
infinity (Fig, 7,7.Jhj, The elongation of the stirrups is ~s and the shortening
of the compression strut is ~,. Applying Williot's principles. the shear
distortion can IX' found from Figs. 7.23b and 7.23c as follows:

1.1,-= ,~\ + !.IR = ~s + J2f:c
Using Eqx. 7_22 and 7,23a, the stirrup stress can be expressed as

. ~s ~s
I, = 'dA ~ dA

) II II

Fig. 7.23. Shc.u disl"rli"Jls ill thc web of a reinforced concrete beam I1K\J~kd <'11 the web
members or an dnalow'us t rux-,

In beams tha tare Sll bjcct to large shear forces and are web reinforced accord
ingly, diagonal cracks must be expected during service conditions. These
cracks can increase the shear deformation of the beam considerably. The
greater proport J( 11] of the load is likely to be carried by truss action, I hcrcfore,
the deformation characteristics of this mechanism are of interest.

Shear distortions. occurring in the web of most convent ionally reinforced
concrete beams, may be approximated by using the model of the analogous
truss presented in Figure 7.J 5. For the sake of simplicity, vertical stirrups
and 45 diagonal concrete struts are assumed to form 1he web members
(Fig, 7,230), For the purpose of determining the web distortions only, the
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7.8 INTERFACE SHEAR

In all situations examined so far the applied shear forces have produced
inclined cracking across a member. It is also possible that shear stresses
may cause a sliding type of failure along a well-defined plane. Because of
external tension, shrinkage, or accidental causes, a crack may form along
such a plane even before shear occurs. Thus the possibility of shear transfer
by aggregate interlock and dowel action, discussed previously, arises.
For example, shear may have to be transferred in this way in deep beams,
corbels (to be examined in Chapter 13), joints between precast concrete
elements, and shear wa lis. The term .. interface shear transfer" is used to
designate the mechanism, and its possible components are discussed sub
seq uentIy.

Interface shear transfer in flexural members can be critical only if the
shear span to depth ratio is very small (say. < 0.5) or when a particular
section. along which shear displacement (hence tangential shear transfer)
can occur, is weakened (e.g.. by the formation of a tension crack). The
mechanism of interface shear is different in initially uncracked and initially
cracked concrete, even though the design approach to both will be the same.

When required. reinforcement is provided, generally at right angles to the
shear plane, primarily to supply a clamping force between the two potential
sliding faces. To ensure the development of the yield stress, these bars must
be adequately anchored at both sides of the potential shear plane. It is also
evident that to engage the clamping action of the reinforcement, the faces

shear and flexure distortions arc considered. The truss mechanism in such
beams will consist of a series of radiating struts rather than parallel 45
members, and this needs to be taken into account in the analysis.li" Loss
of stiffness is significant when assessing. service load distortions in structures
or their response to dynamic excitation.

The deflections of four beams,":" similar to those in Fig. 7.IXl/. are com
pared in Fig. 7.24. All beams carry the same uniformly distributed load and
contain the same flexural and web reinforcement but have different web
widths. The flexural stillness of the thin-webbed T beam GT4 is only a
little less than that of beam GTI after flexurnl cracking has occurred. The
difference of deflections as shown in Fig. 7.24 is largely because or the shear
distortions, which become more significant as the web area is reduced.

The contribution of shear distortions to the total deflection of continuous
T beams becomes particularly significant when a large proportion of the shear
is resisted by web reinforcement (/1 ~ 1.0).
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the shear distortion in beams. The analysis is based on the greatly simplified
model of the analogous truss. and deformations at the anchorages of the
stirrups have not been taken into account. Slips at the ends of stirrups (see
Section 9.4.2) can considerably increase shear deformations, particularly
in shallow bca I11S where the anchorage slip represents a ~Ieatcr rr~lcl ion of
the total distort ion.

Comparison of Eqs. 7.)X and 7.44 indicates that the shca r stilfll<:ss of a
diagonally cracked member is approximately 10 to 30 It) or the shear stiffness
of the uncrackcd member. depending on the amount of web steel provided.
It is thus evident that crack ing can have a much larger effect on shcur stiffness
than on flexural stiffness.

Analytical and experimental studies have verified that the stiffness of
cracked deep beams (e.g., as in Fig. 12.28), in which shear deformations
dominate. is only about 15°" of the stiffness in the uncrucked state when

.-~.
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7.8.1 Shear Transfer Across Uncracked Concrete Interfaces

When a shear force is being transmitted along an uncr.ickcd potential
shear plane. diagonal principal stresses will be generated. Subsequently
developing across the shear plane are short, 45° or flatter. cracks. which in

of the crack must separate slightly. This type of clamping force can he sup
plemented by externally applied compression forces across a shear plane.
Conversely an externally applied tension may diminish the clamping force
available for the shear transfer mechanism.

A number of studies of interface shear have been made recently, Only
those .of Mast." ..\,\ Mattock and Hawkins.IP'' and work at the University
or Cantcrhury'·' 1. " ..\5 arc referred to here. The report of Mattock and
Hawkins contains significant additional references. Figure 7.25 represents
typical pushotl' specimens used to determine experimentally the mechanism
of interface shear transfer.

7.8.2 Shear Transfer Across Precracked Concrete Interfaces

the presence of transverse steel results in shear being transferred by a trus
mechanism as indicated in Fig. 7.26. The short diagonal struts are subjected
to compression (J and shear stresses T (see detail, Fig. 7.26). The resulting
principal stresses will govern the failure criteria [or the concrete as indicated

Fig. 7.26. The mechanism of interface shear transfer across an uncracked shear plane.

by the failure envelope discussed in Chapter 2 (see Fig. 2.10). The clamping
force N must be developed by the reinforcement within its yield range after
the formation of cracks and by any available external compression. Very
small shear displacements will occur before and at the development of
cracks. Failure normally occurs when the transverse steel yields permitting
the concrete struts to rotate and the cra.cks to propagate at a flat angle.
nearly parallel with the shear plane. Mattock and Hawkins 7.34 found good
experimental correlation with the failure envelope hypothesis for concrete
(Fig. 2.10), For design purposes it is assumed that a crack may exist along the
shear plane; hence designers rely on a lower shear strength, set out in the
following section.

The mechanism of shear transfer by aggregate interlock was briefly outlined
in Section 7.3.3. Consideration of two rough, interlocking faces along a crack
in the general shear plane (Fig. 7.27) indicates that shear displacements much
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larger than those to be encountered along initially uncrucked interfaces,
will now be required to effectively engage aggregate particles protruding
across the shear plane. The larger the crack width, w, the larger the shear
displacement. 1\, and the smaller the attainable ultimate strength, It is also
evident that as the shear displacement increases, the concrete masses on
either side or the crack will be pushed apart; hence the crack width will tend
to increase. Unless the tendency of the crack width to increase is controlled
by an effective clamping or restraining force, very little shear can he trans

mitted.
Typical shear stress-shear displacement relationships, obtained by

Loeber 7.11 with specimens similar in form to type A illustrated in Fig. 7.25,
appear in fig. 7.28. No reinforcement crossed the crack. However. its width
was maintained constant by external clamping forces. Up to an average
shear stress of approximately 1000 psi (6.9 N/mm2

) , a bilinear response
was observed, At low loads a larger slip is required before t he larger particles
come into contact. whereupon the joint becomes stiffer. No significant
difference in the response or the specimens was noted when the investigators
used different course aggregates, with ~ in (9 mm) and ~ ill \ 19 mm I nominal
sizes, In an actual structure both the crack width and the clumping force will
vary as the load and shear displacement increase, but Locher's work gives a
good indicai inn of the shear strength available from aggregate interlock.

The opening of the crack can be controlled by reinforcement th~l t normally
crosses the shear plane at right angles. Such bars will ai", be subjected to
shear displacement. hence a certain amount of additional shear can he trans
mitted by dowel action, Early designers often intuitively relied nil this dowel
action, just ax they did on rivets and bolts in steel construct ion,
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Fig, 7.27. Displacement along a cracked shear plane.
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of friction. The coefficient of friction II of the crack ed surface has been found
experimentally to be at least 104. 7

.
3 3 The normal force can be provided by

the reinforcement A,r at yield. Therefore, the shear stress VII!' transferable
across a cracked concrete surface of area AI!' is

Dowel strcncth across a shear plane can be developed by three mechanisms:
the flexure of the reinforcing bars, the shear strength across the bars, and the
kinking of the reinforcement. These mechanisms are illustr.ued in. Fig. 7.29,
where the: assl\e:iated shear force ~ is also expressed in tcrmx of the yield
strength of the: bar, It is to be noted, however, that the vicld strength of a
bar it; llcvurc .uu] shear cannot he fully utilized for dowel .iction if the same A,II;.

I'll! = II ---A~' = IIp,,! .I"
,q

(7.47J

hI:. 7.2'1. ThL' mcchuni-r» of dowel action across a shc.rr mtcrtucc.

(7041<1

where stresses are in psi units and N is the externally applied compression
force normal to the interface. If N is a tensile force, it should be taken \IS
negative. Evidence for the case of tension was obtained from tests on corbels
These are discussed in Chapter 13.

Construction joints in beams. columns, and walls can present a potentia:
weakness if large shear forces need to be transmitted across them. In slender
beams a well-prepared construction joint docs not normally present an ,
problem because the shear or flexural strcngtho! these members is consider
ably less than the interface shear capacity at a construction joint across the
members. Recent earthquakes have shown, however, that construction
joints in some members, particularly shear walls. can form the weakest link
in the load-resisting mechanism of the structure. Horizontal construction
joints in both medium and low rise buildings became visible during the 196·\
Alaska and the 1971 San Fernando earthquakes. Some of the damage ,[I

construction joints was almost beyond repair. Lightweight concrete floor
slabs, giving two construct ion joints at each floor level, represent a particul.u
weakness in normal weight concrete shear walls. The design of a construction

7.8.3 Shear Transfer Across Construction Joints

At moderate levels of loading this relationship has been found to be
independent of the concrete strcngrh.v" When large shear stresses arc
applied, the concrete in the interlock mechanism can be expected to break
down. Such load will require heavy reinforcement and/or external transverse
compression. The strength will then be governed by the same failure rnech
anism controlling initially uncracked interfaces, discussed in Section 7.8.1,
The ACI code 7.2 sets a conservative upper limit of vllr = 0.2l;. or 800 pSI
(5.5 Nzrnm ') to guard against a concrete failure. The code recommends that
fl = 1.0 be used when concrete is placed against hardened concrete and
fl = 1.4 be used for concrete cast monolithically.

The University of Washington tests 7,34 resulted in the following equation

v,,! = 200 + 0.8(P,.! .I;. + ~) < O.~f~

,
.!5.!!!.!i!!!.!

'Ii Ii i4lii f y "i>~ '*
SHEAR

~
A .. flit· .

3

FLEXURE

Va • ~?t;t '~ltf?: ~-¥.,x

bar is to provide a clamping force.ias ~el~. Hence the ~ \,tiues, ~\\en i~ Fig.
7.29 for llcxurc and shear arc upper limits. Tests by Phillips ." indicated
rh.u kinking is likely to be: the major source of dowel strength. p.nticularly
when small size bars arc used. Figure 7.30 shows the typical response of
small diameter bars to dowel action obtained from pushoff tests",3' on
specimens 111 which shear transfer along the interface by mechanisms other
than dowel uct iou was prevented by applying wax to the smooth surface.
Fiuure L'()G/ indicates the ctlcct of variable steel content across the interface,
and Fig. 7..1()/, compares three different bar sizes used to make up the same
steel content (lr I' r = ll.() 123.

To develop d()~vcl sircncth of some significance (Fig. 7..'111, l.ugc displace
ments aloll\! the shear plane arc necessary. This slip mal. well exceed what
cou 10 be l'()~hidcrcd to be .rcccpruble within the limits of sl ruct ur.rl usefulness.
If a SI1L'~lr Slip of om In (0.25 mm) is considered acceptable. and 1.23""
transverse stee'l is used. about 150 psi (1 N/mm2) shear stres, in dowel action
l'\)uld be developed by reasonable bar arrangement accor-hng III Fig, 7.30h.
Ior the same slip, however. considerably larger aggregate interlock shear
stresses wo uld be generated, as in Fig. 7.28, unless the cruck width wer~ v~ry

larue, IkI1l'l' tll\\\ cl act inn is not a major component 01 the shear-resisting
mcchani-.m across cracked interfaces at acceptable shear displacements.

The deSign 1'01 interlace shear transfer can be based on tLiditional concepts
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in a layer of inferior concrete. This forms at the tup of a" pour" as a result (>I

the accumulation of particles with low specific gravity. water gain. and
consequent increase in water/cement ratio, and ill particular, the entrapment
of air under the coarse a)!gregate. The bond between the coarse aggregate
particles and the mortar matrix. a potentially weak link in the aggregate
interlock mechanism. may be further weakened by sedimentation in til('

Fig. 7.32. TIl~ f"ilurl' (II con-uuciion joints wit h O.6()"" -rccl comcnr." ..I; (a) Keyed joint

(h) Rough surface obt.uncd \\1111 chemical retarder. cyclic I""din!!. k) New concrete pl"<:<:II
on troweled surface.
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1. Adequately reinforced horizontal construction joints with a clean
and rough surface. to which the freshly placed concrete can bond. can develop
an interface shear strength equal to or larger than the diagonal tension
capacity of the structure. Rough surfaces were obtained in several ways:
by removing the mortar from between the larger aggregate particles with a
water jet and soft brush when the concrete was in a scmihardcncd state,
by first applying a chemical retarder to the surface, by scabbling. by providing
keyes (sec Fig. 7.32), or by forming cruciform grooves with a sharp tool
along the troweled wet surface.

2. The lack of bond to the old concrete, in specimens in which the surface
was varnished. resulted in approximately twice as much initial slip than
occurred in construction joints with bond.

3. Troweled surfaces with small roughness resulted in failures shortly
after the development of a crack, when bond between the interfaces broke
down.

4. The responses of construction joints with different su rfuce preparations
and with a reinforcement content corresponding to P,,! I,. = 20.'\ psi (2.03
N mrrr') appear in Fig. 7.3Iu. The lowest curve shows [hl: eontrihution of
dowel action only, the upper curves represent the contribution of the concrete
only. the shear stress carried by the dowel action being <ubtracicd. Three
significant design stress levels are also presented, It is evident that the
design strength without the dowel contribution, based on a coefficient
of friction Ii = 1.0. could be comfortably developed in all n HIgh joints after a
slip of approximately 0.005 in (0.12) mm). This load intcnsuy will never be
exceeded in a well-designed structure, because other, more desirable failure
modes (flexural yielding) should limit the load level.

.'\. In a well-designed and well-executed construction joint. i hc plane of
the sliding shear failure is likely to be located below th, inel nf tile joint

joint must be based on the premise that its capacity must at least equal the
shear (diagonal tension) capacity of the adjoining parts.

The concrete of a construction joint may possess lillie' tensile strength
across the interface, therefore. it is advisable to aSSUJll,' that a crack is
present at the joint before .my shear is applied. Consequently. the shear
friction concept. outlined in the previous section, can be applied. However,
t hc shear ca pucit y of such an interface could be influenced hy type of surface
preparation used for the joint. Since the interface capacity could be less than
that encountered along cracks formed in monolithic concrete, the use of a
lower coefficicn t of friction is appropriate.

From experimental studies conducted on the performance of construction
joints at the University of Canterbury'P" the following observations
emerged:



7.9.1 Elfects on the Web Reinforcement
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7.9 'nu: EFFECTS OF REPEATED A.ND CYCLIC LOADING ON
SHEAR STRENGTH

The contribution of stirrups in the shear resistance of reinforced concrete
beams has been mainly determined from tests in which the load was increased
monotonically until failure occurred. In many situations high-intensity
repeated loading, resulting from traffic or wind, can be applied to the struc
ture. In seismic areas an even more severe criterion exists III that the strength
of a structure may have to be fully developed several times In alternating
directions (cyclic loading), with the possibility of large excursions into the
It\ lstclasllC range, Therefore, we shall briefly reexamine some aspects of shear
resistance that appear when the effects of repeated and cyclic loading arc
prcscn t.

fresh concrete, which in turn will be affected by the watertightness of the
formworks and the height of a "pour." Thus the strength of the concrete
used in the st ruct ure is likely to give a very optimistic estim.i re of the strength
available immediately below the plane of a horizontal construction joint,
Some typical failure modes of construction joints are dixplaycd in l-i~. 7.32,

The determination of the vertical reinforcement placed ;IL'l'OSS a construc
t ion jOIl1 tin ;\ "hear wall in seismic design, including \he: effects of gra vity
loads and vertical accelerations. is discussed in greater derail in Chapter 12.

A study hI \1:I\Cr 7
" ' 1> 11as indicated that the current (k,ign approach for

shear i~ a Is\ \ .ipplicablc II hen a large number of load repel itIons occurs,
Figure 7.J~ ~1l<\WS the stresses measured in plain stirrups in one of several
rectangular bc.uns during some 900,000 cycles of loading. Stirrups were
provided lil IL',ISl 11"; "" of the shear force associated with the flexural
st rcngt h \,1' tile hca m. The load was cycled between 13 and 71 "" of the flexural
strcngi h. thus the nominal shear stress in the shear Sp;111 varicd between 70

jlsi (OA~ '" 111111
2) and '+l)() psi = 5.3,/T (2.76 Nzmm "). ; his corresponded

II ith ;1 t hco rct Ic,11 change i 11 the flexural steel stress of 34,O[iiJ psi 12:1:.+ Nmm 2),

.'\ Iter each II }().O()() cycles (approximately), the beam W:I\ left unloaded for
15 hour-. i\~ m:1Y be expected. shear-resisting mechanisms ot hcr than the
truss ucuon of t he web steel deteriorated as the repeated load continued.
.'\\.Fig, 73-' re\ cals, the contribution of the stirrups increased considerably
Il1 the first !OO,rlllO cycles. but the shear-resisting mechanism stabilized after
-f()(l.O()() clcb.

i\SSLllllil1).' i h.u 111 the el:lStic range the shear stress resit,«! h\ the concrete



I'" is that given by Eq, 7.1'; and that the shear stress re-i-ted by the truss
action can be obtained from Eq, 7.23a, in whichj', is replaced by the required
stirrup stress [, (this may be justified by reference to·Fig. 7.IX), the average
stress in the :.;tirru ps, when 71 ','0 of the flexural strength \\ ~iS applied, may be
calculated to be II = 21 ksi (145 Njmm 2

) , When the c,llltrihlltion of the
concrete (Eq. 7.15) is ignored, leaving all the shear to be c.uricd by the truss
mechanism, the stirrup stresses at this load level would h.ivc to increase to
j~" = 360 kxi (250 Njmm"). These two limits are designated by dashed lines
in Fig. 7.33. When comparing these theoretical stress limits with measured
values, the mean stress in three adjacent stirrups, corresponding with a
potential diagonal crack, should be considered. Failure c ,cntually occurred
as a result or fracture of the flexural reinforcement in the' shear span after
more than I()" repetitions of load. The increases of stirrup stresses with
repeated loading, in an identical beam in which deformed h;lrs were used for
stirrups, were e'en smaller. This is probably because 0\ the better crack
control prov idcd by deformed bars, hence less deterioration \)1' shear-resisting
mechanism or the concrete. The efficient participation of ~ lie web reinforce
ment with onlva small increase in measured stresses after )cvclcs of service
load applied. '"ith a nominal shear stress of 710 psi (4.lJ '..j ';1111 21. has also
been verified lo r thin webbed flanged beams.H"

The dctcrior.u i,in of the concrete shear-resisting mecha II! 'olns is much more
rapid if the flexural reinforcement yields as a result of hi-h-inicnsiry cyclic
reversed load ing.. Figure 7.~4 shows the total shear force ,;1 rricd across the
potential diagonal failure crack by all the stirrups, in .in approximately
square spandrel beam. similar to that shown in Fig. 12.n. : he largest strains
measured occurred in each stirrup where it was crossc.: hy the potential
failure crack: It is seen that during the first five cycles ofh:(ilng some 40 kips
(17X k N: were resisted by mechanisms not involving stirrups. Up until this
stage no yiek] occurred in the flexural reinforcement. /\il\'I' t hc fifth cycle,
alternating yielding was imposed on the main reinforcement. ~lll(l :.IS Fig. 7.34
reveals, ncurlv the entire applied shear was resisted by till' surrups in the
ninth cycle. The percentages given in Fig. 7.34 show the pruport ion of the
total applied shc";.lr resisted by the stirrups. The test 1'\' .uit:.; point to the
necessity I'or ignoring the concrete shear-resisting mcvhauisms and for
providing web rcinlorccmcut to resist the total shear force ',L'r Il~~!ions where
yicld ing "I' t.hc flexural reinforcement under cyclic rc\\",d [(lading is a
possibility.

We must expect high-intensity cyclic loading to Cli " xome stiffness
degradation, This effect is particularly evident when di 'illl:tl cracks arc
permitted t\1 \\ iekn.' .2" In general, the reduction in stiffnes-,ic:pends pri marily
on the magnitude of the previously imposed loading I: [lei' than on the
number of cycles applied." .\:
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The Effects of Repeated and C~dic Loading on Shear Strength

7.9.2 Effects on Interface Shear Transfer

When cracks do notdevelop along the shear plane during interface shea t

transfer, no deterioration of shear capacity can be expected after a few cycle
of repeated high-intensity loading. This has been observed in a limited num
ber of tests on horizontal construction joints. 7 .. " Shear friction by aggrega t\
interlock does not become operative until cracks develop: therefore, before
cracking. the transverse steel crossing the interface has no significant foil' in
the load transfer. After the development of crack s. however, repeated loading
will cause a deterioration of the interface roughness, with a correspondiuu
reduction in the equivalent coefficient of friction.

In Fig. 7.35, a typical shear stress-shear displacement relationship I',

illustrated from an aggregate interlock tcst'·11 in which a few repetitions (11
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Fig. 7.36, Joint ctlccrivcness in pavements under repeated 10ading.'·\X
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function of the crack width, was studied by the Portland Cement Associ.i
tion.7.38 Some results appear in Fig. 7.36: 100"" effectiveness indicates thu t
there is no relative displacement along the interface. The shear transferred
was 28 psi (0.1l) Nzrnm2;. The drastic loss of effect iveness with increased joint
opening (crack width) is most evident. The effect of cyclic loading on clamping
force and slip. at moderate shear stress intensities along an interface with
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L1r~-:sh-:arl():\d~(I',,:::: 12..'<', f:psi,~ l.04J7;N/mm2)\lc('·~lpplil'dll'hilca
constam cruvl, width was m.unurincd by external clamping I i i-, -ccn that the
residual ~Iii' i!k!C::I'-:s at a diminishing rate, and some incrr..-.c ill the stiffnes-,
of' the svstcm (lcUlrs. When the damping~f'orce is provi.icd internally by
t r.msvcr-.c reinforcement, the opening of the crack will !1,'1 [,1.",0 \1 ell con
trolled. and ~l more rapid deterioration must be expected in 1Csts on con
,( ructio njoi rus, \ cry large rcsid ual slips occurred with a m., rkcd i(l,S of shear
strength "t.:[,()~' the interface after the reinforcement hell! y:c:!..kd.'.'o As
Fi,!!. 7.3 i h show, the interface deterioration is particular}. '!~cll!lIC<lnl when
hi~h-inte!lslty reversed loading is applied. This type (\ d(li')1l tends to
dislodge 111-: embedded aO!~'.n:gate particles more easily. i III.' i,)~!d intensity
required I,) (:,u,,' llli, deterioration was found to be high.': th.rn the maxi
mum values -pcciiicd in the shear friction provisions of the' -\('1 (()de.""

With lo\\ !1\ tcn-, itYof shea r t ra nsfer, the interface deterio r, i t ion is IllUC h less,
as can be e\ peered. The .il)! nt effectiveness in concrete pa \ cmcn t slabs, as a
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/
preset crack widths, has also been studied by White and Ilnllcy,7.19 to
establish safe levels for membrane stresses in cracked concrete contain
ment vessels. The observed increase in slip for two preset Clack Widths during
50 cycles of complete stress reversals with v = 164 psi (1. I I Njmm 2) is given
in Fig. 7.37.

7.10 SPECIAL MEMBERS AND LOADINGS

In previous sections of this chapter the phenomenon of shear has been dis
cussed mainly in connection with beams. However, shear may become a
critical design item in other situations when one or another aspect of the
predominant shear resisting mechanisms must be determined, A detailed
examination of such cases is beyond the scope of this book.

A designer who is familiar with the basic concepts of shear in reinforced
concrete beams will have no difficulty in identifying the predominant mode of
shear resistance in another structural component. The major tusk will then be
to arrange the: reinforcement to enable this particular mechanism to function
efficiently. For this reason, a number of cases in which the arrangement of
reinforcement rnay have a major effect on shear performance are briefly
examined in Chapter 13.

The load applied to a beam may be such that truss or arch action cannot
develop without the introduction of additional reinforcement. This situation
can arise in girders that support secondary beams. Also. the web of beams
must be carefully examined for shear resistance when openings are to be
provided in them. The arch mechanism will require special attention in deep
beams in which diagonal cracks may form at steep angles. Corbels and brac
kets may carry very large forces on a short lever arm, permitting arch action
and interface shear transfer to become the major modes of shear resistance.
Deep beam effects may dominate the behavior of certain shear walls. These
are discussed in Chapter 12. A particularly severe shear problem can arise in
beam-column joints of reinforced concrete frames, and this situation is
examined in some detail in Chapter 13.

Example 7.1. The Design of the Web Reinforcement and the
Curtailment of the Flexural Reinforcement in a Foundation Beam

A symmetrical foundation beam (half of it shown in Fig. 7.38a)
supports two axially loaded columns at 30 ft (9.14 rn) centres. The
ultimate-load on each column is 480 k (2136 k Nj and the corre
sponding reacti ve upward pressure of 20 klft (292 kN ruj is assumed
to he uniformly distributed over the full 48 ft (14.63 m) length of the
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Special Members and Loadings

beam. The corresponding bending moments have been computed.
and these are plotted in Fig. 7.3Xh.

Propertles

The dimensions of the cross section of the inverted T beam ar,'
shown in section A- A. The top reinforcement at midspan consi-r
of nine No.9 (2X.6 mm) bars, and seven No.8 (25.4 mm) bars und.:
the columns make up the bottom (positive) flexural rcinforccmcru:
No.4 (12.7 mm) bars arc used for the stirrups.

Materials :f:. = 3600 psi (24.8 N. mrn"): II' = 60,000 psi (414 Nyrnm I

Adequacy o(llex/ll'al reiniorcemont

I. Top stc«! (/1 niidspun, nine No. V. A, =. 1).0 in'.

Total tension I"\)ree T = A. [, c= lJ.O ;.~ 60 = 540 k. Hence (/
T/O.X::'/;h .e' 54() (O.X::' x 16'~\ 4X) = .n in, cI = 42- 4.75 = 37.>
in.jd = d > a 2 = 37.25 - 0.5 x 3.7. 35.4 in.

AI" = 'tid 0= 54() x 35.4 = IlJ,120 k· in.

Dependable M" = (fiM" = 0.9 x IlJ.120 = 17.204 ~ 17.280 k· III

(Fig. 7.380)

2. Bottom reiniorccmrn! at COI/lIllIlS, eiqln No. S. As = 5.5 in',

(/ = 5.5 x 60;(O.X5 x 16 x 14) = 7.7 in. d = 42 - 3 = JlJ in, i"
35.]5 in.

AI" = 5.5 x 60 x 35.15 = 11,600 k . in.

dependable .\1" = 0.9 x 11.600 = 10,440 > 9720 k . in,

Shear /OI'C£'S and st rcsse«

The critical section for shear is at a distance Ii to the right of the
columns, as indicated by the 45 broken line. For the purpose of
stress calculations. a mean effective depth of 3X in will be assumed.
Thus the maximum shear, causing diagonal tension. will be V.1I'"
[15 - (7 -+ 3X, 12] 2() = 225 k. Shear strength to be provided
I;, = I;naxlq:> = 225;0.X5 = 265 k. Hence from Eq. 7.5 I'" = v.jowtl
265,000/(14 x 3X) ~ 500 psi. The concrete can resist at least /'."

2.0,/'.!;. = 120 psi (Eq. 7.16). Hence the maximum shear stress ;hat
could be allocated to this section should not be more (see Section

7.4.2) than ]0y'f:. = 600psi > 500psi.T·hustheconcretedimensiolls
arc adequate. The stirrups need to resist equivalent shear stresses
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Both Eqs. 7.15 and 7.16, as applied to the example beam, arc
plotted in Fig. 7J3c. .
Stirrup reinforcement at the critical area, near the column, will
need to be provided for r, = r" - 1',. = 500 - IY) = 361 psi. Hence
from FL!. 7,2.\a the required stirrup area per l-Ioot (s = 12 illl
length of beam is il,. = /'sShH'i.f y = 3<11 x 12 x 14'60,000 = l.OI
in"/ft. Using three No.4 legs, s = 0.60 x 12j1.O! = 7.2 in; say,
use 7-in spacing,
At 7 feet from the center line of the beam, Fig. 7.38( gives v" ~ 31 ()
- 120 = I"JO psi: thus the spacing can be increased to 36\
7.2/190 = 13.5 ill: sav, use 12-in spacing.
At '5 feet from the centerline, from the same diagram, I', ~ 220
120 = 100 psi. Using only two No.4 legs, s = A,I,'I',h" = 0.4
60 (0.1 x \ ..l) = 17.1 in. Thus the spacing could be IS in.
The minimum web reinforcement (see section 7.4.3) should cor
respond with r, = 50 psi, so that A,.l1Iill = 50 x 12 x 14/60,000
0.14 irr'. ft.Two No. 4 legs are required at s = 0.40 x 12/0.14 = 34 ill,
but the maximum spacing should not exceed d/2 = 38/2 = 19 in.
Nominal stirrup at l x-in ccntcrs will be used.
Thc shear strcnuth so provided is represented by the broken line
envelope in Fig. 7.3X,. A few stirrups comfortably cope with the less
critical situation in the cantilever portion of the beam.

7.11 HEFEIU::\n:S

Hence in this region, and toward the center of the span, the more
simple estimate of Eq. 7.16 will be quite satisfactory: that is,

/' -, '.'/:; = I '0 psi
t" - .... \. (' _ .•

r,. = 3.5\,//: = 210 psi> 139 psi

At a section 7 fed from the centerline of the beam, it will be found
from Eq. 7.15that

or

3X 7 131 .
V

c
= 114 + 2500 x 0.015 x 140 x--- = 114 + 1 = pSI

I 1AO()

7.1 B. Bresler and .I. (i :\'lac'( .rcgor. "Review "I' COnLTc'k Beams I'ailin~ in Shear," .1"/(/'1,·,1
"/IIt" Structural !JIIII;"/I ... 1\( l.. \',,1. 'i.l. STI. h'hrllar, 1%7. pp, ~4.\ ·~72

7.2 "BuildI/1!! ('''cle Rcquu.-mcnt-, f"l Rl'inl'"rc'cd (,'",TClc (/\('1 ~I,~ 711." Ame]'],.111
Concrete Ilhllllllc'. 1"'\1"1\. 1,,'"I, 7S PI'·l,it) psiI, =.C I.() .... 7>600+ (2500 x 0.01 x 1) = 114 + 2~

Toward the center of the beam, however, stirrups ,ItT assigned a
smaller fraction of the total shear; hence '1 < 0.7(\. For this reason it
will be assumed that e; ~ 0.8d ~ 30 in. (Note that the !\CI code
implies that l:',. = d = 38 in). Accordingly, the Tid diagram is shown
by the broken curves in Fig. 7.38b. Bars must extend beyond this
curve by the full development length ld' For tile top No, "J bars,
I" = 1.4 x 40 = 56 in, for the bottom No.8 bars. l" "" 1.0 x 32 =

32 in Isee Chapter 9).
Figure 7.7>fih shows where the flexural bars can be stopped. The
steel so provided is designated by the stepped moment envelope.
Two bars are spliced and carried right to the end of the cantilever.
The same procedure can be followed for the curtailment. generally
in pairs. of the bottom No.8 bars. Again two bars arc carried to the
midspan and lapped with similar bars from the other half of the
beam. In each case the cutoff point has been conscrva tivcly selected,
to 'give a bar cuuing length to the nearest 6 in.

(Eq. 7.~ I) of 1', .,= I'" -- Vc = 500 - 120 = 380 rhi. Irorn Eq. 7.29
this corresponds to 17 = vJv, = 380/500 = 0.76. The design will be
based on 45 diagonal struts, IX = 45°, and vertical stirrups If = 90'
(sec Fig. 7.15).

Curtaiuncnt (if I lu: fiexural reinforcement

The flexural steel will be terminated inaccord.mce \Iith a ., Tid"
diagram like Fig. 7.19. The amount, e.; by which the 'Ijd diagram is
displaced from the bending moment diagram is obtained from
Eq. 7.30a as

e, [cot CI. - O.)I/(cot CI. + cot {3)] d
[I - 0.5 x 0.76(1 + O)J d = 0.62d

St irru P rei 11/< 11'('('111('111

Preliminary computations or experience will indicate' that stirrups
consisting of t'NO or three No.4 legs can be uxcd : thus one set of
st irru ps \1 ill give OAO in 2 or 0.60 in 2 of steel area.
From Eq, 7.IS, the shear stresses resisted by the L'OJ1(Tl'tL" mechan

isms at the critical section are Vc = 1.9J'.r~ + 2S(H) ti; l lAd AI" where
f!,,'-_c ),5 (14 x 3Ki ~ OJ)I, d = 38 in, and AI" :::: 210() k· ill as
scaled I'romthe bending moment diagram; thus

I~,d .\1,. ;,~ 225 x ~X/2100 > 1
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in the design may lead tu excessive crack widths but need not have mor.:
serious consequences. Often designers int uit ivcly neglect such secondar.
torsional effects. The edge beams of frames. supporting slabs or sccondur,
beams. are typical of this situation (sec Fig. X.2). In a rigid jointed span'
structure it is hardly possible to avoid torsion arising from the compatibilit .
of deformations. Certain structures. such as shells elastically restrained h\
edge beams." ..1 arc more sensitive to this type of torsion than are others.
The present stale of knowledge allows a realistic assessment of the torsion
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Fig. H.1. lx.unplc- or primary \'1' equilibrium torsiou.

that may arise in statically indeterminate reinforced concrete structures ~II

various stages or the loading.
Torsion in concrete structures rarely occurs without other actions.

Usually flexure, shear. and axial forces are also present. A great many of t hc
more recent studies have attempted to establish the laws of interactions th.u
may exist between torsion and other structural actions. Because of the lare'c'
number of parameters involved, some etTort is still required to assess reliubl ,
all aspects of this complex behavior.

(/JI

!U INTRODUCTION

Torsion in reinforced concrete structures often arises from contin uity bet ween
members. For this reason torsion received relatively scant attention during
the first half of this century. and the omission from design considerations
apparently had no serious consequences. During the last 10 to 15 years. a
great increase in research activity has advanced the undcrsumding of the
problem significantly. Numerous aspects of torsion in concrete have been,
and currently arc being. examined in various parts of the world. The first
significant organized pooling of knowledge and research effort in this field
was a symposium sponsored by the American Concrete Institute. The sym
posium volumeH

.
1 also reviews much of the valuable pioneering work.

Most code references to torsion to date have relied on idca-. borrowed
from the behavior of homogeneous isotropic elastic materials. The current
ACI codeR

.
2 incorporates for the first time detailed design recommendations

for torsion; These recommendations are based on a considerable volume
of experimental evidence. but they are likely to be further modified as addi
tional information from current research efforts is consolidated.

Torsion may arise as a result of primary or secondary actions. The case
of primary torsion occurs when the external load has no alternative to being
resisted but by torsion. In such situations the torsion, required to maintain
static equilibrium. can be uniquely determined. This case may also be refer
red to as equilibrium torsion. It is primarily a strength problem because the
structure. or its component. will collapse if the torsional resistance cannot be
supplied. A simple beam. receiving eccentric line loadings aklng its span.
cantilevers and eccentrically loaded box girders, as illust rated in Figs. ~.I

and lU~. are examples of primary or equilibrium torsion.
In statically indeterminate structures, torsion can also arise as a secondary

action from the requirements of continuity. Disregard r\lr such continuity
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Fig. S.~. I'lH":-,!\il1 in statH:~I:ly indeterminate structures.

it· dO, T
.- (},-~ )

Ii: (Ie
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where T = torsional moment at the section
y, x = overall dimensions of the rectangular section, x < y

lft, = a st rcss factor being a function .1'/.\, as given in Fig. S.3

It may be equally as important to know the load-displacement relation
ship for a particular torsion member. This can he derived from the familiar
relationship":"

where 8/ = the angle of twist
T = the applied torque. which may be a function of the distance

along the span
G = the modulus in shear as defined in l.q. 7.37
C = the torsional moment of inertia, sometimes referred to as torsion

constant or equivalent polar moments of inertia
z = distance along member

For rectangular sections. we have

C = fi,x}y

in whieh Ii,. a coefficient dependent on the aspect ratioy/x of the section (Fig.
8.3), allows for the nonlinear distribution of shear strains across the section.

These terms enable the torsional stiffness of a member of length I to he'

l?t"",

lid

Fig. 8.3. Stiffness and stress tuctors for rectangular sections subjected to torsion.
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S.2.l Elastic Behavior

In PLA!:" CONCHETE SUBJECT TO TORSIO:\

For the assessment of torsional effects in plain concrete, we can usc the well
known approach presented in most texts on structural mechanics. The
classical solution of St. Vcn.int can be applied to the common rectangular
concrete section. Accordiugly, the maximum torsional shc.uiug stress 1', is
generated at the middle of the long side and can be obtained Irorn

The behavior of reinforced concrete,intorcsion:;Wbef~theonset of cracking.
can be based on the study of plain ccncrete-becaaseeae.conuibution of rein
forcement at this stage is ncgligible,s
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and the resulting maximum torsional shear stress is from Lq. X.I

T~
I'tl = ljItl 2

Xl .1'2

The approximation IS conservative because the "junction effect" has been
neglected.

Compound sections in which shear flow can occur, as in box sections,
must be subdivided in a ditTerent way. Figure XAc illustrates the procedure.

The clastic torsional shear stress distribution over compound cross
sections may be best visualized by Prandtl's membrane analogy, the princi
ples of which may be found in standard works on elasricity':" In reinforced
concrete structures, we seldom encounter the conditions under which the
foregoing assumptions associated with linear elastic behavior are satisfied.

hi 17 2

V=/J·_-I' = ..... I'
1 22 I)' 4 I)'

Using Bach's approximation.":" the portion or the total torque T resisted
by clement 2 in Fig. XAu is

Plain Concrete Suhj,'cl to Torvion

S.2.2 Plastic Behavior

In ductile materials it is possible to attain a state at which yield in shear II >11
occur over the whole area of a particular cross section. If yielding occurs 01,'1'

the whole section, the plastic torque can be computed with relative ease.
Consider the square section appearing in Fig. 8.5, where yield in shear

V,\" has set in the quadrants. The total shear force ~~ acting over one quadr.uu
is

I

I
.J

I
I
~
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~h
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lei

defined as the magnitude of the torque requ,,U;:~dtO&~tuseU 11 it angle of twist
over this length as

Strength and Deformation of \ hmbcr-, "itll Torsion

I !
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In the general clastic analysis of it statically indeterminate' structure, both
the torsional stiITlh.:ss and the flexural stiffness of members may h,.· required.
l.uuation SA I'or the torsiou.rl stillness of a member may h· c'olllpan:d with
the equation Ior the Ilcxuru l stillness of a member with I;lr end restrained,
defined as the moment required to cause unit rotation, 4/.1 1, v, here Ll =

flexural rigidir y 01 a section.
the behavior of' compound sections, T and L shapes, is more complex.

However. following Bach's suggestioll,H.5 it.is.".eUs:t0mary to assume that a
suitable subdivision of the section into itsct"nst:iJtue'trt'I·'fectall~lesi:, an accept
able approximation for design purposes. A'¢e'Ol'tHl.ig!;t,;4tcis assumed that each
rectangle resists a portion or t he external torque in proport iUI1 to its torsional
rigidity. As Fig. XAa shows. the overhanging parts of the flanges should
be taken without overlapping. In slabs forming the flange» of beams, the
effective length of the contributing rectangle should not be Liken as more than
three times the: slab thick ncss.v" For the case of pure torsion. this is a con
scrvative approximation.

Fig. SA, The <uhdivisiun pi compound sections for torsional an"i\"". Fig. X,:-. Torsional yielding 01 a squun. section,

,.' ....
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Thus the total torque resisted is
Hence

(0.6) T
lily = v.; 2

X Y
(X.7J

(8.X)

(8J'bl

(8.7,11

where

where x ,,;;: y.

The value of 3 for ljJ, or II/'r is a minimum for the elastic theory and a maxi
mum for the, plastic theory (see Fig. 8.3 and Eq. 8.7a).

The ultimate torsional resistance of compound sections can be approx 1

mated by the summa t ion of the contribution of the constituent rectangles. For
sections such as those in jig. 8.4. the approximation is

37;,
r", = Ix i \ ;

where x <: .\' for each rectangle.

In Eq. 8.8a. contributions from the junctions (the sand that could be heaped
in the valleys between adjacent roofs) are neglected.

The value of 1'," cannot he directly related to a strength property of the
concrete. However, numerous tests8.8-8.11 indicate that its value, WhCII

computed from Eq. X.1\ or 1\.8a is between 4.0j'J; psi and 7.oR pSI

(O.33 ...1'J; and O.58y 'r N'mm '! This value will also depend on the absolute
size of the test specimen from which l'ru was obtained. It is believed that these
stresses are also reached in reinforced concrete beams when diagonal tension
cracks due to torsion arc ahout to develop. Hence ACI Committee 43:;

')

ljJ = _ ......._.-
Iy 1 - .\/3y

It is evident that ljJ,y = 3 when xl)' = I and l~,)' = 2 when xly = o.
It may be seen that Eq, 11..7 is similar to the expression obtained for elastic

behavior. Eq. X.!.
Concrete is not ductile enough. particularly in tension. to permit a perfect

plastic distribution of shear stresses. Therefore the ultimate torsional strengt h
of a plain concrete section will he between the values predicted by the memo
brane (fully clastic) and sand heap (fully plastic) analogies. Shear stresses
cause diagonal (principal) tensile stresses. which initiate the failure. In the
light of the foregoing approximations and the variability of the tensile
strength of concrete. the simplified design equation for the determination or
the nominal ultimate shear stress induced by torsion in plain concrete
sections. proposed by ACI 3IX-71 8.2

, is acceptable:

(0.6)

whcrc ,v ,= <rna l] di mcnsion or the cross section. Thus the \ ()fume of the pyra
mid over the square section (Fig.. X.S) is

,flU,,, b3
T = h·-;,~ = 1Vtv

-"' -).

h ~ V
ty -t 't \~\
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The volume or till: heap over the: oblong section (Fig. 8.6) :s

" '1 I!.... . d . Nadai's " I I I",H 7I ie same ITSLI rs may 1C oouunc using 1 a ai s sam .Icap an;1 ogy. .
According to this analogy the volume of sand placed over the given cross
section is proportional to the plastic torque sustained by this section. The
heap (or roof) over the rectangular section (see Fig. 8.6) has a height Xt',y,
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torsional properties of 1he girders improve in progressing from Figs. R.7<1 ,,\
8.7(/·

When the \\';(11 thickness" is small relative 10 the overall dimension, "I'
the section, uniform shc.rr stresses /', across the thickness can be assumed, I:,

considering the moments exerted about a suitable point by the shear strcs-.
acting over infinitesimal elements of the tube section, as in Fig. 8,80, 11,\'

torque of resistance can he expressed as

Fig. 8.7. Basic forms u",-".1 r(1!" hrid,l!l' L'r~)SS

sections. ~.:i
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adopted the value of 6.0)1: psi (0.5J]; N/mm2) for the estimation of the
diagonal crack ing load.

The principal stress (tensile strength) concept would suggest that failure
cracks should develop at each face of the beam along a spiral running at 45"
to the beam axis. However, this is not possible because the boundary of the
failure surface must form a closed loop. Hsu has suggested that bending
occurs about an axis that is at approximately 45 0 to the beam axis and
parallel to the planes of the long faces of a rectangula I' beam. H 12 This
bending causes compression and tensile stresses in the 45 plane across the
beam. The latter eventually initiates a surface crack. As soon as flexural
tension cracking occurs. the flexural strength of the section is reduced, the
crack rapidly propagates, and sudden failure follows. Hsu observed this
sequence of failure with the aid of high-speed motion pictures. H 12 For most
structures little use can be made of the torsional (tensile) strength of un
reinforced concrete members.

8.2.3 Tubular Sections

Because of the advantageous distribution of shear stresses. tubular sections
are most efficient in resisting torsion. They are widely used in bridge con
struction. Figure X.7 illustrates the basic forms used for bridge girders, The

r--I
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Co is termed the shear flow, and this is constant: thus

(8.11 )

(8.11 b)

For uniform wall thickness Eq, ~.II reduces further to

, 4il(/h
(0 = ------

fl

where p is the perimeter measured along the tube centerline.
It is emphasized that the preceding discussion on elastic .and plastic

behavior relates to plain concrete, and the propositions are applicable only
at low load intensities before cracking. They may be used for predicting the
onset of diagonal cracking.

4A o
2

C - ---() - f dslh

where s is measured around the wall centerline. The same expression for the
more common form of box section (Fig. ~.Kh) becomes

4A 2
C - 0 (8.11 a)

() - I.lj,'hj

where Co is the equivalent polar moment of inertia of the tubular section and
is given by

f

l
I

I
!

(K.9b)

(X.IO)

T
v = ----

r 2A oh
or

T
1',,= ..

:~,. (Is

where .\ -: r.
Equation :-I.\)h follows from first principles and has the advantage of

being applicable I() bot h ti:.: e:,\SI:C and fully plastic state ()I stress.
The torque-twist relation-hip for hollow sections may hl' readily derived

frorn stra in Clkr!") considcr.u ions. Bycq uating the work el( 'II,' h: l he uppl icd
torque iC\ICrI1;ti work) t() t!wt of the shear stresses (inl'c'n,;1! work), the
torsion (, 'l1sL\ II t C'., for t1Ihu lar sections can be found th u-.:

where A() =0 the ;Irl':.t enclosed hy the center line of the tube wall (shaded area
in Fig. 8.:-1).

The concept (If shear now around the thin wall tube is useful when the
role of reinforcement in (ursion is considered.

The /\('1 col!c X 2 sllggcsts that the equation relevant to solid sections,
FLi. XX he used also for hollow sections, with the follow Ing modification
when the wall thickness is not less than x/lO (see Fig. 8.:-1('1:

internal work =oc "' hum of shear stress

. i:ll1!:'-:e of twist per unit length (l!' member)

8.3 BEAMS WITHOUT WEB REINFORCEMENT SUBJECT TO

FLEXl'RE .vxn TORSION

The failure mechanism or beams subjected to t(-rsion and bending depends
on the predominance of one or the other. The ratio of ultimate torque to
moment, I)M

II
, is a suitable parameter to measure thc relative magnitude

of these actions. The flexural resistance depends primarily on the amount PI'
flexural reinforcement. The torsional behavior of a concrete beam without
web reinforcement is more difficult to assess in the presence of flexure.

Flexural stresses initiate diagonal cracks in the case of torsion, much as
they do in the case of shea r. In the presence of flex ure these cracks are arrested
in the compression zone. For this reason a diagonally cracked beam IS

capable of carrying a certain amount of torsion. The manner in which this
torsion is resisted is, at present. a matter of speculation, Clearly the compres
sion zone of the beam is capable of resisting a limited amount of torsion, and
horizontal reinforcement can also contribute to torsional resistance by means
of dowel action.

I t has been round (c.g.. by Mattock H' I J) that the torsional resistance of :I

cracked section is approximately one-half the ultimate torsional strength or
the uncracked section, provided a certain amount of bending is present.

(XAaj
. GeoI\. = ..,-, I

and the [(,rsl,,[1;[1 c.:lfl'ness ,)1' such member is therefore

C,..'
'I' = '';°0

.c; shear strain acting on the tube clements]

tunit \c.n::~th) = ~ x fV t ~ h ii, :x: 1

Hence bv C'C; \I;\l; I'Ig I he :\\ 0 expressions and using Eq. ~"I)h, I he rclat iOI1

ship between !\Hq~~t.~ and .u-,,gi.C ul' twist is found to be

{}

" T x')
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Fig. H.9. Yield line along an edge beam.

(8,14)(
. 1"11 )2 (1,,,)2
14 if'; +1 /f''''; c= I
_. , . c -, . c

where v"' = induced nominal torsional stress carried by the concrete at
ultimate. given by Eq. 8.8

1'" = induced nominal shear stress carried by the concrete at ultimate,
given by Eq 7.5

I,,~' 4.XO, f: psi (OAv l, N/mm 2
)

The circular interaction relationship is the basis of the current ACI code
provisions. H, 2 For convcn ience, the magnitude of the interaction shear and
torsional forces carried hy a cracked section at ultimate load can be expressed
in terms of nominal stress as

and

S.4 TORSION \:--ID SHEAR IN BEAi\IS WITHOUT WEB

REINFORCE\HXr

It is evident that in superposition, the shear stresses generated by torsion and
shearing force arc additive along one side and subtractive along the opposite
side of a rectangular beam section, The critical diagonal tensile stresses that
ensue are further affected by flexural tensile stresses in the concrete, because
it is impossible to apply shearing forces without simultaneously inducing
flexure. A fully rat ionalt heory for the interaction of shear and torsion in the
presence of bending is not known to have yet been developed. For this reason
reliance must be placed on empirical inforrn.u ion derived from tests, By
providing more thnn adequate flexural reinforcement, it is possible to experi
mentally study the failure criteria for combined shear and torsion. It is
usual in such tests to keep the torsion to shear r.uio constant while the lo:u]

is being increased to failure, However, in practice one action may occur lir,t.
imposing its own crack pattern before the other action becomes significant.
For the time being. it is advisable to be conscrx.uive in the interpretation of
test results.

Figure 8.10 plots the scatter obtained in typical combined torsion-shear
tests. It also indicates that a circular interaction relationship (normalized
for this particular group of tests) can be useful for design purposes, provided
sufficiently low stress values for diagonal cracking by shear and torsion arc
chosen. For these heams. H

.
I O which contained no weh reinforcement, the

shear and torsional stresses which formed an approximate lower hound
for the plotted experimental points, as computed from Eqs, 7.5 and 8.8, were
found to he. respectively.

1= 2.(1X 'v/I: psi (0.22, I; N/mm 2 1

(X.13)

(x. Lla)

Similarly. for compound sections, [C]. :'U~a gives

Thus one half the torque causing cracking can be sustained alter the forma
tion of cracks. The torque thus carried is so small that its influence on flexure
can be ignored.

The nominal torsional shear stress, corresponding to this limited torsion, is
conservatively assumed by i\C! JlX_7I H

.
2 to be 40% ora '1~lckin,L: stress of

6v' .r;. psi lO.5v I;' N/mm 2
).

"f' = 0.4(6-)1) = 2.4-/.1; psi (O.2ffc Ni1ll1I1
2) (X.12)

and the torque supplied by the concrete section only. uncr the onset of
cracking. is revealed by Eq. X.8 to be

with the limitations on overhanging parts as indicated in I X.-t.
When 1,):\1" > 0.5 (i.e.. when torsion is significant), britt Ie' I:! ilu rc has been

observed.":" When the bending moment is more pronounced. l i.c.. when
T;,. ,\1" < 0.5)..1 more ductile Iailurc can be expected. The \Il['Slon:tl strength
of a beam can be increased only with the addition ofweb rciulorccmcnt. The
amount of flexural reinforcement appears to have no intlucncc l)ll the
torsional capacity of the concrete section, 1;..

In Tor L beams the oITrh:lllgin,c', part of the flanges contribute III torsional
strength. Th is has been vcr i lied l)11 isolated beams. 8.14.' :' Tile elfeet ivc
width of flanges, when these arc part of a 11001' slab, is d>iiicull to assess.
When a yield line can develop along an edge beam because (,I' ncg.u ivc
bending morricni in the slab. <IS illustrated in Fig. 8.9, it is uniik clv ih:u much
of the flange can contribute toward torsional strength, III ',lIciJ C:IS'~S. it is
adx isable to rely only on tile rectangular section.
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G.:'.'!

(S.15,1

(8.15hl

Additional torsional .u.d shear strength can h: derived from uppropri.u.:
web reinforcement.

2.4,/ I;
v pSI

v [I + (1.2/'.,/1',,/ I

Similarly. it may be shown that the permissible nominal ultimate shear
stress that can be carried hy the concrete alone in the presence of torsion is

In design, only one of these equations need be computed because it I'
evident that the permissible stresses v,c and 1', are related to the induced
stresses V'II and 1'" by

Therefore. the permissible nominal ultimate torsion shear stress that can he
carried by the concrete a!pne in the presence of ;1 shear force is

~__~__-,!Jii QL\ V,

·;.0 :.)

14,8

t

r,

"

\ ','

0.4

02

0,13 f-------" ....

0,8[--,--",

-'

8.5 TOHSIO"i \IEMBERS REQl!IRING WEB REINFORCEMENT

Th~ 2.4, f:" and 2.0,/!/.: terms in Eq. 8.14 are the proposed values for the
nominal uli im.uc iorsion..' shcur strength of the concrete after cracking
without the presence ofshcur. and the nominal ultimate shcur strength of the
concrete without the presence of torsion, respectively, h,)th in psi units.

I ('I :t'" f",,'" ',I~ ,,', I." ~~, 0,'" I(7'N"",,'· .i z.o /f'" .:n ,) urn x, _'-+, ' , ,)SI wou., D<.: .ep.""Cc" i)y '~V./ elm ." . anu _. v' r pSI

by 0.166,' ,Nmm 2
. Equation :-\.14 controls the design 01 beams with only

nominal web rcintorccmcu. the above-mentioned stresses hcin~, assumed to
oc carried acroxs a cracked section by mechanisms not 1:1';0]\ ing the 'Ncb
reinforcement.

Now [rorn Lq, ~.!"~ we I,::\'e

;~

I

i
t

I,

I

The role of web reinforcement in torsion member', is similar to that of stirrups
in flexural members subject to shear. After the formation of diagonal cracks.
torsional shear stresses can no longer be resisted unless a different mechanism,
such as a space truss, is formed to enable stresses to be transferred in a manner
essentially different from St. Venant's concept.

A space truss. consisting of stirrup tension members and diagonal concrete
compression struts, is the traditional model on which the design of wch
reinforcement has been based. 8

.
16 Such a truss appears in Fig. S.lla. The

full lines indicate tension chords and the strips between the diagonal crack
lines. inclined at an angle x., suggest compression struts. All early studies
assumed Cl.c = ..\5 .

A potential diagonal failure crack, as in fig. 8.11b, is crossed by n 1

Yo!(,) tan C(.l number of stirrup legs, where Yo is the straight portion of the
vertical stirrup leg that CUll effectively cross diagonal cracks, as in Fig. 8.1 k.
Therefore. the tension developed across this crack at ultimate is

N , = II I A,.t;,
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(k.17)

(8.19)

(8.lka)

(8.20)

I;,
'7"'·'---

)",Lln-::Xe

N I + N, , X() I 1'(,
1 " ,,= ., 1 I '
- tan ()(, -, , Y S ta n 2 ::x,.

2(.\" + .1'0)A, ,"',.._-,.. A,Ill,
.\

) N.I
'

+\'.1.'

Sl'C 'j

Nh

Torsion Member-, Rl'quiring \\ eh HdnforCl'/l)l'nt

This compression force must he balanced hy an equal and opposite tension
force requiring a 1t1lal horizontu) steel area. represented in the mode! of
Fig. 1'1.11 by four Illllgitudin;Ji corners bars. of

I _ 1. [; (x" -I .\',,1
," - _.1" ,

1/" s tan- ()(,

so tha t

The total horizontal force. which is the Sum of the horizontal components
of the diagonal cOll1pressiOll forces. is found from I·ig. 1'1.11 d and Eqs. k. i 6a
and K I (lb as

where iii' is the yield ,;lrcngliJ of the longitudinal b.u«.

The inclination of the compression struts :I.e can he determined from the
effective volumetric ruti» ofthe longitudinal and tran-verse tension members
of the space truss thus

The contribution of the' trallsverse members (stirrups) of the space truss
can be derived from considl'l'ation of the diagonal concrete compression
forces (Fig. 8.lld). These forces are transmitted from the stirrups, through the
four horizonwi corner oars. hy means of bearing.H,I- The posit ion-, of the
diagonal compression forces '\JI and N J 2 relative to the cross section. are
indicated in Fig. S.II ('. The I runsvcrsi, components of these compression
forces generate the !orsiun <Inti by reference to Fig, k.l 1£1 and 8,lle it is
evident that

and from Eqs, 8.16a and 8.160 we have

This elJ nation, deldoped b.1 Lampert. H. J 7 givex the torsional resistance
of a tube section in which the center lines of the tube walls pass through the
[our longitudinal corner bar-; I quat ion 8.20 is the o",is of the current CEB
recommendati, 'S.K,I' The corresponding equations or the ACI code K,2 are

(S.16b)

1,01

N 2]V = ----
'd2 sin ()(,

tel

,
ano

(,Ii

,'IiJ I

Torsional resistance hy the space (russ model.Fig. 8.11.

f ' I' '. affected is n = x j(s tan f I,where the number 0 SUHUr cgs anect 2' 0 he " " ." '1' till' truss
' !' . " tl emselves at t e ,'1.., () .'1"11' vertical surrup orCl~S resolve .1'" r vv-, • .

e ,." Th ~ c rees "'\'nO on a trans.
into horizontal and diagonal components. "d' ~sr;; ~?O' 8'ldl~:t l~'Olle:h 1'1.11 d.

section of a space truss, are represente ,n. I""S. ., . ,
be seen that

Strellgth and Deformation of \ ll'mhas wit h Torsion

. ·1,( Ii p and j. is thcvicld strcss iu the'I' A i·theareaofonek1:,',ofdc,osccs ..rru '. y '. I" .1
\', 1cre ,s , , j • '4 corrcsoondinu ll,lgon,l' S'" 'I' I' the tension dC:VCIOPCll across ... " ,stirrups, , Iml dr y. ". ,
crack in the top plane of the space truss IS

N 2 = 112 At)~,
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It does not seem to matter how the longitudinal steel is distributed in a
cross section. provided this steel is symmetrically arranged and is well
anchored beyond the section at which the torsion is introduced into the
beam. Th is steel enables the longitudinal tension N h (see Fig. 8.11d). necessa ry
for truss action. to he developed over the length subjected to torsion. The
stressing of the longitudinal steel implies that a torsion member must
elongate after diagonal cracking. that is, when the space truss commences to
contribute toward strength. Any restraint against lengthening of a torsion
member or precomprcssion has the same effect as providing additional
longitudinal steel.8 21

To enable the diagonal compression forces to resolve themselves at the
node points of the space truss, it is advisable to provide a substantial longi
tudinal bar at each of the four corners of the section. Otherwise the outward
pointing components of the diagonal concrete compression stresses may
push off the concrete located between stirrups. especially when these are
widely spaced. It is suggested that the minimum diameter of the longitudinal
bars be not less than one-sixteenth of the stirrup spacing.v"!

The analysis of the space truss (Fig. 8.11) demonstrates the similarity or
the behavior of a torsion member to the behavior of the thin-walled tube,
discussed in Section 8.2.3. Indeed, an experimental verification of this
analysis comes from the tests of Lampert,8.22 who used rectangular hollow
sections. Nowhere in the evaluation or the torque sustained by torsion
reinforcement were the properties of the concrete, or even the configuration
of the section. considered. Obviously some limit must be placed on the
amount of reinforcement. to ensure that the diagonal concrete struts do not
become the weakest link of the mechanism. It appears that a workable
mechanism exists as long as the diagonal compression between node points
or these struts can be developed. This can be achieved efficiently in both
solid and hollow sections, provided the effective wall thickness is not too
small. H suH.2 O and Lampert": 22 found that the ultimate torque was essentially
the same for thick-walled hollow sections as for solid rectangular sections.
having identical overall dimensions and the same reinforcement. The same
conclusion may be reached by examining Fig. 8.11. Therefore, it is evident
that the core of solid reinforced concrete sections does not significantly
contribute toward torsional strength.

The thin-walled tube or the equivalent space truss with 45' diagonals was
the mathematical model for torsional resistance generally used by early
researchers. such as Rausch.s!" The principal sectional dimensions of this
model were .\ I and .I'\. shown in Fig. 8.11. These dimensions were used in
many of the proposed torsion theories (a very good review of these is given
by Zia8

.
2 .1 ) and in the formulation of the present ACI recommendations.

;"

'·f

nUl)

(8.2Ia)7; = 2A o

A = ~s (8.22)
, 2j>oYo

The spacing of the closed stirrups should not exceed (x 1 + .1'1 )/4 or 12 in
(250 mm), whichever is smaller.8.21

where Ao = area enclosed by the connecting lines between the centers of
longitudinal bars

Po = perimeter formed by the same set of lines

Comparison with tests carried out at various research establishments
indicates very good agreement between observed ultimate strength and the
predictions of Eq. 8.21. H.19 It is to be noted that Eq. 8.21 is intended to predict
the total torque T" and docs not imply any contribution to the torsional
strength from other sources.

In a beam subjected to pure torsion. cracks form initially at 45 to the
axis of the beam, irrespective of the shape of the cross section or the amount
and arrangement of reinforcement. As the load approaches ultimate. however,
this angle changes if the volumes of horizontal and transverse reinforce
ment arc different (i.e.. where m, i= 1).H.2o

For steel with equal yield strength in both directions (i.e., [; = ./; ..). the
theoretical minimum steel content for a given torque is obtained when the
vol urnes of the horizontal and transverse reinforcement are made equal. 8.17

This corresponds to 1n , = I and IXc = 45° (see Eq. 8.19).
A corresponding simplification obtained from Eqs. 8.21 and 8.18a with

Ill, = I results in a design expression that gives the required area of one
dosed stirrup A, to resist a given torque ~ as

based on the traditional space truss, which has its panels in the planes of the
surrup legS.HIt. so that the tube area is defined by the product Xd'l (see
Fig. 8.11c) ra ther than X o Yo'

By combining Eqx X.ll) and 8.20. the torsional resistance of the space truss
is obtained" II in terms of the area of a stirrup leg A, and the total area of
longitudinal reinforcement A, as

Lampert showed H
.

17 that this equation is valid for any compact non
symmetrical section in the form
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The equation for the amount of closed stirrup reinforcement adopted by
the present ACT code8.2 has similarities to Eq. 8.22. The ACT equation is

sT.
A, = -7- (8.23)

!Y.t.!\,X1Yl

concrete strengths, and variable steel contents with m, = 1. In the" under
reinforced" beams, both the stirrups and the longitudinal steel reached
yield strength. and the failure was very ductile. In the partially overreinforccd
members. the stirrups or the longitudinal bars did not reach yield. In the
completely ovcrrcinforccd beams. both types of bar failed to reach yield.

Figure 8. J 2 serves as a basis for discussing the current ACI design philo
sophy for Purl' torsion. The straight portion of the curve may be expressed,
when Eqs, 8.ll and 8.23 arc combined, as follows:

J67Torsion Members Requiring Web Reinforcement

(8.23a)!Y., = 0.66 + 0.33(~) :(: 1.50
Xl

where

andYl:;;:'x!.
When equal volumes of longitudinal and transverse torsion steel are used

(i.e .. when 111, = I). Xu = XI' and Yu = .1'1' it is clear that the truss or tube
analogy, Eq. 8.22. would give IX, 'cc 2.0. The ACI value for Ct., was determined
experimentally by HSU. H.

2 0 Typical findings ofHsu are presented in Fig. 8.12,
where the relationship between the observed ultimate torque and the stirrup
contribution parameter (x 1Y 1At fjs) is compared with the CEB recommenda
tionsH

.
l

H for rectangular and hollow beams with identical overall dimensions,

(8.24)

(8.25)

The failure of "overrcinforced " beams origmates from the premature
crushing of the concrete in compression. The compression stresses result
mainly from strut action, as part of the space truss illustrated in Fig. 8.11.
Using the analogy for a hollow section, similar to that in Fig. 8.lld, the
diagonal compression stress can be derived from Eq. 8.16a thus

This equation predicts the ultimate torque 1~. carried when both the trans
verse and the longit lid ina I steel yield. The downward extension of the straight
line. fitted to the experimental results.":"? indicates that a portion of the
torque 1; is resisted by a mechanism other than the reinforcement. It is
convenient 10 call this the torque contribution of the concrete, as discussed in
Section 8.3. The results appearing in Fig. 8.12 were obtained from test beams
subjected to monotonic loading. It is likely that several cycles of service load
application would diminish this contribution of the concrete and would
result in a consequent increase in stirrup stresses.

Comparison of the solid and hollow sections reveals that the absence of a
core in the latter did not affect the strength of these members. It was pre
viously thought that the contribution of the core, perhaps not fully cracked,
accounted mainly for the torsion contribution of the concrete 1;,. This
experimental evidence justifies a design approach based entirely on the
behavior of hollow scctions.f!"

The ACI design equation for stirrups to resist torsion, Eq. 8.23, is based on
the condition that at least an equal amount of longitudinal bars will be
provided. Accordingly, Ill, :;;:. J; hence, from the similarity to Eq. 8.18a, we
write

j
'.!

"0.0049 Eq. 8.28
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Fig. X.I2. The increase of ultimate torque with reinforcing content.
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(8.26)

(8.29)

(8.2X)

(8.25a)

with .f~ in N/mm 2

with .I~. in psi
At 50

P, min ~ -- = -f, ,
. SX. y

0.345
=-.7;'

Because the torsion sustained by the concrete after diagonal cracking is
much less than the torsion at the onset of cracking, the above-mentioned
minimum stirrup reinforcement, which for convenience has been kept the
same as specified for shear, would not be adequate. However, with an in
crease of the longitudinal steel (i.e., with mt > 1), the torsional resistance
can be boosted. Therefore. to increase the minimum amount of longitudinal
steel, when only a small amount of torsion stirrup is required, the ACI
code 8 .2 stipulates that

A . = [400XS(~ __) _ 2A JXl +..l'.!.
1.111111 r v + V t S

J Y til U

where 2A, need not be taken as less than 50xs/'/';.. (The numerical 400 should
be replaced by 2.76 when stresses are expressed in newtons per square
millimeter.)

not be exceeded. The requirement is

l'tu <: 12,(1: psi (l'tu <: 1.0).r; N/mm 2
) (8.27)

To ensure a ductile type of failure, the torsion member must be under
reinforced. This is achieved when Eqs, S.12, R.D, 8.23, and 8.27 are C0111

bined. Hence using the notation of Fig. 8.11, we find that the content of the
closed stirrup reinforcement for pure torsion is limited to

At 3.2xyJ.Tc
Pt = -<: ---T = Pt max

SX IX,XtYI}y .

in the presence of an equal volume of longitudinal reinforcement. (In Eq.
8.28 the numerical 3.2 should be replaced by 0.266 when f:. is expressed in
newtons per square millimeter). The relevance of this equation to some l<:sl

beams is shown in Fig. R.12 and Fig. 8.18, where the torsion theoretically
developed with maximum steel content, as given by Eq, 8.28, is compared
with observed maximum torques. These tests 8

.
2 0 show (see Fig. 8.18) that

the ACI design approach outlined in this section is unconservative when the
web steel content p, exceeds the maximum value specified by Eq. 8.28.

It is also evident that a minimum amount of torsion reinforcement musl
be provided to ensure that no immediate collapse follows if the cracking
torque of an unreinforced member is attained. For this, the ACI codeH 2

recommends

Fig. X.13. Bending or the diagonal struts due to torsion.

or when «, = 45 and Eq, 8.20 is considered,

formed between diagonal cracks. being part of a hyperbolic paraboloid
surface, arc clearly subject to curvature. The bending moment so generated
induces additional compression in them. thus reduces their strut capacity.
In addition. these compression struts are' being crossed by the stirrup
reinforcement. thus are simultaneously subject to transverse tensile strain.
The loss of compression strength due to this effect was discussed in connection
with the shear strength of beams in Chapter 7.

It is evident tha t if a premature compression (brittle) failure is to be a voided,
the intensity of the ultimate torque must be limited. The ACI codeH

.
2

expresses t his limit in terms of a nominal torsional shearing stress that should

r -'):0x-~
.. Jc - - hs - hxoyo

where h is the wall thickness of the hollow section.
This amount is twice the stress one would obtain using conventional

analysis. such as Eq. S.90. and the concept of principal stresses. Strain
measurements on the surface of test beams have demonstrated that in fact
compression stresses considerably in excess of the value given by Eq, 8.26
are generated. Lampert and Thlirlimann 8•2 2 have drawn attention to the
twisted surface of a torsion member (see Fig. 8.13). The compression struts



'Thecurrent ACI recommendations't" are based on the premise that a portion
of either the shear force or the torsion is carried by mechanisms other than
the web reinforcement. We do not know precisely how these rncchanisrns
mrcract in the case of combined torsion and shear. However, s.uisfaciory
approximations can be made in terms of ultimate strength, using circular or
bilinear interaction relationships. Because of the large scatter of experimental
data. neither approach can be considered to be more justifiable than the
other.

Liao and Fergusonvi" have found from tests on a number of beams
with various cross sections that a circular interaction relationship, based on
strength including the contribution of web reinforcement, can be used.

The current ACI code~·2 requires that the contribution of the concrete
toward shear and torsion, as outlined in Section 8.4, be supplemented by
web reinforcement. This is carried out by computing the stirrup requirements
for shear and torsion separately and providing web steel for the total quantity.
The application of this principle is illustrated and discussed at the end of this
section.

To ensure that under combined torsion and shear a diagonal concrete
compression failure is preceded by yielding of the web reinforcement, it is
essential to set an upper limit to the combined load. For the sake of simplicity,
the maximum nominal stress requirements for shear (discussed in Section
7.4.2)and for torsion (Eq. 8.27), were combined to give again a circular inter
action relationship thus

C2~>/~Y + (10:Ji)2 .,; 1 (8.30)

The terms of this equation are as for Eq. 8.14 in psi. In SI units (N/mm 2
)

the nurnericals 12 and 10 are replaced by 1.0 and 0.83. The indications are
that Eq. 8.30 is safe. However, there is little evidence, particularly in the inter
mediate ranges of torsion and shear. to show the validityv" of this equation.

For convenience, Eq. 8.30 ean be rearranged in the following form to suit
design proced ures:

371

\~_+_15 .. -----'?I

I: = 3600 psi (24.8 Nzmm")
l, = 40.()O() psi (276 N/mm 2)

UY 2 = 60 psi (0.414 N/mm 2)

~-----+----10'0" (3048 mm) ------\r--1

~tJ

Fig. 8.14. Reinforcement and dimensions or the beam section subject to torsion, shc.u,
and flexure rot" Example S.1

Example 8.1

A small bridge in an industrial plant, supporting a conveyor and
spanning continuously over 40 It (12.2 m), has a single Ten>"
section lOft (3.05 m) wide (sec Fig. X.14). The bridge is to carry
a service live load of 100 Ib/ft 2 (4.79 kN/m 2

) over its entire width:
when only one-half the width of the bridge is loaded, a service
live load of ISO Ib/ft2 (7.19 kNrm") shall be considered. The side
spans of the bridge are of such lengths that we may assume that
under a uniformly distributed load, the negative and positive bend
ing moments for this 40 ft (12.2 m) span are equal. Design the web
reinforcement at the support section of the beam using the following
material properties and section dimensions (see also Fig. 8.14):

Dimensions:
x = hw = 16.0 in (406 mm)

Ii = 21.5 in (546 rrun)

Xl = 12.5 in (317 mmj
Yl = 20.5 in (521 mm)

Weight of concrete: 1.04 x 144 = 150 Ib/ft 3 (2400 kg/rn')

cp = O.S5 for torsion and shear
<p = 0.90 for flexure

The numericals 12 and 10 should be replaced by 1.0 and 0.83 when stresses
are expressed in SI units. Only one of these equations need be used to satisfy
Eq.8.30.

Combined Shear and Torsion in Hearns With Web Reinforcement

(8.3Ia)

(8.3l b)
loJ7: .v ~-.--.:-.--- ..-----_._-- pSI

U J[1 + (v,jl.2vy

12 ITv ~ ------.:':{- C psi
tu J[1 + (1.2vjv rYJ
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8.6 COMBINED SHEAR AND TORSION IN BEAMS WITH WEB
REINFORCEMENT

370

or
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I. Loadinq

Service dead load:

3. Nominal shear stresses

t;
/. -- .....---

'1/ - (P 1~X2.\
Eq.8.8a_765,000 = 392 si

0.85 x 2298 P ,

v.. 51,800 7 . r ..
r = ..--- = ---..---- = 1 7 pSI lor case 11

1/ (phwd 0.85 x 16 x 21.5 '

Eq.7.5

1.2 (162x24)+(2x52xI5)_
'3

.\ ~.\ Y =-·--··----..··--1· ..----- - 2298 In ,

Shear:

Torsion:

slab 120 x 5 x 1.04 = 624 lb/f]

web (24 - 5) x 16 x 1.04 " ~~J.IY!~

total = 940 Ib/ft

Service live load over whole width 10 x 100 = !()(}() Ib/ft
Service live load over half-width 5 x 150 = 750 lb/ft, introducing a
torque about the beam center line of

Solution

v" = (1.4 x 0.94 + 1.7 x 1.00) x 20 = 60.3 kips

J;, = 0

0.750 x 0.5 x 5 x 12 = 22.5 k ip v in/ft

Design torque and shear at end support section:
Case i. Full dead and live load

Check maximum allowable nominal combined stresses

Eq.8.3Ib
l'(U

1.21'"

392
.-- = 185
1.2 x 177 .,

IOJ[: 10 x 60 .
[·".lIlax = J[ 1 +{·[·',ull.2vYJ = J0-+-T-S52) = 285 > 177 pSI,

Eq.8.3IbFull dead load and live load over half-widthCase ii.

v;, = (1.4 x 0.94 + 1.7 x 0.75) x 20 = 51.8 kips

1;. = (1.7 x 22.5) x 20 = 765 kip in
Hence section will not be overreinforced.
Allocate actions to resistance of concrete

Design for case ii and check for case i.

2. Estimat ion ol/ll'.\ural reinforcement
Eq.8;15b

WI 2 x 60.3 x 40 x 12
;\1,,== i x --8-" = "'--"""-'T6--- = 3620 kip· in

SUI . 2 2
11, = 5.21 x--- = 4.411 In (2890 mm )

60.3

Additional steel will be required for torsion. The total steel in the
top of the section must be at least 5.21 in 2, as required by case i.

Assume the internal level arm is 0.9 x 21.5 = 19.3 in, and neglect
compression steel. Then find

A1
11

3620
A. ;= ...-------= 5.21 irr' (3361 mrn ')

, (p/:jd 0.9 x 40 x 19.3

Check: (/ = 5.21 x 40/(UI5 x 3.6 x 16) = 4.3 in (depth of com
pression stress block); hence 21.5 - 4.3/2 = 19.4 ;:;;: 19.3 in, a
satisfactory approximation.

Case II. Flexural steel required is approximately by pro-
portion

Eq.8.23a

Eq.8,15c

Torsion to be resisted by steel:

,. x 2
V . .

7, = (1'/" - r) Ij':'- = (392 - 126)229S = 611 kip-in,

Eqs. 8.8 and 8.24

c, =~ 0.(,6 + O.33(i\~I\ = 0.66 + 0.33 x 20~ - 1.20 < 1.50,\1) 12.5-

h ".s 16 x 12 0 .. 2/f
A,= . (I'" .- 1) = '-46000 (177 - 57) = .576 In t,

I v

Eqs. 7.21 and 7.23a

/'", ~<):! .
1',,= I.' = 57 = 126 pSIv:" 177 '

4. The web reiniorcemrn; [or shear and torsion

Stirrup area required for shear resistance:

Support momentCase i.



r; in psi units

p =Av+2A I
vi bwS

'v =40,000 psi

0.2 0.4

Fig. 8.15. An interuction diagram for shear and torsion.

8. An exaniinution o/Ihe shear-torsion intcruct ion reiationship

The design of this beam for all combinations of torsion and shear
could have been obtained with the aid of an interaction chart like
Fig. 8.15, which was constructed to demonstrate the interpretation
of the /\CI code H

.
2 more clearly. The chart indicates the combina

tions of ultimate shear and torsion that could be carried by a beam
section for various steel contents. The following observations may
be made:

(i) The shaded area shows the circular interaction relationship
for the resisting mechanisms other than web reinforcement. Only
the additional actions need be resisted by stirrups.

(ii] The additional strength obtained from stirrups approaches
a linear interaction relationship as the steel content increases. This

Combined Shear and Torsion in Beams With Web Reinforcement

Eg.8.23
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Stirrups required for torsion:

s'T; 12 x 611 .. 2
At = ---.,---- = 0.596 In /ft,

cx,J"X1YI 1.20 x 40 x 12.5 x 20.5

374

It may be easily shown that the requirements of br, 8.29 and 8.25a
are comfortably satisfied at this critical section.

6. M inimlll1l reiniorcenient

12.5 + 20.5 .' 2 ?
x 0.596 =3.2XIIl (2116mm-),

12
Eg.8.25

This steel could be divided into two or three equal parts and distri
buted along the depth of the section. Following the arrangement in
Fig. 8.14, provide total:

(i) Top steel = 3.28/3 + 4.48 = 5.57 > 5.21 in";
use six. No.8 bars and one No.9 bar = 5.71 irr'.

(ii) Steel at middepth = 3.28/3 = 1.09 irr', say. two No.7 bars
= 1~20 in".

(iii) At the bottom of the section compression prevails;
thus the longitudinal tension steel for torsion would not be required.
However, from considerations of flexure, two or three bars from the
positive midspan reinforcement would be carried to the supports.

If two-legged stirrups are used, the area of one leg is

A =~A + A = ~:?76 + 0.596 = 0.884in2/ft (1870mm 2/m)
U,outcr £ v I 2

Use No.5 at 4 in crs = 0.918 in 2/ft.

If three-legged stirrups are used, as shown in Fig. 8.14, the area
of the outer legs would be 0.576/3 + 0.596 = 0.788 jn2/ft, (i.e.,
No.5 at 4~ in crs = 0.816 in 2/ft).
Thus the area required far the inner leg would be

0.576 - 2(0.816 - 0.596) = 0.136 in 2/ft

Provide No.4 at 13~ in crs = 0.174 jn 2/ft.

5. Lonqitudinul steelfor torsion

7. ~'Veb reinforcement Ior shear

Considering loading case i, it may be shown th.u the web steel
requirement for 60.3 kip shear alone is considerably less than that
calculated for case ii, 1'" = 60300/(0.85 x 16 x 21:' I = 206 psi,
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Fig. 8.16. Idealized T-hcam lailure mode in bending and torsion,

which is 5.7"" more than the amount obtained from the ACI code
req uirernents.
Longit udinal steel in a correspondingly larger amount would also
be required for torsion alone.

8.7 COMBIl':ED FLEXURE AND TORSION

Considerable work has been carried out recently to assess the ultimate
torsional strength of reinforced concrete members subjected to combined
torsion and flexure. The theories put forward differ mainly in the formula
tion of the failure mechanisms and the number of components of the resisting
system being considered. Using the postulated failure mechanism, equi
librium statements can be established for the ultimate torsional and the
flexural actions. The internal compression forces are usually assumed to be
resisted along an inclined compression hinge. whereas the required tensile
forces are supplied by the longitudinal and transverse bars at yield. 8 .8 • 8 . 2('

Much pioneering work related to this concept was done in the USSR by
Lessig, Yudin. Lialin"::" and others.

A typical idealization of a failure mode in T beams appears in Fig. lU(1.

Using this model. observed capacities in bending. torsion. and shear can be
predicted satisfactorily.H2H but the equations seldom lend themselves easily
to design office lise. Also. depending on the relative magnitude of bending.

or

765 x 12

0.85 x 2 x 40 x 11 x

177 = 0.295
10 x 60

"1 0 ..,
»v: = 0.544

12 x 60

= 0.646 in2/ft
19 I •

Eq. S.22

Since the web steel for shear alone is as derived in paragraph 4 of this
example. the total area of one leg of a closed stirrup required for
combined shear and torsion is

12yr/:

10.../ .r;.

The relevant dimensions of the equivalent tube (Fig. X.llc) are
app'roximately from Fig. 8.14: .\0 = 1I in (279 mm) and .I'D = 19 in
H~n mrn), Equation 8.22 was derived on the assumption that the
equivalent space truss is to resist the whole of the torsion. The
stirrup area required on this basis is

0.576 . 2 6 2
A, = 1 -+- 0.646 = 0.934 In 1ft (197 mm /rn)

suggests an anomalous situation. The maximum content of trans
verse steel t',« is 1.2"" if only shear is to be resisted. but PL'1 = I.X "~;

could be used when the ratio of the maximum possible nominal
torsional and shear stresses is about 1.5. This anomaly arises from
the arbitrary circular interaction limitation for the maximum
shear and torque. shown by the shaded outer circle.

(iii) The minimum web reinforcement to be used in this beam
(Eq. S.29) is Pm in = SOU;. = 0.00125, and its contribution is indicated
bv the inner shaded curve.

• (iv) The required steel for the example beam could have been
obtained as follows:

gives a radial direction.
~rhe point of intersection of the above values on the figure gives
p" CO" 0.0092. Hence

11,.10,,1 co, OJ)092 x 16 x 12 = 1.766in 2jft

that is. O.XS3 in 21ft for one leg of the stirrups as obta incd previously.

tv) With 1'".10,//: = 206/(10 x 60) = 0.34.\, pure shear is
obviously not critical as Fig. 8.15 reveals (PVI = 0.002 < 0.00')2).

9. Desiqn of 1lu: \l'l!h reiniorcement in accordance with the C EB recommenda
iions":' H



when yielding of the longitudinal steel occurs in the flexural tension zone
and
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Combined Flexure and Torsion

concrete must be overcome. This gives the longitudinal steel (A, I,)' in
Eq. 8.21) apparent extra strength. The larger the flexural compression in the
concrete (i.c .. the larger the flexural tensile steel content of the beam AJ.
the larger will be the apparent strength increase of the longitudinal compres
sion steel in torsion.

The role of the longitudinal reinforcement in the resistance of torsion was
discussed previously. Ifother actions, such as bending or axial tension, reduce

(8.33)

(8.32b)
M+ r--"
MilO

Strength and Deformation of \ lcmbcrs with Torsion
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where T, = applied ultimate torque
Mil = applied ultimate bending moment
7;,0 = pure ultimate torsional capacity of the section. Eq. X.21, jf r =

MilO ~" pure ultimate flexural capacity of the section. l.q, 4.36
r = ratio of yield forces of flexural tension and compression rein

forcement, given as follows

A"jyr = ---
AJ~

when tension yielding of the longitudinal steel occurs in I he flex ural com
pression lone.

torsion, and shear, the compression hinge may form across the bottom or
along the side of the beam. H 26

Lampert and Collins't!" approached the problem by using both the space
truss analogy and a skew bending theory. In the evaluation of the flexural
resistance. the internal lever arm (which in this case is ,I dimension of the
truss) is assumed to be constant throughout the prismatic member and is
independent of the reinforcing content. The derived intcruction relationship
is based on the premise that beams in combined torsion and llcxure fail along
an inclined plane in bending. The capacity of such a beam lor each inclined
plane can be expressed in terms of the moment capacity in I he longitudinal
and transverse directions. In both the truss analogy and skew bending theory
approaches, a parabolic interaction between flexure and torsion was found.
The former predicts torsion accurately because the correct torsion lever
arms X o and Yo. are used. The latter is accurate for pu re Ilcx ure when the
appropriate internal moment arm (d - a/2), is used. Asa result of this work.
Lampert and Collins'"!" suggest an interpolated para bolic interaction
relationship for pure torsion and pure flexure in the following form:

These relationships show good agreement with experiments. H
.

19

The corresponding interaction diagrams are given in Fig. 8.17. Clearly
the flexural compression steel can considerably boost the torsion capacity
of a section when only small bending is present. Before this steel can yield in
tension, the compression force induced by flexure in t he surrounding



1
1.524 = -------,

tarr' «.
Eg.8.19

2 x 51.8 x 40 x 12 ...---------- = 3453 kip In
0.9 x 16

llmin =

WI
M =

" (p16

AI = I.XO + 1.20 + 1.80 = 4.80 in2

Note that this is in excess of that computed in Example 8.1, (i.e.,
3.2X in").
As a matter of interest compute, In,;

sAt 12 x 4.80
m =.... = -_.-..... ---_.. =

, 2("0 -I- yo)A, 2(11 + 19) x 0.63

Irorn Fxample X.I

Stirrup steel provided No.5 at 4 in crs = 0.918 in 2/ft
Stirrup steel required for shear 0.576/2 = 0.288 in2/ft

Stirrup steel available for torsion = 0.630 in2/ft

Longitudinal steel is provided as in paragraph 1. For pure torsion
the weaker of the top or bottom steel will determine the beginning of
yielding. Hence assume

11,./; (5.71 + 0.5 x 1.20) x 40 .
a

ma x
= .~--_ .... ,.-. = ---.-.-------.-.--- = 516 In

O.SS/;. h,.. 0.85 x 3.6 x 16 .

~:, <1_; a = 6.31 - 2.40 x 5.16 = 3.20 in
.4, max 6.31

Al,,~ = 345~ = 0.705
M"o 4897

For the purpose of the flexural and torsion computation, one-half
this steel may be allocated to both the top and the bottom rein
forcement.
Estimate internal lever arm:

a ::::; 0.5(5.16 + 3.20) = 4.2 in

(,- i):::: 21.5 - 0.5 x 4.2 = 19Ain

f-..l"o = 6.31 x 40 x 19.4 = 4897 kip· in, the pure flexural capacity
of the section. The bending moment resulting from dead and live
load is for case ii

2. The torsional capacity

Combined Flexure and Torsion

steel,

Solution

1. The a[J{JI'()"il/l(/{cjle:wr(// capacity

Tension steel, A, = 5.71 irr' in top of beam. (ornprcssion
11: = assume three No.7 bars = 1.80 in 2 in bottom of beam.
Steel at middepth. :\/1( =--' 1.20 in2

Example 8.2

Check the adequacy of the beam section designed for torsion and
shear in Example X.! using the interaction relationship of Fig. X.17.
Note that in establishing this interaction relationship Lampert and
Collins considered the torsional contribution of the space truss
(Eq. 8.2!) only ;81" neglecting the contribution or the concrete 7;.
The dimensions or the section appear in Fig. 8.14_

Strength and Deformation of Members with Torsion

the capacity of the longitudinal steel, the web reinforcement cannot fully
contribute toward the intended torsional resistance of thc truss mechanism
(sec Eq. i\.21). Conversely, if some of the longitudinal steel in a beam is being
used for torsion, the flexural contribution of these bars is reduced. Therefore
each action could reduce the capacity of the other. The interaction diagram in
Fig. 8.17 shows that in a symmetrically reinforced beam (I' = I) even a small
moment will decrease the torsional strength by causing earlier yield in the
longitudinal steel. In an unsymmetrically reinforced beam. on the other hand,
a small amount of bending will increase the torsional strength. because the
longitudinal bars in the flexural compression zone will yield much later as a
result of the tension generated by torsion in the space truss mechanism.
The current design approach proposed by the ACI and the CEB is based on
the premise that a simple superposition of the longitudinal l1exural and
torsional reinforcement is likely to result in excess strength. thus permitting
the designer to omit the examination of the actual interaction of bending
and torsion. The application of this proposition was shown in Example X.!.
The simplicity of the approach'i':' seems to outweigh the advantages of a
more sophisticated analysis that could offer some economic benefits.
However, the interaction rclationship.vl? as shown in lig. X.17, is very
simple. Its application and a comparison with the ACI procedure arc pre
sented in the next section. For design, Eqs. 8.32a and 8.32b can be rearranged
to give the required reinforcing steel area for torsion and bending with simple
superposition of the requirements.

These considerations assume that yielding of the reinforcement will be
the primary cause of failure which, therefore, will be ductile. It is essential to
ensure that by limiting the flexural (Eq. 4.49) and torsional (Eq. S.2S) steel
content. premature crushing of the concrete cannot occur.
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where -'0 ;:::: 16 - 4 - 1 = 11 in and Yo;:::: 24 4 - I = 19 in.
Therefore, !'.I.e = 39 ; thus more stirrups would be «ncountered by a
diagonal crack than in the case of 45° cracks.

'I; = 7;,0 =, 2\(J.l'oj~J;s(~r-1I.},;

Therefore, the maximum torque permitted to act i ogcther with the

given bending moment is T" = JO.776 T.o occ \l.88! x 1084 =

955 kip, in > 900 kip, in. This indicates that according to the
proposed interaction approach, the section is sat isfactory, but it is
nearly exhausted in flexure and torsion. Since the steel areas theoret
ically required in Examples 8.1 have been rounded up to achieve a
practical arrangement of reinforcement, a direct comparison with
the ACI .. no interaction" approach cannot be m.«lc.
The relationship is also illustrated in Fig. 8.17,\ny point lying
within the area bound by the appropriate interaction curve in
dicates a safe design.

We assume that the previously considered beam (Fig. 8.14) IS

subjected to a negative support moment of only M" = tWI /16.

7;, = '\ '()~731 x 1')49 = 897 kip· in > <jOO kip· in

For design purposes this gives satisfactory agreement between the

.. interaction ;".and .. no interaction" approaches.

Hence 7[(,,, = 900/1049 = 0.858.
The increased top steel would increase the ultimate flexural capacit ,
or the section to approximately M uo ;:::: 3,87 x 40 x 19.4 = 30tH
kip in,
Therefore M)tlt,,() = 1727/3003 = 0.575, and from the interaction
relationship. Eq. 8.32a, we have

( ,~ ) 2 = 1.72( I _ 0.575) = 0.13 I and
1"11

~1" = 0.5 x 3453 = 1727 kip· in
If

Hence flexural steel required is approximately 1727/(40 x 19.4) =

2.23 in '. If one-half the longitudinal torsion steel is provided in the
top of the beam, then according to previous calculations, Ad2
1.64 in'. The total top steel is thus A, = 3.87 irr'.
The positive midspan steel for this beam would be approximately
9 in ', and ;l! least one-quarter of this would be carried into the
support section. Thus assume A: = 2.25 in', therefore I'

3.87/2.25 = 1.72,
The horizontal steel considered to be available for pure torsion
would be A[ == 2 x 2.25 = 4.50 in 2 and, with the stirrup arrange
mcnt unaltered, the torsional capacity of the section is

J[ 0.63 x 4.5 ] ki
7;", = 2 x II x 19 x 40 2-~(2Tli-~-19) = 1049 rp 111,

Eq.8.21

Solution

Torsional Stiffness

Eq.8.32a

i hat Eq. 8,32'1 IS

Eq.8.21

Eq.8.33

900
= 0.830

1084

7;,
7;,0

2 x II x 19 x 40jQ63-~ 4.8
--72C==~Cj2tfr:~-19j,._-

= 1084 k· in

Torsion to be resisted = T" = 765/0.85 = 900 kip' I~l

r = A, =5~?J_:+: 0.60 = 2.63.
i( 1,80 + 0.60

As !I!"iAI"o = 0.705. it is evident from Fig. 8.17
applicable,

(
T ')2 ( fl.t)
,," o=-c r J - ,II. = 2.63( i - 0.705) = O.77(),
,J"" »:
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3. Interaction

Example lU 8.X TORSIONAl. STIFFNESS

To illustrate the relationship between the "intcr.rcrion" and "no
interaction" design approach once more, the same -cction studied in
Examples 8.1 and 8,2 is considered under reduced bending moment.

Considerat ions or the classical theory of clast iciiy led to the derivation of till',
torsional stillness of homogeneous beams having various cross sections
(see Eqs. 8.3 and 8.4l. Experiments on reinforced or prestressed concrete
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m 1= 1.0

.\'0 = 0.8 X
II( »j

R-Xl~

WP~-4MTIl

~rTrr77~lU

2A,(x, + y,)
PIO = s."y

At

6542 3

Steel content P'O, (%)

Fig. 8.19. The torsional st drIlL'SS of diagonally cracked rectangular and hollow reinforced
concrete beams. x..'(1

The effect of transverse and longitudinal torsion reinforcement on twistinu
has also been considered by Lampert.8.J I For beams of practical dimensions,
his findings agree satisfactorily with theoretical results derived from a
thin-walled tuhe analogy. Equations based on this analogy, suggested by
Collins.P':' 1 may be derived as follows. When we compare Eq. 8.21, defining

concrete compression strains and steel tensile strains in the longitudinal
and transverse directions determine the angle of twist. The deformations
of the spa cc truss (Fig. X.II) or the equivalent hollow section can be derived
the same way as the shear deformations of the equivalent truss in an ordinary
beam, outlined in Chapter 7.

The core of a solid section docs not contribute significantly to torsional
resistance: therefore, the solid section in the cracked state may be replaced
by a hollow sect ion for the purpose of determining its stiffness. Rahlwes, who
compared the theoretical torsional stiffnesses of rectangular sections in the
cracked and uncrackcd st"te,H.JO found that the aspect ratio ylx was not .1

significant variable in determining the loss of stiffness caused by cracking.
Experimental beams with the same core area (xoYo = constant) and with
aspect ratios 1 " YI.\' " 6, exhibited approximately the same stiffness at all
stages of crack ing.v!" The stiffness of the space truss depends largely on the
torsional steel content. The more important assumptions and the results of
the analytical study of Rahlwes,H.JO for the common case of equal transverse
and longitudinal steel content (i.e., tnt = 1), are present in Fig. 8.19.

";~
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I~,! Uncr;;C:ke.d beams. Eq.8.4
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hi-:, 8.18. '1\ pic'al torque-twist relationships for beams tested by Hsu.·<

beams indicate a satisbctory degree of agreement wit l: thl'nry.K.22,K.29
However. the pn\pcrty is of litlk LIse to the designer 1Il1k,s hl: takes into
account di~lgnl1;d cta .... king, whi.... h sets in at an early stage <,I the loading.

Typical observed torq ue-twist relationships for 1S ;< 10 in (3X I x
254 mru) rectangular be;\Jl\sK.2(, (Fig. X.IS) reveal the slldden increase of
twist at the onset of diagonal eracking. At this stage a new mechanism, such
,IS the SjXtCC truss. takes over the load. Instead of shear strains. diagonal
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Determine till: maximum angle of twrst to be expected under full
service load conditions for the beam of Example lU (Fig. 8.14).

Example 8.4

Torsional Stiffness

and stirrups in particular. and the effects of flexural cracking and shear forces
on torsional stilTness) cannot yet be adequately allowed for.

(S.34)

Strength and Deformation of \ lembcrs with Torsion

the torque sustained by the space truss, and Eq. 8.9b. giving the shear
flow in a tube. the similarity in form as well as in behavior is easily recognised.
This suggests that for the purpose of stiffness predictions the space (russ could
be replaced by a tube of similar dimensions, having a wall thickness of

Ii ~c J[~' 2(.\'0~ y~)J

3S6

Thus the equivalent polar moment of inertia of the tube can be expressed
from Eq. X.11 b as

I.X75 kip in/in

Eq.8.2

12
111 11 = ) x 0, I 50 x 2.) x 12

I I.'Ii, =,.n:::) dz,
(/( ·0

The beam is subjected to a uniformly distributed transverse moment.
lilli' when one-half the flange width is subjected to live load; therefore'
the maximum torsion at the supports of the beam is T(O) = 1mll l.
Hence the torque at any section at distance z from the support is

T(:::) = 7'(0) -- 111 11::: = mll(~ - :::)

whence

For a uniformly distributed live load or 150 Ib/ft 2 on one side of the:
10 ft wide beam 01'40 ft span, the transverse moment per inch length
of bea III is

f= (I ) mil 'GCIi, = Iliff.., -::: d: = _. il : - :::-)
,,_ 2

The maximum angle of twist will occur at midspan, when r = I .2.
therefore

G =~I:"( = 0.43 x 57000JI: = 1470 kip· in', Eqs. 7.37 and 2.1

C = /f,x]y = 0.195 X 16] x 24 = 19,170 in",

from Fig. 8.3 and Eq. lU

The inclusion of part of the flanges of the T beam, Eq. 8.5, would
increase the torsional stiffness hy only f " u- The contribution of till'
flanges will therefore be neglected.
The angle of twist is

Solution

(X.36)

(X.35)

(8.34a)A, C
h = --ym,

s

Properties of the concrete do not enter Eq, 8.36. In usable beams, which
need to be underreinforccd for torsion. the concrete deformation is in
significant and the twist is largely governed by the elongation of the re
inforcing bars.

Using the stiffness information of Fig. 8.19, the theoretical torque-twist
behavior of some rectangular beams tested by HSU 8

.
2 0 has been plotted

(by dashed lines) on the experimental torque-twist relationship for the beams
in Fig. 8.1X. It appears that good stiffness agreement exist" fur most usable
beams at an angle of twist of 45 x 10-] deg/in, which occurs at about 93 .,;;,
of the ultimate torque. Once a beam has cracked, when the load is reapplied
from zero, the torque-twist relationship is close to linear within the elastic
range (i.e., similar to that shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 0.1 S).

The relationship between torsional stiffness and steel content. shown in
Fig. 8.19 or given by Eq. 8.36, may also be useful in checking the angle of
twist to be expected under full service load conditions. lhis is illustrated
in Example X.4.

Further refinement of stiffness calculations in the cracked state is not
warranted because several other factors (anchorage slip \>1' horizontal bars

This is the root mean square of the transverse and longitudinal torsional
steel contents. Using the ratio In, defined in Eq. 8.19. this hypothetical
thickness becomes

4A r/h 4(xoYO)2 A ry'lII,

.: = 2(xo +');0) --~

By making the approximation G = ~E" the corresponding torsional stillness
of a diagonally cracked reinforced concrete beam becomes
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Therefore. we write

I.X75 x (40 x 12)2
I) 1.916 x 10- 3 rad

Lilla, = X x 147() X 19.176 =

maximum order of tilt the designer would have to allow for. The
computed twist indicates a possible transverse fall of 1 in 50 across
the midspan of the bridge, a value that is not likely to be acceptable.

8.9 TORSION IN STATICALLY INDETERMINATE STRUCTURES

The conclusions of the previous section on torsional stiffness are most
relevant to the analysis of statically indeterminate structures. When one
member offers restraint by virtue of its torsional stiffness, the ensuing
torsion will be greatly affected by the value of that stiffness. Because the
reduction of stiffness, owing to diagonal cracking, is so much greater in
torsion than it is in flexure. the effect of cracking on stiffness should be taken
into account when the bending moments and torques are determined in a
statically indeterminate structure.

When ductile failure mechanisms are assured, great latitude exists in
adopting a statically admissible moment pattern. Torque-twist character
ist ics of members undcrreinforced for torsion are ductile (see Fig. 8.) 8);
therefore, virtually any value of stiffness between the theoretical maximum,
corresponding with the uncracked state, and zero would lead to the same
ttl.timate load on the structure. However, considerations of crack width
control at service loads suggest that an analysis based on the stiffness in the
cracked state for both flexure and torsion. as appropriate, would lead to the
most satisfactory moment pattern under the service loading.

It has been observed 8.1 1 that in spandrel beams supporting secondary
floor beams in flexure and torsion (similar to the arrangement in Fig. 8.2e),
about the same amount of twist occurs at the service load level regardless of
the amount of torsion steel provided. It is evident that this twist will generate
high torques in spandrels with more torsion reinforcement. Satisfactory
agreement with values based on the properties of cracked members was
observed'::"

A suitable design procedure for statically indeterminate structures would
avoid the introduction of high torques, resulting in the use of minimum
torsion reinforcement. In any case, large torques can be sustained only at
the expense of large twists, which seldom can be supplied under service
conditions. It appears that for most situations the assumption of zero
torsional stiffness can be made. 8 . .1 I This greatly simplifies analysis. However,
it is important to provide at least minimum closely spaced longitudinal and
transverse web rcinforccrnc-it in the members subjected to torsion, to ensure
that the member is able to twist in a ductile manner without displaying
excessive crack widths at service load. 8

.
3 1

o.oo ivr« "2 d= = o.o~ ra
()·09

'" 2.7.'7 x lO"kip·in 2

,= 29,OOO( I! x I~)2 x_ 0.63 jIS2"4
I! \ + 19) x 12

l·no x 19,170 x 1.916 x 10-.1
2.7.'7 ;·10'(;-,·.----'--'

This is oi'the same order as the angle obtained 1"1<1:11 Fig. 8.19.
,i he tl)['si on i!lcre~\s~s Ii;:~~\I'I Yfrorn the midspan t o\\ ,i rei till: S1Ipro rrs,
:111\: thc hC;111l is not likely to have diagonal C!.,,~-, s ill its middle
l'"rtil)t). l nerclorc. the foregoing result will ,,\(:rl's\imat~ the

~c o.n! (n rad = 1.13"

1.22

Therefore from pr o port ions

Altcmativcly, using Eq. 8.36 and the information grven in Example
8.2. and put ling L, 0= 29.000 k ip/irr',

(;C'().~:r'\l.·).,l.'"i

From Fig. :-:.19

) " = 2 x 0.306 x (12.5.:1=.J?·.?2 100 = 1.31"
110 " 4 x 16 x 24 ,"

ussurniru; that the bc.un has not cracked.
When al'lowing for cracking, the reduction factor from Fig. 8.19 is
obtained thus:
No.5 stirrups are provided at 4 in centers. Hence
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Introduction

9

Bond. and Anchorage

to numerous design rules is not discussed in this chapter. However, the de
signer must be aware of the aspects of bond and anchorage that can critically
affect structural bcha vior. Therefore, these are examined in some depth to
enable the designer to effectively detail reinforcement.

Several problems in bond that require clarification, have been reported
by ;\CI Committee 4()X.'I.~ The report includes a good bibliography.

Bond stresses in reinforced concrete members arise from two distinct
situations: from the anchorage of bars, and from the change of bar force
along its length. due to change in bending moment along the member.

9.1.2 Anchorage or Development Bond

(9.2a)

(9.2b)

(I»

r----..,
I I

0;:'0
0

/I '..0;°
-0::-~ ....-;:;,..~ ~.

-:::-~~ --::::- ~ -:::-

L .·.·ooo~
--/<1---.....:;,..1

(,d

Fig.9.1. The gcncrario» of .mchorage and flexural bond

T = Ahf, = tlr.ola

Hence the development length becomes

1 db'
a = 4u f,

Some codes specify safe values for the anchorage bond stress 1/, permitting
the development length to be calculated from Eq. 9.2b. The ACI code?':'
prescribes the minimum development length fa for various design situations.
The ACI recommendations for Id are given in Section 9.4.

A bar must extend a distance la beyond any section at which it is required
to develop a given force, the distance la being required to transmit the bar
force to the concrete by bond. If the average bond stress u, assumed to be
uniformly distributed over this length, is specified, then considerations of
equilibrium (Fig. 9.10) yield the following relationship:

(9.1)

9.1 I:\TRODCCTION

where q = change of bar lorce over unit length
Lil = nominal surface area of a bar of unit length
clio = nominal diameter of the bar

t..j~ = change of steel stress over unit length
A/o = area of bar

Bond strcnuth was a more serious problem when onlx plain reinforcing
bars were use'~1. Bars with a deformed surface provide <ill extra element of
bond srrcnaih and safetv. On the other hand, the behaviorof deformed bars,
in particular the introduction of high-strength steels .uid large dia:lleter
bars, presented some new problems. This has necessitated ~I rccxurrunauon of
the conventional considerations of bond.9

. !

Since exist ing code req 1Iirernents arc entirely empirica l. 1
11l: IuI! hack ground

.'192

9.1.1 Basic Considerations

Since external load is very rarely applied directly to the reinforcement, steel
can receive its share of the load only from the surrounding concrete.., Bon~
stress" is the name assigned to the shear stress at the bar-concrete interface
which bv transferring load between the bar and the surrounding concrete,
modifies' the steel str·~sses. This bond, when efficiently .lcvclopcd, enables
the two materials to form a composite structure. The auuinrncnt of satis
factory performance in bond is the most important aim ,,1' the detailing of
reinforcement in structural components.

Bond forces arc measured by the rate of change in the !,lrce III reinforcing
bars. Bond stress will not exist unless the steel stresses chungc between any
two sections. Bond stress 11, customarily defined as a s\1,.·'lr force per unit
area of bar surface. is given by
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The Nature of Bond Resistunc«

wedging action of small dislodged sand particles between the bar and the
surrounding concrete. The frictional resistance depends on the surface
conditions of the steel. Figure 9.2, taken from Rehrn's work,":" display"
typical surface profiles for plain round bars under different conditions or
rusting. The variation in pitting is significant, and it is not surprising that
most designers prefer 10 use steel in a mildly rusted condition. When plain
round bars are subjected to standard load tests, failure oeeurs when th«
adhesion and frictional resistance is overcome, and the bars usually pull out
from the encasing concrete.

l
I
t
I
(

l
t

~
I

~

(9.3)
v

u =---
jd"i.o

hence

t.M V
t. T = -.--.- = - Sx

jd jd

This equation indicates that when the rate of change of external bending
moment (i.c.. the shear force) is high, the flexural bond stress can also exhibit
high intensity. However, Eq. 9.3 grossly oversimplifies the situation, and it
docs not even approximately predict the magnitude of the actual bond
stress. This is because the presence of cracks in the concrete at discrete
intervals along a member results in additional bond stresses due to the tension
carried by the concrete bet ween the cracks (see Fig. 6.22). Even when the
shear force is zero (region of constant bending moment), bond stress will be
developed. It has been observed, however, that provided sufficient anchorage
length is available for the bars, failure originating from flexural bond stress
docs not occur. Flexural bond considerations require the anchorage length
to be checked in regions of members where the bending moment is zero (at
simple supports and at points of contraflexure). In such regions the area of
tension steel may be small and the shear force large, resulting in high flexural
bond stresses. The ACI code?':' recommendations for anchorage to satisfy
flexural bond conditions are given in Section 9.5.

9.1.3 Flexural Bond

In Chapter 7 it was shown that bond forces t. T are developed along the
flexural reinforcement in the shear span of any beam (see l-igs. 7.7 and 7.14).
Hit is assumed that the bond stresses 11 are uniformly distributed between any
two sections, close to each other, the equilibrium of a short length of bar
(Fig. 9.117) requires that t.T = uL.ot.x. However, if ideal beam action is to
take place, as discussed in Section 7.3.3, the internal tension force T must vary
at the same rate as the external bending moment M. (See also Eq. 7.10.)
Therefore,

Drawn wife; height-width scale = 85·1

9.2 TilE NATeRE OF BOND RESISTANCE

9.2.1 Basic Features of Bond Resistance

The bond resistance of plain bars is often thought of as chemical adhesion
between mortar paste and bar surface. However, even low stresses will cause
sufficient slip to break the adhesion between the concrete and the steel. Once
slip occurs, further bond can be developed only by means oifrict ion and by the

Detail A

Fig. '1.2.

I
..~

plain round bar: heavily pitted; height-width scale = 1-1

I be m"pllilied surface of plain rcinforcin» b.irs.":"
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(9.)1

Compacted powder

Hence from Eq, 9.4 we have !iT = 7f.dbaf~ ;;:::: ndbcvc ; therefore,

(/ t;ve :::::: - . h
C

• Tile deformutiun IUllIlll:lllelllS or ASTM A 30S arc such" " that O.OS7 < a/,· < 0.072.

(b)

9.2.2 The Position of Bars with Respect to the Placing of the
Surrounding Concrete

The load bond slip relationship for deformed bars is primarily affected h\

the behavior of the concrete immediately in front of the ribs. The quality ,;1'

Fig. 9.4. Failure mechanisms at the ribs of deformed bars. (a) ajc > 0.15. (h) ail' < 0.10.

Rehm":" succeeded in relating several aspects of the bond problem [0

the geometric parameter a/c. He found the most satisfactory performance 01':1
bar embedded in concrete over the short length (' when ale was in the vicinity
of 0.065.* When the ribs are high and spaced too closely, the shear stress I:,
will govern the behavior and the bar will pull out. When the rib spacing is
larger than approximately 10 times the rib's height, the partly crushed COil"

crete may form a wedge in front of the rib, and failure is normally brought
about by splitting of the surrounding concrete. The concrete in front of the

rib can sustain :1 bearing pressure several times the cylinder crushingstrengt h
because of the confined condition of the concrete. The two types of failure
mechanism, associated with the rib, are illustrated in Fig. 9.4. Clearly the
geometry of deformed bars must be such that a shear pullout failure (Fig. 9.4:1)
cannot occur. The factors that may affect the ultimate capacity and service
behavior of deformed bars, which conform with the conditions in Fig. 9.4/>.
arc examined in subsequent sections.

One of the most important aspects of bond performance is its effect (\11

crack development. This is closely related to the bond slip characteristics 01;1

particular type of bar in various situations. Generally speaking, the smullci
the slip associated with a usable bond force, the better the quality of t h.:
bond.

(9.4)

Fig.9..\ The strl'~'SL':\ t'It..-twcen two ribs of a deformed h.I:

As the load is being increased. the adhesion along the b.n -urfucc inevitably
breaks down. The remaining frictional shear strength is \ ,I)' small in com
parison with the bearing strength developed around till III1S: therefore 1'(/

c.m be igllured f\'r pract ical purposes. The relationship between the rcmu ining
t\IO important components of bond force development. I:, and CC' (an be
-uuplilicd as r(1\!\)\\s:

I, Sincc » ~ ()!c.thenhsr:lcingisapproximatelyc.
~ Since u ~ (J.{)~d;,. the hearing area done rib is

d;;2 _ d~2
7! --"-- ;;:::: red a4 /.

\1 here .i; is thc nominal dlatl1ell'I' of the bar.

where each term can be identified in Fig. 9.3.

I. Shear st resscs l'u' developed through adhesion alone I he Sll rface of the
b;\ r.

~ Bearing strcssesjj , against the face of the rib.
'I Shear stresses [1e' acting on the cylindrical concrete surface between

adjacent ribs.
The rclat ion bet ween these stresses and the force to be transferred to the

concrete by bond over a short length of bar between cenurs of ribs can be
obtained from a simple equilibrium requirement as 1'0110\\ '<

d,,2 _ d'2
AT = ml;,(h + ell'" + 7!-~-~- J;, ~ tul',, I,

Deformed bars have greatly increased bond capacity he" .iuxc \)1' the inter
locking of the ril»; with the surrounding concrete. The !"'I)(I si rcngt h de
veloped bet ween two ri bs olu bar (see Fig. 9.3) is associated \\ i1h 1he following
stresses:



9.2.3 Bar Profiles and Surface Conditions

Variation in the angle between the face of the rib and the axis of the bar
(angle IX in Fig. 9.3) does not seem to affect the bond strength provided this
angle is more than 70 . When the angle (f. is between 45 and 70 . the deforma
tions must be reversed in direction on each side or on opposite sides of the
bar.":" Special pullout tests. using bar specimens with a sin,::k rib. indicated
that if the angle 'Y is greater tha n 4lY, the friction between the rih face and
the concrete is sulljcicn! to restrict slip along this interface.":" Then the slip
of the bar is likely to be mainly attributable to the crushing of th\.' concrete
in front of the ba I' ribs (sec Fig. 9.4h). On the other hand, if the angle Of. is small
and the surface is smooth, slip can occur along the face ofthe rib. and the rib
tends to push the concrete away from the bar.?:" This wedgmg action can be
a major cause of longitudinal splitting along the bar.

the concrete in this region depends on its relative position when cast. In
connection with dowel action, attention was drawn in Chapter 7 to the effect
of water gain and sedimentation under reinforcing bars and under coarse
aggregate particles. As a result, a soft and spongy layer of concrete can form
under the ribs. When bearing stresses of high intensity are to be developed
against such a soft zone, large slips may occur. Figure 9.5 shows how three
bars are affected in different ways by a porous layer of concrete, even though
all tend toward the development of the same ultimate load. In these tests":"
the computed bearing stress in front of one rib was in eXCl:SS of 7 times the
compressive cube strength of the concrete.

The effect of casting position on bond is even more severe for plain round
bars. Figure 9.6 indicates that the ultimate bond strength is drastically
reduced in the case of horizontal bars as compared with vertical bars.":"
The upper curves of each pair was obtained for heavily rusted and pitted
bars. The lower curve of each pair is for smooth surfaced bars.

It is to be expected that the top bars of a beam will have poorer bond
qualities than bottom bars, since the water and air gain will be greater under
top bars. In addition, the relative downward movement of the surrounding
concrete, caused by settlement of the fresh mixture, can be large. The amount
of settlement that occurs will depend on the extent of bleeding of the fresh
concrete and the rate at which water is permitted to escape from the form
work. Welch and Patten studied this effect and compared the bond per
formance of bars surrounded by concrete in leaky timber moulds and in
well-sealed steel moulds.":" In the latter they also delayed the placing of the
concrete by 40 minutes. Their results (Fig. 9.7) demonstrate the profound
effect of settlement on bond. particularly for top bars. The AC[ code" ..1

recognizes this phenomenon by requiring 40% excess development length
for lop-cast deformed bars.
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transmitted to the concrete, subjects the cover thickness of concrete to eccen
tric tension. The deformations of the concrete resulting from the stresses so
generated tend (0 pull the concrete away from this steel in the vicinity of the
major crack. The tensile strength of the adhesive bond between steel and the
mortar is then reached. and the surrounding concrete separates from the
steel. Also numerous internal secondary cracks can form which may not
propagate to the external surface of the concrete. In plain bars the bond
stresses can be expected to disappear completely where separation between

Fig. 9.X. Deformed concrete between transverse cracks of a tension member.":"

T T
~ ~

9.2.4 The State of Stress in the Surrounding Concrete

In the previous sections we examined the conditions prevailing in the im
mediate vicinity of one rib of a deformed bar. To enable the full strength of a
bar to be developed. bond forces across numerous adjacent ribs need to be
transferred. Therefore, the stress conditions in the surrounding concrete
fluctuate along an embedded bar and affect the bond performance. The bond
or anchorage st rcngt h of a bar cannot be obtained from the simple summation
of the bond strength of a given number of individual ribs.

The stresses in the concrete surrounding a deformed bar lead to cracks and
deformations of the concrete. as illustrated in Fig. 9.8. The bond stresses /I.

The bond characteristics of deformed bars do not appear to be adversely
affected by varying degrees of surface rust or ordinary mill scale. provided
the unit weight of a cleaned piece of bar meets the minimum requirements
of standard specifications, Kemp et a1 9

.
9 found that it is not necessary to

clean or wipe the bar surface before using it in concrete construction. For a
given environment causing rust. the thickness of rust will be about the same
for all bar sizes. Therefore, larger diameter bars, which have higher ribs,
will be less affected by rust.
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Fig. 9.9. Section through reinforcing bar and concrete. showing Sl'I\II"tioll that occurs
ncar a primary crack.'! x
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The Nature of Bond Resistance

9.2.5 The Splitting Failure

Fig. 9.10. Sfllil ling:cracks at failure. ~ I (1) Typical case. (h II n very wide beams. (c) With closely
spaced bars. .

Where adequate embedment length is provided in a large mass of concrete,
it is not possible to produce a bond (pullout) failure with standard deformed
bars, Rather, the bar will fracture at its loaded end. In most structural com
ponents. however, the area of concrete surround ing a bar or group of bars is
relatively small. In such a situation the common mode of failure is splitting.
since the surrounding concrete cannot sustain the circumferential tensile
stresses.

A particularly severe situation arises in the shear span of beams, where
splitting can be induced along the flexural reinforcement by the combination
of the following events: '

I. Circumferential tensile stresses generated in the vicinity of each flexural
crack,

2. Circumferential or transverse tensile stresses induced by wedging action
of the deformations and by the compressed concrete at the ribs (Fig. 9.417)
when large bond forces need to be transferred,

3. Transverse tensile stresses resulting from dowel action of the flexural
reinforcement. This event is associated with shear displacement along diag
onal cracks. Gergely found that dowel forces reduce the bond strength if no
confining pressure is present. resulting in larger slips for a given load." 7

Beams with splitting cracks caused by dowel action were shown in Fig. 7.X.

A group of bars. part.cularly when closely spaced, will create a more
adverse situation than a single bar. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.10 which
presents typical observed splitting cracks.'1.1

support continuous slabs. Such transverse tensile stresses could lead to early
cracking along principal bars and could adversely affect their bond perform
ance. Conversely, transverse compression can provide beneficial confine
ment to embedded hal'S.

Bond and Anchorage

When the concrete separates itself from around a bar at :1 primary crack.
the circumference of the concrete surface, previously in COIlI:.ld with the bar,
increases: hence circumferential tensile stresses are induced. These stresses
can lead to longitudinal splitting cracks. Lutz and Gergely determined the
likely magnitude of these stresses from finite element studies of correspond
ing models.":"

When the ultimate capacity in bond transfer is being approached. there is
crushing in front of the ribs. The compacted concrete powder, extending in
front of the rib at a distance of up to three times the rib h.-iuht, forms a nat
wedge (Fig. 9.4h). and this tends to push the concrete further away from the
bar. Hence additional circumferential tensile stresses arc ,~L'nerated which
may bring about a splitting failure,

The concrete surrounding a particular bar may be subjected to stresses in
addition to those generated by bond. because it part icipaics in other
structural actions. At the intersection of beams in building frames. compres
sion or tension is induced transversely to the bars. Similarly, transverse
tension may be induced in the concrete around the top bar" of beams that

steel and concrete occurred. With deformed bars, bond forces have to be
transmitted in this area solely by rib bearing. This is indicated in Fig. 9.9.
Some of the tension in the concrete is lost when a primary crack opens near
the surface of the bar. By injecting ink between the bar and I he surrounding
concrete. Goto l} I (I found sloping secondary cracks radia t 111!.~ from each rib
(see Fig. 9.9). He also verified experimentally the separation between the bar
and the concrete in the vicinity of the primary crack.

402
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tension in the bar and corresponding compression in the surrounding
concrete. Inelas: ic deformation in the vicinity of the ribs, microcracking in
the concrete. and the release of shrinkage strains result in some permanent
slip. its magnitude primarily depending on the intensity of the previously
applied load. 1'01' th is reason cracks formed during the tensioning of a bar do
not close completely altc: the removal of the load. With repeated loading, the
frictional resistance diminishes, resulting in a deterioration of the stiffness
of the bond mechanism. Bresler and Berter09

.
1

.1 have used carefully instru
mented experiments to observe the loss of bond under repeated loading.
Figure 9.1 ~ plots the strain distribution along a 16 in (406 mm) length of a
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9.2.6 Confinement

9.2.7 Repented and Cyclic Reversed Loading

When the tensile force in a bar is increased and the adhesive bond between the
steel and the concrete is broken. some frictional slip takes place before the
full bearing capacity at a rib is mobilized. After removal of tile load from a bar,
negative frictional resistance is developed, accounting f(l!' some residual

The widening of splitting cracks can be restricted if the C<'llcrete that sur
rounds a bar can be confined. In certain areas, such as at the \llnply supported
ends of beams, transverse compression is normally available from the re
action force, Transverse compression is beneficial to t1l ...· anchorage of
reinforcement. More attention is paid to this subject when various aspects
of the detailing of reinforcement are discussed in Chapter 101.

Increascd concrete cover has been found to produce -ornc increased
resistance against splitting. However, the improved bond performance
is not proportional to the additional cover thickness. For large size bars,
the beneficial effect is not very significant. 9 .11 For these h;11S, as a rule, the
effect on the formation and widths of cracks under service load condition is
the governing criterion in selecting an appropriate value for allowable aver
age bond stresses. Extra cover docs not provide protection :igainst excessive
surface crack width'l·lt (sec Chapter! 0). Medium sized t(lp bars appear to
benefit more from added cover. 9

.
1 2 as Fig. 9.11 indicates. When dowel

action affects bond, the influence of cover is eliminated.
Stirrups. particularly when closely spaced, prevent the opening of cracks

that form along embedded hal'S and enable greater bond lorces to be trans
mitted. In many situations (Fig. 9.10c) this is only possible il shearing stresses,
by means of aggregate interlock, are transmitted across splitting cracks.
Stirrups cannot prevent splitting cracks, which always form when large bars
(c.g.. No. 11: 35.:-; mrn diameter) are used in beams, but the) enable friction
to be transferred along cracks as outlined in Chapter 7. Stirrups do not appear
to improve crack width control,9.11 but they ensure that a more ductile
type of bond failure occurs.

Special reinforcement in the form of spi.rals or hoops may be required
when splices are situatcd in critical zones. The performance or such reinforce
ment can be assessed using the concept of interface shear transfer (sec Section
7.S)

The aim of confinement by means of transverse compression or transverse
reinforcement is to prevent a failure along a potential splitting crack and to
enforce, if necessary. a shear failure (Fig. 9.4a), which is associated with the
maximum attainable bond strength. Larger bars benefit more from con
finement than smaller ones.

,-1



Strain in steel. microstrains

Fi~. 9.12. Steel strains at two lewis ofstress along a bar after cyclic loadillt!.' "

.til?

Traditionally the bond performance of various reinforcing bars, embedded
in concrete of different strengths, has been determined from pullout tests.
Generally the bars were pulled from the surrounding concrete in such a way
that transverse compression against the bars was also induced. This trans ..
verse compression had a beneficial effect on the bond strength and was not
therefore typical of situations encountered in structures. For this reason
various forms of test specimen have been proposed to eliminate transverse
compression. Representative test arrangements are depicted in Fig. 9.1.\.
In these tests the bond strength is expressed in terms of the average bond
stress developed by the pullout force around the embedded surface. The
peak bond stress values, which have been determined in some studies.?'!"
are known to be well in excess of the mean stress.

The pullout tests (Figs. 9.13£1, through 9.13<') are atypical of situations
encountered in beams. The major parameters affecting bond in reinforced
concrete beams arc shear forces and consequent diagonal cracks, concrete
cover, and splitting cracks initiated by dowel action. Thus other forms of
test arrangement (sec Figs. 9.1V and 9.13y) have been advocated. AU
Committee 40X has prepared a detailed guide for the determination of bond
strength in beam spccimcns.Y'!" This document allows greater flexibility lor
the application of the relevant ACI standard. 9

.
1

'I

The usable bond st rcngth is seldom a given fraction of the ultimate bond
strength developed in a particular pullout test. Generally the slip at the loaded
or unloaded end of the bar governs the "critical" bond intensity that can be
developed under working load conditions, since this slip will significantly

affect crack widths. It is important, therefore. that the full load-slip history
be determined when such a test is carried out. According to Mathey and
Waistein."?" the "critical" bond stress may be defined as the lesser of the

9.3 TilE DETEHMINATION OF USABI.E BOND STRENGTH

During earthquakes, alternate yielding in tension and compression at a
critical section, such as a column-beam interface, can occur. The gradual
loss of bond can result in penetration of yielding into the anchorage zone,
drastically diminishing the effective development length, available to absorb
the yield strength of the bar. Ismail and Jirsa" I' observed yield penetration
under cyclic overload to a distance of 14 to IX bar diameters when the COII

crete in the anchorage zone was simultaneously subjected to 1000 psi
(6.9 N/mm 2

) transverse compression. Yield penetration into the anchorage
zone was found to account for up to 60';;, of the total deflection in lest
cantilevers. '1.10 Less favorable conditions of transverse stress than existed
in this test are often encountered in structures. This problem is examined
with respect to joints in Chapter 13.

The Determination of l\,d.I,' Bond Strength
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No.9 (28.6 mrn diameter) deformed bar that was embedded in a 6 in (150 mm)
diameter concrete cylinder. A circular notch midway aj('ng the cylinder
acted as a crack initiator. The tensile strain distribution along this specimen
is representative of the bond conditions around a bar in the const.uu morncnt
7.01li.~ of a beam. when cracks are spaced at 8 in (203 mrn) centers. The curves
show the existence of high bond stresses a small distance uwa v from the
cracks, as well as the loss of bond between cracks after several cvclcs of load
ing. as the tensile stress tends to become uniform over the lull 'kn~th or the
bar. This loss of bond would contribute to the overall los-, or still'ness in a
reinforced concrete structure.

The consequences of the deterioration of bond in a constant moment
area are not serious, for they affect stiffness and crack widths only. The
behavior of the anchorage zone under repeated load is much more important,
because it may affect strength. Subjecting No.6 (19 mm diameter) bars to
repeated static and dynamic loading in eccentric pullout tests. Perry and
Jundi'!·I~ found that a gradual redistribution of bond stresses occurred

from the loaded to the unloaded ends of the specimens. In their tests SO"" of
the ultimate static strength was attained for several hundred loud cycles.
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Stress", developed in pullout specimens at 0.01 in (0.25 mm) slip.",21Fig. 9.14.

bond stresses associated with either a free-end slip of 0.002 in (0.05 mill)
or a loaded-end slip of 0.0 1 in (0.25 mm) in beam tests like that in Fig. 9.131\.
This slip can be considerably affected by the position of the bars when cast.
In pullout tests.l'v ' some slip at the free end of top-cast bars has been obser
ved before the development of significant strength or of any cracking.

The slip at the loaded end of an embedded bar (i.e., at the face of a crack) is
largely governed by the concentration of bond stresses in its immediate
vicinity. An increase of embedment length and a consequent lowering of the
average bond stress has little effect on the slip at the loaded end before it
exceeds 0.01 in (0.25 mm).'1.21

The limitation on slip at the loaded end, taken as one-half an acceptable
crack width of 0.02 in (O.S mrn), may set an upper limit to the usable strength
of large bars. Figure 9.14 presents the findings of Ferguson et a19

.
2 1 from

pullout tests. The lower band indicates the tensile stresses developed in top
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9.4 THE ANCHORAGE OF BARS
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The Anchorage of Bars

Fil:.9.15. l'uli.iut tcst for hooked deformed bars."·22

9.4.2 Hook Anchorages for Bars with Tension

When the straight length of bar available for anchorage is insufficient, the
reinforcement can be bent, or a hook may he formed to aid anchorage.
Hooked anchorages for plain round bars have distinct advantages that were
recognized by the pioneers of structural concrete.

In pullout tests specifically designed to obtain the strength of hooked
anchorages, [he bond along the straight portion of the bar in front of the ho:.k
was eliminated (sec Fig. 9.15). Load-slip relationships obtained from SULIi

tests indicate the usable anchorage loads available from various types of'
hooks. The slip is measured at the point where the bar enters the concrete
For deformed bars the strain distribution in the steel measured along the
hook in such ,I lest reveals that the bar force is transferred rapidly into the

No.6 (18 mm diameter). The same development length (Eq. 9.6) could haw

been obtained using Eq. <).2b by specifying that 1/ = 8.J.i~/mfdb·(psi).
Example, 7.1, feat urcd in Fig. 7.38,demonst rates the curtailment of top-cast

bars, with allowance for the development length Id , in accordance with A('I
• lj \

requirements.

(9.6)

Bond and Anchorage

(in)
O.04A"fy

II = (m j . ) · · · ·· •...._-

, ~/I;'
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and bottom cast bars of different sizes at a loaded end slip 01'0.0 I in (0.23rnm).
If it is assumed that the ultimate load on the structure will produce steel
stresses 1.65 times those induced at 0.01 in (0.25 mm) slip, the upper shaded
band of Fig. <).14 will result. These observations are not necessarily rep
resentative of the situation encountered in beams, but the plot indicates that
the development ofa yield strength 01'60ksi (414 N/mm 2 ) or40 ksi (276 Nymrrr')
in top cast bars, larger than No.8 (25.4 mm diameter) or No. 14 (43 mrn
diameter), respectively. is likely to produce excessive crack widths at the
service load.

9.4,1 Straight Anchorages for Bars with Tension

The full tensile strength of a deformed bar can usually be developed at a
section, provided the bar extends in the concrete a sufficient distance beyond
that section. The length of bar beyond the section required to develop the
Sl rcngth of the bar is known as the anchorage length or the development
length. Development length is a consideration at sections of' maximum mo
ment along a beam and where a neighboring bar is cut off. The point beyond
which a straight development length is required cannot always be deter
mined with great precision. For this reason liberal allowance must he made,
in addition to the moment shift referred to in Section 7.5.1, for establishing
the reference points from which the development length is to be measured.
The development length Id is proportional to the force to be developed and
invcrsely proport ionalto 1he tensile strength of the concrete, since these two
factors control concrete splitting. For No, 5 (16 mm diameter) to No. 11
(35./\ mm diameter) deformed bars in tension, the ACl codc'":' indicates that

where all units arc in Ib and in.
The modification or judgment factor mf allows for: (I) the adverse effect

on top-cast bars [/d is increased by 40(:~; in the case of bars with more than
12 in (305 rnrn) of concrete cast below the bars], (2) yield strength of steel
greater than 60,000 psi (414 N/mm 2

), (3) the reduced strength of lightweight
aggregate concrete, (4) the effect of cover and lateral spacing between bars,
(5) the use of excess flexural reinforcement at a section, and (6) the effect of
spiral reinforcement (/d is reduced by 25'/;; if the bar is enclosed in an appro
priate steel spiral).

Similar provisions are made for very large bars and for bars smaller than
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bearing area, considerable scatter has been observed in such tests. However,
the inferior performance of topcast bars, such as types 2 and 4 in Fig. 9.16,
is clearly evident. The average anchorage capacity of hooks, in terms of
./>I:u for three different bar sizes at various slips, are compared in Fig.
9.17.'1.24 For the tests !Caturcd in Figs. 9.16 and 9.17 deformed bars were used.

t,·O./Omm

Slip

6· O.30mm
s v o.on«
6.0.20mm

for 5,8 & 12mm (O.20;'0.32;'O.47')dlQ.
deformed bars.

Form of hook
in FIg 915

J.vprog~

~r. i

J -

/--

f s

feu /0

concrete and the st raighi port ion followi ng a hook is generally inclfcct ive'l22
(sec Fig. 9.15). For plain bars the tensile stresses reduce more slowly along the
hook; therefore extra anchorage strength may be obtained hy extending the
straight portion of the bar following the hook.

The useful strength of a hook is also related to an acceptable slip at the
loaded end. Provided no splitting failure occurs in the plane of the hook,
slip appears to be the governing criterion. A linear relationship between
load and slip can be expected for slips up to 0.001 in (0.025 mm).9.25 A
su itable comparison of the load-carrying capacity of various types of hooked
anchorages can be made at a slip of 0.0I in (0.25 mm).

The largest bearing stresses on the concrete are developed along the inside
of the hook ncar the loaded part of the bar. In these areas, therefore. such
properties of the surrounding concrete as porosity and strength. can signifi
cantly affect thc slip at any given load. Figure 9.16 displays typical load-slip
curves for I f-\O hooks. at various positions when cast. The load is expressed
in terms of the I,.f:u ratio. whcrcj, is tensile stress applied to the bar in
front of the hook and (~" is the cube strength of the surrounding concrete.
Each curve represents the mean of 6 to 35 tests. Because of the random varia
tion of the concrete quality (i.e., the degree of water gain) under the critical

Fill. 9.17. The influence '\11 bond strength at given slip ()F hook position at the casting of
concrete. I). 24

Load-slip relationship For hooked anchorages of deformed bars'"'"

Rehrn's pullout tests of hooked anchorages also demonstrated that a
bend with less than I XO turn does not necessarily provide anchorage superior
to a straight bar of the same length. 9

.
24 When it is realized that a bend intro

duces stress concentrations, consequently large local deformations in the
concrete, which in turn lead to increased slip at the loaded end of an embedded
bent bar, it is not surprising that for the same embedded length of bar, the
straight vertical bar gives the best performance. Figure 9.18a, in which bars
with different bendangles but identical embedded lengths (i.e., 10 bar dia
meters) are compared. illustrates this observation. The differences in per
formance between various bend angles become less significant when the
bar pull is against the direction of concrete casting (see Fig. 9.18b), since
in this case the anchored bars bear against concrete not affected by water
gain and sedimentation.

A smaller bar curvature at a bend or a hook will mean a smaller load
concentration, consequently a smaller slip, at the loaded end of the anchor
age. Therefore, a large diameter hook will transmit a larger load for a given
acceptable slip. Typical data relating to this observationtr'" appear in
Fig. 9.19.
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Fig. 9.20. The anchorage of stirrups,

Porous concrete

2.5db 5db
Inside diameter of noo«

Fig. 9.19. The elTel'l of hook curvature on anchorage pcrtormancc.Y'?"

No contact

When a hal' is bent around a transverse bar, as is the case of stirrup anchor
ages, 10 to JO",O larger tensile stresses can be developed for the same amount
of slip.9,22 However, this benefit can be obtained only if direct contact
between the hook and the transverse bar exists. Under normal site con
ditions, contact between stirrups and main beam reinforcement cannot be
assured (see Fig, 9.20l, Also, in the vicinity of the contact point between a
stirrup and a longitudinal bar, some deterioration in the quality of the con
crete can be expected. These two factors are likely to lead to larger slips at
relatively low stirrup stresses. The effect of this slip on the width of diagonal
cracks and on the participation of stirrups in shear resistance, particularly
in shallow beams, could be significant.
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-_._----_._-_.__._------_.._-------
Tablc 9.1 Value of k"

220 (18.3)
330 (27.4)
360 (29.9)
360 (29.9)
360 (29.9)
360 (29.9)
360 (29.9)
360 (29.9)
360 (29.9)

.I;, = 40 ksi

(276 N/mm 2
)

220 (18.3)
330 (27.4)
420 (34.9)
480 (39.9)
540 (44.8)
540 (44.8)
540 (44.8)
540 (44.8)
540 (44.8)

Other Bars

t: = 60 ksi
(414 Njmrn ')

220 (18.3)
330 (27.4)
360 (29.9)
360 (29.9)
360 (29.9)
360 (29,9)

360 (29.9)
360 (29.9)
360 (29.':1)

.I;. = 40 ksi
(276 Nrmnr')

Top Bars

220 (18,3)
330 (27.4)
360 (29,9)

360 (29.9)
360 (29 '))
360 (29'))
360 (29,9)
450 (74)
540 (44)i)

f~. = 60 hi
(414 N,1ll1ll2)

Bar Size
(mm)

No. 18 (57)
No. 14(43)
No. 11(36)
No. 10 (32)
No. 9 (29)

No. 8 (25)
No. 7 (22)
No.6 (19)

Nos. 3 to 5
(9.5 to 16)

u Values in parentheses are applicable when SI units are used.

Table 9.2 K Values"

1
t
I

(9.7)

:',75
2.00

Deformed Bars

1.70
1.20

Plain Bars

1.3
2.4

._---------_..._--
Type"Position (If Hooks

Bottom-cast hooks
Top-cast hooks

where i: = steel stress at the loaded end of the hook at a slip of 0.004 in
(0.01 mrn)

f~lI = compressive cube strength of the concrete
I\/, = experimental constant given in Table 9.1

For a hook of the type shown in Fig. 9.15, the bar diameter does not appear
to influence the steel stress-slip relationship9. 2 2 up to a slip of 0.02 in
(0.5 mm). For a given slip, in the usual grades of concrete, the hook capacity
is proportional to the concrete strength. Experiments at the Technical
University of Munich'122 established the following relationship

a For identification ofhook type, see Fig. 9.16.

At ultimate load the tensile strength of the concrete might limit the capacity
of a hook. unless transverse compression or appropriate confining rein
forcement prevents a splitting failure in the plane of a hook. This is why the
i\C! code?':' indicates that the hook capacity is dependent on the tensile
strength of the surrounding concrete and considers that standard hooks can

anchor a bar with a tensile stress equal to h = K./J: psi. where ,r; is in
psi (1 psi =0.006X9 Nyrrurr') and K is given in Table 9.2. The value of K
Ill" Y be iner~ased bv 30 ~o when enclosure is provided perpendicular to the
plane of the hook. ,'fhe code', ..1 also specifies the shapes and dimensions of
standard hooks.

development lcngths.l'':' Certain problems that may arise in connection with
end bearing are discussed in Section 9.6.3, which treats compression splices.

9.5 ANCHORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR FLEXURAL BOND

In the regions of members where the external bending moment is near zero
(e.g.. near the supports of simply supported beams and ncar points or
contraflexurc], the external shear force may be large and the area of flexural
reinforcement may be small. possibly making flexural bond strength require
ments (sec Section 9.1.31 critical. By equating the bond stresses given by
Eqs. 9.2a and 9.3. we find

9.4.3 Anchorage for Bars with Compression
v" AJ),

1I = ..---- =-----
jdLo I.LO

where M, is the theoretical flexural capacity of the section at the support or
point of con traflcxure provided by the bars in the tension face. If the specified
bond strength II is not to he exceeded, the ratio Mtlv" must be equal to or

The mechanisms by which tensile and compressive bar forces arc anchored
diller signilicanlly, There is less tendency for splitting 10 occur aloug a bar
in compression. and a part of the compression force can be I ransfcrred to the
concrete by end bearing.'J,2' However, significant bearing stresses at the end
ora square-cut bar can be developed only if there is sufficient mass ofconcrete
behind the end ()r the bar. Codes recognize the improved development con
ditions for bars in compression and accordingly specify considerably smaller

where LO is the slim (If the bar perimeters

1 - A, j~/~ _ tv.!,.- "-v" V;,
(9.8a)



larger than the required development length Id • According to the ACI code.v '
locally exceeding the bond strength u will not lead to failure if an additional
anchorage length I" is provided. At a simple support, III is the embedment
length beyond the center of a support, plus any equivalent embedment length
from a furnished hook or mechanical anchorage. At a point of contra
flexure, the embedment length to be considered, la' shall be limited to the
effective depth of the member or 12db , whichever is greater. Accordingly,
Eq. 9.8a is modified so that

--------,f----- ..

9.6.2 Tension Splices

The danger of concrete splitting is particularly great in the vicinity of tension
splices. Two spliced bars generate diagonal compression in the space between
them, and a clamping force is required to prevent a possible separation. The
wedging effect of each of the two spliced bars may lead to a splitting crack
along a line passing through the centers of lapped bars. Such a horizontal
crack is drawn in Fig. 9.21, which illustrates the splicing of four bars in a
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When the reaction at the supports of members is introduced so that the
member is compressed transversely, resulting in confinement of the ends of
the bars, the /\CI code'i' allows the value of M,/v." used in Eq. 9.8b. to be
increased by 30 "0 to allow for the improved anchorage conditions..

When Eq. 9.8b is not satisfied, the designer needs to undertake oneof the
following steps:

l. Increase the total steel area A, at the section by bringing more bars to
the section. The theoretical ultimate moment capacity M, is thus increased.

2. Increase the anchorage length la beyond the section by bending up bars
if necessary, or by other means (see support A in Fig. 7.19).

3. Reduce the required development length Id , given by Eq, 9.6 by using a
larger number of smaller size bars.

9.6 SPLICES

9.6.1 Introduction

/\ lapped splice transfers the force from one bar to another through the
concrete surrounding both bars. At any point along a splice. forces are being
transferred from one bar by bond to the surrounding concrete and simultane
ously, also by bond, to the other bar of the pair forming the splice, Within the
concrete, these forces can generate high shear stresses as well as splitting
forces. The integrity of a lapped splice depends on the development of
adequate bond along the surfaces of the bars and on the ability of the concrete
around the two bars to transfer shear without disintegration or excessive
deformation. The nature of bond was discussed in the preceding sections.
The behavior of the concrete in the vicinity ofa lapped splice deserves further
st

Fig.9.2t. Posviblc cracks at a lapped splice.

beam. It is evident that only the outer stirrup legs would offer resistance
against the separation of the narrow concrete block below the reinforcement.
The horizontal leg of a stirrup is effective in controlling the opening of longi
tudinal cracks (vertical cracks in Fig. 9.21) caused by the combination of
shear, diagonal tension. and wedging effects, The role of such transverse
reinforcement is similar to that encountered when interface shear is trans
mitted, as in Fig. 7.26.

The free ends of spliced O:HS, being sources of discontinuity, act as crack
init iators across a tcnsion lone. This transverse crack in t urn triggers splitt ing
cracks. During. tests, the increase of the scctionnl dimensions of a member.
such as the distance A B in Fig. 9.21, can be measured with suitable instru
ments while loading is proceeding. A sudden increase in sectional dimensions
indicates the onset of splitting along lapped bars. Stock I observedv-" that
such a transverse expansion was much greater at the free ends than anywhere
else along the lapped length of bars. When several highly stressed bars arc
terminated across the same section, the splitting effects at their free ends arc
cumulative. unless the lateral dimension between splices is large. Therefore. It
is beneficial to stagger lapped splices in such a way that no free ends line
up at the same section. unless the bars arc further than 12c1h apart. A stagger
by half a lap length. or hy more than 1.3 lap lengths, (Fig. 9.22) is to be
preferred. Figure 9.22 presents observcdv" transverse expansion and trans
verse cracks for three different arrangements or lapped splices.

Because of the adverse conditions that prevail at a splice, the lap length
(1/ required must he larC't'r than the development length for a single bur
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lJ (Fig. 9.22). Codes have certain restrictions to discourage designers from
placing splices in critical zones. Also, when bars are in contact, are spaced
transversely within a limited distance, or are welded together, the splice
must be a hie to develop at least 125 %of the yield strength of the bars, if a
positive connection is to be achieved.

The most severe conditions exist in a tension tie or at the section of maxi
mum tensile stresses in a llexural member. For a tension tie member, the
ACI code 9.1 requires a lap length equal to twice the development length and
spiral reinforcement around the splice. It also requires hooks for bars larger
than No.4 (13 rnm diameter). In regions of maximum bending moment in
flexural members. the code calls for a lap length of 1.7, 1.3, or 1.0 times the
development length. depending on the lap arrangement. The code9..l im
plicitly prefers staggered splice layouts, located away from the sections of
maximum tension.

In Section 9.2.6 we outlined the role of transverse reinforcement (e.g..
stirrups, ties, or spirals) in providing bond strength. The failure of a tension
splice is violent and complete if stirrups or transverse reinforcement of
another type are absent from the member. Even a minimum stirrup content
({i,. = 0.15 ",,) will increase the splice strength, restrict the growth of splitting
cracks, and ensure a ductile failure.'J·27
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9.6.3 Compression Splices
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"- Effect of adjacent lap
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The transmission of compression forces by splicing reinforcing bars has
received less attention than the tension case. The splice length in compression
may be specified either in terms of an acceptable bond stress u (Eq, 9.2b) or
in terms of the development length lJ.9 .

3 Because of the better bond conditions
for bars in compression, codes allow higher bond stresses and correspond
ingly lower development lengths for these bars than for bars in tension. In
axially loaded columns. the transverse reinforcement, consisting of tics,
hoops, or spirals. gives added protection against splitting along a splice, and
this property is recognized by codes. Because transverse cracking does not
occur in compression zones, the harmful effect of such cracks in initiating
splitting is also absent. The major difference between a tension and a compres
sion splice comes from the ability of the bars in a compression splice to trans
fer load to the concrete directly by end bearing. In tests conducted by Pfister
and Mattoek. 9

.
2 5 bearing stresses equal to 5 times the cylinder strength of

the concrete were attained at the square-cut ends of bars in compression
splices.

From recent experiments. at the Otto-Graf-Institute of the University of
Stuttgart.'J28 the Iollowin; factors affecting the behavior of compression
splices became evident.

l.u!-<

i .":; 0.5 f til :r< -~ ..-~,...,>-!

!c)
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9.6.4 Mechanical or Contact Splices

It is evident that the weakest link in a lapped splice is the concrete between
the bars. When the full strength of the bars is to be transferred, the splice
length (which is equal to or larger than the development length 'd) can be
large. When a considerable amount ofreinforcemcnt is required in a member
and large size bars arc used, a significant weight of steel may be needed to
satisfy splice requirements. For example, lapped splices may extend over
one-third the height of a column in a multistory, reinforced concrete frame.
Moreover, lapped splices may produce congestion, and they may interfere
with the proper compaction of the concrete.

To overcome these difficulties, methods that allow the transfer of the
tension or compression forces directly from bar to bar without assistance
from the concrete have been employed. The butt welding of two bars, end to
end. by electric arc welding has been used extensively. More recently, a gas
pressure welding process has been developed in which the ends of bars,
heated to the correct temperature, arc pressed against each other; thus
fusion is achieved while a bulb at the contact section is being formed. For
deformed bars. a mechanical splice technique is available involving an annu
lar sleeve that is cold pressed against the bars, forcing the ribs of the deformed
bars to become embedded in the wall thickness of the sleeve. With suitable
bar deformations, a sleeve embedment length of as little as 2db for each of the
two bars may be sufficient to transfer the breaking load of the bar in
tensionY·27 An alternate splicing device consists of an annular sleeve
somewhat larger than the bars, placed around the two bars. A thermal
process is employed to fill the space between the sleeve and the deformed
bars with a metallic compound. The techniques in which a steel sleeve is
used are particularly useful when high strength reinforcement is to be
spliced, because the welding of such bars may cause embrittlement.

Mechanical splice devices must be subjected to rigorous test procedures
before they can be adopted for usc in the st ruct life.

uniformly against each other. Experiments indicate, however, that small
inaccuracies in the bearing faces are not detrimental. The ACT code 9

.
3

permits a maximum deviation of 1.5° from a right angle at the end surfaces
of the bars. This means that instead of perfectly uniform bearing, a 3° angle
between contact end surfaces of bars is still acceptable. However, the bars
must be held firmly in position relative to each other by a suitable sleeve or
other device." ..J In the tests at the University of Stuttgart.f" compressive
force transfer by contact end bearing was found to be superior to lapped
compression splices in every case, even without the use of additional ties
at the splice.

SplicesBond and Anchorage

Fig. 9.23. Failure "I a compression splice
caused hy end bearing.""
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I. End bearing was found to be responsible for the majority of splice
failures. irrespective of the splice length tested. The splice lengths in the tests
varied between 9 and 3S times the bar diameter. The crushing of the concrete
at the square ends of bars becomes particularly severe when the bar size is
increased. A typical example of end bearing failure appears in Fig. 9.21

2. The bearing capacity of the concrete at the cut ends of the column
bars was increased by the presence of confining reinforcement, which pre
vented the lateral expansion of the concrete in these areas. Under such
conditions concrete bearing stresses of the order of 17,000 psi (120 Nrrnm")
were measured.

3. An increase in the thickness of concrete cover over a compression
splice resulted in insignificant improvement.

4. When column bars smaller than 0.55 in (14 mm) diameter arc spliced,
end bearing is unlikely to influence behavior. and the stundard transverse
reinforcement. used outside the splice area, is likely to be .idcquutc also at the
splice.

5. Under long-term loading, the bearing pressure under the ends of the
bars diminishes because of creep; hence the splice performance improves.

Compressive forces in steel bars can be directly transferred from bar to
bar by end bearing. Force transfer by end bearing can be used only when
the designer is certain that under the most adverse load combination.
the bars arc never required to carry tension. In such cases it is necessary that
square-cut or sawn ends be obtained so that the bars in contact can bear
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10.2 ELASTIC THEORY FOR STRESSES IN MEMBERS

DlE TO FLEXl RE

Elastic Theory for Stresses in "embers due to Flexure

The effective secant modulus of elasticity of the concrete, including creep.
is ('\o,al ' which from Eq. 10.2 may be written as

The effective modulus or elasticity may be used to relate stress and strain
when the creep coctlicicnt is known, normally under assumed constant
st rcss condit ions.

Average values for the creep coefficient C, under typical design conditions
after very long-term loading arc 1.5 to 2.0, but large variations can occur.
Sect ion 2.1.4 gives a method for calculating the creep coefficient as a function
of the many varinblc« that aflccr it.

where E" = secant modulus of elasticity of the concrete at the instant of
loading and C, c= creep coefficient of concrete, which is an empirical factor
dependent on the age of the concrete on loading, the duration of loading, the
concrete mix proportions, the thickness of the member, and the humidity. as
described in Sect ion 2.104. Note that because of the linearity assumption,
C, is independent of the level of stress. The total strain is given by

10.2.1 Effective Modulus of Elasticity

A major difficulty in the application of clastic theory to reinforced concrete
is the inelasticity of concrete. The modulus of elasticity of concrete is depen
dent on both the level of stress and the time of loading. The modulus of elas
ticity given by l.q. 2.1, determined from short-term loading tests, gives the
secant modulus at approximately 0.5f;.~wi~h~
~.bt:cause<'0fi_eefl~tM'R';~asindicated in Fig. 2.5.

The-' creep dcforrna tion of concrete under constant axial compressive
stress is illustrated in Fig. 2.20. For an applied stress, which does not exceed
about 0.5t:. the creep strain that occurs over a given period is almost
proportional to the appl i-d stress. Hence the creep strain under constant
compressive concrete stress .Ie may be written as

,
.
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10.1 SERVICE LOAD PERFORMANCE

The performance of structures at the service loads is an important design
consideration. If sections arc proportioned by strength requirements alone,
there is a danger that although the degree of safety against collapse will be
adequate, the performance of the structure at the sen ice loads may be
unsatisfactory. For example, at the service loads the deflections of the mem
bers may be excessively large, or the cracking of the concrete may be un
acceptably great.

In European terminology, the structure should be designed with reference
to several limit states, the most important being strength at ultimate load,
deflection at service loads, and crack width at service IO;l'!>;. Other possible
limit states are vibrations and fatigue at service loads. The aim in design
should be to ensure an adequate margin of safety against collapse and against
the possibility that the structure will become unfit for usc at scr. icc loads.

Therefore, to produce a satisfactory design, it must be ascertained that the
magnitude of deflections and the extent of cracking at the sen ice loads lie
within reasonable limiting values. This check requires the usc of clastic
theory. The 1<)71 ACI code 10.1 emphasizes design based on strength with
serviceability checks; but the code also allows an alternate design method
based on clastic theory, with specified allowable stresses at the service loads
for flexural members without axial load.

This chapter considers service toad behavior. Elastic theory is developed
for the determination of stresses in members due to flexure at the service
loads and for usc ill the alternate design method; the met hod of calculation
of deflections and crack widths at the service loads is outlined, as well.

Service Load Behavior
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Itl.2 ELASTIC TlIl':ORY FOR STRESSES IN MEMBERS
IHE TO FLEXl IlE

The effective secant modulus of elasticity of the concrete. including creel
is (" 1:101a l' which from Eq. 10.2 may be written as

where E, = secant modulus of elasticity of the concrete at the instant ,·1

loading and C, creep coefficient of concrete, which is an empirical Iact.«
dependent on the age of the concrete on loading. the duration of loading, til
concrete mix proportions. the thickness of the member, and the humidity.«
described in Section 2.1.4, Note that because of the linearity assumptio:
C, is independentof the level of stress. The total strain is given by

The effective modulus or elasticity may he used to relate stress and str.u
when the creep coctlicicut is known, norrnall , under assumed consuu
stress cone!ition-.

Average values for the creep coefficient C, under typical design condition
after very long-term load:ng arc 1.5 to 2,0, but large variations can ocelli
Section 2.1 A givesa method for calculating the creep coefficient as a functi.»
of the many vuriublcs rh.u affect it.

1(1.2.1 Effective Modulus of Elasticity

A major difficulty in the application of elastic theory to reinforced concrete
is the inelasticity of concrete. The modulus of elasticity of concrete is depcu
dent on both the level of stress and the time of loading, The modulus of ela-.
ticity given by Eq. 2.1, determined from short-term loading tests, gives til,:
secant modulus at approximately O.~l:.. ~:0~w'~gil&teS'Jt~11ls
~qbecaus0'ofcreepi;1W'fIafn~aS indicated in Fig. 2.5.

The'''creep deformation of concrete under constant axial compressrv.:
stress is illustrated in Fig, 2.20. For an applied stress, which docs not exccc.l
about O.V;, tile creep strain that occurs over a given period is almo«
proportional to the applied stress. Hence the creep strain under constant
compressive concrete stress [. may be written as

(S,22)

nUl)T;

The sracing I): the clo'>l'd stirrups should not exceed (\, -I- '\'\) 4 Of' 12 in
12:'\0 mrn). whichever is smallcr.,'i,2!

where "I" ,~c area enclosed by the connecting lines between the centers of
lon,l!itudinal b.us

I'll = peri meter formed by the same set of lines

Comparison with tests carried out at various research establishments
indicates \l'I'V \!()(xi ,wrecrnent between observed ultimate strength and the
prcd ict it)IIS (l'r !':q, S,2 I',K, I" I t is to be noted that Eq, 8,21 i:.; Iii lenlkd [0 predict
the total torque 1;, and d(leS not imply any contribution to the torsional
sucnzth CnHl1 other sources,
, In ~a bc.un subjected tel pure torsion, cracks form iniually at 4:'\ to the
axis of the bean). 'ilTespectl\e of the shape of the cross sccu.iu or the amount
and arrunccmcu: of rcinfo: cement. As the load approachc- ultimate. however,
this anulc e!1il!1;cC', i!' the volumes of horizontal and tr.m-vcrxc reinforce
ment al~l; dilkl'c·;!t ti.c .. where 111, i' 1).s.2o

For ,;tcel \\Ith equal :iil.':d strength in both direction, u.e.. ),. /ili. the
theoretical minimum steel content for a given torque is ohtained when the
\ Illumes or the horizoruu] and transverse reinforcement me made equal. H

, I 7

This correspond- to 1I!, c~, i and fJ.c = 450 (see Eq. 8.19).
i\ co rrcxporuling simplification obtained from Eqs, S.,~l and S.lSa with

III, = I results in :1 clcsi!:cn expression that gives the required area of one
closed stirrup!, \0 resist a given torque T, as

T;.s
A, = "1(--,

"'-Jyxo}o

t: = 2A jA'/vAljjl'. 11\.2141)
"OS Po

Lampert showeL!H,17 th.u this equation is valid for a nv compact non
symmetrica! section in the form

based on the traditional space truss, which has its panels ill the planes of the
stirrup legs." I', .so that the tube urea is defined by the product x\.I'\ (see
fil!" 8.11(') rather than X o "().

By com hining Eqs. S,19'~I nd 8.20, the torsional resistance of the space truss
is 'obtained" I' in terms of the area of a stirrup leg At and the total area of
It)flgitudinal rciuforccmcnt /1, as
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1-"f. = 1If;$ . e

Sec t.onElevation
Resultant

forces

Doubly rcinu.rccd L'''lhTL'lc rcct ang ular beum SCCII. '1\ in service load range after

10.2.3 Analysis of Beams Using the Internal Couple Approach

E111stic Theory for Stn'"es in Vlernbers due to Flexure

Rectanglilar Sections

Figure 10.1 depicts a doubly reinforced concrete rcctungular beam section in
the service load range after cracking. The d imcnxion-, of the concrete section

Fi~. 10.!.
cr;\\.·king..

and.the steel areas and positions are considered to be known quantities, The
sccnon ~an ~e analY/e~i using the internal couple l"\\llcept and the require
mcnts of stram compatibility' ,u.d equilibrium of r()f"l"I·S.

The strains I:c , ;:;. and ;:, may be written in terms olthe stresses as follows'

where I:',. = modulus o.f elasticity of the concrete 1:lt instant of loading).
I> = modu.lus of eluxticitv o! the steel, and ("t = creep coefficient of concrete.
hom the similar triangle, of the strain diagram, we have

On substituting for I:,. I::, and i, in Eq. 10.4. the follOl,ing equations for steel
stress are obtained:

Service Load Behavior4211

10.2.2 Elastic Theory Assumptions

As Fig. 2.20 illustrates, if the load is removed, the~tlastic strain is recovered
immediately, and some creep recovery occurs witl;i.,time.

Three assumptions are made in the elastic theory for members subjected to
flexure:

I. Plane sections before bending remain plane after bending.
::. The tensile strength of concrete may be ignored if cracking has com

rricnced a t the extrerne tension fiber.
J The stress-strain relationships for co~6rete andsteel are linearly elastic.'

'The first assumption. made in strength theory, was discussed in Section
11

The second assumption implies that when the stress in the extreme tension
fiber exceeds the modulus of rupture of the concrete, the concrete will crack
up to the neutral axis. This assumption is reasonable because once cracking
commences, the stresses in the tension steel and compressed concrete
increase signilicantly owing to the redistribution of stresses. and only a little
concrete. if any. will be left carrying tension between the stress concentration
at the tip of the crack and the neutral axis.

The third assumption, which is true for steel at stresses less than the yield
strength. is reasonable for concrete at service load stresses. Creep can be
taken into account by usc of an effective modulus ofelasticii y for the concrete,
However. the direct proportionality between creep strain and applied stress,
which has been assumed in determining the effective modulus of elasticity,
strictly applies only when the concrete compressive stress docs not exceed
about one-half the cylinder strength. Nevertheless, the departure from
proportionality becomes large only under stresses a great deal higher.

In the ~I nulyxis of sections. when the neutral axis depth cha ngcs beeause of
a redistribution of stresses due to the creep of concrete, the usc olthc effective
modulus of elasticity for the concrete with a constant creep luctor gives only
an approximation for the stresses. This follows because the effective modulus
ofelasticity applies to constant stress conditions, whereas the magnitude and
distribution ()I" stresses changes over the cross section with time. However,
L1SC of the effect i \L' modulus of elasticity will give a reasonable approx iIllation
for the stresses.

II" a more accurate approach is required which considers the effect of
v.ui.rb!c strcss history, the rate-of-creep method 1o. 2 or the superposition
method 1".\ may he used when creep-time data and load-history information
are available.
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Till' ratio II i~ k no\\ 11 ,IS till' modular ratio.
lhc resultant c.vmprcssi. ': force in the concrete, ignoring t lie smull area of

concrete dispb<.:ed by the compression steel, is O.5fcbkJ, 1he equation for
equilibrium (II' inicrna l forces may be written as

cornprcsxion steel of 2.R2 in (71.6 rnm), an area of tension steel 01
4.71 in 2 (.'Im9 mille). and an area of compression steel of 2.40 in"
(154X mille). The modulus of elasticity of the concrete at lirst loading
is 3.X6 x 10" psi (26,600 N/mm 2

) and of the steel is 29 x 106 psi
(200.00n N/rnIll 2 ). Calculate the stresses in the steel and the concrete
due to a bending moment of 2.2X x 10" lb· in (257 kN -m) (I) at
first loading and (2) after long-term loading, if the creep coefficient
is 1,0.

SO/III ion

( \0.7)

(I o.s:orc + C ="1
"

where

Subst ituting the Sled stresses from Eqs. 10.. 5 and 10.6 ini.. Ell. jO.X gives

kd- d' 1 - k
O.5fh/,d+ ' ·-nf,·.A'. = --ntcA, kd" k 'j,.,

where
.t

fl .." ",,.. hd and
, A~P =.-

bd

4.71
P = ') ,~. 0,0104

16 x ...8.37

1. Atfirst ioaduu!

Creep is zero. C, =, O.
From Eq. \0.7 we have

29 x lOb
n =3:g() x 10" = 7,SI

2.40
P'=- = 0.00529

16 x 2X.37

Solution of the quadratic equation for I, gives

Example 10.1

i\ doubly reinforced concrete beam has a rectangular cross section
16 in 140() mm) wide: it has an effective depth to the centroid of the
tension steel of 2'1',.37 in i721 rnrn), a depth to the centroid of the

l.quat ion.... IO.S 10 \ 0.10 can he used to determine the stres:«:-. in t he concrete
and steel for a given moment, or the moment for a given -aress, when the
dimensions of the' concrete section, the steel areas, and bar positions, are
known. Note that the equations can be used to analyze \Ingly reinforced
sections by ruttlng-1: = o.

From Eq, 10.9 we have

k = [(0.0104 + ().OOS2W7.SI 2

(
2.82 ) 'J1/2+ 2 0,0104 + 0,00529 x 28.37 7.51

-7.51(0,0\04 + 0.00529)

= 0.304

kd 0.304 »: 2X.37 = 8.62 in

From Eqs. 10.5 and 10.6 we write

" = 8.62 - 2.X::. 7 51 f' = '\ 05/'1., l!6? x '''.c ··.ro. _

j . = L 0.304 x 7.51f· = 17.19(
s 0.304 - ( . ,

Hence Eq, 10.10 gives

2.2R x 106 = 0.51, x 16 x 8.62(2R.37 _ 8:~2)

+ 5.0St; x 2.40(28.37 - 2.X2)

from which r: = 1100 psi (7.S9 N/mm 2
).

(10.9)

(10.1())( kd)\1 = O.S.re MiI \i' - '3 +f~A~(d - d')

I (d') J1 /2
l: ,= i.(fl + f l')"11 2 + \p + P'd n - (p -1 1')11

The cent roid of the triangular concrete stress block is at kdi? Irom the ext rerne
compression fiber: therefore the lever arm of the resultant concrete force
abo ut the tension steel is iI(l - /\/3), where k is given by Eq. 10.9.

The rnorncn I of resistance of the section can be obtained by ! ak ing moments
of the internal compressive forces about the tension steel.
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(..,

L,

I - k
k /It;

kd .- h
f· - .I t.
, c l - _.- I,d· "

E, c/I =._.. (I + )
L· ,
l~<

(
kd -II )

C = 0.5 .I;. + kll II. bh,

.( hf )= bh f I - .r . c 2kd

f. I ( .I 1 .. ,),
I:,

The equation for equilibrium of the internal forces C = T maybe writtc. ,IS

hhfr.'(t - ;;:ti) =IJ~
Substituting I~ from Fq. 10.13 into Eq. 10.15 gives

hil
J
((I - h f _) = A 1- -~ Il(
.rc 2kd' I, ,(

where

The compressive force in the concrete in the web is Ignored, since II is
relatively small because of the small stress and width of section there. I lie
resultant compressive force in the concrete IS then 0.5(/ + .I;.!)hhf . 1)11

substituting Eq. 10.12, the resultant compressive force becomes

kd kd - h, d - 1(11

On substituting for the strains in Eq, 10.11. the following equations 1,1'

concrete and steel stress arc obtained:

where E, = modulus of elasticity of concrete tut instant of loading), 1".
modulus of elasticity or steel. and C, = creep coefficient of concrete.

From the similar triangles of the strain diagrum, we have

Elastic Theory for SIn's,,', in vlembers due to Flexure

The section of Fig. 10,2 with neutral axis in the web can be analyzed u- .,
the requirements or strain compatibility and equilibrium of forces.

The strains may he written in terms of the stresses as follows:

Resultant forces

and

/

rt..
I~

"....
Strf::<,', III web

is n. "j1ected

Stresses

is
Strains

A •

Section

....
,{I. (10.

k

Figure 10.2 displays a singly reinforced concrete T-beam section in the
service load range after cracking. The dimensions of the concrete section
and the steel areas and positions are considered to be known quantities. In
the case illustrated, the neutral axis lies in the web. When the neutral axis
lies in the flange. the case can be analyzed using the equations I'ma rectangular
section of width h.

T-Sections

Fig. 10.2. Reinforced concrete T ..beam section in service load range 'lIt,', cTClL'king.

f: = 5.05 x 1100 = 5560 psi (38.3 N/mm2
)

I; = 17.19 x 1100 = 18,910 psi (130.4 N/mm 2
)

2. After IO/)!!-1 CI'/I/ loadinq when ('I = 1

FrOI1lIq.lO.7.11 7.51 (I + I) = 15.02.
From Eq, 10.9.!< = 0.383.
From Eqs. 10.5, 10.6. and 10.10,

.I, = S10 psi (5.59 Nzmm')

l, = SY50 psi (6J.7 N/mm 2
)

I; = 19,480 psi (134.3 N/mm 2
)

The effect of concrete creep on the stresses is indicated in this example.
Concrete creep under constant bending moment results in an increase in the
neutral axis depth. and leads to a decrease in the maximum concrete
compressive stress. an increase in the steel compressive stress, and a slight
increase in the steel tensile stress. Of these, the rise in the steel compressive
stress is the most significant. In Example 10.1 the doubling of the modular
ratio has resulted in a 61 "" increase in the compressive steel stress, a 26 '>;,
decrease in the concrete compressive stress, and a 3 % increase in the steel
tensile stress. Note that the concrete creep has caused some of the internal
compressive force to be transferred from the concrete to the steel.

432
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from which we write

(10.16)

The moment of rcsistu nee of the section is then

M = As.(jd

or

(10.10)

where p = A,/hd.
The value for k found from Eq. 10.16 applies providing the neutral axis lies

in the web (i.c .. k ~ hI/d). Ii"" from Eq. 10.16 is less than hI/d. the neutral
axis lies in the flange, and the rectangular section Eqs. lOA to 10.10 should be
used instead.

The lever arm depends on the position of the centroid 01" the trapezoidal
stress block (sec Fig. 10.3). Treating the block as if.it were composed of two

.( hf ) .M = hh f I - -- jd
J. c 2"" .

with jd from Lq. J O. IS.

Equations 10.12 ll) IO.lO can be used to determine the stresses in thc
concrete and steel 1'(11' a given moment. or the moment for a given strc-.s,
when the section dimensions and the steel area are known.

I~- I; .__ ._--:"..j Example )0.2

hI
I

I-y_
~-f,,-"1

T,
x
I

":'1... Centroid

Fig. 10.3. Centroid <11 compressive stress
block.

;\ reinforced concrete T-beam has a flange width of 50 in (1270 mm),
a flange thickness of 5 in (127 mm), an elTectivedepth to the steel PI'
20 in (50S mm), and a cross-sectioned area of tension steel of 6 ill

2

(3871 mm']. The modular ratio is 9. Determine (1) the stresses in
the steel and concrete when the section carries a bending moment of
2 x IOf' lb· in (226 k N . m), and (2) the maximum bending moment
the section ca n carry if the maximum concrete stress is not to exceed
1350 psi (0.31 Nzmrrr') and the steel stress is not to exceed 24,000 !",·,i
(165.5 Nzrnm:' l.

.. hf (lie! + fc).\: = _..-- \ ------
3 \lel + I.

triangles. and taking the moments of the areas of the triangles about the
top of the block. we find

I t. I'": _ .f.:l hf b 7.h fchfb h,2(!c + ,ll]/. JX - ---- '3 f + --_ ....
. ci . t:': 2' 2 3

Assume that the neutral axis lies in the web.

hf 5
.. = = 0.25
d 20

6
fill = x 9 = 0.054

50 x 20

Therefore the neutral axis lies in the web as assumed.
From Eq. IO.IS we have

From Eq. 10.16 we have

/.: = O,()54 + i(O·32C = 0.280
0.054 +. 0.25

I,d = O.2X x 20 = 5.60 in > hf

Solution

(10.17).\'

On substituting (I (rom Eq. 10.12

(10. J S)



Transformed "all concrete" 'H'~dStressSection

n
LJ

where

Elastic Theory for Sln'ss", in vlembers due to Flexure

I. Stressesjor I'll! = 2 x 10" lb· in

From Eq. 10.19 we write

2 x ] 0" . . 6 N/ 2)I, = = IK,350 pSI (126. mm., 6 x IX.I7

From Eq. 10.20 we write

. 2 x !0" 79" I'I = .-....---.----- = 5 pSI (5.5., Nl111m-)
. c 50 x 5[1 -·5(2 x 5.6)J]g.17 I

or. from Eq. 10.13.

where A c = concrete area and A, = steel area. It is evident that the steel
area As acts identically to a concrete area I1A,. and hence could be replaced
by a concrete area 11,,1,. This equivalent concrete area /lA, is referred to as the
transformed area of steel. Thus the total area of the transformed element is
Ac + nA, =\1' + (11 .- IIA,. The effective added area is (11 - I )A, because
the steel displaces an area of concrete .4.,. The transformed section is rep
resented in Fig. 10..+. The transformed section may be pictured in any way
that results in the transformed area ofstecl having the same level of strain as
the steel it replaces. The transformed area of steel is also placed syrnmetrica IIy
about the steel it replaces. Replacing the steel by its transformed area IS
advantageous because conventional clastic theory for a homogeneous
material can he used to analyze the element. The steel stress may be deter
mined fr0111 III.. whcrcr; is the concrete stress at that point.

If the clement of area is part of a section subjected to flexure, the concrete
area that replaces the steel must be placed in a symmetrical manner parallel
to the neutral axis. to have the same level of strain as the steel (see Figs. IOj

and 10.6). For the uncracked section, the steel areas A~ and A, are replaced by
transformed areas (II - I )A: and (11 - I )A,. For the cracked section, the
compression steel area A~ is replaced by (11 - I).·~:, but the tension steel area
A, is replaced by 11.·1, because the actual concrete section below the neut rul
axis cannot carry tension. hence the tension steel does not displace any
efTective concrete.

Conventional clastic theory for a section of homogeneous material 111;IV
be used to analyze the transformed section. F\)[ a beam. the stress f and

0.2XO lX.350 = 795 si (5.52 Nzmrrr')
I = 1 O.2XO l) P

.., Maximum hCl1diny m()/)1('I1( iff; :<S 24.000 psi and fc :<S 1.150 psi

If I; = 24,000 psi. Fq. 10.19 gives us

,1,1 = 6 x 24.000 x 18. I7

= 2.62 x 10" Ih . in

[1'.1:. = 1.350 psi. [C;. 10.20 gives us

M = 50 x.5 x 1350(1 - -2.
5
'- 6 )18.17

\ x 5.
= 3.:'9 x l O? lb . in

Therefore. the steel stress controls. The maximum permissible
bending moment is M = 2.62 X 106 lb· if' (2% kN· m), with
I = 24.()()0 psi (165.5 Nzmm ') and j~ = 1350 x :~.62i3J9 = 1040
psi ('717 N'rum ").

10.2.4 Analysis of Beams Using the Transformed Section
Approach

An alternative clastic theory approach employs transformed section theory,
in which the steel is transformed into an equivalent concrete area and the
"all concrete" section is analyzed by conventional elastic theory.

Consider an element of concrete area with a steel bar at its centroid. as in
Fig. lOA. If an external axial load P is applied to the element. the resulting
steel and concrete strain will be equal, D, = 8(> giving

G= fc (1 + CJ
L, s,
I, = nfc (]0.21 )

E, '
11 =';" (l + (,)

t:

The load carried by th~ clement is therefore

P = A,.I~ + A,.r

= .I;(A c + I1A) (10.22)
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Ii>:. 10.3,

bending: moment ,'vI arc rci.ucd by the equation (see any text on strength of
murerials:

/vTvf = ---~
[

(10.23)
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1\ ~lnL:1\ n.:ill!\)['CL'd concrete beam with the cro-:-. <cci ion indicated
in ,Iig:, !(),7 ha.' (()nnete with a modulus of IUPIUI'C of -1-S() psi
1.\.1 N 111m 2). The modular ratio is n = 8. Calculate the stresses in
the stt.:'t.:': .md the L','ncrete when the bending moment is (I) 300.000
lb· in 1.'-") kN, 1111. :H1d (2) 900.000 lb- in (101.6 kN -rn).

!
I ;
I ,.\ i1··· ~

Example 10.3

\\ here y.c, distance from the neutral axis to the fiber Cl)!1cerncd and [ =

moment of inertia (sccoud moment of area) of the t runxformcd section
about the neutral axis. Since the neutral axis is located at the centroid of the
tru nsforrncd section, the: neutral axis position may be found by taking mo
mcnts of the areas about :lI1Y convenient axis. The moment of inertia is
given by .1'.1'" ",,1. whcrc r distance from the neutral axis 10 ~ln clement of
urct: and "A ,:., area of the: clement.



= 630,600 lb . in

III

top t,
bottom I,

I. AI = 300.0()0 lb· in: therefore, sect ion is uncracked.

M\
f= I

300,000 x 12.87/15,K20 = 244 psi (1.6X N/mm'j

300,000 x 11.13;15,X20 = 211 psi (1.46 N/m111'~1

/It;. = X x 300,000 x 7.13/15,X20

C7- 1080 psi (7.45 Nzmrn')

') M = 90().O()() Ib . in; therefore, sed ion is cracked.

10.2.5 Dcsiun of Beams Using the Alternative (Elastic Theory)
Method

top f, " l)()(),OOO x 8.68/7740 = 1010 psi (6.06 Nzrnrrr')

/;c, K x 900,000 x 11.32/7740 = 10,530 psi (72.6 Nzmm':

Note the signitlcant increase in steel stress after cracking. When
crack ing occurs a t a bending moment of 639,600 Ib ' in (72.2 kN . Ill)

the maximum concrete stress increases from 520 to 720 psi (3Jl I,)

5,0 Nmm 2
) and the steel stress increases from 2300 to 7480 i"i

(15.<) to 5J.() N 111m
2).

The 1971 ACI code"ll allows the design of flexural members without
axial load by the el"stil' theory approach (straight line theory). This dCSII'11
method proportions members so that at the service loads the speciti.«I
allowable stresses arc IWt exceeded. The allowable compressive stress in u.c
concrete is OAV:., The allowable tensile stress in the steel is 20,000 I"i

(138 Nzmm") for Grade 40 or Grade 50 steel (j~ = 276 or 345 N/mnll,
or 24,000 psi (166 N mill.') for Grade 60 steel U;, = 414 Nymrn") or higher
grade steel. The modular ratio /I stipulated by the code is EJEc ' except thai III

doubly reinforced members, an effective modular ratio of 2EjEc is used when
considering the compression steel. The value taken for E, is 29 X 10(, [hi
(200,000 N 111m 2

), ;lI1d I"l' both normal weight and lightweight concrete I .•

is 57,000..... J: psi (47.\0\ I: Nyrnm"). The modular ratio /I may be taken :IS
the nearest whole number,

The recommended value for the modular ratio ignores the effect of'concrcic
creep except as it effects the compression steel, whereupon the creep l' I,

efficient is taken as Cr '"' I. The reason for this is revealed in Example I () I,
Comparison of stresses after creep with stresses before creep indicates a \l'IV

significant increase III the compressive steel stress, but only a very sliuht
increase in the tensile steel stress and a decrease in the compressive concr.rc
stress. This approach means that when a doubly reinforced section is lil,t
loaded, the concrete will be more highly stressed than calculated, but tile

Elastic Theory for SIres,,', in \ Iembers due to Flexure.....crvice Load Beha vior

ji = 8.68 ill+ 6.67.\' ..... 133.3 = 0

,\Jomell! [0 C01/se crackinq

= 15,820 in"

Alia cruckuu; (Fig. 10.71»

11 A,= 8 x 5 = 40 in2

l""xX6·~J
! '" - l~" + (12 x 8.68 x 4.342

) + (4(1 )0.' 11.\2 2
)

= 7740 in'

Note that it is assumed that the transformed .irca 01' steel has
negligible thickness: hence the moment of inertia about its own
centroid can be ignored. Also, for the section orthis example the
eflcct of cracking IS to reduce the I value by 51 ''.

A !25! + 40

'faking moments about the neutral axis to find .I

I'
I 2r, ce' 40(20 -\')

Solution

\! . = /~fun,r"'k<<l
. cra c k ing ,.

-t bottom

whcrer, = modulus of rupture of concrete

450 x 15,820
AI~'I';l\'::king = ._.--'..-.-"--

11.13

Transformed sect ion properties

Before crackuu; (Fig. 10.7,,)

(11 - 1):1, = (~", I) x 5 = 35 in 2

A = (12 x 24) + 35 = 288 + 35 = 323 in 2

Taking moments about the top edge to find ji:

323.1' = (288 x 12) + (35 x 20) ji = 12.:-0 in

P x ')4.\
! = - - + (288 X 0.87 2

) + (35 x 7.13'!
I

441)
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compressive concrete stress will decrease with time because of creep, and the
compression steel stress will gradually increase and approach the design
value,

f)nign (~l ,)'ing~r Reinforced Rectangular Sections jill'
Simultaneous Development of the Allowable Steel lind Concrete
.<'tre,He\

A convenient approach. which makes good use of the materials. is to design
for simultaneous development of the allowable stressc of the steel and
concrete at the service load bending moment.

Equation 10'(, shows tklt

A design in which the allowable stresses of the steel and concrete 'IIe
developed simultaneously has in the past been referred to as a "balanced
design." That terminology is not used here because of possible confusion VI I! Ii
a "balanced failure" of the strength design method. The simultaneous
development or the allowable steel and concrete stresses at the service 1(1;1<1
docs not mean that such a section would undergo a balanced failure d'
loaded to its flcxur.rl strength. Such a section would invariably undergo d

tension failure because the curved shape of the concrete compressive str,",s
block at high stresses means that a large compressive force can be developed
by the concrete, Also, the chosen ratios of allowa hie stress to yield or ultima rc
strength will influence the balance of steel and concrete strength.

Solution

Example 10.4

Allowable stresses arc /; = 20.000 psi and J: = 0.45 x 3000·
1350 p,i. Also. E,. = 57,OOOJ3000 = 3.12 x 106 psi.
Hence Jl = L, L,. = 29 x 106/(3.12 x J( 6

) = 9.29. Therefore, usc
Jl = 9.
From Eq. 10.24 we have

9 x 1350
k = = 0.378

9 x I YiO + 20.000

From l.qs, JO.25 or 10.25a we have

1.2 x 106 = 0_5 x 1350 x 10 x 0.378( 1 _ 0.3}~}2

d = 23.2 in (589 mm)

From Eqs. 10.26 or 10.26a we put

1.2 x I()Io = A, 20,000 x 23.2( 1 _ O.~7X)

.I, "" 2.% in ' (1910 mrn ')

Design a singly reinforced rectangular section with a width of 10 in
(254 mill) to carry a service load bending moment of 1.2 x 1061b· in
(135 k N . Ill). The allowable steel and concrete stresses.j, = 0.5};, and
.J; = O..+5C arc to be developed simultaneously. The material
strengths arc [, = 40,000 psi (276 Nzmm'') and f; = 3000 psi
(20.7 N mrn '), ,

(10.26)

(10.25)

(10.24)

(10.26a)

(10.25a)
, 2M

bd: = fc/.:(l _ k/3)

M
A, = J. del - k/3)

which enables the required steel area to be found.

Equation 10.25 may be written as

which enables the selection of section dimensions for a given moment and
simultaneous development of allowable stresses. Also i.q. 10.26 may be

or

and

E,
n =-:-

Ec

where

nfc
/.; =-------

11/~ + J.
Thus /.; for given allowable stresses may be found from ELI. 10.24.The design
equations then arc
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Alternatively, if k exceeds the value of k for the simultaneous development
of the allowable strcssc», Fig. 10.8 shows that at the allowable bending
momenrr equals allowable concrete stress but /; is less than allowable steel
stress. The allowable bending moment is given by Eq. 10.25 as

(10.2X)

( 1\'/)
M = O.~fc bkcl tI - .j.

withfc at the allowable value.
From Eq. 10.25 it is evident that

AI ,( I,'
bd? = O.~fJ I- 3)

Example to.5

A reinforced concrete rectangular section with an 18 in (457 mrn)
width and a J2 in (X 13 mm) effective depth to the tension steel is to
carry a service load bending moment oj'2.8 x 1061b· in(316kN· 111).

The modular ratio is II = 9, and the allowable stresses are 1350 psi
(9.31 Nymm") 1'01' the concrete and 24.000 psi (166 N/mm 2) for the
steel. Calculate the required steel area.

I n design. if the dimensions of the concrete sect ion are known, the best way
to check whether the steel or the concrete st rcs will be critical is to calculate
the value of O.5J;1'( I - k/3) for simultaneous development of the allowable
stresses and to compare it with the M/hcl 2 value for the section, where Mis
the service load bending moment. If M/I)(/2 < O.~fck(1 - k/3) for the simul
taneous development of the allowable stresses, the steel stress is critical; and if
M tbd? > O.5( k( I -- I,.)) for the simultaneous development of the allowable
stresses, the concrete stress is critical.

I.

..

'.

I, = .jp2n2+ 2pn - pn (10.27)

The value of I, for the simultaneous development of the allowable steel and
concrete stresses is given by Eq. 10.24, with the allowable stresses substituted
for I, and I;

If it is found that the actual value of k for the section is less than the value
of k for the simultaneous development of the allowable SII\~SSl'S. then at the
allowable bending moment f; equals allowable steel stress but l, IS less than
allowable concrete stress (see Fig. 10.8). The allowable bending moment is
given by Eq. 10.26 as

.( kd)
M=Asf\d- 3

withf~ at the allowable value.

Design q{ Singly Reinforced Rectangular Sections Without
Simultaneous Development of the Allowable Stresses

A section in which the allowable steel and concrete strc-xcs are developed
simultaneously is not necessarily the most economical section. The relative
costs of steel and concrete, the necessity to standarizc '1/cs throughout a
structure, and other reasons, may make it more convenient to have a section
of such proportions that the allowable stresses are nOI developed simul
taneously, The design will then be governed either by the stress in the steel
or in the concrete, The critical stress will depend on the allowable stresses
and the steel ratio p = Ajhd.

For a givcn r. the neutral axis depth ofa singly reinforced section is given
by Eq. 10.9 as

152 < 201
.\1 2.8 x I (lh

hd" 18 >: 3~2

9 x IJ50
--c-_._..... = 0.336

9 x 1.\:'0 + 24,000

0.5/J (1-~) = 0.5 x 1350 x (U36(1 - 0.112) = 201

Now

Solution
From Eq. 10.24 the value of k for the simultaneous development of
the allowable stresses is

Allowable COil, I "Ie
stress critical

/. ,-
Allowable I //. /"
steel stress ~ /. /.

critical // /

\
/,/ Simultaneous li"velopmell t

/ of allowable SI""I dll<l

/. /. /. concrete stres-.,
/-

"
k- Allowable J; ..,..j

f:"

. .. ..
Suain dl;,!!ramS for section with allowable steel and concrvu- ,11',',.,,', critical.Fif.:. 10.8.

Allowable h'
I< ERin >1
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(10.33)

(10.32)

(10.30)

(10..\ I)

kd - d'
----

kd

r: = f:; E, = I:c(kd k--:i·····~~)Es. . '{

where

According to ACI 318-71,10.1 11 = Es/Ec = 10; except when
determining the area of compression steel, n = 2E.,/Ec = 20.

wheref, is the allowable value, and

A' = M - M 1

s f~(d - d')

Example 10.6

A rectangular concrete section has b = 15 in (381 mm), d' = 3.6 in
(9 I mm), and d = 35.6 in (904 mm), the allowable stresses arc
1125 psi (7.76 N/mm 2

) for the concrete and 20,000 psi (138 Nymm']
for the steel. The ratio EjEc is 10. Calculate the steel areas required
for a service load moment of 5 x 106 lb· in (565 kN . m).

Solution

But

where j", is governed by the strain in the adjacent concrete. From the strain
diagram of Fig. 10.9. we can write

Then the area of tension steel Ad required for M 1 may be calculated

M1

Ad = J:(d =--kdi-ij

where I; is [he allowable value. The remainder of the bending moment,
M - M I' must be resisted by an internal couple formed by compression
steel area A; and additional tension steel area A'2 with a lever arm of d - J.

'.

(10.29)

a.5/,: hkd

~
IJ

.-I"l- t A,;/;-
Hesul tant forces

1-+--(

/;

Stresses

Neutral axis

Strain

2.8 x 106
. 2 2

.., .., ..,;--- = 4.11 In (2648 mm )
_xA.:. x A,OOO

i\1

jill;
11,

jil

Therefore the steel stress will be critical (i.e.,.1, = allowable steel
stress andl, < allowable concrete stress).
Now the actual value for k will be smaller than /( 0.336, However
the usc of k =, CU.\6 to find the lever arm will ~ive a very good
approximation. slightly on the safe side (the actual lever arm will
be a lillie larger).

(
0.136\

32 1-- - I = 2S.42 in
3 )

Fig. 10.'1. D~,,~n "I' .ioubly reinforced concrete section.

____ f-.E---- h ---:.-i _.L

t . I .r• .'\, • _·;c
! I

d

I-l il '\,,'.'\"

••••

wherer, is the allowable value and Ii is found using the allowable stresses.

Design (I! Doubly Reinforced Rectangular Sections

In the-design of sect ions where /1;1/bd 2 exceeds the value of O.5fc li( I - kIJ) for
the simultaneous development of the allowable stresses, the concrete stress
is critical. It is best to usc hoth compression and tension steel in this ease,
since tension steel alone could require a large area of steel working at less
that the allowable stress.

To design a doubly reinforced section (see Fig. 10.9) the most convenient
first step is to calculate the bending moment that a singly reinforced beam
with the given dimensions could carry if the allowable steel and concrete
stresses arc developed simultaneously.

i\11 = O.5!ebk,{d _ k:)



Equation 10.34 allows the determination of the effective depth of a T-bealll
section in which the allowable stresses develop simultaneously. Theil
the steel area may be found, using Eqs. HJ.l8 and 10.19.

Example 10.7

A T:beam section has a flange width of 4X in (1220 mrn) and a flanu,:
thickness of 5 ill (127 mm). The service load bending moment I,

6 x 10" lb in (677 kN . m). Calculate the effective depth and stccl
area if 1/ = 9 and the allowable stresses of 1350 psi (9.31 Nzrnm ') fllr
the concrete and 20,000 psi (138 N/mm 2

) for the steel develop
simultaneously,

4-1')Elastic Theory for Stresses in l\h'mbers due to Flexure

10 x 1125
k =.....---.... - .. - = 0360

JO x 1125 + 20,000 .

From Eqs. 10.29 and 10.30 we have

M r = 0.5 x 1125 x 15 x 0.36 x 35.6 x 35.6 x OXX

= 3.39 x 1061b·in

3.39 x 106
. 2

A'l == 2'6]00;;-35.6 x 0.88 = 5.41 III

Senil'p Load Behavior

From Eq, 10.24, the value of k for simultaneous development of
the allowable stresses is

448

(10.34)

From Eqs, 10.31 to 10.33 we have

A. =.t~.=_:1~.~~)._~.J..?~= 2 52 in 2
s2 20,000(35.6 - 3.6) .. ,

t; = 20 x 1125 x (0.36 x 35.6 - 3.6) = 16 180 psi < 20 Q()O psi
. " 0.36 x 35.6 ,., , .

, (5 - 3.39) x 106
• 2 '

A., = - - -_.- = 3.11 III (2006 mm')
16,180(35.6 - 3.6)

A, = Ad + A'2 = 5.41 + 2.52 = 7.93 in 2 (51 16 mm")

Note that the stress in the compression steel should not exceed the
allowable steel stress. If the calculated value for I' zoes bevond
the allowable stress, the allowable stress shouldb~ ~sed in~tead
of the calculated stress.

Design of T-Beam Sections

A 7:beam section in which the allowable steel and concrete st rcsses develop
simultaneously will have k as given by Eq. 10.24 with the .iilowable stresses
substituted. From Eqs. 10.18 and 10.20 we find

AI = bh l(J _-!!.£)[d _ hJ (3kd - 2hlY.1
J, c 2kd 3 2kd - hJ ) !

,~L. = (2kd__=.tr.L)[6kd
2- 3hJd - 3kdhJ ::1'. ~/I/-J

bhI I, 2kd 3(2kd - hJ) .

= d - .1111 - ~~ + ~~L
2 k 2 3 kd

o = d2
- d[ "i ..: + ~J (1 + k)J + h/

.bhI /.· 2k 3k

Sotut ion

From Eq. 10.24. the value of k for simultaneous development ()!

the allowable stresses is

9 x 1350
k = --- = 0378

l) x 1350 + 20,000 "

From Eq. 10,34 we have

o = d" - i{48 :'~~~)'~350 +~;-~:~~:) + 3;~~3-78
= d" - 27,(,3t1 + 22.05

d = 28.4 in (721 mm)

From Eqs. 10,18 and 10,19 we have

id = 284 _ 5 (3~_9~378 _x 28~4-=-,}_. x ?) = 26.15 in
, '.\ , 2 x 0.378 x 28.4 - 5

(, X 106

A . = ..-----.--.
v 20.000 x 26.15

= 11.47 in 2 (7400 rnrn/)

A design for T-tx:ams based on the simultaneous development of t h,.·
allowable stresses usually results in a relatively shallow section with ,I

large area of steel to be placed in the web. A deeper section may be mor ,

desirable. A 7:beam section deeper than that for simultaneous develop
ment of the allowable stresses will have I = allowable steel stress and
.I:. < allowable concrete stress. For such a section. the steel area can be fOllnd
from As '''' At ()d. A reasonable approximation for jd is d - 0.5h J .
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10.2.6 Analysis of Short Columns

Axially Loaded Short Columns

If an axial load J> is applied to the centroid of the section of a reinforced
concrete short column with concrete area Ac and steel area 11" the load is
shared between the concrete and the steel.;

2. After II {OilY period oj iaatlinq, C, = 2.

11 = 10( 1 + 2) = 30

From Eqs, 1(>.:,5 and 10.36 we have

. 200.000 . 2
I, =---------- = 1324 pSI (9.12 Nmtm )
. 9X.24 + 1.76 x 30

or

Example 10.8

p = Acj~ + #.fs
The steel and concrete will have the same strain o~~r the whole section, and
from Eq. 10.21, .f~ = rife, where n = (E)Ec)(l + C,).

P = fc(Ac + Asn) (10.35)

Load on Load off
l' ; AJ, + A,f. 1 0 ; Acf, + A. f.

~- -~COl11preSSiOIl~~--

L> Ll20 - Ino = - 410 psi (2.83 N/mm 2
), tension

I~ = .39.760 - 17.270 = 22,490 psi (155 N/mm 2
) , compression

It is to be noted that creep recovery of the concrete will cause these
residual stresses to reduce with time.
Fig. 10.10 illustrates the changes of stresses in the column with time.

The foregoing example illustrates that creep of concrete with sustained
load results in a decrease in the concrete compressive stress and a considerable
increase in the steel compressive stress. The increase in steel stress may even
be sufficient to cause the steel to reach the yield strength at the service load.

._ 200.00() _ .: 2
J,- 9X.24/30 + 1.76 - 39,720 pSI (274 Nzmm )

3. Oil removu! o!lowliny illi er (he long period ofapplicat ion

The change in stress on the removal of the loading will be due tll
elastic behavior with Il = 10. The residual stresses when the loud
is removed arc therefore found from case 2 minus case 1.

(10.36)

!\ JOin (254 mm) square reinforced concrete column is symmetrically
reinforced by 1.76 in2 (l 135 mm") of steel; E.IEc = to. The column
is to carry an axial load of 200 kips (890 kN). Calculate the stresses
( I) at the first application of the load, (2) after a long period of
loading if the creep coefficient is C, = 2, and (3) when the load is
removed after the long period of loading.

Solution

p =f{~~ + As)

In a column under sustained load, n will increase with time because of
increase in the creep coefficient C" and a large redistribution of stress between
the concrete and the steel will result.

---- Steel

-- Concrete

r--------+-----~Timeo

Sun'l Concrete

20.0 f)l )

113fl!

40.000'-- 2000
(27\;1 (13.8)

Tension

:;,

Fig. HUn. Slre,"-' of Example 10.8.

A, = 100 - 1.76 = 98.24 in2..t, = 1.76 in'

. 200,OO() . ,
I=.- = 11''7 pSI (119 N/mm-). , 9X.24 + 1.76 x 10 - .

. 200,000 . 2

.I, = n.24 10-+ 1.-76 = 17,270 pSI (119 Njrnm )

I. At jir»! uJl!l/icution oj"lowliny, C, = a
11 -z: 10

From Eqs, 10.35 and 10.36 we write



Creep of concrete at a sustained service load will not affect the safety of the
column, however. The ultimate load of a short column is not reached until
both the steel and the concrete ha ve attained their strengths. That is, sufficient
load must be applied to cause the steel to reach its yield strength and the
concrete to reach its crushing strength before the ultimate load is attained (see
Section 5.2). Some loss in concrete strength may arise from the effect of
sustained loading (see Section 2.1.1), but since the concrete sl ress level at
service loads is relatively low, this effect would. be negligible.

Example lO.X also illustrates that if the load is removed, the concrete may
be left with a residual tension, and the steel with considerable residual
compression, which will reduce with time due to creep.

It is evident that it is extremely difficult to realistically assess the safety
of reinforced concrete columns using elastic theory. ACI JI8 71 10

, 1 does
not allow clastic theory for column design. However an elastic analysis,
including an allowance for the likely order of the creep effect, is necessary
when deformation under service load conditions are to be evalutated.

Elastic Theory for Stresses in Members due to Flexure

4in
(102 mm)

Transformed
section

,
Centroid ~ x~

-. -~-:-_..,
6in 4"

(152 mm)

12 in (51 mm).'
2 In (51 mm)

,~
i

797
15.501

13.580
W371

l'.• T
. 4 inT::~.

(102 111m) 1+" -> 6 in (152 rnrn)

• • 1

•

4060
~280)

1~-12 in 1305 m'''h+i
Section

T
12 in

(305 mm)

1
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Eccentrically Loaded Short Columns

Depending on the magnitude of the eccentricity of load, tension mayor
may not exist in the concrete.

COMPRESSION OVER WHOLE SECTION

The transformed section approach is best for the case of compression over
whole section. The concrete stresses for a short column with bending about
one major axis due to load P acting at eccentricity e from the centroid of the
transformed section are given by

85
(0.591'--' -'--'

Stresses, psi (N/mm')

Fig. 10.11. Ex.unple lilt)

Solution

Area or each bur is 0.79 in'.
Transformed area of section is

A =12 x 12 + (20 - 1)3 x 0.79 + (20 - 1)2 x 0.79

= 144 +45.0 + 30.0 = 219 in2

f = ~ + Pey
A - I (10.37) Position of centroid _x may be found by taking moments about right

hand edge

where y = distance from the centroid of the transformed section to the fiber
concerned, A = area of the transformed section, and I = moment of inertia
(second moment of area) of the transformed section about the centroidal
axis. The steel stress is given by n times the stress in the adjacent concrete.

219.x = (144 x 6) + (45 x 2) + (30 x 10)

.x = 5.73 in

eccentricity of load e = 5.73 - 4 = 1.73 in

Example 10.9

The concrete column section in Fig, 10.11 is unsymmetrically
reinforced by five No.8 (25.4 mm diameter) bars, each placed with
its centroid at 2 in (51 mm) from the adjacent faces of the column.
Find the stresses due to a 100 kip (445 kN) load placed as shown, if
the modular ratio is n = 20. I,

Moment of inertia is

I = (-h x 12 x 123 + 144 X 0.272
) + (45 X 3.732

) + (30 X 4.272 )

= 2912 in4

Therefore, from Eq. 10.37, we have

100,(X)O 100,000 x 1.73x
(= 219- ±--2912--- = 457 ± 59Ax
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(10040)

(10.39)

(10.38)

1 - k .
I' =--n!

.J" k' C
and

where

A 12 in (.lOS mm) square column section is symmetrically reinforced
by four No.6 (19.1 mm diameter) bars, one bar being placed in each
corner of the section. The centroid of each bar is 2 in (51 mm) from
the adjacent sides of the column. The column carries a load of 50 kips
(222 kN) at an eccentricity of 4 in (102 mm) with respect to one major
axis of the section. The modular ratio II is 15.Calculate the stresses in
the steel and the concrete.

Example 10.10

employed for a doubly reinforced beam (see Eqs. lOA to 10.7). The stresses
arc given by

kd - d' I - kP = 0 51' bkd + -------- ni.0 SA - --- ni 0 5A
• , C kd 'J c v ' st k 'Jc' st

(
2kd - d' - d)

= 0.51 hkd +- 05 ------ III A
, c • kd ' (' st

Pc = O.5t;hl\({~ - ~j') + ~d£J_'!. '1/;O.5As{~ - d')

+ J; k 1l/~0.5A,{~ _ (I')

= 0.5/('/Jk({~ - ~J) + 0.5(" :/}fcAs{~ - d') (10041)

The use of Eqs, 10.40 and 10.41 to solve a given column section is difficult.
requiring the solution of a cubic equation for the neutral axis depth. The
solution is best carried out by use of design charts.

The equilibrium equations for the section are

P = O,5t;.hkd + .r;0.5A" - /;O.5As,

Pe = O.5/~l1kdG - /'.;') + .r; O.5As.(~ - d
f

) + .r. O.5A,.(~ - (I')
On substituting fort: andl; from Eqs. 10.5 and 10.6,we write

Resultant
forces Fig. 10.12. Symrnct ncally reinforced column

with eccentric loadinu

Stresses

Section

Strain

At right steel.

t: = 457 - 59.4 x 6,27 = 85 psi (0.50 Nrmm ")
t; = 457 + 59.4 x 5,73 = 797 psi (5.50 N/mm 2

)

1= 20(457 - 59.4 x 4.27)
" = 4060 psi (28.0 N/mm 2

)

I. = 20(457 + 59.4 x 3.73)
= 13,580 psi (l)3.7 N/mm 2

)

Compression exists over the whole section.

At left edge.
At right edge.
At lcrt steel,

k----k"-~I

f,

T

~--- h ------~I

, 2
:-;"1'" i'"E

-..;...[d'k---.t--_I

I~"
[;l'71

I r:

,{:

I
\
/,

i
.:L

TENSION OVER PART~ SECTION

If the eccentricity of the loading is large, significant tensile stress will be
induced in the concrete and the concrete will crack. This case can be analyzed
using the transformed section approach, ignoring the concrete in tension.
Alternatively, the internal couple approach can be used.

The st rain and stress diagrams for a cracked section reinforced sym
metrically by bars in two opposite faces appear in Fig. 10.12.The stresses can
be related by the strain diagram and the modular ratio in the same manner



Symmetrical Reinforcement and Section

Consider the element or length of the symmetrically reinforced concrete
member in Fig, 10.1 J Let f;sh be the shrinkage strain the concrete would
undergo if unrestrained. Because of the restraint of the steel, the actual

10.2.7 Shrinkage Stresses

Stresses will be induced hy shrinkage of the concrete if strains due to shrink
age cannot occur without restraint. Reinforcement bars restrain concrete
shrinkage and may cause significant stresses to be developed in the concrete.
The magnitude of the shrinkage strain that concrete will undergo if free to
shrink without restraint is discussed in Section 2.1.5.

The main purpose of evaluating the shrinkage stresses is to obtain the
intensity of concrete tensile stress induced. This value may exceed the tensile
strength of the concrete. particularly at the early stages of hardening. Cracks
will result if the tensile strength is exceeded. Stresses due to shrinkage are
determined for symmetrical and unsymmetrical cases below, assuming that
the section remains uncracked.

457

C
-1

~ :~t'h
~,

I
I

-I

I~Unit length~1

D-
- -

Elastic Theorv for ''In'ssl's in \ lcrnbers due to FlexureService Load Behavior

Equating the two equations for fc gives

/,:3 _ 0.600/.: 2 + 0.S28/.: - 00422 = 0

From Eq. 10041 we find

50,000 x 4 = O.S x 12 x 10j~k(6 _ l~k)

+ 0.sC01; 2}5 x 1.7fc(6 - 2)

200,000 = 60f),(6 - 3.333k) + 42.24 f
200,000

t. = -60-k(-6---3.33 3'"7Ck)-+---:":42=-=.2:-:-4/7.""k

As, := 4 x 0.44 = 1.76 in2

From Eq. 10040 we have

(
2 x 10k - 2 - 10)

SO,OOO = O.S x 12 x IOfek + 0.5 10k----- 15 x 1.76fc

. 50,000j - _._----_._-- ..._..._._---_..
c - 60k + S.28(S/.: - 3)//.:

Solution

ElevationSection Concrete
stress

Fig. IO.IJ. Shrink age of a symmetrically reinforced member.

The internal forces must be in equilibrium,

j~As := j~Ae

I~ andX=
E,

shrinkage strain will only be x. Hence the reinforcement undergoes a com
pressive strain v causing compressive stress f;, and the concrete undergoes
tensile strain /:sh - x causing tensile stress .C

which on solving by trial and error gives k = 0.715.

. SO,OOO
L := 60 X 0.7"1 S +·-S-.2-8-'-"(S::-x---=O-=.7::-15=----:;2::-)/~0.7 15

= 920 psi (6.34 N/mm 2
), compression

(
10 x 0.715 - 2) 40 . f. N 2f' = ......----- .. ---- 15 x 920 = 99 pSI (68,0 /rnrrr'),

s 10 x 0.715
compression

f, := (~_=-~7IS)15 x 920 = 5500 psi (37.9 Nyrnrn"), tension
, 0.71S

Again the stresses, particularly in the compression steel, ,:re very
much dependent on the value used for the modular ratio. ACI
318_71 10 1 requires columns to be designed by the strength method.
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where .4, = steel area and ,4 c = concrete area.

and

(10.42)

Unsymmetrical Rcinforcement ami Section

When the reinforcement and/or the section are unsymmetrical the restrained
shrinkage is not uniform over the section (see Fig. 10.14). It is assumed that
plane sections before shrinkage remain plane after shrinkage.

(10.44)

Final
concrete

stress

'--_~ Tension

Strain, case 2
due to -P

"'--'1
1 (\ '~":>o

-_.:~
I I'
I

__ .J

Strain, case 1
due' to f.~h

and ,-

-.\,

Sert.on

Fig';JO.14. Shriuk.rgc ,,1':111 unsymmetrically reinforced member.

The effect of shrinkage in this general case can be assessed by a general
approach based on the properties of transformed areas (see Section 10.2.4)
and the principle of superposition. Let the section in Fig. 10.14 have a
transformed section with area A, moment of inertia about the centroid I.
and distance from the bottom fiber to the centroid r.. Let the full unrestrained
shrinkage strain of the coucretc zj, take place as in strain case I of Fig. 10.14.
It is evident that this is only possible if an external force P is applied to the
reinforcement so as to shorten it by the same amount. This force is

P = ASI £,1:'11

where AS! = total area or reinforcement = A; +- A.,. The force P acts at the
centroid of the total steel area. situated at distance e, from the centroid of the
transformed sect ion. as in Fig. 10,14. The stresses at this hypothetical load
xiagc are zero in the concrete and

compression in I he steel. To remove the artificial external load P, an equal
and opposite force may be applied to the section, as in strain case 2 of Fig.
10,14. This represents an eccentric tension, and the resulting concrete
stresses (tension positive) can be obtained from

. P Pe.v
/'2 = ,4 ± -r-- (10.45)

,
I

r
~

I
I
I
I

I

~
I,.

( 10.43)

compression

tension

= 76()() psi (52.4 Nrrnrn"),

22X
.f., = 0.03

Example IO.1l

From Eq. 10.43. write

0.0005

;\ reinforced concrete slab section is symmetrically reinforced. The
ratio of reinforcement area to concrete area is 0.0:1. The modulus of
elasticity of the steel is 29 x 106 psi (200;000 N/m0l 2

). the modulus
of elasticity of the concrete is 2.9 x 101> psi (20,000 Nzmrn2), the creep
coefficient is 2. and the unrestrained shrinkage strain of the concrete
is tWOOS, Estimate the stresses in the steel and the concrete due to
shrinkage.

+2 1+- "'--"'-'.--
2.9 X 101> 0.03 x 29 x 106

From L:q. j0.42. write

Solution

,( f;A.) e, e.b£e i». t;
I. =c >11 - E, /l, 1+-C, = 1 + C, - --:::t:'- EJ r +- e,)

f = .', esh

c 1 +- Ct· At-_.,_...-+ --
e, A.,E.

It is evident that the concrete tensile stress induced by shrinkage is pro
portional to the unstrained shrinkage strain Csh and that the tensile stress
increases with increased steel content. Steel placed in concrete to control
shrinkage cracks will actually increase the concrete tensile stress.



compression

tension

tension

compression

27,840 x 2,05 x 5,95
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Hence the final stresses are by summation

f" = 30( 158 + 253 x ~..:05) = 7360 psi,,- 5,95

J 58- 253 = - 95 psi,

in the bottom fiber

and in the steel

F = 14,5()() - 7360 = 7140 psi (49,2 Nzrnm"),

4,05 ,
1:2 == J 58 + 25:\ x 5:95 = 330 pSI,

, 27,840
1.2 =. 175.7

and

To eliminate this, apply a tensile force P and a moment Pe, to the
transformed section. Then the stresses induced in the concrete are
round from I.qs. IOA5 and 10.4() in the.top fiber

1Il,3 CONTROL OF DEFLECTIONS

P = 14,50() x J.92 = 27,840Ib per ft. width

1n.3.1 TIl(' Need for Deflection Control

With the use or concrete and steel of higher strengths, and the introduction of
strength design, the design of more slender structural elements has become
possible, Also, modern building structures often lack substantial walls and
partitions, and the nonstructural elements may be prone to damage caused

top tiber I. = -95 psi (-0,66 Nzrnrn'], compression

bottom fiber t: = 330 psi (2,2g Nzrnrn2), tension

The effective modulus of elasticity Ec/ ( I + e,) has been used in the calcula
tion of stresses due to concrete shrinkage because sustained stresses are
involved, However, the use of values for the creep coefficient C, obtained for
concrete under constant compressive stress is only an approximation,
because the shrinkage stresses in the concrete increase with time and are
mainly tensile, Thus these calculations can be expected to provide only an
approximation to the actual shrinkage stresses,

Control of n~tk('tions

!)

~~, ,

"

""

(10.46)

~l'nkl' Load Behavior

comj-rcssion.1:1 = 0,0005 x 29 x 106 = 14,500 psi,

A singly reinforced concrete slab section has ;lIi overall depth of
lOin (254 mm), an effective depth of 8 in (203 mm L and is reinforced
by 1,92 in ' (1239 mrn-j of steet per 12 in (305 mrn) width, The modulus
of elasticity of the steel is 29 x 106 psi (200,000 N/mm 2

), the
modulus of elasticity of the concrete is 2,9 x 10(' psi (20,000 Nyrnm"),
the creep coefficient is 2, and the unrestrained shrinkage strain of the
concrete is 0,0005, Estimate the stresses in the steel and the concrete
due to shrinkage,

A = (12 x 10) + (30 - 1)1.92 = 175,7 in 2 per ft. width

The position of the ecntroidal axis of the I r.msforrncd section
above the level of the reinforcement is

The modular ratio including creep is

5 - 1
)"C = I"l x l O - -=lO':;in(=e)

- 175.7'" - "

Therefore, moment of inertia about thecentroid is

1= (12 x -\?~~) -+ (30 - 1)1.92 x 2,052

+ 12 x 10(5 - 2 - 2,OW

= 1342in 2perfLwidth

The compressive stress and the force that would be developed in the
steel by a strain I:,h of 0,0005 are found from Eq. IOA4 as

E, 29
n = ,( 1 + e l ) = 2,9' (1 + 2) = 30

E,.

Transformed area is

Example 10.12

Solution

where y = distance of the Ii bel' considered from the neutra I axis: the resulting
steel stresses may be obtained Irorn

where '/'2 = concrete stress at fiber where steel stress is to be determined,
The final stresses induced by shrinkage are obtained from rhc summation of
these two stress systems, .1:= .I:l + 1:2 and J; = 1;'2'

400
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Use of Limiting Span] Thickness Ratios

Table 10,1 Minimum Thickness of Beams and One-Way Slabs Unless Deflections Are
Computed":"

For beams and one-way slabs that are not supporting or not attached to
partitions or other construction likely to be damaged by large deflections,
the deflection requirements may be considered to be satisfied if the minimum
overall thickness is not less than those specified in Table 10.1.

Cantilever
Both Ends

Continuous

Minimum Thickness, II

One End
Continuous

Simply
Supported

10.3.2 Method of Deflection Control

Deflections may be controlled by ensuring that members have sufficient
stiffness to limit the deformations at the service loads, Structural deflections
are normally thought of as vertical or horizontal displacements of members.

ACI 31 X- 71 1 o 1 has two methods for controlling the deflections:
Sensory ,ojcceptability

Serviceability of the Structure

Serviceability limits are related to the intended usc of the structure. Examples
in this category arc roof surfaces that should drain water, floors that should
rcrnu in plant: (e.g" gymnasiur, and members supporting sensitive equipment.
Deflection limits on serviceability arc more easy to define.

Sensory acceptability tends to be a matter for personal judgment and depends
a great deal on the social background or the users and the type of structure.
Under this heading come visual effects such as sagging beams or drooping
cantilevers. tactile effects such as vibrations due to dynamic cllcct« of live
load or wi nd, and auditory effects such as noise from vibr.i I i(ins, Deflection
limits on sensory acceptability arc difficult to establish because of the varia
bility of personal opinion .

by dcforrn.u ions of the structural mern hers. Hence the con t r, >: of the deflec
tions of flexural members under service load is assuming greater importance.

A report by i\C! Cornmiucc 4J5'°'" on allowable dctkctions classifies
cllcctx of deflections under four broad headings, as follows.

-----~--------_._-------------------~-------

, I = span length of member.

u From Reference 10.I.
" These minimum thickness values are for members made with normal weight,

concrete (>l' = 145 lb tt' ,~ 2320 kg.rn ') and Grade 60 reinforcement (/;. = 60,000 psi

= 414 Ndll111
2

) . For other members the values should be modified as follows:

1/8

1/10

1/21

1/281/24

I; 18.5

/,120

"16

Members not supporting or attached to partitions or to
other construction likely to be damaged by large deflec

tions'Member

Solid one-way
slabs

Beams or ribbed
one-way slabs

I. For structural lightweight concrete, where \I' = 90 to 120 Ib/ft 3 (1440 to !()20
kgrn '), the values shall he multiplied by (1.65 - 0.005w), but not less than !.OY,
where w is in pounds per cubic IClOt.

2. For reinforcement having a yield strengthj, other than 60,000 psi (414 Nrmm '},
the values shall be multiplied by (0.4 + .!;./IOO,OOO), wherer, is in psi.

Effect 01/ Structural Elements

Effect 011 Nonstructural Elements

Deflections may need to be limited to prevent the struL'lUral behavior
from being dillcrcnt from th:tt asxurncd in the design. Examples ill this cute
glHy arc dcflccuous causing insiabiiity. such as in arches al!d shells or long
columns: deflections causing ,I change in the stress system, "lIL:h as a change
in the bearing area Lilli: to beam end rotation, and deflections l';lllsing dynamic
effects that increase stresses. such as resonant vibrations due 1(' moving loads.
When possible, tile cllccts ofdctlccuons on the structural bch.iviorxhould he
included III the dcsi:-cn or the clement.

Deflections must be limited to prevent cracking, crushing, bulging, or other
types of damage to nonstructural clements such as walls, partitions. and
ceilings. Deflections should not prevent moving elements such as doors and
windows from operating properly. Thermal and shrinkage cflccts may he
important. as well as deflections due to gravity and bte'ral loads, The
deflection limits to be applied depend on the type of nonstructural clement
and the method of installation.



" lrorn Reference I (J.I.

" This limit is 1101 intended to sal'egu:.tri.! against pending. Pondiny -,I"lliid he'checked
bv SUitable deflection calculations .

• , Til is lim I t rnay he exceeded I!' adeq uatc measures are taken to l'I\:VCI1I damage to
supported or attached clements.

,1 But not zre.ucr than the tolerance provided for the nonstrucuu..l dements. This
Emil may h~ exceeded if camber is provided so that the total dcikc':iun minus the
camber does no, exceed the limitation.

Use of Limiting Computed Deflections

For beams and one-way slabs that support or are attached to partitions or
other construction likely to be damaged by large deflections, or do not meet
the minimum thickness requirements of Table 10,1, the deflections must he
calculated and are limited to the values listed in Table 10,2.

Note that Table 10.1 is for members constructed using normal weight
concrete and reinforced by steel with yield strength [, '" 60,O()() psi (414
Nzmm"). The notes accompanying the table indicate the modifications for
structural light weight concrete and for other grades of steel. The modification
for lightweight concrete is based on the report of ACI Committee 213 and

Immediate Deflection

The immediate deflection caused by the service loads may be calculated
using the usual clastic theory equations for deflections, For example, the
central deflection of a simply supported beam with span 1 and flexural
rigidity U. carrying a uniform load w per unit length, is 5w14/384EI, This

lO.3.3 Calculation of Deflections

The accurate prediction of the deflections of reinforced concrete members
at the working loud is difficult. Unsymmetrical reinforcement in beams
(11, > A~J leads to deflect ions due to shrinkage of the concrete, which add to
the gravity load deflections, Creep of concrete leads to a gradual increase of
deflection of members under sustained service loads, The shrinkage and creep
that occur arc influenced by temperature and humidity, curing conditions,
age of concrete at time of loading, and other factors as outlined in Sections
2,1.4 and 2.1.5, The decrease in flexural stiffness caused by cracking of the
concrete also has an appreciable effect on the deflection, and the uncertainty
of the extent of cracking makes the effective moment of inertia of members
difficult to estimate. It is possible, however, to estimate the deflections with a
margin of error of ±20" '" which is sufficiently accurate for most pract icul
purposes. The deflections can be estimated in two steps: (I) the immediate
deflection that occurs at first loading, and (2) the additional deflection th.u
occurs with lime, because of creep and shrinkage of the concrete, The
following comments explain the method of deflection calculation given iq
ACI31l\-7I. l fJ l

Control of Deflections

the accompanying discussions. 10.5 For concrete with 11' between 120 and
145 lb/f): (1920 and 2320 kg/nr') no correction is necessary, since the cor
rection term is close to unity, The modification for steel yield strength is
based on judgment, experience, and studies, and it should give conservative
results for typical members with .I;, in the range 40,000 to XO,OOO psi (27() to
552 Njmm 2

), according to the Commentary on ACI 318-71. 1o.o The designer
may usc a smaller thickness than that specified in Table to.l if calculations
demonstrate that the service load deflection would be less than that specified
in Table 10.2.

Table 10.2 is a simplification of the extensive range oflimitations that would
be necessarv to cover all types of construction and conditions of loading (see
Section !O.3,I), It is assumed that deflections likely to affect the strength of
structural clements have heen taken into account in the design of structures.
The desiuncr must be careful to ensure the consideration of any unusual
aspects (;1' the structure (e.g. particular serviceability requirements or re
sponse to vibrations) not covered by the table,

1360

11240'1

/IRO"

1;480'

Deflection
Limitation

......,------------,---

Service Load Behavior

Deflection to be Considered
-------------._-_._---

Immediate deflection due to li\c,'
load, L

Immediate deflection due to liv..
load. L

That pan of the total deflection
which occurs after the
it t tachrncnt of the non
structural elements, the sum
of the long-term deflection
due to 'II! sustained loads,
and .thc immediate deflection
due to .rny additional live
load

Flat roofs not supporting or
uuachcd to nonsirucrural
elements likely to be
damaged by larg.c dcl1ections

Floors not supporting or
attached to nonstructural
clements likely to be
damaged by large deflections

Roof or floor construction
supporting or attached to
nonst ructural clements likely
10 be damaged by large
deflections'

Roof or nom construction
supporting or attached to
1\\ ins: rue: uraj clcmcru s no:
likely to be damaged by
large deflections

Type of Member

464
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Table lO.2 Maximum Allowable Computed Deflections"
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71 10
.
1 recommends the use of the following expression for. the effective mo

ment of inertia

where AI = bending moment, kd = neutral axis depth, E; = modulus of
elasticity of the concrete, 1:(' = strain in extreme compression fiber of the

(10.47)

( IO.4X)

(10.49)
t,. c

M = frill
cr y,

t, = (rr:ryl y + [I - (~/:~Y}cr
where 1" = moment of inertia of the gross uncracked section, 1er = moment
of inertia of the cracked section transformed to concrete, Mil = maximum
moment in member at stage at which the deflection is being computed, and
Ale< = moment at first cracking, given by

where .1', ~= distance from centroidal axis of gross section to the extreme
tension fiber, and If = modulus of rupture of the concrete. In terms of

cylinder st rcngihs, I; may be taken as 7.Sj.1~ psi for normal weight concrete,
6.3Xj]: psi for "sand-lightweight" aggregate concrete, or 5.63jJ;, psi for
"all lightweight" aggregate concrete, where .I: is in psi (I psi = 0.006X<)
Nzmm "). Equation 10.47 for l , has two limits of I g and I e r , thus gives a
transition expression that depends on the extent of cracking. As MaiMer
becomes large. the value for I , rapidly tends toward I cr : Equation 10.47 is
an empirical expression developed by Branson 10,7 which has been shown to
give good accuracy. The value for 1" may be thought of as being proportional
to the slope of the secant line to the appropriate point on the load-deflection
curve above the load at first cracking. For continuous beams the moment of
inertia may be taken as the average of the I" values obtained for the positive
and negative moment regions.

Immediate deflections calculated by the above ACI code method for
simply supported and continuous beams are shown compared with test data
in Fig. 10.15. which is from a report '?:" by ACI Committee 435.

The calcula t ion of the moment of inertia of sections may be tedious,
especially in the case of cracked transformed sections. The ACI Desiqn
Handbook, Volume 1.1° " contains a number of useful design tables that
enable I cr to be found for rectangular and T sections. Tables and charts for
ler can be prepared from the moment-curvature relationship.

M I:,.-_ .. _._- = qJ = --EJcr kd
Mkd MkdI = ._._-cr £,.I:(

deflection for a simply supported beam is 5 times that of the same beamwith
the same load but fully restrained against rotation at both ends. Hence if the
ends of a beam arc continuous, as they are in most reinforced concrete
construction. it is essential to consider the reduction in deflection due to end
restraint. To account for end restraint it is usually sufficiently accurate to
ca lculate the cent raj deflect ion of the member as if simply xupportcd, and to
subtract from it thc opposite deflection caused by the average of the negative
moments at the two ends, Thus if these end moments are HI and M". so
that M av = (M 1 -+- VI ");2. the amount to be subtracted Iro m the simple
beam deflection is Af,,,2/XEI.

To obtain the flexural rigidity U of the section. E may he t.rk en as the value

for concrete given by Eq. 2.1. i.c, E, = \\.1'533,./{; psi. with I: in psi. for
values of II' between <)0 and 155 !h/ft.\ (I psi = 0.00689 N 111m2

• I Ib/ft.\ =

16.02 kg/m'). For norma! weight concrete. E, may be taken ,IS S7,()OOjI~ psi

(4730~j: Nymrn ').
The moment of inertia f depends on the amount of cr.ick ine that has

taken place in the member, lf at the service load the maximum te;lsile stres~
in t he concrete. calculated on the basis of the uncracked sect ion, is less than
the modulus of rupture or the concrete, it can be assumed that no tension
cracks will have formed. In this case I may be taken as Ig • where 11/ is the mo
ment of inertia of the uncracked gross section about the ceruroidal axis,
ignoring the transformed area of the reinforcement. More accurately, the
moment of inertia of the uncrackcd section taking into account the trans
formed area or the reinforcement may be used, since the steel can increase
the moment of inertia of the uncrackcd section by as much as 30':;•. The
method of calculating the moment of inertia of the transformed section was
described in Section JO.l.4. In regions of the member where the bending
moment is great enough for the tensile stress to exceed the modulus of rupture
of the concrete. cracks will form at discrete intervals along the member. The
moment of inertia of a section is reduced by cracking. the reduction being
greater for Ii)'h tly reinforced sections than for heavily reinforced sections. At a
cracked section the moment of inertia is lef' based on till' cracked section
transformed t o concrete area. Between the cracks the concrete will be carrying
some tension because tension is transferred from the steel t\' the concrete by
bond and sutlicicnt length is required for the tensile stress in the concrete to
reach the modulus of rupture before the concrete will crack again (sec
Section 6.6.2). The tension carried by the concrete between cracks will tend
to stiffen the member. Also in regions of the member where the bending
moment is low the concrete will not have cracked. Hence in a cracked
member it is desirable to take an effective moment of inertia 1" that will have
a va lue bet ween those derived for cracked and uncracked ~eL'l ions. ACI 318-
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members because the concrete shrinkage is unrestrained in the compression
zone. In flexural members tli'e reinforcement is mainly in the tension zone
of the sections. Therefore, shrinkage curvatures will have the same sign as
the curvatures due to transverse loads; therefore, they will increase the de
flections due to transverse load. Also the concrete tensile stresses induced by
shrinkage combine with the tensile stresses due to transverse loading to
produce additional cracking.

Concrete creep results in a shortening of the compressed part of the con
crete cross section, hence also causes additional curvature.

It is evident that the additional deflections due to shrinkage and creep
call be subsunuially reduced by the presence or compression reinforcement.
Such reinforcement reduces the shrinkage curvature by providing restraint
to shrinkage in the compression zone of the sec I ion. In the limit, if a member
with a svnuncirical C\"(hS section is equally reinforced top and bottom, the
shrinkuuc curvature will he zero. In the general case of an unsymmetrical
section,'the shrinkage curvature will be zero if the centroids of the reinforce
ment and the uunslormcd section coincide. This observation is confirmed by
inspection of l·ig. 10.14. Compression reinforcement also reduces the in
fluence of concrete creep because as the concrete compressive strains increase
with time. some compressive stress is transferred gradually to the steel,
resulting in reduced concrete compressive stress and reduced creep strains.

In addition to the content of compression steel, the amount of long
term deflection depends on the humidity, temperature, curing conditions,
uuc of concrete at time of loading, ratio of stress to strength, and other
f,~ctors, as outlined in Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5. For this reason only estimates
can be made of long-term deflections, any more accuracy being unwarranted
unless the serviceload conditions and concrete properties are known exactly.
A paper by Yu and Wintcr 10

.
t O forms the basis of the recommended method

of estimation. The aJditionallong-term deflections for both normal weight
and lightweight concrete flexural members may be obtained by multiplying
the immediate deflection caused by the sustained load by the factor

Senin' l.oud Behavior

2.0

I 0 Simply supported

I rectanqu lar beams

6. Simply supported T beams
20I 0 . --i,...;-----t-Two-span continuous

rectangu lar beams

c 1 in = 25.4 mm

1.0

Computed deflections, in

Fig. 10.15. Comparison of computed immediate deflections by the AU .;1S- 71 method with
cxpcrirnenuu dcnecuons.'":"

concrete, and f :-= stress in extreme compression fiber or the concrete. [f
At 111 terms of the concrete and steel stresses, areas, and lever arms is sub
stituted into this equation, an expression for I er can be determined and plotted
in the form of charts. T beams may be treated as doubly reinforced beams
by replacing the overhanging flanges of the section by an equivalent area of
compression steel.

The ACI 'handbook t09 also gives tables that enable a relatively quick
determination of the deflection f;r various types of loading.

46X

Long-Term Deflection

The deflection of reinforced concrete beams increases with time. The addi
tional deflections are caused by creep and shrinkage of the concrete. The rate
of additional deflection decreases as time proceeds. The magnitude of con
crete creep and shrinkage strains was discussed in Sections 2.1A and 2.1.5. Ad
ditional deflections two or three times as large as the immediate deflection
may eventual lv be reached.

C:'oncrete shrinkage is unsymmetrically reinforced members causes a
nonuniform strain distribution down the section (see Ill!. J 0.14), hence
results in shrinkage curvature. The curvature is greater in singly reinforced

2-1.2~:';?O.6 (10.50)
A.,

where A; = area of compression steel and A, = area of tension steel.
For shorter periods of loading the multipliers in Fig. 10.16 may be used.
This figure was prepared from Yu and Winter's results t 0.1 0 and published
in the Commentary!":" on the ACI code. According to Yu and Winter the
long-term deflections may be predicted to an accuracy of ±20 X" using the
multipliers given. The multipliers should be applied only to that part of the
immediate deflection which is caused by the sustained load, Hence the full
dead load Iull, into this category, but the type of occupancy will determine
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0.5
j
I--
I

A; ~ A,

method should normally lead to sufficient accuracy for design purposes: if
accuracy greater than ± 20 % is required, however, a more comprehensive
analysis could be carried out. Such an analysis can only be justified if experi
mental data are available for the modulus of rupture and the modulus of
elasticity of the concrete. and for the shrinkage and creep characteristics of
the concrete in the environment in which the member is in service. Some
suggestions of Subcommittee I ACI Committee 435 t o.4 for more accurate
calculations 01' immediate deflection. and methods due to BransonlO.7.IO.H
for calculating the additional long-term deflections due to creep and shrink
age, are outlined below.

10.3.4 More Accurate Methods for Calculating Deflections

The report 1O.K of ACI Committee 435 gives a summary of methods available
for calculating deflections and compares their accuracy. The ACI code

where 1"1 = l ; from Eq. 10,47 with M a from D + 0.51., and Ie' = I •. with
M; lrom [) + L. Figure 10.16 is useful for estimating deflections during
different periods. For example, the deflection of the same beam at aae 3
months would he obtained by changing the multiplier in lite formula f~()m
1.7 to 0.05. The difference in the deflections would be the amount of future
deflection the beam would undergo.

Immediate Deflections

Almost all beams designed as simply supported spans have some restraint
against rotation at the ends. A small end moment will reduce the central
deflection significantly. Therefore, some assessment could be made of the
degree of end restraint available from elements such as masonry walls and
concrete topping and included in the deflection calculations.

The modulus of rupture and the modulus of elasticity for the deflection
calculations could be obtained from the concrete used for the structure. For
example. the modulus of elasticity could be calculated from the average
measured cylinder strength rather than from the specified minimum cylinder
strength used in the design. The modulus of rupture may exceed the value
recommended by the code for use in Eq. 10.48, and the averagemeasured
value could be used.

Also possible is more realistic assessment of the manner in which non
structural elements, particularly walls, affect structural behavior. For
example. partition walls may span from end to end when the structural
member deflects, beams may come to rest on walls below, and infill walls
may stiffen frames considerably.

Flanges of T beams on the tension side should be included in moment of
inertia calculations. Also, the transformed area of reinforcing steel in uu
cracked sections should not be ignored, particularly in the case of heavily
reinforced members, because it can increase the moment of inertia sign ili
cuntly.

In continuous members a more realistic assessment of the flexural rigidity
along the member could be made, rather than simple averaging of the ncga
tive and positive moment of flexural rigidities.

Shear deflections should be accounted for when thin-webbed members
are used. or when a large proportion of the shear stresses is resisted by web
reinforcement resulting in diagonal tension cracks under service load
conditions.

604800'';-'1:-3;7-,-6:-:-'-71~2--!:18:---;2~4--::3'::-O--:l36,-----L

Duration of load, months

Fi.:.IO.lIl. Multiplicr-, Ior long term dcflections.J":"

the portion of the live load that should be considered to remain sustained for
long periods. For instance. perhaps only 20% of the service live load in an
apartment building will fall into this category, but in a warehouse it rnav be
necessary to assume that about SO % or more of the live load is sustained
over long periods. For example. if a uniformly loaded, simply supported
beam with A; = O.25A, is designed for service dead load D and service live
load I., both per unit length. und if 50~"" of the live load is considered to be
sustained. the multiplier from Eq. 10.50 is 2 - 1.2 x 0.25 = 1.7.and the total
maximum deflection would he equal to the sum of the immediate plus add'i
tionul deflection due to D + 0.51. and the immediate deflection due to 0.51..
Thus the total maximum deflection would be



where esh = unrestrained shrinkage strain, h = overall depth of member,
p = As/bd, p' = A'fbd, A, = tension steel area, A: = compression steel area,
b = member width. and d = effective depth of tension steel, Equations
10.51 and 10.52 have been found to give reasonable agreement with experi
mental results. I 0,8

When the shrinkage curvature iPsh is constant along a Simply supported
span I, or is the same in the positive and negative moment regions of a
continuous beam of span I. the maximum shrinkage deflection IS given as

for cantilever beams

330
338 x 10 h

I:cb = (j~976 x 106 =

. k I:el + 1:,1> 97 + 338 x 10-6shrin a"e curvature <fJ h =---.. = ----
. '" s h 10

95
I:, = -------- .." = 97 X 10- 11
" 0.976 X loh

In Example 10.12 the concrete stresses for this slab were calculated
to be '-)) psi cornnression in the top fiber and 330 psi tension in the
bottom fiber, due to shrinkage. The effective modulus of elasticity of
the concrete is E.I(I + C,) = 2.9 x IOh/(1 + 2) = 0.976 X 1011 psi.
Hence the strains in the top and bottom concrete fibers are

!\ singly reinforced concrete slab has an overall depth of 10 in
(254 111m). an effective depth of 8 in (203 mm), and is reinforced hy
1.92 in' (12.\9 111m 2) of steel per 12 in (305 mm) width. The modulus of
elasticity of the steel is 29 x lOll psi (200,000 Nyrnm''), the modulus
of elasticity of the concrete is 2.9 x 106 psi (20,000 Nzmm''), the
creep coefficient is 2, and the unrestrained shrinkage strain of the
concrete is 0.0005. The slab is simply supported over a span of
15 ft (..j.57 Ill). Estimate the maximum deflection due to shrinkage.

= 43.5 X 1O- 6rad/in

From Eq. IO,53b. maximum deflection is

L\" zx: 0.12)(p,h I'

=-~ 0.125 x -1.\.5 x 10- 6 x (15 X 12)2

= 0.176 in (0.1.47 rnm)

Example In. IJ

First Principles Solution

Control of (klll'l'lions

When the shrinkage curvature varies along the span, the deflections can he
computed from first principles or approximated using a weighted averuuc
ipsh value in Eqs. 10.51

The shrinkage strain I:,h to be used may be assessed using existinu
data,1o,s.I(I",'IJ,12 as outlined in Section 2.1.5.

(10.51)

(10.52)

s"C\ icc Load Behavior

Long- Tam Deflections due to Concrete Shrinkage
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Concrete shrinkage causes a shortening of the member that is resisted by the
reinforcing steel. inducing compressive stresses in the steel and mainly
tensile stresses in the concrete. Symmetrical sections with symmetrical
reinforcement will undergo uniform strain, hence no shrinkage curvature
occurs. Generally, when the section or the reinforcement is unsymmetrical,
shrinkage causes a nonuniform strain distribution and will result in curvature
of the member. Equations for curvatures due to shrinkage for uncracked
and cracked sections can be developed using elastic theory, For example, in
Section 10.2.7 the stresses in uncracked reinforced sections due to shrink
age were determined. The strains may be determined from the stresses and
the shrinkage curvature is given by <fJsh = (Gel + Geb)/h, where 1:" and I;,b
are the strains in the concrete at the extreme top and bottom fibers (added
if one is tensile and the other is compressive; subtracted if both arc tensile or
compressive), and h is the overall depth of the section. However, such solu
tions are not exact because of the difficulty of dealing accurately with the
effects of concrete creep. Also. shrinkage deflections are normally of the order
of 30~';; or less of the total deflections. Hence simplified approaches suffice.

Branson 1o,7.loshas suggested the following empirical expressions for
the shrinkage curvature <fJsh of doubly reinforced rectangular concrete mem
bers. For f! - p' < 0.03

I:,h , 1 3(P - p')1!2
<fJsh = 0.7 -,; [l00(p - p)] / -p-

and for II - p' > 0.03

l\sh = 0.5<fJ shI2

for simply supported beams

L\sh = 0.125<fJsh I2

for beams fully restrained against rotation at both ends

L\'h = 0.063<fJsh 12

(10.53a)

(lO.53b)

(lO,S3c)

Branson's Ar!Ji'oxilllut l' SO/LIt ion

.1, 1.92
/1= = ... =002

lid 12 x S ., (I' = 0
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Therefore, Eq. 10.51 gives

0.0005 1/3
cp sl1 = 0.7 x-'io" x (100 x 0.02)

= 44.1 x lO'I'rad/in

maximum deflection 11,11 = 0.125 x 44,1 x !O " x (15 X 12)2
= 0.178 in (4.53 mm)

Note that Branson's approximate equation has given excellent
agreement with the exact solution in this example.

Long- Term Deflections due to Concrete Creep

(clastic) strain, it is evident that in this approach the deflection due to creep is
equal to the immediate deflection multiplied by the creep coefficient. How
ever this approach is very approximate. Figure 10.17 identifies the strain and
stress disuibutions 1'01' a reinforced concrete beam section immediately
on the application of the service load and after long-term loading. The
changes in strain and stress with time were noted in Example 10.1 of Section
10.2.3. Concrete creep under constant bending moment results in a signi
ficant increase in the extreme fiber compression strain, an increase in the
neutral axis depth, an increase in the steel compressive stress, and a decrease
in the concrete compressive stress, The tensile stress in the steel increases
slightly because the lever arm is reduced. The ratio of curvature due to creep
to immediate curvature (see Fig. 10.17) may be written as .

(l0.55)

(10.54)

(
1 _ k;)

I"

= krC,

where I1j = deflection occurring immediately on loading and k, is the same
kind of [':Idur as ill Lq. 10.54, which takes into account the effect of re
distribution or compressive stress resulting from creep and additional
progressive cracking due to creep loading. Values suggested for k, were
k, = O.~S when A~ = 0, kr = 0.6 when A: = O.5As , and k, = 0.4 when
A~ = As.

The creep cocilicicn t C, to be used can be assessed using exist ing
data, I O.H. 111.1 1.1/).12 as outlined in Section 2.104.

where I:, and i:'f> are the immediate and creep extreme compression libel'
concrete struins, k,d and kId are the immediate and eventual neutral axis
depths, (', is t he creep coefficient, and k, is a factor. The factor k, is less than
unity because the analysis of the section shows that kjk, < I and [;cp/I: j < C"
because of the redisuibution of compressive stress resulting from creep.
Thus the curvature caused by creep will be less than the immediate curvature
multiplied by the creep coefficient.

Given I he inllucnccs .i list mentioned, Branson 10. 7,10.8 has suggested that
the deflection due to creep may be determined from

l;i...!_I:cp I:,

».; kId kiel

At first
IOdcl in9

At first loading

__ ':-::'A~e~~g~~r:::!~adin2

Strains

'I!\'A
i

k,d
I

1 _,I

Section

Fil:. 10.17. SI',,") !lIlei ,ere" dl,lrthuIIPns at first loading and after 1"""'I~rlll \""dint: ill "

[lcxura l mcmbcr 'Uhl"(Ic'd to nee!' ,,1' concrete.

Long-term deflections due to concrete creep are often greater than the sum
of the deflections from the other effects and therefore are 01 primary interest.
An accurate analysis including the effect of variable loading is extremely'
difficult because of the need for data on the creep strain-time characteristics
of the concrete, and the loading history. The rate-of-creep method 1o

.
2 or

the superposition method 10.\ may be used ifsuch data are available. Usually
the analysis cannot be justified, and a more approximate approach is chosen.

One approximate method uses the effective modulus of elasticity of the
concrete for calculating the immediate plus creep deflections. The effective
modulus is given by Ec!(l + C,), where E, is the modulus 01' elasticity at the
instant of loading and C, is the creep coefficient of the concrete (see Section
10.2.1). Since the creep coefficient C, is the ratio of the creep strain to initial

\[



The permeability of the concrete is a major factor affecting the corrosion
of reinforcing steel. It is extremely important to avoid the presence of inferior
concrete around the steel. The thickness of concrete cover also affects the
rate of penetration of the corrosion agents. In many publications cracking is
assessed only ill terms ofcrack widths on the concrete surface. However, il is
evident that the shape of the crack (i.e., the variation in the crack width
between the concrete surface and the bar surface) and the length of the crack
are as important as the surface width of the crack in assessments of thc
reduction In the effectiveness of the cover concrete due to cracking. Thus the
importance of surface crack width has been overemphasized by many
publications. Ideally the u.rrability of a reinforced concrete member should
be assessed hy estimating the rate of corrosion in terms of the thickness and
permeability of the cover concrete, the width, shape, and length of cracks.
the period of time the cracks arc open, and in terms of the corrosive nature Ill'
the environment. The bar diameter is also a consideration in that for a given
depth of corrosion in the bar, the percentage loss in bar area will be greater
for small diameter bars, However, the full assessment appears to be im
practicable at present. particularly because of the difficulty of determining
the important parameters. The influence of cracking on corrosion of the
reinforcement is still the subject of research, and conflicting data have been
reported, It is possible that the effect of crack shape has not been appreciated
in many cases because results have invariably been reported in terms of the
crack width at the surface of the concrete, Some studies have indicated that
surface crack widths of up to 0.016 in (0.41 mm) have produced little or no
corrosion. even in aggressive environments, whereas other reports have not
been so optimistic.

At present cruck ing is controlled by specifying maximum allowable crack
widths at the surface of the concrete for given types of environment.
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10.4 CONTROL OF CRACKING

10.4.I The Need for Crack Control

The occurrence or cracks in reinforced concrete structures is inevitable
because of the low tensile strength of concrete. The tensile resistance of
concrete is normally neglected in design. Structures designed with low steel
stresses at the service load serve their intended function with very limited
cracking. In many cases no cracking is visible at aII because many members
arc not subjected to their full service load and the concrete has some tensile
strength. However with high service load steel stresses, particularly as a
result of the use of high-strength steel, some cracking must be expected at the
service load. The cracking of a reinforced concrete structure at the service
load should not be such as to spoil the appearance of the structure or to
lead to corrosion of the reinforcement. These two requirements are con
sidered next.

Aesthetic Considerations

The maximum size of a crack that may be considered nondetrimental to
the appearance of a member, or nonconducive to feelings (" alarm, depends
on the position, length, width, illumination, and surface tcxture of the crack.
The social background of the users and the type of structure also exert an
influence. The limits on aesthetic acceptability are difficult to set because of
the variahility of personal opinion. The maximum crack width that will
neither impair a structure's appearance nor create public alarm is probably
in the range 0.0 I0 to 0.015 in (0.25 to 0.38 mm), but larger crack widths may
be tolerated.,

Control of Crucklnu 477

Protection Against Corrosion

Portland cement concrete usually provides good protect ion for embedded
reinforcing steel against corrosion. The protective value ul' the concrete is
due mainly to its high alkalinity. If chemical agents such ;1., carbon dioxide
(producing carbonic acid) penetrate to the concrete surrounding the steel, the
alkalinity is neutralized and the corrosion-inhibiting properties arc reduced.
Chlorides from deicing salts, sea spray, and so on, are also extremely active
corrosion agents. Concrete of low permeability resists t ill' penetration of
corrosion agents, The main factors affecting the rate of diffusion of corrosion
agents to the steel are the permeability of the concrete, till' thickness of the
concrete cover, the width, shape, and length of cracks, .md the period of
time the cracks are open.

IlI.4.2 Causes of Cracking

The causes of cracking in concrete are numerous. but most cracks occur as a
result of one or more of the following actions.

c,'{/{'killg du« to Settlement of Plastic Concrete

As concrete sets. it tends to settle slightly in the mould when in the .plastic
state. This 1,',lUS"S the concrete to drop away slightly on each side of bars ncar
the top surface of the concrete, because the bars arc normally fixed in position,
Lines of cracking following the reinforcement may result. Such cracks mav
sometimes he observed in beams over stirrups and other top steel. This type
of cracking can be avoided by good mix design and by revibration and
screeding of the plastic concrete.
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Cracking due to Volumetric Change

Drying shrinkage and thermal stresses cause volumetr« "hang~s that will
introduce tensile stresses in the concrete if restrained, and therefore can lead
to crack ing. The restraint can arise in a number of \1.lls.For example,
l'< -ncrctc near the surface of members shrinks more I kin I he concrete
further inside the member: therefore, the inner concrete will restrain the
outer concrete. causing tensile stresses to develop near thesurface, which may
cause surface cracking. Also, shrinkage of members muy be restrained by
or her mcrn hers. Ioundat ions, or reinforcement, thus inI roducing tension.
Similarly, temperature change will cause tension if the movements cannot
occur unrest rained. Crack ing due to shrinkage may be com rolled by reducing
the shrinkage of concrete by good mix design (e.g., by keeping the water
content as low as possible) and by properly placed rcinforccrncnt. The
reinforcement will not prevent cracking. Indeed the rc-t raint of the rein
forcement will lend to encourage cracking, but the shrinkage strains arc
distributed along the bars by bond, and a number of line cracks should
occur (instead of a few wide cracks), The minimum amount and spacing of
reinforcement that may be used in slabs and walls is given III ACI 318-71. I 0.1

This reinforcement is intended to be adequate to control crack widths due to
shrinkage and temperature stresses. Control joints in walls and slabs are an
effective method of preventing unsightly shrinkage crackinu ill large expanses
of concrete. Such joints consist normally of grooves in t hc concrete along
which the concrete is encouraged to crack. This controlled cracking relieves
the stresses elsewhere in the concrete. Sawed joints arc commonly used in
pavements for this purpose.

Crack inJ: dill' to Direct and Flexural Stresses Rc.\ulting from
Applied Load or Reactions

Cracking may occur in the tension zone of members subjected to flexure or
axial tension. Such tension may arise from external loads or reactions. The
cracks may form perpendicular to the axis of the member. as in the case of
axial tension or flexure without significant shear force: or when the shear
force is significant, they may form inclined to the axis of the member. Such
inclined cracks, known as diagonal tension cracks, are generally considered
to be controlled adequately by shear reinforcement. Little analytical work
IS available on the control of diagonal tension cracks, hUI there is evidence
that the control mechanism for diagonal tension crack inc is similar to that
Ior flexural cracking. Sections 10.4.3 and 10.4.4deal with the mechanism of
flexural crack formation and with flexural crack control.

!
I

10.4.3 Mechanism of Flexural Cracking

Many variables influence the width and spacing of cracks in reinforced
concrete members. Because of the complexity of the problem, we now have a
number of approximate, semitheoretical and empirical approaches for the
determination of the width of cracks. each approach containing a selection
of the variables. Some of the methods arc reviewed below to indicate their
background.

Classical Theory

In the mechanism of crack ing of axially loaded reinforced concrete members
proposed in most of the early studies on cracking. crack control was believed
to depend largely on the quality of the bond belween the concrete and steel.
Consider the axially loaded tension member in Fig. 10.18, Initial tension

~/Cracks~

c{ZJA . EGEJ···.. [§p'~ -~ -_: - .._' - .,. "- ...- ~ ~;,... ~. .....: ~-_ ... _ _ _ _ _ ___ __ . --;0..

4 '. ". 4 ," 6 .. ..' .4 •. 4 .•

Bond stress

Concrete tensile stress

Steel tensile stress

"'l(, tU.IK. Cr"I'king "I' a I1lCll1bCI' wlui ux iul tension.

cracks form when the tensile strength of the concrete is exceeded at weak
sections that arc distributed at random. Slip occurs between the concrete and
steel at the cracks. At the cracks the concrete is free from stress, and the
reinforcement alone carries the external load. Tensile stress is present in the
concrete between the cracks, however, because tension is transferred from
the steel to the concrete by bond. The magnitude and distribution of bond
stress between t he cracks determines the distribution of tensile stress in the
concrete and the steel between the cracks. Additional cracks can form



4Hl

(I O.5H)

(10.57)
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The crack width is given by the elongation of the steel between two cracks
minus the clongu: ion of the concrete. Ignoring the elongation of the concrete
as small, the maximum crack width is given by a . f·./E, where [, is the steelI1l,tX. S ,\: • ~

s:ress and 1.', is the modulus of elasticity of the steel. Substituting (/max from
Eq. 10.57 gi\'Cs the maximum crack width as

d,,(
II' =

max fi ..K I

where K! =, 21/ 1.',/1;.
This basic equation lor maximum crack width has been modified by many

workers. The foregoing derivation involves the assumption that the tensile
stress in the concrete at section B of Fig. 10.19£1 is uniform, and the effective
area of concrete in tcnsill!' A" is therefore the whole cross section of the
member. This assumpuon is questionable because the actual distribution or
tensile stress may be highly nonuniform. It is also assumed that the opening
of cracks is due to slip \)1' the concrete relative to the reinforcement, that the
spacing of cracks is determined by the force that can be transmitted from the
steel to the concrete by bond. and that the crack has parallel sides (i.e., a
constant widtlu rhrough the thickness of the member.
. The ap.rlication of Iq. IO.5X to the bending. "I' a beam as in Fig. IO.19h
involves further assumptions. The effective arc.t of concrete in tension .4,.

sufficient tension from the steel to the concrete to crack the concrete at B.
The tensile force required to crack the concrete is A,..r;,where A" is the effec
tive area of concrete in tension anllt'; is the tensile strength of the concrete.
The tension tran-Jcrrcd ((> the concrete is (/mi"II'I/I. where (/m;" is the minimum
crack spacing. 1/ is the ;1\Crage bond stress. and ~I! is the sum of the pcrim
ctcrs of the bars, l.qu.uing the two values of ten-ron gives

A"./;
(/m;n = -;-;:t,/; (10.56)

Now the spacing between the initial cracks A and Cis a. Therefore, if a ~

2(/m;,,' a new crack can form at I3: and if a < 2(/",,,,. a new crack cannot form
at 13. This means that the crack spacing can be expected to vary between
ami" and 20m ;" , with an average spacing of approximately 1.5(/m',,' This
reasoning indicates that in practice there will he a large scatter in crack
spacing; crack spacings ranging between 0.67 and 1.33 of the average spacing
arc theoretically possible

For bars or the same diameter, 'In = 4:I,d". where A, is the steel area and
til' is the bar diameter. Abo, substituting fi" = A,:.4" into Eq. IO.56gives

./;d"
£I, = 2a . = --.---

1ll.1X mill 211/i,.

Section

iI,. =hI>

Section

I,. = 21h .II"
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I
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I
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(b)

HI.(. 10.11), Members with cracking. (iI) Member with axial tension. (1'1 'vlembcr with tlcxure

tension cracks form at irregular spacing when the tensile strength of the
concrete is exceeded at weak sections. Additional cracks form between the
initial cracks at higher loads, but the crack spacing can only be reduced
down to a certain minimum spacing amin0 This limit is reached when a tensile
force great enough to form an additional crack between t\\0 existing cracks
can no longer be transferred by bond from steel to concrete. Say in Fig.
10.19a that two cracks form initially at sections A and C, \\ hich are distance a
apart.Jf an additional crack is to form at B at minimum distance from A, the
bond between the steel and the concrete along the lengthtB must transfer

between the initial cracks at higher loads when the tensile strength of the
concrete is exceeded.

The foregoing hypothesis was formalized in 1943 hy Watstein and
Parsons, 10.13 and several other theories appeared later. Hognestad 10.14

has described the derivation of the theoretical equations as follows. For a
reinforced concrete member loaded in axial tension (see lig, I0.19a), initial
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where III ~-" distance from the centroid of tension steel to the neutral axis and
1i 2 = distance lrorn the extreme tension fiber to the neutral axis.

•
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measurement
of crack width

Cd

surface, hence the likely width of cracking. On the basis of tests conducted at
the Cement and Concrete Association, the following formula for the predic
tion of the maximum crack width on the surface of concrete beams rein
forced by deformed bars was proposed by Base ct al:

f, h2
\I' = 3 3(' ._. - (10.62)

max • E" hi

where c = distance from the point at which the crack width is to be deter
mined to the surface of the nearest reinforcement bar, f; = stress in the
steel. E, = modulus nr elasticity of the steel. h2 = distance from the point
at which the cr.ic], Width is to he determined to the neutral axis, and iii ".
distance fro III the centroid of the tension steel to the neutral axis. Some of the
notation appears in Fig. lO.20u.

Fig. J(),20. ""Iall"" 1'''1' cruck width equations, (III Base et al. approach, (h) Gcrgcly-Lutv
approach.

The Cement .ind Concrete Association tests also revealed that the type
of reinforcing steel had ;1 much smaller influence on the crack width than
had previously been thought. It was found that for beams reinforced by
plain bars. the surface crack widths may only be 20% greater than those in
beams reinforced by deformed bars, for the same steel stress and beam
proportions,

A Statistical. tpproach

Gergely and LutI.IO,j" have subjected the data lrorn previous investigations
to statistical analysis tll determine the importance of the variables involved.

)

(10.61)

(10.59)

. -- 0 11 S 41" r. h2 10- 6 '
\\nl<" - , - v A . S h x In

I

Base ct all" I K of the Cement and Concrete Association proposed a funda
mcnta llv different approach in which they assumed t!LII for the range of
crack widths normally permitted in reinforced concrete. there is no slip
of the steel relative to the concrete. The crack is therefore assumed to have
zero width at the surface of the reinforcing bar and to incrcasc in width as
the surface of the member is approached. This means th.u the crack width is
dependent on the deformations of the surrounding concrete. 'Tile theory of
clasticitv can be used to determine the distribution of stre'>s and strain in the
concrete between the cracks. The stresses so calculated indicate when further
cracking is likely: the strains indicate the deformed shupc of the concrete

Wm a x = 0.115iA f. x 10- 6 in (10.60)

where A = area of concrete surrounding each bar (A ~c A,./11, where /I is
the number of bars) in square inches, and the steel stress ( is in psi (I in =
25.4 mm ; 1 psi = 0.006S9 Njmm 2

) . The measured maximum crack widths
from which Eq. 10.60 was derived showed a scatter of up to ±40"" from the
equation. To obtain the maximum crack width at the extreme tension fiber
for beams reinforced by deformed bars, Kaar and Hogncstud I 0, I7 modified
Fq. !O.(,() to

must be suitably defined. Generally Ae is taken to be the area of concrete
having the full width of the beam and having the same centroid as the main
reinforcement. as in Fig. 10.1%. Attempts to apply Eq. 1O,5S to beams have
demonstrated the need to reduce the effect of db and fi .., Modified forms of
Iq. 1O.:'iS have been suggested based on comparison wit h test results. For
example, an early CEB I 0, I ~ equation for the maximum crack width at the
level of the reinforcement on the concrete surface is

( 0.4).r.
Wm a x = 4.5 + - db K

Pe 2

where K 2 = 47.5 X 10" psi (32S,OOO N/mm2
) for deformed bars. Kaar and

M attock I 0, I h of the Portland Cement Association further modified Eq. 10.SY
te) express the maximum crack width at the level of deformed bar reinforce
ment on the concrete surface as
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Service Load Behavior

Many combinations of variables were tried, and it was very difficult to
obtain an equation that fitted all sets of data well. The important variables
were found to be the effective area of concrete in-tension il", the number of
hars, the side or hottom cover, the strain gradient from t he level of the steel
to the tension face, and the steel stress. Of these, the steel <t rcss was the most
important. The following equations were developed for predicting the maxi
mum crack widths on the surface of members reinforced hy deformed bars.
At the extreme tension fiber we have

More General Approach

The previous brief survey shows that no satisfactory theory exists to enable
the accurate prediction of the cracking behavior of reinforced concrete

li'max = O.076Jl:'A ~2 J. x 10- 6 in
1

At the level of the reinforcement we have

W = OJ)76.j~,A I' x 10- 6 in
max 2 1~ .J5

1 + -.-'-
311 1

where 11, = distance from extreme tension fiber to the center of the adjacent
bar (in), i, = distance from the side of the beam to the center of the adjacent
bar (in), A = average effective area of concrete in tension around each
reinforcing bar (= A)n, where 11 is the number of bars) (in 2 ), ./; = steel
stress (psi), hi = distance from the centroid of the tension steel to the neutral
axis (in). and 11, = distance from the extreme tension fiber to the neutral
axis (in): 1 in =-25.4 mm, 1 psi = 0.00689 N/mm2• Some of the notation is
given in Fig. lO.20h.

Nawy!D"(' has compared the accuracy ofa form of Eq 10.64 with experi
mental maximum crack width data from the tests conducted by himself.
the Portland Cement Association,10.14.10.16 and the Cement and Concrete
Association.' D.I H The scatter of data about the predicted maximum crack
widths wa~ very considerable, as Fig. 10.21 indicates. N;i\\ y l 0 2 0 also com
pared the maximum crack widths predicted by the Portland Cement Associa
tion equation i 10.(0) and the Cement and Concrete Association equation
(10.62) with the experimental data and found a wide scatter. Lloyd er al 10.21

have measured maximum crack widths on one-way slabs reinforced by
deformed bars, deformed wires, deformed wire fabric. and smooth wire
fabric, concluding that the Gergely-Lutz equations (10.6.\ and 10.64) satis
factorily predicted the maximum crack width. Comparison of their experi
mental data with Eq. 10.64 (Fig. 10.22) reveals considerable deviation from
the equation in some cases.
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members. However, recent work by Beeby! 0,22 at the Cement and Concrete
Association has resulted in a clearer understanding of the mechanism of
cracking. Beeby measured crack widths and spacing at various points
across the bottom of one-way reinforced concrete slabs, that is, for various
values of ( <IS ill Fig. 1(),~.\(1. II was found that the crack spacing and width
increased with distance from the bar and at some distance from the hal'
approached constant values, which were dependent on the crack height
rather than the distance from the bar. Beeby therefore concluded that the
crack pattern at any poir.t was the result of interaction between two basic
crack patterns.

The crack pattern illustrated in Fig. 1O.23h is controlled by the crack height.
ho . The crack will penetrate nearly to the neutral axis, and its height may be
calculated hy standard clastic theory using the steel content and the modular
ratio, From St. Venant's principle it is evident that the concrete tensile
stresses bet ween the cracks are substantially unaffected by the crack at
distances greater than ho from the crack. Hence the next crack will form at a
distance from the crack equal to or greater than ho • Therefore, the minimum
spacing of the cracks is /1" and the maximum is 2ho • giving a mean crack
spacing of 1.5h". A mean value of 1.33h" was actually measured by Beeby
in the tests. The crack width and the spacing were found to be directly
proportional to the initial crack height ho ' Therefore this type of cracking is
controlled by the initial crack height ho •

Control of Cracking

CRACKING i\ I' A POINT I>ISTA NT FROM A Rf'lNFORCI NG BAR
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r:--- 2175
II' max = 0.076~'; 2.56 x 12.1 x 18~12 x 30,000 x 10- 6

. O.nnX6 in (0.22 mm)

at the extreme tension fiber

10 x 27 x 10- 6 ) 21.75
6 IH.12

x (. 30,000 _ ~:~_x
29 x lOt>

= 0.0092 in (0.23 mm)

(Note: directly under the bar c = 2 in and Wm a x = 0.0066 in.)
Ferry Borges equation 10.70: at the extreme tension fiber at one
corner of the section, where c is a maximum, C = 3.06 in, and

Gergely-Lutz equation 10.63:

\I" ~-= 1 [2 5 x 306 + 0066· 1.13 J
max 29 X 106 ' • • 6/(10 x 23.37)

X [:\0000 - ._ .._lg7._.....J= 0.0094 in (0.23 mm)
, 6/(10 x 23.37) .

Beeby equations to.6S and 10.69: at the extreme tension fiber
at one corner of the section, where c is a maximum, c = 3.06 in and

.) .
Co = _In,

(Note: directly under the bar c = 2 in and W m ax = 0.0070 in.l
The equation by Base et al has given a rather higher maximum crack
width than the other equations, but Eq. 10.62 may be regarded as
having been superseded by Beeby's equations. It should be noted
that the equations of Beeby, Ferry Borges, and Kaar-Hognestad
gives results that lie within 11 e,;, of the Gergely-Lutz equation in
Example 10.14.

It is evident that crack widths will not normally be a problem in design
unless the steel stresses at service load are very high or the crack widths are
to be kept very small. In view of the wide scatter of measured crack widths (111

structural elements. great accuracy in calculations for crack control cannot
be justified. The best crack control is obtained when the reinforcing bars arc
well distributed over the zone of concrete tension, The aim is to ensure that
fine, closely spaced cracks form, rather than a few wide cracks. For relatively
deep beams, reinforcement should also be added near the vertical faces in
the tension zone to control cracking in the web.!o.! Without such face steel,
a few wide cracks may extend into the web even though the zone of maximum

"

,
. __ 4/:" 3 0 21.75 -6

\\ma, - 0.115v' L.I x .0,00 x 18.12 x 10

Base ct al equation 10.62; at the extreme tension fiber at one
corner of the section, where c is a maximum, we ha ve

(Note: directly under the bar c = 2 in and Il ma x =-- 0.0082 in.)

= 0.0077 in (0.20 rnrn)

(1) Check that the reinforcement arrangement is adequate for ex
terior exposure using the ACI 318-71 approach, and (2) calculate
the maximum likely crack width using the various crack' width
formulas.

C = -/2(2 + 0.56) - 0.56 = 3.06 in

33 x 3.06 ~_~:900 x 21.75
\\'n,"x = .. 29 X 106 18.12

= 0.0125 in (0.32 mm)

., Muxinnnn liI,ell' crack widt]: according to the uariousjormutas

Forthe beam scction.u, = 27 - 5.25 = 21.75in.andh 1 = 21.75-·
(2 + 1.13 + 0.5) = 18.!2 in
Kaar-Hognestad equation 10.61; at the extreme tension fiber

Soun ion

I. AC1 318 71 upprouch. Equat ion 10.71 b applies

The effective area of concrete in tension A e is shaded in Fig. 10.24
(see also Fig. 10.19!J).

A.. = 10(2 + 1.13 + I :+ 1.13 + 2) = 72.6 in2

72.6 . 2
Ace = 12.10111 /bur

6

Also I b = 2 + 0.56 = 2.56 in and j, = 30,000 psi.

I":yI~'A = 30,000":y2~(;'x 12.f = 94,200 Ihin

which is Jess than 145,000 lb/in. Therefore, the arrangement of
reinforcement is satisfactory.
If the arrangement had not been satisfactory, it would have been
necessary to use a larger number of smaller diameter bars to make
up the steel area to reduce A.
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tension may contain only fine cracks. To achieve crack control in the flanges
of T beams with negative moment, the reinforcement should be well distri
buted throughout the flange. If the reinforcement is placed only over the
web. a few wide cracks may extend into the slab even though only fine and
well-distributed cracks may exist over the web. I O

.
17

It should also be emphasized that protection against corrosion is not
just a matter of limiting the crack width on the surface of the concrete. A
reasonable thickness of good quality. well-compacted concrete is also
essential for durable structures.

The control of cracking by correct construction practices. and the effects
of drying shrinkage, are discussed by ACl Committee 224. 10

, 2 6
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Moment Redistribution and Plastic Hinge Rotation
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11.1 INTRODUCTION

II

Strength and Ductility of Frames

Consideration of the behavior of reinforced concrete frames at and ncar the
.~QillL~.!!.ecess'!LZJs~.£kter~n~the~sigLe distributions ofjJe.ndjrl,.,g
moment, shea,!" fQ[££."..and axi<!lf9...n:.s; that could be used in design. II is possible

l() use a 'distribution of moments and forces different from that given by
linear elastic structural analysis if the critical sections have sufficient ductility
to allow redistribution of actions to occur as the ultimate load is approached.
Also, in countries that experience earthquakes, a further important design
aspect is the ductility of the structure when subjected to seismic-type loading,
since present seismic design philosophy relies 0'0 energy dissipation by
inelastic deformations in the event of major earthquakes.

Both these aspects of behavior at ultimate load depend on the deformation
characteristics of the members, which for frames depend mainly on the
relationship between moment and curvature. Moment-curvature relation
ships for beam and column sections, and the calculation of flexural deforma
tions at and ncar the ultimate load of members, have been discussed in
Chapter 6. Pigure ILl gives a typical moment-curvature curve for a section
in which the tension steel is at the yield strength at the ultimate moment.
The curve is marked to indicate points at which the concrete starts to crack,
the tension steel begins to yield, and spalling and crushing of the concrete
commences. A ductile section is capable of maintaining moment capacity at
ncar the ultimate value for large curvatures beyond the curvature at first
yield.

11.2 MOMENT REDISTRIBUTION AND PLASTIC HINGE
ROTATION

It is evident that the nonlinear nature of the moment-curvature relationship
for reinforced concrete sections will cause some adjustment to the relative
values of the bending moments if the structure is loaded into and beyond the

496

Curvature 'P

Fig. t 1.1. Typical rnomcur-curvaturc relationship for reinforced concrete flexural member.

service load range. In particular, because of plastic rotations at some sections,
it is possible for the bending moments to assume a pattern different from that
derived from linear clastic structural analysis, and for all the critical positive
and negative moment sections to reach their ultimate moments of resistance
at the ultimate load. Thus moment redistribution can have a marked influence
on the ultimate load of a statically indeterminate structure.

Consider, for example, a two-span continuous beam, having a uniform
cross section (Fig. 11.20). Let M~ be the ultimate moment of resistance of the
negative bending moment sections, and M" be the ultimate moment of
resistance of the positive bending moment sections. We assume that the
sections are adequately reinforced for shear, allowing the ultimate moments
to be arramed without shear failure. We also assume that the moment
curvature relationship for the sections is the idealized bilinear relationship
for a ductile section shown in Fig. Il.2h, all sections having the same constant
flexural rigidity up to the ultimate moment and the moment remaining
constant at the ultimate value at higher curvatures. At low loads the distribu
tion of bending moment due to the two concentrated loads will be in accord
ance with the clastic theory distribution (see Fig. 11.2c). The dead load or the
beam has been neglected. As the applied loads are increased further; the
ultimate moment of resistance will be reached at one critical section, say
over the center support, before it is reached at the other sections. Then the
moment at the center support will be M~, as in Fig. 11.2d. The extent to which
further load can be carried by the beam depends on the capacity for plastic
rotation at the center support. If the section is brittle, the moment will

"" s:. pc; F' )'32. 'A~CC~= .f 'J ;/. ;;:: o. 188' If'x
~_U- 16

------~._"',-.---'. D"lggP:!? -4 y
£P1,1-
16 '
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( 11.4)

(I 1.5)

(11.2)

(
H = 10 = ----. (/vI - 1M')

p .. B 2EI u 6 1/

on -~~;,!
~ B - 3EI

{}lI = ()~ - O~= 4~1 (,\1" - ~M~)

And, if the moment at the center support remains at M~ until M" develops
at the midspan sections, we have

p = ~(M + ~;,)
" I " 2

Now consider the effect of the ultimate support moment M~ acting at the
frictionless hinge as in Fig, \ 1.3d. The rotation at B due to M~ alone is

Therefore. if sufficient rotation capacity of the plastic hinges is available,
the bending moment distribution at the ultimate load may be quite different
from that calculated using elastic theory and will depend on the ultimate
moments of resistance of the sections. I n reinforced concrete structures, the
ductility at the first plastic hinges to form may be insufficient to enable full
redistribution of moments to take place with the ultimate moment at each
critical section. Th us if moment redistribution is to be relied on, the avail
abilitx.oL;iufll<;jent ductility at the plastic hinges must be ensure'!.

As an example, let us calculate the required plastic rotation for the two
span continuous beam of Fig. 11.2 for the case of the plastic hinge forming
first at the center support. The beam and the curvature diagrams of Figs. IUa
and II.3h show the stage at which sufficient plastic rotation has occurred
at the center support B to enable the ultimate moment M u to bejust developed
at midspan. Hence Figs. IUa and IUb indicate the stage when P; is just

reached. The plastic~~lrvature is.sol1;~ig£!'£StJiLQ.££uLQ.veLth~eglli~lS1~.!

plastic hinge lengtb.J,n each side of the .<::!'i~sectiq~(see Section 6.6.3).
The elastIC curvature along the length of the member may be calculated
from the distribution of bending moments and the assumed constant
flexural rigidity,eEI) The plastic rotation Gp at the center support B-r;;tllc
discontllluity 01 slope between the ends of the adjacent members, and
8/1 = 28/1 as indicated in Fig, 11.3a, To find 0/1' we must consider the elastic
detormatlons of the mc.nbers supporting the loads P". First, replace the
plastic hinge at B by a frictionless hinge as in Fig. Il.3c. Then from the
moment area theorem the rotation at B due to the load p" alone on one

span IS ~'}~I t
e;1 = \Mu~~/0:,)-' ljv-i' (11.3)--\
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Fig. 11.2. vl orncnt rcdistribuuon and formation of a collapse mech.uu-m for a continuous
bc.un. ((I) BCIIIll, (h) Idc·IlIll.cd moment-curvature relationship for the scct.ons. (c) Elastic theory
bending nWI11C'nt d,,,!!ranl. (dl At rormation of first plastic hinge, (e) At 1')l'I1lat;on of collapse
mcch.misrn I I ) Chuugv of bending moment with load.

decrease rapidly after reaching the maximum (see Fig. 11.21,). and the beam
will fail suddenly without carrying any additional load II' the section is
ductile. additional load can he carried because the plastic hinge at the center
support rotates while maintaining its moment of resistance constant at
,\1;,. and moment redistribution will occur until the mnximun: positive
moment i 11 the ,spansit;lcrcases to 1'v1". Then the collap:«: mechanism in
Fill, 11.:2(' is formed, Figurc 11.:2/ traces the variation of lwnding moment at
the critical sections with load on the beam, assuming that the plastic hinge

. { forms first at the center. s:lpport (t~is requires M~/M" < M?M = 1.2). Note
,,/ ~ -, th<\l at all stages equilibrium requires 0.\ 'B& .,..
~~.'\, At' PI ;:'Tii"i'

/,,~ "/ 4 M + . = _
~ '\, M /// 2 4

~~~,---- / p= ~ \(t,,1 + !.'!.:.)
/VI +~ (D ..+/~() =p,e ~ ~ [ \ 2

.n: ,,'€,.t' ·';;:r _·re.
u/_--",--, {/ y
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Equation 11.5 gives the rotation required at the plastic hinge at the center
support Bfor the case when Mil > iM~. If Mil = iM~ (i.e., if M~/MII = 1.2),
the required Op is zero because this is the ratio of moments given by elastic
theory, and no redistribution of bending moments is required. Also, if
Mil < i1l-1;, the value given for Op is negative, in that case, the foregoing
calculation docs not apply because the first plastic hinge forms at the load
points at midspan and the required plastic rotation at those sections would
have to be calculated. From Section 6.6.4 and Fig. 11.3b, the available plastic
hinge rotation at the plastic hinge may be seen to be (cclc - t:celkd)2/p' where
I:c = concrete strain at extreme compression fiber at the ultimate curvature,
I;ce = concrete strain at the extreme compression fiber when the yield
curvature is reached, c = neutral axis depth at the ultimate moment,
kd = neutral axis depth when the yield curvature is reached, and /p = equiva
lent plastic hinge length, each side of the critical section. Therefore, in
the example, when Mil > iM~, redistribution of bending moments can
take place until the ultimate moment develo~,.s.z.~~.eachcritical section if

dil-i e~ --'-(M _J..M') ;;;:.~("&< _ 1:~)21 -> (j~ep (11.6)
2EI II 6 II"" c kd p

Whether the full moment redistribution can take place can be checked from
the section properties using Eq. 11.6.

The calculations for the foregoing example involved several assumptions,
which arc discussed below.

All sections were assumed to have the same constant flexural rigidity El
up to the ultimate moment. This assumption is only accurate at low loads
before cracking of the concrete commences. When the beam cracks, the
flexural rigidity reduces in the cracked regions and the variation of flexural
rigidity along the member causes the distribution of bending moments to
change from that calculated by elastic theory using a constant flexural
rigidity. With further loading the extent of cracking increases and the distribu
tion of flexural rigidity, hence bending moment, will be again modified.
This effect is particularly noticeable when members contain different amounts
of negative and positive moment steel; it is even more noticeable in T beams
because cracking of the flange in the negative moment region reduces the
flexural rigidity there much more than cracking of the web in the positive
moment region. This variation of the flexural rigidity along the beam will
affect the amount of plastic rotation required for full moment redistribution
at the ultimate load. Strictly, the effect of cracking on the flexural rigidity EI
of the sections needs to be taken into account in the determination of the
plastic hinge rotation at the ultimate load.

The moment-curvature relationship chosen was assumed to have a
horizontal branch beyond yield, with the moment remaining constant at

Fig. 1I.3. Calculation of plustic hinge ro
tation for beam 01' Ilg. I I .2, (a) Deflected

Bending shape when ultimate' loud is reached, (II)

moments Idealized curvature t11'trihution when ulti
mate load is reached. I,j 1'" acting without
M~. (d) M~ acting wuho ot 1'",

!
;'vIu g y

e : 2'
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the ultimate value. This assumption only approximates the actual moment
curvature relationship after first yielding (see Fig. 11.1), for this curve has an
ascending portion to the ultimate (maximum) moment after first yield of the
tension steel. Therefore, both the negative and positive moment critical
sections cannot develop the ultimate moments simultaneously because the
curvatures at those sections will be at different points ou the moment
curvature curves. It is evident that the assumption that the ultimate moment
exists at all critical sections simultaneously will give a nonconserv.uive
value for the ultimate load. If, for example, the moment capacity at first
yield is :\1 v = O.9i'v1". where M" is the ultimate moment, the error in ultimate
load calculated (assuming that all critical sections are at the ultimate moment)
may be about 5" .,. Clearly. if the attainment of yield (M yl al the last hinge to
form is taken as the ultimate moment, and if M). is significantly less than the
ultimate moment M u' the error in calculating the ultimate load (assuming
the ultimate moments at all hinges) may be significant.

It is difficult, as we have seen. to calculate accurately the required plastic
hinge rotation in reinforced concrete frames for full moment redistribution
and the ultimate load. However. ifmoment redistribution is [0 be relied on in
design, we need assurance that the ductility available at the critical sections
is in excess of the ductility demand calculated from theoretical considerations
such as those just discussed.

It has been known for many years that some moment redistribution can
take place in reinforced concrete structures at high loads. Ihe first extensive
investigation of this problem in the English-speaking countries was con
ducted by Glanville and Th0111as 1

1.1 in 1935 at the Building Research
Station. England.

I U (O\\PLETE A'ALYSIS OF FRAMES

The bending moments. shear and axial forces, and deflections of reinforced
concrete frames at any stage of loading from zero to ultimate load can be
determined analytically using the conditions of static equilibrium and
geometric compatibility, if the moment-curvature rcl.uionships of the
sed ions' a rc known. However. difficulties are caused by the 11< inlincar ity of the
moment-curvature relationships. and a step-by-step procedure. with the load
increased increment by increment. is generally necessary..'\Iso. the moment
curvature relationship of sections carrying moment ,11)(1 axial force is
dependent not only on the section geometry and the material properties
but also on the level of axial force. This interdependence means that thc
moment-curvature relationship for each section must hl · recomputed at

each increment of loading. A successive linear approximation method based
on the stilTness method of analysis can be used to follow through the behavior
of the frame from zero to ultimate load. In this method the members of the
frame arc divided along their length into small elements. At each load level
the flexural rigjdity (LI = Mj(p). corresponding to the particular bending
moment and axial force at each element, is obtained from the appropriate
point on the moment-curvature relationship. Members are assumed to be
uncrackcd for the initial load increments, and the deformations are deter
mined using the uncracked section flexural rigidity. The elements are
searched at each load increment to ascertain whether the cracking moment
has been reached. When it is found that the cracking moment has been
reached. the flexural rigidity of the element is recomputed on the basis of
the cracked section, and the actions in the frame are recomputed. This
procedure is repeated at the load level until all flexural rigidities are correct.
At higher loads, when the stresses at the elements enter the inelastic range,
the flexural rigidity of each element is adjusted to that corresponding to the
appropriate point of the moment-curvature curve calculated for that
moment and axial force level. Eventually, with further increments, plastic
hinges spread throughout the frame, and the ultimate load is reached when a
mechanism forms and no further load can be carried.

An example of the foregoing type of analytical approach is the work of
Lazaro and Richards.' 1.2 One of their comparisons of results of analysis
with experimental results appears in Fig. 11.4. The experimental results were
obtained from tests conducted by Cranston 11.3 on a hinged-base rectangular
portal frame with a clear span of 104 in (2.64 m) and a height to the bottom
of the beam of 73 in ( 1.1\5 m). The analytical and experimental load-deflection
and moment-deflection results compared in the figure. show good. agreement. Acl

0
.;'?

The analytical ultimate load was 0.97 of the experimental ultimate load. .
/ "'>-... - --- - --- -.-- - --- -- .", ',y

In this frame the analysis predicted a failure load(29% 1;ligher than the lo.ad_ .2'O(

at the formation of the first~stic hinge, indicatiIltffie degree of moment
7rciist;:'lb~-t7~~~~;ry~t; reachuT~te load in this case. The analysis
predicted an overly flexible behavior in the region between first tensile
cracking and first yielding because it was assumed, that when the moment
at first cracking was reached at an element, all the concrete in tension
throughout the element cracked. In reality, however, some uncracked
concrete will be carrying tension between the cracks, and this will increase
the flexural rigidity. The tension stiffening effect may be taken into account
hy using an effective flexural rigidity part way between the uncracked and
fully cracked value (see. c.g.. Section 6.6.2).

It is evident that the full analytical approach to the behavior of reinforced
concrete frames at all stages of loading is lengthy and can be successfully
undertaken only with the aid of a computer having large storage. For such
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where P = Ajbd, fI' = A'fbd, and from Eq.4.14

0.85[3.I: 0.003£5
PI' = -----

,~, 0.003£. + I,
The modified negative moments are used to calculate the moments within
the spans. That is, static equilibrium between the internal forces and the
external loads must be maintained. Such an adjustment can only be made if
the section at which the moment is reduced is designed so that

--- Load case l : dead load and live load on both spans
- - Load case 2: dead load on both spans. live load on riqnt-hand span
_.- Load cas" 3: ueac load on both spans, live load on left·hand span.
-- Bending moment envelope for design

Fil(. 11.5. .vdjuvuncnt (1Id:"1 ic theory bending diugram 1,,1' allowable moment redistribution.

Live load (on either or both spansI plus dead load

ABC
Uniformly loaded continuous beam

MB

" ~ not less than increase resulting from reduction
of support moment for load case 1 by 20%

/, ~ not more than the reductions resulting from
an Increase of support moment for load
cases 2 and 3 by 20% or up to design
envelope. whichever is less

Bending moment diagram

when combinations of loading are considered. The adjustment is illustrated
in Fig. 11.5 for a uniformly loaded two-span continuous beam.-Ihe maximum
adjustme~sum~9i~~Bending moment curves 1,2, and
Tar'el'Or the load cases with live load on both spans, right-hand span only,
and left-hand span only. respectively. The heavy line represents the bending
moment envelope permissible in design. It is obtained by moving down the
bending moment curve with the peak negative moment, and by moving up
the bending moment curves with the peak positive moments, while at the
same time maintaining static equilibrium. In Fig. 11.5 the peak negative
bending moment at the center support due to load case I has been reduced by
20 "" to give the peak of t:ie negative moment design envelope. The negative
moments at the center support for load cases 2 and 3 have been increased by
20"" or up to the design envelope there. whichever is less, to give the other
parts of the negative moment design envelope. To satisfy static equilibrium,

(11.9)

(}/'I

t OSV:
P-P= . li

I"d
or

or

(p - fI')bdf~ =, O.8~f:.ab

p - p' ~ 0.5Pb (11.8)

It is evident from Eqs. 11.7 and 11.8 that the ACI code allows support mo
ments to be changed by up to 20~{" depending on the duct ility of the section
where the moment is reduced, provided static equilibrium between internal
forces and external loads is maintained.

Reference to Section 6.3.2, and to Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, indicates that for the
rangej" = 3000 to 5000 psi (20.7 to 34.5 N/mm 2

) andj, = 4U,OOO to 60,000 psi
(276 to 414 Nzrnrn"), Eq. 11.8 will ensure that (p)'Py > 3 for I:,. = 0.003 and
'P"i'P y > 4 for Dc = 0.004.

The term (p - P')/Pb in Eqs. 11.7 and 11.8 is related to curvature ductility
through its effect on the neutral axis depth at the ultimate' moment. If the
compression steel yields, the equilibrium equation C ~-= T for the section
shows that

P - fI' a

Pb Qb

where a and a, ,= depth of equivalent rectangular compressive stress block
of concrete for fI - p' and II", respectively.

Hence if the compression steel yields, the ACI limit or fI -- fI' ~ 0.5PI>
given by Eq. II.S may be thought of as requiring a ~ oSu", Now for the
r.mgesr" == 3000 to 5000 psi (20.? to 34.5 N/mm 2

) andj, 40,000 to 60: ')0
psi (276 to 414 Nyrnrrr'), lI"d may be shown by Eq, 4.12 to be in the range
0.5S3 to 0.473. Therefore, reference to Eq. 11.8 shows that for the ranges of
.r: andj"just given, 10/;, moment redistribution is allowed when ajd = 0.29
to 0.24, and higher percentage moment redistribution is allowed at lower aid
values.

The adjustment to the elastic bending moment diagram allowed by 100

ment redistribution leads to a reduction in the peak design bending moments

.~
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Change in moment, %

Fig. 11.6..-\llcmahk 111<)I1lCnt rnlistrihlltion 1,)1" minimum plastic rOI"II,'" c'apacity.' I '"

the: midspan positive moment plus the average of the neg.u ive moments at
the two adjacent supports of the span should equal WI :'. where W is the
total load uniformly distributed on span 1. Hence the posit ive moments for
hid case 1 arc incre<~~i.L\:Jl~i-22..Ai~.1Y....B-?l_I!.l!.ili.l2<lf1band the
positive moments for load cases 2 and ~ are decreased. Th.: positive moment
design envelope will be given by the greatest of these adju-red moment or
dinates, ,IS indicated in the definitions for a and b in Fig. I i\ Note that the
allowable moment redistribution means a reduction in hoth the maximum
nq!.ativc a nd positive moments obtained from elastic anal. 'IS, hence leads to
a more economical design.

The percentage or moment redistribution from the elastic I uorncnt diagram
allowed in design by ACI 3lR 71 1l.H has been limited in ensure that the
sections have sufficient reinforcement to prevent excessive cr.ick widths at the
service load due to high steel stresses. and to ensure that ihe sections have
adequate ductility at the plastic hinges at the ultimate :t\1d to enable the
design moment distribution to be reached. According to tlh' Commentary on
ACI318 7!.1 I. I" the allowable moment redistribution is ba-ed on knowledge
of service and ultimate load behavior obtained from \c,!S and analytical
studies. Figure 11.6. taken from the Commentary, plots the calculated avail-

able percentage change in moment against the reinforcement index (p - P')jflb'
According to the Commentary, the curves were calculated using conserv
vative values of ultimate concrete strain and equivalent plastic hinge lengths.
The ACI 318 71 allowable percentage change of moment, from Eqs. 11 .. 7
and 11.8, also appears in the figure and is seen to be conservative. The Com
mentary also states that studies by Cohnl!.'l and Mattockl l"! indicate
that adequate plastic rotation capacity is available for the redistribution
allowed by ACI 31II 71. These two studies also assert that cracking and
deflections of beams dcsiuncd in accordance wit h the allowed moment redis
tribution arc no more severe than they are for beams designed to the clastic
theory moment patterns,

It is of interest to note that the elastic theory pattern of moments, from
which the moment redistribution is permitted, is not clearly defined by ACI
318-71. By rnak ing various assumptions about the flexural rigidity of the
sections. a number of "clastic bending moment patterns" are possible. The
variations between these diagrams may be larger than the redistributions
allowed by Eqs. 11.7 and \1.8. However, the conservative nature of Eqs. 11.7
and 11.8 should mean that the permitted redistribution is safe when applied
to any elastic bending moment pattern obtained, making reasonable and
consistent assumptions for the flexural rigidities of the members.

Most codes of practice permit the use of the bending moment diagram
derived from linear clastic structural analysis on the basis of approximate
flexural stiffnesses and modified for a small amount of moment redistri
bution. Some codes however, allow extensive moment redistribution to be
taken into account. The British code of practice CP11 0: 1972 1

1.13 allows the
peak elastic moments to he reduced by up to (0.6 - cjd)100 %, but not more
than 30':" (c = neutral axis depth at the section of reduced moment, d ~=

effective depth of the tension steel), provided the static equilibrium between
internal forces and external loads is maintained and the elastic moment at
the section is not reduced by more than 30 ':0 of the numerically largest
elastic mornen t anywhere in the member. Thus as much as 30 %reduction in
moment is allowed by the British code for neutral axis depths equal to or less
than 0.3d. For neutral axis depths greater than OJd the allowable redistri
bution reduces linearly to 10'>" at a neutral axis depth ofO.5d. For structures
more than four stories high, in which the frame provides the lateral stability,
the reduction in moment is restricted to 10%. The Russian regulations appar
ently have allowed I I 1·~ the intermediate spans of uniformly loaded con
tinuous beams of equal span to be designed for equal positive and negative
moments (~'Vli 16, where W = total load on span 1), and have allowed 30 I';,
moment redistribution from the elastic bending moment diagram in the
other cases, provided the neutral axis depth is less than 0.3 of the effective
depth.

2015105
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By comparison to the British and Russian recommendations. the ACI
318-71 Equations 11.7 and 11.8 are conservative. The cu rves for calculated
available percentage change in moment in Fig. 11.6indicate that up to 30 %is
available at low (I' - P')/PI, values. The code is being rather restrictive in not
allowing moment redistribution of this order. Possible vari.u ions in the elastic
bending moment patterns due to the approximate stiffnesscs used in design
may cause caution, but such variations on the unconserv.uivc side may be
offset by the conservative values used for ultimate concrete strain and equi
valent plastic hinge length in the calculated curves of Fig. 11.6. The use of
large amounts of moment redistribution is often thought to mean high steel
stresses at some sections at service load, which may lead to excessive cracking
and deflections. However, many investigators have shown this to be untrue.
For example, in Mattock's tests 1 1.12 the cracking at the service load of con
tinuous T beams designed on the basis of 25 % redistribution of bending
moments from the elastic bending moment diagram was no more severe than
that of T beams designed for the elastic distribution. Hence it is evident that
moment redistribution similar to that allowed by the Russian regulations and
the British code could well be permitted in general.

There are two main advant-ages associated with the use of moment redis
tribution: the designer can select patterns of bending moment that avoid
congestion of the reinforcement at the supports of beams. and economies
result from the reduction of the peaks of bending moment in the envelope of
bending moment drawn for different positions of live load. The point about
economy may be illustrated by reference to Fig. 11.5. If large adjustments to
the peaks of bending moment can be made, significant savings will result,
particularly if the ratio of live load to dead load is high.

T•t
•
(c)

•

w" per unit length

(0)

~ Fixin moment line

~~.~~-8-.+~ + +

t (b) Free bending moments

Fig. 11.7. (·"llliIlLlOUS beam 'II ultimate load. (lI) Beam. (h) Limit bending moment diagram.
(e) Collapse mechanism.
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The requirements of items I to 3 can be stated as limit equilibrium.
rotation compatibility. and serviceability. This method takes the elastic
moment pattern method a stage further and allows extensive moment
redistribution: however. it must be shown to be achievable, and it must not
impair the serviceability of the structure.

Figure 11.7 is a possible limit bending moment diagram for a continuous
beam with ultimate uniformly distributed load wII per unit length. In the

,
[,
;

I
I
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11.4.3 Limit Design

The limit design approach allows any distribution of bending moments at
, ultimate load to be used, provided the following conditions are met.

hffi1{DThe distribution of bending moments is statically admissible. That is,
the bending moment pattern chosen does not violate the Ia\VS of equilibrium
for the structure as a whole or for any member of it. Such a distribution of
bending moments may be obtained, for example, by assuming the positions
of sufficient points of contraflexure to make the structure statically deter
minate and finding the resulting bending moments and forces from the equa-

of static equilibrium.
The rotation capacity of the plastic hinge regions is sufficient to enable

assumed distribution of moments to be developed at the ultimate load.
The cracking and deflections at the service load arc not excessive.

limit bending moment diagram, the free (static) bending moments in each
span, due to the external loads acting with the ends of each span free of rota
tional restraint, have a maximum ordinate of \\',,/2/8. The fixing moment line.
due to the end restraint moments at the supports, may be chosen to lie any
where within the free moment diagrams. The required magnitudes of the
ultimate moments or resistance of the sections may be calculated from the
bending moment ordinates at the plastic hinges. For instance, if the position
of the fixing moment 1inc is chosen so that the support moments are allw)2/16,
the required maximum positive moments for the interior spans and for the
end spans are \\,Y/16 and 0.0958\\,)2, respectively. Thus we have an infinite
number or usable positions for the fixing moment line, because a section can
be reinforced to give ultimate resisting moment as required. This situation
can be compared with the plastic design of continuous steel beams: unless
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substantial economies can result from designing to moments obtained by
dividing the free bending moments between the negative and positive
moments, ra ther than designing to the peaks of bending moment found from
the elastic theory moment envelope for different positions of loading. The
method also givcs the designer an appreciation of the real behavior of the
structure. However, formulations of the present knowledge of plastic rotation
capacity and of serviceability into simple rules for limit design are not gener
ally included in building codes. For example, ACI 318_71 1 1. 8 and the
British CPt 101

1. 1 3 do not have recommendations for limit design. The
greatest restraints against the acceptance of limit design have been the con
cern that the service load behavior with regard to cracking and deflections
may not be satisfactory, the complexities of some of the available limit design
procedures, and the lack of precise experimental data concerning the plastic
rotation capacity of members.

t
!
i
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cover pla tcs arc used, a steel section has the same plastic ITWl11cnt of resistance
for both positive and negative moments, hence the fixing moment line can
have only one position in the collapse moment diagram. In the general case,
for reinforced concrete members, the elastic moment diagram is one of the
possible moment diagrams that could be used.

Since the live load placed on all spans results in the greatest free bending
moments. it gives the worst case for the magnitude of positive and negative
moments. However, to calculate the extent of negative moment steel re
quired in a span, the live load should be taken off that span. For example,
consider a uniformly loaded two-span beam, where the chosen limit mo
ment diagram for dead load and live load acting appears in Fig. 11.8a. To

5ot-l

An ACI-ASCE committee report 1 1.15 on limit design and some proposed
limit design methods are considered next, to indicate possible limit design
approaches.

11,5 LIMIT DESIGN METHODS

'~I~

T

J)

C
I

Fig. 11.8. Limit bClldlll~ moment diagrams
for full and partial !"",llllgS. (III Beam with
live load on both sp.ui-, plus dead 1".,,1. and
limit moment diagriuu. \1» Beam with live
load on right-hand spall ,,"ly 1,lus dead loud,

(b) and limit moment di'I~'I.II11.

find the extent of top steel required in span AB the live load is removed from
that span. Only the dead load bending moment remains (sec Fig. II.Xh),
indicating the extent to which reinforcement should be provided in the span
[0 prevent failure by this mode of loading.

The main advantages resulting from limit design arc similar to those
resulting from moment redistribution. Patterns of moments can be chosen
to avoid congestion of reinforcement at the supports of members. Also,

t 1.5. t ACI-ASCE Committee 428 Report

ACI ASCE Committee 4:?8, in a progress report l
l.

1 5 on limit design, has
presented model clauses suitable for inclusion in a building code. Rather
than recommending a single method of limit design, the clauses define en
velope values. or upper and lower limits, of factors defining the moment
curvature relationships. These clauses. summarized below, enable the
designer to usc any of the acceptable methods of limit design published in
recent yeo! rs.

The Distribution of' Moments

The inelastic distribution of moments at the ultimate load may befound using
any consistent set of assumptions that fall within the following conditions:

I. The cl.rst ic flexural rigidity of the sections 1:, I shall be determined from
the gross SL'CtiOIl or the transformed cracked section using values of E, and 1/

within 25 "" of the ;\('1 code values, where E, = modulus of elasticity of con
crete, n 0= modular ratio. and f = moment of inertia of the section. The
elastic limit moment '\!I' shall not be assumed to be less than O.8M", where
M" = ultimate resisting moment,



2. The assumptions of the strength theory of the ACI code shall be used to
calculate the ultimate resisting moment M; and ultimate axial load Pu ' The
same assumptions shall be used to determine the curvature lfJu at M u and Pu ,

except that the extreme fiber compressive strain in the concrete s, at qJu shall
be DfO for members with flexure and axial load, and in the range
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(11.13)

(11.14)
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in which

but shall not exceed

(11.10)
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for members without significant axial load, where eeo = basic ultimate com
pressive concrete strain neglecting the influence ofconfinement, loading rate,
and strain gradient, to which a value in the range 0.003 to 0.004 shall be
assigned; b = width of compression face of section; z = shear span defined
by Eq. 11.16, lis = ratio of total volume of stirrups and compression steel in
length s to volume of concrete bds, where d = effective depth of member and
s = stirrup spacing, andj, = steel yield strength in ksi (1 ksi = 6.89 Nymm'').

3. The moment-curvature relationship between My and M" shall lie
within the straight line Be and the lines BB'C of Fig. 11.9.

4. The length along a member from the section of maximum bending
moment M m over which the inelastic curvatures are assumed to occur, lp,
shall exceed the lesser of

where see = elastic component of e, either calculated or assumed in the
range 0.00 J to 0.002. ~.~ = shear force adjacent to concentrated load or
reaction at section of maximum moment, and \\' = uniformly distributed
load per unit length at section of maximum moment (taken as zero if a con
centrated load or reaction at the section acts in the opposite direction).

5. The conditions of equilibrium and geometric compatibility shall he
satisfied throughout.

(11.16)

(11.15)

z = o: in region ofconstant moment

or

(11.12)

(11.11)RJO.25d + 0.03zRm)

and

A

Fig. 11.9.

ii' C

Possible curve
lying within
envelope BB'C
and BC

Curvature

Assumed moment-curvature relationship.t t!"

The members designed according to the inelastic distribution of moments
shall satisfy the following requirements:

I. Elastically calculated stresses in the reinforcement at the service loads
multiplied hy 1.2 for gravity loads, or 1.0 if lateral loads are included, shall
not exceed 0.9( ill' 60 ksi (414 Nzrnrrr'], whichever is smaller.

2. For portions of lengths of members where the moment at the ultimate
load exceeds O.:-<:\I u ' closed stirrups shall be provided to resist shear force

exceeding hi/Ji: I b, where hand dare in inches andf~ is in psi (lib = 4.45 N,
1 in = 25.4 mrn, I psi = 0.00689 N/mm 2

).

3. For the design of unbraced frames, the effect of deflections on internal
forces shall be considered with elastic and inelastic deflections from sustained
loads increased by a factor of 3.
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(I 1.17)
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4.· The load factors used to determine the required ultimate load cal
culated from the service loads shall be multiplied by the factor

y + 1

i' + My/Mu

where )' is the power of the parabola defining curve Be d lig, 11.9 (= I for
straight lint: He: 2 for curved line Be shown, = 00 fen lines HIre).

Comments

In the sect ion on distribu tion of moments, item 1 defines I he clastic stiffness
and the end of the elastic range. Item 2 indicates the met h.«l to calculate the
ultimate moment and axial load and the corresponding curvature. The upper
bound of Eq. ! 1.10 was obtained from Corley's equation 1(,,'+6). Item 3 allows
use of a bilinear sloping top or curved top or flat top to the moment-curvature
relationship. Item 4 gives the equivalent plastic hinge l.ngth covering the
range 1)1' values obtained Irorn the equations of Corley ((,·-~5), Sawyer (6.49).
and Baker (().41). The R", term is necessary to take the effect of the magnitude
01' maximum moment into account. The R, term is necc--ary to adjust the
length according to the assumed ultimate concrete strain to obtain a prac
tically constant inelastic rotation for the possible range 01' axxumcd 1:'0 values.
Equation l l.Io gives;; in regions where the moment/shear force ratio is
\ .irying. Item 5 restates the conditions that must be complied with in an
inelastic analysis, as in an clastic analysis.

In the section on design. the purpose of item 1 is to ensure that the steel
does not yield at the service loads and lead to excessive cracking and deflec
tion. To calculate the steel force. the service load moment may be divided by
an assumed internal moment lever arm of7/8d. Item 2 requires the designer to
take more shear Oll the stirrups in regions where yielding of the flexural
tension steel may cause wide cracking and loss of shear carried by the con
crete. Also, the stirrups wil! provide confinement for the concrete. ltem ,)
requires him to take into account changes of moments due to deflections.
replacing any other need to consider column slenderness. Item 4 accounts for
the nonsirnultancous development of the ultimate morncms at the critical
sections. It is assumed that at the ultimate load, the moments at the critical
sections arc distributed uniformly along the curve between 13 and C in Fig.
I J.<) and that ,til moments contribute equally to the ultimate load. For
example, if the straight line Be is used and M./Mu = G.'). the multiplication
factor 1'0 r the load factors givcn by Eq. 1L17 is 2/1.9 = 1.l15.

11.5.2 Available Limit Design Methods

A limit design procedure aims to satisfy three conditions: (1) limit equili
brium. (2) rotational compatibility, and (3) serviceability Most of the avail-

I
!
l
I
I
i
k-

able limit design methods consider one or two of these conditions initially,
the remaining condition or conditions being the object of a subsequent check.
The most economical distribution of bending moments may also be sought.
that being the dist ribut ion of moments which results in the greatest moment
reduction when compared with the clastic envelope moments obtained from
the various design loading combinations. Of the limit design methods that
have been proposed. probably the methods deserving the most attention
are those due to Baker.ll.I4.11.16,1!.17 Cohn,ll.ll,ll.lS Sawyer.l!'!? and
Furlong, 11.20 These four methods are briefly described below.

Baker's Method

Baker 1!.14.1 l.l <>.11.17 has been developing a method of limit design since
the 1940s. The design is based on the requirements of limit equilibrium. The
requirements of rotational compatibility and serviceability are checked as
subsequent steps. The design is commenced by determining a distribution of
ultimate bending moments which is in equilibrium with the ultimate loads.
This may be obtained hy drawing the free bending moment diagram for the
members supporting the ultimate loads when the ends are free of rotational
restraint, and drawing the fixing moment line at some convenient position, as
in Fig. 11.7. The sections are reinforced for those ultimate moments. Note
that a collapse mechanism has developed at the ultimate load. The rotation
capacity of the plastic hinge regions is then checked to ensure that the chosen
distribution of bending moments can be developed at the ultimate load, and
the pattern of moments at the service load is determined and the stresses
checked to ensure that the members are serviceable. The assumed distribution
of ultimate moments may need to be modified if inadequate rotation capacity
or unsatisfactory serviceability is found.

Cohn's Method

Cohn ILl!. III H has developed a method based on the requirements of limit
equilibrium and serviceability. The requirement of rotational compatibility
is checked as a subsequent step. The solution is obtained by scaling down the
elastic envelope moments. obtained from the various ultimate load combi
nations, by multiplying by appropriate parameters x j ~ 1, where x. is the
yield safety parameter for section j. The value of x j is set by the following
requirements: at the service load, the critical sections of the frame must
remain in the clastic range: at the ultimate load, the internal forces must be in
equilibrium with the external loads and one or more collapse mechanisms
must form: and the overall moment reductions from the elastic envelope must
be a maximum. A typical design seeks the minimum value for x. consistent
with acceptable service load behavior and the equilibrium conditions at the
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where ()12 = rotation at 1 due to unit couple at 2.
And if 1\1 I = 0 and M 2 = 0, we find

-01 = SX~rQ dx = 15 10

()iO = fJ<.k¥g dx

= rotation at hinge i due to external loads alone

(). = f ~J~_k dx
ik EI

= rotation at hinge i due to M k = 1 acting at hinge k alone, am
Mk = ultimate moments at hinges i and k, X j = bending morner
point when Iv/j = I, X k = bending moment at any point when
EI = flexural rigidity, and dx = element of length of member. The
tions are carried out along the whole length of the beam.

where

or

where DII) = rotation at J due to external loads.
Hence Eqs. 11.21 and 11.22 may be written

-0 1 = 010 + MI()II + M 2 c5 1 2

-{)2 = 020 + M 1() 2 1 + M 2 c5 2 2

In general, the solution of a structure that is statically indetermim
nth degree will involve finding the plastic hinge rotations e1,()2, ... ,

at plastic hinges 1,2, ... , i, ... , 11. The rotation OJ at hinge i is

-OJ = biO + Alibi! + M 2c5 j 2 + ... + Mj()jj + ... + M.c5 j

Now if M 0 = 0 and M 2 = 0 (external transverse loads and co
removed), we can write

--° 1 = M I f ~f/ dx = MID t t

where 15 1 I = rotation at 1 due to unit couple at 1.
And if Iv/ o = 0 and M I = 0, we have

- () I = M2 SXif-2 dx = M2 15 12

.,
i:

(11.22)

(11.21 )

t

lei

au JX 2
--()2 = -,-,---- = , ··-(Mo + XIM I + X.,!\l,)dx

(1M 2 E1 ' • -

S"'C M o SXtX2 rx/- 0 = ---"--- dx + M ----- dx + M" ..., dx
2 EI - 1 £1 ". El

Fig. 1l.12. Bendinv moments in bcam of
Fig. 11.11 with Iri.,t iunb, hinges at the
supports, due to c.".\\nn;Ji loading and
support moments ;ll'l'lied separately. (II)

M2 External transverse I""ding acting on beam

:------o)-----'t'-<O~>.:J'-----twith frictionless hill,"-' al 1 and 2, and rc-
,f t2 suIting bending moment diugrurn. (Ii)

Couples M 1 acting '1\1 bc.un with friction
less hinges at l ami .'. .uid resulting bending
moment diagram. \(1 Couples M, acting on
beam with frictiontc-,- hinges at I and 2, and
resulting bending 111"l11cnl diagram.

rotations of the plastic hinges of the real structure. Now we ha ve

au JXI' -- 0 =.-_.- = --- (M + X M) + X, .\1,,) J,
I aM I £1 0 I --.

JX , Mo _ fX,2 rX I X 2 _
-0 = --, -----d, + M --dx + M 2 ,I ." dx

I Ef" I £1 . EI

The negative signs are necessary for 8) and 82 in Eqs, 11.21 and 11.22
because the rotations occur in the direction opposite to the direction of
All and M 2'

and
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Fig. 11.13. Bending moment diagrams. (a) Xi bending
moment diagram (general variation). (h) X k bending
moment diagram (linear variation).
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where from Eqs. 11.29 to 11.31 we have

°\0 = f X jtl o
dx = E'~:(~ MFAIA x-D+ E~B GMFBIB x-D

M F.J 1 MFli/a"-----, ..._.._. - .-. __.... _- (11.32)
3Ef A 3Efa

°Il = f,~t2 dx = ET~ (- i x -D + E~B ( - ~ x -~)
= _/..1_ +Ln._ (11.33)

3Ef A set,

I
I

,.j

~
~
j(11.31 )

Hence the method involves making. the structure statically determinate
by placing frictionless hinges at the estimated plastic hinge points and
finding the rotations caused at the hinges by the external loads and the
ultimate moments acting at the hinges. The plastic hinges arc chosen at the
positions of the origin of plasticity. If the positions are incorrectly chosen,
a negative value will be obtained for the rotation when calculated, and the
hinge positions must be adjusted. It is also to be noted that in Eq. 11.28,
()iO' M k' and ()ik may all be determined independently. hence the calculation
of 0, does not involve the solution of simultaneous equations.

'The calculation of the flexibility (or influence) coefficient <\k requires the
solution of a product integral involving the bending moments X, and X k .

In most cases either Xi or X k varies linearly along the member. Consider
a member AB of length I with constant flexural rigidity Ef. Let the moment
X j have a general variation along the member and the moment X k have a
linear variation along the member, as in Fig. 11.13. Now we have

x ! - x
X tc = I X B +---1- X A

. II X i X k d I r' x 1 r' I -- x ,
(\k = 0 ET" x = jj JO

Xj 7 XBdx + E1 JoXj /- X A dx

But r~) X,»: dx = first moment of area of Xi diagram about A = AX, and
Ji, ,,,,'"i l - .v) dx = first moment of area of Xi diagram about B = Aii! ~ x)

. II XiXkifX B _ X A - }
°ik = 0 ---£7 dx = Ef l-i Aixj + -1- AJI - xJ

= ~ (X B ~ + X A I~ Xi)

where It_ f u- ... , = moments of inertia of the sections of spans IA' IB , •.• ,

M I , M 2 • /'V1 3 - •.. , = ultimate moments at 1,2,3..... and MFA' M FB• . . . ,
= maximum values of 1'-'1 0 for spans lA' la' .... Therefore f)! may be found.
Similarly O2 , OJ, and O.j. may be found. Note that the determination of the

where Ai = area of the moment diagram with general variat ion. /1 = ordinate
of the moment diagram with linear variation at the point vertically opposite
the centroid of the moment diagram with general variation, and EJ = flexural
rigidity of the member section.

In the case or multispan continuous beams, the ()jk values reduce to simple
expressions. Consider the uniformly loaded continuous beam shown in
Fig. 11.14 at the ultimate load. Assume that the plastic hinges form at the
supports first and insert frictionless hinges at the supports to make the beam
statically determinate. Then from Eqs. 11.28 the rotation at hinge I is

-0 1 = <)10 + MI()II + M 2 <) 12 + M315 13 + Al"<)I.j.

In
6EI B

()13=r),.j.=0

(11.34)

(11.35)



(g)

Fig. 1I. 14. Moment diagrams for continuous beam with frictionless ""l"es inserted' at the
interior supports. (0 I Hearn with uniform ultimate loading. (b) Structure rL'i"dsed by frictionless
hinges. (e) AI" moment diagrams due to uniform loading. (d) Xl moment di.uirum due to M, = I.
k) X, moment diugrarn due to M, = I.(/) X, moment diagram due to M, .~. I. e'/) X. moment

diagram due to At. = I.
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Example 11.1

A continuous reinforced concrete beam with at least four equal
spans. each of length I, is seated on simple supports and carries a
uniform load over all spans. At the ultimate load the sum of the
midspan positive moment and the average maximum negative
moments for each span is M (i.e.. the maximum ordinate of the free
or static bending moment diagram is M), and the beam is reinforced
so that the moments at the interior supports are all O.5M. The
moment-curvature relationship may be assumed to be bilinear
with a horizontal top. The sections at the interior supports have an
ultimate moment of resistance of 400ht/2 lb· in with a neutral axis

Note that the required plastic hinge rotations given by Eq. 11.28 vary
inversely with the flexural rigidity EI of the section, a low flexural rigidity
resulting in a high required plastic rotation. Therefore, to ensure that the
required plastic hinge rotations are not underestimated, the flexural rigidity
should not be overestimated. Hence safe computations for required plastic
hinge rotations will use cracked section EI values. A safe estimate can also
be obtained from EI = My/ifJ)' or M )ifJ,., where My = moment of resistance
at first yield of tension steel. M u = ultimate moment of resistance, and
ifJ y = curvature at first yield of the tension steel.

11.5.4 Calculation of Service Load Moments and Stresses

The serviceability check of a structure designed by limit design requires
determination of the stresses at the service loads to ensure particularly
that the steel is in the elastic range and at a level of stress that is not likely to
cause unaccepia ble crack ing of the concrete.

An analysis based on linear clastic theory is necessary to calculate the
moments in the structure at the service loads. The moments can be calculated
by any of the commonly accepted methods. If the (5 ik method of Section 11.5.3
has been used to calculate the plastic hinge rotations, it may be convenient
to use the same method to find the service load bending moments. This can
be carried out by put ting the plastic hinge rotations equal to zero and solving
simultaneously the set of equations for supports 1.2,3, ... ,given by Eq. 11.28

0= (5jQ + r.Mkb j k (11.36)

with the service loads on the structure to find the service load support
moments A1 k' thus allowing the complete service load bending moment
diagram to be obtained.

A good approximation for the steel stress is obtained by dividing the
moment hy the product of the area of steel and a lever arm of~ of the effective
depth.

(j)

Strength and Ductility of Frames

(d)

(a)

1 2 3 4

""---t--n--t--t
(b)

t

coefficients is helped by the reciprocal relationship (\k = Ilki . Hence
<5 12 = b2 t.15 34 = b4 3 • and so on.

The foregoing equations assume that plasticity commence, at the supports.
This will be the case when the ultimate negative to positive moment ratios
used in design are less than the elastic theory ratio. If it is found that the
plastic hinges form first at the midspan sections (as shown by a negative
value for 0; from Eq, 11.28). a new set of equations must he derived for that
case.

52S
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Figure 11.15 shows the beam and the bending moment diagram at
the ultimate load. Since the ratio of maximum negative to maximum
positive moments IS less than the elastic theory value, the plastic
hinges will form first at the supports. Insert frictionless hinges at
the interior supports. Now from Eq, 11.28 we have

-0 1 = (i10 + MI(i11 + M20 12 + M 30 1 3

where from Eqs. 11.32 to 11.34

depth of O.2d, where b = width of section and d '" effective depth
of section in inches (I lb = 4.45 Nand 1 in OC., 25.4 mm). The
equivalent length of the plastic hinge zones each side of the critical
maximum moment sections is O.5d and the extreme f her compressive
concrete strains at the end of the idealized elast ic and inelastic
stages are 0.00] and 0.004, respectively. The flexural rigidity 1:-1
of the members in the elastic range is 150,OOObJ' lb· in ' with a
neutral a.xis depth of O.375d. Calculate the maximum allowable Ijd
ratio for the beam if full redistribution of bending moments is to
occur at the ultimate load.

() = M/
2 6£1

and

2 MI ] I 2 I 1 I
- + O.5M ..- + 0.5M - -- + °5M - -

3 £1 6 EI 3 £1 . 6 EI

MI

6El

Also

-()2 = 020 + M I (j 2 1 + M 2 (j 2 2 + M 3 () 23

where from Eqs. 11.29 to 11.31

Therefore. the required plastic hinge rotations at the supports are

,'v[I
o =._- = Ii by symmetry

I 4EJ "

/viI
4EI

/)1" = 0() = ~ -~. 812 = -6
1

Ell
II 3 £1

2 MI 2 I 1 /
= - j'EJ + O.5M "1 £1 + O.5M 6" Ei + o

2 M/
ii - - ...

10 - .\ EI

Solut ion

1 2 ~

1
I

In)

1

Note that the positive values for °1, ()2' and 03 imply that the
posit ions of the first plastic hinges to form have been correctly
chosen.

Now;'\l1 = 2 x O.5M = 2 x 400hd 2 = 800bd2 and £1 = 150,OOOhd".
Therefore, the required plastic hinge rotations are

800bd 21 I I
II = II = ... - ...------- = ..- - rad

I 3 4 X 150,OOOhd3 750 d

800hd21 1 I
0, =-._-. "".- = -- - rad

- 6 x 150.000hd3 1125 d

Now from Eq. 6.40 the total available plastic rotation at each
plast ic hinge is

Fil!.' 1 1
1"'

(c)

""1. Ream at ultimate ["",1 (h) 1.111111 bending
-. :ncr fl',l .... hcd.

(
I' 1')/I =~: _ 'n' 1/

a \(' I<d/- I'



Therefore, for full moment redistribution we require

Strength and Ductility of Frames 533

(hi

~-------I >1
(al

Limit Design Methods

1 I
--- - ~ 00173
1125 d .

I
d :::::; 19.5and

I
~I :::::; 13.0

(
0.004 0.001 )0" = -- - ------ 2 x 0.5d = 0.0173 rad
0.2d 0.375d

or

where Ip = equivalent plastic hinge length each side of the critical
section.

1 I
----:::::;0.0173 and
750 d

532

Fig. 11.16. Bcum Dr Example 11.2. (a) Beam. (h) Limit bending moment diagram. (e) Ultimate
load just reached with plastic hinges at supports and about 10 format midspan. (dl Ultimate load
just reached with plastic hinge at midspan and about 10 form at supports,

Also. for equilibrium

II' 12

u; + M" = ~ (ii)

(c)

:--
""
:::c

-0 -0

(d)

Hence the rotational capacity of the plastic hinges reg uires that
for full moment redistribution lid ~ 13.0.
Note that the required plastic hinge rotation for various cases
of live load positions may be found by adjusting the free (static)
moment values to suit the loading on the span.

Solution

Example 11.2

A beam of span I with ends restrained against rotation carries a
uniformly distributed load w" per unit length at the ultimate load.
The moment-curvature relationship of the sections may be assumed
to be bilinear, having a horizontal top. The sections have a uniform
flexural rigidity EI along the length of the member. Calculate the
allowable redistribution of bending moments at ultimate load from
the elastic moment distribution in terms of the required ductility
cp)¢\. at the plastic hinge sections, where f/Ju = ultimate curvature
and (py = curvature at first yield of the tension steel.

Let M~ and M" be the negative and positive ultimate moments of
resistance, respectively. Referring to the bending moment diagram
of Fig. 11.16b, and using the moment-area theorem, the change in
slope of the beam between the support and midspan is

H the beam behaves elastically, the slope of the member at the
support and at midspan is horizontal. Then Eqs. i and ii give

If M;, < 2A1". plastic hinges will develop at the supports before at
midspan (see Fig. 111{;'" ,." --I~od t h.-

e= ~ (M~ + M "l ~. _M~ i
3 EI 2 EI 2

I 2 . ,
= 6EI ( M" - Mul (i)

I
() = 0 = 6Fj(2M" - M~)

M' = '2/'.1 = '<\I-"l~
" "12

(iii)
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(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(xi)

and similarly when {J is negative we must have - 0 :( Oa

«. If 1 d...... >- I --....
(Py ~ 200dlp

Noll: that the required curvature ductility depends on If, lid, and
Ijd. For example, if If = 30~~, lid = 30, and lp/d = 0.5, Eq. x
indicates that the required qJ,./qJy = 1 + (0.15 x 30/0.5) = 10. Since
I/d = 30 is approximately the maximum likely value for a continuous
beam (see Table 10.1) and Ip/d = 0.5 is about the minimum likely
equivalent plastic hinge length (see Eqs. 6.41 and 6.49), qJ,/qJ). = 10
is the maximum likely required curvature ductility for 30% moment
redistribution in the case of ends fully restrained against rotation
and the member uniformly loaded. The required qJulqJy values for
other values of fi, lid, and Ip/d can be calculated from Eq. x. Whether
a section has sufficient ductility can be checked using Figs. 6.9 and
6.10.
A more general result for spans of continuous beams carrying
various combinations of dead and live loading where some rotation
occurs at ends of spans can be obtained using Eq. 11.28.

Example 11.3

A one-way reinforced concrete slab is continuous over two 20 ft
(6.10 m) spans. The slab is to carry a service live load of 150 lb/ft?
(7.18 k N/m 2

). The concrete is normal weight with a cylinder strength
of 3000 psi (20.7 Nrrnrrr'), and the steel has a yield strength of
60,000 psi (414 Nymrrr'), Determine a suitable slab thickness and
steel arrangement by limit design.

Solution

Now if {f is the percentage of the elastic theory negative moment
that can be redistributed at the ultimate load, we have

wl"'I"-M' (WI 2
)

{i = --_l:--':fc--'~ x 100 = 100 12~~ - 1

II' 1
2

( 100 )
M ~ = ~r2· j'oo+7i

Also it may be assumed that

_ M~
I~I = ---

(p.I ·

where qJ\, = curvature at first yield at the critical section. Substituting
f1.1~ andEI from Eqs. vi and vii into Eqs. iv and v gives the required
plastic rotation to one side of the critical section:

u=;(p,1 {I
2 I O()

slope of the member is horizontal at midspan and the plastic
rotation required at the supports is found from Eqs. i and ii:

I I (11' 1
2

)
() = 67fi (2M. - M~) = 6EI -4- - 3M~ (iv)

If M~ > 2M u ' a plastic hinge will develop at midspan before at the
supports (see Fig. 11.16d). Then when the ultimate load is just
reached, the slope of the member is horizontal at the supports, and
Eqs. i and ii give the plastic rotation required to each side of the
critical section at midspan:

() = I (2M _ M') = 1_(W~J~ _3M') (v)
6EI u u 6EI 4 u

r

Now from Eq. 6.39 the available plastic rotation to one side of the
critical section is

II" = (Pu - (p,.l/p (ix)

where (P u = ultimate curvature and Ip = equivalent length of
plastic hinge to one side of the critical section.
lor the required moment redistribution to occur. we must have
when {i is positive II ,,;; (i",

(x)

A number of possible negative to positive ultimate moment ratios
could be used. In this design we will use equal negative and positive
ultimate moments, which results in a convenient steel arrangement,
and the minimum thickness allowed in Table 10.1 without a
deflection check.

12 .
h = 20 x -- = 10 In

24

service loads are

D = H x 150 = 1251b/ft 2 and L = 1501b/ft 2

ultimate loads are from Eq. 1.1

for D alone, U = 1.4 x 125 = 175 lb/ftl
for [) + L, U = 1.4 x 125 + 1.7 x 150 = 430 lb/ft:'.



SECTION DESIGN FOR STRENGTH

5J7

Xo =
\V

II

R

moment section, we have

0= R - \\'11.\0

Also. considering sections between the end and the center supports,
we put

Limit Design Methods
Strength :tI,,] Ductility of Frames

Figure 1I.17a is the limit bending moment diagram with the
ultimate dead plus live load on each span. To find the relationship
between the ultimate loads and moments, let x; be the distance from
the end support to the section of maximum positive bending moment
and zero shear force, and R the left-hand support reaction. Con
sidering actions between the end support and the maximum positive

536

from which

(i)
11'1/ /2

11.65

AI section of zero moment, we have

At
ll

=

)
...._\\ ./.2.

R = 211' .:». = 041411' I
1/ 11.65 . 1/

and(1 lb = 4.45 N, 1 It = 0.305 m, 1 in = 25.4mm I
All actions are per foot width of slab.

(a)

W II = 430 lb/ft 1/111 = 175 Iblft

~----t

W" = 430 Iblft

Ii I<

f+-xo-;;..I

Note that a good approximation for the ultimate moment Mil could
have been obtained by assuming that the maximum positive moment
Occurs at midspan. This would mean that

-x·
I /

258.000 lb-in

I
_L... .

\VU ')

() = 0.414\\',,1(/ - r) - -2 (l - =)-

: = 0.172/ (ii)

(lib = 4.45 N, 1 ft = 0.305 m, 1 in = 25.4 rnrn)
All actions are per foot width of slab.

(h)

Fig. 11.17. Bending moment diagrams for limit design of slab of Ex.uupl« ! 1.1 f(l) Loading
and limit bending moment diagram for ultimate live load on both sp.m-, plus dead loud for
calculation of section strengths. (I') Loading and limit bending moment ,li:lltralll for ultimate
Jill' I..ad on left-hand ,pan plus dead load 1'01' calculation of negative moment sted 111 right-hand
xpun . which is only 3 "" less than the exact value given by Eq. i.



El = M..!ifJ, = 177,000jO.OOO298 = 594 x 106 lb· in 2jft width (iv)

The slab is statically indeterminate to the first degree. Assume that
the first plastic hinge forms at the center support and that the
ultimate moment there is M" = M I = 177,000 lb- injft width. Insert
a frictionless hinge at the center support. Figure 11.18 shows the
bending moments in the slab for the loading cases with live load on
both spans or one span. Now from Eq. 11.28, if the subscript I
refers to the center support, we have

Strength lind Ductility of Frames

From Eq. i the positive and negative ultimate moments are

4."\0 x 20 2

1'1/1 =---- x II
" 11.65 -

= 177,000 lb . in/ft width

Use, say, No.5 bars with *in cover.

Ii = 10 - .1. - -h = 8.94 in

.1\1" 177,000
(p/;hi!" a.i) ~-3000-;'li-x-8.-94~i = 0.0684

Therefore, from Table 4.2, w = 0.0714.

./; 3000
P = - (I) =-.-- x 0.(l714 = 0.00357
. J~.' 60,000

Now from Table 4.1

Pmax = 0.016 > P .. satisfactory

and according to ACI 318_71 1
1. 8

{im ill = 0.0018 < P .'. satisfactory

A, = 0.00357 x 8.94 x 12 = 0.383 in2 jft width.

Therefore. we can use No.5 bars at 0.31j0.383 x 12 '''' 9.7 in centers.
Usc, say, No.5 (15.9 mm diameter) bars at 10 in (254 mm) centers.
To find the region of the slab over which negative moment steel is
required, the live load is taken off that span. The maximum free
bending moment ordinates (\\"" /2j8) at the ultimate load arc for dead
plus live load 4."\0 x 20" x 12/8 = 258,000 lb- in n width and for
dead load alone 175 x 202 x 12j8 = 105,000 Ih· in/Ft width. To
find the extent of negative moment steel required in the right-hand
span. the live load is taken off that span, as in Fig, II.l7h. and the
resulting moment diagram is used to calculate possible cutoff
points for those bars. Similar cutoff points will apply to the left
hand span.

Limit Design Methods

and

-0\ coo <>10 + M 1(j l l

where

')1 I = f~j2 d« = ~l ( - ~ x - D= 3~I

=_~ x 240__ = 0.269 x JO - 6 rad/(lb . injft width)
3 x 594 X 106

() = f ~l. i'v1.0 dx =1, (~M. /x _I) +~ (~ M L' I x -~)
10 El - £1 3 I'A 2 £1 3 ,B 2

I
= - 3£1 (MFA + M FB)

For live load on both spans, we write

. 240
() = -- ---~ (258000 + 258000) = -0.0695 rad

I 0 3 x 594 x 106 ' ,

Therefore, Eq. v gives

-- 0\ = -0.0695 + 177,000 x 0.269 x 10- 6 = -0.0219 rad

required plastic rotation 0t = 0.0219 rad

For live load on one span only, we have

5.19

(v)

CHECK OF PLASTIC ROTATIOl'o: CAPACITY

For the section 11 = 9 and pll = 0.00357 x 9 = (j.032 L therefore,
Ey. 10.9 gives

l: = .,/ee iI'~ '+2/~ 11 - P11

sx: 'v/0.03212 + 2 x 0.0321 - 0.0321 = 0.223

(P, .(/!~~'= ~o.,o.O~~,~9:o.00,000 = O.OOO2')X rad ill.
d(l - ,,) 8.Sl4(1 - 0.223)

(iii)

240
,) I II = - '.-' .---'--~ (258000 + 105000) = - 0.0489 rad

3 x 594 x 106 ' ,

Therefore, Eq. v gives

-- lit = -0.0489 + 177,000 x 0.269 x 10- 6 ~ -0.0013 rad

required plastic rotation °1 = 0.0013 rad

Now from Eq 6.39 available plastic rotation is

0" =-~ ([I" - (/\)211' (vi)
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(150 + 125)202 x 12
8 = 165,000 lb· in/n width.M

Maximum steel stress for this loading is

The. deflection at service load has been controlled by using a
span/thickness ratio not greater than 24, as recommended by
Table 10.1.
The extent of cracking at the service loads may be checked from
the maximum service load bending moments found from linear
clastic theory.
Live load L on both spans plus dead load D gives a maximum
negative moment (see Fig. 11.19) of

Since fI" is greater than the 01 values, the required plastic rotation
capacity is available.

where In is the equivalent plastic hinge length each side of the critical
section. Now from Eq. ii, Z = 0.172/ = 0.172 x 240 = 41.3 in
and ::tI = 41.3i8.94 = 4.62. Equations 6.47 and 6.49 indicate that
',! = O.5i/ + (0.05 x 4.62d) = O.73dor!p = 0.25d + (0.075 x 4.62d) =

(Ul()i/. Conservatively, we estimate /" to be 0.6d. Also, the depth of
the equivalent rectangular concrete stress block at the ultimate
moment is

A, .1;, 0.383 x 60,000 .
11 = --._~_ .. = -:------- = 0.751 In

O.gV~I) 0.85 x 3000 x 12

11 0.751 0 '8 .
(' = = =.8 4 In

(II 0.85

If 1;(' = 0.003, (j>u = r.je = 0.003/0.884 = 0.00339 rad/in.
Therefore, available plastic rotation from Eqs. iii and vi is

(J" = (0.00339 - (l.O00298)2 x 0.6 x 8.94

= 0.0332 rad

Iv! 165.000
.r = AJ1-=(/3);/ 0.383 x (I -O~223i3)8.94

= 52,000 psi < 60,000 psi

Hence steel is not yielding at service load.

Limit Design Methods

CHECK OF SERVICEABILITY
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Live load L on one span plus dead load D gives ,I midspan positive
moment (close to maximum, see Fig. 11.19) of

;\/ = 31Y + pl2 CO" (~)( __!2~ +. 125)202 x P
; 32 16 32 16 -

!1i

= 105,000 lb· in.ft width

5040-----_ = 0.859
12 x S.94J3600

v.,
hill!;

max j, = 52.000 psi

(lAD +- 1.7/,)/2 430 X 20 2 x 12 ..
8 = ----8---- = 258,000 Ib . m/ft WIdth

Had the envelope of elastic bending moments at ultimate load
been used for the design of the sections, the maximum ultimate
negative moment would have been

430 x 20 177.000 .
2- + 20-~I-i = 5040 Ib/n WIdth

Therefore shear reinforcement is not required,

I .:..'ft~>1 = 52,000jl.06 x ""ii2
c"" 146,600 lb/in < 170,000 lb/in

Thus according to Eq. 10.71 the cracking in the slab at the service
loads is not greater than allowed for interior exposure and is
close to being satisfactory for exterior exposure.

The maximum shear force at the ultimate load is adjacent to the
center support with the span fully loaded. The maximum is

Ii = \\',,/ ,\1"
1/ ")-+

COMMENTS ON TilE DESIGN

CHECK OF SIIEAR STRE:siGTH••j
[

I

Fig. 11.19. Bend.u. moment di,I!,I""ms
from clastic theor. i III" check of service
load stresses for 1111111 d",i~n of sLd> of
Example 11.3. (uj J IIdd lin both spur»
(b) Load on one '1'''" 11111,.

/·----*t
w per unit lerHJlh

~~--
I ~ I
1'-"'-'-"2-"

(a)

(I»

tv per unit lenqth

Maximum steel stress for this loading is

. 10S,OOO
I, = 0 ,:-;, (1 __ () -J):;h-j-S--9-4- = 33,100 psi

'" (._ X .o-~.1/.1 ,_.

Equation 10.7l indicates that the maximum crack widths depend

on the value for 1,-:/ihA, where tb = thickness ,\f concrete cover
measured (0 bar center, and A = effective area of concrete in
tension surrounding each bar. Now

I h = 1 + l~; = 1.06 in
.-1 = 10 x 2 x 1.06 = 21.2 in2/bar

I
J

I

and the maximum (midspan) ultimate positive moment would have
been

l..+IW + 3 x 1.7L1
2

= (175 + 3_~_~~5)202 x 12
16 32 16 32

167,000 lb· in/ft width

The limit design ultimate moments used were 177,000 lb· in;rt
width. Thus the limit design negative moment is 31 ~; less than the
clastic envelope moment and the limit design positive moment is
6" IJ greater than the elastic envelope moment, indicating the extent
of the saving in steel. Note that the ultimate negative moment used
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in the limit design cannot be achieved without a .\1";', redistribution
of elastic negative moment. This was checked, and the curvature
ductilitv was found to be adequate. ACI 318-71 11. 8 would allow
approximately 17". redistribution according to lq, 11.7, illustrating
the conservative nature of the ACI equation.
The maximum steel stress at the service loads in the limit design
is high (0.8?/), but provided the steel is not yielding, the crack
widths can be shown to be acceptable ifa reasonable arrangement of
steel is used. This requires bars at reasonably close centers. The
small thickness of concrete cover to steel used in a slab is also
helpful in keeping surface crack widths small.
A design procedure such as outlined in this example may require
a trial-and-error approach, since sometimes the rotation required
of plastic hinges at the ultimate load is excessive: the steel stresses
at the service loads, too, may be excessive. This may require the
chosen limit bending moment diagram to more closely approach
the clastic pattern of bending moments. Also, the critical plastic
hinge in the example was at the center support, but in other cases,
particularly when the live load to dead load ratio is high and the
live load is on alternate spans only, the critical plastic hinges may
occur at midspan. Checking the required rotation at positive
moment plastic hinges requires equations additional to those
derived in Section 11.5.3.

I 1,5.5 Comments on Limit Design

The theory and examples of the preceding sections indicate that the com
plexities ofIirni: design, and the computational effort involved, are much
greater than those associated with design based on the elastic bending
moment distribution. Hence the additional burden placed on the designer
by limit design may not be acceptable except in special cases.

To some extent, the advantages of limit design of alleviating steel conges
tion and of saving some steel, can be obtained simply and safely by the
limited moment redistribution from the elastic moment diagram allowed by
current design codes. Thus the design approach based on :he clastic bending
moment patterns, with or without some moment redistr ibut ion, is likely to
remain the only practical approach for some time. The future usc of limit
design procedures appears to depend on the ready availability of com
prehensive computer programs capable of taking into account elastic and
inelastic behavior and able to design structures and check behavior. at all
loading stages.
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11.6.1 Bask Concepts

During an earthquake, ground motions occur in a random fashion in all
directions. Measurements of horizontal and vertical ground accelerations,
made as a function of time, have indicated that the ground accelerations
can be considerable. For example, during the 1940 El Centro earthquake thc
peak recorded horizontal ground accelera tion was 0.33g. An extreme example
was the 1971 Sail Fernando earthquake, during which peak ground accelera
tions exceeding I y were measured at the Pacoima dam site.

When a structure is subjected to ground motions in an earthquake, it
responds in a vibratory fashion. When the structure is behaving elastically,
the maximum response acceleration will depend on the structure's natural
period of vibration and the magnitude of the damping present. Dynamic
analyses or structures responding elastically to typical earthquake records
have indicated the order of response acceleration the structures may experi
ence. Results of such dynamic analyses may be seen in texts by Wiegel"·21
and Newmark and Rosenblueth.L'v" For example, Fig. 11.20a illustrates
a simple structure in the form of a single degree of freedom oscillator subjected
to ground vibrations: Figure 11.20b shows the maximum acceleration
response of the structure behaving elastically, as obtained by Housner,11.21
when the structure is subjected to recorded ground motions from some
United States earthquakes. The maximum response acceleration S. is
plotted as a function of the natural period of vibration of the structure and the
magnitude of the damping, which is expressed as a percentage of the critical
viscous damping. The curves are idealized ("smoothed") from the more
irregular actual curves: S. = I may be taken to be the maximum ground
acceleration. For example. if Fig. 11.20h is used to idealize an earthquake
in which the maximum ground acceleration was 0.33 g, the Sa values in the
figure would be multiplied by 0.33 g. It is evident that for a range of periods,
the maximum response acceleration of the structure may be several times the
ground acceleration. The maximum response acceleration of structures
with a very small period (i.e., very rigid structures) approaches the maximum
ground acceleration. The maximum response acceleration of structures with
large periods of vibration may experience little more than the maximum
ground acceleration, and at greater periods they may experience less than'
the maximum ground acceleration. An increase in damping will always
result in a decrease in response acceleration. Using Fig. 11.20, the maximum
inertia loads acting on the simple structure during the earthquake may be
obtained by multiplying the acceleration by the mass.

_....~
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HI:. 11.20. Design spectrum giving accelerution as a function of d.unpin]; and period of
vibra tion ror ;l single degree or freedom linear oscillator responding elastically to some earth
quu kc ground motions. 1 1 2

; (<I) Oscillator. (h) Design spectrum.

11.6.2 Displacement Ductility Requirements

shown that the theoretical response inertia loads may be much greater than
the static design lateral loads recommended by such codes. Although this
difference is too large to be reconciled by safety factors in design, it is well
known that structures designed to the lateral loads 'of codes have survived
severe earthquakes. This apparent anomaly has been attributed mainly
to the ability of ductile structures to dissipate energy by postelastic deforma
tions, helped by such other factors as a reduced response due to increased
damping, and to soil-structure interaction. The ductility of the members may
be the most important factor.

It is evident that it would be uneconomical to design a structure to with
stand the greatest likely earthquake without damage. The cost of providing
strength to resist very high intensity lateral vibrations must be weighed
against the importance of the structure and the probability of the earthquakes.
The criteria for the level of loading of the SEAOC code 1

1.
2 3 are as follows:

buildings should be able to resist minor earthquakes without damage, to
resist moderate earthquakes without structural damage but with some
nonstructural damage, and to resist major earthquakes without collapse
but with some structural and nonstructural damage. Hence the possibility
of damage is accepted, but not loss of life. The code objective is to have
structures that will behave elastically under earthquakes that can be expected
to occur more than once in the life ofthe building; the structures, moreover,
should 'be able to survive without collapse the major earthquake that might
occur during the life of the building. To avoid collapse during the major
earthquake, members must be ductile enough to absorb and dissipate
energy by postelastic deformations. The order of ductility involved may be
associated with very large permanent deformations, Thus although the
structure should not collapse, the resulting damage might be beyond repair,
and the structure might become a total economic loss.
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The design seismic loading recommended by building codes, for example
the SEAOC I I

2.1 and the ICB0 1
1.2 4 codes, is in the form of static lateral

loading. Equivalent static lateral loading for multistory structures is normally
applied with a near-triangular distribution to the structure, placing the
greatest load at the top, thus simulating the deflected shape of the first mode
of vibration in Fig. 11.20a. These codes use static design loads to determine
the strength of structure necessary to withstand the dynamic loads induced
by the earthquake, However, the recommended level of static design lateral
load is generally quite low. Dynamic analyses of structures, responding
elastically to ground motions recorded during severe earthquakes, have

In earthquake-resistant design. a prime consideration is clearly the need
to have a structure capable of deforming in a ductile manner when subjected
to several cycles of lateral loading well into the inelastic range. Nonlinear
dynamic analysis of code-designed structures responding to typical earth
quake mol ions have given an indication of the order of postelastic deforma
tions required.U'<': 11.22, 11.25

The effect of nonlinear behavior on the response of a structure to severe
earthquake motions may be seen with reference to a single degree of freedom
oscillator. Such an oscillator. responding elastically, will have a load
deflection relationship as represented in Fig. 11.21a, where point b is the
maximum response. The area abc under the curve represents the potential
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position, the ene* converted t~ !!.netic en~ is represented by the small
triangular area Ct1JJJ because the energy represented by the area adeg is
dissipated hy the plastic hinge by being converted into heat and other
irrecoverable forms of energy. Thus it is evident that in the elastic structure
the full stored energy is returned as velocity energy in each cycle, whereas
in the elastoplastic structure only part of the energy is returned. Hence the
potential energy stored in the elastoplastic structure in each cycle is not
required to be so great as in the elastic structure, and the maximum deflection
of the elastoplastic structure is not necessarily much greater than that of the
elastic structure. In fact, a number of dynamic analyses l l.2 5 . 1 l. 2 1 have
indicated that the maximum deflection reached by the two structures may be
approximately the same. Behavior based on the assumption of equal maxi
mum deflections is illustrated in Fig. l1.22a.

b
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(a) (b)

(b)

Fit.:. 11.21. Response of oscillators to earthquake motions. (a) Elavi i. response. (h) I.lasto
plastic response.

Fig. 11.22. Assumed rc-ponscs of clastic and elustoplastic structures. (a) Equal maximum
deflection rc-ponsc. (h) lqual maximum potential energy response.

energy stored at the maximum deflection; and as the mass returns to the zero
position, the energy is converted into kinetic energy. If the oscillator is not
strong enough to carry the full elastic response inertia load and develops
a plastic hinge with elastoplastic characteristics, the load-deflection curve will
be as in Fig. 11.21b.When the plastic hinge capacity is reached, the deflection
response proceeds along line de, and point e represents the maximum
response. The potential energy stored at maximum deflection in this case is
represented by the area@SlJnote that the forces acting on the structure have
been limited by the plastic hinge capacity. When the mass returns to the zero

A measure of the ductility of a structure is the displacement ductility
factor J.l defined as

L\u
J.l = - (11.37)

L\),

where L\1I is the lateral deflection at the end of the postelastic range and L\\.
is the lateral deflection when yield is first reached. When a number of load
cycles are involved, A.,l' is taken as the lateral deflection when yield is first
reached in the first load excursion into the postelastic range.

The Commentary on the SEAOC code 11.23 indicates that the displacement
ductility factor required in design may be estimated on the basis of the ratio
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( 11.39)

(11.38)
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Fig. 11.23. Displacement ductility versus ratio or strength to elastic demand for single degree
of freedom oscillators responding to the 1940 EI Centro NS earthquake. 11. 21
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It is evident that the elastoplastic system responding at a lower strength level
will suffer larger displacements if it is to absorb the same energy as the elastic
system. It is also evident that the difference between Eqs. 11.38and 11.39can
be substantial at low values for R

Figure 1.1.23, plotted by Blume,' 1.21 compares Eqs. 11.38 and 11.39 with
results obtained from dynamic analyses on single degree of freedom systems
conducted by Clough. 1 I. 26Elastoplastic and degrading stiffness systems were
compared with elastic systems. It is evident from Fig. 11.23that Eq, 11.39may
be an upper bound, and a more realistic value for H may approach that given
by Eq, 11.3R.

The foregoing considerations apply approximately to multistory frames.
It is apparent that in severe earthquakes considerable ductility may be re
quired of buildings designed to code static loads, but of course the ductility
demand can be reduced by designing to higher static lateral loads. Using a
design spectrum such as that in Fig. 11.20b, and the reduction factor as
defined by Eqs, 11.3R or 11.39, the designer can approximately relate the
earthquake to be survived to the static design load and the displacement
ductility factor. For a multistory building, the displacements 6 y and 6u giving
the displacement ductility factor are measured at a suitable position (e.g., at
the roof level). In a multistory frame, plastic hinges will tend to develop at the
critical sections throughout the structure but will not all develop at the same

R
Design load

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0= ----_. - --------,---.

Elastic response load

J1 from Eq. 11.38 5.0 2.5 1.67 1.25 1.0
J1 from Eq. 11.39 13.0 3.63 1.89 1.28 1.0

6.)" ~A: = 013(6 _ 6 y
)

2 08 "2

(~)
2

= 2(6:~t~/2) = 26u/6~-~
which gives Eq. 11.39, since OBjOA = Rand 6u/6y = J.1.

A comparison between the fl values obtained from Eqs. 1U8 and 11.39
for a range of H values is given below.

OA x OD 013 x s;
-----,-- = ---:;-- + (6 u - 6 y)0/3.. ..

But OD = 6,Oil/OB.

I
H=-.]i;_1

Equation 11.39 is based on the equal energy concept, which implies that the
potential energy stored by the elastic system at maximum deflection is the
same as that stored by the elastoplastic system at maximum deflection. This
is illustrated in Fig. II.22h and requires area OeD equal to area OEFG.

of elastic response inertia load to code static design load (as may be seen
from similar triangles of Fig. 11.22a) and that typical values for the dis
placement ductility factor j1 may range from 3 to 5.

.The ratio of the code static design load to the elastic response inertia load
may be referred to as the load reduction factor R. In the equal maximum
deflection assumption of Fig. 11.22a this would mean

1
R=

J.1

Some dynamic analyses have indicated that the equal maximum deflection
assumption of Fig. 11.22(/ may be unconservative. In particular, reinforced
concrete may show a deterioration of stiffness under load reversals, and this
causes a reduction in the energy dissipating characteristics. Blume l

1.2 1 has
shown that a value for the reduction factor R that gives a probable upper limit
IS
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Fig. 11.24. Cantilever column with lateral loading at ultimate moment.
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t1. = <f>,I?:!.
y 2 3

II = ~...!' = 1 + (<f>u - <f»') IpU ~ O.5lp)
t1., <f>, I 13

-...J <f>u 12
(/1 - I)

-, ;p:, = 31p( I -O.5/~) + 1

For example, if!ll = 4fthe required <f>ul<f>y values from Eq. 11.40 are:
\" ~-_/. -

d£y
--':'--,Jo-

where I = length of column and Ip = equivalent length of the plastic hinge.
The lateral deflection at the top at first yield is

J1 '!' r;:.. '~f(A

Since the equivalent length of the plastic hinge ii' is typically in the range 0.5
to .1.0 tim~s the member depth (see Secti~n 6.6.4), it is evident that the ((JuleP)'

ratio required for a cantilever column will generally exceed the ·t1.ult1. ratio
and that if the equivalent plastic hinge length is a small proportion Yof the
length I, the <f>ui({Jy demand will be particularly high. On the other hand, for
squat shear walls in which the height 1to depth ratio is sudlthatiheequjv~jent )

.i,
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(
<f> .1 2/)t1. = .-1.... -- + (rn - rn )1 (I - 0" 51 )u 2 3 "'U"'y p • p

0'- t/

11.6.3 Curvature Ductility Requirements

The ductility of reinforced concrete sections can be expressed by the cur
vature ductility ratio <f>u/(py where <f>u = curvature at the end of the post
elastic range and <f>y = curvature at first yield. This assumes that flexural
deformations predominate. Values for the curvature ductility factor <f>ul<f».
available from typical members were discussed in Chapter 6. The available
curvature ductility factor is quite large in many cases, but it is important to
recognize that there is a significant difference between the displacement
ductility factor t1.jt1.yand the curvature ductility factor <f>"J[>,.. This is because
once yielding has commenced in a frame, the deformations concentrate at the
plastic hinge positions; hence when a frame is deflected laterally in the post
elastic range. the required (pj<f>y ratio at a plastic hinge may be greater than
the t1.u/t1.y ratio.

The relationship between curvature ductility and displacement ductility
in a simple case can be illustrated with reference to the cantilever column with
a lateral load at the end in Fig. 11.24. (The idealized distrihution of curvature
at the ultimate moment also shown.) The lateral deflection at the top of the
column may be determined by taking moments of the curvature diagram
about the top. The calculation of deflections from curvatures was discussed
in Section 6.6. The lateral deflection at the top at the ultimate moment is

load. Hence the .lateral load-deflection relationship will not be bilinear as in
Fig. 11.21b but will tend to be more curved because of the st iffness decreasing
gradually as the plastic hinges develop at various load levels. To assess the
displacement ductility factor in such a case, and approximate bilinear lateral
load-deflection curve can be assumed, taking the deflection at first yield as the
deflection due to the static design load applied to the frame behaving elasti
cally. However, the approximations are such that accurate assessment of the
ductility demand in important cases may require nonlinear dynamic analyses
of the structure responding to the major earthquake.

It is emphasized that ductility is associated with plastic deformations,
hence is associated with permanent structural damage. This means that a
structure designed using a low load reduction factor R is susceptible to per
manent damage during earthquakes of smaller intensity. For buildings of
importance, particularly those which need to function after a seismic dis
aster, the potential ductility of the structure may not be utilized, because
damage control will be the overriding design criterion. For such a structure, a
larger load reduction factor could be used-for example, R = 0.5, requiring
/1 = 2 according to Eq. 11.38.
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>'" Fig. 11.26. Assumed moment-curvature relationship.

M

Lateral Displacement at First Yield

Figure 11.27 shows the curvature distribution in a typical column, when the
lateral loading has increased to the extent of just causing yield in the frame.
This curvature distribution in the column follows the shape of the bending
moment diagram because the moments are still in the initial linear region of
the moment-curvature relationships. The curvature in the columns will differ
from story to story because of different section properties and axial load levels.
The lateral dct1ection at any level of the columnsrelative to the ground may
be calculated by taking moments about that level of the curvature diagram
below that level. Let the stories of the frame be numbered 1,2,3•... , i, ... ,
r. . . . , from the bottom. Noting that both positive and negative curvatures
are present in the column. the lateral deflection at the top of the rth story at

Fig. 11.25. Frame with gravity and seis
mic loading.
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11.6.4 Determining Curvature Ductility Demandiof Multistory
Frames Using Static Collapse Mechanisms
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and seismic loading while responding to an acceleration pulse of an earth
quake. The following assumptions are made. ll

.
2 7

(I)The sections of the frame wi~1 have bilinear moment-curvatu;e char
acteristics as in Fig. 11.26, but not necessarily with the same M u ' ipy' or ip"

values. For beams. the values of these quantities wiII depend on the section
properties; for columns, however, the level of axial load at the commence
ment of yielding will also have an influence. This assumption ignores the

-of'

greater flexural rigidity of members that have not cracked and the greater
flexural rigidity between cracks. Therefore, the elastic deformations due to
flexure will be somewhat overestimated. .

" 11) Only the deformations of the members due to fl~~~~.Q!lliid~(~d,.
Assumptions ['-"'"This is a reasonable assumption for framed structures lacking deep reembers, .

An approximate assessment of the order of curvature ductility required of - and for frames having no extensive diagonal tension cracking. The neglect of
multistory frames to achieve a given displacement ductility factor can be displacements due to shear will compensate to some extent for the over.
made on the basis of static collapse mechanisms and simplifying assumptions. estimate of elastic flexural displacements.
We consider a framed structure (Fig. 11.25) that is subjected to both gravity _, r> .> Q) When the seismic loading on the frame is increased until yielding occurs,

_', > .•"'. r .,/',J(r/) yieldi?g will ~ommence at all the cr.itici;l,L~lLQ.~ ~~ the ~ame load and ~t
/'(.10<."/r i. , sufficient sections to form a mechamsm. This condition will rarely occur m

q - l' "':)J~ practice because of variations in the actual strengths of the steel and the con-
).;'~\ .~(): (r,'! crete.' differences betwee,n t~e a~proxi.mat~ trian~ula~ code-s~ecified seismic

- ,,:~,. • loadmg and the actual distribution of merna loadmg mduced m the structure
!"t' by an earthquake. and the various factors affecting the strength of members

, as discussed in Chapter I. However, the assumption will enable a reasonably
! , simple solution to be obtained.
';1,

Ie

f
t,

1
I,

f

EJ.<l~.ti~bi~!8fJ£l~g!l~.i~<l[)gu t Q.. 3 QLthe height, the CQIYatlJIc.and.. djspli19fmel} t

ductility factors will be of the same order.
~In tlleinorecomplex case of a multistory frame, the <{Ju/(Pv ratio required of
members. designed according to present code seismic loading, has not yet
been clearly established. The relationship between displacement and cur
vature ductilities is complex because for most multistory frames, yielding
will not occur at the critical sections at the same load, and the distribution of
inertia loads is more complicated than the distribution of static loads re
commended by codes. Some attempts at relating /1u//1y and (p,j<Py ratios for
multistory frames are discussed in the following sections.

L
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and from Eq. 11.41 the deflection at the top of the rth story at first yield re
lative to the bottom of the structure becomes

L\J' = '{ [qJc{r + D+ <f!c2 + <f!d + ... + <f!cr] (11.42)

Lateral Displacement in the Postelastic Range and Curvature
Ductility Requirement

The lateral displacement that occurs after yielding commences is due to
rotation at the plastic hinge positions. Two possible types of collapse mech-

~ay develop. o ~

~ COLU\lN SIDESWAY MECHANISM~/{J(y/J~!

If yielding has commenced at the critical sections of the columns before the
beams reach yield curvature, then we have in Eq. 11.41 qJd = cP)'rl' <f!c2 =
(P

1
'C2 , •..• cpc, = <f!.I'C" where qJ)'d' ... , <f!)'e, are the ~ield c.urvatures in columns

1: ... ,r, respectively. In this case further deflectton WIll take place at con
stant lateral load by plastic deformation at the critical sections of the columns.
In the worst case, this further deflection may occur because of a column side
sway mechanism developing in only one story, since the columns of the other
stories arc stronger. In Fig. 11.29, which shows the mechanism developing
only in the ith story. only the plastic deformations are illustrated. All the
postelast ic deformation that occurs is due to the plastic rotations at the hinges
in the columns of the critical story. The distribution of curvature in a typical
column of the ith story when the ultimate curvature is reached at both hinges
in the column is plotted in Fig. 11.30.In general, the plastic rotation permiss
ible at the column hinges, 0PC' is either (<f!;"'i - <p~ci)l~c or (<f!uci - <f!)'ci)/pC'
whichever is least. where <P~ri and <Puri are the ultimate curvatures at the top

(11.41 )
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Fig. 11.27. Curvature distribution in a typical
column at first yielding in the frame.
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V I qJci [6fJ/r - i + 0.5) - 3(r - i) - 1]
6 i=.J. 2 ..... r fJi,

where qJc!, qJc2' , qJci"'" qJcr are the column curvatures at the bottom
of the 1st, 2nd, , ith, ... , rth story when yield is first reached in the frame,
and {31' {32, ... , (3;, ... , f3, refer to the positions of the points of contraflexure
in those stories. When taking moments of the curvature diagrams to obtain
Eq, 11.41, the curvature distribution in each story has been treated as if com
posed ofa rectangular block and a triangular block, as illustrated in Fig. 11.28
for story i. That is, the contribution of that story to the deflection is equal to
the moment of rectangle BCDE minus the moment of triangle ACD, both
taken about the top of the rth story.

If it js~;;;althat the points of contraflexure occur at 0.6 of the column
height f;~m'ih~"'bottom of the columns of the bottom story, and at mid
height in the columns of all other stories, then

(iJl~6.6( and {32 = {33 = ... = {3, = 0.5
_......,"'-. ~~ _ _ «·0_'

If\
t,

-1
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-f
{J31-:~.i
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e : hinge at the bottom of the/column. For exarnple,if therequire~~~c:tiJi.~y

J/((IJ'J~ !;lst()rJ!i~.~. 1,,( = I;" ='0.717 where h-~c-6Iuriindepih, C:; 817.13 1 = 0.6,
Q -" / [3z = [33 = ... = Iii = '" = fir = 0.5, and ({Jyc\ = ({JycZ = ... = ({Jyci = '" =

({J).cr. Eq. 11.44 indicates that the requirement is ({Juci/({Jyci = 12.54r - 3.2,
where r is the number of the story to the top of which the deflections arc being ;:.
measured. It is evident that very large curvature ductility factors of column (J~~V"l

sections arc required if this mechanism develops. particularly in tall buildings. A/,:;. 5'0
For instance. for the example given, the requi r the col cur-
vature ductility factor would be ({Juc;/CP).ci = if r = 1 or if r = 3.
It is also to be noted that for the same example, t e requirement or ({J"ci ({J;'Ci

would be more severe than that for ({Juc;/({Jyci if the mechanism forms in the
columns of the first story, but identical if the mechanism forms in any other
story of the frame.

In Eq. 11.44, the displacement ductility factor II has been taken as the ratio
of ultimate to yield displacements relative to the ground. If for the top story
11 = 4, Eq. 11.44 shows that for stories below the top of the frame (but above
the plastic hinges) I' will be greater than 4, since for the lower stories L\)' is
smaller. If for an n-story building an average ~I value of 4 is required for all
stories, and if the plastic hinges develop in the columns of the bottom story,
r = 0.5n should he substituted into Eq. 11.44 to find the required curvature
ductility factor. This is because the center of mass of the building will be
below half the height, and if the required 11 value of 4 is obtained at about half
the building height, a reasonable approximation for the displacement duc
tility factor of the building as a whole is obtained. If the plastic hinges
develop in higher columns, the curvature ductility factor will have to be
higher, however.

It is evident that the curvature ductility factor available from column sec
tions will generally be insufficient to meet the ductility demand of a column
sidesway mechanism if the frame is several stories high.

€<])~ SIDESWt\Y MECHANISM

If yielding has commenced at the critical sections of the beams before the
columns reach yield curvature, further lateral deformation will take place at
constant lateral load by plastic deformation at plastic hinges in the beams.
It will also be necessary to develop a plastic hinge at the base of each column.
but the remainder of the columns can remain clastic. Figure 11.31 displays the
resulting beam sidesway mechanism. Only the plastic deformations are
illustrated. Consideration of the deformations indicated in Fig. 11.31 shows
that at the base of each column, the plastic rotation is

(11.44)

Bendinq
moment
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mcch'lnislll in ilh story,

II = I +~I'!: [I - a5(1 + /' )Jr L\ c • pc pc
y

i th
story

where L\ •. is givcn by Eq. 11.41 and Ope is either (CP~ci - cp;.(.j)/;" 111'(('''Ii _. <pl'(i)1rc'
whichever is least; here the terms with a prime apply to the plastic hinge at
the top of the column and the terms without a prime apply (0 the plastic

as
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and the bottom of the ith-story column, ({J~ci and ({Jyel are the yield curvatures
at the top and the bottom of the ith-story column, and I~c and II'" arc the equi
valent plastic hinge lengths.

The lateral deflection at the top of the rth story when the ultimate cur
vat urc is reached in the ith story columns for this mechanism is

~ bf"..,
L\u = L\y + tJrc[lc - a.5(lp, + I~e)] (11.43)

Therefore, the displacement ductility factor is given by Eqs. 11.37 and 11.43.

Fi~. 11.29. Column

Fig. 11.30. Curvature distribution in a typical column at first yielding in frame.
.. /
Ljl()~t.J

O - ~II - ~,.
pc - --,.1--

c

(11.45)



where 0"" is either (P'"" - (p'rh)~ I~h or «p"" - tfJ",)1 ph' whichever i.s Ieasr. where
the terms in the equations for (Jph with a prime refer to the posinve moment
plastic hinges and t he terms without a prime refer to the negative.~oment

plastic hinges. The positive moment plastic hinges are seldom critical be
cause of the greater tolal equivalent plastic hinge lengths (L ,;,,, "' sum of
equivalent plastic hinge lengths each side of the critical section) and the more
ductile section primarily attributable to the presence of a compression flange
(due to the slab). Therefore (Jph is generally limited by the negative moment
plastic hinge.

Also, in terms of the plastic hinges at the bases of the columns, we have
from Eq. I 1.45
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(11.48)
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Fig. 11.31. Beam sidc-.« .iv mechanism.
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Fig. 11.32. Geometry of pla·;tic deformations in
beam sidesway mechanism.

In Eqs. 11.45 and 11.46, the lateral displacements are measured to the top
of the rth story relative to the ground. Also, in these two equations ric has
been written as an approximation for ric - a.5Ipc; but since I",. is small com
pared with rl,., the approximation is justified. Rearranging Eq. 11.46 shows
that the lateral displacement at the top of the rth story, relat ive to the ground
at ultimate curvature, may be written in terms of the rotation of the beam
hinges as

whereOp, "" (f!"<1 - (f!yd)/ pf ' .,.

Hence from Eqs. 11.37and 11.47, the displacement ductility factor 111 terms
of the beam hinges is

II = I + ~If!". qj'.!' (11.49)
I L1,.

where L1, is given by Eq. 11.41,and 0pb is generally the plastic rotation at the
negative' moment plastic hinge (tfJub - tfJ"I,)I"".

For example. let the required displacement ductility factor be 11 = 4,
l, = 8d where cI = effective depth of beam, Ih = ii, I"" = 0.7d, I~I = 0.6,
fl2 = fl3 = ... = Ii, = 0.5, and rxtfJYb = IP<l = (f!d = ... = tfJ c , ' 'where rx re
lates the beam yield curvature and the column curvatures at that stage.
Then Eq. IIAlJ indicates that the required value for the curvature ductility
factor in the beams (f!"h'lf!yh when rx = I is 16.2 when r = 3 and 17.6 when
r = 10. It is apparent that the required ductility of such beam sections can be
obtained in practice: moreover, the required curvature ductility factor does
not increase significantly when the number of stories increases. If the beams
are deeper and the columns arc near yield when the beams yield, rx > I. If
rx = 3, the required beam curvature ductility factor tfJu,,/tfJ)'h for the foregoing
example becomes 46.7 when r = 3 and 50.7 when r = 10, This indicates the
danger of having columns that arc far more flexible than the beams, even if
yield commences first in the beams, In addition, the requirement for tfJ~h/tfJ;'b

will not be as severe as that for tfJuh/tfJYh because a greater plastic hinge length
is available at the positive moment hinge.

Also from Eqs, 11.37 and 11.48, the displacement ductility factor in terms
of the hinge at the base of each column is

Jl = 1 + rl (ll!:: (11.50)
c L1)'

(11.47)

(11.46)

Figure 11.32 details the geometry of the plastic deformation of the beams and
columns. Since the deformations are small, the plastic rotations in the beams
and at the base of each column can be related as foIlows

J = /(Jpe = Ib(}pb

And on substitutingBpc from Eq. 11.45, we have

I L1u - ~y 1
°pl' = Ope -I = 1 -I

b r c b
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where Ll" is given by Eq. 11.41 and f}pc = (<Puc! - <pY<:1)1pc" For example, if the
required displacement ductility factor is 4, lpc = 0.7h where h = column
depth, I. = Rh. {II = 0.6, 11 2 = {13 = ... = fJ. == 0.5, and (Pv<l = (Pel =

(P,/. = ... = (P cr ' Eq. 11.50 indicates that the required value for the curvature
ductility factor in the column bases <PucdcPy<:1 is 11.2 when r = 3 and 12,I when
r = 10. Hence the curvature ductility required at the column bases is not as
high as that required for the columns in the column sidesway mechanism.

Discussion ofResults ofStatic Collapse Mechanism Analysis

The derived equations 11.44, 11.49, and 11.50 indicate the order of curvature
ductility factor required for static lateral loading to achieve a given displace
ment ductility factor. Given the details of a frame, the equations could he
used to assess the adequacy of a design, The column sidesway mechanism in
Fig. 11.29 is dangerous because the plastic deformations may occur only in
thc columns of one story; in a tall building it is unlikely that sufficient cur
vature ductility would be available for this mechanism to survive a major
earthquake. It is apparent that it is much better to ensure that the beam side
sway mechanism of Fig. 11.3 I occurs, since the required duct ility of the beam
sections is lower and can be provided more easily. To ensure that the beam
sideswav mechanism occurs, the columns should be made strong enough
to avoid the formation or plastic hinges in the columns. The column bases in
this mechanism would have to be carefully detailed, with transverse hoops or
spirals, to develop the required plastic rotation.

The derived equations are based on the simplifying assumption that the
frame reaches yield at all the plastic hinge sections simultaneously. If moment
redistribution is necessary before all the plastic hinges develop, the curvature
ductility required at the first hinges to form will need to be l.uger. Also. it has
been assumed that the bending moment patterns are as obtained from the
equivalent static lateral loading recommended by codes. This code static
loading. such as shown in Fig, 11.25, corresponds predominantly with the
first mode of vibration response. For tall buildings, the higher modes of
vibration may have a significant influence and may result in a radical change
in the bending moment patterns. Thus fewer plastic hinges may lorm simul
taneously in the beams in the actual dynamic situation than the approach
based 0;the code static loading suggests. Therefore the static approach just
presented can be taken only as a guide.

Nevertheless our static analysis indicates the desirability of having strong
columns, to avoid. if possible. the formation of plastic hinges in the columns
(because the energy is dissipated more efficiently by pla-ric hinges in the
beams). In general. it appears that sections at plastic hinges in beams and
colu mn bases should be capable of reaching curvature duct ility factors of at
least 4 times the required displacement ductility factor (i.e.. ((i,,/(P, ~ 411),

11.6.5 Determining Curvature Ductility Demand of Multistory
Frames Using Nonlinear Dynamic Analyses

The foregoing approxii.iate method based on static collapse mechanisms
cannot he claimed to give an accurate assessment of the curvature ductility
factor required in the complex case of a multistory frame responding non
linearly til a major earthquake. A number of multistory frames responding
nonlinearly III earthquakes have been analyzed dynamically (sec, c.g.,
Refs. 11.2X and 11,21 l. but it is difficult to draw general conclusions. The
number of variables involved in the nonlinear response of multistory struc
tures is so hiuh that no more than qualitative statements can be made at
present. Ior example, I he type of ground motion has a considerable influence,
and a structure designed to develop near-uniform curvature ductilities in its
members when responding to one ground motion may develop locally high
curvature ductilities when responding to a different ground motion. There
would appear to be a need for many more nonlinear dynamic analyses to be
conducted on a range of multistory frames to give a better indication of the
order of the curvature ductility factors required. Some results from available
nonlinear dynamic analyses are discussed below.

Analyses or multistory frames have indicated that the displacement ductil
ity factor of a frame is of the same order as for a single degree of freedom
system having the same force-displacement characteristics and designed for
the same fraction or the elastic response loading. The rotational ductility
factor (VO, of members has been obtained from such analyses, where 0" =
rotation at end of the member at the maximum response and Oy = rotation
at the end of the member at first yield. The required curvature ductility factor
from such analyses can be obtained from the curvature distribution with an
assumed plastic hinge length. For example, if the moments M at the ends of a
member arc equal hut of opposite sign and the member is not subjected to
transverse loads along its length (i.e., the member is in symmetrical double
curvature as In Fig, 11.33), elastic theory shows that the end rotation is

Ml
0= 6EI

I--~ >/
.\f(~--- ~------~)M

l~----- >{
Fig.II ..n. vlcmbcr in symmetrical double curvature.
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mean that the curvature ductility demand is concentrated into local regions
of the structure and may lead to colIapse because of the very high inelastic
deformations enforced there. Note that a weak part of a structure acts as a
fuse. Once the st rengt h of that part of the structure is reached (e.g., in the case
of a column sidcsway mechanism), the rest of the frame may remain in the
elastic range. Weak parts of structures may be attributable to underdesign of
that part of the structure and/or overdesign of other parts of the structure.
Thus in seismic design dangers exist from both understrong and overstrori
elements, A common cause of overstrength is the presence of walls that have
not been accounted for in the structural response. The presence of walls in
some stories only could enforce a column sidesway mechanism to form in
other stories. For example, if a building's first 11001' is open and its upper
stories arc enclosed by walls, damage could concentrate in the first story. To
avoid this problem, separation gaps between such walls and the structural
clements could he used. For a recent example of damage concentrat ing mainly
in one Story of a structure, consider the Olive View Hospital after the 197\
San Fernando earthquake in California (see Fig. 11.34). In this structure
shear walls and columns were present in the upper four stories. In the first
story the resistance to lateral loading came only from the columns, and the
damage concentrated mainly in the columns of that story. The permanent
lateral displacement of the structure after the earthquake, which was almost
2 ft (0.6 m), was due almost entirely to deformations in the first story. Examples

Fig. 1\.34. 1';111 "IOJi,,' "i,'", Hospilal alter Ih~ 1')71 S"11 Fernando earthquake',

Strength and Ductility of Frames

where / = length of member and E1 = flexural rigidity of section. When
yield is just reached at the ends, 0 = O}' and M = My, where My = moment
at first yield. The yield curvature is qJy = M,JEI.

o = qJ,l
y 6

Further rotation at the ends of the member will impose plastic rotation Op'
where

op = (qJ" - cpy)lp

where qJ" = curvature at end of postelastic range and (p = equivalent
length of plastic hinge. The total end rotation is then

0" = 0,. + Op

o, 61p(CPU)1+--=1+ - --}
01' / qJy

p.!! = I+ .L (0" - 1)
qJ). 6/p 01'

For example, if 0.10\. = 8 and (pi I = 0.1, Eq. 11.51 gives qJ,J(p). = 12.7.
Higher qJ"/{{J,, values arise from smaller lpll ratios. Transverse loading on
members will cause the symmetry of deformation of the member to change,
and the yield rotation 0\. will change from the value just calculated making
the definition of 0)' more difficult. Nevertheless, the required (p"lqJy values
corresponding to given moment patterns and plastic deformations can be
found. It is evident that the curvature ductility factor qJ,/(Pj' is a far more
meaningful index for member ductility than the rotational ductility factor
O"/Ov because the dependence of OJ' on the loading as well as 1he member prop
erties means that no unique expression for Oy can be written,

For the case of symmetrical deformation illustrated in Fig. 11.33, dynamic
analyses of frames have often found rotational ductility factors 0"10,, of
members of about twice the displacement ductility factor, in the case of well
proportioned frames. However, the presence of weak stories will result in a
rotational ductility demand in those stories many times greater than for well
proportioned frames.

The concentration of ductility demand in weak parts of structures, shown
both by nonlinear dynamic analyses and by the static collapse mechanism
approach, points to an extremely important principle in seismic design. In
ordinary design for static loads, the presence of overstrong parts of the struc
ture wilI never decrease the strength of the structure. In seismic design, how
ever, when a structure relies on energy dissipation by ducti Ie plastic hinges to
survive earthquakes, the presence of overstrong parts of the structure will
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Third modeSecond mode

Fig. II.J6. Approximate modal shapes of vibrating frame.

First mode

of tied and spiral columns from this story are illustrated in Fig. 5.7, and it is
apparent that only extremely well-confined concrete is capable of deforming
to this extent and maintaining load-carrying capacity. Figures 11.34 and 5.7
illustrate another point regarding earthquake damage. Columns are much
more difficult to repair than beams because the structure has to be straight
ened and propped during the repair. Extensive column damage may mean
the struct ure has to be demolished, as was the case of Olive View Hospital.

Nonlinear dynamic analyses also indicate that unexpected distributions of
bending moment may occur in columns of multistory frames, compared with
the distribution obtained from static code lateral loading. Static lateral load
analysis indicates that points of contraflexurc exist generally close to mid
height of the columns. unless the beams are much more flexible than the
columns. except in the stories near the top and bottom of the frame. However,
nonlinear dynamic analysis suggests that at certain times during the response
of the struct ure to earthquake ground motions, the point of contraflexure in a
column between floors may be close to the beam-column joint, and the column
may even he in single curvature at times. Some column bending moment
diagrams Fi" 11.35) were obtained by Kellyll.29 for a 1 -story rame ce
signed according to t ic ew Zealand seisi'i1TC1'Oading code responding
to the N~S component of the EI Centro 1940 earthquake. The analysis.,a
step-by-step procedure through the time history of the earthquake, solved
directly for the incremental displacement and took into account the elasto
plastic behavior of the members. The reason for the unexpected distribution
of column bending moments at some instants of time is the strong influence of
the higher modes of vibration, particularly the second and third modes.
Deflected shapes of a vibrating frame are approximated in Fig. 11.36. Code
static lateral loading normally has a triangular distribution corresponding
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Fi~, 11 ..17. Ick,i1ized stress-time hislury ,""r " reinforcing bar.

motions. depending on thc period of vibration of the structure and the
ductility demand. For structures having a small period of vibration and a
high ductility demand. the strain rates are surprisingly high and may result
in significant strength increase of the materials. For example, Fig. I U7
presents all idc.rli/cd stress-time plot lor a steel reinforcing bar at a pluxtic
hinge in a flexural member for a period of vibration T seconds long. If the

curvature ductility demand is high, the time in the plastic range in the half
cycle Tp may considerably exceed the time required to load to yield 'r,,;
therefore. J; may be small. In an extreme case. if T; = 15'[,. and T = 0.1 sec,
it is evident t lla t 7; ,= 0, I x 1.34 = 0.0029 sec. For steel with a yield strength
of 60 ksi (414 Nmm 2) and a modulus of elast icity of 29 x 106 psi (200.000
N/mm 2 j, the <train at yield is 60,000/(29 x 10") = 0.00207, and the average
strain rate during inicrv al T, in our example would be 0.00207/0.0029 =
0.71 in per in second. which would certainly cause a significant strength
increase. as Table 11.2 indicates.ljQ\Vcver, iliscust9m~HyindesigntQ igl1me
any strengJl1.J.!J£L~~t),I:~..\,Ll!£_.L\~-~l.L'!.i.!LJ1!.te. It should be borne in mind that
~ of' such strength increase is net necessarily a conservative step for

~ ~ ~

c- ~mall peri~)~ '11~lIc~ure~l;it,hhigh du;!ilitX tkl;l,~nds: /_(2 , J',,)
. 1)~l/f/.'ljJ~q!l,p.,(~r..£_VI( rGo)~J'(P/U!// ,..J JI).jIZ<~J/ft.

. . Reversed Load Effect.\' 011 Structures 0/ ~.

Frames subjected to severe earthquake motions will undergo several
reversals of k1ading well into the inelastic range during an earthquake. The
moment-curvature relationships at the critical sections of frames under
repeated reversed load lI1g into the yield range are usually assumed to be
bilinear clastoplast ic (a:, in Fig. 11.38) in dynamic studies offrame behavior.
It should be noted, however. that the actual behavior of reinforced concrete
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11.6.6 Additional Factors in Analysis for Ductility
/

Rate of Loading Effects

Since earthquake loads are dynamic, it is necessary to consider the effect
of rapid loading on a structure. Extremely rapid loading can result in a
significant increase in the strength of both concrete and steel. Table 11.2

Table 11.2 Effect of Strain Rate on Material Strength 1
1.30

summarizes some data presented by an ACI report'{r'" and indicates the
effect of rate of strain on the compressive strength of concrete and the lower
vield strength of steel. A range of strain rates can be caused by earthquake

Strength and Ductility of Frames

to lateral loads varying linearly from zero at the column base to a maximum
at the top of the structure, sometimes with an additional concentrated load
at the top. This load distribution corresponds approximately to the fun
damental (first) mode of vibration. If the other modes of vibration are signi
Iicant, it is evident that the distribution of inertia loads (lll the structure :.11

certain instants could differ appreciably from that assumed and result,
for example, in the distribution of bending moments shown In Fig. 11.35.The
shift of the point of contraflexure in the columns to well away from the mid
height position in some cases means that the column moments induced may
may be very much higher than the moment obtained from a static lateral
load analysis and may lead to plastic hinges forming in the columns.

Dynamic analysis also indicates that plastic hinges arc not generally
present in all beams at the same interval of time. The development of plastic
hinges tenth to move up the frame in waves involving a few stories at a time,
but there may be instants in low-rise buildings when all beams have plastic
hinges formed simultaneously.

. ~
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I'i:,:, 11.38, Idealized hihnc.tr ,'LiSI"pl."IIC be
havior.

downward well into the postelastic range of the tension steel, the large
cracks in Fig. 11.3l)u will not close completely on unloading but will remain
open, as in Fig. 11.3%. because of the residual plastic strains in the steel.
If the member is then loaded in the opposite direction, as in Fig. I !.3l)e,

the resistance til rotauon will be less than that during the first loading because
the presence of open cracks in the compression zone means that the whole
of the co rnprc-c-ion is c.uried by the compression steel. Thus the [lexurul
rigidity of the section is only that of the steel, and this is further reduced when
the comprcssron steel reaches the stress level at which the Bauschinger effect
commences am l behaves inelastically. The cracks in the compression zone
may evcntuull. close. as in Fig, 11.39d. depending on the magnitude of the
load and the relative .unounts of top and bottom steel. When the cracks close,
the stiffness of the member increases, since at that time some compression

Fig. 11.39. Ilk"1 ,'I' r,'\,'I'C'd load (1) reinforced concrete cuntilevcr beam. (II) Ar end of IiI'\(
loading. (i'l ,\I'l,'IIIIlI""dlll", I,) 1\1 sl"l'I ofreversed Inadill~, (d) At end of reversed loading

is again transferred hy the concrete. If the cracks do not close and the member
is unloaded. the critical section may be cracked throughout its whole depth.
The width of this full-depth cracking will depend on the amount of yielding
and the effectiveness of the bond. If the member is then loaded down, the
member will initially act again as a steel beam. since the concrete is not in
contact at the race 01' the crack.

The opening and closing of cracks in zones that alternate between tension
and compress inn may eventually lead to a deterioration in the compressive
strength of the concrete because the faces of the crack might not come into
even contact. owing to slight relative lateral movement or debris in the crack.

(b)

(d)

]
t

I -c,-e--------Jrrrr! /---.. _- I

I -~--~-~____~J

members is quite dillcrcnt from this assumed elastopln-ric relationship.
In particular, a significant reduction in stiffness occurs with reversed loading.
The reduction in stillness docs not prevent a properly detailed member from
reaching its dcxign flexural strength. but the deformation at which the
flexural sircngtb I' reached i, increased. A reduction in stitll1l:ss resulting from
inelastic dcforrn.uion will cause an increase in the period (\1 vibration of the
structure. \\ hich \\ ill alter Its response to the earthquake.

The behavior PI' members suhjected to cyclic (reversed) bending moment
was discussed in Section 6.7. and theoretical moment-curvature relationships
were obtained. Discussion nf the effect of cyclic flexure on shear and bond
has also been presented previously, The factors that affect the load-deflection
relat ionsh ips of members Sll bjcctcd to large reversed inc last ic deformations,
may be summarized as follows:

I, The inclasuc behavior of the steel reinforcement. Steel with reversed
loading in tile yield range shows the Bauschinger effect, in \\ hich the stress ..
strain curve becomes nonlinear at a much lower stress th.m the initial
yield strength (xcc Section 2.2.4 and Fig«, 2.27 to 2.29).

2, The extent Ill' cruck ing of concrete. The opening and ('Iosing or cracks
wi II cu1Isc <l dct cr i,) 1';\ tinn of I he concrete. hence will resu Itill 'I iITlle", dcgrada
tion The larger the proportion of load carried by the concrete, the larger the
stillness dcgrudn i ion.

.'\. Till.' cllcct iv cncs« of bond and anchorage. A grudu.il dctcrioratio»
of bond bet ween concrete and steel occurs under high-inten-,ii y cycl ic load ing.

4. The presence of shear. High shear forces will cau-.c further loss of
sullncsx h':C,IUSL' PI' increased shear deformation in plastic hinge zones under
reversed loadings.

The in 11 ucncc-, of some or these factors on the stiffness ofa til III hly reinforced
bc.un may he seen with reference to Fig. 11.39. When the beam is loaded
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Biaxial Load Effects

Earthquake ground motions occur in random directions, but it has been
the practice in seismic design to consider seismic loading to act only in the
directions of the principal axes of the structure and only in one direction
at a time. In fal'!. a general angle of seismic loading can produce a very severe
condition in a building structure, and it may be extremely difficult to prevent
the format ion (,I'plast ic hinges in columns in the general case of loading. The
effects of biaxial loading have been discussed previously by Armstrong, I I,,"

Row, 11.34 and "I hers. -

Consider a svrnmctrical building structure with plan as in Fig. 11.46£1
subjected to lateral seismic loading in a general direction. Let a floor of the
building deflect in the direction of the loading, as in Fig. 11.46h. It is evident
that the an~1c 9 need not he verlaI'} fore 'iclding will be enforced in the
beams in both directlor;;2: For example, if a (ISP acementductility factor

~::I01l'I!iT~;~~;~-"'a!~

Fig. 11.44. Mode] rcini'orced concrete building structure under test.' I

Strength "lid Dlidili'~' of Frames

yield in compression on the other side. For such a bar, tv, icc the yield force
of the bar has to be developed by bond within the joint core, which in turn
requires very high bond stresses, and deterioration of bond under reversed
loading may result in slip of reinforcement through the joint core. If slip
occurs, the tension in the bar may become anchored in the beam on the other
side of the joint core.Thus the "compression steel" in the beam at the column
face may actually be in tension. This will reduce the strength. stiffness, and
ductility of the section. The strength and behavior of beam-column joints
under seismic load conditions are discussed in detail in Ch:1pter 13.



applied to the column is increased. For-example, if the moment applied hy
the beams in each direction is I.MII1l' the resultant moment applied biaxially

to the column will be "h. I.M ll h . This 41 ~).{) increase in applied moment
from the bcam-. combined with a reduction in the flexural strength of the
column due to biaxial bending, may cause the columns to form plastic
hinges before the beams. resulting in possible brittle failure and collapse.

2. The shear force acting on the columns will be higher than for yielding
of the frames in one direction only (41;'; higher if beams of equal strength
exist in each direction). This higher shear force is to be resisted by sections
loaded along a diagonal.

3. Similarly, joint cores at beam-column intersections will be acted on by
higher shear forces. Also, with plastic hinging of members occurring in two
directions. the confinement of the joint core provided by the surrounding
beams may be less effective.
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Fi::. 11.46. Gcnerul direction or earthquake loading on building. (iii Plan or building (h)

Hortzontal dctlccuon or a floor.

JI = tl,jl", of 4 is reached by the symmetrical structure (If Fig. 11.46(/ in
directionLit only requirestl\ = tl 2/4 to cause yielding in direction I as well.
Thus for <I displacement JuctdIfy factor 014, the loading need only be II1cJll1ed
at an angle II = tan' I 0.25 = 14· to one principal axis llr the building to
cause yielding in both directions of a symmetrical building. Thus yielding
in both directions may occur simultaneously for much (If the loading. The
simultaneous loading of the frames in both directions h,IS the following
effects.

1. Biaxial bending of the columns reduces the flexural strength of the
columns (see Section 5.4), but the resultant moment from the beam system

/
.-/

Definition 01' Ultimate Def(}r,,!-~
The definition or the ultimate deformation often causes difficulty when the
available ductility of a structure or structural component subjected to seismic
loading is being calculateo or measured. The available ultimate deformation
is not necessarily that deformation corresponding to the maximum load
carrying capacity; therefore, it is not necessarily that deformation which
corresponds to a particular extreme fiber compressive concrete strain or a
particular steel strain. It does seem that the definition adopted for the ultimate
deformation should depend on how great a reduction in load-carrying
capacity can he tolerated and/or the degree of damage to the structure that
can be tolerated. If damage cannot be tolerated at all (e.g., in prestigious
structures or structures containing dangerous chemicals), it may be that an
entirely elastic response needs to be assured and the design strengths need
to be correspondingly high. At the other end of the scale, survival without
collapse may he the only criterion. in which case very large strains could he
tolerated. involving structural damage perhaps beyond repair. during the
response. For cases in between, limiting strains or deformations could be set.
Many elements and structures have a capacity for deformation beyond the
peak of the loud-deflection curve. When survival without collapse is the
criterion, it is too conservative to define the ultimate deformation as the
deformation corresponding to the maximum load-carrying capacity. It
would seem reasonable to recognize at least some of this deformation
capacity after the maximum load has been reached and to define the available
ultimate deformation as that deformation when the load-carrying capacity
has reduced by some arbitrary amount after maximum load. For example.
a 10 or 20"" red uction in maximum load-carrying capacity could be tolerated
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The design shear force is calculated on the basis of the design gravity
loads on the member and from the moment capacities of plastic hinges
at the ends of I he member produced by lateral displacement. Figure 11.47
illustrates the calculation. The use of the actual ultimate moment capacities
means that the moment-induced shears cannot exceed the calculated values.
Minimum weh reinforcement is provided throughout the length of the

-m~~!:.t~'ili('.)U~.£L~~!i (~~iJtrlastic hin~e zones and <I}2.
'C'lsewl1ere;-'where d = effective depth of member. The stirrups should be

closed around hal'S required to act as compression reinforcement and in
plastic hinge regions. and the spacing should not exceed specified values.

I
I

(11.54)

in many cases, but the exact amount would depend on the particular case.
In important cases a step-by-step dynamic analysis could he used to deter
mine whether a certain load-displacement hysteretic behavior of the structure
was adequate to survive the earthquake.

Strength and Ductility of Frames

Flexural Members

An upperlimit is placed on the flexural steel ratio p.The maximum value of p
shall not exceed 0.5 of that value producing balanced conditions. Reference
to Eq. 4.48 shows that this requirement is

11.6.7 ACI Code Special Provisions for Seismic Design of Ductile
Frames

The 197\ AC1 code 1
1.

8 has an appendix containing special provisions for
seismic design. According to the Commentary.Pv'" the provisions "are
intended to apply to reinforced concrete structures located in a seismic zone
where major damage to construction has a high possibility of occurrence,
and designed with a substantial reduction in total lateral seismic forces due
to the use or lateral load-resisting systems consisting or ductile moment
resisting space frames...." The special provisions are not mandatory if load
reduction factors for lateral seismic forces are not utilized. The provisions
apply to frames with cast-in-place beam-column connections. The require
ments therefore apply to frames that "will be forced into lateral deformations
sufficient to create reversible plastic hinges by the action or the most. severe
earthquake." The provisions are based on 1967 and 19<>:-: editions of the
SEAOC code l l

.
2 3 and other information and research results. The provisions

for frames are divided into sections on flexural members, columns. and beam
column joints. Some of the important points stated are summarized below.

Provision is also made to ensure that a minimum quantity or top and bottom
reinforcement is always present. Both the top and the bottom steel are to have
a steel ratio of at least 200/f~, with the steel yield strength I;, in psi (I psi =
(W0689 N/mm 2

). throughout the length of the member, Recommendations
are also made to ensure that sufficient steel is present to allow for unforeseen

, r , . shifts in the points of contraflexure..}t column connections, the positivs

d.lf )Jd!4'~l!}"£~~tX£:i.hCl~}d be at lea~.:~,~~he ne~~6wl~lo.tJ)~ntCj~J221~
">. ', " _~~~~1!?~~!~;~nt~~2.~lSL2~£Q.IJJlI1uguslh!ou~~?0Il!!2~I~w11eE~~~~l'lL

\' ~ At external columns, beam reinforcement should be terminated in the far
l..e~ / face of the column. using a hook plus any additional extension necessary

for anchorage.

Ibl

w = 0.75 (1.4 D + 1.7 L)

(

A per unit length II )

M uA M UB

V"A " :.~+ .ll ulJ + win V _ MuA + M uB win

I" 2 ,,8 - In -T

k)

Fig. 11.47. Cduli,III"n "r ,h,';lr force with seismic loadinu (ill Bending moment diagram.
I/» Shear force dl:I,I'I<lI11. (I) Acuons on member. .



the moments at the ends of the column divided by the column height. Shear
reinfof.£S'rU,eJJJ.i!J.. cQ.!umns.snou.\d.be.aLa....spacing.nQtexeeedingd/2...,S,pJ,ic.es
T~'~~';;tical reinforcement shall preferably be made in the midheight regions
of columns.
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Columns

:;1l2 (.~Ol._I)e"'291 ! 30~_\) "" .,.;61 Strength and Ductility of Frames
. "'HZ \. ;2.'1 2 -

Tension steel should not be spliced by lapping in regions of tension or
reversing stress unless a specified quantity of closed stirru ps are present.

hut not less than O.I~f)I., Where rectangular hoop reinforcement is used.
the required area of bar is calculated from

// . -
, J,r~J-,; ,;;~~~{;/r0Y -"'f-- A = IhPssh ~ (11.56)

)-;.1<f! &-! '.( r sh 2 -

_ ;: ~/ where A'h = area of one leg of transverse bar, lh = maximum unsupported
·Jl.-,/ length of hoop side measured between legs or supplementary crosstics,

Sir = center-to-center spacing of hoops [not to exceed .:+ in (I X2 mrnj], and
t', = volumetric ratio given by Eq, 11.55, substituting area of rectangular
core to the outside of hoops for A c• and f, = hoop bar yield strength,
Supplementary crossties, if used, shall be of the same diameter as the hoop
bar and shall engage the hoop with a hook. Special transverse confining
steel is required for the full height of columns that support discontinuous
shear walls. The shear strcnzth of a column should at least equal the applied
shears at the formation of plastic hinges in the frame found from the sum of

v - II

Column
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I
I
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Fig. 11.48. 11"1'11,'"1'11 xhc.u forces acting on joint core durmg seismic loading.

Beam-Column Connections

total shear force acting on each horizontal section of the joint core. Similar
shear strength equations for the concrete shear-resisting mechanism and for
the transverse reinforcement as used for columns are recommended by the
code. Where connections have beams framing in on four sides of the column
which cover a substantial proportion of the column face. the code allows the
required shear reinforcement to be reduced by one-half.

Special transverse reinforcement through the connection should satisfy
Eqs. .11.55 or 1I,~6. Also the connection should have sufficient shear strength
to at least equal I he shear forces induced on the joint core by the yield forces
of the beam reinforcement and the column shears. A free body of a typical
interior connection appears in Fig. 11.48. The shear force to be resisted is the

(11.551t: (A )I i = 0 45 :,5 .J - I
S • [, A

s c

'The vert ical rein Iorcemeut ratio is limited to the range OJ) I to 0,06. Normally.
at any beam-column connection the sum of the moment strengths of the
column shall be Olreater than the sum of the moment strengths of the beam
along each principal plane at the connection. Exceptions to this requirement
arc found when the sum of the moment strengths of the confined core
sections of the column is sufficient to resist the design loads or when the
rcmainine columns and flexural members can resist the applied loads at that
level by 'themselves. The requirement is intended to ensure that plastic
hinges form in the beams rather than the columns.

(~olul11ns shall he designed as flexural members if the maximum design
axial load of the column P, is less than or equal to 0.4 of the balanced failure
axial load capacity Pb (i.c.. Fe ~ OAPb ),

If P; > OAPh. the core of the column shall be confined by special transverse
reinforcement consisting of hoops or spirals over the end regions of the
columns Each end region is at least equal to the overall column depth. or
IS in (457 mm). or one-sixth of the clear height of the column. This special
transverse steel ensures ductility, should plastic hinges form at the column
ends, Where a spiral is used, the volumetric ratio of spir;0, steel should be
at least that given by Eq. 5.6. namely, / . 0 I.; (
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(reversed) loading of steel causes a reduction in the tangent modulus of
elasticity ofthe steel at low levels of stress (see Figs. 2.27 to 2.29), owing to the
Bauschinger effect. and this could lead to buckling of reinforcing bars in
compression at lower levels of load than expected. lJ is recommen!'L<xUlwlin
f21astic hinge Wiles till' sp,,~iDE of closed stirruL?).~'iu..r.ro.u.Llllillg_~l2n~.:.'i.;

~LH1L\~.f£SiLJ1_£ilnll:ll:\;;>'i~iQIL~~.kL.h<JJ;".iliamete.!Ji... Th is rna t ter is
further discussed in Chapter 13. 'ih '(6db

SHEAR STRI:NGTII

Columns

AVOIDANCE OF 1'1 ASTIC HINGES

The code aims at having plastic hinges form in the beams rather than the
columns by requiring that the sum of the moment strengths of the columns
exceed the sum of the beam strengths at a connection in each principal
plane, except where special provisions are made. This requirement un
fortunately will not prevent column hinging for two reasons, as discussed
below.

We know from Section 11.6.5that nonlinear dynamic analyses have shown
that at various stages during an earthquake points of contraflexure may
occur well away from the midheights of columns. Columns can even be in
single curvature at times. Thus bending moment distributions such as in
Fig. 11.49 are possible (see also Fig. 11.35). At a typical joint, the total beam
input is resisted by the sum of the column moments; therefore, we have

'L.\f b = M b l + M b2 = Mel + M e2

The greatest column moment is given by

Mel = 'LM b - M<'2 (11.57)

The ACI provisions recommend the design of shear reinforcement by normal
procedures that do not take into account the possible deterioration of the
shear carried by the concrete during high-intensity reversed loading. Reversal
of moment in plastic hinge regions causes a reduction in the shear force
carried by the concrete across the compression zone and in the shear force
carried by aggregate interlock and dowel action (see Section 7.9). This is
because at some stages full-depth open flexural cracks will exist in the member
in such regions. with moment carried only by a steel couple, and there will be
alternating opening and closing of diagonal tension cracks. This points to
lh.e need for ignoring the concrete shear-resisting mechanism and for provid
ing web reinforcement to resist the total shear force over regions III beam"
~~e·yieldln~~_D~~.~alr<:i!l"2Lcen.2cJ1tljr'Zj~r..j~oadingis a 120~:
,~!.6!IIt{~ru)LiQ"l;blQ~mi~lJm.i.ng.lbat Vc = 0 i,lllb'£~!':.E:,gions.

,.-,;""-=·,0_",,,,,,,,,,,,.>;,,

Flexural Members

11.6.8 Discussion of ACI Code Special Provisions for Seismic
Design of Ductile Frames

HeCKLING OF REINFORCEMENT

Strength and Ductility of Frames

In plastic hinge regions at large deformations there is a danger of reduction
in ductility due to buckling of compression reinforcement. The provisions
require closed stirrups spaced not further apart than 16 bar diameters or 12 in
(305 mm) in regions where bars act as compression reinforcement.. Cyclic

CURVATURE DUCTILITY

The curvature ductility factor of flexural members ensured by Eq. 11.54 has
already been briefly discussed in Section 6.3.2. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 give
(p.J<Py values for rectangular sections having different steel and concrete
strengths and steel contents. It is evident that at the negative moment,
plastic hinge in a beam at a column face p' will be approximately one-half
or p or more, because the section is required to have a positive moment
capacity that is at least one-half the negative moment capacity. As is indicated
in Section 6.3.2, if the compression steel is yielding and {I' = 0.5p, Eq. 11.54
will ensure <p,,/(P

1
. > 6 for B,. = 0.004. Reference to Corley's equation 6.46

for Ce indicates that given typical biz values and the presence of a moderate
amount of closed stirrups, f:" values greater than 0.006 can be achieved. Hence
~ry,,<Py > 10 should be ensured by Eq. 11.54 at negative moment hinges. and
greater values will be reached with some reduction in moment capacity at
very high strains. At positive moment hinges, there will be significant amounts
of compression steel available. and a wider flange reducing the p value;
hence the available <P..l(PI' value should be at least that at a negative moment
hinge. Figures 6.9 and' 6.10 also indicate that sections reinforced with
Grade 40 U;. = 276 Nzrnrn") steel according to Eq. 11.54 will be more ductile
than sections reinforced with Grade 60 (fy = 414 N/mm 2

) steel. Concrete
crushing commences when the extreme fiber concrete strain exceeds approxi
mately 0.004, and hence some member damage can be expected if concrete
strains greater than 0.004 are to be reached.

In Section 11.6.4 it was suggested that beams of well-designed frames
should be capable of achieving <PJ<Py values of at least 4J1. where II is the dis
placement ductility factor. The displacement ductility factor is related to the
reduction factor R by Eq. 11.38 or 11.39, where R'is the ratio of static lateral
design load to elastic response inertia load. On this basis, Eq. 11.54 may
not always be stringent enough, and it would be better to usc curvature
ductility diagrams such as Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 to ascertain whether a given
section is sufficiently ductile.

"/1
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Concrete core

(o)

The provisions rcq UI re the end regions of columns to he confined by special
transverse steel in the form of spirals or rectangular hoops if the maximum
design axial load exceeds 0.4 of the balanced failure load. The quantity of

transverse steel is given by Eqs. 1/.55 or 11.56.
Equation 11.55 for spiral steel was derived in Section 5.2 and is based on

the requirement that the axial load strength ofa spiral column after the con
crete cover has spa lied off should at least equal the axial load strength of the
column before spalling. Equ.uion 11.56 for rectangular hoops was devised to
provide in a rectangular core the same confinement that would exist in the
core dan equivalent spiral column, assuming that the etliciency of rectangular
hoops as confining reinforcement is 50/~ that of spirals. Figure 11.50 illust
rates the derivation of Eq. 11.56. 1

1. 1() For the free body of Fig. 11.50" and

Fig. 11,50. Concrete l·onlirrrng prc-vurc Oil COlllIllI1S. (a) l-rom iI 'I'lral column. (b) From a
hoop ,,,11I11111.

i1,11}llt by~O%,. tl~e. c.o!u'llnsn~c~j .to!J~t~i£~a~ .strong.a.sJ()r. tbe un,iaxial
,:h.l:.~;ll;'ig.£i~~,. Thcsiti"itic;;lc·arl bC·r;lrt;cui~':IY ~eriol·l~ at corner columns,
where in addition to biaxial bending effects, the earthquake-induced axial
IO;ld input from two beams at right angles can be additive.

If is apparent that the simple ACI provision will not prevent the formation
of 1,l;lstic hinges in columns, In the general case, shifts of points of contra
flexure away from midheight s of columns, and loading not applied along a
principal axis, will necessitate column strengths considerably greater than
the ACT requirement if plastic hinges in columns arc to be avoided. The

lliculty of preventing plasnc hinges from forming in columns is such that
some column hinging must be considered to be inevitable. Note that the
formation of plastic hinges at only one end of the columns in a story will not
lead to a column sidcsway mechanism unless plastic hinges due to bending
moments of the opposite sign form in the columns of another story.

(b)

M c2 ...-+ - - - - - -.... ,II,>,

lal

II

__-lJ Il..--__

.'vl
ud

> I.Mub - Me2 (11.5R)

If the column remains in double curvature, the limiting case occurs when
,\f

c2
....... ()"~~;,s~~~~a,t Muc12 I.~ If the c(~I_umns arc in

slllgIe curvature. Eq. 11S-: requires~l >Z::Mub + ,\1,2' Thus the ACI
rcq uirernent thu t the sum of the column strengths shall exceed the sum of the
beam strengths at a joint will not prevent column hinging. To make certain
that plastic hinges do not form in columns, we would have to demand that
the flexural strength of each column section at least equal the sum of the
tlcxural s\ rengrhs of the beam sections in the plane of bend ing., if the point of
COil traflcx me can he anywhere within the story height. If the point of contra
flexure lies outside the story height, an even greater columncapacity would
be required. This point is further discussed in Section 11.<'.11.

In Section II (),() the cllcct of earthquake loading in a ~_eneral horizontal
direction auint: on the structure was discussed. It was evident that such
loading, if not act ing in one of the principal directions of thl' build ing, reduced
the flexural st reng!h of the columns because of biaxial bend ing and increased
the beam moment input to the columns because of the components of
moment strcnuth received from the beams. For example. If biaxial bending
rl'duce~111e~c()ILI'nI1 flexural strength by}O%aIlC:!jn~I~1~~\Jh-\;hc~lilinloment
~-~---_. .. .-.--_.-.--"----~_..... . -. .. . ". -.-"-

Now if 'L.M"" is the total input when the beams are at ultimate moment
capacity, and 1\-I"d is thc ultimate moment capacity of column I, and we
wish to prevent the formation of a plastic hinge in column 1. the requirement

IS

Fig. 11.49. M omcnts at heam-wlumn joint. (aJ Part of frame. (b) Column bending moment.
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Fig.ll.51. Sc,'thln of column with hoops and -upplerncntury crossties. I ' rn

Minimum clear cover of' ~- in
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will result in improved 'column behavior. However, a better attempt could
be made at determining the amount of confining steel actually necessary to
achieve the required ult.rnate curvatures for the usual case of eccentric
loading. It is not even certain that the axial load will not be reduced after
spalling. The uniform distribution of lateral stress in the concrete due to

rectangular hoops (Fig, 11.~O!J) is certainly not factual, since the hoops will
be capable of applying only a confining pressure near the corner region"
because of the small flexural stiffness of the hoop bar. Also, there is no guar
antee tha t the hoop steel will reach the yield st rcngth. The beha vior of con
crete confined by rectangular hoops is discussed in Section 2.1.3, and it is
evident that rectangular hoops may cause only a slight strength increase, even
though the ductility increases significantly. The equations are also very severe
on columns ha ving small cross sections. For example, if f: = 4000 psi
(27.6N/mm 2

), l; = 40,OOOpsi(276 N/mm 2),and theconcretecovertothe hoops
is It in (38 mill), the spacing of ~ in ()9.1 rnrn) diameter square hoops in
dicated by Eq. 11.56 is 3.2 in (80 mm) for 24 in (610 mm) square columns
(P., = 0.0138) and 3.0 in (77 mm) for 12 in (305 mm) square columns (fI, c-OO

0.0351). The smaller section is required to have a much larger confining
pressure on the concrete because of the large effect of the Ag/ Ac ratio in the
expression for fl,.·Hence the equation may be overly conservative for columns
having small cross sections. The effect of spalling of the concrete on the CO!l

tent of transverse steel may be overemphasized by these equations.
It is of interest to note that the SEAOC code 1

1.2 3 provisions for special
transverse steel for confinement requires only two-thirds of the transverse
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fls.sds
Asp = -4-

( 131-- 1[.56)

or

:\"t"l\1/' v

the notation given there, we have

where s = spacing of spiral.
For the free body in Fig, 11.50b, we write!,:

,~hshlh = 2fyAsh
/;i

;;h = 2.fyA sh

Sh Ih

5X8

-a:

,(.)r ~
I, 'J '( ,0 '/(J 1)//17*

• " If where Sil = spacing of hoops. ~. ;/\'"
/\,u} 10.,)---?For equal confinement, it is assumed that;;h = 2;;. is required,

./'

~.h~-,~h = 2 2h~ .
shih sd,

Now for the spiral column we have
v

Asp nils 4Asp
o, = '~--7TI4 = ---;:a-

1;f s nt s Is

\. 2s" I" p.sd. IhP.sh
Ash = . sa.:- -4- =~

<J.lij ... -

which is Eq. 11.56. When supplementary crossties arc present, the ACI
provisions 'allow the substitution of the unsupported lengi h of hoop side for
III in the foregoing equation. This results in a reduction III the total area)2f

Jh -z-1 transverse steel through the section. For example, the introduction of9
I .1 supplementary crossties into the section of Fig. 11.51 \\ ould red uce I" by

Jhz- "" 3' ;r two-thirds; therefore, according to Eg. 11.56, it would reduce Ash by two-
f 0lrds,~ulting h..the l2!.~_oftransverse steel acr.o:,,, scctlonX X beil]£

-3.t!:.S9.~££~L~This is to give some recognition to t he more favorable
3 'confinement obtained from the reduced unsupported length of hoop side.

It should be pointed out that Eqs. 11.55 and 11.56 will not necessarily
result in adequate curvature ductility. These two equations arc based on a
philosophy of preserving the ultimate strength of axiull. loaded columns
after spalling of the concrete cover, rather than emphasizing the ultimate
deformation of eccentrically loaded columns. Since the ductility of the con
crete will be increased by the presence of the confining steel, these equations
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steel given by Eq. 11.56 when single rectangular ~oops ,\ IC used without
supplementary crossties. The difference between-the SI'/\OC and ACI
equations becomes smaller when supplementary crossties all' used.

It is apparent th •.1t Eqs, 11.:'5 and 11.56, and the SEAOC requirements, can
he rcgardqd only as a crude guide to the amount ofsteel required lor ductile
behavior. i\ more rational approach for determining the quantity of con
fining. steel required for adequate ductility based on moment-curvature
relationships is described in Section 11.6.9,

(::~' SHEAR STRL!\GTH

The ACI provisions require the transverse reinforcement to be sufficient to
ensure that the shear capacity of the member is at least equal to the shear
Iorcc at the forma I ion of the plastic hinges in the frame, Transverse reinforce
ment is assumed 1\0 he able to play the roles of shear reinforcement and con
lining reinforcement simultaneously, Shear is assumed to hl' carried by the
concrete shear-resist ing mechanism, as in the normal design procedure; hence
the provisions take no account of' the possible deterioration of the shear
capacity of the concrete under reversed loading. As with beams, it appears
that the contribution of the concrete to the shear strength. 1'" in the plastic
hinge zones should be taken as zero and the shear force carried entirely by the
web reinforccmcn t. Between plastic hinges (i.e.,away from the ends of columns)
shear can he considered to be carried by the concrete. The requirement that
the whole of the shear capacity at the plastic hinges be provided by the web
reinforcement may be conservative for high axial compressive loads, and
future experimental evidence may reveal that some shear Gin be carried by
the concrete if the axial compressive load is high. It may he reasonable to
ignore the shear carried by t he concrete when Pu < Pb and lel let the concrete
carry one-half the normal 1'.. when Pu > Pb'

The provisions also fail 10 mention the high shear forces that may be
induced in a column when earthquake loading acts in a general direction on
the structure. TI1,~ moment input into the column is increased (see Section
11.6.6), resulting in a greater shear force, and this enhanced shear force is to
be resisted by a section loaded in the direction of its diauonal. The shear
strength or diagonally loaded rectangular sections has not been properly
investigated, Nevertheless. the contribution of web reinforcement to the
shear strength can be assessed by summing the components of the web bar
forces intersected hy the diagonal tension crack.

d'
b)yf Beam-Column Joints

The provisions indicate that the shear strength of the jo int core may be
calculated by summing the contribution from the concrete shear-resisting

l
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mechanism Vc and the transverse reinforcement, using the same shear strengt h
equations as for the columns. Recent tests discussed in Chapter 13 have
indicated that such a procedure is unsatisfactory when cyclic (reversed) high
intensity loading is applied to the joint, because the concrete in the joint
core breaks down. The mechanism of shear resistance of reinforced concrete
joint cores is not fu lly understood at present. hut it would appear to be
erroneous to bas\: a design procedure for joint cores on test results obtained
from members. Recent experimental evidence discussed in Chapter 13 in
dicates that the critical crack runs from corner to corner of the joint core.
not at 45" to the axes of the intersecting members; and a better design pro
cedure would seem to be to provide sufficient transverse reinforcement to
resist the total shear force across the corner to corner crack.

Also, the provisions make no mention of the high shear forces that will he
induced in n joint core when the earthquake acts in a general direction on the
structure, resulting in concurrent loading on both axes of the building, The
joint shear force in the general case is greater than for seismic loading along
'one axis of the building. Also, such general loading, causing yielding of the
beam system in two directions simultaneously, may mean that joint con
finernent from surrounding beams is not as efficient as implied by the pro
VISIons.

Recent research and design procedures for joint cores are discussed 1I1

detail in Chapter 13.

11.6.9 An Alternative Procedure for Calculating Special
Transverse Reinforcement for Confinement in the Plastic Hinge
Zones of Columns

The Approach

Previous considcrat ions. discussed in Section I 1.6.8,have indicated that some
plastic hinging of columns must be accepted as inevitable during a very large
earthquake. because seismic loading that acts simultaneously in the directions
of both principal axes of the building, and the presence of points of contra
flexure ncar the ends of columns, will result in high bending moments in
columns, To prevent plastic hinges in columns would require columns that
are much stronger than the beams, Also, the presence of walls, and unin
tentional strength variations of members, could lead to column hinging. Thus
the potential plastic hinge zones of columns should be capable of ductile
behavior.

As stated earlier, the existing code approach for the determination or
special transverse steel is based on a philosophy of maintaining the axial
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hoops is assumed to ha vc the stress-strain curve in compression defined hy
Eqs. 2.6 to 2.11 (see Fig. 2.18). The slope of the falling branch of the curve for
confined concrete is defined by a parameter Z, given by
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1,-----
For this arrangement Z may be calculated assuming b" = width of side of aile
hoop, Sh = spacing olscts of overlapping hoops. and p, = ratio of volume (lr

one hoop to volume of concrete core within that hoop. Thereis a lack or
test data on the efficiency of various arrangements of transverse steel. Hence
in the meantime it is prudent to adopt conservative definitions.

Fig, 11.52. Section or column and external actions.

where P. = ratio of volume of transverse hooping reinforcement to volume
of concrete core measured to outside of hoops. h" = width of confined core
measured to outside of hoops, SII = spacing of transverse hoops. and /; o..c

compressive cylinder strength of concrete in psi (l psi = 0.00689 Njrnrrr'}
The stress-strain curve for the cover concrete (outside the hoops) in com,
pression is assumed to be identical to that of the confined concrete up to ;1

strain of0.004. Cover concrete at strains greater than 0.004 is assumed to ha vc
spalled and to have zero strength. The tensile strength of concrete is ignored.

In pract icc, vurious arrangements of transverse steel involving overlapping
hoops, or hoops with supplementary crossties, are needed in all but small
column sections. to provide lateral support to t he longitudinal bars in the
section. The definition of Z for such a case has been discussed in Section 6.5,2.
and a column sect ion with one possible steel arrangement appears in Fig. 11.52.
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load strength of the column after spallin~Ofthe~ver concrete. This pro
cedure does not relate detailing requiremen.1:s to th~;requiredplastic rotation
capacities of eccentrically loaded column sections.c~r

The moment-curvature relationship provides~('measllre of the plastic
rotation capacity of sections, and an approach b~ed on ensuring a satis
factory moment-curvature relationship could form a r"t ionaI basis for
detailing columns for ductility. A problem in<assessingthe available curvature
ductility factor <fJj<fJv from a moment-curvature relationship is the definition
of the ultimate curvature <Pu' It is evident that many sections maintain con
siderable capacity for plastic rotation beyond the ,:Peak of the moment-cur
vature curve and, as discussed in Section 11.6.6, itfwould be reasonable to
recognize this and to define <Pu as the curvature when. the moment capacity of
the section had reduced to 80 to 90 %of the maximum moment. Also, we know
from previous considerations that columns at bases should be capable of
reaching ((>u/<(>,' values of up to 4J.1., where J.1. is the displacement ductility factor,
A reasonable criterion would be to require the potential plastic hinge zones of
columns to be capable of achieving a <fJJq>y value of at least 411. This should
provide sufficient ductility, unless overstrong or undcrstrong elements
enforce column hinging in one story. The derivation of moment-curvature
relationships from the stress-strain curves of confined concrete and .longi
tudinal steel allows the application of this criterion and enables the deter
mination of the required amount of transverse reinforcement.

Moment-Curvature Analysis

In deriving the moment-curvature characteristics of eccentrically loaded
rectangular reinforced concrete column sections, the following factors are
taken into account:

,
I. Level of axial load on column.
') Longitudinal steel content.
3. Proportion of column section confined.
4, Material stress-strain characteristics.

(Ld.~ally.__.tD~ejI~L<2i.£J:£Li£J()aqL!lJL~.92~ul~.LaI~E~.£ £1.I.~ii~~d . 9111.0e
~omplexity ofc~~d analysis_mak~s it difficuIU.~ S.!'=!ill-;Llilr.,g.e...r_an.ge.ol
ca~cs. In this study monotonic loading is analyze,d"ul1.d liliL~bould._gL¥~,Q,.
re;I:~l;nabre'assessmen:rrnthef1rSi"insfafiCe:r-"~----
'0<;.,.., .. " ..•."e,_·.•. ·"·."'N~,'·.''",., __.",·.~_·"'' .•'-'""•..,,..+'''",;""~""""".""''''''''·.-•.".·'''c'''_,~...,,,'"=~''=<.,~__'"'''.,.~='''·'''''..,""""-"'~="""',:,,";I

.... The assumptions made in theoretical moment-curvature analysis, and
the method of analysis, are outlined in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.5.3. The longi
tudinal steel reinforcement is assumed to have the stresx-xtruin curve de
fined by Eqs. 6.n to 6.32. This curve, which includes t!h: effect of strain
hardening. is illustrated in Fig. 2.25c. The concrete confined by rectangular
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Fi:.:.11.53. Momcnt-duculit y curvcs for P= O.l.l~Ay.

to 11.55, and ot hers for d ifTerent section sizes. Z values meeting the above
mentioned uItirnate curvature requirement have been obtained 1 1.35 (see
Table 11.3). When the ultimate curvature requirement could not be met with
reasonable amounts of transverse steel. no Z value is indicated in the table.
The analysis assumes that the compression steel does not buckle. The
calculated strain in the compression steel at iPulCfJy == 16 for each case is

and C and T denote the onset of strain hardening of the compression and
tension steel. respectively. The curves arc drawn from the first yielding of the
tension steel. The Grade 60 steel U~ == 414 N/mm 2

) was assumed to have the
following properties (sec the notation of Fig. 2.25c); Bsh == 4B y , D", == 0.12 and
.t:1I = 1.5;\/,. I lie Illl11!ltudinal steel was distributed around the scctiou
perimeter. The cover io the outside of the hoops was assumed to be c =
1.5 in (3;\ rnm i, From the moment-curvature ductility curves of Figs. 11.53

Approach for Determining Transverse Steel Requiredfor Ductility

The transverse steel requirements for columns can be assessed from the
moment-curvature curves by establishing the Z values required to achieve
adequate ductility. For seismic design, as discussed previously, the require
ment could be a curvature ductility factor CfJjcpy of 16 at a moment capacity
of not less than O.i)5 of the maximum moment capacity, if the displacement
ductility factor is 4.

Norton!l ,\5 has conducted an analytical investigation of square columns
usi ng the approach just summarized. Figures 11.53 to 11.55 show typical
moment-curvature curves obtained for bending about a principal axis,
holding axial load constant at various levels. On each curve, A denotes the
onset of spalling (11' the cover concrete (extreme fiber concrete strain of 0.0(4),

I. A large transverse steel content leads to better concrete stress-strain
ch.iracterist ics, enabling the moment capacity to be better maintained at high
curvatures.

~. A large longitudinal steel content means that less reliance is placed on
the concrete capacity, and therefore the moment capacity can be better
maintained at high curvatures.

3. A large axial load means that a large proportion of the load is carried by
the concrete; thus the moment capacity may not be well maintained at high
curvatures.

-I. High-strength longitudinal steel with early strain hardening maintains
the moment capacity better than mild steel in which strain hardening does
not commence until very high strains.

5. High-strength concrete results in a greater reduction in the moment
capacity at the spalling of the cover concrete.

(l. A large proportion or cover concrete, as in small sccnons. results in a
greater redu~tlon in moment capacity at the spalling of the cover concrete.

The procedure for conducting the moment-curvature analysis has been
outlined in Section 6.2.2. A convenient approach is.to divide the section into
a number of discrete laminae having the orientation of the neutral axis, and
to replace the longitudinal steel by an equivalent thin tube (illustrated in
Fig. 6.19 and described in lxantplc 6.3). The internal actions arc determined
by summing the lamina contributions and the moment-curvature relation
ship found by an iterative procedure and by successively incrementing the
value of extreme fiber concrete strain.

Figure 6.20 plots moment-curvature Curves obtained from a column
reinforced with Grade 40 u; = 276 N/mm2) longitudinal steel. Some of the
conclusions reached from an analysis 11.35,11.36 of a range (11' variables arc
as follows,
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"Steel comprc-vivc -truin appears in parentheses be-ide the Z values,

._---,._- •• ___M_•• ~·.____• ---_.__._-----•.._.....

I .onun 1I(1 lila1 Axial load Level, PII':A"
Section S\l:c·1 R~lllo. .-'---'-_._-_.. --------'-' ...._-_._.._... "

Size p, :::- /1:;;/1-151
D.I uz (U D,S

~-_ .. , ._.._-
15 in square OD2 55 (0.019) 16 (0,023) 5 (0,030)
OXI mm) 11,114 127(0.025) 127(0,033) 25 (0.037) 9 (0.074)

11,0(, 127(0.027) 127(OJ134) 127(0.040) 127(0,07.\)
20 in square 0.02 90 (0.021) 28 (lJ025) 14 (0.032)
(50S mm) O,D4 140(0.026) 140(O,03.lL 70 (0.041) 13 (0,067)

II,Do 140(0.027) 140 (0.1133) 140(0.040) 140(0,0681
30 in square (lO2 157(0.023) 39 (0.028) 21 (0.034) 7.5 (0,057)
(762 mm) 0,114 157 (0.025) 157(01133) 157<0.042) 19 (0.0591

()II(, 157 (0.027) 157(D033) 157(0.041) 157(0,061)
---------,-. _.._.,-,---"-_._..

Table 11.3 Apllro'\illl:ltc /. Values and Steel Compressive Strain" Required for a
Moment Capacit , of !'lSi{. of .\1axilllulll Moment Caparity@eflJe(J.. = 16 for Concn-r«

I: = 4000 I"j (~~ih N 111111'1. Longitudinal Stl'cl./;,-=- (,0,000 psi (414 N/I1lIll'). UIII

torrnly disuibuicu around 'l'dion perimeter. cover ro hoops c = 1.5 ill O~ rum)

included in pilll'nthcses heside the Z values in Table 11.3. The compression
steel strains ,\r,.· larlle: hence the hoops must he closely spaced to ,i'V();';!
~ ------_.
buckling.

The Z values in Table 11.3 may be used to design the transverse reinforce
ment for ductile columns with the stated material properties. The Z value
corresponding to a given arrangement of hoops may be calculated using
Eq. 11.59. as discussed in Section 6.5.2. For example, for the arrangement or
~overlappillg h~)ops appearing in the column section of Fig. 11.52, if the

. hoop diameter i@( 12.7 mm), the spac,~~"..~2L.cach set or hoop~ is<:~~_~.-!J.1)
Q (102 mrn), column dimensions are~1i = ~qjj)t(508 mm), cover thickness
" ~(3:-> 111m). concrete strength<tl.~_~.2.Qi;U~~1)(27.6Nzmm'), and as-
I) <jl\'\'. sum)ng that b't = -t I" - 2c), Eq. 11.59 gives ~I c,

I, v ~~ '0~ / .•..•\ '" D.cb~
.. "" (fI/ "",\,.9.j~ I ")1'\ ;'»/' z = ...... fI[! -. 7 = ",.4.tIl3. i ~.") (07» x 2r17 + I 1.33 )0.2 ---_L~~ +UH~ _«)002?
- "'~!"fjf":' <i:» 17x 11.33x4 4 3000. ~~/
') ~,;0'lII'{;' ;,( "\ss",- --~+c-I(}OO

\ '. Table 11.4 gin's some vflil"~Sor Z calculated thus for the arrangement of three
;3 overlapping hoops in/f:ig. 11.52 for various hoop diameters and spacing or

'Q'oS" hoop sets, Th~ Z villjlcs for other hoopbttiameters and spacings can aI~o he
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Table 11.4 Z \' allies for Square Sections Having Three,overlapping Rectangular
Hoops: Unsupported Length of Hoop Side ::::;,~ x dimension of confined core.
I; = 4000 psi (276 N/mm") and (' = 1.5 in (38 mm)"

t 1.6.10 Earthquake Energy Dissipation by Special Devices

The conventional approach to seismic-resistant design-s-namely, relying on
ductile behavior of the structural members for energy dissipation-s-has the
obvious disad , .mtagc that the structure will he damaged during a major
earthquake ami will need to be repaired. The damage may even be so serious
that the structure must he demolished. An alternative approach is to separate
the load-carrying function of the structure from the energy-dissipating func
tion. This can be achieved by incorporating into the structure special devices
for dissipating the energy generated in the structure by the earthquake
motions. These devices would protect the structures from damage.

Examples of mechanisms of energy dissipation incorporating devices of
mild steel which could be used in structures arc the rolling (bending) of U
shaped strips. the torsion of short bars, and the flexure of short beams.
Devices based on these mechanisms can be incorporated between moving
surfaces or ill diagonal bracing in frames. Results of investigations in New
Zealand of the bchax ior of these devices has recently been reported by Kelly
et al. I I.3 7 The tests revealed that the plastic torsion of mild steel is an ex-

cross sections and small longitudinal steel contents. Results obtained pre
viously'{v'" for a section with mild steel U;. = 40,000 psi (276 N/mm 2

))

longitudinal reinforcement indicated a greater transverse steel demand than
Table 11 ..1

Comments on the Approach

The approach just given depends very much on the ultimate curvature
demand and the definition of ultimate curvature, and also on the assumed
stress-strain curves for confined concrete and for steel.

The assumed stress-strain curve for Grade 60 Uy = 414 Nzmm') steel
used to obtain the ta hula ted and plotted results of Table 11.3 and Figs. 11.53
to 11.55includes the effect of strain hardening. Strain hardening was assumed
to Commence at 4 times the yield strain. The early onset of strain hardening of
the longitudinal steel allows the moment capacity of the section to be main
tained better than for steel without early strain hardening. Reliance on strain
hardening may he regarded as unwise, since the stage at which strain harden
ing commences is not covered by steel specifications. Nevertheless it is
realistic to include its efTect.

In addition. the transverse steel simultaneously acts as shear reinforce
ment and provides restraint against lateral buckling of the longitudinal
reinforcement, Always verify that sufficient transverse steel is present to act
as shear reinforcement. To control buckling of longitudinal bars, the spacing
of hoops should not exceed 4 in (102 mm) and should not be greater than 6
longitudinal hut diameters.

155
51

.II
20

15

:\0 in
(762 n1l11)

138
42
25
16
12

:20 in
(?08 mrn)

Section Sill'

125
36
21
14

9.9

15 in
OSI mm)

Transverse Steel. Diameter a(
Centers ,j,

~'in (9,5 mrm .u 12 in (.\05 111m)
~ in (lI. 5 III 111) ~I t 4 in (I 02 III m )
~ in (J 2,7 1111ll) at 4 in (J02 mm)
~ in (15.9 mill) at 4 in (102 111111)

lin(llJ.ll1ll1l)at4in(!02mm)

<I ACI 31H·71 requires I(Jr P > OAPb ~ in (15.9 mm) diameter hoops with
I, = 40.000 psi (276 N/mm 1) spaced as follows:

for 15 in (J:-ij mrn) section, spacing = 3.1 in (79 mm), gil ing Z c_~ 9.6
for 20 in (50S mm) section, spacing = 3.2 in (81 rom). gil ing Z ,= 12
for 30 in (762 mm) section. spacing = 2.9 in (74mm). giling Z = 13

found. T,Ihies sim iJar to 1',1 hie I 1.4can be compiled for 01 ilL'! hoop arrange
ments and concrete strengths. Tables 11.3 and 11.4can be used to design the
transverse steel of columns with the material properties and hoop arrange
ment of those tables. For example, a 15 in (381 mm) squ.rrc column with
A,,·1 g = Il.04and P = 0..31:'1" would require Z = 25 accord Ing to 'fable 11.3,
and 1in (J~. 7 mrn) diameter hoops at 4 in (102 mm) centers II \ iuld satisfy 1his
requirement according 10 Table 1104.

The Z values required for other strengths of steel and concrete can be
determined. Other results arc reported by Norton 11.35 and also by Park and
Sampson. I I .. H >

ACI 31:\-71 requires special transverse steel in columns when the axial
load level exceeds 004/\. where Pb is the axial load at the simultaneous
attainment of an extreme fiber concrete compressive strain of O.()(U and of
yielding of the tension steel. A 0.41\ axial load corresponds to load inten
sities varying from 0.121'; .. 1., for a 10 in (254 mm) square -cction with f;' =

6 kxi (41.4 N'mrn ") andt:,~ 60 ksi (414 N/mm2) to 0.1.'\(,.\ for a jo in
(762 mrn) square section with f; = 4 ksi (27.6 N/mm 2 ) and [, = 40 ksi
(276 Nzmm"). The /. values corresponding to the ACI 31:\-71 special trans
verse steel requirements for the arrangement of three overlapping hoops
are shown appended to Table 1104. Comparison with the /. I .ilucs indicated
in Table 11..1 for axial load 111 the range 0.2f;Ag to a.V:"! .. shows the ACI
provisions to be conservative except for heavily loaded columns having small
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Capacity Design fur Shear in Beams

If a nonductilc shear failure is to be suppressed, it is necessary to ensure that
the dependable shear strength of the. beam Va is equal to or larger than the
shear force associated with the flexural overstrcngth M 0 of the beam. which
cannot be exceeded during the seismic excitation. In addition to earthquake
moment-induced shear. provision needs to be made for shear forces resulting
from gravity load and vertical accelerations. Hence with reference to Fig.
11.47,at the left-hand support we have

deterministic allocation of strength and ductility properties holds the best
promise for a successful response and the prevention of collapse during a
catastrophic earthquake. This philosophy may he incorporated in a rational
capacity design process, In the capacity design of earthquake-resistant
structures. cncruy-dissiputing clements of mechanisms arc chosen and
suitably detailed. and other structural elements are provided with sufficient
reserve strength capacity, to ensure that the chosen energy-dissipating mech
anisms arc main ruined aI ncar their full strength I hroughout the deformations.
that may occur. To illustrate the capacity dc"gn approach. let us briefly
discuss the dcri. .uion of the design shear force fur beams and design loads on
columns of frames.

where Vd A ,.= dependable shear strength of beam at A .
M oA' Moll = flex ura I ovcrstrength capacities at potential plastic hinges at

A and 13
i' a =-~ factor allowing for vertical acceleration
III = clear span of beam
II' = design uniform dead and live load factored as in Fig. 11.47

For routine design it is more convenient to express this relationship in terms
of ideal strengths and the appropriate strength factors as set out in Eqs. 1.5
and 1.7. Accordingly. Eq. 11.60 becomes

V o=.!.. (!.f> MiA -t-.":'!i!.J +; Win) (11.61)
/A cp 0 In Of' 2

where V;A = ideal shear strength of the beam at /1, to be supplied entirely by
reinforcement

MiA' Mill = ideal flexural strength of the support sections (i.e., MiA = Aj)rI
al support A) .

«(I =; capacity reduction factor for shear (i.e., 0.85)
«ill = flexural ovcrstrcngth factor (e.g., J .))

Strength and Ductility of Frames6()()

tremely efficient mechanism for the dissipation of energy. At plastic strains in
range 3 to 12 ~i~ it was found to be possible'to dissipate energy of the order of
2000 to 7500 lb . in/in? per cycle (14 to 50 x 106 J/m3 per cycle) with lifetimes
m the range of 100 to 1000 cycles. It is evident that the use of such devices
in structures has potential, and further research to produce commercially
available items should be encouraged. .

One method suggested for limiting the maximum dynamic forces to which
a multistory structure is subjected to during an earthquake is the "soft
story" approach. The columns of a lower story, typically the first story of the
structure. arc designed to yield at a predetermined lateral load. After yielding
commences, allthe inelastic deformations will occur in those columns, and the
structure above will be protected from higher lateral forces. Possible methods
of design of the soft story have been proposed by Fintcl and Khan." ,38

However. a designer should approach such a solution with caution. The
columns of the soft story must be accurately designed-that is, neither over
strength nor understrength is permissible. Fluctuations of column loads
during the earthquake, caused by reversal of overturning moment and ver
tical accelerations. make such a strength analysis for the columns difficult.
Also, the ductility demands on the columns of that story will be considerable.
The lateral displacements in the soft story would be large, and provision needs
to be made to accommodate them. Straightening of columns after the earth
quake will also present difficulties.

Other possible methods for isolating parts of structures from earthquakes
an: discussed by Newmark and Roseablueth.U'V

l7)G;«l<- I 1.6.11 Capacity Design for Seismic Loading of Frames

Since it is impossible to accurately predict the characteristics of the ground
motions that may occur at any given site, it is impossible to evaluate the com
plete bella vior of a reinforced concrete multistoryfbame when subjected to
very large seismic disturbances. However, it is possl~.S to imp.art to thc
structure features that will ensure the most desirable beh~kyi()r, In terms of
~an~~ge.,ductility. energy dissipation, or failure, this meat!'s a desirable
sequence in lhebreakdoWIi(jfthe complex chain of resistance in a frame. It
implies a desirable hierarchy in the failure mode of the structure. To esta
bJi.sh any sequc'lcc in the failure mechanism of a complex chain, it is necessary
to know the strength of each link. This knowledge must not be based on safe
assumptions or dependable capacities but realistically on the most probable
strengths of the structural components, which will be subjected to very large
deformations during a catastrophic earthquake. The definitions of various
strengths and the relationship between them were discussed in Chapter 1.

In spite of the probabilistic nature of the design load or displacement
pattern to be applied to the structure, in the light of prf3sent knowledge. ,j
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(11.62)
(11.6.3 )

derived from static analysis could result. This was pointed out previously with
reference to liu. 11..35 and in Section 11.6.8. To minimize the likelihood of
column yielding. the dependable column strength at a critical section (e.g.,

above the nOOt level in Fig. 11.49), must be made larger than the probable
moment input Irom the adjoining beams. That is, we need

where M d• l =c dependable flexural capacity of column section in presence of
appropriate axial load

"Lkf ph =c sum of probable beam flexural capacities when plastic hinges
Iorrn in the beams .

1-r 1 =, moment distribution factor, depending on inelastic dynamic
response of frame when subjected to earthquake ground
motions.

Case studies l v!" have indicated that for regular frames the value for i'eI

could be between O.X to 1.3, the higher value being observed for a rather
flexible frame and the smaller value being representative of a relatively rigid
frame that would respond predominantly in its first mode of vibration.

Again Eq. 11.63 is more conveniently expressed in terms of ideal strengths
as defined in Chapter 1; thus we have

tv!:cl ~ ~2'f.(PPhMih (11.64)
tp;

where Mil' I = ideal flexural strength of column section in presence of design
axial load

Milo = idg;.d llexuralstrength of beams
<.pPh~A::)'l'6bablcstrengthfactor for beams as defined in Section 1.4.4

<.pc ;;" cap~19i1y reduction factor for columns

To i1lustrat~t'h~ implications of this relationship, Eq. 11.64 is compared
with curreae'rcquirernents of the ACI 11.8 and SEAOC ll

.
2 3 codes, using

typica1v,1lues lor the various factors.
According to these two codes, it is found that-with <.pc = 0.7 and <.ph = 0.9

Mid ~ ~:~ 'f.<.pbMih = a.64'f.Mih (11.65)
<.pc

The SEAOC code l
1.

2
.1 stipulates that the beam overstrengths,with

M oh = l.2SM ih• must be considered whendeterniihing,}he>sh,ear fOrcl;s
acting on beams; but surprisingly, the code docs hot req,lJire this for column

bending moment design. ,. . ',' , ..'
The 0.5 factor in Eq. 11.65 results from the assurriptionthat the 'tdtal

beam moment input. 'f.A1i", is~ distributed in equal proportions between the
column sections above and below the 1100r.s '

A typical allowance fot vertical acceleration due to seismic motions would
be O.25?f, resulting in ;,. = 1.25. With the chosen numerical values for all
factors, Eq. 11.61 becomes

~~A = 1.53 tv!.i~-T_MiB + 1.47W;n
"

It is evidcn t that the degree of protection against a possi blc shear failure in
seismic design needs to be considerably greater than for gravity or wind load
design.

Capacity Design of Columns

The estimation of column moments and concurrent axial loads in earthquake
resistant frames is much more difficult. Before outlining the capacity design
procedure relevant to columns, we must restate the design criteria that are
to be met.

In the previous discussion it was repeatedly emphasized that the formation
of plastic hinges in columns should be avoided if possible. Apart from the
very large curvature ductility demand associated with column sidesway
mechanisms, which was illustrated in several examples, there are other
reasons for avoiding or at least delaying column plastic hinges. A column
failure has much more serious consequences than a beam failure. Column
yielding in all columns of a story will lead to permanent misalignment of the
building. Compression load, most commonly present in columns, reduces
the available curvature ductility. Column hinging, associated with large
inicrstory sway, introduces problems of instability, which in turn may
jeopardize the gravity load-carrying capacity of the structure.

The question that arises is: How can a reasonable degree of protection be
provided by-the designer if he accepts that during a large random dynamic
excitation, column hinging is to be prevented or delayed. except at a few
una voidable localities.

In accordance with the capacity design philosophy, it would be necessary
to ensure that the dependable flexural capacity of a critical column section,
adjacent to a column-beam joint, is at least equal to the worst probable
f1c~\ural demand that may occur concurrently with a probable axial load.
It should be noted that the relationship between moment input and flexural
strength in columns need not be as stringent as was the case for shear in
beams, because the column section will have been designed for ductility.

ILlXURAL DEMAND fOR COI.UMN SECTIONS

Because of the disproportionate distribution of moments around column
beam joints during the higher modes of response of a multistory frame,
bending moments at the critical sections considerably larger than those
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developed. Typically these may be 125°;, of the ideal beam strength, Mj/,'
so that !vI"" = 1.25Mj/,' It is unlikely that plastic hinges have formed in the
beams of the next six floors above, but it may be assumed that, say, 85 'X, of the
ideal strength of'each of the beams at these floors will be developed. For the
next six floors above. a further reduction to, say, 75~<; of the ideal beam
strengths may he assumed. as illustrated in Fig. 11.56.

The column I'lads '0 derived would then have to be combined with the
appropriate Iaciorcd gravity loads and vertical acceleration components to
give upper-bound and lower-bound values for the column loads. Since these
axial loads arc based on extreme and transient capacity conditions of
behavior, there appears to be no need to introduce a further capacity reduc
tion factor (f!,. An ideal section strength equal to the axial load so derived
may be sufficient. Some reserve strength will be available in any case, because
the probable strength of the column section will be in excess of the ideal
strength, as shown in Chapter I, particularly when large axial compression
makes the contribution of the concrete compression strength significant
It is to be remembered thatthe probable strength of the concrete in place i,
likely to be well in excess of the ideal strength /;..

(11.66a)

(I1.66b)
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For the extreme case of disproportionate distribution of column moments,
a column capacity reduction factor of q>~~,= 0,9 may be considered to be
adequate. Hence by assuming that ({Jpb = h1, Eq.lt1.64 becomes

Mit! ;?: O.98I:Mib when A.c~ = 0.8

Mil'! ;?: 1.58I:Mib when A.C1 = 1,3

In this case no allowance has been madeforthe possible development of beam
overstrength. It is seen that in comparison with the ACI and SEAOC code
requirements, the proposed capacity design procedure gives considerably
greater protection against column 'yielding, the. required ideal column
strengths of Eqs. 11.66a and 11.66b being 1.53 and 2.47 times that of the
code equation 11.65. In fact, it could beInferred from t he Commentary
to the SEAOC code that ({lh = ({Ie = I may be assumed in Eq. J 1.65, making
the required ideal column strength according to that code even smaller.

AXIAL LOAD DETERMINAnON FOR COLUMNS·

In seismic design it is important to determine accurately the probable
earthquake-induced axial loads on the columns. These loads are particularly
critical in the case of exterior columns. When frames are designed for equiv
alent static lateral loads, the corresponding axial loads arc readily derived.
However, these forces are representative ofonly the first mode response of the
structure: they do not reflect the true column loads that can develop in a
frame. An approach to determine column loads used in New Zealand
assumes, in accordance with capacity design philosophy. that all beams
framing into a column develop their flexural overstrengihs simultaneously
over the full height of the structure. This implies that the column load input
at each 11001' is given by summing the input shear forces from the beams,
using shear force equations similar to the right-hand side of' Eq. 11.60, taking
the first term as positive or negative depending on the side of I he column. The
column loads so obtained are then used to design the column sections; a
column capacity reduction factor, ({Ie = 0.7, is used in IIIC section design.
This procedure appears to be unnecessarily severe, particularly for tall
frames. It was pointed out earlier that during the inelastic dynamic response
of a frame, beam plastic hinges form in groups, typically over two to five
floors at a time, and travel up the full height of the frame. When calculating
the earthquake-induced column loads, therefore, it would be more rational
to make some allowance for the fact that not all possible beam plastic
hinges arc present simultaneously.

Such an approach is illustrated for a 20-story example structure in Fig.
11.56. For the purpose of deriving the critical lateral load induced column
loads for the sixth-story columns, it may be assumed that the ovcrstrcngths
,\/"" of all the beams at six floors immediately above the sixth story are
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where v., = ideal shear strength of column
M ic = ideal flexural strength of column section in presence of thal

axial load which results in a maximum column flexural strength
lu == clear height of column
((I cupacit , reduction factor for shear (i.e., 0.85)

Conclusions
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sections that could develop 98 (~~ of the total beam moment input at the top
and at the bottom of the story, Fig. 11.57b shows the same for 158°,;, beam
moment input, in accordance with Eqs. 11.66a and 11.66h. The broken line
indicates the moment pattern that would result from the current ACI t t.K

and SEAOC t
12.' code requirements.

It would be unreasonable to determine the design column shear force from
the full M i, moment at each of the columns, since normally the moment
alone end is considerably less than Mic ' A reasonable moment pattern
from which the maximum likely column shear forces could be derived is
suggested in Fig. 11.57c, so that

.l.lii;i.'..

From the foregoing it is evident that a somewhat larger degree of protection
against shear failure in columns must be provided, simply because column
shear fai lures arc brittle. To be consistent with the capacity design philosophy,
one would tend to consider the simultaneous development of plastic hinges
at the top and bottom ofa column. However, these sections have already been
designed separately for the maximum likely moment inputs. As Fig. 11.57
reveals, column bending moments corresponding with 111'0 plastic hinges
could not occur. Figure 11.57(/ shows the moment pattern for column
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Shear Walls of Multistory Builtlings

12.1 INTRODUCTION

work is still tl) be done before we can predict reliably the elastoplastic
response of shea r wall structures. No attempt is made here to trace the origin
and evaluation or the loadings such as may arise from wind or seismic effect.
but as in previous chapters, attention is focused on ductility and energy
absorption aspects dictated by the nature of earthquake response.

The use of shear walls or their equivalent becomes imperative in certain
high-rise buildings if intcrstory deflections. caused by lateral loading, are to
be controlled. Well-designed shear walls in seismic areas have a very good
record. Not onl , can they provide adequate structural safety, but they also
give a great measure of protection against costly nonstructural damage
during moderate seismic disturbances.

12.2 TilE BEIIAVIOR OF CANTILEVER WALLS

12.2.1 Tall Walls Having Rectangular Cross Sections

A single cantilcv cr shear wall, like that in Fig. 12.1 can be expected to behave
essentially in the same way as a reinforced concrete beam. The narrow cross
section (i.e.. smull width) suggests that the problem of instability of the COI11

pression edge 111:IY arise (sec Section4.5l. Normally the floor slabs ofa multi
story building. indicated in Fig. 12.1, act as horizontal diaphragms and will
provide latent! support: thus the critical length. with respect to buckling.
may be taken ,IS being equal to the floor height.

B,,"ding
moments

I ,"' b

k-l",~"l
L\I,III

Fi~. t2.1. .\ cantilever shear wall.

The usefulness of walls in the structural planning of multistory buildings has
long been recognized. When walls are situated in advantageous positions in a
building. they can be very efficient in resisting lateral loads originating from
wind or earthquakes. Because a large portion of the lateral load on a building,
if not the whole amount, and the horizontal shear force resulting from the
load, arc often assigned to such structural elements, they have been called
shear walls. The name is unfortunate, for only rarely is the critical mode of
resistance associated with shear. Multistory buildings have become taller and
more slender. and with this trend the analysis of shear walls may emerge as a
critical design item. More often than not, shear walls are pierced by numerous
openings. The structural engineer is fortunate if these arc arranged in a
systematic pattern. .

In a number of papers. published mainly in the last decade, the clastic
behavior of various shear walls has been examined. The proceedings of a
symposium sponsored by the University of Southampton 12.1 represents a
good summary of the present state of knowledge of shear wall structures.
Some of the conclusions of these studies are considered in the following.

Code recommendations used in the past 10 years have been largely based
on the pioneering work of Benjamin and Williama'P:" I" .\ on low-rise shear
walls. Also, the findings of de Paiva and Siess l2.4 and the early works of
Slater, Lord, and Zipprodt I ".0 on deep beams were interpreted to apply to
low-rise shear walls. The work of Cardenas et al,12.6.12- and Barda ':':" at
the Portland Cement Association Research and Development Laboratories
in Skokie. Illinois. has contributed much toward the present understanding of
shear wall components. Certain aspects arising from the seismic resistance
and elastoplastic response of coupled shear walls and their components have
been studied at the University of Canterbury, and the more important
concl usions of I hcse are incorporated in this chapter.

The emphasis has been placed on behavior as witnessscd from tests. Much
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balanced failure condition (PI,). As a result, the moment capacity is usually
increased by gravity forces in shear walls. However, it must be remembered
that gial compression will reduce ductility.

When it is desirable 10 increase the ductility of a cantilever shear wall
normally at its base, where overturning moments and axial compression arc
the largest the concrete in the compression zone must be confined. It is
suggested that the confining steel be provided in the same way as in tied
columns (sec Chapters II .and 13) and be extended at least over that part
of the depth I", where concrete strains in excess of 0.003 are required when
the desired ductility is attained. At any rate, transverse ties around the flexural
bars, which Ill~IY be subjected to compression yield, should be provided at
least in the same way as in axially loaded columns, to prevent buckling of
these bars (sec Section 13.5). This is particularly important over the region of a
possible plastic hinge, which may extend over a full story height or more.
Over this distance, nominal ties at code-specified maximum spacing are not

20 40 60 80
Curvatur.,0,P~rc.nt

Fig. 12.2. Like I "I' amount and distribution of vertical reinforcement on ultimate curva
ture.1 2.7
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The shear wall. as a large cantilver, wmbe subjected to bending moments
and shear forces originating largely from lateral loads, and to axial compres
sion caused by gravity. Accordingly, the strength ofthe crit ical section across
the wall can be evaluated from the moment-axialsforce interaction relation
ship, presented in Chapter 5. The vertical or flexural reinforcement in the
web portion of a shear wall, which can beiconsiderable, should be taken into
account when assessing the flexural capaCity,,':,

Essential prerequisites arc adequate fotihdation~vingfull base fixity. and
sufficient connection of the shear walls to each floorto tr.msrni: the horizon
t;t1 load.

In many shear walls, particularly in areas not affected bj earthquakes, the
strength requirement for flexural steel is not great. In such wul!x it has been a
traditional pract ice to provide about 0.25 %reinforcement in both d ireet ions.
Thus in walls subjected to small bending, 0.25% or slightly more reinforce
ment has been placed uniformly over the entire depth. Naturally such an
arrangement does not efficiently utilize the steel at the ulrim.u« moment
because many bars operate on a relatively small internal lever arm. More
over, the ultimate curvature, hence the curvature ductiliiv. is considcrablv
reduced when a large amount of flexural steel is used in this form, Carden~;s
and Magura 1" 7 have shown this for a typical wall section with a depth to
width ratio of 25.Their example is reproduced in Fig. 12.2.where the moments
and curvatures arc expressed as percentages of the corresponding ultimate
quantities for a section with the minimumIo, = 0.25 %) steel content. Clearly
uniform steel distribution across the section is net only uneconomical but
highly undesirable for larger steel contents whenever energy absorption in
the postelastic range is wanted.

In an efficient shear wall section, subjected to considerable moments. the
bulk of the flexural reinforcement will be placed close t\) the tensile edge.
Because of moment reversals originating from lateral load'>. equal amounts of
reinforcement are normally required at both extremities. Thus if necessarv, a
considerable part of the bending moment can be resisted bv the internal
"~:eel couPle:':lnd thi.s will result .in .imp:ov:d d~cti1ity prorerties.(ln .the
sectIon \\Ith th\: nonul1lform steel dlstr utlOn III Fl .12.2. mllllll1Um vertical
!:.einforcement (0.25 0

0 ) has been placed over the inner 80 %of the depth. The
rcmaillll~r of the steel has been allocated to the outer'( 10 %J zones of~
.;:cctlon. fhe lIlcreased strengths and ductility due·ta this arrangement arc
.~Yldent from the diagram) .

Because of the large cross-sectional area, the axial compressive load on
shear walls if often considerably smaller than that which would cause a
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Fig. 12.4. Wall return to increase stability.

The Behavior of Cantilever Walls

of the section. If necessary, the flexural rigidity of the wall section in the
transverse direction can be increased by a return, as in Fig. 12.4. This may
be necessary between the ground and first floors of a building, where maxi
mum actions occur often over maximum unsupported lengths.

r - - - '
o--~~ I

I I "

crrni
The Shear Strength of Tall Shear wsu.

The shear strength of tall shear walls can be assessed the same way as in
beams. Due allowance can be made for the contribution of the axial com
pression in boosting the share of the concrete shear resisting mechanism, as
measured by the nominal shear stress v, (see Section 7.6.1). In doing so,
the adverse effect of vertical accelerations induced by earthquakes should also
be considered. I\t thc base of the wall, where yielding of the flexural steel

(,1 , In both faces ispossible, the contributio~ of the conc~~_t<?~.~,:dothe shear
1/(rJ-. (/l.t4st~!!J~tE should be.neglected when t?e ~xlal co~pressJve~tresson,thegfo~s

L/ '- \Vall ~!~a:- PulA,!, IS less than 0.2I,. since !o~~~~"Il111l!S9Il1PX<::§sI()11 might
4fd~ p-6sSlbIY.b)oe.~gJf~£Lby vertical acceleration callsingtel1sion. Aspects relating

,...... ~~h~~s~;,~~,C~I~.~g,,~~"~ ..I:~i~l~~er~ei;~~~.~t.~ ~~ .. ;?~~d~I~3~~I~~~~~!~;§rii~~
I s_honldbeprl1Vidc~arlc il,sL2y'ct'ni§QQ§si51~J~iigt~' 6fth: plasti~. hinge at the
! base ofihcwillft()carr'y'-all the shear force. The effect ofiheaspecfrati6 of the
[ wall on shear strength was thought to be important in short shear walls, and

the subject is discussed in Section 12.2.2. ..".,..--- ,J ,:~;-

The minimum reinforcement of 0.25'/:, in the horizontal direction, when
appropriately al;~'j1(;fed, Will resist an eqUlva[ent nominafshear stress of ap-

proximately 2 JG"psi (O.166$Njmm 2
) (see Eq. 7.23a). At least the same

amount will be supplied by the concrete when the flexural steel is in the elastic

I
··· range. Consequently, in the nominally reinforced upper parts of rectangular

.

•.•...... cantile~er shear walls~ a shear strength equivalent of 44 psi (0.333)7:)
Njmm ) is available, 1•. 6 and this is often more than adequate.

I.

·..... The effective depth of a rectangular shear wall section is affected by the
arrangement of the vertical steel. In applying the appropriate equations for

,
r

80- 100
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Fig. 12.3. railure .d\lng u ~Q.n~ltIlCJlQ1U.QilJ1, exposing edge bars at a 1.11'
.il tcr thl'S'"1 I crnund« blnhqudkc '21.1 )"
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like~y to be sufllcicnt when yielding at both extremities of the shear wall
sect~on can be caused by several seismic shocks. Only closely spaced ties can
retain the cracked concrete core within the vertical flexural bars at the
extremities of the section (see Fig. 12.3) and prevent buckling of the lonui-
tudinal hal'S. ~

. T~e Ilcxural strength of a rectangular shear wall containing uniformly
~llStnbuted 'vertical reinforcement and subjected to axial load C;lI1 be derived
from first principlc~ (see Chapter 5). Considerable simplifications result,
how~veL~e contnbutlon of the reinforcement in the elastic core is neglec-
ted 1 •. 6 F' '··t . . I .
~ 10m Irs prmcip cs, the corresponding conservative approximation -
gives . =

M" = O.5A. r1.(1 + 3-'!....)(1 _.{)'7
s. Y " A [. I

s y w

v.h~~re Nil: the axial J~ad, is taken as positive for comprcssi(!.!! and A, is the
total uniformly distributed wall steel. The other terms are evident from
hg. 12.2.

The instabi.lity of thin shear walls needs to be considered. Conservatively,
the extreme libel'S of the wall section can be treated as an isolated column
xubjcctcd to axial compression only and liable to buckle about the weak axis

r
!
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/./'}Y nominal shear stress, Eq. 7.5, and stirrup reinforcement, Eq. 7.23a, the
r~ . <-·etrec{lv~pth d..,~_~?<:1 n~~~!ak~~.~,s less thanlQ.8[w)This is a good approxi

mation for'The common cases. Moreover; somegallowance has been 'made
for this 12.6 in the relevant equation of th¢yACI c~de. The Portland Cement
Association tests on high-rise shear wall models have demonstrated that the
present AC! approach gives a conservative estimate of the shear strength for
monotonic loading. 12 ·6 ,.

The effect of diagonal crack ing on the 4~stribudon of flexural steel stresses
should be considered the same way as inJ\ibeams. For cutting off the vertical
reinforcement in the outer parts of the wal,lsection. the appropriate displace
ment of the bending moment diagram, sI{pwn in Chapter 7, should be used.
Again it may be noted that the effective depth of the wall could be more than
one story height. ,I'

The strength of the construction joint must be equal to but preferably
grea teJJ!~,~~~l.!l~sl~e'l! s1rel1gth VII ,re,qtlired aLl~atpi1E,t!:~!ar leyeI: In t}l is
context, shear strength. VII = V,;O.8bl".. refers to the diagonal tension
'st'rengflf6flhc\\<I11. According to Eq.12.2a, then, when VII! ~ VII' the required
steel content PVf = A IdA" across the construction joint becomes

(
N)0.94Pv/ ~ ['II - 0.85 A

g

fy ~ 0.0025 = PvJ.min (12.3)

)~~i~il;!~f;~Q;~~~~~;~~t~~~~rI~~~p~~~;i~~,I ..~~;~~~:ffli~IL;;~1~~~~
vertical reinforcing content of 0.25% in the core of the wall is not likely
to be adequate unless the ultimate shear stress than is to be developed is very
small. Figure 12.5 shows the amount of vertical reinforcement (Eq. 12.3)

616 Shear Walls of Multistory Buildings The Behavior of Calltilewr Wnlls 617

where the capacity reduction factor <p may be taken as 0,85
~-

ro. 'T!J..'P./<fl'
\._",,,,",,--'/-/

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3,0 3,5 4.0 4.5 5.0 N/mm'

I I I I I I I
I

I
I

I
'"I I I I

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 psi

Shear stress developed at ultimate load. v"

,
t, ~ 40,000 psi (276 N/mm 2 )
___"-__---I-.__-+__-+--+

(
N )0.94

Put~ v" - 0.85 ';r -f- 1_--+-+-+---:7""~b~'---bi- ~ ~,

_._-- !-----+----+---+

1.75

1.50
Ce 1.25c
0
u
en 1.00c
'f!
0 0.75"i:
.~

0.50

0.25

to be provided across a horizontal construction joint. This is a function of
the nominal shear stress 1'" to be resisted at that level of the joint, together
40,000 psi (27(1 N/mm 2

). It is important that this amount of vertical rein
forcement he provided over each foot length of the wall section. The clamp
ing force of 011\' bar is effective only in the immediate vicinity of that bar.
with different intensities of axial compression stresses for a yield strength of
Consequently. heavy reinforcement situated near the extreme vertical edges
of the wall xcct iuns should not be included in the evaluation of the clamping
force across the core (If the section.

~'ig. 12.5. Vcrt ic.rl reinforcement requirements across a construction joint or a shear wall.

Construction Joints.A cross ShearWal/s

Earthquake damage in shear walls has been often observed at construction
joints along which sliding movement occurred. These are more common in
low shear walls. which carry small gravity loads. However, such damage
has been evident in high-rise shear walls as well (see Figs. 12.3 and 12.22).
It is therefore .necessary to ensllre that sufficient .\'~rti£'llIeinJ'()rc£!Jl.eIllj~

proY1(re~ in t'lle w~bQf.thc:sh~a~: ,wall Jq·s.~BEi~~iisJi$i\D,~ ..,~1~kU~J~!jlYJ;l;, .
"Tri Chapter 7 the mechanism of aggregate interlock or shear friction was
outlined, with particular reference to construction joints. It was shown that

.. , the average shear stress that can be safely transferred across a well-prepared
(jl IQJ!Kh horizontal joint is at least

_ N + Av[fyv J - (12.2)
U A

g

where N = 'axial force on section, taken as positive when producing com-
,/ , pression

,,_.' A,,! = total (vertical) steel to be utilized for required clamping force -,._~

_ Ag = gross sectional area of wall
'-;'tI'.(~t>Uf = nominal shear stress transmitted across construction joint

In a shear wall subjected to seismic load, the beneficial effect of the axial
compression must not be overestimated. Only the real .L',ravity load, with
appropriate reduction (s~\y 20(~,:,) for negative vertical acceleration. should
be taken into account. Hence by assuming the effective dept h of the shear wall
to be a.X/"" we have as the dependable nominal shear strength

__ tn O.80N + AvJfy
~' (l2.2a)osu;
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Fig. 12.6. The sh\·'1r rcsist.uicc (If low-rise shear walls.

The Behavior of Cantilever Walls

lIu

free body also require vertical reinforcement. In the absence or external verti
cal compression. the horizontal and vertical steel must be equal, to enable
45" compression diagonals to be generated. In the free body bound by two
diagonal cracks and marked 2, on the other hand, only vertical forces, equal
to the shear intensity, need be generated to develop the necessary diagonal
compression. Th is steel is often referred to as shear reinforcement, even
though its principal role is to resist the moment that tends to overturn free
body 2. Figure 126 thus illustrates the role of vertical and horizontal bars in
resisting shear forces in low-rise shear walls.

Inearly sysicmat ic stud ies of squat shear walls, Benjamin and Williams
applied a concentrated lateral load to the tension side of short canti
levers. 12

.
2

• 12.J Some of the design recommendations in the 1960s were based
on these findings and on the early deep-beam tests of the U.S. Bureau of
Standards.t':" The linear arch. whose inclination is indicated by the h~/I"

ratio, was significant in carrying the shear in all these tests. The use of this
ratio in relation to the shear strength of shear walls, has recently been
abandoned.l ':"

To study the behavior of squat shear walls and the effects of both the
flexural (vertical) and shear (horizontal) reinforcement on the failure mode
and on ductility. tests have been carried out at the University of Canter
bury J 2 . " on square 6 in (150 rnrn) thick cantilever shear walls. The walls

Fig. 13.47 and discussed in Section 13.7.4. The crack pattern reveals the for
mation of diagonal struts, hence the engagement of stirrups. A similar crack
pattern, likely to occur in a low-rise shear wall, is sketched in Fig. 12.6. From
considerations of equilibrium of the triangular free body, marked I, it is
evident that horizontal stirrups are required to resist the shearing stress
applied along the top edge. The diagonal compression forces set up in the

61101

,/ Q 12.2.2! Squat Shear Walls Having Rectangular Cross Sections
~(jI.JlU~J /,~;j/c :-~~~w,,"=_'~~

In many low-rise buildings, the height of the cantilever shear walls is less
than their length (i.e., their structural depth). Clearly, in such situations, the
assessment of the flexural and shear strength and appropriate reinforcement
cannot be based on the conventional techniques applicable to taller walls.
Rather, the principles established in connection with the behavior of deep
beams are relevant. It is no longer possible todiscuss separately flexure
and shear, since the two are more intimately interrelated in squat. shear
walls:
¥'low-rise shear walls normally carry only very small gravity loads, and
for this reason tj)cir beneficial effect, derived at least for shear strength,
is best i~J1ored."f·he flexural steel demand will also be small ill most cases

~/ \~:~~~::,,:' rt.~}~.c.;c:,,,I:;~i.".t..;;...'"::;~~~t:a~~: 1~~~:a(\.;:,V~e::~:;'; tt~~~o~c::;:
::( llllTfornlh· over the full length of the wall,allowing only a nominal increase

L
a t the ve;tical edges.

For seismic loading the corresponding loss of ductility is not likely to
he of great importance for two reasons.<E@the low steeLI9.91!irS:Jl:l~IlLi~
often satisfied by near-millin~ull1 st~el content (i.e., 0.25 n J. 'Ybi<.;h. pmvid£s
~~T~cL:llt~~ll'~I:g):;ibs9rptl()6ili'th~'po~telasti~ra.Ilg~ (sec Fig. 12.2)~c:oiiill
pro perIy d <:.~~iJ~~j~':9LI<1 t .shcar.~a lIs £~lfl ...~.e. made to. Cipso rh.'111 ~)L!IJ.2stgf!h~

~i:~r:!:!.icsJlo£.Lin the clast ic rat~ge without demand for reinforcement
contents.
-F';;·~~lnt of other and better information, it has been the practice to
attempt to predict the likely behavior of low-rise shear walls from tests
carried out on deep beams. Geometric similarities suggcs: such a pro
cedure. Most tests on deep beams have a common feature the load is
directly applied to the top and bottom faces of the simply supported speci
mens in the span and at the supports, respectively. It was pointed out in
Section 7.3.3 that this form of load application considerably enhances the
effectiveness of urch action. Stirrups crossing the main diagonal crack.
forming between load point and support, are not engaged in cllicient shear
resistance because no compression struts can form between stirrup anchor
ages. The arch disposes or the shear along the shortest possible route, and
this is associated with smaller deformations. It is not surprising. therefore, to
find frorn experiments that additional stirrups did nor improve shear
strength.' C. .j.

For till: common shear wall of a building, the load is introduced along the
joint between floor slabs and walls as a line load. Clearly no effective arch
action C;1l1 develop with this type of loading. Leonhardt and Walther 1.1.21

demons: ra ted this behavior convincingly in a test of a deep beam, shown in

[
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Fi~. 12.7. The t.uluro modes ofthree squat shear wallll1odc1s.'2.11 (a) Wall A. <h) Wall B.
(e) Wall c
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Figure 12.1\ gives the load-rotation relationship for all three walls:
where "rotation" is defined as the lateral deflection of wall divided by its
height. Cycles 1 to 4 show the initial elastic response and cycles 7 to 8 indicate
the elastic response after one moderate excursion beyonc' the yield range in
each direction was made. The plastic response of each wall can be con
veniently expressed by the cumulative ductility factor, where "ductility
factor" is defined as the ratio of the maximum wall rotation attained in a
load cycle to the wall rotation at the first yielding, obtained in the fifth load

were subjected to a load in such a way that the shear force was distributed
along the top edge (see Fig. 12.7). For convenience, the applied load is expres
sed in terms of the nominal shear stress v and the theoretical ultimate

-i c capacity PI;' The failure wode of each of the test walls is evident from Fig. 12.7.

~,.f0·dY ®Wall A was delibenft;;ly underdesign:~d for shear. ~!i.1"l:lll?s.:V~Ee~~pe~t~~1
to resist 0111y5.9...%Q.LlheJQ~sl, which would have beell dcvcloj)ed .iUlex.ll.!:.<;
g(;ve;:ned·tb.t:_~.!.r.t:))glb~. Figure 12.7a shows the development of diagonal
cr~lck.S·(Juring12cycles of the loading. Considerable strain h:1 rdening occurred
in the reinforcement because 123/., of the theoretical shear capacity and
108/., of the flexural capacity could be:'developed. At failure, one stirrup
fractured, demonstrating the effectiveness of stirrups in such squat shear
walls.

.(Jj~/JyU'f (2.)~.!:.~g~._was identical to wall A exc~~~ear reinf~cement ~~::.
/ lmwided in excess of the f1ex~ cueacity. The theoretical flexural stcngth

was associated with moderate nominal shear stresses [i.e .. 5.6./]':: psi

.: _ ,....<2.., (0,47'/]'; N/mm 2
)]. The specimen exceeded its ultimate design capacity in

(/,'v/I;/!;I.L each of the" plastic" cycles and could not be destroyed as contemplated

i/')."V~:.."'·);~ because the loading frame was una ble to match the spc..cimcn's ductility.
,,~crl!rY.l',~;'1 Figure l2.7b shows Wall 13 at various stages of the loading.
. . \/(' L (,3,/By providing more vertical reinforcement in ~LL__C. the flexural

U. capacity was made approximately twice that of wall B. This Ilcxurul strength

required the development of large shear stresses [i.e., approximately 10J];
r ....

psi (O.83y'I:. N/mm 2
)] . The design shear strength of the wall was in excess

of its flexural capacity; hence a flexural failure could be expected. As Fig.
12.7c shows. a sliding shear failure occurred in the twelfth cycle of loading
at 39~;.) of the theoretical shear capacity of the specimen. This type of failure,
typical of ,deep members when high-intensity cyclic (reversed) shear is
applied, cannot be prevented by additional stirrup reinforcement. A sliding
shear failure would not normally be found in tests with monotonic loading
because up to crushing, the compression zone remains relatively intact.
This type of failure is discussed in greater detail in Section 12.5.3 when the
behavior of deep spandrel beams is reviewed.
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Fig. 12.9. Flanged cross sections.

12.2.3 Flanged Cantilever Shear Walls

There is no reason to expect tall flanged shear walls, such as that in Fig. 12.9,
to behave differently from those having rectangular cross sections. When the
axial force is small. we can anticipate that these walls too will utilize the
internal" steel couple" in the postelastic range, since the reinforcing content
in both flanges IS normally the same, Hence ample ductility should be avail
able if required during an earthquake of catastrophic magnitude provided
that restraint ugainst steel buckling is adequate.

Some researchers have attempted to evaluate the behavior of such walls
from the superposition of the frame action and diaphragm action of the
wall infill. The approach is justified when no homogeneous connection exists
bet ween the tw.», which is the case for steel or reinforced concrete frames with
masonry infill panels. However, a monolithically cast, reinforced concrete
shear wall with boundary elements will tend to act as one unit, and every
effort should he made in the process of designing and detailing to encourage
this most cllicicnt behavior.

When the axial compression is significant. the whole of one flange a,ld
part of the web may he in compression. In such cases it appears advisable
to consider the flanges as axially loaded. tied columns. Accordingly, a lower
capaci.ty redull ion factor (i.e., ie ~ 0.7) would be more:ap~~
assessll1g ultllll~lte ca ,.ICIt 1I1 thiSSItuation, For Il1termedIate ositions of the
.!!~u~.a aXIS, the value of ~ can be s.uita!)ly in.teq:?,9La~edJ2.etween 0.7and"~

The Importance of pro'ldll1g suffiCIent transverse remforcelJlent around the
main vertical sleel in the flanges is evident.~" ,=---~

~~"FtUiges \l'iII
w

consIderti'b ly boost ili"e 11l0ment of resistance of tall cantilever
shear walls. Hence the resistance of shear forces in the web may be more criucal
than in walls having rectangular cross sections. Particular attention must

F1-~'"'
o J]

( l2.4c)

(12.4a)

( l2Ab)

cvclc. This cumulative ductility factor was 46,56 and 30 for walls A, 13 and C
rc-pcctivc!y. Not o nly W,L' wall C the least ductile one, but It also showed a
di-t inct Inss of strength during testing. The superior performance of wall 13
slll:!l!.ests two important conclusions for design:

lal If a ductile (i.e.. a nexural) failure mechan;sm is desired in a low-rise
:;:;&;:);l, _, ;:;;)t~..)i't!ii;WXJii!itiMJ'I;jj.: ._~'!i< ~--;o;~ ¢!OW ... _ M~T !'!n,[[

shear wall, tfi~ nominal shear stresses associated with I he flex ural over-
capacity of the wall must he moderate, say, Dc ~ 6 ' psi (O,5/.r;. N/l1lm2

) .

This is normally not difficult to achieve. If necessary, the wa t lIC 'ness
shn.uld !2'::.incrc.iti~. - • --

Ih) Because the flexural failure mechanism is associated with large cracks.
IW reliance should be placed on the contribution of concrete toward shear
strength. Consequently, the whole of the shear force should be resisted bv
web reinforcement. .

w hcrc fI" and 1';, " vertical and horizontal steel content per unit wall area.
Shear walls arc sometimes surrounded by a peripheral frame that mav

contain substantia] reinforcement. The behavior of these walls. also contain
l11g openings, was studied experimentally by Umernura J c 12 and others.

It is to he noted that the possible effect of axial compression was not con
sidcrcd in these tests.

The AC 1code 1 c. 111 provisions for the shear strength of w;llls were outlined
in Chapter 7. The only difference between the shear provisions for walls and
beams is in the assessment of CC' the contribution of the concrete, taking into
account the presence of axial load. The background to these provisions
hu-, been discussed by Cardenas, Hanson, Corley, and Hognestad, I C.I>

who have shown with their tests and those of many others, that the present
i\('! code J c. J () recommendations for walls are conservative and satisfactory. _. /

The minimum shear reinforcement should not be less th~111 0.25 ';{, of the (;)I/{,J
concrete area. It was mentioned earlier that in long, and low shear walls, as 4

in hg. 12Jl" the vertical web reinforcement will be more eflcctivc in enabling>"
dlagnnal compression struts (0 form. Therefore, in walls~ilIQi:j.z.~J:Q::~sij~~I~'i"
Os. the i\CI code '" 10 requires vertical web steel p"equal (0 the amount of
hOl'llOntal she~ll.rcinforcement. For shear walls having height/length
ra t iox bctwce~21)n 2.5);\ linear interpolation is suggested between this
steel and the mi~)irnllm ofO.ZS 't" giving
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Fig. 12.10. Shear failure of low-rise flanged shear wall.' Z.8 (Cour tcsy Portland Cement
Association.'
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12.2.4 Moment-Axial Load Interaction for Shear Wall Sections

Fig. 12.11. l.or.uion of inicrnul compression resultant in flanged low-rise shear walls. IZ.H

Cross sections of flanged, angle. or channel shapes often appear in shear
walls, forming the core of multistory buildings. These may be subjected to
axial loads of varying intensity. including net tension, together with bending
moments about one or both principal axes, For practical reasons the cross
sections remain reasonably constant over the full height of the structure. It is
possible. and it may be advantageous, to evaluate the interaction relationship
between flexure and axial force for such cantilever shear walls. It can be
rather cumbersome to work out the required reinforcement for a particular
load interaction. but it is relatively easy to determine the possible load
combinations for given arrangements and amounts of reinforcement,
particularly with the aid of a computer. The results can then be used to allo
cate the required reinforcement at any level along the full height of the
structure.

When a channel-shaped cross section is subjected to axial load and
flexure about its weak principal axis, interaction curves of the type illustrated
in Fig. 12.12 result. In this particular section the reinforcement was assumed
to be uniformly distributed along the center of the wall thickness. The load
eccentricity is with reference to the plastic centroid of the section. A positive
moment is considered to cause compression at the tips of the flanges and
tension in the web of the channel. For pure flexure, this would be an over
reinforced section with about 3%total steel content. For a reversed (negative)

nal compression resultants for similar specimens could also be found. This
study shows (see Fig. I::': I)) that the compression flange is not effective in

.squat shear walls. since the ideal large internal lever arm necessary for
"beam" behavior cannot be developed.

Shear Walls or i\lllllistory Buildings62N

be given to horizontal .. construction joints, which may be more severely
loaded, as well. In a well-designed shear wall, the shear reinforcement is not
expected to yield at any stage of the loading.

The behavior of short flanged shear walls is more complex. Even a small
amount of vertical reinforcement in wide flanges can provide a flexural
capacity that is associated with excessive shear load on the web. Barda
studied experimentally such walls 12.8 and confirmed the effectiveness of
vertical shear reinforcement in shear walls with hwllwratio of 0.5. These one
third scale wall specimens (see Fig. 12.10), were deliberately reinforced to
encourage a shear failure to occur. Under a nominal shear stress of 800 psi
(5.5 Njmrrr'), the vertical web reinforcement yielded, but no yielding was
observed in the vertical flange steel. The elongation of the vertical shear
reinforcement caused a hogging curvature of the slab, and the cracks that
resulted in the slab are visible in Fig. 12.10. Mesh reinforcement was found
to be effective in distributing uniformally the diagonal cracks and in control
ling their width. In low-rise flanged shear walls, construction joints may
become the critical failure plane.

Barda 12.8 determined the internal tension force resultants from strain
measurements. Combining this information with the external load. the inter-
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Fig. 12.12. fYl'ic·cil 1l1l1111Cnl axia] Iorce interaction relationships for" ,1l<lIl1lc·I·,h<ll'cd ,Iwdr
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12.2.5 Interaction of Cantilever Shear Walls With Each Other

Iix,IIY

Fig. n.D. SI,c';!' \\:lIL, "f ;111 apartment building.

In certain multistory buildings, such as apartment houses, the gravity
load as well ;IS the lateral wind or seismic load is carried by shear walls,
A typical 11001" plan or such a building is given in Fig. 12.13. The floor slab
may be considered to be very flexible compared with the flexural stiffness or
the walls. with respect to their major axis; thus in most cases the flexural.
resistance of the slab during lateral loading need not be taken into account.
The slabs act as horizontal diaphragms. extending between cantilever walls,
and they arc expectcd to ensure that the positions of the walls, relative to
each other. do not change during lateral displacement of the floors. The
flexural resistance of rectangular walls with respect to their weak axis may
also be neglected in a lateral load analysis.

To be able to assess the extension of the compression zone over the shear
wall section. the designer can also determine the neutral axis position with
respect to I he primary compression edge. These positions are shown in Fig.
12.12 in terms of the ratio of the neutral axis depth to the overall depth.
ell""~ Thus an appropriate value for the undcrcapacity Iactor If> can be esti
mated for any load situation. In the example section of Fig. 12.12, for a ne ',1
tiv::;e bending 1ll0m<;,U.\ with moderate" aXial compression. ci1w could be 0.1:

[
t'fi'U~' 1 x ~;/., 12 = 7.~ in (i.e., about half the web thic ness wou d he

S~ ;'. under compression. For this case, tp = O.')vould be appropriate. On the
1&:~ nth" hand. em a PO,;I;" Il'om,n~.Wit only a small compression force.

0.5 x 6 x 12 = 36 in or the ~uld be under compression. Because
the section is only 14 in wide~yould be a more suitable value.

uJ
fJuf/£J.

11
;.,;,;".. 'j,.~

·r·> .
I ....•

J KSI " 689 N/mm 2

t',Kip:: 4.45 kN
IK In=O IIJkNm
J in " 254mm

p, as/t

r'd' 4.0 Ksi

's' 40.0 KSI
r

A/lw ' 3.0

f1'14'
1

moment. causing compression in the web of the section. a marked increase in
moment capacity follows the application of compression forces. The cornpu
lations were C,llTICd out 12 I· .. for positions of the neutral ;I\IS when the same
S\\l'pt throughout the section. the concrete compression strain being kept
constant (I:, = 0.0(3) at the extreme compression fiber for ;1 particular sense
of the bending moment as outlined in Section 5.3.4. The wall section in
Fig. 12.12 is suitable to resist moderate axial tension in combination with
positive moments. and considerable axial compression \\ith negative mo
mcnts. These arc typical load combinations occurring in cl1uplcd shear wall
Struct ures.
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w~ W'. = load induced in wall by interstory translations onlywt w;;: "" load induced in wall by interstory torsion only
W" W, c'" total external load to be resisted by all walls
lix' Iii appropriate second moment of area ofa wall section about

its .v and .I'axes
Xi' .1';= coordinates of wall with respect to center of rigidity CR

of load-resisting system
e,. (', eccentricities resulting from noncoincidencc of center of

gravity l'G (mass), and center of rigidity

If W, and W\, are caused by ~ind loads, t~ce!!!sr.pf mll.1§'5.b.QuI9J~£L~Il!tlS~,~t

by the os ition ()f V~.LSiillY.!!:IJ,.~.rtdJQ.I~.£".,
""quations I~.) to 12.7 are analogous 10 those used in the analysis of rivet

groups and arc considered to yield sufficiently accurate results when seismic
loading is being studied. The errors, which may result from neglecting the
shear deforrn.u ions a nd t he torsional resistance of the walls with open
sections, are likely 10 be smaller than those due to ignoring the effect of
cracking on st illness.The onset of cracking and the consequent loss of stillness
is also affected by the gruvity load intensity on eaeh wall.

The foregoing approach should be adequate for an ultimate load analysis,
for it represents a statically admissible situation. This approximate elastic
analysis is likely to assure that the ultimate resisting capacity of all cantilever
walls would be attained at about the same time. With the shapes used for
cantilever shcur walls of high-rise apartment buildings, there is no reason
to expect a deficiency of ductility as long as premature secondary failures
(bond, shear, instability. etc.) are not permitted to occur,

For shear walls with a height/depth ratio of less than 3 (hj1w < 3), the
shear deformations may become predominant enough to be considered in
stiffness or deflection computations. Shear distortions are more significant in
flanged walls.

In estimating the deflections of solid cantilever shear walls for the purpose
of assessing thc period of vibration of the structure, the principles of elastic
behavior may he used. but Young's modulus E, and the modulus of rigidity
G could be reduced to allow for loss of stiffness caused by flexural and diag
onal cracking'<'!" (sec also Section 7.7).

-
(12.6a)

(12.5a)

(l2.5b)

(12.6b)

Shear Walls of Multistory Buildings

Fig. 12.14. Mathematical III ode I or intcrucung
cantilever shc.rr wulls.WALLS
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where

~x = W;x + W;:,

The elastic analysis of a set of interconnected cantilevers. modeled in
Fig. 12.14, can be rather complex if we allow for shear deformations, and
torsion with restrained warping in the individual wall units. Rigorous
solutions have been proposed by Stiller,tf·15 Beck/ 2 . l h l{osnHln,12.17 and
others, and all assume perfectly elastic behavior of the homogeneous isotropic

structure. However, with certain simplification, the total lateral load can be
easily distributedamong all cantilever walls. This approximation implies
that onlv flexural-deformations occur, which means that the load pattern
over the 'height of each wall is similar. With reference to Fig. 12.13,the distri
bution of the total lateral seismic load, Wx or Wy , among ull cantilcvcr walls,
may then be approximated by the following expressions:

W~I =._.._..}';l.iy e W
IX ~. 2[ 2I ) Y x

k('\i ix + Yi iy

W xiIix;:" =----..------ e W
E(x/I;x + y/Iiy) x y

where l1~x' It;" = share of wall i in resisting total external
- x and .l' directions, respectively

(12.7a)

(12.7b)

lateral load in

12,3 INTERACTION OF SHEAR WALLS AND RIGID JOINTED
F1~Al\IES

It is beyond the scope of this book to discuss techniques for assessing the
interaction of shear walls and m01ent-resisting frames. Several methods of
structural anulvsis are available to cope with this problem. 12.19,12.20
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Fig. 12.16. Irrational shear walls. (a) Inter
terence with flexural and shear strength. (/'1

Undesirable deformations due to sloping legs.
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Shear Walls with Opmings

cantilever structure at the critical base section is drastically reduced by the
sudden change from a wall section into columns. The staggered arrangement
of openings seriously reduces the contact area between the two walls, where
the shearing forces should be transmitted. The legs of the wall illustrated in
Fig. 12.16/J could lead to an undesirable situation in which the sway mechan
ism of the legs lilts the wall in a direction opposite to the direction of the
sway,

Observations made on the probable behavior of shear walls during seismic
disturbances strongly indicate the undesirability of replacing massive walls
ncar their base with lighter column members. Figure 12.17, taken from a
theoretical study of pierced shear walls. presents wall types that are satis
factory for wind load resistance but are likely to invite disaster in a major
earthquake. For these walls. the energy absorption in the postelastic range
may be concentrated in a few relatively light legs. and it may be associated
with ductility demands that cannot be met in reinforced concrete.

.. rat ional shea r wall st rue! lire" is one whose essential beha viol' can be asesscd
by hare inspccuon.)

Irrational shear wall structures usually defy solution by normal structural
, analysis. In such cases model investigations or finite element studies can

assist in evaluating the Internal forces. Only special experimental studies
can disclose the important aspects of ultimate strength, energy absorption,
and ductility demand in irrational reinforced concrete shear walls. It is not
uncommon for the results of such research to become available when the
construct ion of the shea r wall struct ure is completed.

It is imperative that the openings interfere as little as possible with the
moment and the shear-carrying capacity of the structure. A good example
of an irrat iona I shear wall appears in Fig. 12.16(/. The flexural resistance of the

I.

Wall

SHEAR

I)';l(~d-- Neqat ive
w au load

lotal .hear

r'/",L;k~,,~\ Frame

(b)

LOADFRAME

(a)

WALL

I·i~. 12.1:". Intcractio» "I' shear walls and rigid jointed frame

Shear Walls of \Iultistor~' Buildings

12,4 SHEAR WALLS WITH OPENINGS

Windows. doors. and service ducts require that exterior or interior shear
walls be provided with openings. To ensure a rational structure. it is im
portant that sensible decisions be made at the early stages of the planning.
with respect to the positioning of openings throughout the building. (/\

When column shortenings arc neglected, which is justified for buildings of
moderate height. the floors remain horizontal. Because of the incompati
bility of the deformations. a shear wall can oppose a moment-resisting frame
at the upper floors. Only at the lower floors do the two structures assist
each other in carrying the external load. The typical distrihution of the
lateral load between a tall and a relatively slender shear wall and a frame is
illustrated. in terms of the shearforces, in Fig. l2.15b.

Other examples of the use of shear walls in combinat ion with frames,
and methods of analysis. arc given in a report on the response of buildings
to lateral forces. by ACt Committee 442,12.21 together with an extensive
bibliography.

However. certain problems arise from the distinctly different behaviors of
walls and frames.

Figure 12.150 illustrates a cantilever shear wall and a fr.uuc, hoth carrying
the same load at :1 certain height. This causes the shear w:1I1 to suffer bending
distortions and to assume a constant slope above the loaded level, The origin
ally horizontal sections at each floor tilt. The frame experiences mainly
translatory displacements and tends to become vertical above the load level.

\
I
!
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Many shear walls contain one or more vertical rows of openings. A partic
ularly common example of such a structure is the "shear core" of a tall
building, which accommodates elevator shafts. stairwells, and service ducts.
Access doors to these shafts pierce the walls. Thus the walls on each side of
openings may be interconnected by short, often deep, beams. It is customary
to refer to such walls as being" coupled" by beams. A typical structure is
illustrated in I:ig. 12.\ t)u.

Frequently It is difficult to classify a coupled shear wall structure. On
one hand the structure may he considered to he a wall containing open
ings; on the other, it may be more appropriate to speak of a rigid jointed
frame consisting of deer memhers. Both definitions indicate that the con
ventional munuul techniques of structural analysis may not be adequate.

Before the behavior of a coupled shear wall can be assessed with confidence.
we must examine two types of deformation normally neglected in frame
analysis.

The coupling system, consisting of a number of short coupling beams,
transmits shearing forces from one wall to another (see Fig. 12.:l9a), subject
ing coupling beams to flexure and shear. Because of the small span/depth
ratios of these beams. shear deformations may become very significant.

Owing to their large stiffnesses, the coupling beams are sensitive to
relative movements or their built-in supports. For this reason the axial
deformations of the coupled walls, which are responsible for such move
ments, may have a considerable effect on the overall behavior. The small span!
depth ratios or the members, and the required consideration of axial deforma
tions, means that manual techniques of frame analysis cannot be readily
applied. Therefore, an alternative method, which permits the required in
formation 1'01' design to he obtained with relat ive ease, particularly when a

12.5.1 Introduction

12.5 COUPLED SHEAR WALLS

An example of unsatisfactory structural behavior was observed in the
Macuto-Sheruton hotel in Venezuela. In this building, 18 in (455 mm) thick
shear walls transmitted the seismic load to 43 in (1090 mm) diameter round
columns at the fourth tloOr.12

.
2 2 During the July 29, 1967, Caracas earth

quake, iI row Ill' thl' thiI'd 110m columns Iuilcd in shear and compression.
The location is indicated by an arrow in Fig. 12.18. The overturning moments
from the shear walls induced large axial forces on the columns, and these
reduced their flexural ductility. A closeup view ofa failed column appears in

Fig. 7.21. ,/" f' j 1 /~
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The framing of the Macuto-Sheraton Hotel in Venezeela.

Fig. 12.17. Undesirable forms for earthquake-resistant she.u walls.

Fig. 12.18.
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( 12.X)Mo=M1+Mz+/T

Coupled Shear Walls

where Mil = total external moment
M l' M 2 = internal moments generated in wall I or wall 2

T = axial force induced in the walls, tension in wall I, and cornprcs
xion in wall 2 of Fig. 12.19h

1 = distance between centroids of the two walls

All these actions arc considered at level x.
The aim of the laminar analysis is to determine the internal actions

just defined. An isolated free body, consisting of a part of wall 1 and laminae,
cut through their midspan point of contraflexure, is shown in Fig. 12.I(Jc.
The laminae are subjected only to shearing forces q(x) and axial forces, [1(.\)

at the midspan points. The share of the total external load resisted by wall I
is WI and ;'1 Hil • By considering the conditions of compatible deformations,
a second-order differential equation can be established which usually yields
the laminar shear forces (/(x) over the full height of the coupled shear wall
structure.

The axial force in the walls results from the accumulation of the shearing
forces across the coupling system of beams or laminae. The larger the stiflucss
of the coupling system relative to the walls, the more efficient the coupling,
the larger the induced vertical shearing forces in the beams, and the larger the
consequent axial force in the walls. The interplay between the modes of
internal moment resistance, as shown by Eq. 12.8, depends on the strengt h
and stiffness of the COLIpiing between the two walls. Clearly it is more efficient
to resist the e~ternal moment predominantly by internal forces T, which
operate with a large lever arm I, than by component internal moments ;\1 I

and M z.
The relative proportions of the contributions of the internal couple. II;

in resisting the external moments Mo. at various levels of an elastic 20-story

shearing forces across the connecting beams are obtained from a continuous
function. The prototype structure and its mathematical model are illustrated
in Fig. 12.19. The approximations involved in the use of this elastic laminar
coupling are usually well within the acceptable limits of structural design.
particularly for tall buildings. Photoelastic studies, and other model studies.
have verified that the method results in a satisfactory degree of accuracy.
It is not the purpose of this chapter to elaborate on this technique, which has
been refined and extended for various situations in a number of research
papers. 12 27

The most important action of an external lateral load, the bending or
overturning moment. must be resisted at any horizontal section across the
shear wall structure (see Fig. 12.19('). The corresponding equilibrium
statement is

\r;

I,
!
I
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small CO III purer i\ availablc, has become popular. The met hod is referred to
as i hc "laminar analysis" or "continuum" approach.

Fig. 12.19. Coupkd -hcar walls and their mathematical model. (III I'rotol~IW structure.
(h) vl at hcmuucul modcl. (e) lntcrnal uud external actions.

12.5.2 The Laminar Analysis Used to Predict Linear Elastic
Response

'1(\ evaluate various aspects of behavior of coupled shear walls, the concepts
of the Beck-Rosman laminar analysis have been used in several
studies.! ' n 122' The idea of simulation originated with Chitty.'22('
The approach employs a mathematical model in which the discrete connect
in!:! beams arc replaced by an equivalent continuous elastic medium (i.e..
infinitesimal elastic larniuac). This enables a highly statically indeterminate
problem to be reduced to a relatively simple one in which the indeterminate
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Problems of Elastoplastic Behavior

The strength of two coupled shear walls, subject to seismic-type lateral
loading, is reached when a collapse mechanism is formed. Two plast ic
hinges in each coupling beam are required to terminate its ability to accept
additional shear. In addition, one plastic hinge needs to be developed in each
of the cantilever walls. normally at their base, to complete the collapse
mechanism. The sequence of hinge formation for a given loading will depend
on the relative strength and stiffness of the components. The mechanism is
similar to that shown for a multistory frame in Fig. 11.31.

The bcha vim of some coupled shear walls that were exposed to severe
earthquakes. indicated that all or most coupling beams failed before the
ultimate strength of the coupled walls was attained. Classic examples arc
some oft he end shear wall frames of two 14-story buildings, severely damaged
during the !')(,4 Alaska earthquake l

2..\ 2 (see Figs. 12.21 and 12.22). It is
possible. however, that in some structures the ultimate strength of the walls
will be exhausted before plastic hinges form in the coupling beams.

Relatively few ana lyt ical studies on the plastic behavior of shear walls havc
been reported. Winokur and Gluck ' 2..'-I proposed an analysis based on a
uniform distribution of flexural strength up the coupling system. These
coupling beams. often short and relatively deep, may be subjected to hiuh
shearing stresses when the ultimate tlexural strength is to be develop~d,
In deep spandrel beams. these shear forces not only inhibit the full develop
ment of the Ilcxurul cupucity, they also restrict the ductility obtainable.l "?"

It is therefore important to assess the ductility demand on the coupling
system when the overall ultimate strengt h of the coupled shear wall structu re

given by continuous functions, can then be conveniently transformed into
discrete actions at each floor. and these are subsequently used in the design of
the struct me.

Figure 12.1 ') illustrates the most common type of regular coupled shear
wall structure. The laminar analysis can deal also with other boundary
conditions, such as infinitely rigid coupling at the top and hinged orelastically
restrained wall bases. Rosman has developed solutions for many different
boundary conditions.I ':?" One of the shortcomings of this technique is its
inability to deal readily with walls having variable sectional properties.
F\lr such structures. standard computer programs applicable to frames will
be more useful. or tables can he used, such as prepared by Burns. 1 2

.
3 1 It is

also possible til cater fnr variable sectional properties if the techniques of
finite difference analysis arc applied to the standard laminar analysis.' Ll'

"' . 'r , •

/) / ~~-_. 12.5..1 Elastoplastic Behavior of Coupled Shear Walls
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Fig. 12.20. The mock or internal moment resistance in a coupled she,u II ,ill structure.

o

The role of cracking in the clastic behavior of shear walls h.is been examined
theoretically and experimentally. 12.28.12.29 Because of the very large differ
ences bet ween the stiffnesses of the components, and the d rustic loss of still
ness in the coupling system after diagonal cracking, a 75 to 100:'" increase in
both the deflection and the wall moments has been obtained in case studies in
which allowance was made for cracking. It is best to make a number of
assumptions with regard to loss of stiffness caused by crack ing in the walls
and the coupling system and to carry out an analysis for each. The results,

6411

shear core are presented in Fig. 12.20. It is seen that the coupling is efficient
for the top half of the structure for all but the shallowest beams. At the base,
little difference in behavior is indicated for 24 in (610 mm) deep or infinitely
stilT beams. The latter represents the case when no distortions occur in the
process of shear transfer from one wall to another; that is, a continuous
linear strain distribution occurs across th~.entire shear wall structure. The
low efficiency of (] in (150 mm) deep couplihg beams shows the approach to
the other limiting situation when IT = 0; that is,when the entire external
moment is resisted by flexure in the component cantilever walls M 1 and M 2'
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coupled walls. Further loading is assumed to generate no further shear in the
coupling system. hence no further axial load on the walls. Until this stage.
both walls arc assumed to remain clastic.

4. The flexural strength. in the presence of the axial tension, of wall I, is
developed at this stage of loading. Each wall has a reinforcement content of
p = 3.5('n'

5. After a small increase of lateral load, the flexural strength is also reached
at the base of wall 2 (subjected to compression). In a more exact analysis,
however. the compatibility of deformations in the two walls indicates, that
yielding will occur at the base of both walls at approximately the same load
level. The theoretical ultimate load capacity of the coupled shear wall
structure is attained at this stage. Although the two walls are geometrically
similar (sec Fig. 12.20). the structure is not symmetrical because of the
different extents of cracking. hence loss of stiffness, in the two walls.

6. To investigate the behavior corresponding with a large overall ductility
demand. using a displacement ductility factor of 4, further displacement is
imposed on the structure. making the top floor deflection four times as much
as that which occurred at the first yielding of the coupling beams or laminae.
This deflection is 2() ill ill the example structure.

The rotations at the boundaries of the coupling beams can be obtained from
the wall deformations, and from these the laminar ductility demand may be
determined. The results presented on the left-hand side of Fig. 12.23, show
the plastic rotations Ii" in terms of the yield rotation Oy for each of the six
stages of bcha \ ior. rI is evident that if the coupling system is to follow the

Fig. 12.23. LII11[l1ar she'll' lorce distribution, ductility demand, and top floor deflections for a
20-story coupled .,h,·ar wall structure having coupli~g beams of uniform strength.

II,
I

!
I

,r--::",........

Fig. 12.22. Closeup (\1 coupling beams in
the Mount McKinley building in Anchorage.
(Courtesy American Ir"n ;lnd Sled lnstirutc.)

is being determined. Theoretical studies have indicated that for the critical
coupling beams. the required ductilities may be in excess of those experi
mentally obtained for similar mcmbers.Pr'" Figure 12.23 plots the results of
such an analysis, carried out for a 20-story shear core with the same dimen
sions given in Fig. 12.20. On the right-hand side the load-roof displacement
relationship is given with numbers indicating the following distinct stages of
the ana lysis.

1. Fully elastic response under a code-specified equivalent lateral static
load of the form shown in Fig. 12.20.

2. The critically situated laminae, about one-third lip the building,
commence yielding. The dotted curve in the central insert shows the distribu
tion of laminar shear forces (/ at this stage of the loading. The yield rotation
is Ii v'

.I. With further increase of loading. more than 90% ofthe laminae have
yielded. thus have developed their uniform ultimate strength if,,; The
accumulation of these forces will result in the maximum axial force on the

I·i~. 12.21. lhc Mo unt McKlTIky Building
in Anchorage. Alus],«. damaged dllrin~ the
c.uthqua kc (\1' Murch 27. 191>4. (Courtesy

American Iron and Stccl l nstitutc.I
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Fig. 12.25. Critical areas of behavior in cou
pled shear walls .
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Coupled Shear Wall-

Strengtl, and Behavior ofCoupling Beams

Observations of earthquake damage have repeatedly indicated the failure
by diagonal tension of coupling or spandrel beams containing insufficient
web reinforcement (sec Fig. 12.22). Clearly such failures. usually brittle,
which result in ,\ high rate of strength degradation under cyclic loading, 12Y'

must be suppressed if satisfactory seismic resistance is to be provided.
Irrespective of the design loads, the shear strength ofa coupling beam must
be equal to or larger than its flexural capacity. This requirement may impose

@ne of the walls is subjected to considerable tension in addition to

;

flexure and shear. This load may adversely affect the diagonal tension
capacity of a shear wall. From experimental work with beams (discussed in
Section 7.6.2) and tests of small-scale reinforced concrete coupled shear
walls, (Fig. 12.:1:';), the current ACI code l 2 . l o provisions appear to be ade

i quate. The angk of the potential diagonal tension crack in Fig. 12.25 docs
I not seem to be affected by axial tension in the wall. After reversed cyclic

loading, howexcr. the potential diagonal failure crack associated with axial
tension may link lip with flexural cracks that formed during previous loading
in the opposite direction. Diagonal cracks so formed may encounter a lesser
number of stirrups than intended. Fortunately the two walls are intercon
nected and thus <I redistribution of shear forces to the other wall, the shear
capacity 01' which is greatly boosted by axial compression, can take place.

3. The total horizontal shear also must be transferred across horizontal
construction joints. The mechanism of interface shear transfer and the
reinforcing of construction joints have been examined in Section 12.2.1.
Large axial tension may exist across such a joint (see Fig. 12.25), and par
ticular attention needs to he paid to this contingency.
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prescribed overall structural. deformations, the coupling beams must main
tain the full shear (/",while undergoing plastic rotations corresponding with a
laminar ductility factor exceeding 11. This is a large ductility requirement.
The definition of laminar rotation appears in the insert of I ig. 12.29h.

In a similar theoretical study the same structure was examined on the
assumption that the strength of the coupling system corresponded with
the strength demand within the elastic ran~e (see central insert in Fig. 12.24).

Fig. 12.24. Laminar shear force distribution, ductility demand, and to!, Il"or deflections for a
20-s\ory coupled shear wall structure having variablestrength coupling k'OllS .

The shear strength of the critically situatedlamina is the same as the strength
of all laminae in 1he previous example. Both walls were reinforced vertically
with p = 3,(')"". Plastic hinges formed at the base of the wall at loads a
little larger than the load at which the simultaneous yielding of all laminae
set in. Naturally, the ultimate strength of the structure (l()().i kips] is less than
thut of the previous example (1332 kips) (see Fig. 12.24).

Apart from the strengths of the coupled walls at foundat ion level, and the
issues discussed in Section 12.2.1, three critical areas of bchu vior require the
designer's attention. These arc illustrated in Fig. 12.25 .ind the features
numbered are described below.

~he previous theoretical study indicated that to ensure a displacement
I kdlity factor of 4, the ductility demand on the coupling beams may have to
} be very large. It is therefore necessary to examine avail.i hie experimental
, evidence. to determine whether such ductility demands Gill he met. This is

carried out in the next section of this chapter.
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In the final s(;lges of loading, irrespective of the amount of web reinforce
ment used. the hulk of the shearing force in the beams must be transferred
across the concrete compression zone into the shear walls. This is because
only a small amount of the total shear can be transmitted by dowel action
of the flexural rcinforccm -nt. However, the concrete in the compression.
zone areas would have been cracked during preceding load cycles, the
cracks being opened and closed several times; therefore; its capacity to
transfer shear would have been drastically reduced. Indeed, deep beams.
fully reinforced against a possible diagonal tension failure, have been
observed to fail In direct sliding shear along the critical support section.ILl.'
In Fig. 12.21\. ;1 beam having an aspect ratio lfh of 1.29, illustrates this
type of failure after cyclic loading. which is associated with the breakdown
of the aggregate interlock mechanism. The gauge locations at which the

I. Tension in the flexural reinforcement in areas in which, according to
the bending moment patterns, compression should prevail.

2. A spread 01' tcnsi: in over the entire length of the beam if the span/dept h
ratio is small enough lljlr < 1.5).

3. lnvalidation of the design concepts of doubly reinforced beams since
both the top and bottom reinforcement can be in tension at the critical
sections. The compression in the concrete is not relieved by the reinforcement.
and an increase in ductility due to the reinforcement cannot be expected.
either. In fact. because the lop and bottom reinforcement is in tension at the
critical section. the concrete has to carry a larger internal compression force
than if the beam were singly reinforced. Thus the interaction between flexure
and shear in deep coupling beams causes a reduction in the flexural capacity.

forces along the flexural reinforcement. For small span/depth ratios, tensile
stress will exist in the reinforcement at locations in which conventional
flexural theory indicates that compression stresses should be present.
Theoretical considcr.u ions similar to those discussed in Section 7.5.1, based
on the behavior "I' diagonally cracked deep reinforced concrete beams, have
confirmed this redistribution of forces in the flexural steel; experiments have
also verified the phenomenon. 12. 2q Figure 12.27 represents a typical spandrel
beam that has been su bjccted to equal moments at both ends, causing a
point of zero bending moment to exist at midspan. Since the two support
sections arc rcl.u ivcly nca r each other, the redist ribution of forces in the top
or bottom reinforcement is no longer a local effect, For convenience, the
tension in the Itlp reinforcement is shown above and that of the bottom
bars is recorded below the horizontal axis of the diagram at four load
increments. Shear and consequent diagonal cracking have the following
results.

( 12.9)

(12.10)

(12.lla)

12.26, a good approximation for the
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Fig. 12.26. Sectional properties of a typical coupuiu h'am.

By equating the shear capacities (i.e., Eqs. 12.9and 12.1()1. it is found that

it, 4,71,JTc
hJ = (~r='(hf

y
< Pmax

With reference to Figs. 12.1 Y and
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"7>" e- 1-5'
where <f! = capacity reduction factor in shear dO~'85'~)" /"~

<P,,: ","0 capacity reduction factor in flexure ";-'O~90
in accordance with ACI code12 . 10

I, =.: clear span of coupling beam

It ma v be noted that all reinforcement in the tension lill1e of the beam
section should he included in the flexural strength 1.:\.iluat ion (sec Fig.
1':.26).

One might be led to believe that because of the equal amount of top and
bottom reinforcement, such beams would possess very Iarcc flexural ductility
(SCt: Chapter 6).

For beams with a spandepth ratio of less than 2, the shearing forces and
consequent diagonal cracking cause a radical redistribution of the tensile

shearing force corresponding to the dependable flexural capacity of a typical
bca l11 is

an upper limit on the flexural steel content in such beams. particularly when
they are deep relative to their span.

The currently accepted 'upper limit for the nominal shear stress across a

beam is at least ,." = IOif!,.j7: (psi), as was shown in Section 7.4.2: thus the
maximum shear force to which <t coupling beam can be xubjcclcd is
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J.,
I

Fig. 12.21<, Slidini! sh""r failure in coupling beams.

flexural steel strains used in Fig. 12.27 were obtained can also be seen in this
photograph,

Once an excursion in the postelastic range has been made during seismic
type alterna ting load cycles, the plastic rotational capacity of conventionally
reinforced coupling beams is restricted by the ineffectiveness of the compres
sion reinforcement and hy the possibility of a sliding shear failure. A con
ventional coupling beam will contain equal top and bottom reinforcement
extending without reduction along the full span, with smaller size horizontal
intermediate bars and stirrups as illustrated in Fig. 12.26. :ro~~l1sl:l!~_~2!!11:

measure ofduct ilityduring cyclic reversed loading of eanhquake-reslsmnr
:'l1,££IL'.¥aIIs,it is ,suggestcd that the sh,tar forceJ>e timit.e,d..by restricting the_s
flexural steGI CI)JllcnIJo
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Occasionally it will be found that this limitation does !1(1[ permit efficient
utilization of coupled shear walls because it limits the magnitude of the
maximum axial force that can be generated in thewatls.

The diagonal cracking resulting from the alternating application of shear
forces, as in hg. I ~.28, rapidly diminishes the contribution of the concrete
toward shear resistance. It is therefore important to provide stirrups for the
full shear force, generated in coupling beams when their flexural capacity is
developed.

Theoretical <i udics and experiments have shown I 2
. : " that the stiffness

of coupling bca rns having a span/depthratio of less (1\;111 I.:; reduces to
less than one-filth of the stiffness of an uncracked beam after the onset of
diagonal cracking. This drastic loss of stiffness should be taken into account
when the clastic response of a coupled shear wall structure is assessed. The
loss of stiffness is evident from the load-rotation curves (" Fig. I~.29(/ for a
beam in which I III = 1.2l). This beam contained web reinforcement in.,.
excess of that required to resist, by truss action, the whole of the theoretical
maximum flexure load. Indeed, no yielding across diagonal cracks was
observed during the 7 cycles of loading. The beam failed without reaching
its theoretical maximum flexural capacity; 184.0 kips, after limited ductility.
by sliding shear. as in Fig. I~.2~.

When insufficient web reinforcement is provided, the stirrups will yield.
and amuch greater degree of stiffness degradation ensues. This is particularly
noticeable when small loads arc applied in a new load cycle, Large rotations
occur before the previously opened diagonal cracks close, permitting the
newly formed diagonal compression to be transmitted. Figure 12.29h
illustrates this behavior.

Because the top and bottom reinforcement is in tension over the full
clear span of a cpu pling beam when l./h ::;; 1.5, the beam becomes longer
during inelastic loading cycleS. I U 8 All intermediate bars. distributed over
the depth of the beam, arc thus strained, and they contribute toward the
51 rcngt h of the beam, Figure 12.27 shows that the total ten-a. III force generated
in all the horizoutal reinforcement is approximately constant over the span,
,\I1d the intcrnu] compression must therefore act along a .lingoual. If elonga
tion of the steel occurs, the two coupled walls in a multistory structure arc
pushed apart. Floor slabs are likely to restrain this movement to some
extent, and such restrained coupling beams would probably exhibit a
l.uger strength than laboratory specimens tested without floor slabs present.

Recent experiments at the University of Canterbury revealed 12 . .15.12 . .1"

that the ductility and useful strength of coupling beams c.m he considerably
improved if instead of the previously described conventional steel arrange
mcnt, the principal reinforcement is placed diagonally in the beam. The design
nf such a beam can be based on the premise that the shearing force resolves

651



itself into diagonal compression and tension forces, intersecting each other
at midspan where no moment is to be resisted, as in Fig. 12.30. Initially the
diagonal compression is transmitted by the concrete, and the compression
steel makes an insignificant contribution. After the first excursion of the
diagonal tension bars into the yield range; however, large cracks form and
remain open when the load is removed. When the reversed load is applied.

653Coupled Shear Walls

The resisting moment at the supports of the beam (Fig. 12.30b), may be
found if desired. either from the shear force, that is,

M v;, Is I t: . (12 I' )u = 2 = .. u sIn a . - a

or from the horizontal components of the diagonal forces, that is,

M" = (11- 2d')1;, cos a (12.13b)

Since equal amounts of steel are to be provided in both diagonal bands. the
loss of the cont ribution of the concrete is without consequence, provided the
diagonal compression bars do not become unstable. For seismic-type
loading it is therefore important to have ample ties around the diagonal
compression hal'S, to retain the concrete around the bars. The main purpose
of the retained concrete is to furnish some lateral flexural rigidity to the
diagonal strut. thus to enable compression yielding of the main diagonal
bars to take place. At the University of Canterbury where beams only 6 in
(150 mm) thick were studied. buckling failures were clearly identified.'? ..16

A suggested arrangement of reinforcement is presented in Fig. 12,31.
Because the concrete, apart from stabilizing the compression bars, has

no influence on the behavior of diagonally reinforced coupling beams,
no degradation in strength or stiffness is to be expected during alternating
cyclic loading that imposes moderate ductility. Figure 12.32 gives the load
rotation relationship for a beam having the same overall dimensions as
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and

v"
A'=~r. -. .., y sm a

h - .2d'
tan « = ---

is
where

hence

Fig. 12.30. Model of diagonally reinforced coupling beam. (a).Geomcll\ of the reinforcement.
(hi External actions. kl Internal forces.

as during an earthquake, these bars are subjected to large compression
stresses. perhaps yielding. before the previously formed cracks close. Ac
cordingly, at the development of the yield strength, Figs. 12.300 and 12.30c
!!Ive
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l·i~. 12.32. I.oad-rotution relationship for a diagonally reinforced couplmg bc.un.

Fil:. 12.34. Di".""nal reinforcement for a coupling beam of a shear wall. (Courtesy New
Zealand I'vli"i'lr, "I' Work x.)

."·,rellg,1I of Coupled Walls

Once the bending moments and the shear and axial forces generated in a
coupled shear wall structure by lateral load have been derived, from a laminar
analysis or otherwise. they can he combined with the gravity actions. Each of
the walls may now he considered as a cantilever, and its flexural and shear
strength can he determined in accordance with the principles outlined in

that in Fig. 12.2:\. The hysteresis loops for this beam have the characteristics of
a steel member. Strength degradation occurs only when the buckling of the
compression hal'S commences. When load reversals occur, however, these
hal'S can iak c up tension and straighten themselves. The process leads
eventually to the complete breaking up of the concrete around the cornprcs
sion bars. hence to further loss of restraint against buckling and consequent
loss of strcngih.

The superior response of these diagonally reinforced beams under high
intensity allern~lting loading can be seen in a comparison of the reduction in
strength with the cumulative ductility imposed during cyclic loading on
beams tested at the L: nivcrsity of Canter bury 12.1" (Fig. 12.33). The span depth
ratio Islil ofthese beams varied between 1.03 and 1.29. Figure 12.34 illustrates
the reinforcement [ur such a beam in the new New Zealand parliament
building in Wellington .
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I
I

Fig. 12.35. Arrangement of reinforcement and crack patterns of t\\" coupled shear wall
spc'ClinCtls.,,·3

C

(!I./'I Shear wall A. (c. d)Shear wall B.

Section 12.2. Normally two possibly critical situations must be examined
one when the lateral load induces a compressive axial force 111 the wall, and the
other when this force is tensile. The latter, when combined with gravity
induced compression. often results in a net tension in the wall, with a con
sequent increase in the flexural steel demand. In these l,lses, interaction
curves such as those in Fig. 12.12, can be used convenientlv

'The shear strength of walls in the presence of axial compression or tension
can be determined as discussed in Chapter 7. It is emph.r-ized once more
that the full horizontal shear reinforcement must be provided ncar the bases
of these walls where yielding of the vertical flexural reinforcement could be
extensive.

Fig. 12.35. ('"11111111"")

12.5.4 Experiments with Coupled Shear Walls

To verify the cl.istoplastic behavior of components in the whole structure.
two quarter-scale seven-story reinforced concrete coupled shear walls were
tested at the University of Canterbury.' 2..\7 To simulate a triangular distri
bution oflaterul stauc load, point loads of equal intensity were applied at the
seventh, fifth. .md third 1100rs. The loading direction was cycled during the
test. To compensate for gravity effects at the critical base sections of the
cantilever walls. a uniform compression of 250 psi (1.72 N/mm 2 ) was applied
to each wall hy 111l~anS of a single, centrally positioned, ungrouted pre
stressed C<I blc Both st ruct urcs were designed for the same ultimate load
capacity. The reinforcing cages and the specimens after failure arc shown in
Fig. 12.35. In 11':111 1\, conventional beam reinforcement was provided with
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Fig. 12.36. Lnadro"f dixplucc.nent relationship for shear walls with: (a) conventionally rc
inlorced and (1)) d"':'''I\;dll reinforced coupling beams, 12..\'

12.5.5 Summary of Design Principles

To ensure satisfactory performance when coupled shear wall structures are
exposed to severe seismic shocks, it is necessary to be able to assess at least
approximately the structures' behavior in both the elastic a IIII plastic range of
loading. Desirable behavior can be expected only if the structure is made
capable of following a preferred sequence of yielding. From the point of view
of damage control. and possible repair, it is desirable that the wall components
he the last ones to suffer during the process of imposing incremental ultimate
cond itions:

Considerations of the strength of conventionally reinforced coupling
beams indicate that full protection against diagonal tension failure during
cyclicloading is required, and the flexural steel content in both faces should
be moderate to ensure maximum ductility and to avoid early failure by
sliding shear. Deep coupling beams subjected to large shc.uing forces cannot
he expected to he ductile enough to sustain plastic deforrn.u ions associated
With an overall ductility lacror of 4 for the entire structure. If conventionally
reinforced beams arc to be used for seismic-resistant design. the ductility

stirrups theoretically resisting the whole shear by truss action. As expected,
nltcr three excursions into the postelastic range in each direction of the
loading, a sliding shear failure of all coupling beams occurred. This is clearly
evident from Fiu. J 2.:l5h. In spite of this, remarkable ductility was exhibited
by shear wall A, which could sustain some 80% of the theoretical ultimate
!,);td at a roof deflection of 5 ft (15000101), in terms of the lull-size structure.
Th is is evident from the load-roof displacement relation-hip for this wall
(sec Fig. 12..16(/).

Shear wall B, containing diagonally reinforced coupling beams, sustained
much less damage. even though larger ductilities, corresponding with overall
ductility factors or 4 to 12 in terms of rooflevel displacements, were imposed
on the model during testing. The structure failed eventually because of lateral
instability at the base of the compression wall. In a prototype structure this
would not occur because 01" the presence of a slab diaphragm. The excellent
response of this structure is demonstrated by the load-displacement relation
ship, presented in Fig. 12.36h. The load at any stage PI is expressed in terms
of the theoretical ultimate capacity P: of the structure. A maximum load 01"
up to 20"" in excess of the theoretical value was attained because of strain
hardening of the reinforcement. In the fifteenth cycle of loud. the average
imposed in ierstory deflection was 1/40 of the story height. The stable hystere
sis curves. having the characteristics of a steel member, sugpcs: that this type
of structure meets most satisfactorily the requirements of earthquake
resistant design.
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demand on them must be limited. This can l:?e achievedonly by designing the
coupled shear wall structure for a great~r strength, permitting a large
proportion of the energy to be absorbed iri'l,the elastic range.

When diagonal reinforcement is used iii coupling beams and adequate
ties are provided to enable the compressiomstruts to sustain yield load with
out buckling. satisfactory performance can-be expected: these beams have
been found to meet successfully ductility demands comparable to those shown
in the previous example structure. Additional light secondary or basketing
reinforcement, consisting of a mesh in both faces of a coupling beam, will
also be required to hold the broken concrete particles in place when large
plastic displacements occur during a catastrophic earthquake (see Fig. 12.31).

The study of two coupled shear walls, for which the laminar analysis was
found to be a convenient analytical tool. illustrates the interplay of wall and
beam components during the inelastic response of the structure to a static
lateral load. When the strength of the coupling beams is large so that the
major component of the internal moment of resistance, Eq. 12.8, results
from the relatively large axial loads in the walls rather than from wall mo
ments, as in Fig. 12.20, the major part of the total energy will be dissipated
by the coupling system. It is important to note that in a shear wall structure
designed according to these propositions, a substantial part of the energy
during severe seismic excitation will be dissipated by the ductile couplirrg
system before the walls become inelastic. This means that during a disturb
ance imposing moderate overall ductility demands on the sl ructure, the walls
could escape permanent structural damage and the coupling beams could be
replaced or repaired with relative ease, if necessary. These features will
undoubtedly also be evident in seismic-resistant structures in which more
than two walls are coupled. An analytical assessment, however. is beyond
the scope of this text.

,.~
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The Art of Detailing

13.1 I."TIHH>l.CTION

Recent advances in the understanding of the behavior of concrete structures
have resulted in more sophisticated methods of analysis and design. Compu
ter-oriented techniques enable the elastic or inelastic analyses of highly
indeterminate st ructures to be carried out speedily. One might think that
this development alone would account for more functional and economical
structures.

Every good designer knows, however, that there is more to design than
proportioning a structural section or obtaining safe stresses. Overall
economy. and I he feasibility and ease of construction, are some of the equally
important aspects of a successful design, In fact, an elaborate analysis
becomes worthless if the computations are not translated into successful
structures. Such may be the case when a structure is represented by a set of
poorly detailed drawings. Structural analysis is no more than one of the
many tools used by the skillful engineer in the broad process of design. It is a
necessary bUI insufficient prerequisite of a good design. 13

·
1

Detailing consists of the preparation of placing drawings, reinforcing hal'
details, and bur lists that arc used for the fabrication and placement of
reinforcement in the structures, 13.2 But detailing also incorporates the whole
thought process by which the designer enables each part of his structure to
perform safely under service conditions and efficiently when subject to
ultimate load PI' deformations.

To reinforce a concrete structure correctly, the designer must possess a
penetrating understanding of its behavior-c-an understanding beyond the
establishment of the equations of equilibrium and strain compatibility.
This understanding must be based on a thorough knowledge of the properties
of materials and structural behavior as evidenced by tests, rather than on the
results obtained from mathematical models. Design based on the concept
of strength and collapse behavior reflects this philosophy to a great extent.
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It is also to be realized that if the vast amount of construct ion work that is
waiting to be done is to proceed rapidly and efficiently, there must be some
standardization and simplification of the.detailing of reinforced concrete.
This is essential if we are to take advantage of the potentiality of computers
in detailing, scheduling, and data processing of the reinforcement, and
presenting the results in such a way that the contractor can translate the
inforrnat ion into completed work without delay or difficult v.I J.J

Seismic aspects of detailing were studied and reported bv I\CI Committee
315.' 3.4 However. considerably more experimental-study, SI m ulating seismic
conditions, is required before satisfactory conclusion with respect to detailing
will be obtained. A number of suggestions related to seismic performance
and based on recent research findings are made in subsequent sections.

Detailing based on an understanding of and feeling lor the structural
behavior of reinforced concrete in an increasing range of situations, on the
knowledge of the changing demands of economy, and on the limitations of
construction practices, is likely to require as much crea t i\e power as the
derivation of structural actions by mathematical analysis.

In compiling this chapter, necessarily limited to a few specific situations
. most frequently encountered in building frames, much inspiration was gained
from the work of Leonhardt, who did a great deal to draw attention to this
neglected aspect of the design process,

13,2 TI-IE PURPOSE OF REINFORCEMENT

Before the detailing of reinforcement is examined, it is helpful to have its
purpose clearly defined. Reinforcing steefin concrete may be provided to
accomplish ~he following:

1. Resist the internal tensile forces as derived from analysis, which assumes
that the surrounding concrete does not develop any tension. The reinforce
ment thus must ensure that a serviceable structure possesses adequate
strength.

2. Ensure that crack widths under service conditions do not exceed the
recommended values as set out in Chapter 10. It is to be remembered that
reinforcement, within practical and economical limits, cannot prevent
cracking.

3. Prevent excessive cracking that may result from shrinkage o i·· tern
perature changes when structural elements are restrained,

4. Supply compressive forces when the concrete alone, which is more suit
able to fulfill this function, is not capable of resisting the internal pressure.

5. Restrain compression bars against lateral movement prevent buckling,

and provide confinement in highly stressed areas of compression zones of
columns, beams. and joints,

6. Provide protect ion against spalling of the fire protective cover mer
rolled steel I1ll'1l10erS, also giving temporary support to the reinforcing
system during construction.

Recornmcnd.uions for detailing for some of these purposes, particul.uly
crack control. have been made in previous chapters. Somc of the Ill",l

important guiding principles in the art of detailing are those associated with
bond and anchorage (sec Chapter 9).

nJ DIRECTIONAL CHANGES OF I!':TERNAL FORCES

Whenever a loaded concrete structural member is not straight, or its d i
rnensions arc abruptly changed, internal forces are generated, The existence
of these forces is sometimes overlooked, yet they must be considered when
the members are being detailed.

The two tensile forces T1 and T2 generated at the kink of the reinforcing
bars (see Fig. 13.1 iI) arc not unidirectional; hence a third force R results,
This would tend to cause a splitting crack along the bar if the tensile strengt h
of the concrete is overcome. Where the angular change is small (ex < 1.'\ l,
stirrups at and in the immediate vicinity of the kink can be used to transfer
the force hack into the compression zone of the member, To prevent pre
mature cracking, it is advisable to proportion conservatively the stirrup

r,D~ 1~
~ _T,

F~"':";)~i--"-

~T2""" 15°

(41)

(I>I

Fig. 13.1. l)ir(·,'I,,,nal ch:lngcs oftension force.' \ ' (lI) U,ing ties when angular change is sru.rh
(h) Main bar, \l\ ,.,I"rpi,,~ II hen inclination is luruc.
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,\ssUlIlc'd failure modes associated with radial t'orces induced in curved members, I ,I;

or

Fig. 13.4.

Leonhardt l .
1

S has suggested that by considering the approximate flexural
stiffness of the curved bars and by limiting the tensile stress in the cover
concrete to one-sixth of the tensile strength I; of the concrete (to allow fur
microcrack ing and shrinkage), the stirrup spacing should not exceed the
following values:

transverse load per un it length Pr is

T «J, (1'1)r. = Ii. =-R .'.
hence stirrups .u spacing s will be required so that the stirrup area is

PrS<:': (13..~)
..'il'

where f;r is the design stress in the stirrups and R is the radius of the circle.
It may be assumed 1.10 that a two-legged stirrup can effectively resist the force
generated by all curved flexural bars within a distance of 15 stirrup diameters
between the two legs (sec Fig. J3.3).The stirrup spacing s must be so selected
that the cover will not break away between two stirrups when the curved
bar tends to straighten. The affected area (cross-hatched in Fig. 13.41 i:;
described below.

~ < 15 db
stirrup

Section 1·)

SIIl'rnl" 11."1'1 radial I'"rces III curved members.Pr",.j::. I3.J.

c

/"

Fi>:. 13.2. Directional change 01" compression force.in T beam.l ':"

stirrups and transverse reinforcement in the flange must be provided to
prevent a breaking away of the Bange. '

Large transverse forces are generated at joints, such as the caves and the
apex of a portal frame. These are considered separately in Section 13.H.

In curved members, such as that appearing in Fig. 13.3, equal and opposite
radial forces induced by bending moments can cause internal transverse
tension. Hence stirrups at regular spacing are required to enable these forces
to balance each other. Considering the tensile force in the Ilcxural reinforce
ment, it follows from first principles and from Fig. 13.3 that the radial

reinforcement (i.c., say, for I.sF). For larger angular changes the reinforce
ment should be anchored by means of a straight extension so that no trans
verse force is generated at the kink (see Fig. 13.1b).

The same principle applies when the internal compression force changes
its direction abruptly or continuously. Figure 13.2 shows the outward
pointing resultant generated in a small flanged T beam. Closely spaced
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In several chapters we have discussed in some detail the flexural behavior
and strenpt h (If reinforced concrete members. It must be evident that sal j,.

factory bchu vior and adequate strength ean be attained only by the efficient
interaction of concrete and steel. Skillful detailing will assure this goal. The
aim of this sccuon is to illustrate, by examining a few typical situations, tll<11
good practice ill detailing is likely to lead to improved structural behavior.
Some of these suggestions have already been adopted by many designers ,>I'
concrete st ructu res. perhaps by intuition; others have been derived from
recent research work.

BA TilE DETAILING OF BEAMS

The Detailing of Beams

From prcx ious discussion of the bond performance it is apparent that till'
considerable cllcct on the quality of bond. It has been generally accepted
practice 10 ha ,c bars terminated in compression zones. It is questionable
whether much benefit would result from such an arrangement in all cases.
Compression stresses acting parallel to a bar are unlikely to minimize the
danger of splitting, which arises from tensile stresses acting at right angles l,'
stress conditions of the concrete surrounding an anchored bar must han' ,I

the bar. Admittedly, a compression zone is free of transverse cracks, which .uc

unless transverse reinforcement is provided. The circumferential bars in
plates should he inside the radial bars and the latter may be tied together
if the radius of 1he circular bars is smaller than that given by Eq. 13.5.

Codes spccilv the shape of sharp bends, such as occur in hooks, in a way
that will limit the resulting bearing pressures and splitting stresses, It is
assumed in codes that sufficient transverse reinforcement is present to resist
the transverse tensile forces, should a splitting crack occur. ]f bent-up h<IIS
in beams arc t o be used, they should be kept away from the side of the beam,
where the danger of the spalling of the side cover is the greatest.

UA.I Localities for Anchorage

and the distribution of transverse tensile stresses that may be responsihle
for splitting in the plane of the bar. Leonhardt 13.5 proposed that with the
previously made assumptions. the cover should be selected so that

144d/
J~ ~

'I

Itf'

(I3.4c)

(D.4d)

(13.4a)

(l3.4b)
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r.

for f:' = 4000 psi (28 Nyrnm)

for .r:.;? 4000 psi (28 N/mrn 2
)

.:,';t

for f: = ~900psi(21 Nzrnm ')

for .1':' = 3000psi (21 N/m m')

SECTION 1-1

Circular tensile oars cause transverse splitting stresses;' . -;

600d 2
R ;?,---~--

sf!

Fig. U.S.

when s' < 3c.
When two layers of bars occur at right angles to each ot her and the curved

bars are highly stressed, it is preferable to place them in the second layer.
to increase the cover c.

Curved bars may cause splitting and consequent spalling of the cover in
structures such as circular plates. Fig. 13.5 presents the plan ofa circular bar

when s' ;? 3c and

66S

where t.s ~ 3d
h

or t.s < c, whichever is smaller, All dimensions appearing
in Eqs. 13.3 are shown in Fig. 13.4. The te1?-sile strength of the concrete .1'; is
to be expressed in psi units. The equations 'are based on the assumption that
the working stress j, in the curved main;.,pars does not exceed 34,000 psi
(234 N/mm2).!t1!,

When the radius of curvature R is large enough, the cover concrete will be
sufficient to supply the radial tensile forcesto balance those generated by the
curved main bars. With the same assumption witq.,regard to strength pro-
perties, stirrups can be omitted when ::' ,
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Fig. 13.11. t~IJiI/,'lion "I 11;1I1SVCII" compression at hooked anchorages, I".'

this reason hOITmntal bars can be bent into the web to expose them to the
diagonal pressure, as in Fig, 13.7 (see also Fig. 7.14). For similar reasons the
hooked anchorage at the simply supported end of a beam can be much im
proved if the hooks arc tilted or, preferably, if they lie in a near-horizontal
position. Spl iIt ing effects are thus largely counteracted by the norma I
pressure origin.uing from the reaction (see Fig. 13.8).

In precast concrete beams the length available for end anchorage may he
so short that only special devices, such as those illustrated in Fig. 13.9, can
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rig. 13.6. TLII1"\ ~r"l' prcs:-"ul\.' Ul' tension at anchorage of beam rei III «rccmcnt. I .\. I

deteriorate. This may be the case for the top bars in T beams which lie in the
ncgutive moment lone of the supported slab (see Fig. 1.1.(\), Untrauer and
Henry have shown I.\.6 that the bond strength increases appreciably when
normal pressure is present. The increase is more pronounced at ultimate load
and for larger ha rs. Th is suggests that it may be better to seck areas of normal
pressure in preference to compression zones for the anchorage of flexural
reinforcement.

When bal~s arc terminated in the tension zone of a beam. which contains
sufficient transverse web reinforcement, considerable benclu may be derived
from the compression that exists in the web as a result or truss action. For

known to be the origm of splitting cracks. Bottom bars in the end span
of continuous beams show better anchorage at the simply supported end
than in the vicinity of the point of contraflexure where they enter a compres
sion zone. This indicates that compression-stresses acting transversely to an
anchored bar arc more beneficial. Such is the situation when the reaction is
applied to the tension face of a beam, assin Fig. '13.6. Similarly, when the
concrete is subject to transverse tensile stress, the.bond conditions can only
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Fi(:.13.7 . .'\lh.:1ll11"cc' "I' flexural b.irs in diagonal compression zone. I.' I
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Fig. 13.9.
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SI'C'l"I,Ji .uichor.igc devices employed \I hen sutlicicnt anchorage length is not av.iil-
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over the interior supports of two identical beams tested by Leonhardt.
Walther, and Dilger 1.11 arc compared at various load increments ill

Fig. 13.12.
The spreading of the negative steel into the adjoining slab, preferuhlv

using smaller diameter hal'S, has the added advantage of giving a slighrl ,
larger internal lever arm and providing better access for vibrators in a usually

Fig. 13.11. (ruc], l orm.nron m J'bc;lms under n.700 psi (157 Nzmm') steel stress. I.'.' (0)

Muxunum crack \\ ult h OU~(, ill (1.17 111m). (b) Maximum crack width O.004t'J (O.II? mm).
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stress or, more often that not, is cracked. This is particularly true at interior
columns of floors where beams intersect. Even under working load, such
a reas of a beam will shed some load to positive moment zones because of loss
of stiffness. This effect will not be detrimental in any way as long as propor
tioning and careful anchorage detailing of the positive reinforcement enables
it to accept the redistributed load.

Concentration and multilayered arrangement of negative reinforcement
represents another source of deterioration of bond. It may result in an
increase of crack widths. The crack pattern in the flange of two T beams
tested by Waestlund and Jonsson 13.7 shows to some extent this phenomenon.
The maximum crack widths in these beams (Fig. 13.11a and Ii) were 0.046 in
(I.] 7 rnm) and 0.0046 in (0.117 mm), respectively, when the steel stress was
22.700 psi (157 Nrmm') in both cases. The measured largest crack widths

Plan

Fig. 13.10. Reinforcement to prevent sliding shear failure when reacuon is applied dose to
tree end or beam. I J;
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ensure the development of the required bar strength. In many situations,
such as corbels or deep beams, crossbars welded on to the flexural reinforce
ment may be used (see Fig. J3.9). Because the support point is very often
close to the free end of the beam, failure along a steep diagonal crack is a
distinct p()ssibility (sec Fig. IlIO). Additional inclined sm.ill-diumctcr bars
can be provided to ensure that no sliding failure c~n occur. The bars can be
sized using the shcar friction concept of load transfer discussed in Section 7.8.
It should be remembered that the anchorage conditions [or top bars are
always inferior to those of bottom bars because of increased sedimentation
and because the surrounding concrete maybe in a state 01 \ ransverse tensile
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IJ.4.2 Interaction of Flexural and Shear Reinforcement

In Chapter 7 tli,: shear resistance of web reinforcement was examined with the
aid of the" t russ analogy." From the study of a joint of th is truss (Fig. 7.14),
it is apparent that diagonal compression can be resisted only at the inter
section of' the horizontal and vertical reinforcements, the hypothetical
"pin joint" of the analogous truss. For this reason, the stirrup, which is the
tension member in the web, must be able to develop its full strength over its
entire height between the top and bottom "pin joints" along the shear span.
Stirrups are not meant to develop bond between the "chords" and must be
anchored accordingly. Figure 13.15 presents some undesirable stirrup forms
and some others that would meet the anchorage requirements given.

flexural reinforcement to the support, as in Fig. 13.l4b. To enable the con
centrated bond forces to he transmitted to these bars over a very short length,
closely spaced stirrups or binding should not be omitted. I 3.'

lhe Art of Detailing

(;-pdce for
vI! Il,!tor

Recommended distriuut.on
of bars

Uudesrrahle concentretion
of bars

Bell! lip

11,1IS

hI!, 13.1:\. SU!!i!e'led improvement in thedetailingoftopre~orcel11l'Il' pl'he"rns.'·\'

overcrowded bc.un-column joint (see Fig./13.13). This procedure should he
applied with discretion when heavy web~:teinforcement is present. For all
etlicient truss action to develop, it is desirable to place the major part of the
flexural reinforcement within the multilegged cage of the stirrups.

In beams with a small shear span/depth ratio aid, arch action is the pre
dominant mode of shear resistance after the onset of diagonal cracking.
Accordingly, the flexural reinforcement isrequired to function as the tic of
this arch (see Fig. 7.10). Any arrangement that reduces the amount of flexurul
steel, such as the hending up of hal'S (see Fig. 13.l4a), is likely to reduce the
ultimate shear strength. In such situations it is better to carry the whole of the
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apl,li,abilit) I,' J S,II hlaClpl\ sh;tpes, 1/ I Made or welded II Ill' mesh.
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Fig. 13.17. I 'ndl·,"'"blc di-tribution ,)1' diagonal comprcs-ion because or wide stirrups. 1.\.1

bond-generated longit lidinal splitting cracks in the shear span-s-should al>()
be kept in mind.

The extensive shear investigations of Leonhardt and WalthcrP:" h:II,'
indicated that bent-up bars from the flexural reinforcement arc often respon
siblc for inferior performance. The following reasons may be given for tIi,'
undesirability (Ii bent-up diagonal bars as shear reinforcement.

I. When widely spaced, bent-up bars cause large stress concentration 111

the bends. These may lead to splitting, particularly when the arrangement i';
unsymrnctrical tscc Fi.I~. IlIRI.

2. When clo-cly spaced which would eliminate the undesirable effects
bent-up bars deprive the flexural reinforcement of too many bars.

The Detailing of Beams
The Art of Detailing

Fig. 13.16. Possible failure cau,,·,1 by insufficient an
chorage of stirrups.

-l
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Larger longitudinal bars passing thro~gh the-hooks of the stirrups are
essential because they must distribute the concentrated bea ring received from
the stirrups. It may be optimistic to assume thatfhe end of the stirrup, not
bent around a longitudinal bar in the compression zone PI' the beam, is well
anchored. At ult irnate load, particularly \Vhendiagonal cracks have develop
ed. the neutral axis may move very close to the compression edge. Since
st irrups depend greatly on this concentrated form of anch. .ragc, it is desirable
to have them fit tightly and be in conta~l: with the longirudinal bars they
surround. The sensitivity of hooks with t¢spect to slip and the consequent
effect on enlarged crack widths was point~d out iii Section 9.4.2.

The normal practice is to bend stirrup~raroundlongitlldinal bars with an
angle of 135'. Some codes permit a 90° tutn for stirrups and ties. At plastic
hinges where the cover may spall off, a 90"turn willbe unsatisfactory. This
arrangement may also lead to the unsatisfactory' beh;ll!or l

.
I H of closed

stirrups illustrated in Fig. 13.16. . .

When large shearing forces are present and more than tIIU bars are used to
resist flexure, it is more desirable to form a "truss joint" ;11 cuch of the longi
tudinal bars. Therefore multileg stirrups should be used. This will ensure
tha t the bond forces will develop at the "right" places u.c., ;\t each longi
tudinal bar). The undesirable concentration of diagonal compression in wide
beams is represented in rig. 13.17. In the absence of vertic.rl stirrup legs, the
center bars an: Incapable of resisting vertical forces, thu-. arc inefficient in
receiving bond forces. A secondary purpose of stirrups 111 surrounding the
flexural tension reinforcement ..... namely, the prevention \\1 the opening of
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Fig. D.20. v.l.litional diagonal hal'S at supports perform poorly,l.LI

Fig. 13.21.
support.

only by diagonul bars or mesh reinforcement: for this reason, it has been
sometimes sugucsted that horizontal bars within the web should also he
provided. Tests have indicated 1.I'l that lip till failure only small strains ocelli'
in intermediate horizontal bars placed in beams of usual proportions.
However. their beneficial effect on crack control, particularly in deeper
beams, is very marked (see Fig. 13.13). In such situations, welded meshes Gill

be used to ad vantage for l he web reinforcement. When the applied load OCCli rs
close to the support, producing a low shear-span/depth ratio, arch action
becomes predominant after diagonal cracking. Consequently, horizontal
bars over the short shear span, as in Fig. 13.21, will improve conditions
around the react ion and will increase the shear friction strength along a
potential diagonal crack between the load and reaction points,
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When compared with stirrups, they do not provide l()lllinement for the
concrete in compression.

4. They generally lead to larger crack widths.
,5. They an: 111 ore difficult to manufacture and to handle i'l1 the site, and arc

therefore rcl.u iv clv expensive.

The crack Widths at various load increments, measured by Leonhardt
and Wah hcr ":' 'I on four beams of identical dimensions .ind steel contents,
;\rc givcn in Fig. IJ 19. The beneficial effect ofclosely spaced stirrups, particu-
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Fi~. 1.'.19. MaXlmUI11 width nl' -hcar cracks for different types of web "C1l1fnrccfllent.I .l "

lurly diagonal onc-; is quite apparent. Diagonal stirrup-. arc usually irn
practical. but they can be used effectively in foundation beams and walls
Where no rcversa I of stresses occur. Such walls have Of'll'l1 been made un
ncccssar ily thick to reduce high nominal shear stresses.

Short diagonal bars adjacent to supports have not proved very efficient.
As Fig. 13.20 indicates, the lower portion of these bars may be:" pushed down"
hy diagonal compression. consequently, diagonal cracks 11l'netrate the corn
pression zone. Bent-up bars may be used with full anchorage length, but
closely spaced stirrups perform better.

Some schools of thought maintain that diagonal tension can be resisted
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The Art of Detailing

13.4.3 The Detailing of.Supportand Load Point s

In most experiments the external load is applied directly It' the compression
lone of the test bcum. This creates a biaxial state of stress 11I:lt improves the
behavior at ultimate load. Reactions for the same beams lli .rmu llv act againsl
the flexural reinforcement, as shown in Figs. 13;t4 and 1.121, thus greatly
improving anchorage conditions. In actual structures Illl'se favorable con
dI tions often do not exist.

When the reaction is applied to the soffit of a beam, a\ in Fig. 13.22a, the
critical section for shear is approximately. at a distance d lrom the support.
However, when the reaction is applied from above (sec Fig, 13.22hl, the
critical section is clearly at the face of the support. In the sl:nllld case further

The Detailing ..fill-allIs

t ,-Wall sllt.'
closely spaced

/>SI

Fig. 13.22. Form.uion or diagol1"t crack indicates critical section \11",'11 rC"l'!j(ll\ " ~1J\plicd

(0,1 trom below or 1/') lrorn aO(J\\.·;1 hC;II11.

V applied here

(b)

_8
A

\,1)

Fig, 13.24. \L>II; '1I'd,,1' '"I'I',\ning secondary h"drn'" , Iu) With bent-up flexural hal'S, !/'I

With stirruj»

the react ion is transferred to the top and the other half to the bottom regions
of the supporting girder. The shear force distribution corresponding wu h
this assumption IS represented in Fig, 13.24a. The actual behavior of the bea Ill,

as indicated b~ rests. 1.1,1 is different. A portion of the shear is always resisted
by the COllLTL'1t' mechanisms (discussed in Chapter 7), and because flexural
cracks are absent. the diagonal crack docs not necessarily form at the support,
Both these aspL'Cts suggest that the shear is predominantly sustained by
d iagonal compression (sec Fig. t3.24h). The lack of sufficient support 1,)('
diagonal compression in the vicinity of the main girder led to the failure ill
one of the bc.uux of the torsion tests at the University ofTorontolJ,lO (xcc

Fig. 13.2:"1.
Stirrups in the secondary beam B, and particularly in the girder A III

Fig, 13.24h. ;11,: better suited 10 receive the diagonal compression force. The
st irrups in I he l' irdcr ,I should transmit the react ion V to the girder's comprc-
sion zone, wh.:«: it cun resolve itself into diagonal compression forces, The

1
j..:J--1--t-..L.-!-..I...-L~,_l~

'----.,..------~-

".---
I
Ir d 1<-
JV (,J!

t

prccautions'must be taken by the detailcr to ensure that.the react jon is" guid
ed" into the correct area of the supported beams or s<);iI) , which must be
suspended.

II is essential that the reaction for gravity loads alwavs develop at the
hot tom of a beam, regardless of whether it is simply supported or continuous,
For example, the diagonal compression resulting from tru-;:-, or arch action
in a suspended beam or slab (see Fig. 13.23) should find :111 ctfcctivc support.
Thus the bottom reinforcement in the slab should pass above the transverse
bars situated in the corners of closely spaced suspender i'''lpS. The mat so
formed at the bottom of the wall-slab junction is well suited to receive the
vert ical component of the diagonal compression.

Often little thought is given to the development of the 11,','cssary reaction
at the point at which a secondary beam is supported by a primary girder. It is
cu-tornarv to assume that hy means of truss action approx im.uely one-half
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Fig. U.21l. \uspcndl'l' -urrups receive reucuons 1'1'0111 secondary beam,I.l.1

This way the m.iximurn benefit will be derived for the anchorage as a result
of normal pres-nrc induced by diagonal compression in the secondary IJ
beams. All example is given ill Fig. 13.27. The suspender stirrups should be
provided for the total reaction required from beam I at the sides of the girder
in accordance II uh equilibrium requirements,

In beams syillmetrically loaded with two point loads, a constant moment
zone exists between these loads across which no shear is transferred. When
these loads oriuinatc from secondary beams, as in the bottom example in
Fig. 13.26. the required suspender stirrups should be spread toward the
shear span side of the supporting girder, since st irrups in a constant moment
zone will be inctlcctivc.

The cantilever slab IFig. J.\.2X) is another example that is encountered
when the diagoual compression is directed toward the bottom edge of the
supporting bl';II11. Thus it is important to earry the reaction from this area
toward the top ,,!, the beam. The individual bars shown in the diagram suggest
one solution III this problem,

~
[I
l I

h:,:. 13.25. Lad; ,II' support Ior diagun.t1 compression in secondary h''.''lI.' 1
I"

su~gestl'd arru nucmcnt (\1' stirrups is shown in greater tkl;IJl in Fig. 13.26.
The importance \)1' "holding down" the compression I,lne of girders at
point louds not directly applied to the top surface of the bc.un, to ensure
efficient arch action, was pointed out in Chapter 7.

Leonhardt rccommends l
.
1
.

1 that the "suspender" stirrups (0 be placed
ill the main girtkr A. in addition to those required for vhcar resistance, be
capable of rcsisung a force

where ~. ~" load received from beam B
h", hi, ~= dept h of beams, as in Fig. 13.26

Baumann and Rusch, 011 the other hand, suggest l
.) II that suspender

s\ irrup reinforcement be provided for the whole shear, 'I' reaction force.
because large strains in these stirrups can lead to horizontal splitting cracks
along the tlcxural reinforcement of the supporting girder, The cost of the
,lddition'll steel is usually negligible.

When beams 01' equal depth meet, the bottom steel of the secondary
beam should lie above the bottom reinforcement of thesupporting girder.

1
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13.4.4 Cutting Off the Flexural Reinforcement

Wherever a bar is terminatctf in the tension zone of a beam, a discontinuity
is created. The sudden reduction in the tension steel area results in a sudden
increase in steel strain. This in turn causes the cracks that are initiated by the

Fig. 13.29. Shun cunt ilcvcrs form hinge in span of beam. 1.1.; (u) Using orthogonal reinforce
ment. (b) tising bent-up hal'S.

The reinforcement of the short cantilevers is similar to that of corbels,
discussed in Section 13.6.

When 1he ben 111 is deep, some of the flexural bars may be bent up diagonally.
in accordance with Fig. 13.29('. Often it is difficult to provide sufficient
anchorage for them in the smaller cantilever part of the articulation.

When point loads along a reinforced concrete girder are to be applied to
its underside. ,I device that transfers these forces to the top of the beam must
be used. lIgu rc 13.30 shows some solutions. 1.15 Since there is no intention to
transfer this load anywhere but to the top of the girder, plain round bars can
be used. and the bond can be destroyed along their length. When crane
girders arc supported. it is preferable to post-tension these high-strength
hanger hars or bolts, assuming that enough compression force remains
between the bottom bearing plate and the concrete after vertical load
application, shrinkage. and creep, to transfer horizontal forces resulting
from the operation of a crane.

The Detailing of Ill-alliS

:LJ::

:OJ Fig. 13.28. Beam ,,,ppuning cantilever
________----- slab. 1 3 . 5

Suspender
stirrups

~

The Art of Detailing

Steel in lover steel in II

Fig. 13.27. Beam supporting beam of equal depth. I , ,

In precast concrete construction, an intermediate hinge is often required
along a span; careful detailing is mandatory in such cases, since only about
half the effective beam depth is available. Figure 13.29(/ indicates the flow
of the internal compression forces. Suspender stirrups must be provided to
carry the full reaction to the top edge of both beams. From the ends of these
stirrups, a diagonal strut can then develop in the direction of the bearing plate.
Leonhardt suggested 13.5 special stirrups for 1.2 times the shear force R. The
anchorage length of the bottom reinforcement, assumed to extend over
distance 1.2h2' as in Fig. 13.29h, should be sufficient to develop a horizontal
force equal to 1.2/~. Sufficient (hairpin) reinforcement must extend horizon
tally past the reentrant corners where a potential diagonal crack can develop.

c
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Fi~. 13.31. Trun-vcrsc lorcc-, introduced when bar offsets occur. (iI) In column splices, (h) In
eccentric lcnsion spliccs.

made for it in the design of a column splice. The concrete in the immediate
vicinity of the bar end may not be capable of absorbing the stresses. In
numerous columns tested at the University of Stuttgart.P'!" the concrete
under each of the spliced bars burst laterally before the member could attain
its ultimate strength. It appears that the slip required to mobilize bond
stresses cannot take place before the end-bearing resistance at the bars is
overcome. Figure <).23 shows a splice failure in a column.":"!"

Additional transverse reinforcement at and near the ends of spliced bars
is imperative. to give confinement to the highly stressed concrete (shaded
areas in Fig. 13,31 iI). An arrangement of additional ties at compression
splices suggested by Leonhardt and Teichen 13.14 appears in Fig, 13.32.

This weakness of a compression splice suggests that it might be better
to place the splice in a low-stress area (e.g., rnidheight of a column), if such
a place exists. In earthquake-resistant structures, a column may be subjected
to very large bending moments, therefore possibly to plastic hinging at the
top and bottom ends, For this reason, splicing should be near midheight.

J

Fig. 13.30. Means by \\hich force applied at
solfit of beam can be trnu-Icrrcd [0 lt~, top.' I.,

13.5 Till: DETA/l.I:\G OF CO:\1PRESSION MEi\lBERS

cutoff bars to become wider. Whenever shear forces can assume a critical
magnitude. these initiated cracks become inclined. Prob.ihly because or
reduction in aggregate interlock strength, such cracks often lead to a prema
ture shear failure. It is essential. therefore, that the shear strength of such
areas of a beam be supplemented by web reinforcement. Codes 1.1.12 require
additional stirrups in the vicinity of cutoff points of the flexural reinforce
mcnt in the tension zone.

Ferguson and Husain l
.l .

1
.l found that apart from carrying the entire

flexural reinforcement through the tension zone, the best way of avoiding
the initiation ofa shear failure at a load-less than that which corresponds with
the Ilcxurul capacity. is to bend the tension bars up into the web of the beam
(sec Fig. 13.7). In the detailing of the flexural reinforcement in the tension
zone, it is essential to avoid points of abrupt changes. To demonstrate this
effect, an investigator placed an additional short bar in ;111 otherwise ade
quately reinforced beam. The beam showed a lower shear strength than a
companion. which did not contain an extra bar.

The effect of shear' and consequent diagonal cracking on I he curtailment
,\1' flexural reinforcement. as expressed by the "Tjd diagram.' was discussed in
Sect ion 7,5.!.

BC1nd and a nchoragc condit ions are more favorable in comnrcsxiou members.
Consequently fewer difficulties arise with respect to detailing main column
hal'S. A few points related to the splicing of column bars deserve attention.

:\ considerable I'raction or the compression force in a bar IS transferred by
end hearing. but this action is generally overlooked since 110 allowance is



Fig. 13.33, Confining steel in columns subjected to hcuvv seismic forces.

The Detailina of Compression Members

however. the tangent modulus of elasticity of the compression reinforce
ment is greatly reduced because of Bauschinger effect. Thus the critical
buckling load in eart hquuke-affected column bars is substantially diminished.
To sustain the full yield capacity of compression bars, the unsupported
length must he considerably reduced. Bresler recommends, therefore, that
within a length equal to one-sixth of the column height, at each end of the
column, the tic spacing should not exceed 6dh • This requirement is normally
met when confining reinforcement is used.

It is not the strength but rather the stiffness of the tics that matters. Tics
must be large enough to prevent lateral displacement of the column bars at
yield. For this reason, codes 1 3

.
1 2 stipulate minimum tie sizes, .

2. Columns of buildings subjected to seismic loading often carry large
flexural and shear loads, When diagonal tension cracks are possible, shear
reinforcement will be required. Therefore, the anchorage and the shape of
the ties must he such that tensile forces resulting from truss action can he
transferred from one face of the column to the other. This is particularly
important in pnssible plastic hinge regions, where the contribution of the
concrete to shear resistance is diminished or becomes negligible.

3. The third purpose of ties is to provide confinement to the concrete core.
An analytical evaluation of confining steel was given in Chapter 2. It is to be
noted that the effectiveness of confinement by tics comes from the locations
at which the longitudinal steel is held rigidly in position, not from the straight

Edqe-sawn square

Extra ties required whenever

db;;' 0.7 c
db >j in (14 mm)

il ADeta

/"
( Y
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Detail A

FiJ.:. U.32. Additiona] ties required at ends of compression splices. t.' I I

Wherever the steel force changes its direction (i.e., at cranks), transverse
forces are generated. Additional ties placed at such points should have a
strength in excess--(say, by 50 ~>:.)--of the transverse force (broken line
arrow in Fig. LU Ia), generated when the column bar yields. Similar con
siderations will require transverse reinforcement at the upper crank (Fig.
13.3 Ja) when the column bar is in tension,

When single layered reinforcement is used in thin \\~i1ls, a transverse'r •

offset should be a voided. Tension, induced by a seismic d ist urbance, may
lead to the situation illustrated in Fig. I3.31b.

The purpose of transverse reinforcement in columns is threefold. Each of
these requires considerations to ensure that the particular purpose is fulfilled.

1. Column bars carrying compression loads are liable I,) buckle. Under
large strains, when yielding in the steel is approached, the' lateral restraint
provided by the cover concrete can not be relied on. Therefore, transverse
tics must provide adequate lateral support to each COIUIllIl bar, to prevent
instability due to outward buckling. The present ACI c, ide 13. I 2 specifies

a maximum tie spacing of I() times the diameter of the co! II mn bar. From a
theoretical consideration of the problem, Bresler and Gilbert I J 15 have shown

that the critical unsupported length of compression bars is ill excess of this,
hence the present provision is adequate. When alternating plasticity occurs,

lhc Art of Detailing
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portion of ties extending horizontally between points of directional changes
(sec Fig. 2.14) unless supplementary cross ties connect the sides.

Figure 13.:13 illustrates a situation that may be encountered in columns
affected by seismic loading. When heavy ties [i.e., larger than ~ in (16 mrnl]
arc used, the hooks may interfere with the placing of vertical burs and the
concrete; here butt or lap welded ties, as shown in Fig. 13.76. may be more
expedient.

B.6 BRACKETS AND CORBELS

13.6.1 Beha vior

Point loads originating from gantry girders or precast concrete beams
must often be sustained by brackets or corbels very near the face of a support
ing column. It is difficult to assess explicitly the elastic behavior of such short
and relatively deep cantilevers. Finite element analyses or photoelastic
model studies. however, can furnish the required stress trajectories. which
describe nest the mechanism of load disposal. When the load intensity is
sufficiently large. cracks will form approximately at right angles to these
principal tension trajectories. After cracking of the concrete, the reinforce
ment will operate most efficiently if it is located at least approximately
along such tension trajectories, and if it can generate its resist ing moment with
the maximum internal lever arm.

The distribution of principal stresses in a trapezoidal corbel and its
supporting column. obtained by Franz and Niedenhoff 1J 1(, from photo
clastic models, is represented in Fig. 13.34. The load received from a gantry
girder is simulated. An evaluation of such a study reveals the existence of
four conditions.

I. The tensile stresses along the top edge are almost constant between the
load point and the column face. Since the spacing of the trajectories does
not vary greatly, the total tensile force is also nearly constant.

2. The compression force along the sloping edge of the corbel is also
approximately constant, indicating that a diagonal compression strut
develops.

J. The inclined tensile stresses arising from the change or direction of the
compression force are very small.

4. The shape of the bracket has little effect on the state of the stresses. In
a rectangular bracket, as in Fig. 13.35, the outer corner, opposite the load
point, is virtually stress free.

These observations indicate that in spite of the complexity of the stress
pattern, a simple design procedure, based on an internal linear arch

compressive rr aject orres

magnitude of
the pr incrpal
tensile stresses

magnitude of the
compr essrve Strelles fe
parallel to the face

Fil:. 1J.3-l. Strc-.« trajectories in a homogeneous elastic bracket. 13. ",

mechanism. could be followed. The crack pattern in test specimens verifies
this. The shearing force is resisted by the vertical component of the inclined
compression rather than by shear stresses along the critical section. In very
lightly reinforced corbels. the critical flexural crack at the face of the sup
porting column may propagate near the compression edge, because of the
small depth of compression zone; thus a sliding shear failure could occur. The
resisting mechanisms of dowel and aggregate interlock action or crack
friction would neeclto be mobilized in this situation.

In the traditional approach to the problem, one would have relied on the
consideration of shear stresses. Indeed, corbels have often been reinforced
with diagonals. as in Fig. 13.35. to take a substantial part or the whole of the
shearing force. The investigations of Franz and Niedenhoff l 3

.
16 have

conclusively proved the inefficiency of this approach. The displacements
across cracks correspond with a rigid body rotation of the bracket about a
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reaction ncar the edge of the bearing plate, and the unintended eccentricity
can bring about this type of failure.

5. With too small or very flexible bearing plates, or when the corbel is
too narrow, the concrete may crush underneath, leading to a bearing failure
(sec Fig. 13.36(').

6. Several of these mechanisms are accentuated when a horizontal force
N" is present in addition to the gravity load v.,. This may result from dynamic
effects on crane girders, or it may be induced by shrinkage, creep, or tempera
ture shortening. of restrained precast concrete beams attached to the corbel.

A potential failure situation ean arise when the outer face of the corbel is
too shallow and an adverse horizontal load is also introduced, as in Fig.
13.36f

7. The linear arch mechanism implies that the capacity of the flexural
reinforcement has to be developed in the immediate vicinity of the bearing
plate. This leads to a major failure mechanism in corbels-s-the breakdown of
anchorage. Clearly, the diagonal compression strut cannot develop unless
its horizontal component is transmitted to the main reinforcement near the
free end of the corbel.

The detailing requirements of corbels follow directly from the seven
failure mechanisms just listed. It is evident that vertical stirrups, intended
for shear resistance, would be ineffective in all these situations.

It appears that the design may be based on any statically admissible
resisting mechanism 1.1.\ H that recognizes relative stiffness, where applicable,
and the principal displacements within the corbel near failure. Comparative
tests indicate that some diagonal reinforcement can be used to advantage
and that an optimum combination of horizontal and diagonal steel may
result in a minimum steel demand.':"!" Stich an economic advantage,
however, may he offset by the increased labor involved in the making of
bent-up bars.

Fig. 13.36. luilurc mcch.uu-u» in corbels, (til Hcxurul tension. (h) Diagonal splitting «)

Sliding shear 1</ J Anchor.rue splitting. «') Crushing due \0 hearing. en Horizontal tension
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Fig. IJ.35. Traditional diagonally reinforced corbels. I.' ,,,
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center, located very near the compression root (see Fig. 13.37). Thus the
displacements ncar the top edge are almost horizontal, and diagonal bars,
therefore, would be subjected to considerable dowel forces. Moreover,
bent-up bars do not provide sufficient horizontal steel arca in the immediate
vicinity of the applied load; consequently, anchorage failures were observed.

13.6.2 Failure Mechanisms

Kriz and Raths carried out an extensive test program, 13. I
7 and the current

recommendations of the ACI code!": I 2 are based on their findings. From
their studies 'the following failure mechanisms can be identified.

1. Flexural tension failure occurs when excessive yielding of the flexural
reinforcement causes the concrete to crush at the sloping end of the corbel.
The flexural cracks become extremely wide (see Fig. 13.36(/).

2. Diagonal splitting develops along the diagonal compression strut after
the formation of flexural cracks. The failure ultimately is due to shear
compression (see Fig. 13.36b). '

3. A series of short and steep diagonal cracks may lead to a sliding shear
failure as these cracks interconnect, when the corbel separates itself from the
column face (sec Fig. 13.36(').

4. When the load is applied too near the free end of a short cantilever, a
splitting failure along poorly anchored flexural reinforcement can occur
(see Fig. 13.36d). The rotating end of a freely supported beam may place the
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z
tan (J. =-

I

VI
A, = -_'r

...Jy

a
:=11-·-

2 cos rt.

Thus

and

It is best to solve these equations by trial and error. It IS suggcsted lv!"

that additional horizontal steel. Air ): O.25As • should be provided over the
depth of the corbel.

The design procedure of the I\CI code l 3
.
1 2 is entirely empirical, It is a

simplified version of the propositions of Kriz and Raths 1.\. I 7 and is based
on more than 200 tests. In this approach the nominal shear stress across the
deepest section of the corbel has been related to the load. N" and I~" steel
content I' = .~, hi!. concrete strength, and shear-span/depth ratio lid. The
simplified form or this empirical relationship is

where

I" = (6.5 - 5.IJ~,:)(1 - 2~1){J +[64+ 160~:}})}/I:(PSi)
( 13.9)

where h is the width of the corbel and the other variables may be identified
from Fig. 13.37u. Hence we have

As I,
a = "-"--- (13.6)

0.85b cos IXI:

13.6.3 Proportioning and Detailing of Corbels

The choice of the flexural reinforcement can be based on conservative
assumptions to ensure that a corbel supporting a primary structural member
docs not yield before the ultimate capacity of the primary member is attained.
Th IS can be achieved if the flexural steel. to be determined from lirst principles.
is supplemented by horizontal bars in the upper two-thirds of the corbel.
For most cases the internal lever arm may be estimated al .: = O.X5d. Alter
nat ively, the COI1L'cpts of the flexural resistance at ultimate may be applied.
as in Fig. I J.37(/. The compression force inclined at an angle « is

C = O.X Sabl. = __T., = ~L~ = ~-
- . c cos -':1. cos (J. sin (J.

l

1



where

1
17.2.)7:')

,3.25\/1:- ~ 1'" ~ 0.2(: whichever is smaller

800 psi

(1.),7': psi = 0.083.jJ:, N/mm1
)
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Corbel desiqn

A bracket, illustrated in Fig. 13.37b, is to carry a combined dead
and live load of 135kips (600 kN) at ultimate load at 18 in (457 mm)
from the face ora column 16 in (406 mm) wide. An elastomeric pad
will ensure that horizontal forces arc not introduced to the corbel.
The amount and arrangement of the reinforcement are to he'
determined using [; = 60,000 psi (414 Nzmrrr'), f: = 3000 psi
(20.7 N'mm/), and ~ = 0.85.

13.6.4 Other Types of Bracket

Example 13.1

The principles of load disposal discussed in the foregoing sections can also bc
applied to double brackets. Two types of reinforcing, crack patterns, and
behavior for typical double brackets arc compared in Fig. 13.38. The specimen
with horizontal bars carried 23% larger ultimate load. When inverted,
these brackets may be considered as simply supported deep beams; the
design of these is treated in Section 13.7. The center of rotation near failure
(Fig. 13.3Xc) indicates the direction of displacement at the level of the rein
forcement and once again points to the inefficiency of bent-up bars.

Occasionally the point load is introduced at or near the bottom edge of the
bracket. The natural (i.e.. shortest) path for the tension forces will now be the
diagonal. The appropriate arrangement of reinforcement is shown for a
typical case l 3 l

!> in Fig. 13.39£1. The introduction of the load near the lower
edge of the corbel may originate from a double bracket, as in Fig. 13.39b, or
from a continuous crane girder. In both cases the reactive forces (shear)
required for till' member supported by the corbel are largely transmitted by
internal diagonal compression forces that intersect the corbel near its bottom
edge. From this zone the load has to be transmitted by diagonal tension and
horizontal compression (Fig. 13.39a).

Almost invariably, distress of corbels in the field can be traced to poor
detailing. 1.1.1 "

(Fig. 13.37c). To avoid the type of failure shown in Fig. 13.36d, the end of the
bearing plate should not extend beyond the anchorage [i.e., it should be no
closer than 2 in (50 mrn: to the free end: see Fig. 13.37b].

When a horizontal tension is to be resisted, this force should be directly
transferred to the flexural steel by welding the same on to the base plate
(sec Fig. 13.37.11.

(13.10)

(LU I)
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It is to be used with the following restrictions (see also Figs. 13.37" and
13.36f):

1. lid ~ 1
2. d ~ 2h'
3. 0.04 ~ flU;Jf:.J ~ 0.13
4. N JV" ~ '0.20
5. N" to be treated as live load (see Fig. 13.37£1).
6. 0.5 ~ AJA, ~ 1.0, where Ah is the horizontal web reinforcement

parallel to the main tension steel As.

When sliding supports are provided. so that no horizontal tension N"
can be introduced, as in Fig. 13.37(', Eq. 13.9 reduces to

For most cases. I'll = 10/.1:. psi will give a good first approximation for
the smallest practical size of a corbel.

A trial-and-error application of these design propositions is presented in
Example 13.1.

Effective anchorage for the horizontal reinforcement at the free end of the
corbel is essential. When the flexural bars consist of small diameter bars, a
horizontal loop (see Fig. 13.37h) can be used. For larger hal'S. mechanical
anchorages will be necessary. A large diameter crossbar or a structural
angle welded to the ends of the flexural bars can provide this anchorage

P" =1:,~ '1~1 ~ 0.20 'i
When the corbel is very short (i.e., lid < 0.5), the sliding shear along the

face of the column may become critical (Fig. 13.36c). For this situation, the
shear friction concept of load resistance might be more applicable (sec
Section 7.X).

By considering the limits given by Eq. 13.10 and Section 7X2, and the
appropriate restrictions listed earlier, it may be shown that the maximum
acceptable shear stresses will be between the limits of
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Fil(. 13.39. 1111 roductiou "I' i"<Id 'II bottom of corbel by means of double brackel.'·u h (II) Side'
view (h) Fr"111 vic«
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try h = 30 in

IX x 159

23 x 60

1WOOO = 10.7 in
550 x 27

A" = n.s A,

.\f

Assume therefore h = 12 in and z = 0.R5d = 23 in.

Design shear:

1."'5 .
1<, =c- ~~ 159 Kips

lU,S

Assume lid = 0.67,

From I.q. l.lX. write

A,=
:l~.

and take

IX
lienee Ii = = 27 in,

0.67

Assume 1'" = IniT = 550 psi. henceo

c,

r
'I ~,



13.7 DEEP BEAMS

13.7.1 Introduction

When the span/depth ratio of simply supported beams is less than 2, or less
than 2.5 for any span of a continuous beam, it is customary to define these
bea ms as deep. As with brackets, the traditional principles of st ress analysis
are neither suitable nor adequate to determine the strength of reinforced
concrete deep beams. Most commonly, these structures arc encountered in

(Eq. LUO)

Compare l' = 159,000/(12 x 33) = 402 ~ 395 psi. Satisfactory.
Details of this reinforcement appear in Fig. 13.37/J.

As an alternative, three No.8 bars may be used for t he top bars, with
a welded crossbar at the end affording the required anchorage. This is
illustrated in Fig. 13.37('.

7111Deep Beams

rectangular suspended containers, such as silos and bunkers with pyramidal
hoppers, in foundation walls supporting strip footings or raft slabs, in parapet
walls, and in shear wall structures that resist lateral forces in buildings.

The stresses in isotropic homogeneous deep beams before cracking can
be determined using finite element analyses or photoelastic model studies.
It is found that the smaller the span/depth ratio (i.e., less than 2.5), the more
pronounced the deviation of the stress pattern from that of Bernoulli and
Na vier. As an example, Fig. 13.40 shows the distribution of horizontal
flexural stresses at the midspan of simply supported beams having different
span/depth (Iii) ratios. when carrying a uniformly distributed load of
intensity \\' per unit lcngth. 1 3

.
2 0 The midspan moment being wfl /8, the usual

extreme fiber stress at midspan of a square panel (//d = 1.0) would be /; =

I 0-= 6M,hh 2 =, 0.75\\'/h. Figure 13.40 indicates that the tensile stresses
at the bottom tiber arc more than twice this intensity. Similar deviations
occur for the distribution of shear stresses. For the determination of principal
tensile stresses. the vertical stresses, particularly at the support points of the
wall-beam panel, arc of great importance.

This type of structure is rather sensitive with respect to the loading at the
boundaries. The lengt h of the bearings of the beam in Fig. 13.40 would affect
the principal stresses. whieh can be very critical in the immediate vicinity of
these supports. Similarly, stiffening ribs, cross walls, or extended columns at
the supports would markedly influence the stress patterns. One of the most
significant aspects of stress analysis would be the manner ofapplication of the
loud, which is uniformly distributed in the case depicted in Fig. 13.40. The
gravity load could be in form of bearing pressure applied to the top surface
of the wall-beam panel, causing vertical compressive stresses, which the
concrete usually can resist without difficulty. In other cases the weight to be
supported may have to be suspended from the bottom edge, creating a more
adverse stress pattern in a deer reinforced concrete beam. This is the case
when the sloping walls of a hopper or the flat bottom of a rectangular tank
must be suspended from deep beams that form the structure's side walls.
Clca rly ext ra reinforcement is required for such situations. Numerous studies
have traced the stress distribution for these variables. The results can he
used by placing reinforcement to resist the tensile stresses in the homo
gencous body. The concrete compression stresses are seldom critical. Such
solutions. however, fail to take into account the anchorage requirements fur
the reinforcement, perhaps the most important aspect of deep beam design,
and the considerable increase of diagonal compression stresses near supports
after the onset of cracking.

The steel demand is seldom large for these structures, and a high degree of
accuracy for its determination is not warranted. For this reason, approxi
mate design techniques have been developed that cover most load and

'"l
I

(Eq.13.11)

0.2 x 3
= 0.01

60

Check these quantities using ACI13
.
1 2 requirements.

Equation 13.11 gives

r = 6 'i( I ___18_)( 1 + 64 x 0.0082) 13000 ~- 395 psi" .- 2 x 33 yJ'

A, + Ail 2·07 + 1.03 I:
P" = - .. fliT = I f-~--27 = 0.0096 < 0.20 /'

. \

Thc Art of Detailing

Equation 13.10 gives

t· = 6"(I - --~)(I + 64p) rr
U '- 211 "y J c

( I~) ~-= 6.5 1 -2-;27 (1 + 64 x 0.0096)y 3000 ~~ 3~3 psi

Compare 1'= 159,000/02 x 27) = 491 > 383 psi, Not satisfactory.
Forasecondtrial,increasedtoapproximately491,,3X3 x 27 = 34in.
Hence assume h = 36, d = 33, b = 12 in.
For flexural steel try two No.6 and four No.5; thus A, = 2.()~ irr'.
For horizontal stirrups try three No.4 hoops; thus Ail = I.I~ in'.
Check again:

2.08 + 1.18 1
PI' =------------ = 0.0082 < 0.0

12 x 33

700
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boundary conditions. take into account the fact that the concrete cracks in
the tension zones. and suit better the construction requirements.

The background to the propositions that follow is largely the experimental
investigation of Leonhardt and Walther 13,21 at the University of Stuttgart.
Recommendations based mainly on their findings have also been formulated
by the European Concrete Committee.l3.22 The experiments were designed
to explore the detailing requirements and other aspects of deep beams. Only
the effects of gravity loads are examined in this section. Seismic features.
which may he relevant to deep beams. were discussed in greater detail in
Chapter 12.

The ACI code! j, 12 also makes some special provisions for deep beams
loaded at the top or compression face only. Only the effects on the web. in
terms of nominal shear stresses and shear reinforcement are considered by
the i\CI code, The recommendations refer to beams with a clear span/depth
ra t io (i/h) of up to 5, For a higher ratio of llh, the shear strength design
pri nciples of ord inary beams apply (see also Section 7.10).

13.7.2 Simply Supported Beams

Considering a square beam (i/h = 1.0), two observations may be made from
Fig, 13.40, First. the total internal tensile force for the homogeneous simply
supported deep beam could be computed by using the internal lever ann.
which is z = (),62h. It is interesting that this is approximately the same for all
beams in Fig, 13.40: that is. it is not affected greatly by the span/depth ratio.
Ijh. For a slender beam.r =~h. Second, the tension zone in the bottom of the
beam is relatively small (approximately 0.25/). and this suggests that the
principal tlcxural reinforcement should be placed in this area.

The internal lever arm for very deep beams does not appear to increase
greatly after cracking. I .1,21 For design purposes the following approximation
for the internal level arru z may be made. 13,22

;; = 0,2(/ + 217) when
1

I~ -~') (13.12a)h ~

or

;; = 0,61 where .. - <I (13.120)
h

For convenience, the curves in Fig. 13.41 may be used. Obviously the
steel area so computed must not be less than what one would obtain from
ordinary fiexural analysis. as explained in Chapter 4.

In these equations. the center-to-center distance between supports, or
1.15 times the clear span. whichever is smaller, should be taken for the span I.



The flexural reinforcement so computed should be distributed, using
relatively small size bars, over a vertical distance equal to O.:25/r- 0.05/, where
h «. /. This is to be measured from the lower face of the bea m, as indicated in
Fig. 13.42.

From the study of corbels in Section 13.6, it is also evident that a centrally
applied point load is disposed of primarily by arch action. This necessitates
very good anchorages and the extension of the entire flexural reinforcement
to the supports. It is suggested 13.22 that at the inner face or the supports,
the anchorage should develop at least 80% of the maximum calculated steel
force. The prevention of anchorage failure before the attainment of the
required strength of the flexural reinforcement can be achieved only if small
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diameter bars (II' mechanical anchorages arc used. Early test beams employing
plain bars or bent-up bars (which drastically reduced the amount of rein
forcement at the supports) normally failed at the anchorages at a relatively
low load. Horizontal hooks. subject to transverse compression at the
Sll pports, arc tn be preferred to upstanding hooks. A typical plan of I he
flexural and web reinforcement at the support of a simply supported deep
bc.un is shown in Fig. I~.43.
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Flg. 13.41. Internal lever arm or deep beams.
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Reinforcing or a simply supported deep beam. 1 3 .n

13.7.3 Continuous Deep Beams

The deviation from the linear pattern of the stress profiles across the midspan
and support sections or a continuous homogeneous deep beam is even
greater than in the case of simply supported beams. The internal lever arm
of 1he stress resultants decreases rapidly as the span/depth ratio of the beams
approaches unily.I.\.2.\ In particular, the tension force over the support (i.c..
negative moment] region can be closer to the compression edge than to tile
tension edge or the beams. This feature of deep beams will have to be con
sidered, even though the internal lever arms will increase in both the negative
and positive moment zones after cracking, and especially when yielding of the
flexural steel h;IS set in.

Tile shear stresses. when combined with the vertical compression stresses
originating from bearing at the supports, will generate steeply inclined
principal compressive stresses. This suggests thai shear is transferred mainly
b) .rrch action.

r
I
h

0.2;," I[-o.os ,
i

-y-
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,

I~----!-----~

& ~

Fij.(. 13.42.
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To simplify the f1exural steel computations, the CEB suggests l 3
.
2 2 that

the internal lever arm z be computed for both the negative and positive
moments, from the following equations:

I. In the upper band, with a depth ofO.2h, the distributed steel should be

A'I = a.s(/; - l)A, (13.14)

2. The remainder of the steel, A.'l = As - A.,I' should he placed in the
lower hand with a depth of O.6h.

The depth to be considered need not be larger than the span. In wall beams
whose depth is larger than the span, only nominal horizontal steel need be
placed in the uppt~r parts of the beam.

The compression forces due to flexure are rarely critical in deep beams.
hut the possibility of lateral buckling of the compression zone in thin wall
beams may need to be examined. It is more important III protect the com
pression zone over the support where diagonal compression due to shear
e(incent ra tion rna v be crit ical, !\ shear stress intensity, computed as for normal
beams, has Ill) physical meaning: but satisfactory behavior can be expected

(13.15)

0.2011
__.__..... -1.

-:

A S I

-,--'--'---"--- it'0.20"

t-------i-A.,~
0.60"

....._~
_'t'.. _ _

if the maximum shear force is limited to

VOlax ~ O.08(phwhI;

Fi!.:. D.44. Suggested distribution of negative flexural reinforcement at support of coruin
uo u-, deep heams. 1,1.':2

13.7.4 Web Reinforcement in Deep Beams

Gravity load, introduced along the top edge of a wall beam, is disposed of
mainly by arch action. The flexural steel failed in the test beam shown in
Fig, 13.45(/, revealing that stirrups are not crossed by cracks. The load will
naturally chose to dispose of itself through the 'stiffer of two possible
resisting systems. and in deep beams the arch is always stiffer than the truss
mechanism. Normally, therefore, stirrups are not necessary. A minimum
reinforcement or 0.2 "", in theform of small-diameter deformed bars placed
in both directions, as in reinforced concrete walls, is adequate. In contin
uous beams, half the horizontal (negative) flexural reinforcement may be

where h ,:;; I and If> = 0.X5.
Several C EB recommendations 13.22 relating to deep beams originate from

consideration of erack width control rather than ultimate strength.
In normal (slender) beams, the diagonal cracking load sets the limit to the

usa ble shear st rcngth in the absence of web reinforcement. When suitably
introduced in a deep beam, a load considerably in excess of the diagonal
cracking load can be carried because of the great stiffness and strength of the
arch mechanism. Eventually, however, crack widths become excessive, and
nominal shear stresses therefore must be limited (Eq, 13.15).

(LU~a)

(13.13b)

when

z = 0.5/

:: = 0.2(/ + 1.511)

or

/
when -- < 1

h

!\t:ain, for convenience, refer to the graph of Fig. 13.41.
The bending moments may be computed as for slender beams -that is.

\,/.' /12 und \\./2/24 for the support and midspan rnorncnts, respectively,
of the continuous spans. In a cracked beam, too, the internal lever arm is
likely to be smaller over the support than it is at midspan. Equation 13.n
does not show this, but the apparent discrepancy is compensated for because
the actual moments at the supports are smaller than those predicted by the
customary analysis. Correspondingly, the midspan moment ~or a cracked
beam, is larger than wI2/24. This was also observed in tests. 1 L 1

Tlie midspan (positive) reinforcement should be arranged exactly the same
as for simply supportedbeams, all bars being anchored at ()t. passing through
the supports. Half the negative reinforcement over the supports should ex tend
over the full length of the adjacent spans. The other half <:,111 be stopped at a
distance of 0.4/ or O.4h, whichever is smaller, from the edge of the support.
The support (negative) reinforcement should be uniformly distributed into
l wo bands, as in Fig. 13.44.

r
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J
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Deep Beams

part of this (see Section 13.7.3). Near the supports, however, additional bars
of the same size used for the mesh reinforcement should be introduced, as
indicated in Fig. 13.46£1,

The 1971 ACI code) 3.) 2 for the first time has provisions for the assessment
of the shear strength of deep beams. The recommendations arc restricted to
sim ply su pported beams with a clear span (In) to effective depth (d) ratio of
less than 5, if the beams are loaded on the top face and supported on the
bottom face. The background of the design approach, similar to that used
for normal beams, was outlined by Joint ASCE-ACI Task Committee 426
in In3.1.1.24 It is postulated that the shear capacity of a member is obtained
by superposition of the capacity of the concrete and that of the web reinforce
ment. Recognit ion of the reserve shear capacity of a deep beam without web
reinforcement led to the development of the semiempirical expression

The second term gives the inclined cracking shear for normal beams (sec
Eq. 7.15), and the first term represents the increase in the shear over that
causing cracking. The value of the first term shall not exceed 2.5. The equation
is intended to apply at the critical sections located at distance 0.151n from the
face of the support for uniformly loaded beams, or one-half shear span, but
not more than the effective depth d from the support for beams subjected to
concentrated loads.

In the ACI approach, the derivation of the web reinforcement's contribu
tion toward shear resistance is based on the shear friction concept, discussed
in Section 7X It is assumed that when there develops a steep diagonal crack,
such as in Fig. 1145(/, shear displacements will occur. The resulting increase
in crack width will then fully mobilize all reinforcement crossing such a
crack. The component of the yield force, acting at right angles to the inclined
crack, can then be assumed to supply the required clamping force for the
shea r friction mechanism to operate. This way horizontal web reinforcement
can substantially contribute toward the shear strength of the web if the
bend ing moment at the section considered is small. From an experimental
derivation of the relationship between the inclination of the diagonal crack
and the span/depth ratio 'Il/d, and the acceptance of an apparent coefficient
of friction of 1.0 along the potential diagonal failure crack, it was shown 13.24

that

"I
I

.-1.-
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(I3.18a)

(13.18b)

1'" :s; 8J7:; (psi)

h, When 2 < 1"ld ~; 5,

Dt·(,1' Hearns

The equivalent CEB\.J.22 value, given by Eq. 13.15 is only about half as
much as that obtained from Eq. 13.18.

When the load is suspended from near the bottom edge of a deep beam,
it must be carried mainly by vertical or inclined tension toward the supports.
To enable the compression arch to develop, the whole of the suspended load
must be transferred by means of vertical reinforcement into the compression
zone of the beam. This should be achieved without exceeding the yield
strength of the stirrups (suspension reinforcement), to protect the flexural
reinforcement against possible horizontal splitting and to ensure satisfactory
crack control in the web during service load [i.c., for I; < 30,000 psi (200
N/Illm 2

)]. The behavior of such a beam is vividly demonstrated by a test
specimen reproduced in Fig. 13,45b. Diagonal compression at the right
hand abutment of the arch was the cause of the failure in this beam.

Suspender stirrups should completely surround the bottom flexural rein
Iorccment and extend into the compression zone of the wall beam, as in Fig.
13AM,.The spacing of the vertical bars should not exceed 6 in (ISOmm).

Special provision is also needed when loads or reactions are introduced
along the full depth of a beam ". for example, when deep wall beams support
each other, as illustrated in Fig. 13.47. This specimen 1J. 2 1 is used in the
discussion that follows. The load from the central cross beam is transmitted,
mainly via diagonal compression, into the bottom part of the long wall beam.
From there the load must he taken up into the lop of the main wall beam,
permitting a linear arch to dispose of it toward the bottom of the supporting
cross beams. Hence at the central junction, vertical suspension reinforce
men t is to he provided for the whole force P, and this should surround the

The web reinforcement can thus be determined. The following limitations
apply:

I. The area of the shear reinforcement A", perpendicular to the main
reinforcement, shall not be less than 0.OOI5h w s, where hw is the width of the
web.

2. The spacing of these stirrups s shall not exceed diS.
:I. The area of the shear reinforcement 04"11' parallel to the main reinforce

ment. shall not he less than O.0025h",s.
4. The spacing of these bars Sh shall not exceed ell3 or 18 in (450 mm).
:-. When III!el ,,; 2,
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bottom flexural bars in the main wall beam. The bars must extend vertically
to ;\ height of h or I. whichever is smaller 4ft <,) in (1.44 m), in the case of the
exu mple structure or Fig. 13.47. Similarly. at the supporting end beams hall'
the load must he received hy suspension reinforcement, a typical arrangement
is ,1i'Jwn in hg. 13.4~(/. Tests have demonstrated that diagonal bars bent to a
large radius at the beam-to-beam junction arc also effective, but their
allocated load contribution should not exceed 60% of the total load. A
typical arrangement appears in Fig. 13.4Hh.

Fig. UAII. Slispellslt>n reinforcement to be provided where deep beam supports another deep
be'"I1 I

.
I

.
2l lIsil1~ Ii/I "l'Ih"~llILiI .rrrungcrncnt or (h) bent-up burs.

I lie diagonal cracks formed in the main wall beam in Fig. J3.47b clearly
sho« the inclination of the diagonal compression struts. To enable these
forvcs to resolve themselves into vertical and horizontal components, well
anchored horizontal steel is required at the abutment of the struts. The
(Till 3,22 recommends that mesh reinforcernen t be provided in the support
area. as in Fig, 1,1.46(/ to resist the entire vertical reaction force. The horizontal
bar-, of this mesh. th.u must extend by a distance n.3l or O.3il from the face or
the -upport together with those which run right through the span of the wall
beam, should he capable of resisting at least 80"" of the reaction (maximum
she.u) force, The short vertical bars of the mesh must extend by 0.5/ or O.51i.,
whichever is less. above the soffit of the beam.

Fig. 13.47. Deep beam supported by deep beams.I.'·ll (a) Ovcrul ,!,meI1SillI1S. {il} ("ra,'k
l'l;lttcorn.

712
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(13.20a)

0.3h

;:';o.3Tr--~I:i~~~~~r~
I I'· ,

ttt· L-
I O,lh or 0,11-r

OAh or 0041

-~

or

I
I

I

I
i
h

I'i~. 1\.511. :\rr,,,,,·,'I11l'111 "I r"il1lorn'II1"111 required lor u.uismission of concentrated forn's
a(.'li' (lHlllnlltHl'-. l,L..'l-'!1 hl'~lllh.:·\,::'2

horivontal supplcrncntury reinforcement in two bands. each capable of
rc-r-ung a tensile force equal ((\ one-quarter of the applied load.
, III the assessment of the shear or diagonal compression capacity of the web.
III .iccordancc with Fl]. 13.15 the CEB recommends that an additional
(lc~I.!~n shear force of

Ah crnat ivcly, additional reinforcement should be provided to allow I'M
substantial changes in moments due to possible support settlement.

I t is not uncommon that heavy, concentrated loads arc introduced directly
above the support points of deep beams. This situation. illustrated in Fi~.
13.~O. is similar to rh.u which arises at the anchorage point ofa prestressing
cable. The concentrated forces are dispersed in the web of the beam, and unless
au Il1t!nuous \ crtical st iflcning rib isextended bet ween load point and support
thl' dispersalshould be considered. Consequently, the CEBI.U2 suggests

(1:\.I9a)

(13.19h)

O,60b(t + ho)f:

. O.90b(1 + 211 0 )/ :

at exterior supports and

at interior supports.

,
(',~" '~--l + II,) ,,,:,:~\

!

..==z'. I"-f~",: I····· l

• I

where h c.= width of beam
Ii" .=, depth of a rib or flange that may stiffen ImVl'1 i '(\rtion of beam

Ieee length of support tinder consideration, wh ici i ',hould not exceed
one-fifth of the smaller of the adjacent span-

These dimensions arc also illustrated in Fig. 13.49.
Because of their very large stiffness deep beams arc vxt rcmcly sensitive

to imposed deformations. Hence care should be taken 1,1 ensure that dis
placements of the supports of continuous deep bc.. '1, ell) not OCCUI'.

n.7.5 !ntroduction of Concentrated Loads

The bearing stresses in areas where point loads are inu «Iuced need to he
examined because deep beams can sustain very large f(\II'L'S with relatively
small demand for reinforcement. The support points ;1 rc such localities.
Reactive forces can be computed as for normal (slender: beams, However.
it should be horne in mind that at the interior supports IIi continuous deep
beams, a moment smaller than that predicted by the customary clastic
analysis is resisted (see Section n.7.3). Consequently. the conventionally
computed reaction at the exterior supports of continuous deep beams
should he increased by 10"" for bearing design purposes,

Where the beam is provided with a stiffening rib or coil! I1111, which enlarges
t he beam at its supports over a substantial portionofits 1,,'lght h. the hearing
stresses arc normally not critical. In the absence of !'II'" or columns. the
magnitude of the reaction at the ultimate load should not ,'\cced

r
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r
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COI"1l(,/, Joints Under Closing Loads

Atypical knee joint. subjected to a "closing" bending moment and cor
responding actions, appears in Fig. 13.51. The outer bars. being continuous,
h.:\ c sufficient anchorage. and provided a split ting failure does not occur

13.8.2 Knee Joints

In numerous structures. continuity between two adjacent members IS

ncccssarv even though the members meet at an angle, The corner joint of a
portal frame is the most common example. The internal forces generated
at such a knee joint may cause failure within the joint before the strength of
the beam or column, whichever is weaker, is attained.

The relative size of the members and the magnitude of the actions will
ullcct not onl , behavior but also the practical limits of detailing. In a slab-to
\\;111 connection it will be desirable to omit all secondary reinforcement. III a
substantial column-beam joint, on the other hand, suitable ties and stirrups,
Similar to those used in the adjacent members. will be quite in order. Con
siderable lateral restraint exists in a joint that is long in the transverse direc
tion (e.g.. bel ween a bridge slab and its supporting abutment wall). Such
I'l·,traint can effectively suppress splitting cracks, which can develop at
anchorages within the joint. In a portal frame, however, little lateral con
Iiucment will he available when members in the joint region, at right angles to
the frame, are absent. The three-dimensionality of the resisting mechanism
in ioints should not be overlooked.

:rhe behavior of the right angle corner joint is fundamentally affected by
the sense of the loading. For this reason, such a knee will be examined
separately for a moment that tends to close the right angle and for another
th;11 tends 10 open it.

,~, Ease of construction and access for depositing and compacting concrete
a rc other prominent issues of joint design.

lhe 51 ruct ural demand on joints is greatly allccted by the type of loading:
tltl'refon:. it may he appropriate to use design procedures in which the
sc ,erity of each type of loading is recognized. In certain jointsv-Ior example,
continuous reinforced concrete structures subjected to gravity loading
onlv v-strcnuth under monotonic loading without stress reversals will be the
de-ian crite;ion, In other cases, not only strength but ductility of the ad
joining members under reversed loading will govern the design of joints:
a rigid jointed multistory frame under seismic load conditions would
represent these conditions. A large amount of joint reinforcement can be
expected for lite second case because strength degradation of the concrete
under repeated reversed loading will occur.

l"

·f,,

(IJ20b)
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be allowed for at interior supports and

13.8 BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS

at the exterior SUppOI!S, to compensate for the effects III 1'* introduced as
indicated in Fig. 13.50. In each case, only the lesser of the two expressions
need be considered.

13.8.1 Introduction

It is surprising that until recently little attention has been given to the
design of joints in reinforced concrete structures. It appears that after the
evaluation of working stresses in adjacent members, most designers normally
assumed that conditions within the joint, which often had somewhat larger
dimensions than the members it joined, were not crit ical. The gradual
adoption of the philosophy of limit state design has exp: 'sed the weakness
of this assumption. Joints are often the weakest links in ;1 structural system.
Much valuable work has been done in this area very recent ly, However. our
understanding of joint behavior and of existing detailing practice is still in
need of much improvement.

The following section attempts to identify the major problems in joint
behavior. illustrating these when possible with the limited amount of ex
perimental evidence that was available at the time of writing, Of the vast
number of possible ways of joining concrete structural members to meet
many load types and combinations, only a few can be cx.unined within the
scope of this book. However, the examples presented -hould help in the
study of many other situations. Correct identification of tbc problem is the
kcv to successful detailing.

:rhe essential requirements for the satisfactory performance of a joint in
a reinforced concrete struct ure can be summed up as f01l0\\,:

l. A joint should exhibit a service load performance equal in quality to
that of the members it joins.

2. Ajoint should possess a strength that corresponds at least with the most
adverse load combinations that 'the adjoining members could possibly
sustain, several times if necessary.

3. The strength of the joint should not normally govern t he strength of the
structure. and its behavior should not impede the development of the full
strength of the adjoining member.
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hg, U.5!. ..\C:li"lh ""d ,k'lails "I' k11<'<' joints SlI biccted to closing momc.u-. IIII 1\ pi,'''1 cruck s.
11'11"lcrl1,,1 !,\rcc,,[, I vruck due I" ,11<,,,1', (iI) Spliuing crack. (e) Overbl'I'"I" 1ll'''I''' (/) Di"".
on.r! -t iffcnrr 'i. (tJl "I r.ui-vcr ...c hl..';\ring hal'S,

(l3.2Ih)

I. The tension steel is continuous around the corner (i.e., it is not lapped
wu hin the joint),

_', The tens inn bars arc bent to a sufficient radius to prevent bearing or
splitting failure under the bars. Nominal transverse bars placed under the
bent bars. as in Fig, 13.5Iy. will be beneficial in this respect.

j. The amount of tension reinforcement is (conservatively) limited to
II 6y '.I://" where stresses arc in psi units.

Whcn USln1-' larger structural members having substantial reinforcing
U »ucnt, secondary reinforcement is required to preserve the integrity of the
U 'Ilcrete within the joint. Figure 13.52 illustrates the threefold purpose of
sll'I:1 with respect to the following points.

I. Bars at right angles to the potential diagonal crack should prevent the
1;'1,\\\th and the widening of the cracks, thus enabling the compression force
t(1 he developed between the inner corner and the bend of tile main tension
sl<:el.

< 1" r;
fI""" .- l

..v

In.lced. in thci I' tests l.1.2h the full flexural capacity of the adjoining members
a 1'1he face of the joint was attained when the steel content was slightly below
thi-. limit, For higher values of fI, a brittle splitting failure occurred at less
t hnn the full strength of adjoining members. In tests at the University of
N(II tingharn. 1\.::; the full moment capacity was attained for a variety of steel
arrangements. with fI ~~ 0.75 "'" On the other hand, joints studied by
S\\ann,I,1.27 with fI == :Hl"". failed at a load less than 80(~~, of the theoretical
ultimate values. derived from the flexural capacity of the adjoining section.

Because of the small size of the members, no attempt was made in these
tests to control the development of the critical diagonal crack (see Fig. 13.5Iil)
by reinforcement, and two notable exceptions were observed. Lapped flexural
bars forming hoops, as in Fig. 13.5Ie, did not perform well,13.25 even though
low steel content was used. However, when the diagonal compression was
resisted by rein forcemen t. in a similar way to the action of a diagonal stiffener
pl.ue in a steel joint (sec Fig. I3.5I/), the flexural capacity of the adjoining
section could be developed even with a high (p = 3.0'\,) steel content.P':"
The beha vior in both cases would be expected intuitively.

From thc foregoing it may be concluded that for knee joints of small
members, slabs and walls in particular, adequate strength can be expected
only under the following conditions:

Mu kherjee I .f 2" have shown that by considering the splitting tensile strength
of the concrcrcj". the limiting steel content in this case becomes, approxi
mu rely

j
]

(13.2Ia)

(9)

(c) (d)

(f)

t0<:", '- j'
. .\'

to main steel

(e)

Thi-, condition would limit the flexural steel content to

The second alternative of load introduction into the ioint core (Fig.
13,:'Itil corresponds better with the conditions at ultimate load. Here the
sk-:I and concrete forces combine to produce a single diagona] compression
resultant, because of the bond deterioration along the outer hal'S. Kemp and

because of high bearing within the bend, the full strength (\1' these hal'S can
normally he developed. Because of the biaxial state of stress at the inner
corner, compression strains considerably in excess of 0.00.\ can he sustained,
When, for the nu rposc of sl rcngth, no reliance is placed on I he compression
steel, it docs not seem to matter how the inner bars are anchored, 1.l.25

The forces generated by flexure and acting against an idealized free body,
represent ing a sq uarc corner joint, arc shown in Fig. 13.51b. II is assumed that
t!lL'se forces are introduced into the joint core in the form of uniform shear
stresses resulting from anchorage bond, as in Fig. 13.5lc: then a diagonal
crack can be expected when the diagonal tension stress approaches the
tensile strength I, of the concrete

j " T A,.f~, r 6/7if'(')
i .> h,l ri: = f!1)'~ yJ c pSI

[
r I

~
.. I

I:
I I



crack patterns in test specimens, such as shown in Fig. 13.53a, uniquely
verily this behavior.

For continuous long joints, which occur in structures illustrated in Fig.
1,\,'\4, a relatively small amount of flexural steel is likely to be required, and
for 1hese secondary reinforcement is seldom used.

111 the University of Nottingham tests,13.25 members approximately X in
(::'11; mrn) deep were joined and eight different detailing arrangements having
a tlcxural steel content {I = 0,75 '';, were compared; not one specimen attained
Ill' 'Ie than 50 "" of the flexural capacity of the members joined. In most of
Ih""1: tests, arrangements similar to that in Fig. 13.51awere used. As expected,'
the interior bars will tend to straighten. The detail is an example of an entirely
unsatisfactory solution, unfortunately often used, when loads open a joint.

no The Art of Detailing

Fig. 13.:>2. Secondary reinforcement at knee of portal
frame,

1
I
!
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Fii!. 13.53. Actious on opening right angle joints. (0) Typical cru.l. _ (hi Internal lorccs.
kl Forces pushinu ,)11' corner of join I. (d) Forces along joint diagonal.

/
rLI.·.~-
y

Fi~, 13.54. Ex.unplcs 01' cominuou-, corners that may he subjected 10 opening loads,

I )iagonal sti rrups in these I J 25 small members increased the joint capacity
hI .t mere 10 to ~O~' ". The contribution of short stirrups is very sensitive to the
1I11:i1ity olanchoragc, Only when tightly bent around the main reinforcement
Clil they immediately respond to load, thus controlling the growth of cracks.

:,wann 13 ,r compared several joint steel arrangements in 6 in (152 1111ll)

d,'"p members. some of them in common usage. He also found that the
m.mber capacities could not be approached, Some of his specimens, \0

1:',:1 her with the measured joint capacities, as a percentage of the computed
sll,ngth of the member. arc presented in Fig. 13.55. Cases (a) and (h) are
c x.unples of extremely poor detailing. The disappointing performance of
dct.iil (c), commonly used, should be noted. Specimens en and (g) represent

(d)

,/"Dead corner

[/

I
.L.-1'---I..l...

(c)(b)
V

(a)

Corner Joints Under Opening Loads

The previously discussed right angle corner joint is more severely affected
when the applied moments tend to open this angle. The resulting forces arc
represented in Fig. 13.53 for a commonly used joint dct.iil. As Fig. 13.53('
indicates, the compression forces near the outer corner giv« rise to a resultant
that tends to push off the triangular portion of the joint. Only an internal

tension force (y'}.T) would be capable of resisting this di:t","onal force. The

2. Rectangular ties should surround the tension steel.al« within the joint
and should prevent the widening of splitting cracks, if they occur, in the plane
of the bent flexural tension bars.

3. The transverse legs of the same ties can be utilized 10 provide con
finernent for the inner corner, which is subjected to concent r;1 ted compression.
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.'lsI

-Alternatively weld into single loop

l-.---- h, ----J
~

t hc best xolutil1I1 I h;1l can be provided in small members without secondary
ninlorccmc nt. SW;\IlIl"s specimens had a flexural steel content or 3 (j~, and a
h'ller pcrtorm.mcc would ha vc been obtained if a smaller reinforcing content
IL,d been used. This IS evident [rom Nilsson's work, 13.2K which indicated that
l'\ l:n with ;\S liulc ;tS 0.5 to O.X ~j:) flexural steel content and an anchorage
-unilar to th.rt in lig. 13.55/; only about Xoo

i
• of the flexural capacity is

.iu.uncd. The invcstiu.uion W;IS prompted by observed failures and excessive
",Icking al Ihc junction or wing walls or bridge abutments in Sweden (sec
I I,!. 13.54).

Clearly th,' usc llr secondary reinforcement to resist diagonal tension
c.innot be avoided in structural members of major frames. In the absence of
.s"ondary reinforcement, failure of the joint after the early onset of crack ing,
;1', 111 Figs. 1J,530 and 13.53(', will be imminent. Even in small joints marked
II ii provcrncnt was observed I .\.27. 13.29 when light fitting stirrups, similar to
II,,' diagonals in Fig. 13.51/ were used.

\ suggested solution 1'01' a large joint appears in Fig. 13.56. Until expcri
JII"lltal studies produce a more precise design technique, it is suggested that
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(13.23a)

(13.23b)

Bt: .un-Column .foilll'

;\<-urning that A" ~o' (el ~'d I ).:j ,2 and that the yield strength of all reinforce
n.-ut is the sumc, where A" and As 2 arc the steel areas required to develop
th. flexural tensions F1 and T, in Fig. 13.57.

111.1\ crack in two principal directions, and the flexural bars have to he all
ch.ired in this region. Generally the bars at the inside of the joint must he
11<"11\ through 9() , to achieve the required development lengths. Repeated
yielding of the Ilexural hal'S at and near the inner faces of a knee joint will
Pi, ',:ressivc1y ,kstroy the bond over the straight portion of these bars. This
\1." found in the experiments of Bertero and McClure, 13.33 who subjected
sm.ill-sculc single bay portal frames to alternating lateral loading. Very large
,1II,l1orage losses in the joint region were observed after 10cycles of loading to
7(;' !! of theoretical ultimate capacity. The strengths of their joints could he
m.untained only by mechanical anchorages. Other small-scale tests have
sit. 'IVn that poorly detailed joints (see, e.g., Fig. 1.155b),do not even allow the
ulumate capacity to he approached in the first cycle of loading. 13

.
J 4 Knee

j(lIIIIS subjected to alternating reversed loading require great care in detailing.
Siucc the joint has to cope with loads that tend to alternately close or open
th,. angle, both systems or diagonal reinforcement (Figs. 13.52 and 13.56)are
required. For such a situation, an orthogonal mesh of reinforcement would
be better suited. In the absence of experimental information, it is suggested
th;11 joint hoops be provided to resist separately the horizontal and the vertical
cornponcuts PI" the principal diagonal tension force that acts across the
pl'll'ntial failure crack and tends to separate the joint area into two triangles.
Til,' derivation of the secondary joint steel may he followed using the models
gil vn for an opening knee joint in Fig. 13.57£1 and for a closing joint in Fig.
1\ <,7h. Because the concrete is thoroughly cracked in both directions after
hl,~I]-intensitycyclic loading, and because benefit from any axial compression
ill I he members of closing joints is very doubtful, no reliance should be
pl;I.:ed on the concrete to resist internal shearing or tensile forces, Similar
s.il.uion, suggested hy Ilanson,13.35 is illustrated in Fig. 13.57('.

It might be optimist ic to expect that all ties. especially those within the
compression zone or the joint. will function with equal efficiency. It would
Iw prudent to rely only PI) ties that are situated within, say, two-thirds of the
depth and are nearer to the forces to be resisted in tension. With this modifica
t i, '11. it follows from Fig. 13.57 that the area of one joint stirrup is

j;
I

!

I
j

j
l'i

1
1

I
(13.22h)

(13.22a)
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a;j = (e_=/~:~~){[f;~ J1 + (::YJ :1/;1 ~.
where p = Ad/hd I in the critical member and the sell .nd term in the
right-hand side is Eq, 13.22a.

A haunch at the reentrant corner, accommodating sub-uuntiul diagonal
flexural bars, will force the plastic hinge away from the Iac. of the joint. This
shift is likely to improve the precarious anchorage of I he main tension
reinforcement, where the same enters the joint. The increased internal lever
arm within the joint will reduce the internal force, thus the .I(lint may become
a noncritical link in the structural system. Connor and K.rar demonstrated
this behavior with haunched corner joints of precast concrete frames. 1J ·

J 2

When a large number of bars are involved in the type ofjoint suggested
in Fig. 13.56, problems of construction may arise because of congestion at
the reentrant corner. In this situation an orthogonal reinf .rcerncnt arrange
ment may be more practical, as discussed in the next sect J' >11.

724

Alternating Repeated Loading ofKnee Joints

The previous discussion on knee joints pointed to the u.u urc of concrete
stresses within a joint. With high-intensity alternating load Illg, this concrete

assuming that the bottom beam steel As! limits the magnitude of the moment
that can be applied to the joint, and thatfy} is the yield strength of the radial
hoops of which 11 legs are provided.

Diagonal principal reinforcement across the interior tension corner,
eq ual to or larger than one-half I 3

.
3 0 the governing flex urul steel Ad' will

prevent deep yield penetration into the joint area along the tlexural steel and
will also provide suitable anchorage for the radial hoops (Sl'C Fig. 13.56).

When the tension bars are formed into a continuous loop by welding
or bending, as indicated by the broken lines in Fig. 13.)h, the amount of
radial hoops could be reduced. Nilsson's research 13.3) suggests that the
single continuous loop of the main flexural steel with SOI11C large diagonal
bars across the inner corner, as in Fig. 13.56, provides sufficient resistance
against diagonal tension failure when the flexural steel content is not execs
sivc. Thus it is proposed that radial hoops be provided when the flexural
steel content exceeds 0.5 ~),•. Accordingly, the area of one r.idial hoop is

radial hoops be provided to resist the whole of the diagonal tension across the
corner. This force can be approximated from the mode I of Fig. 13.53('.
Accordingly, using the notation of Fig. 13.56, the area of «nc radial hoop is
approximately
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Steel and
Bond Forces

(b)(a)

Forces acting
on Panel Zon»

Il,,"n-Column .Joints

I rom the positron of the stress resultants it is apparent that diagonal
tlli',ion and compression stresses U;: and ./;) arc induced in the panel zone of
I I" ioint. The diagonal tension may be high when the ultimate capacity of the
a<il'linin'g members is developed, and this can lead to extensive diagonal
cr.icking. The severity of diagonal tension is influenced by flexural steel
c, .iucnt and the magnitude of the axial compression load on the column.

lwo questions of joint behavior deserve careful study. First, how is the
bond performance of the bars affected hy the state of the surrounding con
crete? If any deterioration of bond occurs, how can full anchorage within the
jotnt be developed to enable the adjoining .mcmbers to sustain their fnll
llcvural capacities during several reversals of moment. if necessary?

Second, if the concrete in the joint core suffers cross cracking, as in Fig .
1.\.)9, thus loses its tensile strength, how can it transfer the required compres
sion and shearing forces?

lhe bond conditions for various locations of the bars within ajoint can be
cx.unined from Fig. 13.5gb. For the load pattern in Fig. 13.58(/, assuming
th.u the axial compression on the column is small, the following observations
11\;IY be made.

I. The anchorage conditions for the top beam bars are extremely uri
LI" orable where they enter the joint. The surrounding concrete is subject to
sl',limentation, and it is exposed to transverse tension. Usually a splitting
cr.ick forms along these bars at a relativelyearly stage of the loading. Re
pc.ued loading will aggravate the situation, and a complete loss of bond up
to the beginning of the bent portion of the bar may occur: Consequently,
high bearing stresses may be generated in the bend which can be sustained

1;1: 1.\.5H. All""" at nlc'r""l'olllllln-beam join: of a mulustoryfrume. (1/1 stress rcsult.uu-.
(/. I ruck pattern .uid hond I'I)rl,.'l.:s.

.,'

j

(bl

lhc Art of Dt'tailin!.:

(e)

C, = compression in concrete
C, = compression in reinforcement
T = tension force in reinforcement
V = sum of shearing stresses

c .-' 1

'·i;:. 13.57. (lrth"~"'l,1I reinforcement in knee joints subjected to ;11" "laling loading. (1/1
-\d ,<'ns 011 <','cni Ilg joint. 11» Acuous <1Il dosing joint. (c) Orthogonal 'I" '"I".

13.8.3 Exterior .Ioints of Multistory Plane Frames

Critical Aspects 4 Joint Behavior

A particularly critical situation can arise in certain exterior column-beam
join Is of plane multistory frames when these are subjected I" seismic loading.
The external action and the corresponding internal forces ucncratcd around
such a joint are indicated in Fig. 13.58(/. The following not.uion refers to the
sl rL':';S resultants:

1,
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only if the surrounding concrete is in sound condition. The straight vertical
portion following the bend must be sufficiently long if the full strength of the
top bar is to he developed.

It may he noted that bending the top steel into the joint induces concrete
hoop forces along the" right" direction. (The forces transmitted from the
bars to the concrete by bearing or bond are indicated by the small arrows in
I-il!-. 13.5XiJ). ;\ top bar bent upward, a tempting proposition from a con
s! ruction point of view, is likely to be very much less etTective.

2. The bottom beam bars. in compression, enter the joint in a region of
ideal bond conditions, since the surrounding concrete is also in compression
transversely to the bars. Because of reversed loading and subsequent possible
tensile yielding of these bars, however, serious bond deterioration can occur
here too, as outlined in item I. The straight portion of the bars beyond the
bend remains largely ineffective for compression loads. Therefore, after a few
cycles of reversed seismic loading, serious anchorage losses can occur,
particularly when the beam frames into a shallow column.

.\. The outer column bars are subjected to perhaps the most severe bond
conditions. Over the depth II of the beam, a total bond force of

C~ + T" ~ 2A, fl'
where A, = area of the outer column bars, needs to be transferred to the con
crete in the join t, if the internal forces at the critical sections across the column
(Fig. 13.5Xa)arc to be sustained.Jf code recommendations are to be adhered
to, the available anchorage length h is grossly inadequate. Moreover, the
ent ire bond force is to be tl ansferred into the panel zone of the joint and not, as
one might be tempted. to assume, partly into the cover and partly into the core
of t he joint. TI1L' extremely high bond stresses along the outer column bars
can be the cause of vertical splitting cracks (see Fig. 13.59a). These might
interconnect and in turn cause the cover to separate itself (see Fig. 13.5lJc).
Unfortunately, the failure planes along splitting cracks around these bars
coincide during reversed loading.

Figure l3.5Xh suggests that the shearing and compression forces resulting
from the particular load pattern are largely transmitted by a diagonal strut
across the joint. As Fig. 13.5lJa reveals, there are in fact several struts separa
ted from one another by diagonal cracks. It would be extremely optimistic to
assume that the full compression strength f:' could be approached in these
struts. Not only are they subjected to indeterminable eccentricities, they are
also exposed to transverse tensile strains. In this biaxial state of stress, a
considerable reduction of compressive strength ensues.

Cyclic loading in cross-cracked concrete causes a repeated opening and
closure of cracks. Because of the dominance of shearing action across the
joint, movements parallel to open cracks will also occur. When the cracks

721l
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This shear is assumed to be resisted by the mechanisms ot her than the web
reinforcement I; and by the web reinforcement v.. Both shear-resisting

become large. because the transverse reinforcement has yielded, the process of
grinding and progressive splitting due to uneven concrete bearing begins. A
complete disintegration of the concrete within the body of the joint can result.
This is associated with drastic volumetric increase ofthe core unless contain
ment is provided.

Observed Behavior of Exterior Joints

A study of exterior isolated column-beam joints was undertaken by Hanson
and Connor. I .1..\7 They demonstrated that a joint without transverse rein
[orccrnent could not sustain much load after the third moderate cycle of
reversed load inu. The concrete burst and the column bars huck led. In joints
that contained /lOOp reinforcement equal to that required lor confinement
in the column above and below, the hoop steel stresses increased during
cvclic alternating loading till yielding occurred. This clearly showed the
important role (;1' transverse joint reinforcement for seismic-type loadings.
Under the most severe load conditions, a rotational ductility factor of ± 5
was imposed on the beam's plastic hinge. This is considerably less than could
be expected at I he same place during a major earthquake shock, which would
impose lateral displacements on the building corresponding with a displace
ment ductility factor of 4. To test the suitability of the joint for sustaining the
imposed column load after high-intensity cyclic loading. a relatively large
compression was applied to the columns of these peA specimens. However,
only about one-third the flexural capacity of the columns was utilized
when the beam of the specimens reached yield; consequently, small bond
forces were generated in the column bars. Therefore, the observations made
could be optimistic when applied to other situations in which the rotational
duciilitv demand is higher. the columns are less strong, and the beneficial
compression across the joint is absent.

The current recommendation of the ACI code l 3
.
1 2 with respect to joints

is based on these peA tests. 13.37 It rests on the contentious premises that the
joi nt behavior is governed by shear and that the accepted parameters of shear
resistance in beams are applicable. Joint actions must not reduce the column's
compression capacity, hence the transverse reinforcement within the joint
must not be less than that required for the column it supports.

Accordingly. the required shear reinforcement in the column is arrived
at by first considering the horizontal shear across the joint from Fig. 13.58a.

(7.23a)
s V. sh",

A,. = -f,d = t"r-
)' .J.v

The contribution of the concrete (i.e., other mechanisms ~) is assessed
by Eqs. 7.34b and 7.35 with allowance for the beneficial effect of the axial
compression. The upper limit of the computed nominal shear stress within
the joint is not explicitly restricted by the code. Often this nominal shear

stress, v, = ~/hd, is well In excess of IOv./:. to I I.5v.f;. (psi), the maximum
value recommended for beams.

The 1971 version of the SEAOC code I.UH recommends that when the
axial compression stress computed on the gross concrete section is less than
O.14r;, its beneficial effect on shear resistance in the joint be neglected;
that is, the whole joint shear Vj be allocated to stirrups (V, = ~).

According to the code 13.12 when beams of approximately equal depth
and a width of not less than one-half the column width frame from four
directions into the column, the transverse reinforcement need be only
one-half that required by Eq. 7.23a. This provision allows for a consider
able reduction in transverse steel due to the assumed increased confinement
of the concrete within the joint due to the surrounding beams.

Tests in progress at the University of Canterbury! 3.36. 13.39. 13.40-13.42

furnish less favorable results than the PCA tests. 13.37 The Canterbury
specimens were subjected to small or no column loads, and the imposed
rotational ductility factors were progressively increased from 5 to 10 and
15, or greater, to be more consistent with typical requirements when a dis
placement ductility factor of 4 is to be attained. A number of observations,
relevant to detailing, from the Canterbury tests, are recorded next.

I. The failure of 13 exterior column-beam joint specimens occurred
in the joint rather than in one of the adjoining members. Even in the more
heavily reinforced assemblies, the flexural capacity of the critical member
could not be sustained after a few substantial excursions into the postelastic
range, because of joint deterioration.

2. Joint reinforcement provided in accordance with the current ACI
code recommendations, including an allowance for the contribution of
mechanisms other than stirrups (~), proved to be inadequate. I 3.39 In the
absence of substantial axial compression on the columns, it appears that no
reliance can be placed on the thoroughly cross-cracked concrete (see Fig.
13.59) to resist shearing forces.

3. Joint failure ensued also in all specimens in which full or excess shear
reinforcement was provided in accordance with the 45" truss analogy, to
resist the whole of the theoretical maximum jointshear.P:"? This suggests

components were studied in Chapter 7. On the basis of the 45" truss analogy,
we have

(13.24)Vi = T - V' = AJy - V'

I
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that the traditional truss model, which has proved so useful for beams and
columns, is perhaps not applicable to this situation. Indeed. it was found that
transverse shear reinforcement placed in the joint in level with the compres
sion zone of the beam was not yielding.P':"

The conventional truss analogy is associated with 45' cracks. most
commonly observed in the shear span of beams. Only in a square-shaped
joint will the critical diagonal crack develop along this angle. In other cases. a
failure crack will tend to bisect the joint along one of its diagonals (see Fig.
13.(2).

4. When the transverse shear reinforcement across diagonal cracks of
joints commences to yield. disintegration of the concrete begins. because
of the repeated opening and closing of cracks along which shear displace
ments also occur. The anchorage of beam or column bars cannot be main
tained under such conditions (see Fig. 13.59b).

5. The continuous hoop form of beam bar anchorage. shown in Fig.
13.60 for specimens Rl,R2, and R3, proved to be considerably inferior in
comparison with separate anchorages of the top and bottom reinforcement.
However. this may not be the case if the column has a considerable depth.

6. In the small columns used in the Canterbury tests, the anchorage
lengths, computed from the inner face of the columns. were not always
adequate. Splitting cracks along and diagonal cracks above the straight
horizontal portion of the beam bars suggest that it would be prudent to
ignore or reduce this length in the determination of the development length
(see Fig. 13.59(').

7. Confinement of the joint region is imperative. Ties used for shear rein
forcement are ineffective for confinement except in the four corners of the
column, where they are bent around column bars. All tests showed consider
able bowing of the ties in all three free sides of the joint. Th is allowed a volu
metric increase of the concrete in the core of the joint, hence the loss of diag
onal compression capacity. Attempts to introduce additional confining steel
brought promising results (see Figs. 13.60 and 13.63).

It was pointed out earlier that the most precarious bond conditions
in a joint prevail for the outer column bars. In their immediate vicinity
are located the beam bars. bent over 90°, which need to exchange bond
forces with the column bars. As a result, the surrounding concrete is sub
jected to high shear forces which may have to be transferred across cracks
by means of aggregate interlock (shear-friction mechanism) (see Figs. 13.59
and 13.61). Adequate reinforcement crossing these cracks and placed
between the perimeter ties could ensure that the cracks remain small. thus
enabling the transfer of shearing forces.

8. The geometry of the joint may have a profound effect on its behavior.
Figure 13.59 shows one specimen of a series 1 3

.
3 6 in which the disadvantage

Fig. 13.60. Deep beam-shallow column joint specimens tested at the University of Canter
bury. I 3.42
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of having a deeper beam framing into a shallow column, not unfrequently
encountered in two- to four-story buildings, became evident. Successive
attempts to boost the capacity of the joint by providing more shear reinforce
ment, as documented by the series R tests in Figs. 13.60 and 13.63, failed to
produce satisfactory performance.

Figure 13,63 shows the load sustained, in terms of the computed strength
of the specimens. as a function of the imposed cumulative displacement
ductility factor, measured by the tip deflection of the beams. This is by no
means a unique measure of the deformation capacity of the structure with
respect to repeated loading into the postelastic range. A single loading im
posing very large plastic deformation has more detrimental effects on subse
quent behavior under reversed loading than a number ofloadscorresponding
with cumulative ductility factors equal to that associated with the single
loading, The seven specimens recorded in Figs. 13.60 and 13.63 have all been
subjected to approximately the same reversed cyclic load pattern; therefore,

'..
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Fig. 13.63. Strength degradation of exterior beam-column joint specimens with cumulative
imposed ductility.' Hl
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Fig. 13.62. Loud-deflect ion I'd", iunship for beam-column joint specimen with beam stub, I J ,41

Fig. 13.60. indicates that the weakness of an adequately shear reinforced
joint under reversed loading is the transverse expansion of the deteriorating
concrete.

9. The absolute size of a joint has a bearing on its performance. Ideal
bond and anchorage conditions are much more difficult to attain in small
joints. The conflicting interests of structural performance (i.e., the use of
small diameter bars to improve bond) and that ofconstruction (i.e., the use
of fewer large bars to avoid congestion). are nowhere more evident than in
the detailing of joints.

Spttcimen /. ;.

Fig. 13.6 J. l.o.rd-dctlccuon rcl.uiunship for a beam-column joint SPC('lIl1CIL ,,\.\.,

,':,(,rU.i

the cumulative ductility was chosen as a means of comparing their perform
ancc. The four lower curves (Rl to R4) represent specimens identical to that
in Fig. 13.59 except for thc joint tie content and form of anchorage of thc
beam reinforcement. Demonstrably. not one specimen attained the thcor
etical flexural capacity; the degradation of strength should also be noted.
The performance of a heavily reinforced joint area (specimen R3l during
cyclic loading is presented in Fig. 13.61. It became evident that additional
shear reinforcement would serve no useful purpose and that only a radical
change in I he geometry of the joint could hold some promise of improvement.

The arrangement in Fig. 13.60 shows how. with the addition of a stub
beam in the series P tests. the effective anchorage of the l1exural reinforce
ment has been relocated from the shear affected core of the joint to a relatively
undisturbed zonc. 1

.1.4 1 Indeed. the crack pattern appearing in Fig. 13.62,
which developed during several cycles of reversed loading. suggests that
satisfactory bond conditions must exist in the stub beam. The superior
performance of specimens PI to P3 is evidenced by the lop curves in Fig.
1.'.63. In the three tests the full theoretical strength of the crit ical members was
attained in both directions of the loading. and considerably larger curnula
t iv ...~ ductilities were obtained. The beneficial effect of only a small amount of
confining reinforcement across the core of the joint of specimen PI, as in

, '

r
r
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Specimen R2 as shown in Fig. 13.60

--- - Theoretical

---Actual

where f: is the compression steel stress at the far face of the joint. After
repeated alternating loading in spandrels (with equal top and bottom steel)
compression yielding call also occur; thus the bond force can approach
2A [. in magnitude. Therefore, the desired yield strength of the reinforcements . y

can be developed only if this bond force can be disposed of within the joint.
Note that as opposed to exterior joints in Fig. 13,60,the bond force in interior
joints must be developed entirely by bond stresses. When computed, these
stresses are usually found to be well in excess of magnitudes recommended by
codes.

IfI.:';j-

f
I

(13.25)
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Some observations must be added to those of the previous section when an
interior joint of a plane frame is examined. The configuration of a typical
interior column-beam joint is given in Fig. 13.65. Important new features of
this joint arc the anchorage of the beam flexural reinforcement and the in
crease of the shear force across the joint. From Fig. 13.65 it is evident that the
total horizontal shear force is now

13.8.4 Interior Joints of Multistory Plane Frames

Figure 13.65 illustrates a beam in which the bottom reinforcement area is
ap~roximatelY one-half that of the top steel. For this case. at ultimate load,
we have

nd/ r (')bond force = 4- c,y + . s

Vj ~~J;As - V'

In spandrel beams carrying only small gravity loads, equal amounts of
top and bottom steel are usually provided for lateral load resistance. In
this case Vi ,.,.; 2r;.A, - V'. Hence the joint shear could be approximately
twice as great as that encountered in an exterior joint that connects only one
beam.

The bond force to be disposed of by one of the top beam bars in Fig. 13.65
results from the net force acting on the bar at the column faces

10. The beneficial effect of axial compression on the column on joint
performance has been convincingly demonstrated by the peA tcsts.l ' ..n

That this benefit could be reliably predicted with the use of the existing shear
strength equation (Eq. 7.35),developed for slender beams subjected to flexure,
shear, and compression, would be a suspicious coincidence. The issue will
have to await the accumulation of further experimental evidence.

Joint distortion after the development of two-way cracking, normally not
allowed for in the evaluation of the response of the whole building frame,
can considerably contribute toward the lateral displacement of the structure.
The loss of stiffness in the hysteresis loops for the beam end dctlections
(Figs. 13.61 and 13.62) is mainly due to joint distortions. A comparison of
the computed (with allowance for cracking in the members) and observed
deformations 01" a test asscmblyl3.36 is presented in Fig. 1:\.64. The dis
crepancy is due to joint distortions.
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Imerpla." of Forces in Interior Joints Subjected to Moments and
Shear
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P + V, - V2

Fig. 1J.o:-. 1\((1"11\ \'11 interior joint of multistory plane Ir.uuc.

~M

The interplay of joint forces associated with a desired joint behavior is
illustrated in a series of idealized diagrams in Fig. 13.66. The forces exerted
by the four members ofa plane frame againstthe joint appear in Fig. 1:1,66(/,
Io r the sake ofsimplicity it is assumed that the bending moments introduced
arc the sa Inc at all four sides of the joint. The joint shear ('j' obtained from
Eq. 13,25. call be I he cause of extensive diagonal cracking in the joint core,

Two mcchanisrns capable of transmitting shearing forces from one face
of a joint \0 the other call he identified in this model. It is assumed that the
strength of these two systems. to be examined later, is additive.

Figure 13.('(>h suggests that all the compressive forces carried by the con
LTL'te could combine by equilibrating each other through a single. broad
diagonal strut :ILTOSS the joint. When yielding in the flexural reinforcement
occurs. it IS appropriate to assume that the whole shear Iorce in each of the
adjoining members is introduced to the joint core through the concrete
compression !(lI1CS in the beams and columns. respectively. The compression
forces C. and C: and the shearing forces Vand V' could b.ilancc each other

....,.., "
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where the second term, Iq. 13.27. represents the joint shear sustained by the
mesh reinforcement.

It is hoped that expcrimental studies will disclose in the ncar future the
extent to which these two mechanisms will remain effective during high
intensity revcr-,«] cyclic hiding. It was pointed out repeatedly in previous
chapters that the concrete in the compression zone of a beam will withdraw
from participation if permanent elongations arc caused in the reinforcement
by tensile yielding during previous reversed loadings. In spandrel beams
having equal top and bottom steel, the compression in the concrete may
diminish so greatly that the contribution of the joint mechanism given in
Fig. l3.66b (i.c .. r,l may become insignificant. The entire joint shear would
then need to he carried by joint shear reinforcement. On this ground, the
contribution 01 the concrete toward shear resistance in the joint core of
earthquake-resistant structures should be ignored in the design,

The effectiveness of the joint shear reinforcement, as modeled in Fig, 13.66d,
depends on the ability of the flexural reinforcement and the surrounding
concrete to interchange high-intensity bond forces throughout the loading
procedure, When severe reversed loading produces bond deterioration, the
desirable dist ribution of steel forces (sec Fig. 13.66c), changes radically.
There is no alternative means of anchoring the bars, as there was in the case of
exterior joints, where bars are bent over. Hanson identified this loss of bond
in his experiments 1.1.4.1 using Grade 60 (f). = 414 N/mm 2

) steel. In spite of
this, full strengi h capacity was sustained in Hanson's tests because the
tension steel entering the joint found anchorage in the beam at the far side
of the joint. This implies that after a few reversals the top and the bottom
beam steel can be in tension on both sides of the column. In underreinforced
beams this phenomenon may not have further consequences. In more heavily
reinforced members, however, the complete loss of compression steel may
seriously impair their ductility. Not only is any relief in the compression
load-carrying capacity 01' the concrete absent, but larger compression forces
are imposed Oil the critical section in the beam's endeavor to balance the
increased internal tensile forces. The phenomenon may reduce the ductility
of the section adjacent to the column. The limited experimental work
conducted so far has not clarified this aspect, nor does it suggest remedial
measures. Because of the critical nature of bond stresses it is likely that small
diameter bars passing through the joint will perform better than large bars.
The foregoing. observations are also intended to draw attention once more
to the intimate relationship between joint core behavior and the expected
performance of the adjoining members.

In most columns of seismic-resistant frames, the principal reinforcement
particularly vert ical bars not situated near the extreme fibers of the moment
affected section .. will remain well below yield level when plastic hinges in

l
I
I
)

(13.29)

I LU6)

(13.28a)

(13.28b)
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by means of a diagonal compression force D, without the aid of any rein
forcement. In terms of nominal shear stresses and the dimensions uivcn in
Fig. 13.65, the shear capacity of this mechanism can be expressed by

Ct. - V'
I' '"'",....." ..._-_.

r bd

at yield strength. where a"h = area of each horizontal stirrup and (/" == area
of each vertical stirrup. These two equations may be derived from first
principles and consideration of the equilibrium of a point in the panel
zone. such as point A in Fig. 13.66d,

By similarity to the design procedure used for shear in beams, the combined
action of the two mechanisms just described may be expressed thus:

The disposition of the steel forces within the joint now has to be evaluated.
The relevant forces applied to the ends of the reinforcing h;\rs, em bedded in
the concrete of the joint core, are represented in Fig. 13.6k. If it is assumed
that the bond force in each bar is absorbed by bond stresses of uniform in
tensity, the bar forces will change linearly from tension at nne end to com
pression at the other, as illustrated by two diagrams in Fig 13.6()c. The bond
force per unit length will be accordingly Vo = (C. -t /)/1 1, and l'(J =

(C + T),!, along the beam and column reinforcement. respectively. In
terms of nominal shear stresses, the shear flow Vo becomes approximately

Vo c, + T
r =-~ (13 ')7)'b bd -.-

where b is the width of the column.
Figure 13.66d suggests how each bond force component acting over a

small length needs to resolve itself into a diagonal compression force and a
vertical or horizontal tension force, if this mechanism is to he sustained.
The whole panel zone may be thought of as being made up \\1' self-equilibrated
clements. illustrated in Fig. 13.66(/. The diagonal compression forces could
be supplied by concrete struts, formed between diagonal cracks. The tensile
forces would require a mesh or well-anchored horizontal and vertical bars,
where the bond forces are introduced. It is thus evident that to sustain the
desired bond forces vo, the amount of horizontal and vert ical ..shear rein
forcement" required will be
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Effect ofJoint Core Failure 0/1 Frame Deformations

The unsatisfactory bchav ior of a typical interior joint of a plane frame l 3
.4 4

can be seen in lig. 13.61\, which shows an assembly in which failure has occur
red mainly in the joint. The loading system and details of the assembly
appear in Fig. 13.69. The assembly had been designed according to the
1971 ACl codeJ.(·'2 requirements for ductile frames in seismic zones. The

Fig. 13.68. Crack p.utcrns of interior hcum-cotumn joint.tt:":' (a) At application of maxim11m
bending moment. it., I\t end otrwclfth load run,

would be required only to enable bond forces 1'0 to be introduced into the
core zone outside the shaded area in Fig. 13.67. The apparent contribution of
the concrete Inward the shear strength of the joint core Vc is thus enhanced,
and the demand for shear reinforcement v, according to Eq. 13.29 is reduced.
A quantitative evaluation of the joint shear reinforcement in the presence of
compression in the column has yet to be developed.

Beam-Column Joints

i
~.

J'

It", Art of Dl'lailinJ,:

/;.fled of Axial Compression on Joint Behavior

Axial compression can he expected to improve joint behavior and reduce the
demand forjnj nt shear reinforcement. The simplified model, (ht!. JJ.67)
suggests that a steeper diagonal compression strut may Iorm as a result of an
en larged corn pression block across the column section. The horizontal
component nf the diagonal force, sustained by this strut. could consist of the
beam compression force C, less the column shear V', and a fraction of the
beam tensile force T. It is evident that the horizontal bond force along the
beam bars can now be disposed of more easily within the wider diagonal
compression strut. Web <tee] reinforcement, according to this model,

I·j~. l.U7,

7~2

adjoining beams are-expected to develop. For this reaS(111 one may expect
intcrrncdia tl' col urnn bars.passing through ajoint core, to replace the function
01' vertical joint shear reinforcement in Fig. 13.66d. However, the vertical
shear reinforcement may become necessary when the column reinforcement
I" placed only al the four corners or across the moment-affected faces only,

Ihe ort hugonal shear reinforcement in the core may v cll he replaced by
didt!onal steel. In most CIS":S this would be entirely irnpr.rctical. When the
joint gcomcuy permits it. however, all or part of the flexural reinforcement
from the top of one beam may be bent down across an interior joint into the
ht.uom of the ot her beam. This would greatly relieve the c(mcrcic in the joint
(ore and would eliminate most of the bond forces. In the absence of experi
mental evidence, design propositions are not offered here.

r
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Fig. 13.70. M~!,,",.~J morncut-uvcruge curvature relationship for plastic hinge in beam.':' .••

at the plastic hinge position adjacent to the column face. It is evident that
relatively little subsequent plastic deformation occurred in the beam after
the first two large yield rotations. Following the development of the full
plastic moments in the beam hinges, the beam bars began to slip within
the joint and 1;\ rgc diagonal cracks developed (see Fig. 13.680). From the
measured beam moment at the column-face-beam-end deflection relation
ship (Fig. 13.711. it is seen that beam deflections equal to or larger than those
which occurred at the development of maximum strength in each direction,
were imposed ill subsequent load cycles. The capacity as well as the stiffness
of the assembly deteriorated gradually during the testing. A 'comparison of
Figs. 13.70 and 1.l7 I reveals that the large plastic deformations are mainly
due to joint panel zone deformations. The joint was reinforced for a shear
force corresponding to I ()6"" of the capacity of the assembly, using the ACI
code procedure.' .\.\ 2 The shear reinforcement in the joint panel zone com
menced to yield when the full theoretical capacity was attained in the fifth
load run (Fig. 1.\.70). Park and Thompson I H~ observed satisfactory joint.

columns, which were stronger than the beams, were subjected during the test
to a constant axial load of 0.2~j';Ag, while the members were subjected to
static reversed lateral loading, as shown in Fig. 13.69a. The beam and column
details are given in Figs. 13.69h to 13.69tl. Note that the transverse steel in the
joint consisted of No. :; (16 mm diameter) hoops at 2 in (51 mm) centers.
Figure 13.70 shows the measured moment-curvature behavior of the beam
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ment length. Fur shallow columns, the use of stub beams, as in Fig. 13.72b,
will be imperative. 1\ large diameter bearing bar fitted along the 90° bend of
the beam bars should be beneficial in distributing bearing stresses (see Figs.
13,72a and LU5cj.

In deep columns and whenever straight beam bars are preferred, mechani
cal anchorages. as in Fig, 13.72(', could be advantageous. The top bars in a
beam passing through holes in a bearing plate may be welded to a steel plate
as in Fig. 13.73,

Joint ties should be so arranged that the critical outer column bars and
the bent-down portions of the beam bars arc held against the core of the
joint.

Fig. 13.72. Anchorage or bcum bars in columns using «(/) bent-up bars: (h) bent-up bars in
stub beam: (e) mcch.micu) anchorages.

When the computed axial compression on the column is small (i.e.,when the
average stress 011 the gross concrete area is less than, say, O.qj';, including
allowance for vertical acceleration generated by earthquakes), the contri
bution of the concrete shear resistance should be ignored, and shear rein
forcement for the entire joint shearing force should be provided, 13..18

V, = Vi. In exterior joints only the ties that are situated in the outt:[' two
thirds of length of the potential diagonal failure crack, which runs ~1l1

corner to corner of the joint, should be considered to be effective (see Fig.

Shear Strength

The Art of Detailing

--,..-._ •...•.- •........•_-~---.:;'"

'j -.

I·ii:, 13.71, \ k,hUll'd bcum l'nd deflection-beam moment at column {;',.'l' Ic'ldl,,,,,,11Ip, '.I .••

Because Ill' the inevitable !uss of bond at the inner face ot' all cxter.or joint,
dc\ clopmcnt Ien.!:'l h of the heam reinforcement should hl: compu ted from
the beglllnlll,s pI' the YO bend, rather than from the face "I' th,: column (see
f'l~, 1:1.72<1' In wide columns. any portion of the beam h~!I\ within the outer
t hird of t hl: Cl .lu mil (Fig, 13.72b) could be considered for l"' »nput Ing develop-

.-/nchoragc

7-16

behavior in an assembly having the same load capacity, in \\ hich the beam was
fully prestres-.cd. A prestressing tendon at mid depth across the joint core
kept the width or the diagonal cracks small.

Because 01' the high shear. hence diagonal compression stress. intensity,
the usc of cloxcly spaced transverse confining reinforcement in joints is
unavoidable. The critical nature of the joints for seismic loading, quite
overlooked until recently. has also been observed by Ohsaki ill tests with
full size xpccimens. t .\,.l·S

IJ.S.5 Sugg~sti()ns for the Detailing of Joints

The I'olluwing recommendations are made in connection with the require
ments of anchorage, shear. and confinement within a joint core of earth
quake rcxistunt structures.

'-".tI'....
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Fig. 13.74. Effective ties resisting shear in an
exterior beam-column joint.
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Confinement

It was pointed out earlier that the nominal shearing stresses, hence the
diagonal compression stresses within the joint, may become large. These
compression stresses are responsible for the eventual destruction of the
concrete core when high-intensity cyclic loading is applied, particularly if
the shear reinforcement is permitted to yield. Effective confinement is
therefore imperative in any joint. There is insufficient experimental evidence
at hand to allow us to determine the amount of confining reinforcement
required in a joint, but it is suggested that not less than that used in columns
(Eqs. 11.55 and 11.56) should be provided, irrespective of the intensity of the
axial load on the columns.

Shear reinforcement confines only the corner zones of the joint, and hori
zontal tie legs are quite ineffective in furnishing restraint against the volu
metric increase of the core concrete. Hence additional confining bars must
be provided at right angles to the shear reinforcement. These bars should

that all ties in the joint Lore will participate in the shear resistance. Conse
quently Eq. 1~JO may be modified as follows

V,s
A" = (d=d')j~, (13.31)

where (d - d') is the distance between the centroids of the top and bottom
beam reinforcement.

To protect the core concrete against excessive diagonal compression, an
'upper limit must be set for the joint shear, normally expressed in terms of a
nominal shearing stress, Further research is required to establish this value,
which may be well in excess of the corresponding value suggested for beams

[i.e., IOJ~ to 11.5)f: Ipsil] because of confinement.
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Fi\.:.13.73. AIIl'h"rage plate Ior beam bars at outer face of an exterior ,·,,1"11111. (Courtesy
I."" is & Will'a"h"l1. Consultin; l.ngincers: Auckland. New Zealand,

13.74). Accordingly, from Fig. 13.74 we have if V. is the ioin: shear to be
carried by the tics

1.5V,s
A" = dry (13.30)

where A" = total area of tie legs in a set making up one lava of shear rein
forcement, and d = effective depth of the beam. To allow Ior revcrseo loading,
the corresponding equation will determine the joint shear reinforcement in
the lower two-thirds of the joint. This proposition is more severe than any
code requirement existing. at the time of writing this book.for jninls in which
the beam depth to column depth ratio is less than approximately 1.5. In
aCl'Or.dance with the design philosophy outlined in Chapter 11 I'll" multistory
buildings, the jomt should be considered as part of the column: hence allow
ance should be made for the possible overstrength of the beam when com
puting the value of the joint shear V. to determine V = l ' ..._. ~.} S I .. • •

Because the major part 01' the shear force is introduced 1, l an intcrior joint
by bond forces along the top and bottom reinforcement. as Illustrated in
Figure 13.661, rather than by bearing stresses as in Fig. !~.)'!',/), it is likely
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beams at right angles to the plane of the earthquake-affected frames. Con
siderable restraint can be offered by the nonyiclding flexural steel in these
beams which cross the joint transversely.

Hanson 13.4\ and Connor. 13 , 3
7 who simulated this situation with stub

beams cast at right angles to the column-beam specimens. found a marked
improvement in joint behavior over that of frames having beams only in one
plane. The present ;\CI recommendations! .1,12 are based on their evidence.
Accordingly. only one-half the shear reinforcement. computed from Eqs.
13.25 and 7.23a. need to be provided if beams not less than half as wide as the
column and no! less than three-fourths as deep as the deepest beam, are
provided on all four sides of the column.

Problems not yet visualized might be disclosed by further research on
joints having beams on four sides, where the ductility demands imposed are
more severe t hun those applied in the PCA 1.\.37,13.43 tests.

When the axes of the beams and the columns do not coincide, secondary
actions. such as I orsion, will be generated. The behavior of the joint becomes
more complex. and in the absence of experimental studies only crude pro
visions can be made for these load conditions. In structures affected by
seismicity, such joints should be avoided. Torsion so introduced caused heavy
damage in buildings during the 1968 Tokachioki earthquake.Pr'"

For convenience. wind or seismic actions are generally considered to be
acting independently along one of the two principal axes of a rectangular
building frame. It was pointed out earlier that the maximum amplitude of
ground accelerations. velocities. and displacements might occur at an angle
to both principal axes. producing an overall skew bending effect. This
occurrence might mobilize the full strength of all four beams framing into a
column. thus imposing extreme load conditions on the joint. Figure 13.76
illustrates the construction difficulties involved in providing joint reinforce
ment in a column where the concurrent hinging of three beams entering the
joint was considered. The situation can be particularly critical at corner
columns where the axial forces induced in the columns by lateral skew loads
are additive,

Even under unidirectional load application. coincident with one of the
principal axes ,11' a multistory. rectilinear, rigid jointed space frame, there
may occur secondary effects in beams at right angles that could cause con
siderable struct u raj damage. Large joint rotations in a plane frame may intro
duce torsion into beams j hat enter such joints at right angles to the plane of
action. owing to the presence of the floor slab. monolithically cast with the
beams. The imposed twist may cause excessive diagonal cracking in beams
not subjected t,l flexure. and this may affect their performance when lateral
load along the other principal direction of the building is to be resisted.
Figure 13,77 shows different views of a corner joint in a small-scale six-story

1.-1
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lJ.X.6 Joints of ;\ Iultisrory Space Frames
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not be placed further than (1 in (150 mm) apart. Suggested arrangements for
horizontul joint reinforcement for an exterior beam-column joint appear ir
hg, 13.75, Particular attention must be paid to the confinement or the out
side face of the joint. opposite the beam. where very higb hom! forces must
be developed I lcrc the roles of ties and confining steel ,';Ill be combined,
Only with thl' cllcctive confinement can the shear capacity of a joint be
developed. '

Fi~. 13.75. SUt-:\;~"I\:d ;H'I'ang.C[\l~'\l'\ of joim stirrups and tics for extcrio: bc.uu-column joiu:
11l:1 I<I} sm.dl cot.unn : dqrnediulll ··,ih..~ colurnn ; (c) column with stuh h ...\llll.

'Ihe most C( 1fl1 1l1() 11 joint occurs at the interior of a muh i-t.uv fr',IIl1C system
III which lOll I hc'lnls. gcncrully at right angles to each oIIL'!, meet ;Il a con
unuous column. When a rnajor seismic disturbance impose- "llerll:llil1g yield
coridirions :tI(\q~ "I1~ of thc major axes of the building. ih,-rehy gcncruting
Crt llc'a I shc;: r '.tI'l'"CS acrox-. the core 01' the joint as outline.' .11 Sect ion 13,S.4.
l'()!1/'lnCnlCnt :lg:llnsl lateral expansion of the joint will hc' ,\1'(\\ Ilkd by the

rt -s-,
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A 24 in x 18 in (610 mm x 457 mm) beam frames into an exterior
20 in (SOil mrn) square column. Three No. 10 (32 11I1ll) top hars and
three No.8 (25 rnrn) bottom bars enter t,he joint 1'1'0111 the beam.
The column is reinforced by No.8 (25 mrn) bars. The yield strength
of the beam reinforcement is 40,000 psi (276 N 1111n") and that of
the column steel is 60,000 psi (414 Nyrnm']. The concrete cylinder
strength is 3600 psi (17.9 N/mm 2), and 2 in (50 111m) cover exists
to all main bars. The capacity reduction factor is ',J.e 0.S5.

752

Fig. 13.76. Joint reinforcement ill an exterior column where concurrent iii ngillg of three beams
W;iS considered I Courtesy New Zc.uand Ministry of Works.)

Example 13.2

reinforced concrete frame that was subjected to simulated unidirectional
seismic loading. 1.\.p (Details of the frame are given in Fig«. 11.42 to 11.45.)
The torsional effects at the corner of the slab and in the beam framing at
right angles tu the plane or loading. indicated by arrows. :11',' evident.

The use of steel tiber reinforcement in the joint areas holds promise of
improving performance by virtue of the increased tensile strength of the
concrete core. I -'.4H
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1.'1 C I ] I X-71 requirement» 1.1.12

tension In top bars

tI - J 21.-+ 2.5
j = =:., = 0.883 < 0.94

tI _1 A

V 124,600 2
r .-,) ~ = 419 psi (2.89 N/mm )
,,' (phd - (l,X5 x 20 x 17.5

A,j>=c 1.25 x 147.6 = IS4.5 kips

1790 .
Veo l = (l.5 x 60 = 14.9 kips

In assessing the beam's flexural capacity. allow for 25% overstrength,
giving

A,j;. = 3 x 0.785 x 40 = 94.2 kips

flexural capacity of beam

:::::: 0.8X3 x 21.5 x 94.2 = 1790 kip· in

column shear is approximately

~ = 9':+.2 - 14.9 = 79.3 kips

79.3(){)
l'" = O.XS x 20·"·x"'-\'7'-.-5- = 267 psi

for reversed moment

Equation 7.JSb gives

joint shear

r, = 3.:'", 3600 \ I + 0.002 x ISO,OOO 400 = 289 psi

Hence no joint shear reinforcement is required for this case.

1, '--= 419 - ]51 = 68 psi

Equal ion 7.23a. with .~ = 4 in, gives .-1,. = 68 x 4 x 20/60,000 =
0.091 iu '. This value is less than the confining steel required, and it
does not govern the design. Note that following the ACI recom
mend.uions. some 84"" of the total shear was allocated to the
concrete, l'c'

From Eq. 7J5b, we have

From l.q. 13.24 we have lj = 147.6 - 23 = 124.6 kips

_ rz: , ..-.- --,--,--. -- ---.- -
V,. = 3 >v<W){), I + 0.002 x 360,OOO;4(l0 = 351 psi

2. Recommendutions COli willed ill Section 13.8.5

23.2 ~ 23 kips
. 0.5 x 2790

~'. _. --'
co l - :' x 12

'111(: column carries an axial compression of JW kips (lWO kN)
when the top steel Ill' the beam is in tension and ISO kips (XOO kN)
when the bottom steel is in tension. The column may he assumed
to have a point or (,"(lntratlcxure 5 ft (1524 mm) above ;'111(1 below the
bc.uu ;\.\\s during -idcsway.
The required confining reinforcement in the column consists of
No. .:+ 112.7 mm) rectangular hoops with one central supplementary
No.':+ crosstie in bot h directions, all spaced at 4 in (102 111 III Icenters.
Determine the joint reinforcement for shear in accordance with (J)
;\CI .11;\-71 requirements, (2) the recommendations contained in
Scct i: In IlX.5.

effective depth for hottom steel

tI = .::'.:+ - 2 - 0.5 :x. 1 = 21.5 in

Ideal moment [rom the beam is approximately CU';X3 x 21.4
x 1':+7.h ~,,2790 ~IP' in. Assuming this moment to be resisted
in equal proportions below and above the joint, the column shear is
approximately

AJ,= ] x 1.23 x .:+0 = 147.6 kips

depth of compression block in beam ifcompression steel is neglected

147.6
(/ = , _ --.-. = 2.68 in

(l.X) x 3.6 x !X

effect ivc depth for tl 'P steel

d ce= 2.+ - :2 - 0.5 x 1.25 = 21.4 in

for c\ incrcte compressive force

U 2.6/\
i = 1- = J - ..- = 0 94
. 2d .::' x 21.4 .

.\0/111 iOI1[
ri
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Example 13.2. This beam, situated at right angles to the beam of
Example 13.2. is reinforced with three No. 10 (32 mm) bars at the
top, having 3~ in (83 mm) cover, and three No.8 (25 mm) bars at the
bottom, having 2 in (50 rnrn) cover. For lateral load induced shears
in this direction. the minimum axial load on the column to be
considered is 270 kips (1200 kN).
The strength properties are as in the previous example.
Determine the joint shear reinforcement in accordance with (I)
ACI 318_71 1

.l .
12 requirements, (2) the recommendations of Section

13.8.5.

Equation 7.23a, with s = 4 in, gives

A. = :IX6 x 4 x 20/60,000 = 0.515 in 2

From l.xarnple 13.2, three No.4 (12 mrn) legs, giving 0.588 in ', were
required for confinement. This is adequate for the joint shear.

From Eq. 13.25 we have ~ = 147.6 + 94.4 - 3\.4 = 210.6 kips

. 210,600 . 2
1" = C>.8S--x 2o-;Z--T7:s = 708 pSI (4.88 Nzrnm )

From Eq, 7.35b we have

v" = 3.SJ3600 Jl+-6~oo2Xi76~oooi4oo= 322 psi

r, = 708 - 322 = 386 psi

0.5(2300 + 1470) .
v.,ol =---5-~'12-- = 31.4 kips

Beam-Column Joints

1. ACI 318-71 requirements

We have an interior joint similar to that in Fig. 13.65. The tension
force in the top steel is 3.69 x 40 = 147.6 kips, and in the bottom
steel the force is 2.36 x 40 = 94.4 kips. The approximate flexural
capacity of the top steel is Tjd, where

jd ~ 22 - 3.25 -- 0.5 x 1.25 - 2 - 0.5 x 1 = 15.6 in = d - d'

hence /\-1 u.IOp :::: 147.6 x 15.6 ~ 2300 k ip- in
For the bottom steel the same internal lever arm may be assumed;
giving

M u•b"""1n = 94.4 x 15.6 = l470kip·in

Hence the column shear is approximately

The Art of Detailing

When 1\. =0, V. = 521 psi, and s = 4 in.
Equation 13.30 gives

1.5 x 155.5 x 4 . 2
A = ---------.-- = 0.871 In

I' 0.~5 x 21.5 x 60

A No.5 (16 mm) rectangular tie and a single No.5 central supple
mentary leg would provide 0.915 in 2 every 4 in. This is more than
the confining steel requirements.
It is evident that the amount of joint shear reinforcement depends
largely on the extent by which the shear strength of the core is
effected by the axial compression in the columns.
For example, if it is assumed that the shear strength benefits from
the axial compression stress that is in excess of 0.12/;., as is implied
by the SEAOC recommendations, 13.38 the joint shear reinforcement
is red uccd as follows.

axial compression on the column

360,OOOi4000 = 900 psi = O.25f~ (psi)

for assessing shear strength consider only

(0.25 -- O.12)f~ = 0.13 x 3600 = 468 psi compression

Equation 7.35b gives

I'" = 3.5,,/3600 ,,/1 + 0.002 x 468 = 292psi

Hence the area of stirrups placed at 4 in centres is by proportion

52!- 21)2 ,
------ x 0.871 = 0.383 in '

521

The confining steel provided is more than this.

column shear from Section 1

v.,0 I = 1.25 x 23.2 = 29.0 kips

joint shear

~j = 11\4.5 - 29.0 = 155.5 kips

155,500 . 2
Vu = -.-- = 521 pSI (3.59 Njrnm )

0.g5 x 20 x 17.5

Example 13.3

A 22 in x ]6 in (559 x 406 mm) spandrel beam passes continuously
through the same 20 in (508 mm) square column, described in
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263.3 x 4 2
A,. = .... = 1.33 in

O.X.') x 15.6 y, ()O

If No. () ( I X.8 mm) peripheral hoops and one No.5 (16mm) inner leg
arc used, the stirrup spacing would have to be

(2 x 0,44 + 0.305) x 4/1.33 = 3.56 ;::::: J~ in (90 mm)

Itl assessing the beam's flexural capacity, 25 I'll ovcrstrcngth IS
considered. Thus we have

26.IJ()() . ,
.... ---c;. = 884 pSI (6.1 Nzmrn '!

O.X5 x .J) x 17.')

Note that this is.14.73J.Tc (psi). Assume Vc = 0; hence stirrups must
resist I he whole shear in accordance with Eq. 13.31.

The previous discussions attempted to illustrate through a few examples that
thorough understanding or structural behavior should express itself in
thoughtful detailing. Only a well-detailed structure can attain the desired
quality of performance, whose prediction is the purpose of this hook. The
importance of efficient detailing cannot be overemphasized, especially for
structures in a country that is subject to earthquakes. The extensive damage
and the fuilurcs nr buildings in cities experiencing severe earthquakes can be
directly att ributcd to substandard or negligent detailing, and such destruc
tion should serve as a reminder that sound detailing is paramount in the
broad process of structural design.

7:;X

') Recommendat ion contained in Section 13.8.5
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Index

web reinforcement, 707
elastic theory for flexural stresses:

assumptions, 428
de~gn,441,442,448

internal couple method, 429
shrinkage stresses, 457
transformed section method, 436

flex ural strength of sections:
assumptions of theory, 48
balanced failure, 65, 86, 96
bia xial bending, 106
compression failure, 64, 81
design charts and tables, 71, 72, 73, 74
rectangular sections singly reinforced:

analysis, 61
design, 69

rectangular sections doubly reinforced:
analysis, 79
design, 83

sections with bars at various levels or
steel lacking a well-defined yield
strength, 101

T and I sections:
analysis, 92
design, 95

tension failure, 62, 81
interaction of flexural and shear reinforce

ment, 675
latcral instability, 113
maximum reinforcement content, 69,87,

96,580,584

minimum reinforcement content, 75, 580
shear strength:

without web reinforcement, 29 I
with web reinforcement, 299, 581, 585

spikes. 419, 421
support and load points, 680

Beam act ion, 279

Additional moments in columns, 172
Aggregate interlock, see Interface shear
Aims of detailing, 663
Alignment, charts for effective length, 187
Allowable stress, 2, 441
Alternative design method:

doubly reinforced rectangular beam
sections, 446
general, 1,4.441
singly reinforced rectang ular beam sections, 44 2
T-beam sections, 448
see also Elastic theory for flexural stresses

in beams; Working stress design
method

Anchorage bond, 393,669,746
Arch action, 2R5
Axially loaded columns:

analysis and design, 118,452
axial load combined with bending, 123,

452

Balanced flexural failure conditions:
rectangular beam sections. 65, 86
rectangular column sections, 127
T-beam sections, 96

Bars, see Reinforcement
Beams:

anchorages. 669
buckling of comprcsxlo n !lars, 581, 584,

688
coupling beams of shear walls, 645
curvature ductility of sections, 203.221,

554, 563. 584
cutting off tlcx ural reinforcement, 685
deep beams:

continuous. 700, 705
introduction of concentrated loads. 714
simply supported. 700. 703
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Beam-column joints (connections) of
multistorvy frames:

axial compression, 742
core deformation, 743
design:

anchorage, 746
confinement, 749
shear, 583, 590, 747

exterior, 583, 590, 726, 746
interior, 583, 590, 736, 774
space frames, 583, 590,750

Beam-column knee joints (connections);
closing, 717
opening, 720
repeated loading, 724

Bending combined with axial load, 123,452
Bending moments:

complete analysis, 502
elastic theory. 505, 507
limit design, 51 2, SIS

Bent up bars for shear reinforcement, see
Web reinforcement

Biaxial bending:
beams, 106
columns, 154. 158, 162,577

Bond (anchorage):
anchorage or development bond, 393, 669
cyclic and repeated loading, 404,576
flexural bond, 394,417
hooks,411
nature of bond resistance, 394
splices:

compression, 421, 686
mechanical or contact, 423
tcnsion.419

split ting failure. 403
straight anchorage:

in compression, 416, 746

in tension, 41 U. 746
usable strcngth . 407

Brackets and cor bcls:
behavior, 690
failure mechanisms. 692
proportioning. 694

Buckling effect in slender columns, 181

Capacity design. 600
Cantilever walls. l'(,C Shear walls

'apucity reduction factor, 5
uvular column sections, 148

Index

Columns:
axially loaded, 118, 4S0
biaxial flexural strenuth of sections:

general theory, 154
approximate methoo s, 158
design Charts, 162

curvature ductility of sections, 217, 221,
232,592

eccentrically loaded, 123, 452
elastic theory for direct and tlexural

stresses, 450, 452
hoop, 582, 587,591. 688
maximum reinforcement content, 143
minimum reinforcement content, 143
plastic centroid, 127
short, 118, 123, 154, 450
slender, seeSlender columns
spiral, 119,582,688
splices, 419, 421, 42J, 686
shear strength, 293, 310,582,590
tied, 119, 688
uniaxial flexural strength of sections:

assumptions of the: I ry, 48
balanced failure, J 27
circular column sections, 148
compression failure. 126, 129, 138, 149,

150
design charts, 153
rectangular sections with bars at one or

two faces:
analysis, 125
design, 135

rectangular sections with bars at four
faces, 143

sections with bars ill circular array, 148
tension failure, 12K, 137, ]49

Combined stress behavi I' or concrete, 17
Complete moment anal . sis, 502
Compression failure (flvvurc):

beam sections, 64, 8 I
column sections, 12(,.129. 13R, 149, ISO

Compressive stress blo.l, of co ncrcte , 52,
56,58,224

Compressive strength or concrete, II
Compression steel in bl';I!!1S, 79, 83,429,

438,444,581,"'{4
Concrete:

combined stress behavior, 17
compressive strength, 11
compressive stress block, 52, 56, 58, 224

,
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Index

confinement by rectangular hoops, 21,
26,221,224,229,582,587,591,
688

confinement by spirals, 21, 25, 221, 582,
587

creep, 30,474
cyclic stress-strain behaviour, 14
maximum strain, at flexural strength, 54,

221,224,248,249
at ultimate curvature, 56, 205, 22 \, 224,

248,249,516
modulus of elasticity, 12,42'
modulus of rupture, 15
monotonic stress-strain behavior, II
Poisson's ratio, 17
shrinkage, 33, 457
tensile strength, 15

Confinement of concrete:
by rectangular hoops, 21, 26, 221.224,

229,582, '87,591, 688
by spirals, 21, 2S, 221, 582. 587

Connections, seC' Beam-column connections
Construction Joints, 325.6 \()
Control of delkl't ions, 463
Control of flexural crack widths, 490
Corbels, see Brack cts
Coupled shear walls:

design principles, 658
diagonal reinforcement. 652
cla stoplastic analysis. 641
flexural strength, 655
laminar elastic t hcory analvsis, 638
shear strength. (,S5
strength of "'ol'l,lin~ beams, 645

Cover, protective. 476
Cracking moment. 467
Cracking or cOI1L'I"lc:

allowable widths, 476. 49(1
causes, 477
control of flc v !l 1.11 crack widths, 490
long-term efk,'! s. 489
mechanism of I1l'\ ural nack ing:

classical thl" 'I \ , 479
ucneral uppr o.nh. 4R4
non-slip thcoi v. 4H2
statistical ap\'r""dl. 483

Creep of concrcr.: , .~(l, 474
Curvature of a mvmbcr , 196,467
Curvature ductilirv :

available, 203, ~17. 221. 23~
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calculation of required, 496, 518, 521, 552
554,563,584,591

Cyclic load behavior of members:
bond, 404,570
flexure, 254, 570
shear, 332,570

Cyclic stress-strain behavior:
concrete, 14
steel, 40

Deep beams:
continuous, 700, 705
introduction of concentrated loads, 714
simply supported, 700, 703
web rclnforcemcnt, 707

Deformed bar reinforcement, 36
Deflections:

at first yield load. 552, 555
at service load:

allowable, 461. 464
calculation, 465, 470
control of, 463
due tll concrete creep, 46B, 474
due 10 concrete shrinkage, 468, 472
due III shear, 315, 316
more accurate calculations, 470
theory, 236,237, 315,467,472,474

at ultimate load:
cy clie' loading, 254
plastic hinge rotation, 245
summation of discrete rotations at cracks,

2:'0
thcor , 236, 237, 242, 250,552,557

Deformu riuns, SCl' Deflections
Design charts and tables:

beams, 71, 72, 73. 74
columns, 153, 162

Desi~n t'"r flexure, sec Flexural strength of
SL",tions; Alternative design method

Desi)!n f<.r shear, see Shear strength
Dctuilim-

aims, 1163
beams

anchorages, 669
cut t inv off flex ural reinforcement, 685
intcr.uuon of flexural and shear rein-

t'"rcement, 675
support and load points, 680

bcam-o-lumn joints (connections) of multi
s!"rey frames.



Nonrcctangular compressed areas, 56

Plastic centroid of columns, 127
Plastic hinge length, 244, 248, 249, 250
Plastic hinge rotation:

available, 245, 307
calculation of required, 496, 521, 552, 557,

563
Poisson's ratio of concrete, 17
Probable strength, 8,603
Primary torsion, 346
Principal stresses, 272

Overstrcngth, 9, 601
Openings in shear walls, 634

Rate otIoading effects, 568
Rectanuular beam sections:

doubly reinforced. 79, 83, 106,429,436,
446,580,645

singly reinforced, 61, 69, 429, 436, 442
Rectangular column sections, 125, J 35,143,

148,154. 450,452
Redistribution of moments, 496, 507
Reinforcement (steel);

anchorage, sec Bond
cyclic stress-strain behavior, 40
deformed, 36
modulus of elasticity, 37
monotonic stress-strain behavior, 37
wciehts and dimensions of deformed bars.

37
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beams, 75,580
columns, 143, 582

Modulus of elasticity:
concrete, 12,427
steel. 37

Modulus of rupture of concrete, 15
Moment-axial load interaction:

columns, 123, 152
shear walls, 629

Moment-curvature relationships, 196, 199,
203,217,221,254,592

Moment of inertia. 198,239, 242,438,467
Moment magnifier method for columns, 180
Moment redistribution, 496, 507
Monotonic stress-strain behavior:

concrete, II
steel. 37

Lap splices:
compression. 421, 686
tension, 419, 5H2

Lateral instability of beams. 113
Length effects (If columns. s('e Slender

columns
Limit design:

bending moment distribution. 512, 515
calculation. or required plastic hinge

rotations, 496, 516, 521
of service I"ad stresses and deflections,

517,529
comments, 544
methods, 515. 518

Load factors, 4
Long columns. SI't' Slender columns

Maximum reintorcerncnt content:
beams, 69, S7, 96, 580, 5 K4
columns, 143, 582

Maximum strain in concrete:
at flexural strength. 54, 2 ~ I. 224, 248,

249
at ultimate curvature. 56. 205, 221. 224,

248,249,516,579
Mechanism of formation of flexural cracks.

479
Members with J'Ic,'\urc. .H'C Hcams
Members with tlc vurc and avial load , sec

Column'
Minimum rciutorvcment content:

Joints, construrtion, 325,616

limit design, 512,515
moment redistribution, 496, 507
see a/so Beams: Beam-column joints; and

Columns

/looks for anchorage, 4 II
Hoop columns. 582,587, 591

Ideal strength. 5. 8,601.603
Interaction of shear walls with frames, 633
Interaction of shear walls with other shear

walls, 631

Interface shear:
constructionioints, 325. 616
precracked concrete interfaces, 321
uncrackcd concrete interfaces, 320

Index
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Dynamic analysis, 54"1, 563

Index

Earthquake resistant dcsign, sec Seismic
design

Eccentrically loaded ",>Ium/lS. 123,452
Effective flexural rigidity, 239.467
Effective length of ""I 11II111S, 1R3
Effective modulus of elasticity of concrete,

427
Effective width of T sections. 99
Elastic theory bendin.. moments. 505
Elastic theory for fh' \ II ral sl resscs in beams:

assumptions, 428
design, 1,4,441. 41 :', 448
internal couple m" l',,,,d. 4 29
shrinkage stresses. ,j, ,; 'I

transformed section method, 436
Elastic theory for dil,','1 and flexural stresses

in columns, ,)''1).452
Energy dissipation hI special devices, 599
Equivalent rectangul.. stress block, 52, 56,

58,226

Flanged shear walls, (,27
Flexural bond, 394. 4 l "1
Flexural members, s,',' Bcalm
Flexural rigidity:

cracked sections, 4,17. 466
effective, 239,467
general. 183, 198. ;,j 2,437,466
uncracked sections, ,Ln. 466

Flexural strength of "",'Iions:
assumptions of thc"ry, 48
biaxial bending, 10(" \54
rectangular beam s,',rions. 61,69,79,83,

645
rectangular column ""ctions, 125,135,143,

612
sections having bar', .rI various levels or

steel Iacklnr " wctl-deflncd yield
strength, 101 \43,148

T and I beam sectiux. 92, 95
Flexure-shear interac« .n, 30 I
Flexure-torsion inter" o:t ion , 357, 377
Frames:

complete momen I .i nalyxix. 502
ductile design for ,,""lJic '''adinf:. 554, 563.,

569,577,51'1',584,591.600
elastic theory bendinc moments. 505

anchorage, 746
axial compression, 742
confinement, 749
core deformation. 743
exterior. 583, 590. 726. 746
interior, SID. 590. 736. 774
shear. 583, 590. 747
space frames. 583. 590. 750

beam-column k nce joints (connections):
closing. 71 7
opening, 720
repeated loading, 724

(Hackers and corbels:
behavior, 690
failure mechanisms, 692
propcr tio ninu, 694

columns:
splkes,6H6
transverse reinforcement, 6k8

.lccp beams:
continuous. 700, 705
introduction of concentrated load. 714
simply su ppor te d, 700. 703
web reinforcement. 707

direction chancvs of forces. 664
purpose of rcmf'or ccment, 664

Dependable st"'nl:lh, 5.8,601.603
lksign methods, I
Dc'sign stren;'lh. 3
Development bond, 393
Development tength, 410. 416
Diauonal reinturvcmcnt for shear, 652
Direction ch,,,w,'s of forces. 665
Irisplacc rncn tdu ct ilit y factor. 547
I.luubly rcinfur,'cd beam sect ion«, 79, 83,

106.429,436,446,580.645
Ductile dcsirn for seismic load iru-:

frames. 554. 563. 569, 577. 51'10, 584, 591,
600

shear walls, 611. 618,627,641.658
Ducrilitv:

curvature durt ilit y factor, 2ti()

charts f,'r cu rvaturc ductilitv I';t(tor of
beams. 2liS. 209,2\(1.211

displacement ductility factor . .'47
provision" 7, :' 16
unconfined hl.':JlII sections, 2ed
uuconfin-...~J c' .i umn section", 217
sections \\ ith l'\~Jlfincd concrc t...·•

221
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Tall shear walls with rectangular sections, 611
T-beam sections:

analysis for flexure, 92, 432
design for flexure, 95,448
effective width, 99, 358

Tensile strength of concrete, 15
Tension failure (flexure):

beam sections, 62, 81
column sections, 128, 137, 149

Tied columns, 119
Torsional strength:

flexure-torsion interaction, 357,377
plain concrete:

elastic behavior, 348
plastic behavior, 351
tubular sections, 354

primary torsion, 346
secondary torsion, 346
torsion-shear interaction, 359, 370
web reinforcement, 361,370

Torsion in statically indeterminate structures,
389

Torsion-shear interaction, 359, 370
Torsional stiffness, 383
Transformed section, 436, 452
Truss mechanism, 294
Tubular sections, 354

steel, 37,40

Yield point,37
Yield strength, 37

Walls, see Shear walls
Web reinforcement:

shear, 293,581,582,585,590,615,645
torsion, 361, 370

Working stress design method, 1,441

Variable depth of member, 274

769Index

Singly reinforced beam secnons, 61, 69, 429,
436,442

Size effects on shear streng '11, 287
Slender columns:

additional moments, 172
alignment charts for effective length, 187
approximate design by moment magnifier

method, 180
behavio r, 172
definition, 172
effective length, 183
"exact" design, 179
flexural rigidity, 183
secondary moments, 173

Special transverse steel, 582, 587,688
Spiral columns, 119,582,587
Splices:

compression, 421, 686
mechanical or contact, 423
tension, 419, 5H2

Splitting failure. 4.03
Squat shear walls with rectangular sections,

618
Static collapse mechanisms, 496, 512, 515,

557,554
Steel, see Reinforcement
Stirrups, see Web reinforcement
Straight anchorages, in compression, 416

in tension, 410' ,"

Strain in concrete,
at flexural strength, 54, 221, 224, 248,

249
at ultimate curvature', 56,205,221,224,

248,249,516,579
Strength:

design, 3
dependable, 5, 8, 601, 603
ideal, 5, 8, 601,603
overstrength, 9, 601
probable, 8, 603

Strength and serviceability design, 3
Stress-strain behaviour:

concrete, 1 I, 14
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cyclic lind repeated hading, 332, 581,582,
585,590

design, 291; 299, 3111,581, 582, 585,590,
615,618,65<;

diagonal reinforcemcut , 652
effect on flexural slI'd ret)uircrncnts, 304
effect on plastic hill''':S, 307
flexure-shear inter.r.i i..n, 301
interface shear:

construction join I ';. 325, 616
precracked concnic interfaces, 321
uncrackecl concrci. interfaces, 320

mechanism of resist.nice:
beams without wd, rciutor ccmcnt, 276
beams with web rvmf'orccmcn t, 293
columns, 310

principal stresses, 2'/ .:
shear-flexure-axial I I 'ICC interaction, 310
size effects, 287
truss mechanism, 2 I J.\

variable depth of uumber , 274
web reinforcement ..193, 5HI. 5H2, 585, 590

Shear-torsion interacu..n. 359, 370
Shear walls:

cantilever walls, 61 I
coupled walls:

design principles. (,5 H
diagonal reinforcement. 652
elastoplastic analysis, 641
flexural strengt h. (,;:; 5
laminar elastic thc'oll' analysis, 638
shear strength, 65'
strength of coupliuu beams, 645

ductile design for seismic loading. 611,618,
627,641, 65;..:

flanged walls, 627
interaction with frames, 633
interaction with other walls, 631
moment-axial load interaction, 629
openings, 634
squat walls with rc. u ngular sections, 618

. tall walls with rect.unul.u sections:
construction join: ... 616
flexural strength, ol 2
shearstrength, 6 I <,

Short columns, 118. 1.'~. 1~4, 450
Shrinkage of concrc 1<' 33, 457

.Shrinkage stresses:
. symmetrical section .. 4~ 7

unsyrnrrjetrical S('C'I ,. '"S, 4.'9
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Repeated load behavior, seeCyclic load
behavior

Reversed load effects, see Cyclic load
""'·'.bchavIo r . .,

;',,:\1::

$e!2dndatvmornents in columns, 173
Se~()ndarytorsion,346
Seismic design

ACI 318·71 speciJlpr<lVisions, 580
basic concepts. 545
beams:

buckling of reinforcement, 581,584
'curvature ductility , 580, 584
shearstrcng ih, 581, 585, 65:-l

beam-column connections, 583, 590, 746
biaxial loud cuccts, 577
.capaoity desic n:

axial Ioad dctcrminatjon for columns,
604

.flexural strength of columns, 602
shearstreng th 'of beams, 60 1
shearstrength of columns. 606

'columns.'
avoidance-of plastichinges, 582, 585
ductility; 5l:i2,587,591
shear stren!!th;5~2,590'

'curvature ductility:,hiquiremeI1(S, 552, 554,
'563
tY<;:lic lcadeffe cts, 569
displacement ductllityrequirernents, 547
dynamic analYses,'547,563.
energy dissipation-byspecial devices, 599
loa<iing;545
ruteof loading effects, 568
reversed load en(~cts,.see'Cyclic. load effects
shear. walls,,611, 618,627 i 641, 658
special transverse steel, 582, 5H7. 688
static collapse mechanisms:

beamsidesway, 559
column sideswu~i557

Service load .behuvior; 426
Serviceability ,6,secalso Cracking; Deflec-

tions
Shear-flexure-aida'! force interaction, 310
Shear friction, 320,321,325
Shear stiffness. 315, 316
Shearstrength :

arch action, 2;":5
beam actioIl.279
construction ioint s. 325,61 (i
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